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Introduction 
 In the aftermath of the successful negotiation of a treaty of friendship between Italy 
and Libya, colonel M. Gaddafi of Lybia had an official visit in Rome, in June 2009, 
that spurred controversy and widespread public outrage. During a public debate, 
when questioned about his personal conception of democracy and the prospective of 
free elections in Libya, he delivered as an answer the following, shrewd mixture of 
political theorizing, seeming naïveté and dialectical trickery: «Democracy is an Arab 
word which has been read in Latin», he argued, and «demos in Arab means „people‟, 
while crazi means „chair‟. That is to say, the people want to sit on chairs».  «If we 
presently are in this hall we are the people sitting on chairs», he went on, «and this 
ought to be called democracy, that is, the people are sitting on chairs. On the 
contrary, if we had these same people go out, and we had brought in ten people to sit 
down here in their stead, chosen by the those standing outside, those ten people 
should not be called a democracy but, rather, a ten-cracy, or ten on the chairs. (…) 
until all the people will not sit down on chairs, there will be no democracy»; and 
again, «an alternating power means there are people who take power and hand it over 
among themselves. If there was democracy there would be no alternating power. 
Democracy means the people who hold power. How can they hand it over to any 
one?».
1
 Finally: «People‟s congresses are needed in every city, delegates of which 
must then convene in one city. During this meeting, everyone will represent the 
opinion of the congress he represents and, in the end, an only law will be 
promulgated whereby the opinion of the entire people are kept into account».
2
 
Of course, I do not mean to elaborate on this somewhat extravagant definition of 
what democracy and representation are; subsequent events have just demonstrated 
that Gaddafi did not have it quite right. I just take a cue that will introduce the 
subject of the present work. At large, it will indeed be a discussion of people sitting 
on chairs, whereby I mean taking part in the gatherings and the assemblies that 
                                                             
1 
http://www.corriere.it/politica/09_giugno_12/il_popolo_le_sedie_la_democrazia_gian_antonio_stella
_f75e5f46-5718-11de-b156-00144f02aabc.shtml, retrieved 23.09.2010. The translation from Italian is 
mine. 
2 http://www.asca.it/news-gheddafi__democrazia_si_esprime_attraverso___congressi_popolari__-
837827-ora-.html. Retrieved 23.09.2010. The translation from Italian is mine. 
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constituted what, in fact, can be defined a structural part of the local power(s) of 
ancient Mesopotamia. This generic definition, however, should be broken down to 
the plurality of the civic constituencies which were the ultimate backbone of such a 
thing as the “local power”; for it is clear that the city (ālu) and its main assembly 
(puhrum) were in fact the result of the aggregation of several smaller body politics, 
interests, boundaries. So the articulation of the present work will accordingly follow 
a two-fold research perspective: one part which seeks to establish, with more clarity 
than has been produced in scholarship until now, the who, that is, who was entitled to 
participate in (public?) meetings vested with some authority; and another one, 
devoted to the how and the what, trying to define the limits within which such an 
authority could be exercised, by its own right and in relation to the royal one. The 
chronological scope of the inquiry covers the Neo and Late Babylonian periods, 
where the former is meant to include also the earlier Achaemenid period, and the 
latter  the early Macedonian, the Seleucid and the Arsacid ones; I also refer to the 
latter chronological subdivisions collectively, as Hellenistic.  
To make it even more plain: the thesis deals with local assemblies from the Neo 
Babylonian through the Hellenistic period. At the very beginning the research project 
had been envisaged to cover only the implementation of imperial rule in the 
Hellenistic period, and the relationship between city-based elites and the Seleucid 
and Parthian monarchies; according to this perspective, the study would essentially 
have revolved around the kiništu and other local fixtures of the Hellenistic period. As 
it soon became evident, however, in order to be well founded (and considering the 
relative paucity of Hellenistic sources) such an endeavour required that a closer look 
be taken at what had happened before, i.e. at the role and workings of local powers 
during the Neo Babylonian period, and their relationship with higher authorities – for 
instance, it is evident that the real consistence and composition of the Hellenistic 
kiništu can only be grasped through a comprehensive study and comparison with its 
Neo Babylonian counterpart, for which evidence is available in greater quantity and 
scope. While for  the Neo Babylonian period a research of this kind can be conducted 
on a comparatively small but (I think) relevant number of archival texts – that is, 
essentially, records of proceedings of “assemblies” – for the Hellenistic period the 
number of similar usable materials is even smaller, and we have to mainly rely on 
chronicles and Diaries, with all the difficulties that their concise nature and their 
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often fragmentary state bring with them, plus a number of texts  from other contexts 
as private or temple archives; such is the case, for instance, of  the late Achaemenid 
and early Hellenistic Esagil archive, the Abu-ul-īde archive from the first half of the 
third century BCE (se Jursa 2006), the astrologer‟s archive of the second century 
BCE, the temple archives of Hellenistic Uruk (which, however, contain a 
comparatively insignificant number of texts that can be properly defined as 
administrative, or relating to local governance stricto sensu). Also, useful 
information can, from time to time, be gathered from stray texts, like BRM 1 88 or 
the enigmatic, s.-c. “Lehmann” text (MMA 86.11.299, that can be however 
reconducted to the Esagil archive [Jursa 2005: 74]), or from inscriptions or even 
copies of inscriptions (take, for instance, the bogus letter of Samsu-iluna from sixth 
century Sippar, the Harran stela of Nabonidus, the Cyrus and Antiochus cylinders, 
the third century Nikarchos and Kephalon inscriptions from Uruk etc.).  
Alas, the greatly inhomogeneous nature of the evidence considered has 
prevented this research to be constructed according to a fully coherent theoretical 
framework or technical approach, at least if we consider those, such as e.g. the 
archival one, that have been dominating a consistent part of Neo Babylonian 
scholarship during the last quarter of a century, or the prosopographical one. The 
result is, that for every single body of evidence and relative interpretation, a specific 
perspective or interpretive theory has been devised or utilized, at least according to 
the judgment of the present writer, keeping of course in mind the ultimate goal of 
this research. That is not to say, of course, that there exists no background 
scholarship on the subject of local power and its different articulations, in 
relationship to city administration and to royal power, that can be used as a blueprint 
for the present study. Indeed a full record exists that ideally runs from Jakobsen‟s 
study of what he then labeled as “primitive democracy” (1943) to the workshop on 
the “Public and the State” organized by von Dassow and held in the Würzburg 2008 
Rencontre Assyriologique; von Dassow (in press) summarizes and extends a part of 
the findings of that meeting, the purpose of which had been to seek new ways by 
which the consistence, scope and history of local realities and often overlooked 
social and political fixtures could be interpreted and brought to light. It is indeed of 
some interest to notice here that one of the first colloquia to be explicitly dedicated to 
political functions and powers of society other than the royal one was assembled by 
Finet (1974) under the aegis of the concept of opposition. Whether la voix de 
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l‟opposition can be heard during the periods under consideration here will be a 
marginal argument I will touch, but, more importantly, I will also argue on the real 
necessity to actually look for it in order to study the implementation of state rule and 
the reaction of the governed to it. After Finet‟s second colloquium on local power 
(1982), however, to put it in von Dassow‟s words (in press), some kind of intellectual 
retreat occurred, whereby, with some exceptions here and there, the flow of literature 
on the subject came to a halt, only to experience a re-birth in recent times, with the 
works of Fleming (2004), Barjamovic (2004) and Seri (2005), devoted to different 
areas and chronological periods, but all directed at the local power. I modestly try to 
set out in the footprints left by these scholars. 
 The need for the study – and I come here to the context, background and 
research questions – is justified by the following facts. The royal establishment in the 
Neo Babylonian cities, represented by a number of royal officials or royally 
appointed local officials, by the organizational structures of cities and temples, by 
their economic and cultic activities carried out by a plethora of officials, priests, 
entrepreneurs and workers of various kinds, their economic and institutional 
interconnections, has been more or less touched by a number of studies that 
constituted a sound, general picture of the fabric of society, cult and economy, that 
can be now relied upon in order to undertake more specific, in-detail inquiries.  
Such is the case, for instance, of MacGinnis‟ 1995 and Bongenaar‟s 1997 
studies of  the functioning and prosopography of the Neo Babylonian Ebabbar 
temple in Sippar, or Jursa‟s 1995 work on land tenure in the same city for the same 
time span. On the Uruk archives and administration we essentially have Kümmel‟s 
extensive prosopography and the recently published work of Kleber (2008) focussing 
on the relationship between the Eanna temple and the crown, while Beaulieu‟s 2003 
inquiry is dedicated to the cult. Among monographs dealing with the Hellenistic 
Uruk one may cite at least Doty 1977, McEwan 1981 (dealing also with Babylon) 
and Funck 1984. Boiy 2004 has reconstructed the general historical, social, and 
urban layout of late Achaemenid and Hellenistic Babylon, while Van der Spek 1986 
focused on the issue of land tenure during the Seleucid period; Linssen (2004) 
studies the cults of Uruk and Babylon in the Hellenistic period and so on. Van de 
Mieroop 1999 and Jursa 2010 have supplemented paramount studies on general 
topics of interest, as the city and the economy of the Neo Babylonian period 
respectively. This list could go further, but it will not be necessary to cite here every 
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single work that established the commonly shared knowledge of the Neo Babylonian 
period, on which I extensively draw for the sake of the present inquiry. Suffice it to 
say that, from time to time, all of  these studies illuminate different aspects of the 
social, economic and political background of cities and temples, both “public” and 
private.  
On the contrary, what has been conspicuously absent, from all these different 
approaches, is a look at the local assemblies, and I will refrain here from 
characterising them as “civic” or “of decision making”, because to find out what they 
actually dealt with is one of the subjects of the study, so see the conclusions, where I 
summarize my findings. If we exclude Dandamaev‟s handful of articles (1982, 1988, 
1995, 1997 etc.) and sparse, cursory treatments that can be found here and there in 
literature (usually no longer than a few paragraphs or pages), a full scale discussion 
of the assemblies‟ composition, convening, and powers has never been undertaken 
for the period in question. Of course, for the Hellenistic period one may quote some 
earlier contributions such as Doty‟s 1977 work, or Funck‟s 1984 and Van der Spek‟s 
1986 chapters on the local institutions or, more recently, Boiy‟s chapter on šatammu 
and kiništu of Esagil (2004: 193ff), but for various reasons I find all of  them not 
fully satisfying, essentially because they take the problem from a restricted 
standpoint, and did not supplement their studies with adequate comparisons with 
evidence from periods prior to the Hellenistic one. Now usually one finds out that 
such a lack of interest for  the Neo Babylonian assemblies is motivated by the 
realisation of their limited powers and scope of activities, and by the fact that under 
the Chaldean and Achaemenid dynasties the power of the monarchy had grown so 
strong as to make the role of local assemblies simply disappear from the scene. 
Check for instance statements as “the final disappearance of the popular assembly as 
the main body of self-governing of free population symbolizes the fall of the ancient 
society in Mesopotamia” (Dandamaev 1977: 591, 1988: 69), cited in a number of 
subsequent works (e.g. Fried 2004: 33); or see Jursa‟s 2010 (and 2011, in press) brief 
address of the matter, which is again focussed on the limited powers of sixth-century 
assemblies in comparison with the “heyday”  they enjoyed at the time of the Neo 
Assyrian empire, when royal power in southern Mesopotamia was weak or absent; or 
cf. Kleber‟s 2008 concluding discussion (pp. 333ff) on the relationship between 
temple (Eanna) and palace, facing the problem of local autonomy and powers in 
terms of “opposition”, to subsequently dismiss it (it is on the other hand significant 
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that in her long essay there is basically no place for assemblies whatsoever). Now it 
is evident that such kind of arguments are heavily biased and that our vision is 
distorted by what can be gathered from the imperial Neo Assyrian correspondence, 
on which an analysis as that of Barjamovic is entirely based; Jursa‟s depiction of the 
functioning of local assemblies (2010: 58ff), in turn, relies heavily on Barjamovic‟s 
work. This does not mean, of course, that Jursa‟s assumptions are ill-founded; yet, I 
think that at least some of the doubts voiced by Barjamovic on the articulation and 
nature of local powers, which he can only see as “through a glass, darkly” given the 
nature of the evidence he used (and which, from a certain point of view, is paralleled 
by the historical accounts of late chronicles and Astronomical Diaries), can be 
clarified when the archival records of the Neo Babylonian period are investigated, an 
undertaking that Barjamovic himself advocated as necessary (2004: 52-53). By the 
very same token, an analysis of  the same evidence, i.e. a careful scrutiny of all the 
texts from Neo Babylonian archival sources that record the dealings and actions of 
assemblies, can bring about a better understanding of the latter‟s functions and 
activities and, at the same time, prompt a more neutral approach, seeking not to use a 
peculiar socio-political situation as that of the period of the Neo Assyrian hegemony 
as the only tell-tale of  the assemblies‟ powers and authority.  
And now, in fact, I come precisely to the main research question: what was precisely 
the place of such body politics in the social, economic and political fabric of Neo 
Babylonian and Hellenistic society? And, more importantly, as von Dassow put it, 
how did the governed respond to the exercise of power and authority? How did the 
people participate (or not) in the governing of themselves (von Dassow, in press)? As 
a corollary, indeed, other issues arise that need consideration: mainly a) what was the 
assembly‟s composition and membership profile? b) can we really speak of a “civic” 
assembly or rather we have to face a more varied multiplicity of gatherings with 
different scopes and constituents? c) how did assemblies convene? Were they 
standing body politics, as Barjamovic seemed to believe, with a fixed membership 
profile and shared agenda, or were they just ad hoc meetings convened by specific 
authorities who had the power and the connections to do so when the need arose? d) 
do we have to confine this research only to texts where the word puhru occurs, or 
rather the scope of the inquiry is to be extended?  
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The way I seek to answer these research questions is articulated over five 
chapters. The first one presents an introductory overview on Late Babylonian 
assemblies and their composition, and especially on the Late Babylonian kiništu. The 
reason for this lies in the fact that, among all the constituencies that, as I argue in the 
study, could form wider assemblies, this one has been that to which the less attention 
has been devoted in scholarship, if we exclude Bongenaar‟s three-pages paragraph, 
dealing however with very limited evidence from Sippar (1997: 149-152). 
Furthermore, as I see it, some confusion has been prompted on the nature and 
composition of Late Babylonian assemblies due precisely to the ambiguous nature of 
the kiništu, often depicted as a temple council (and that needs not be wrong at all), 
but whose precise nature and membership profile remained somewhat shadowy. Late 
Babylonian assemblies, moreover, may have acquired a slightly increased 
importance in Late Babylonian society (Van der Spek 1987), so a discussion that 
cleans the slate on the status of Hellenistic-period assemblies is just in order. At the 
same time, I try to fix the chronological borders between which the institution seems 
to have existed.  
Consequently, chapter two presents an overview and analysis of the Neo 
Babylonian kiništu, with a couple of excursus on the elders and the “citizens”. 
Bongenaar put forward that the term designated the  organization of the prebendaries 
of any given sanctuary; a prosopographical inquiry is undertaken that seeks to 
disprove or confirm Bongenaar‟s hypothesis. I wish to stress that the first two 
chapters are somewhat instrumental to the discussion of chapter four, as the 
prebendaries – priests – of a sanctuary, and prebendary elite families of the cities, 
were a constituency that, together with higher officials of the royal establishment, 
dominated the assemblies of the Neo Babylonian period. To have a clear-cut picture 
about them is thus necessary for the prosecution of the study, which takes place in a 
third and fourth chapters. In the former, I once again try to assess the documentary 
basis for the study of the assembly (puhru), and try to disentangle every single group 
that constituted it from one another. This chapter is also meant to dispel doubts and 
incongruities on the presumed difference between “civic” and “temple” assemblies, 
presenting a more practical approach. The structure of the fourth chapter is 
essentially twofold: in the first broad section I present a full synopsis of the 
constituencies that made up the assemblies, making comparisons, as for their 
functions and characteristics, between the broader evidence of the Neo Babylonian 
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period and that of the Hellenistic one. The second section, finally, takes on more in 
detail what the assemblies could actually do, what business they dealt with, what 
kind of power was vested on them; this, again, is done keeping an eye on similarities 
and changes that occur in the long run, at the shift between the Neo Babylonian and 
later periods.  
In the fifth and final chapter, I take a more decided turn towards the 
Hellenistic period. I basically try to single out Seleucid and Arsacid policies and the 
effects they had on the social fabric of the Babylonian cities of the period. I do this 
by focussing especially on the communication between the court and the elite 
citizens, which I submit were actually those gathered around  the temple community. 
I present the findings as a case study that on the one hand highlights how such elites 
were closely dependent on royal grace and support, and on the other how the 
withdrawing of that support may have been detrimental to the political survival of the 
Babylonian temple and its community. From this perspective, the Greek polity 
installed in Babylon by Antiochus IV will be the object of some additional attention. 
The conclusions, finally, will summarize the findings of the previous five 
chapters; an attempt will be made  at applying them some interpretive models, drawn 
from Barjamovic (2004), Nielsen (2008) and Von Dassow (in press), in an attempt to 
improve the answers provided to the research questions throughout the present work. 
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Chapter I 
The Late Babylonian assemblies 
As anticipated in the introduction, this chapter aims at a better insight into the 
composition of the Late Babylonian assemblies. According to a still prevalent 
opinion, I could as well say the Late Babylonian kiništu, for no other kind of 
assembly is commonly reputed to have survived down to the Hellenistic period. 
However, as I hope will be demonstrated, that is not completely true, and a survival 
of the puhrum is perhaps a notion that should be reintroduced. On the other hand, a 
certain  prevalence of the kiništu of TN in the sources must be acknowledged, 
especially for Babylon. Van der Spek (1987: 62-64) argued that actually the šatammu 
and kiništu of Esagil constituted a major authority, and possibly the highest at the 
local level. However, no full attempt has ever been undertaken at defining, for 
instance, the membership profile of an institution that is ambiguously perceived in 
modern scholarship, oscillating between the notion of a temple assembly or council, 
and that of a group of people simply sharing a personal condition, and not necessarily 
gathered in a standing way. It will be seen, at any rate, that the two instances more or 
less coincide, at least as far as the Hellenistic period is concerned. I thus try to 
remove the obstacle that this ambiguity constitutes, as this will be later instrumental 
for a better understanding of the Neo Babylonian institutions as a whole. In turn, 
once the consistency and nature of the Neo Babylonian kiništu has been established, 
it will shed more light on the nature of the Late Babylonian kiništu as an assembly 
with an apparently different membership profile than those of the earlier periods. I 
will start by trying to attain a quantum of chronological depth in which to place the 
data that can help to focus the institution‟s membership, by discussing the two 
textual ends of the chronological arc within which evidence on the kiništu‟s 
composition can be found. I later move on to Uruk, and I make a comparative 
research on the same subject. 
1.1 Kiništu membership profile: beginning and end of the evidence 
So obscure are the beginnings of the kiništu institution, however, that even its first 
attestation could be see controversial, at least at first glance. In 1994 Al-Rawi and 
George published the text labeled as Sippar Library 8.B.4, that they immediately 
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recognized as a fictitious letter of Samsu-iluna to one Enlil-nādin-šumi, from the 
newly discovered temple library of Sippar,
3
 and tentatively suggested the reign of 
Nebuchadnezzar I as the true period of its original composition, based on some 
stylistic traits of the text (Al-Rawi and George 1994: 135-139).
4
 A genuine piece of 
propaganda, the letter elaborates over the impieties and sacrileges committed by the 
priesthood of the sanctuaries of Akkad, finally invoking horrible curses against the 
culprits, while in the meantime committing the addressee of the letter, he himself of 
probable royal extraction, to inscribe the text of the letter on a stele. So run the lines 
enumerating the various priestly categories pointed out as guilty of sacrilege by the 
king and the misdeeds they purportedly committed:
5
 
4. um-ma a-na na-re-e gi-mir ma-ha-┌zi kur uri┐[ki šá?] 
5. ul-tu şi-it dutu-ši a-di e-reb dutu-ši [0?] 
6. nap-har-šú-nu a-na šuII-ka uš-tag-m[i!?-ru?] 
7. áš-me-e-ma lúku4-é
! ki-na-al-tu
6
 lú!nu.èš lúpa-ši-š[i! (x)] 
8. ù lúdingir.gub.bameš šá ma-ha-zu kur uriki ma-la ┌gál┐ [-ú?] 
9. sar!?-ra-a-tum i-ta!-haz an-zil!-lum ik-tab-su da-me il-┌tap-tu┐ 
10. la šal-ma-a-tum i-ta!-mu-ú (…) 
«(…) thus for the stele:“Concerning all the cult-centres of the land of Akkad, all of those [which,] 
from east to west, I have given entirely into your control, I have heard: the temple officials, 
collegium,
7
 nešakku-priests, pašīšu-priests and dingirgubbû priests of the cult-centres of the land of 
Akkad, as many as there are, have taken to falsehood, committed an abomination, been stained with 
blood, spoken untruths (…)”» 
So far, if the proposed period of composition of the fake letter is accepted, one would 
be forced to admit the kiništu dates back to at least the 12th century BCE. The text, 
however, has a previously unpublished duplicate in the column of a large Neo 
Babylonian exercise tablet from Ur (UET VII 155, rev. col. V), which in the relevant 
passage has: 
8. (…) áš-me-e-ma [lúk]u4-é 
9. lúpa-ši-šú lúe-dam-mu-ú 
10. lúne-šak-ku u dingir.gub.bameš 
11. [šá ma-h]a-zi kur ┌ak-ka┐-di-i 
12. [m]a-┌la┐ [ba-š]u-┌ú┐ (…) 
                                                             
3 X 1987: 248ff. 
4 This text has other relevant aspects to this work. They will be further elaborated upon in the third 
chapter. 
5 Text and translation follow the edition of Al-Rawi and George (1994). 
6 Note that kinaltu is written here without the determinative lú. 
7 The hypotheses about the translation of the term will be elaborated upon further below. 
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«the temple enterers, the pašīšu-priests, the edammû-priests, the nešakku-priests, and 
the dingirgubbû-priests of the sanctuaries of the land of Akkad, as many as there are» 
(ll. 8-12, also published in Al-Rawi and George 1994). As can be seen, the two 
priestly lists differ only in that Sippar Library 8.B.4 has kinaltu instead of edammû. 
We thus have a text which was probably composed during the later Middle 
Babylonian period to be staged at the time of the First Dynasty of Babylon, and 
copied at least as late as the sixth century BCE. The very presence of a variant in the 
two extant copies from Sippar and Ur, though, suggests caution in attributing the first 
mention ever of the kiništu to the 12th century. Indeed, a crash exam of the same list 
shows that, if the text was really composed at the time of Nebuchadnezzar I, between 
edammû and kiništu it is the latter that seems, by far, the uninvited guest.8 Early 
                                                             
8
 A brief survey of the listed titles: Ērib bīti: unlike the kiništu, they (rarely) appear already during the 
Old Babylonian period (Renger 1969: 200). They are, however, already attested as prebendary: an 
inheritance document from Larsa (?) mentions shares in days of temple enterer of Nanna (Van Driel 
2002: 108). The temple enterers appear together with the pāšišu in an administrative document from 
Sippar, from which also witness ērib bītis are known for the (late) Old Babylonian period (Van Driel 
2002: 108-109). Nešakku: (a Sumerian loanword) the title was already a rare survival in the Middle 
Babylonian period (Van Driel 2002: 99), but  at least in Nippur it did survive into the first millennium, 
the city perhaps retaining some of its peculiarities. Indeed, the title, which designated some sort of 
purification priest (so in Renger 1969: 141) knew some kind of revival during the Kassite and Neo 
Babylonian periods, when the governor of Nippur and some chief civic officials (as the governor of 
Sippar) bore the title (CAD N: 191 s.v. nešakku, Henshaw 1994: 36), while in earlier periods it seems 
to have been somewhat subordinate to the pāšišu (Renger ibid.). It is to be noticed that the nešakku 
already occurs with the pāšišu and the edammû in lexical lists (cf. Henshaw 1994: 34-35). The office 
waa certainly prebendal (Van Driel 2005: 522). Pāšišu: lit. “anointed” (Sum. gudu4), was no doubt a 
prebendal office (Renger 1969: 165ff, Van Driel 2002: 102ff.), which is sometimes found in 
connection with the gipāru (Renger 1969: 162), although by no means exclusively. Through priestly 
lists and the fact that they had an overseer, it can be gathered the gudu4 belonged to the lower strata of 
temple hierarchy (Renger 1969: 164-165; cf. also Henshaw 1994: 29; the title appears already in Early 
Dynastic lexical lists). It is not easy, however, to gauge the extent and scope of the pāšišu‟s activities 
or cultic role. The impression is that the title designated a generic function or status (maybe even the 
status of prebendary itself: cf. Van Driel 2005: 521-522), not differently from the later temple 
enterers, with which they may have merged (or have been supplanted by) to later disappear (although 
in Old Babylonian Sippar they appear together: Van Driel 2002: 109-110). Indeed, in a vocabulary 
entry pāšišu is explained as ērib bīt ili (CT 31 44, cf. CAD E: 290 s.v. ērib bīti). Dingirgubbû: or 
angubbû (Sumerian loanword); designated both tutelary deities (CAD A/2: 117-118 s.v. angubbû) or a 
category of ecstatics; it appears, however, together with the gudu4 (and the ramku?) in an inscription 
of Esarhaddon, dedicating offerings and rites together with priestly personnel to Esagil (Henshaw 
1994: 158-159). Attested during the Neo Assyrian period at the latest. Edammû: (Sumerian loanword) 
oneiromancer, as the šā‟ilu. Renger (1969: 217-218) assumes a lower social standing. In some lexical 
lists, however, the title appears together with higher priestly titles, below the en and nešakku, above 
the pāšišu and gudu4-abzu, maybe implying his status was not so low, after all (Henshaw 1994: 141). 
As can be seen, all titles find their origin in the Old Babylonian period or earlier; three of them 
originate in the Sumerian language. Moreover, with the possible exception of ērib bīti/pāšišu, all such 
15 
 
appearances of this institution in the textual record gradually emerge during the 
earlier part of the first millennium, and become predominant during the late period 
(Neo Babylonian, Achaemenid, Hellenistic), to the effect that the kiništu as an 
institution can be characterized as a preeminently later first millennium phenomenon. 
These considerations, together with the widely acknowledged, later aramaic origin of 
the word,
9
 raise the doubt as to whether the appearance of the kiništu in such a 
peculiar text is not a later adaptation to make the list of priestly offenders reflect, 
more than it originally did, a mid-first millennium priestly context, as far as titles and 
functions are concerned, as the kiništu would be the only one priestly qualification to 
have a relatively more recent background amidst more archaic titles.  
On the other hand, such remarks could be dismissed on grounds that the 
reverse option could be true as well, i.e. that it is in fact Sippar Library 8.B.4 that 
reflects an earlier stage of composition, maybe even the earliest, and that the first 
mention of the kiništu has then indeed to be placed during the reign of 
Nebuchadnezzar I; but in such a case there would remain to be explained for which 
reason the kiništu would have been left out from a later copy, composed in a period 
during which, on the contrary, the institution was certainly existent and integral in 
the functioning of a mid-first millennium Mesopotamian temple. At any rate, and 
considering the rest of the evidence that will be discussed, I believe the one recorded 
by Sippar Library 8.B.4 is to be considered the lectio difficilior between the two. 
Even if the dating of the text to the latter half of the 12
th
 century BCE, as proposed 
by the editors, is accepted, the possibility that the mention of the kiništu represents an 
anachronism (as the placing of a šākin ţēm māti in an Old Babylonian context: Al-
Rawi and George 1994: 135 n. 4) for the late Middle Babylonian period is sound and 
real. As regards the inclusion of anachronisms in later copies of literary texts, the 
recently published Late Babylonian tablet BM 28825 (Frame and George 2005) 
offers another compelling example, which went unnoticed to the editors:
10
 although 
other factors concur to have the exemplar assigned to a post Achaemenid period 
                                                                                                                                                                            
title designate specific, individual offices; being a generic term, encompassing more professions (as 
we shall see below), kiništu does not share any of these traits. 
9 This aspect will be discussed further below. 
10 The translation, however, clearly reflects the latest attestation of the title, uppudētu ša bītāt ilāni, 
and not just uppadēti as found during the Achaemenid period. 
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(orthography, family name of the scribe
11
), when the text relates the reaction of a 
Babylonian crowd to an apparent promise by Aššurbanipal to re-establish kidinnūtu 
for the city in exchange of copies of the learned corpora of scribal tradition, made by 
a team of scholars, it says that “[When] this tablet [came] to Babylon, [ … ] the 
temple overseers, five thousand men, citizens of Babylon, went to E[sagil …]” (ll. 
36-37), where “temple overseers” is uppudētu in the text. Now, although the title, 
probably derived from an Iranian root *upadai-
?
/*upadaitija (resp. Boiy 2004: 211 
and Roth 1991: 34 n. 48 with bibliography), is sometimes found during the 
Achaemenid period as uppadēti (see again Roth 1991: 33-34 nn. 41, 43, texts Rm 
681: 21 and BM 33933: 21 resp.), the spelling uppudētu occurs only once, referred to 
Itti-Marduk-balāţu//Iddin-Bēl//Mušēzib in BOR 4 132, dated to 127 BCE: this could 
point to the late second century BCE as a possible period of composition of BM 
28825 too.
12
 Although, then, there can be no doubt that the text was originally 
created during the late Sargonid period,
13
 it is clear that the Persian conquest of 
Mesopotamia offers a viable terminus ante quem non for the composition of this 
specific copy, and more importantly it shows that anachronisms reflecting the 
institutional situation of the period of copying could indeed find their way into the 
texts. The same could have happened for kiništu in Sippar Library 8.B.4.  
But there is more: to have included such a text in the scribal curriculum of the 
Neo Babylonian school, where other similar compositions found place,
14
 meant to 
propagate a traditional idea of the king as the supreme upholder of the correct 
performance of duties within the sanctuaries, in the domain of religious orthodoxy, 
                                                             
11 Spelled Egi-ba-tila, the full form of the name of the family Egibi (Frame and George 2005: 277). As 
the editors themselves note, descendants of the family are attested as scribes/owners of tablets through 
the Late Babylonian period: cf. for instance the colophons of ephemerides LBAT 106 (= ACT 
420+821b: Marduk-šumu-iddin/Bēl-iddin//Egibi ana tarşa IDN-iddin/Bēl-bullissu, ţupšar Enūma Anu 
Enlil and LBAT 66 (= ACT 122): PN/Nabû-balassu-iqbi//[Egi]bi ana tarşa Marduk-šāpik-zēri/Nabû-
[…] ţupšar Enūma Anu Enlil or, in a different context, AD 3-155A, rev. 8 (written Ia.ku.┌ba┐.ti.[l]a, 
see below chapter II). 
12 The above mentioned ephemerides, in the elaboration of which the Egibi astrologers were somehow 
involved, tabulated the appearances of astronomical phenomena for the periods 132/131 - 70/69 BCE 
and 104/103 - 102/101 BCE respectively. 
13 More discussion of uppudētu: Van der Spek 1987: 64, Dandamaev 1992: 7, 134-135 translating the 
term as “governor”, Stolper 1994: 621 (review article of the latter, does not endorse such a 
translation), Joannès 1990: 179 (with more attestations), AHw 1424. 
14 Al-Rawi and George 1994: 135 n. 2 report of other two similar texts found in the Sippar Library, 
namely the s.-c. Weidner Chronicle and a letter of Kurigalzu. See also Frame and George 2005: 283 
and George 2003: 117-118 for more examples relating to fictitious akkadian letters copied during the 
first millennium. 
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regularity of the cult, appointment of personnel and the like. Now Beaulieu (2009: 
284-286) has convincingly shown how the letter of Samsu-iluna recorded in Sippar 
Library 8.B.4 may have served as a source of inspiration for the Harran Stela of 
Nabonidus who, much as Nebuchadnezzar I, was committed to a religious reform 
that encountered resistance by well-established local priestly elites, and with the 
same letter also shared the  provision that the encyclical address should be engraved 
on a stone monument. It could be added that the Letter of Samsu-iluna shares another 
trait with yet another Nabonidus text, namely the s.-c. En-nigaldi-Nanna cylinder 
redacted for the induction of the king‟s daughter as entu in a rebuilt Gipar at Ur; the 
enumeration of the priestly personnel that the king releases on the occasion from 
obligatory service and taxes is also fraught with solemnity and is voluntarily 
archaizing just as the list of personnel in the Samsu-iluna letter. Finally, the list 
mentions the kiništu too:15 
20. aš-šum bur.sag-ge-e ul-lu-li-im-ma hi-ţi-ti la ra-še-e 
21. ra-am-ku-ut é.kiš.nu.gál ù émeš dingirmeš  
22. e-nu i-šip-pí zabar.dab.ba lúkul.lum lúen-gi-şu 
23. lúa-ri-ru lúgal-dù lúšitim lúkisal.luh-ha (eras.: lú)ì.du8.gal-lu4 
24. lúti-ir é lúla-ga-ru šá-ki-nu taq-ri-ib-ti 
25. lúnarmeš mu-ha-ad-du-ú šà-bi dingirmeš  
26. lúki-ni-iš-tu4 šu-ut na-bu-ú šu-ma-an-šu-un 
27. i-li-ik-šu-nu ap-ţu-ur-ma šu.bar.ra-šu-nu ┌aš┐-ku-un (erasure) ub-bi-┌ib-šu┐-nu-ti-ma 
28. a-na den.zu ù dnin.gal enmeš-e-a ú-zak-ki-šu-nu-ti 
«(…) So as to keep the bursangû rites pure and to avoid a cultic mistake, (that concerns) the ramkūtu 
personnel of Egišnugal and of the (other) temples of the gods, the high priest, the purification priest, 
the bronze bowl holder, the brewer,
16
 the temple cook, the miller, the rab banî, the builder, the 
courtyard sweeper, the chief gatekeeper, the temple attendant, the lagaru who present the taqribtu, the 
singer who makes the heart of the gods rejoice, the kiništu as many as their names (here) designated, I 
released from their ilku service and established their (tax) exemption, cleared them (of any legal 
claims) and made them free for Sîn and Ningal, my lords.» 
A more in-detail discussion of the latter passage will follow later on; for the time 
being, suffice it to say that the mention of the kiništu in a text like YOS 1 45 and in 
the context of an archaizing enumeration of priestly titles, which was surely and 
originally composed in the sixth century BCE, may offer a hook to anchor the 
mention of the kiništu in the Sippar Library recension of the Letter of Samsu-iluna 
                                                             
15 YOS 1 45 col. II: 20-28. Text and line numbering (which differs from Clay‟s autograph) follow 
Schaudig‟s edition (2001: 373-377). Schaudig 2001: 373 has more bibliography on the text. 
16 CAD S s.v. sirāšû includes lûkul.lum under this heading and refers to RA 73 157 r. 26. 
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more firmly in the sixth century, and consequently consider it a later adjunct, as 
posited above.  
Having thus provisionally discarded Sippar Library 8.B.4 as recording the first 
attestation of kiništu (and, more importantly, that the term harkens back to such a 
high date as the twelfth century BCE), one of the earliest extant records (if not the 
oldest tout court) is VAS 1 36, a kudurru dating to to eighth year of Nabû-šumu-
iškun (760-748 BCE ca.).17 The text (first published by Thureau-Dangin 1919) 
records the instalment of Nabû-mutakkil of the Ēdu-ēţer family in the position of ērib 
bīti of Nabû in Borsippa, and it is styled as if the appointment had been made by 
Nanāja and Mār-bīti themselves. After the list of revenues from the temple offerings 
to which Nabû-mutakkil was to be entitled as for his induction as ērib bīti, between 
two sections devoted to the customary curse formulas, there follows the list of 
witnesses to the validity of the endowment act. The relevant passage (col. III: 5 – IV: 
6) reads: 
«At the sealing of this tablet were present: 
Nabû-šumu-imbi son of Ēdu-ēţer, temple enterer of Nabû, šākin ţēmi of Borsippa; 
Nabû-ēţer son of Arad-Ea, temple enterer of Nabû, šatammu of the sanctuaries; 
Nabû-ušabši son of Ēdu-ēţer, temple enterer of Nabû; 
Nādinu son of Arkāt-ilāni-damqu, ditto; 
Nabû-ušippi son of Ēdu-ēţer, šangû of Adad; 
Nabû-ahhē-erība son of Ahiaûtu, temple enterer of Nabû; 
Marduk-šumu-ibni son of Ilūta-bani, ditto; 
Nabû-zēru-iddin son of Ilūtu-bani, ditto; 
Nabû-šumu-iškun son of Ēdu-ēţer, ditto; 
Zēria son of Kidin-Nanāja, ditto; 
Marduku son of Nūr-Papsukkal, ditto; 
Ahhiêa son of Arkāt-ilāni-damqu, temple enterer of Nanāja; 
Dummuqu, son of Iddin-Papsukkal, ditto; 
Zērūtu, ditto; 
Bēl-ēreš son of the Carpenter, temple enterer of Mār-Bīti; 
(IV) 
Nabû-šumu-iškun son of Arkāt-ilāni-damqu, temple enterer of Sutītu; 
Pīr‟u son of Kidin-Sîn, overseer of the bakers; 
Nabû-lē‟û son of Ilšu-abušu, overseer of the brewers; 
                                                             
17 See Frame 1998: 33 (RlA) for more bibliography and information on the reign of Nabû-šumu-iškun, 
which seems to have been troubled by some turmoil. The king is depicted in a LB historical-literary 
text from Uruk in a very unfavorable way, as having oppressed the urban dwellers to the advantage of 
Arameans and Chaldeans (see most recently Cole 1994). 
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the temple enterers, the kiništu, small and big, those of Ezida, as many as there are. 
(…)» 
Now, unlike many later lists of witnesses that will be discussed above, the final 
caption of this section acquires much more sense and clarity in that every listed 
individual is correspondingly designated with an individual title, which enables us to 
tell who is who with a higher degree of confidence: since 
lú
ku4-é
me
 obviously refers 
to the fifteen temple enterers of Nabû, Nanāja, Mār-bīti and Sutītu and the one šangû 
of Adad who appear first in the list, kiništu must be the designation of Pīr‟u and 
Nabû-lē‟û, the šāpirus of the bakers and brewers respectively; it can be put forward 
they had been present to the drafting of the act as representatives of two of the 
purveying professions. As for the standard formula tur u gal, “small and big”, it may 
either generically refer to the entirety of the priestly personnel, and thus be redundant 
with respect to mala bašû or, in this context, refer to  the hierarchy of the temple 
personnel, with the temple enterers being in a more prominent position than the 
purveyors. At any rate, having thus provisionally identified the first, reasonably 
credible mention of the kiništu as denoting the (prebendary) purveyors of the temple 
organization, we can turn to the other end of the chronological arc encompassing the 
story of the institution, the Late Babylonian period. It must be emphasized that, in the 
general scarcity of material typical of the period, the evidence for the composition of 
the kiništu is exceedingly meagre, yet some hypotheses can be constructively put 
forward. The first one is simply dictated by common sense: since it is today 
recognized (Van der Spek 1987; Boiy 2004: 196) that during the Late Babylonian 
period the kiništu was, together with the šatammu, the highest religious and civil 
authority in the cities (with the possible exception of Uruk), it would be weird, to say 
the least, if the foremost prebendaries (i.e., the temple enterers) and other high 
ranking temple ritualists and officials were simply excluded from city administration.  
But the most important single piece of evidence that may contribute to shed 
some light on the composition of a kiništu is constituted by the often overlooked text 
BRM 1 88 (dating to 19.VII 187 BCE, the accession year of Seleucus IV), a decision 
record which approved the assignment of a vacant plot of land to an exorcist.
18
 The 
text was first edited by McEwan in 1981 (McEwan 1981a: 21-23)
19
 and again by 
                                                             
18 A more detailed discussion of the content and implication of the text are deferred to chapter three. 
19 Some corrections to McEwan‟s transliteration were already made, in the meantime, by Brinkman in 
his review article of McEwan‟s book (Brinkman 1983: 234).  
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Van der Spek in 1986 (236-241), with the substantial difference that the latter also 
provided a full reading and translation of the seals appearing on the obverse and 
lower, upper and left edges of the tablet, whereas McEwan had only separately 
discussed them in connection to the bēl piqitti officer and the single attested 
professions (McEwan 1981a: 32-33, 38-40, 44-46), while devoting to the 
composition of the kiništu of Emeslam only a very cursory treatment (ibid. 156). 
Now the relevance of the seals here is that we may assume with a certain degree of 
confidence that they recorded the names and professions of the people constituting 
the court that had deliberated on the case. The cue is offered by the presence, among 
the names of the people who sealed the documents, of the very same šatammu of 
Emeslam (not even appearing in first position!) who is named in the body of the text 
as the adjudicating authority together with the kiništu of Emeslam: this establishes, I 
think, a clear connection between the šatammu and kiništu on the one hand, and the 
owners of the seals on the other. It then stands to reason, I believe, that the remaining 
names recorded by the seals are those of the members of the kiništu that acted 
together with the šatammu in rendering the decision that BRM 1 88 records.20 Here 
follows a transliteration of the inscribed seal impressions, followed by a list of the 
people who were present at the fashioning of the tablet, rearranged according to 
profession and not necessarily in the order in which they are found:  
Seal impressions between end of obverse and beginning of reverse (ll.“15-23”): 
 na4.kišib 
Id
nà-pab 
lú
gala a šá Idnà-mu 
 na4.kišib 
I
ár-tu4-
d
en 
lú
kù.dim a šá Iden-ku-şur-šú 
 na4.kišib 
Id
u.gur-ad-mu 
lú
nagar
!  lú
en
!
 [pi-qit]-
┌
tú
┐!
 a šá Iden-mu-nu21 
 na4.kišib 
Id
u.gur-dù 
lú
lùnga a 
Id
en-a-ùru 
 na4.kišib 
Id
en-ku-şur-šú lúlùnga a Iden-a-ùru 
 na4.kišib 
I
ár-tu4-
d
en 
lú
nagar
!22
 
lú
en pi-qit-tú a šá Idu.gur-tin-su 
                                                             
20 This is also made obvious by internal reasons of the content of the text (see below) 
21 Van der Spek 1986: 237 has lúmaš.maš! lúkù.[tim]. As for the first designation, his reading could 
well be possible, but it could also stand for an erratic writing of nagar, as I have posited above; in his 
autography, Clay (1920: pl. 42) states the final vertical wedge of the hypothetical second maš! is 
actually a mistake of the scribe. As for lúkù.[tim], instead, a horizontal wedge preceding the first sign 
makes such a reading problematic. The traces drawn by Clay in the partial break following the first 
two signs, which do not seem to conform to dim, could argue in favor  of the proposed reading, even 
if this would mean the existence of two overseers of the carpenters. In the absence of a reliable 
collation, anyway, this and every other proposal remains highly speculative. 
22 Van der Spek 1986: 237 reads here and for the seal of Nergal-ušallim/Bēl-aplu-uşur lúgada = pētû, 
“gatekeeper, door-opener” (see. CAD P s.v.). However, the way the sign is written does not seem to 
conform to late orthographies of gad; moreover, besides being scarcely attested in general, to my 
knowledge pētû never appears in the Late Babylonian period as a professional designation in legal or 
21 
 
 na4.kišib 
Id
u.gur-gi 
lú
nagar
!
 a šá Iden-a-ùru 
 
┌
na4.kišib 
Id
en
┐
-ku-
┌şur┐-šú lúsimug a šá Iden-mu-na 
 na4.kišib 
Id
nà-ku-şur-šú lúkù.dim a šá Iden-a-mu 
 na4.kišib 
Idšú-mu-mu lúsimug a šá Iden-a-mu 
 na4.kišib 
Idšú-dub-numun lúkù.dim a šá Iden-a-mu 
id
en-arhuš-an-ni lúnagar a šá Iár-den ina šuII-šú a I<x> ki!-ma na4.kišib-šú 
 
Edges: 
Lower na4.kišib 
Id
en-su 
lú
kù.dim a šá Itat-┌tan┐-nu!-tin?-su 
 na4.kišib 
I
ri-mút
23
 
lú
gír.lá a šá Idu.gur-tin-su 
 na4.kišib 
Id
u.gur-pap 
lú
nagar a šá Idu.gur-tin-su 
 na4.kišib 
Id
en-a-ùru 
lú
nagar a šá Idu.gur-tin-su 
 
Upper na4.kišib 
Id
u.gur-mu 
lú
kab.sar 
lú
en pi-qit-tú a šá Ien-šú-nu 
 na4.kišib 
Id
en-tin-su-e 
lú
lùnga a šá Iden-a-ùru 
 na4.kišib 
Id
u.gur-e-reš lúlùnga lúen pi-qit-tú a šá Iden-a-ùru 
 na4.kišib 
I
ri-mut 
lú
nagar a šá Iden-tin-iţ 
 na4.kišib 
Id
en-ku-şur-šú lúkab.sar a šá Ien-[šú-nu] 
 
Left na4.kišib 
Id
en-tin-su 
lúšà.tam é.mes.lam lúnagar a šá Idu.gur-a-ùru 
 na4.kišib 
Id
u.gur-tin-su 
lú
kù.dim a šá Ien-šú-nu 
 na4.kišib 
Id
u.gur-tin-iţ lúme.me en pi-qit-tú a šá Idnà-ùru-šú 
            na4.kišib 
Id
en-ùru-šú lúgír.lá a šá Idnà-pap 
 
Carpenters: Nergal-abu-iddin/Bēl-ittannu, (overseer[?]), Tanittu-Bēl/Nergal-
bullissu (overseer), Nergal-ušallim/Bēl-aplu-uşur, Bēl-rēmanni/Tanittu-
Bēl//(?), Nergal-nāşir/Nergal-bullissu, Bēl-aplu-uşur/Nergal-bullissu, 
Rīmūtu/Bēl-uballiţ, Bēl-bullissu/Nergal-aplu-uşur, the šatammu of Emeslam 
Goldsmiths: Tanittu-Bēl/Bēl-kuşuršu, Nabû-kuşuršu/Bēl-aplu-iddin, 
Marduk-šāpik-zēri/Bēl-aplu-iddin, Bēl-erība/Tattannu-bullissu, Nergal-
bullissu/Bēlšunu 
Brewers: Nergal-ibni//Bēl-aplu-uşur, Bēl-kuşuršu//Bēl-aplu-uşur, Bēl-
balassu-iqbi/Bēl-aplu-uşur, Nergal-ēreš/Bēl-aplu-uşur (overseer) 
Butchers: Rīmūtu/Nergal-bullissu, Bēl-uşuršu/Nabû-nāşir 
Jewelers: Nergal-iddin/Bēlšunu (overseer), Bēl-kuşuršu/Bēl[šunu] 
Smiths: Bēl-kuşuršu/Bēl-iddina, Marduk-šumu-iddin/Bēl-aplu-iddin 
kalû: Nabû-nāşir/Nabû-iddin 
Exorcists: Nergal-uballiţ/Nabû-uşuršu (overseer) 
                                                                                                                                                                            
administrative texts. In the absence of any better hypothesis, it is here cautiously assumed that the 
signs could again be, as in the case of Nergal-abu-iddin, a defective or erratic writing of nagar. 
23 Van der Spek 1986: 237 reads Iri-bat. Ri-mút conforms better to known contemporary onomastic 
patterns, as in the hypocoristic Rīmūtu. 
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We may now ask whether and how this list of members of a Hellenistic period 
kiništu conforms to the earliest attestation discussed above, with all its implications. 
What is sure is that, differently than VAS 1 36, for BRM 1 88 we cannot certainly 
speak of a kiništu composed only by purveying professionals. On the contrary it 
offers a sample of almost all kinds of professions: specialized craftsmen (carpenters, 
goldsmiths, jewelers, smiths), purveyors (brewers, butchers) and the so-called 
“ritualists” (kalû, exorcist).24 Moreover, the most part of such professions (with the 
only possible exception of the nappahu, „smith‟) may have been or were prebendary 
ones, of ērib bīti status or lower. Any attempt to further elaborate on the latter picture 
must cope with the fact that written evidence from Kutha in the Late Babylonian 
period is virtually non-existent, to the effect that, in order to propose a coherent 
reconstruction, we have to resort to information from different contexts and periods, 
with all the unavoidable uncertainties that these can account for. At any rate, among 
the profession listed in the seals of BRM 1 88, those posing more problems as for 
their eventual prebendary status are the craftsmen, so they will be discussed first. 
And now to the evidence:  
Craftsmen: that craftsmen could belong to the ranks of the temple enterers, or may 
anyway have been prebendary, is now generally accepted (see most recently Van 
Driel 2005: 521); I will anyway try to sort out some relevant evidence to the subject. 
The often quoted source text VS 15 1, a sort of ancestral clan list,
25
 subsumes 
carpenters, goldsmiths and jewelers under the heading of ērib-bītis. Although we 
need not take the list at face value, scattered information that may concur to confirm 
it can be found here and there. Two carpenters, for instance, are mentioned in the 
Neo Assyrian letter ABL 475 = SAA 13 177 as being temple enterers and are 
                                                             
24 Note the exceptional fact, for the Hellenistic period, that the šatammu‟s profession (carpenter) is 
stated in his seal. 
25 The most recent interpretation of the text and, up to date, the best, is that of Bongenaar (1997: 158-
159). Prior discussions include Lambert 1957: 1-14, Weisberg 1967: 55-56, Kümmel 1979: 156-158, 
Doty 1977: 124-126, McEwan 1981a: 7-8. Renger (1971: 497) and Joannès (1982: 175) discuss the 
text briefly, without venturing into further interpretation. It is now more or less acknowledged that the 
text is a Late Babylonian (late Achaemenid or Seleucid?) school exercise, a copy of a document 
whose original date of composition may date back to the early Neo Babylonian period (Bongenaar 
1997: 158). Subsequent changes in the administrative and social structure of the temple organization 
may account for the scarce correspondences found by Kümmel between the families and their 
professional affiliations, as depicted in the list, in the prosopographical data of the Neo Babylonian 
period (Kümmel 1979: 158). 
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requested by the king to be sent before him;
26
 the carpenter appears in the 
Babylonian New Year ritual of Nisannu edited by Thureau-Dangin (1921) where, on 
day 3, he is summoned by the ahu rabû  and given cedar and tamarisk to fashion two 
(apotropaic?) statuettes (DT 15, VI ll. 193-194); he receives as remuneration a share 
of sacrificial animals from the offerings presented to Bēl (l. 198).27 In broader terms, 
this is what would be described as a prebendal income; more specifically, the rights 
to shares or leftovers of the divine meals were usually attached to ērib bītūtu 
prebends; although the rights to cuts of meat were also a perquisite of some 
purveying trades (e.g., as the s.-c. Uruk meat text shows),
28
 the standard 
remuneration for them (the maššartu-pappasu system) was quite different, and 
certainly did not apply to craftsmen (but see a possible exception in Neo Babylonian 
Sippar, where prebendary weavers were issued pappasu: Bongenaar 1997: 300-301), 
who were not involved in the preparation of daily and special meals for the gods, but 
rather in works of artisanship that may have required as their duty to fashion or repair 
                                                             
26
 (1) a-na lugal en-iá (2) ìr-ka I[……………] (3) dnà u damar.utu a-na lugal (4) en-iá lik-ru-bu (5) a-
na ugu Isum-na-šeš (6) ù Iina-qí-bi-den pap-šú (7) lúku4-é ki-lal
!-le-e (8) šá lugal en-a ţè-e-mu (9) iš-
kun-an-ni (10) um-ma lúnagarmeš šú-nu (11) šup-ra-áš-šú-nu-ti (rev.) (12) a-du-ú a-na lugal (13) en-iá 
al-tap-ra-šú-nu-ti, «To the king, my lord, your servant [Rašil]. May Nabû and Marduk bless the king, 
my lord! Concerning Nādin-ahi and Ina-qībi-Bēl, his brother, both temple enterers, about whom the 
king, my lord, gave me an order saying: “They are carpenters, send them (to me)!”; now then, I have 
sent them to the king, my lord.» Unlike the editors (Cole and Machinist 1998), who interpret -šunu  (l. 
10) as a possessive pronominal suffix, thus having a translation “send their carpenters” (lit. “their 
carpenters, send them [to me])” with “their” referring to the two ērib bīti brothers, I find preferable to 
interpret šunu as an independent pronoun in a verbless sentence (as CAD N: 113 s.v. naggāru). 
Besides making the translation simpler, without having to consider -šunuti (l. 11) as resumptive, the 
hypothesis finds some support if two more letters sent by the same individual Rašil are considered 
(besides making it clear that he was the sender of the same letter SAA 13 177): in SAA 13 175, Rašil 
mentions having sent to the king a sketch of the “bed of the Lord of Heaven and Earth”; in SAA 13 
176, on the other hand, he recalls having sent the very same two individuals, Nādin-ahi and Ina-qībi-
Bēl, to the king, and asks them back to assist the clothing ceremony of Bēl in Ulūlu. It is not 
unreasonable, I believe, to suppose that the king may have needed the assistance of carpenters from 
Babylon to perform some work on the same cultic bed of which he had requested a design sketch. 
Since, according to SAA 13 176, the two temple enterers were needed back in Babylon, it stands to 
reason (and assumes a simpler timeline of events), rather than having sent two carpenters and then the 
two brothers (or vice versa), that the former and the latter are in fact the same, as allowed by this 
alternative translation. A correct chronological order of the three letters would then be SAA 13 175 
(the king requests a sketch of the cultic bed), SAA 13 177 (the king requests the two temple enterer 
carpenters), SAA 13 176 (Rašil requests the two carpenters back to assist a cultic performance). On 
the contrary, if this reconstruction is rejected, then it should also be discarded as evidence of the ērib 
bīti status of carpenters. 
27 Quoted McEwan 1981a: 38 n. 119. Comments on this section in Linssen 2004: 80 and footnotes. 
28 Earlier literature and editions notwithstanding, as of recent times the text has been published by 
McEwan (1983) and discussed in Joannès 2000, Van Driel 2002: 75-77, Corò 2004, id. 2009: 16-17.  
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cultic object for or within the inner parts of temples. In such a case, the possession of 
a temple enterer‟s prebend would have been required or necessary, as it is now 
generally accepted for specialized craftsmen (Van Driel 2002: 115, Bongenaar 1997: 
157-159, Doty 1978: 77 n. 22). The same probably goes for the upper echelons of 
temple administration: if no relevant change in the course of time is assumed, resting 
on evidence mainly from the Neo Babylonian period (Van Driel 2002: 98, 112; 
Bongenaar 1997: 157; Doty 1978: ibid.) it can be put forward that Bēl-
bullissu/Nergal-aplu-uşur‟s incumbency as šatammu as attested in BRM 1 88 may 
also have entailed/required his holding of an ērib bītūtu prebend, which he may have 
already possessed as for his position of prebendary carpenter (or else we should 
assume that we could have here a šatammu who did not hold the right to enter the 
inner parts of Emeslam).
29
 Finally, evidence from Hellenistic Uruk has something to 
say as well: a carpenter appears in the quitclaim BibMes 24 9 as renouncing his 
former ownership of the right to some cuts of meat, very likely the remainder of 
sacrificial offering animals (Beaulieu 2000: 10, see below). 
A reconstruction not unlike the former can be proposed, at large, for two of  
the remaining artisanal professions, the evidence for the goldsmith (kutimmu) being 
far more abundant than for the jeweller (kabšarru). Both professions appear in VS 15 
1 as temple enterers (the goldsmiths are the only one profession therein for which 
Kümmel found a precise correspondence between family name and profession as of 
sixth century BCE Uruk [1979: 158]); the early Neo Babylonian grant VA 3614 
(reign of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn) records the endowment of a kutimmu  of Ebabbar in 
Sippar with an ērib bīti prebend (Van Driel 2002:73 and n. 23), while again from 
Sippar the text CT 55 70 records the lease (in exchange for silver) of a prebendal 
income comparable to that of an ērib bīti by the kutimmu Bēl-uballiţ/Iqīša//Eppeš-ilī 
(Van Driel 2002: 87 and n. 88 with a further possible instance). The kutimmu appears 
in the Babylonian New Year ritual of Nisannu in precisely the same context as the  
carpenter, i.e. he is summoned by the ahu rabû on day 3 and he is given gold to 
concur in the fashioning of the two figurines, thereby receiving the breast of the 
sacrificial animal (DT 15, VI ll. 195-197). Furthermore, while explicit evidence of a 
kutimmūtu  prebend as such is absent from the Neo Babylonian record (cf. 
                                                             
29 See also McEwan 1981a: 25. To further reinforce the hypothesis, it can be noted that in chronicle 
ABC 13b the šatammu appears as beneficiary of meat leftovers from sacrificial animals during the 
New Year festival in Babylon (see below). 
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Bongenaar 1997: 354, comparing the goldsmiths to prebendary textile craftsmen of 
Ebabbar), evidence of kutimmus as temple enterers is found in the Neo Babylonian 
archives of Sippar, which attest to the goldsmiths Mušēzib-Marduk/Nabû-
nipšāri//Balīhu and his father Nabû-nipšāri/Nabû-mukīn-zēri//Balīhu as being both 
goldsmiths and temple enterers of Šamaš, as well as holding a brewer‟s prebend 
before the same god.
30
 A kutimmūtu prebend is attested in Late Babylonian Uruk, 
always attached to an ērib bīti pirištūtu prebend, which is explained by the work the 
goldsmith had to perform in the bīt pirišti, a sort of wardrobe of the priests or a place 
where divine images were safe-kept (Doty 1977: 126-127, McEwan 1981a: 81-85); 
as for the need of the goldsmiths to access the cella in order to fashion metal 
garments for the divine images, one may quote a passage from the Astronomical 
Diaries, i.e. AD 2 -168A, obv. 13‟-14‟, where the royally appointed zazakku and the 
goldsmiths receive gold for the fashioning of paraphernalia for Bēl: we may suppose 
that, in order to perform the task, the goldsmiths had to be prebendaries of ērib bīti 
rank.
31
 An “enterer of the secret room of Šamaš” prebend is attested in connection 
with a delivery of gold to goldsmiths in Neo Babylonian Sippar (Bongenaar 1997: 
149 n. 165 and 366 n. 323, referring to texts CT 55 308 and CT 57 279, where the 
“enterer of the secret room” and the “enterers of the secret room of Šamaš” are 
respectively mentioned). Finally, there is an explicit mention of a goldsmith as an 
ērib bīti in Babylon as late as 93 BCE: the goldsmith Marduk-zēru-ibni/Bēl-abu-uşur 
appears in the texts AB 245 (where he is recorded as goldsmith in charge, together 
with a baker, of collecting and delivering a quantity of gold from the bīt hilşi of the 
Esabad for smelting) and CT 49 161 (the text records a similar activity), where he is 
explicitly called a “temple enterer of Esabad”, again together with the baker Marduk-
šumu-iddin/Nabû-nāşir (both texts are dated to Ajjaru the 30th, 219 AE; cf. Linssen 
2004: 17-18 n. 119).
32
 Evidence for the jeweller as a prebendary (besides, of course, 
                                                             
30 Bongenaar 1997: 158, 163-164 (temple enterer‟s prebend), 220, 223 (brewer‟s prebend), 365. Note 
that Nabû-nipšāri is not explicitly attested as temple enterers, yet since both his father (Nabû-)Mukīn-
zēri and his son Mušēzib-Marduk held such a prebend, he must have been one with all likelihood. See 
also Jursa 2010: 229 and n. 1337. 
31
 AD 2 -168A obv. 13‟-14‟: (13‟) (…) ud bi guškin šul-lu-ma-nu (14‟) [ta] níg.ga é.sag.gíl ana dù-eš 
šá ku-uz-bi x [x x x] gal-ú šá den a-na lúza-zak-ka-a4 u 
lúunkin šá lúku-timmeš sum-in, «(…) On that day, 
gold (from) votive gifts [from] the treasure of Esagil was given to the zazakku and the assembly of 
goldsmiths for the fashioning of a wig (?), the great […] of Bēl». 
32 Cf. Boiy 2004: 243, 266; Van der Spek 1985: coll.547-548, McEwan 1981b: 136-138, id. 1981a: 
128-129 (where the reading of  the names is wrong, hence the failure to identify the two individuals as 
appearing in both texts and being, in fact, the same. 
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the mention in VS 15 1) is comparatively meagre:
33
 a *kabšarrūtu prebend is never 
attested, but a kabšarru Basīa appears in a list of temple enterers in the Neo 
Babylonian Sippar text CT 55 289 (Bongenaar 1997: 158 n. 183 and 365-366; that 
the jeweller was he himself an ērib bīti is Bongenaar‟s conjecture, the text being 
quite damaged); moreover, if what has been suggested above about Bēl-bullissu (i.e., 
the likelihood that high officials possessed temple enterer‟s prebends as a 
requirement to exercise their function) is held as tenable, then the tenure of the 
šatammu‟s brother, designated as a kabšarru, as substitute šatammu of Esagil 
recorded in AD 2 -168A: rev. 12‟-13‟ (169 BCE),34 may imply that he as well was of 
an ērib bīti-like status, which he may have already enjoyed as a prebendary jeweller 
of Esagil or other minor sanctuaries of Babylon.  
Connected to the question of the kabšarru, finally, is that relative to the last 
craft attested in BRM 1 88, i.e. the 
lú
simug = nappāhu, “smith”. Save for some sparse 
clues from Neo Babylonian Ebabbar (Bongenaar 1997: 354-356 and nn. 307, 309), 
conclusive evidence about a smith‟s prebend is lacking. In periods later than the Neo 
Babylonian, the smith appears only in the ration lists OECT 10 226: 13‟ (fourth 
century from Kiš, cf. Beaulieu 2006a: 15) and in BM 17139 (quoted by Boiy 2004: 
244); on the other hand, the profession is largely attested in Neo Babylonian Uruk 
(Kümmel 1979: 32ff.) and Sippar (Bongenaar 1997: 356-363, again in ration lists 
and other texts). Kümmel (1979: 158) and McEwan (1981a: 39 and 66) proposed 
respectively that, as a professional designation, nappāh siparri (bronze smith, one of 
the sub-designation attached to the nappāhu) had in fact replaced the 
gurgurru/qurqurru, and that in Late Babylonian times qurqurru remained as a 
learned synonym for nappāhu in a handful or texts of ritual or religious character. On 
the contrary, CAD K and G (pp. 24 and 138 resp. ss.vv. kabšarru and gurgurru) 
argues, mostly on the basis of lexical lists, for an equivalence kabšarru = gurgurru in 
Neo Babylonian times, when the latter had all but disappeared from the 
administrative and economic record. This may be true (the gurgurru having been a 
metal worker of some sort, whose expertise was somehow complementary to that of 
                                                             
33 Note that only a handful of kabšarrus is known for the Late Babylonian period: see Boiy 2004: 244-
245, McEwan 1981a: 40 for a brief survey. 
34 (12‟) itu bi ud.6.kám 1-en lúdumu eki lúkab.sar lúšeš šá lúšà.tam (13‟) ┌é.sag┐.gíl šá ana ku-um-mi-šú 
lúšà.tam-ú-tú ┌ú┐?-[še-piš] ┌ina┐ kušsi-piš-tú šá lugal ina lúza-zak-ú-tú pe-eq-du (...), «That month, on 
day 6, a Babylonian (citizen), a jeweller, the brother of the šatammu of Esagil, that was exercising the 
function of šatammu in his place, was appointed as zazakku by means of a royal letter». 
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the kutimmu), but, as Bongenaar already noted (1997: 367 n. 324), in VS 15 1 the 
two professions occur separately as ērib bīti. If McEwan‟s and Kümmel‟s hypotheses 
are right, we might again refer the whole issue back to the Nisannu New Year ritual 
of Babylon, where the gurgurru appears together with the carpenter and the 
goldsmith as receiving precious stones and gold for the fashioning of the figurines 
(ll. 190-193), while obtaining a thigh piece from the sacrificial meal as income (l. 
197: both quotations see Linssen 2004: 217-218). If nappāhu is then a mundane 
equivalent for qurqurru, there could be some clues for this profession too as having 
had possible connections to the cult, and hence also a possible temple enterer status. 
As partial support to the possibility that such craftsmen may have been ērib-
bītis, Bongenaar (1997: 158) adds the fact that seldom, if ever, the same professions 
are attested in ration lists, at least for Neo Babylonian Ebabbar, with a notable 
exception being the carpenters. Although the latter fact does not entirely apply to 
Neo Babylonian Eanna where, on the contrary, all such craftsmen appear in ration 
lists (Renger 1971: 497), it induced him to propose a bipartition in the organization 
of craftsmen (the carpenters in particular): ērib bīti-status ones, working in the inner 
part of the temple precinct, and others of lower (including širku) status, who 
performed their duties outside and hence appearing in the ration lists (1997: ibid.),
35
 
or, in other words, “a division can be made into craftsmen who performed work for 
the gods of Sippar (divine garments, cultic objects and jewellery) as opposed to those 
who performed work for the organization itself (fabrics and garments, tools)” 
(Bongennar 1997: 354). As we shall see, when not only the evidence from Sippar is 
considered, for the Neo Babylonian period, this applied to other professional 
categories as well.  
As for the prebends of the purveying trades, those of the brewers and bakers 
in particular, we are much better informed: the deliveries of raw materials for the 
preparation of foodstuffs for divine meals, from which the purveyors drew their main 
                                                             
35 Needless to say, however, such a bipartition can be extended to crafts other than those discussed 
here. One more interpretive category may be added to that separating prebendary craftsmen from non 
prebendary ones, namely the temple/private one: that is to say, non-prebendary crafts could be put to 
good use outside the temple‟s economic sphere. Of course, prebendary craftsmen could pursue private 
ventures as well, the temple remaining their main economic and professional focus. Incidentally, 
prebendary craftsmen are those whose private archives are extant in comparatively greater numbers 
(Jursa 2010: 280-281). 
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income,
36
 were duly recorded by the administration of the Neo Babylonian temples 
(for which sizable institutional archives have been preserved), much unlike 
expenditures for other kinds of remunerations, as that of the ērib-bītis. Moreover, for 
the Late Babylonian period prebends of the bakers, brewers, and butchers are well 
attested in the archives of Hellenistic Uruk (McEwan 1981a: 90-91, 93-96 and 100-
102 resp.).  
There remain to be discussed the two “ritualistic” professions, kalû and 
āšipu, attested in the seals of BRM 1 88, for both of which a prebendary role in the 
Hellenistic period can be documented. To date, the āšipūtu prebend is attested in 
some ten contracts from Hellenistic Uruk, attesting sales and acquisitions (Corò 
2005a: 81-84, 145-152; id. 2009: 18 and n. 45; on the exorcist‟s prebend in general 
see id. 2009: 18-21); exorcists appear as recipients of commodities in Babylon in the 
ration list HSM 893.5.6 (Beaulieu 2006a: 12ff; id. 2006b: 22 and n. 19; Boiy 2004: 
271), indirectly in the letter orders CT 49 126, BM 32997 (Boiy 2004: ibid., Jursa 
2006: 145-146, 194) and BM 54883 (Kessler 2000: 218) as either recipients or 
distributors of barley for rations, and finally in the rations text CT 49 19 from 
Borsippa. Moreover: the very same text BRM 1 88 attests to the allotment of plots of 
land for the sustainment of an exorcist (much in the same way astrologers were 
remunerated in Babylon: see below, chapter III); the colophon of the late fourth-
century text SpTU 1 94 designates the well known Iqīša/Ištar-šumu-ēreš//Ekur-zakir 
as exorcist and temple enterer of Anu and Antu (Hunger 1976), while the same 
individual is known to have purchased a brewer‟s prebend.37 
                                                             
36 The maššartu-pappasu system is described in Van Driel 2002: 37, 92-93. A brief and clear 
summary in Jursa 2005: 32. 
37 SpTU 1 128, dated 7.XI.06 Philip (Hunger 1976). On the other hand, the exorcists family of Šamaš-
iddin/Nādin//Šangû-Ninurta and sons, whose scholarly and economic activities are attested through 
the excavation of their family house in Uruk (6th and 5th centuries BCE), seems to have been involved 
in deals regarding the rab-banûtu prebend (on the whole subject see Von Weiher 1982-1993 [edition 
of texts found in the s.-c. āšipu‟s house], Clancier 2010 at 
http://oracc.museum.upenn.edu/gkab/contexts/ashipushouses/; a very convenient synthesis is in 
Robson 2008: 227-240, with full notes and bibliography). It once again need to be stressed that, 
especially for this late period, we do not know for sure whether the owners of the prebends actually 
perfomed the related service or outsourced the performance by way of some form of ēpišānūtu or 
rāsinūtu (the latter is attested in Uruk as resinnūtu, cf. McEwan 1981a: 103ff who does not seem to 
have understood the full implications of the practice). This being said, the joint possession of a temple 
enterer‟s and exorcist‟s prebend is attested, in 3rd century BCE Uruk, as for the known multi-prebend 
holder Lâbâši/Anu-zēru-iddin//Ekur-zākir too (Corò 2005b: 77-84 has the most up-to-date evidence 
about him; previous studies include Doty 1977: 189-228 and McEwan 1981a: 116-117). 
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Turning back to earlier periods, evidence of a prebend of the exorcist is found 
in the following contexts: a) Neo Babylonian period: the āšipu is listed by VS 15 1 
under the heading ērib bīti; this finds a single confirmation in Camb 236, where 
malātu payment for the temple enterer‟s and exorcist‟s prebend is attested, 
supporting the notion that they were (or may have been) held jointly (Bongenaar 
1997: 159 n. 185; id. 1997: 288 supposes the former may have constituted a prerequisite 
for the latter); other malātu-payments for the exorcist‟s prebend are recorded in Dar 
162 (Bongenaar 1997: 288) and CT 56 326 (Jursa 1999: 74 and nn. 314-316).
38
 An 
exorcist‟s prebend is the object of the execution contract BM 42408 (Jursa 1999: 72-
74, Van Driel 2002: 85),
39
 while an exorcist appears in the imittu note VS 6 72 (Jursa 
2010: 391 n. 2230). While in OECT 1 pl. 20-21 no portion is assigned to the 
exorcists as a professional category, an individual designated as āšipu is assigned in 
total seven cuts of meat, as a royal gift, from the portion of the king (OECT 1 pl. 20-
21: 6, 17, 19)
40
 b) Neo Assyrian: the most relevant pieces of evidence come with the 
famous letter SAA 10 294 (= ABL 1285), where  the exorcist Urad-Gula, fallen into 
disgrace, recalls the time when he received “leftovers with your (i.e. the king‟s) 
                                                             
38 On the archival and familial context of this text see Jursa 2005: 127-128; besides Nidinti-
Marduk//Ile‟i-Marduk, the recipient of malātu payment in question, the exorcists family of Bēl-
rēmanni and Šamaš-nāşir//Šangû-Šamaš owned in fact several prebends; in particular, Šamaš-nāşir 
owned a garden in Tīl-gubbi which was connected to a temple enterer prebend (Jursa 1999: 75). 
Incidentally, the Ile‟i-Marduk family is one of those listed just as āšipus in VS 15 1 (line 3). 
39 Incidentally, the text offers a definitive clue as to why lúzabar is to be read āšipu (id., 1999: 73), as 
already indirectly shown by the Late Babylonian Kislīmu ritual published by Çağirgan and Lambert 
(1991-93: 94, line 12). 
40 While Joannès 2000: 337 suggested that this is specifically one of those assets that, once assigned, 
would become inheritable and hence connected to the exercise of a specific cultic duty (that would 
have remained incumbent to a family, in case it preserved profession or possession of the prebendary 
title without selling it), Corò 2009: 20-21 went even further, and put forward the possibility that the 
number of cuts of meat assigned to the exorcist Nabû-kuzub-ilani was still reflected in the criterion for 
fractioning of the prebend āšipūtu in Hellenistic Uruk, based on the number seven rather than on days, 
as is the case with other attested prebends. In a divergent view on the subject, Van Driel contended 
that “This arrangement does not support the idea of the existence of a fixed system of specific shares 
for specific prebendal functions. The assumption must be that the meat shares  were allocated on an ad 
hoc basis, there being no direct link between meat portion and function, though the status of  the cut 
played a role” (2002: 77 and n. 44; note that the cuts mentioned in the text were all assigned to Nabû-
kuzub-ilani and not, as Van Driel states, to two different āšipus). The issue here is not, however, 
whether there existed a specific connection between prebendal entitlement and the actual performance 
of the function (indeed, we are not even able to reconcile the names of buyers and sellers of āšipūtu 
prebends to known exorcists), but whether the profession of āšipu was a prebendary one or not. From 
this point of view Corò‟s proposal, though hypothetical, seems more cogent. 
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exorcists”41, and with the less known SAA 1 128, where bread and beer are 
designated as a surplus for the daily offerings of the temple of Nabû (presumably in 
Dūr-Šarrukin) and allotted to the exorcist.42 It is noteworthy that, this references 
notwithstanding, evidence of an institutionalized status of the exorcist as regards the 
temples in this context is exceedingly meagre, resting solely on the texts of the Kişir-
Aššur exorcists family, who thoroughly designate themselves in their own colophons 
as “exorcist of the temple of Aššur” (Jean 2006: 142-143, 189; Van Driel 1969: 181); 
this is reflected in later, Hellenistic evidence both from Babylon and Uruk, where 
scholars designate themselves (or are designated) as pertaining to a specific cult or 
temple.
43
 Now, if the notion that exorcists were of ērib bīti status (as in Jean 2006: 
139; remember of course VS 15 1) is accepted, such titles could imply the 
entitlement to some kind of prebendary revenue. It is very difficult, however, and 
especially for this period, to tell the difference between regular duty in a temple, and 
the enjoyment of a corresponding regular income therewith, and episodic 
involvement in temple liturgy by unconsecrated personnel,
44
 as much as 
discontinuous support and payment by alternative means, viz. royal patronage: in the 
aforementioned letter SAA 10 294, Urad-Gula also hints to receiving, on an 
occasional basis, “a mule [or] an ox, and yearly I earned a mina or two of silver” 
(lines 17-18), but also to habitual apportioning of animals including donkeys, oxen 
and sheep (ll. 31-36); while sporadic evidence to wages in bread, wine and clothing 
from the palace occurs e.g. in the Nimrud Wine Lists (cf. Jean 2006: 174-175, 181), 
and in a couple more documents (SAA 10 289 ll. rev. 3ff: clothing; SAA 7 115 ll. 
                                                             
41 ll. (17): [re]-┌e┐-ha-ti ma-a‟-da-a-ti ak-kal (…) and (19): [udmeš] ša dumu-lugal be-lí-
ia ta lúmaš.mašmeš-šú re-ha-a-ti a-mah-har (Parpola 1993). Parpola 1987 has an article devoted to it. 
42
 (16) 2 qa ninda
meš
 2 qa kašmeš ša lúmaš.maš (17) 1 qa nindameš 1 qa kašmeš ša lúláh-hi-ni (18) pap 6 
qa nindameš kašmeš gi-nu-u (19) ut-ru šá é dnà «Two liters of bread and two liters of beer for the 
exorcist;one liter of bread and one liter of beer for the lahhinu; total, six liters of bread and beer, the 
surplus of daily offerings of the temple of Nabû». 
43 E.g. “kalû of Anu and Antu”, or “exorcist of Esagil”. A fuller discussion of the subject is deferred to 
chapter III below. 
44 Indeed, in SAA 10 257, while discussing with the king the illness of the exorcist Rēmūtu, Marduk-
šākin-šumi calls other exorcists that can substitute him in his service for the crown prince as ziqnānu, 
“bearded” (rev. 12), whereas it is known that priests who had to enter service before a god and be 
consecrated into a prebend had to shave (although this is best attested for the Neo Babylonian period: 
on ritual shaving see Scheying 1998 and especially Waerzeggers and Jursa 2008).  It must stressed, 
however, how dimly the sources illuminate the difference (with all imaginable implications) between 
consecrated and unconsecrated “ritualists”. As for the kalû, the existence of unconsecrated personnel 
is ascertained (Van Driel 2002: 112-113; id. 1969: 180); not so for the āšipu and other ritualists, on 
which there is room for little more than foggy notions.  
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rev. I 1-2: madder). One may conclude this section by reminding how blurred 
modern understanding is as a consequence of the extreme myopia of the Neo 
Assyrian sources when it comes to the scholarly professions.   
A little more light can be cast, on the other hand, on the kalû. The issuing of 
commodities (like bread and fine beer) as prebendary income of the kalû appear as 
early as the Old Babylonian period (cf. CAD K: 107-108 s.v. kalûtu for references). 
A prebend kalûtu from Uruk has been attested for the first time with the publication 
of the Late Babylonian quitclaim BibMes 24 47 (date lost, but on the basis of 
prosopographical evidence could be roughly assigned to the reign of Antiochus III);
45
 
BaM Beiheft 2 115, again from Uruk, specifies that kalûs were entitled to receive 
neck cuts as their share of sacrificial animals,
46
 and indeed a handful more 
documents from Hellenistic Uruk, all involving members of the Sîn-lēqi-unninni 
clan, concern the sale or purchase of rights to neck cuts (Beaulieu 2000: 10). It is 
known that during the Hellenistic period the clan held a virtual monopoly on the 
profession of kalû (Beaulieu 2000: 8-9, McEwan 1981a: 11-13), yet, again, it is not 
easy to reconcile the evidence regarding the enjoyment of a prebendary income in 
meat with individuals explicitly attested as exercising the profession of kalû: this, 
however, might be the case of Anu-bēlšunu/Nidintu-Anu/Anu-uballiţ//Sîn-lēqi-
unninni, a well known kalû active ca. 81-125 SE (= 231-187 BCE: Pearce and Doty 
2000: 337), whose career can be followed with an unprecedented degree of precision 
thanks to a horoscope of his, which pinpoints the date of birth to 249 BCE (Beaulieu 
and Rochberg 1996: 90ff). Anu-bēlšunu appears in the quitclaim BibMes 24 9, 
together with a brother of his, as having purchased from the carpenter Sumuttu-
Anu/Kītu-Anu some rights, again, to neck cuts from sacrificial animals, thus actually 
showing an attested kalû as holding the rights to a prebendary income connected with 
his profession, as shown by BaM Beiheft 2 115.    As regards kalûtu and the 
enjoyment of neck cuts, moreover, the connection is further confirmed by three more 
pieces of evidence from the Neo Babylonian and Neo Assyrian periods: OECT 1 pl. 
20-21, again, has the neck assigned to the kalûs (ll. 12, 35 and 61), while the same 
                                                             
45 The seller Rihat-Anu/Nidintu-Anu/Rihat-Anu//Sîn-lēqi-unninni appears as witness in OECT 9 49, 
dated to 2.XI.122 SE. The quitclaim follows the sale of a prebend of the kalû by Rihat-Anu to one 
Aristokratēs/Nanāja-iddin. The most up-to-date edition of BiMes 24 47 is in Corò 2005a: 217-218. 
46 The heading reads šá-ţar uzuti-ik-kameš šá lúgalameš iti-sumeš (l. 1): «the document of the neck joints of 
the kalûs for each month». Corò 2009: 19 includes the kalûtu prebend, as well as what she designates 
as the tikku prebend (thus holding them separate), among those that, like the āšipūtu, were not divided 
according to daily fractions in the formulaic phrasing of sales contract and the like. 
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principle must have been in place in Assyrian temples, as apparent in the text SAA 
12 81 (obv. I 16‟).47 An even deeper insight on the status and remuneration of the 
kalû during the (early) Neo Babylonian period is offered by the renowned grant of 
Marduk-zākir-šumi, originally edited by Thureau-Dangin (1919: 117ff., a recent 
discussion in Van Driel 2002: 72). The text, inscribed on a kudurru, endowed Ibni-
Ištar//Hunzu, a kalû of Ištar (but also ţupšar Eanna) with 12 kurru of land (plus the 
personne to till it), the standard beer and bread allowance for, possibly, three separate 
ērib bīti prebends, fish, vegetables and meat (including the tikku), and finally one 
more sūtu of beer and bread as remuneration for kalûtu exercised in the shrine of Sîn-
in-the-courtyard.
48
Apart from Uruk, the kalû appears in Hellenistic Babylon as 
recipient of sacrificial meat leftovers in 224 BCE (the cut is unspecified),
49
 and as 
recipient of rations from Esagil.
50
 Other finds from Neo Babylonian Eanna are 
scarce, but one may quote the colophon of the Neo Babylonian copy of an inscription 
of king Simbar-šīhu, originally published by Goetze (1965), which attributes 
redaction and ownership of the tablet to Marduk-šarrani/Rīmūt-Nabû/Lūşi-ana-nūri-
Erra/Sîn-lēqi-unninni and his father Rīmūt-Nabû resp., both designated as «kalû of 
Ištar of Uruk and Nanāja and ērib-bīti of Kanisurra»,51 thus offering another 
confirmation to the fact that consecrated ritualists as the kalû could well be of temple 
enterer status. 
 From this brief introduction to the subject, a couple of things which have been 
hinted to should have become clear: 1) the possession of a prebend has been 
                                                             
47 Admittedly, there may have been some kind of difference between the kalûtu prebend and the tikku 
prebend, the former being attested in the Hellenistic period only by BiMes 24 47. The difference, 
thug, may just as well have been a terminological one, as on the basis of the evidence that has been 
presented a connection between the exercise of the profession of kalû and the enjoyment of neck cuts 
cannot be denied. Finally, Corò (2005a: 105-107) includes the prebend of kalû among those for which 
a specific continuity is attested from the Neo Babylonian through the Hellenistic period, together with 
ērib-bītūtu and āšipūtu. 
48 While pondering the meaning of line II 12, Van Driel (2002: ibid.) wonders whether all the stated 
allowances belonged to the endowment of kalûtu. 
49 As attested in the chronicle BCHP 12 (= ABC 13b): (8‟) (...) ha.lameš šá gu4
[meš] u siskurmeš mu-a-tim 
┌a-na┐ (9‟) lúgalameš ┌ù┐ lúšà.tam [i]q-bi (…), «(…) he designated the leftovers of the aforementioned 
oxen and sheep for the kalûs and the šatammu (…)». The action takes place during day 8 of the 
Nisannu New Year Festival in Babylon. The chronicle will be further discussed in chapter II. 
50 In CT 44 84, BM 78948, Iraq 59 nr. 50 (Beaulieu 2006a: 12).  
51 Note that the tablet does not bear any more the museum number with which it was published by 
Goetze (1965: 121, number given as 2499). New reference number is now 1913.14.1729, the Edgar J. 
Banks collection of Sumerian and Babylonian Clay Tablets, housed in the Spurlock Museum, 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Beaulieu 2000: 6 n. 20 has a recollection of up-to-date 
bibliography on the text. 
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thoroughly used and investigated in order to ascertain membership in the kiništu: the 
raison d‟être of this approach will become much clearer once evidence from the Neo 
Babylonian period has been fully investigated. Sticking to this criterion, clues offered 
by and gathered about BRM 1 88 provide us with a comprehensive overlook on the 
Late Babylonian kiništu as being formed by individuals whose professions may have 
been or indeed were prebendary, as established by the study of materials from earlier 
periods. As I have been trying to argue, however, the recollection of such professions 
warrants the inclusion in this kind of assembly (the term as a viable translation of 
kiništu will be discussed further below) of both professionals from the rank of the 
ērib bīti and of prebendaries of lower status, whereas VAS 1 36, discussed above, 
does not allow such a reconstruction; it thus becomes evident that we must allow for 
diachronic changes to have taken place in the meantime 2) in the perspective of 
expanding the present line of reasoning to the composition of the kiništu in the other 
main centres of Hellenistic Babylonia for which one is attested, i.e. Uruk, Babylon, 
Larsa and Nippur, some other issues are to be taken into account. A) The recurrent 
mention of ration lists from Hellenistic Babylon warns against some risks of 
oversimplification. Although evidence from Babylon, as shall be seen in the next 
chapter, is by far the one offering more mentions and clues as to history and function 
of the kiništu during the Late Babylonian period, it offers very little evidence of the 
existence of prebends, on the basis of which an attempt at defining composition of 
the kiništu has been made (nor is there any text directly connecting specific 
individuals, whose professional career we may follow, to membership in the kiništu). 
We may recall it: 
1) Mention of temple enterers in ritual and administrative contexts: ērib-bītis 
appear in all four days of the Nisannu New Year ritual of Babylon for which 
the account survives (DT 15+ ll. 37-39, 184-185, 276-277, 335-336).
52
 
Moreover, temple enterers appear in a very fragmentary context in the Late 
Babylonian chronicle BCHP 8: 10‟ (obv.), 12‟ (rev.), the context of which, 
however, is very difficult to reconstruct;
53
 two temple enterers of Esabad are 
                                                             
52 It should be noticed, though, that the text of the ritual as such could reflect an earlier stage of the 
cult (i.e., Neo Babylonian), and not necessarily the Late Babylonian one, even if the latter is accepted 
as the period of composition or copying of the text itself (Linssen 2004: 11 and nn. 73-75). 
53 The signs are so damaged as to be almost illegible in line obv. 10‟, while for rev. 12‟ the reading 
seems sure. The editors propose a tentative interpretation of the text (it is not even sure whether it is a 
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named in CT 49 161 (see above),
54
 while in CT 49 156 it is stated as 
responsibility of one Bēl-zēru-ibni that ērib bītūtu is not interrupted, and 
temple enterers appear in the fragmentary account Kessler 2000: nr. 9 (the 
last three texts belong to the first century BCE archive of Rahīm-Esu, in 
which, according to Boiy [2004: 276], a couple more attestations of ērib-bītis 
can be found in unpublished texts). Finally, temple enterers appear as senders 
of a letter order to the bēl piqitti and scribes of Esagil (Jursa 2002: 107-108), 
while a temple enterer of Ea has a cultic role in the Late Babylonian Kislīmu 
ritual of Esagil (Çağirgan and Lambert 1991-93: 98, ll. 105, 108). We might 
assume that, since the title still existed, so did the corresponding prebend. 
2) as discussed above, the apportioning of cuts of meat in exchange for cultic 
service could be subsumed under the definition of prebendal, ērib bītūtu-rank 
income: it is the case of DT 15+ ll. 196-200, where meat portions are given to 
craftsmen “from the third day to the sixth day, from before Bēl” (l. 196) as a 
payment for the fashioning of figurines, and apparently also of chronicle 
ABC 13b and the assignment of meat perquisites to the šatammu and the 
kalûs (again in the context of the New Year festival, see above). 
3) BRM 1 88 and CT 49 144 (Arsacid period) record procedures at the end of 
which an individual (an exorcist and an astrologer respectively, the latter 
receiving also – or especially – silver, as can be gleaned from the archive of 
the astrologers of the Babylonian Mušēzib family: cf. Jursa 2005: 75) are 
endowed with an income and/or usufruct of a parcel of land, whether this 
was explicitly connected to the performance of a function or not. A fuller 
treatment of both these texts will not be presented here;
55
 for the time being, 
it can be observed that land could be part of a prebendal remuneration (Van 
Driel 2002: 37), possibly deriving from an original endowment of a kind 
similar to those recorded on Old Babylonian, Kassite and early Neo 
Babylonian grants. The parcels could come in different forms and be 
                                                                                                                                                                            
chronicle or some kind of court proceeding), whose general meaning unfortunately escapes us (cf. 
http://www.livius.org/cg-cm/chronicles/bchp-juniper/juniper_02.html, retrieved 05.04.2011). Notice, 
however, that a mention of the Esabad (the temple of Gula) is made, in connection with which temple 
enterers are named in CT 49 161 (see above). 
54 It would not be too far-fetched, I suppose, to say that if the baker Marduk-šumu-iddin/Nabû-nāşir 
possessed a temple enterer‟s prebend (see above, refs. To AB 245 and CT 49 161), then he may well 
have possessed a baker‟s one. 
55 See below, chapter III. 
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provided with personnel to till it or not;
56
 following on this evidence, Van 
Driel concludes that, although a clear-cut connection between the prebend 
itself and the land is never made explicit and, in the late period, land obtained 
in this way was not considered, from the point of view of inheritance or sale, 
as integral to the prebend, that the two were simultaneously integral to the 
endowment act (2002: 70-75). The plot of land claimed and granted by the 
kiništu of Emeslam in BRM 1 88 may be consistent with this pattern. In 
defining the parcel, the text reads 
4. (…) ha.la šá še.numun zaq-pi ù ka šul-pu ni-din-tu4 lugal šá ina gú 
ídud.kib.nun.ki  
5. šá ina gi-iz-za-tu4 šá 
Iden-a-ùru lúme.me a šá Iden-tin-su-e lúki-na-at-ta-šú-nu  
6. šá šim-tu4 tu-bil-
┌lu-uš┐ ù ┌dumu┐ ù dumu.mí la ir-šu-ú 
«(…) the share of the field, planted and cultivated, gift of the king, that is on the bank of 
the Euphrates, from/in the gizzatu-land of Bēl-aplu-uşur, the exorcist, son of Bēl-
balassu-iqbi, their colleague, whom fate has carried away and has neither son nor 
daughter (…)» 
We are not informed, of course, whether the sustenance of exorcists was 
integrated by alternative forms of income. We anyway learn that the land in 
question was a royal gift and belonged, at least in the part enjoyed by the 
deceased exorcist, to the gizzātu type, i.e. it originally derived from (royal) 
confiscation (cf. Baker 2011: 306 on how encroachment exactly functioned). 
The general context is shadowy at best; Van der Spek‟s (1986: 98, 1993a: 75) 
straightforward interpretation that the land, donated by the king, had been 
parceled out by the temple to its staff (here the exorcists) may be right, but in 
the absence of any other background data the possibility that things were a 
little more complicated exists. Certainly, the continuous references to the 
arable field as a “share” may convey the feeling of a pre-existent schematic 
division, albeit with no reference to whom had operated it. It could be 
tentatively put forward that such a tract of land could have been taken over by 
the royal authority in earlier periods, in the context of a general agricultural 
rearrangement and share-out, which could have been part of a reform dictated 
by royal policy; well-to-do people of Kutha, holding prebends in Emeslam, 
may have benefited in securing land by their prominent position within the 
                                                             
56 See e.g. the kudurru of Marduk-zākir-šumi published by Thureau-Dangin 1919: 117ff. Besides the 
standard ērib bīti remuneration consisting of bread, beer, meat, fish and vegetables from the offerings, 
the king endowed a kalû of Ištar with 12 kurru of land, including a family from Bīt-Amukani (see Van 
Driel 2002: 72). 
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sanctuary, through the greater, institutional landholder.
57
 I will not venture, 
though, in such a hazardous enterprise as a comparison with earlier, first 
millennium reforms such as the implementation of the hanšū-system (for 
which cf. Van Driel 2002: 297ff, Jursa 2010: 321-322 and passim). In fact, 
the statement (ll. 8-9) that the applicant‟s son had not yet been born at the 
time the land was taken (áš-šu-tu šá ár-ki šu-┌uş┐-bu-tú šá še.numunmeš al-
du) may imply that the chronological horizon within which to place the 
division was in fact much closer to the events accounted for by BRM 1 88. At 
any rate, and whatever the background, after confiscation, an unnamed king 
may have re-granted this tract of land to the temple (the designation of 
gizzātu having remained stuck to it as a generic definition of a juridical status, 
even when its original implications were all but gone; the confiscation itself 
may have been prior or later than the assignment by the king), which in turn 
would have held it available as a part of its remuneration system; or, the king 
himself may have endowed the temple with land for the purpose of financing 
its clergy. That the income granted to the exorcists through the assignment of 
a field was of a prebendal nature may also result from a comparison with 
earlier examples of court procedures relating to the induction of new priests. 
From this point of view, the most quoted example is the “classical” text AnOr 
8 48, which records the outcome of an application filed by a retiring temple 
enterer of Kanisurra in Uruk (15.VII.05 Cyr) on behalf of his adoptive son. 
Plainly, the temple enterer had assigned his ērib bītūtu prebend to the latter, 
and had approached the šatammu and ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti of Eanna to have 
him consecrated as temple enterer. In turn, the two high officials requested 
advice on the matter to a composite body of citizens (the exact nature of 
which shall be assessed below), among them the kiništu of Eanna, which 
ultimately declared him fit for initiation. The two texts share the following, 
legal similarities: a) the applicant had to possess the title to the prebend: 
Dajjān-Marduk, the adopted son of AnOr 8 48, had received one from his 
father; Lâbâši/Nabû-uşuršu may have possessed one, as he was an exorcist as 
                                                             
57 Van Driel 2002: 75 observes how a number of prebendaries known from early Neo-Babylonian 
kudurrus were actually endowed with prebends during the reign of kings as Erība-Marduk and 
Marduk-aplu-iddin II, both known for having pursued a general policy of land grants with the hanšū 
system. 
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well and son of another exorcist; he is also called a “colleague” (kinattu) of 
the other exorcists (ll. 8, 13) in the text b) there had to be a vacant position in 
the temple staff: by assigning his prebend title to his adopted son, it is clear 
that Nabû-tabni-uşur had retired, thus freeing a position; in BRM 1 88, the 
position is freed by the death of an exorcist with no offspring c) the request 
had to be submitted to a board of experts that would judge the fitness of the 
applicant along criteria of purity and legal status (that is, the applicant had to 
be unblemished both physically, including descent, and morally). In AnOr 8 
48 the inquiry is conducted by the gathered body of citizens, who declare 
Dajjān-Marduk fit because he fulfills all of the criteria (he is the natural son 
and brother to two other temple enterers, no legal claims or files about him 
are known). Lâbâši must also have been fit, as his request had already been 
endorsed by the kiništu of the exorcists of Emeslam;58 we may presume that 
the inquiries that are described in detail in AnOr 8 48 had already been 
conducted by this board. Of course, we are left in the dark as to the different 
temporal phases of the events. Could the kiništu have acted differently in case 
no application had been filed upon the death of Bēl-aplu-uşur? Previous 
evidence on the subject shows that different strategies could be pursued to fill 
a vacant position (Waerzeggers and Jursa 2008: 17); in case no suitable 
candidate had turned up to claim the field, the usufruct could have been 
turned over to someone else possessing the right requirements. This is what 
lies in the background of a similar record of decision, this time from Babylon, 
belonging to the archive of the Mušēzib astrologers family, CT 49 144 (later 
than 119 BCE), from which we learn that, once an astrologer had retired or 
died, in the absence of any suitable candidate a parcel of land and an account 
of silver could be transferred to someone else, in this case a kalû and 
astrologer, who had evidently already been judged fit (ll. obv. 5-10). 
Differently than BRM 1 88, however, the prospective astrologer had here to 
demonstrate his competence in the work for which his father earned one mina 
of silver per year and enjoyed the usufruct of a tract of land; from this point 
of view, it is worth mentioning that in none of the texts concerned with the 
                                                             
58 This kind of procedure (i.e., the candidate being first examined by a sub-board of specialists in the 
craft he was going to be inducted into) is not without parallels (see Waerzeggers and Jursa 2008: 17-
18 and text nr. 1). 
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induction of priests is such a criterion designated as a crucial factor to 
determine fitness for service; this prompted Waerzeggers and Jursa to accept 
the fact that “there might be a fundamental difference between professions 
that need extensive training but no formal initiation (i.e. the diviners) and 
those that need initiation but no formal training (i.e. the prebendary priests)” 
(2008: 5). The only “normative” text to state, albeit indirectly, the need for 
qualified training in order to enter a “ritual” profession is in fact concerned 
with the bārû: indeed, the “Enmeduranki text”, (re)-edited by Lambert 
(1998), sets out a long series of disgraces that would befall the diviner who 
has not mastered the necessary skills (Lambert 1998: 149ff., ll. 41-68). We 
may wish to apply to CT 49 144 the same three criteria laid down above: a)  
the applicant had to possess the title to the prebend: i.e., in this case, he had to 
be an astrologer in order to fill in his father‟s position. We may deduce this 
from the fact that, in the time intervening between Bēl-abu-uşur‟s death and 
the claim filed by his son Bēl-uşuršu, the kiništu had made an interim 
assignment of the allotment to the astrologer and kalû Nabû-aplu-uşur, and 
yet, upon reaching the necessary expertise in performing astronomical 
observations, Bēl-uşuršu had a recognized right to claim his father‟s income 
back for himself. The objection that an astrologer‟s son would be the natural 
candidate to such a succession because of the high degree of specialization 
demanded by the profession does not contrast with the existence of a familial 
right to the income as that of a prebend; indeed, the very same existence of 
that right is proved by the fact that  Bēl-uşuršu went to reclaim a right that 
had been assigned, albeit interim, to another expert in the same craft. If the 
income had been entirely in the availability of the kiništu, then the latter may 
have rejected Bēl-uşuršu‟s request, by simply stating that the position had 
already been filled by someone with the necessary qualifications b) there had 
to be a vacant position in the temple staff: Bēl-uşuršu‟s father Bēl-abu-uşur 
had apparently retired or died. From the rest of the text we gather the 
impression that Nabû-aplu-uşur was just performing an interim fulfilling of 
the position.  c) the request had to be submitted to a board of experts that 
would judge the fitness of the applicant along criteria of purity and legal 
status: in the case of CT 49 144 no board of astrologers appears, the decision 
being taken directly by the kiništu. We may presume that, in order to ascertain 
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Bēl-uşuršu‟s capability as an astrologer, members of the kiništu must have 
possessed some of the same expertise themselves. I take it that other 
astrologers must have been members of this same panel.  
If the main concern of the gullubu texts of the Neo Babylonian period 
was with the candidate possessing the right descent, a sound body and an 
adequate moral behavior (Waerzeggers and Jursa 2008: 4-5 and passim), the 
court protocol CT 49 144 (and with it, as we shall see, BOR 4 132 and CT 49 
186) seems to focus on descent and technical competence. Although 
requirements of physical perfection, similar to those of the consecrated 
personnel, applied also for the bārû (Lambert 1998: 144), as well as 
purification rites before the gods could be consulted (Sallaberger and Huber 
Vulliet 2005: 621-622), no initiation by shaving was required.
59
 The latter 
aspect may well have applied to astrologers too; as regards the former, which 
is not addressed in CT 49 144 an related texts, we are left in the dark by the 
scarcity of textual evidence, and the consequent dearth of information about 
what the astrologers were actually supposed to do for the temple (the question 
is addressed in chapter III).  
According to the line of reasoning that has been put forward, I find it 
reasonable to say that, at least in principle, the allotments of the astrologers – 
which the very same CT 49 144 calls kurummatu – were assigned according 
to procedures which look much like those used to assign prebends, as 
recorded in some of  the Neo Babylonian evidence. We may just make one 
step further, and agree with Beaulieu (2006a: 17) in saying that also the 
nature of the assigned allotment/endowment was prebendal. If so, it would 
seem reasonable to suppose that other prebendaries decided about it, thus 
striking another point in favor of the kiništu being made up of prebendaries, 
much like in AnOr 8 48 and related texts. 
4) The mention of mubannûtu in the expenditure list CT 49 150 (218 SE, lines 
15-17), for which one Marduk-šumu-iddin assumes guarantee of non 
interruption. This, however, clearly proves only that a service of mubannûtu 
                                                             
59 Such an additional purity requirement is reasonably expected for temple enterers and purveyors, 
whose profession brought them in closer physical contact with the divine images, albeit with different 
degrees of intensity (Waerzeggers and Jursa 2008: 14-15). Diviners entered into contact with the 
divine realm too, but through channels which, though warranting the need for an unblemished body as 
a requirement for access to the profession, did not entail the additional need for ritual shaving. 
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existed, but that a prebend was linked to it is uncertain (cf. Linssen 2004: 143 
and n. 83; text edited Van der Spek 1998: 223); 
5) the text BM 32225, edited by Jursa (2006: 153-154 ll. 1, 6) records the 
lending of 6 shekels of silver from the bīt abistāti by a known tax farmer of 
the first half of the third century BCE to a third party; the silver is referred to 
as maššartu for months VI and XII. Of all the evidence discussed until now, 
this is the most compelling as for the existence, down to third century 
Babylon, of a remuneration system that is principally attested for the 
prebendary purveyors of the sixth century BCE (bakers and brewers; the text 
also mentions [line 7] a paymaster, who has then to be intended as of either 
the bakers or the brewers [Jursa 2006: 154 n. 49]). Indeed, if maššartu 
deliveries still existed, it must have been so also for the connected 
remuneration system of the pappasu. Similar disbursement of silver for 
maššartu  and pappasu  is attested for sixth century Ebabbar and Eanna (Jursa 
2010: 522ff and Kleber in Jursa 2010: 553). 
Resting on these bits of evidence, I cautiously suggest that a prebendal remuneration 
system must still have been in use in Hellenistic Babylon, at least to some extent. 
However, again, the Esagil archive shows a clear shift in the terminology used, 
whereby a clear-cut distinction between payments of prebendary income and rations 
of non-prebendaries is no longer present, both being designated by kurummatu (Jursa 
2005: 32 and 2010: 671 n. 3499). Although this somewhat blurs the boundaries 
between prebendary and non-prebendary professions (Beaulieu 2006a: 12), a couple 
of points remain definitely clear: 1) we must refrain from including all the 
professions and social categories appearing in ration lists from the Esagil archive 
among those which would have been part of the kiništu; indeed, in the lists we find 
širkus or scribes (cf. the lists in Beaulieu 2006a: 12ff), who definitely did not enjoy, 
per se, prebendal status (but see the new evidence gathered for the existence of a 
scribe‟s prebend in Frame and Waerzeggers 2011). Moreover, even among the 
professions that, as shown above, may have been prebendary, one should also 
distinguish individuals who may have not possessed prebends: so, for instance, there 
certainly were prebendary goldsmiths, but not all goldsmiths will have been 
prebendary. This is the case of, e.g., Marduk-zēru-ibni/Bēl-abu-uşur, the goldsmith 
and ērib bīti appearing in AB 245 and CT 49 161, as well as it might have been the 
case of the goldsmiths mentioned in AD 2 -168A: obv. 13‟-14‟ (mentioned above), 
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where they receive a quantity of gold from the treasury of Esagil for the fashioning 
of divine paraphernalia or the refurbishing of the cella of Bēl: in such a case, they 
will have needed to access the latter, which they could not have done without the 
proper, prebendary rights. At the same time, there may have been artisans, or even 
unconsecrated ritualists, that may have been recipients of kurummatu for occasional 
service, or service outside of the temple; in principle, we should also allow for the 
existence of corvée workers, who may have received foodstuffs for sustenance, 
without this implying a prebendary position at all 2) At any rate, when all the 
evidence gathered above for prebends in Hellenistic Babylon is reconsidered in 
comparison with the list of people being part of the kiništu of Emeslam or with the 
prebends attested in Uruk, or, again, with prebendary professions of earlier Eanna or 
Ebabbar, a more or less coherent picture is obtained: craftsmen, purveyors and 
ritualists are present. More professions may have been prebendary, but, at present, 
not even indirect or implicit evidence can be found for Hellenistic Babylon. 
1.2. Hellenistic Uruk I: the kiništu of the Rēš 
 Unfortunately, besides that which can be derived from inference, we possess 
virtually no direct reference to individuals from Babylon who may have been part of 
the kiništu of the kind shown by BRM 1 88. The following is the information that can 
be obtained from Uruk: 
Table 1 
Name Text Profession Designation 
Anu-māru-ittannu/Anu-bēl-zēri BRM 2 41  ša ultu kiništu ša Rēš  
Athenion/Anu-uballiţ/Anu-zēru-
iddin 
VDI 1955/4 3  
ša ultu kiništu ša bīt 
ilāni ša Uruk 
Athenophilos/Anu-uballiţ/Anu-
zēru-iddin 
VDI 1955/4 3  
ša ultu kiništu ša bīt 
ilāni ša Uruk 
Athenodoros/Anu-uballiţ/Anu-
zēru-iddin 
VDI 1955/4 3  
ša ultu kiništu ša bīt 
ilāni ša Uruk 
Kephalon/Anu-uballiţ/Anu-zēru-
iddin 
VDI 1955/4 3  
ša ultu kiništu ša bīt 
ilāni ša Uruk 
Dumqi-Anu/Arad-Rēš/Dumqi-Anu 
1. BRM 2 46 
2. BRM 2 47 
3. BRM 2 48 
atû 
atû bīt makkur 
Anu 
atû ša bīt [Anu] 
1. ša ultu kiništu ša 
Rēš 
2. ša ultu kiništu ša 
Rēš 
3. ša ultu kiništu ša 
bīt ilāni ša Uruk 
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Idat-Anu/Dumqi-Anu/Arad-Rēš 
1. BRM 2 41 
2. OECT 9 61 
3. SAT 9 
4. BRM 2 45 
5. BRM 2 46 
6. NCTU 2/16 
7. BibMes 24 
35 
atû ša bīt 
makkuri 
atû bīt makkur 
Anu 
atû 
1. ša ultu kiništu ša 
Rēš 
2. kiništu ša Rēš 
3. ša ultu kiništu ša 
Rēš 
4. ša ultu kiništu ša 
bīt ilāni ša Uruk 
5. ša ultu kiništu ša 
Rēš 
6. ša ultu kiništu ša 
bīt ilāni ša Uruk 
7. ša ultu kiništu ša 
Rēš 
Kidin-Anu/Ina-qibīt-Anu BRM 2 47  
ša ultu kiništu ša bīt 
ilāni  
Rihat-Ištar/Anu-uballissu OECT 9 62  kiništu 
Rihat-Ištar/Sumuttu-Anu/Rihat-
Ištar 
BRM 2 50 (= 
RIAA 295)
60
 
 
ša ultu kiništu ša bīt 
ilāni ša Uruk 
Lâbâši/Anu-ahhē-iddin 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Kidin-Anu/Anu-ahu-ittannu/Kidin-
Anu 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Illut-Anu/Sumuttu-Anu 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Ina-qibīt-Anu/Kidin-Anu 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Ina-qibīt-Anu/Anu-
uballiţ/Tanit[tu…] 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Nanāja-iddin/Anu-ēriba 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Anu-ittannu/Dumqi-Anu 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Anu-uballiţ/Kidin-Anu/Anu-
uballi[ţ] 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
┌Arad┐-Ama-Arhuš 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
bā‟iru 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Anu-abu-utēr/Anu-
ikşur/Šull[um…] 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Anu-uballiţ/Sumuttu-Anu//Rabi-
[…] 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Rihat-Ištar/Sumuttu-Anu 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Idat-Anu/Lāqīpu 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
                                                             
60 Note that the dates in the two duplicates diverge by one year: RIAA 295 has 165 SE, while BRM 2 
50 has 166 SE. 
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Ina-qibīt-Anu/Anu-balāssu-iqbi 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Uşuršu-Anu/Anu-ahu-ittannu 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Illut-Anu/Rihat-Anu 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Anu-ahu-ittannu/┌Ina-qibīt┐-Anu 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Idat-Anu/I[llu]t-Anu 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Rihat-Anu/[…]-Anu 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Nanāja-iddin/Anu-ahhē-
iddin/Nidin[tu]-Anu 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Idat-Anu/Šullum 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Idat-Anu/Anu-mukīn-apli 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Idat-Anu/Sumuttu-Anu 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Nidintu-Anu/Anu-uballissu 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Anu-ittannu/Nanāja-iddin/Anu-
abu-uşur 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Ana-rabûti-Anu/Anu-ahu-ittannu 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Illut-Anu/Anu-abu-utēr 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Anu-zēru-iddin/Illut-Anu 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Mušēzib-Anu/Anu-balāssu-iqbi 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Tattannu/Ardiya 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
Tanittu-Anu/Anu-uballiţ 
Beaulieu 1989b: 
nr. 4 
 
şābi kiništu šeraggû? 
 
As can be seen, the last thirty-one names in the list actually come from the one text 
MLC 1853, edited in Beaulieu 1989b as nr. 4. The document has some importance in 
the fact that it is one of the just fourteen surviving documents, known up to this date, 
that can be attributed to the institutional archive of the Rēš proper (cf. Bealieu 1989b: 
56ff, Jursa 2005: 139 and nn. 1078-1079 with literature), and as such it is a list of 
personnel starting with the unusual heading 
lúşa-bi lúki-niš-tu4 še-ra-ag-gu-‟. While 
noticing the previously unattested use of the term şābu in Hellenistic Uruk, Beaulieu 
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seemed to take it for granted that the heading actually refers to three distinct groups; 
as for the third one, moreover, Beaulieu candidly admitted having no sound 
interpretation for it, and neither do I (1989b: 78). The only one hypothesis he put 
forward was that it might be an aberrant writing of the plural of širku, i.e. širaku, but 
that remains highly conjectural and unexplained, especially if one considers the 
rather straightforward writings of the word in early Hellenistic slave sales 
contracts.
61
 Admittedly, since no plain interpretation of the word can be provided, it 
will be necessary to temporarily leave it aside and focus on the remaining part of the 
heading, which is as much interesting. Contrary to what Beaulieu thought (1989b: 
77-78), I believe the three-part heading all refers to one and the same group; several 
examples of similar captions from the Neo Babylonian period that are analyzed 
further below, in which kiništu is used as an apposition of a preceding noun prove 
this, I believe and, at any rate, it would not be unusual at all. Şābu, as new as it may 
be as an attested word in Hellenistic Uruk, might then be interpreted in its most 
generic aspect, as a collective noun denoting a group of people sharing occupation, 
provenance etc. A viable reading of the heading might then be something like “the 
men, (who are) prebendary personnel, (and?) the šeraggû (?)”.  
If this is accepted, the names in the list may then be taken, with all the 
necessary caution due to the uncertain meaning of šeraggû, as those of people 
holding a prebend in the Rēš. If this hypothesis is true, then we should expect at least 
some of them to show up in the surviving legal documents of the Rēš archive which 
record private transactions dealing with prebends, real estate etc. A detailed 
prosopographical inquiry would, however, inevitably collide with the renown, 
impoverished onomastic inventory of Hellenistic Uruk, and the consequently high 
rate of homonymy thereof. A way to overcome this would be to find at least a 
chronological hook in the name list that can help to place it in a specific time frame; 
such an hook may be represented, I believe, by Rihat-Ištar/Sumuttu-Anu, who is the 
sole individual in the list that can be almost certainly be documented to be termed 
kiništu outside this text. Indeed, in BRM 2 50/RIAA 295, dated to 165/166 SE, the 
man appears as Rihat-Ištar/Sumuttu-Anu/Rihat-Ištar (the name of his grandfather 
name is also spelled out), and he is dubbed ša ultu kiništu ša bīt ilāni ša Uruk – 
providing, of course, that this is not another case of homonymy and the two 
                                                             
61 Cf. e.g. VDI 1955 4/1: obv. 14, BRM 2 2: obv. 14, VS 15 3: obv. 12, all having lúšìr-ku-ú-tú.  
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individuals are actually different. This would help place the list somewhere around 
mid-second century BCE. Having thus established this standpoint, a skeleton search 
of relevant information related to other mentioned people can be conducted in the 
Uruk archives; this yields the following, sketchy results: 
(1) Lâbâši/Anu-ahhē-iddin: one individual is attested with this name for the proposed time 
frame, i.e. Lâbâši/Anu-ahhē-iddin /Nidinti-Anu//Ahhutu. He is attested as witness of prebend 
shares sales (Oppert 5 [date lost, reign of Demetrius], and RIAA 297, 160 SE), and of real 
estate sales (BRM 2 39, 149 SE). If, as shall be seen below, the list was somehow arranged 
according to the individual social rank of its members, then it would not be surprising to find 
a member of the important Ahhutu family in the very first position. 
(2) Kidin-Anu/Anu-ahu-ittannu/Kidin-Anu: this individual can be safely identified with a 
member of the Hunzû extended family, acquiring a brewer‟s prebend share in 153 SE (OECT 
9  61). 
(3) Arad-ama-arhuš: two such persons show up in the archives in the proposed time frame: Arad-
ama-arhuš/Idat-Anu/Sumuttu-Anu//Hunzû appears as guarantor in BRM 2 54/BiMes 24 28 
(150 SE); a Idat-Anu/Sumuttu-Anu who could well be his father appears below in the list (it 
is worth mentioning, by the way, that a Idat-Anu/Sumuttu-Anu appears among the kalûs 
recipients of tikku cuts in the undated text BaM 2 115). An Arad-ama-arhuš/Anu-
iqišanni/Ubar//Kidin-Marduk appears as witness in the prebend share sales NCTU 2/16 (155 
SE). Both may befit the list under discussion here. It is also noteworthy that this man is the 
only one for whom a professional designation is provided, i.e. that of bā‟iru, “fisherman”. 
More information about the prebendal status of the profession is provided below; for the time 
being suffice it to say that, although a fisherman‟s prebend is so far unattested for Hellenistic 
Uruk, the profile of a (prebendary) fisherman would not be unappropriate as a member of the 
kiništu. 
(4) Anu-abu-utēr/Anu-ikşur/Šull[umu]: one such person, descendant of Hunzû, appears as 
witness in a real estate sales 144 SE (VS 15 30). 
(5) Rihat-Ištar/Sumuttu-Anu: as noted, one Rihat-Ištar is attested as member of the kiništu in 
BRM 2 50/RIAA 295 in 165/166 SE. The chances that he was the same person as the Rihat-
Ištar of this list seem fairly high. 
(6) Anu-ahu-ittannu/Ina-qibit-Anu: a person by this name, descendant of Hunzû, witnessed two 
real estate sales in 151 SE (BRM 2 42) and 162 SE (SAT 10), which is compatible with the 
proposed time frame. 
(7) Idat-Anu/Illut-Anu: as for the proposed time frame, one Idat-Anu/Illut-Anu /Dannat-
Belti//Luštammar-Adad bought (OECT 9 44, date lost), and owned (OECT 9 54/55, 126/128 
SE) a share in an ērib bīt pirištūtu and kutimmūtu prebend together with his brothers. 
(8) Nidinti-Anu/Anu-uballissu: sold a prebend share in 145 SE (VS 15 33). 
(9) Ana-rabuti-Anu/Anu-ahu-ittannu: one such person appears as gaddaja in 153 SE (SAT 9, 
BRM 2 43). Although the profession is still poorly unknown, McEwan 1981a: 61 assumed it 
must be connected to the temple, thereby lending credit to the hypothesis thata professional 
of this kind may, in theory, have been part of the kiništu. 
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The evidence is indeed circumstantial, but a dating of the text to the first half (maybe 
second quarter) of the second century BCE does not seem completely out of place. 
One more feature of the text is that, assuming the proposed identification of at least 
some of the individuals in the table above is correct, the family name of many of 
them was simply omitted, which  raises more questions as to the document‟s nature. 
May it have been a provisional account, compiled in order to be used for the drafting 
of a wider register, maybe on a wooden writing board? After all, one cannot certainly 
assume that the kiništu of Uruk comprised just thirty-one individuals at a given time; 
in my opinion, the possibility exists that this account was partial and meant to 
include only a specific group or category of prebendaries, which was perhaps to be 
identified by the word šeraggû, the meaning of which, as said, escapes us. 
All in all, however, if compared with the bulk of documentary evidence 
preserved for Hellenistic Uruk (esp. the Ešgal, Rēš A and Rēš B archives, Jursa 
2005: 139-140), explicit designations of individuals as being members of the 
Urukian kiništu are absolutely meager. Furthermore, the only such people for whom 
a professional affiliation can be brought forward with any degree of certainty are, 
besides the fisherman Arad-ama-arhuš, Dumqi-Anu/Arad-Rēš/Dumqi-Anu, and his 
son Idat-Anu/Dumqi-Anu/Arad-Rēš, both gatekeepers of the Treasury of Anu (atû 
bīt makkur Anu), who were especially active in the purchase of immovable property 
during the first half of the second century BCE.
62
 The dossiers belonging to Dumqi-
Anu and his son reveal some interesting clues as to their career. We can follow the 
former in the period 124-166 SE ca., where he appears, with or without grandfather‟s 
name, in slightly more than a dozen documents; he does not bear a gentilic or family 
name, i.e., he was not a member of the prominent clans of Hellenistic Uruk; Idāt-Anu 
is attested for the period 149-166 SE ca., with the period of activity of the two 
practically overlapping. The beginning of Dumqi-Anu‟s tenure as gatekeeper of the 
Treasury of Anu is spelled by the sales contract BRM 2 34, the very first in which he 
appears, by which one Nidintu-šarri sold him rights to atûtu, for five days a month.63 
                                                             
62 As attested, e.g., in OECT 9 56, BRM 2 48, MLC 2161 (duplicate Wallenfels 1998: nr. 10 [HSM 
913.1.8]) (Dumqi-Anu), and BRM 2 39, BRM 2 42, BRM 2 41, SAT 9 (duplicate Wallenfels 1998: 
nr. 9), BRM 2 45 (Idāt-Anu). 
63
 BRM 2 34 (cf. also McEwan 1981a: 74-75, Doty 1977: 272-276): (1) Iníg.sum.mu-lugal a šá Id60-
šeš-gál-ši a šá Id60-šeš-gur ina hu-ud lìb-bi-šú ta ud.1.kám en ud.6.kám (2) pap 5 u4-mu ina iti 
lúì.du8-
ú-tú šá é níg.ga šá é dingirmeš šá unugki ù šukhi.a ù (3) mim-ma gab-bi šá ik-kaš-ši-du a-na lúì.du8-ú-tú 
mumeš ma-la u4-mu
meš mumeš (4) šá itu-us-su mu.an.na-us-su gab-bi a-na 15 gín kù.babbar qa-lu-ú 
(5) is-ta-tir-ra-nu šá Ian-ti-‟-i-ku-su bab-ba-nu-ú-tú a-na šám tilmeš (6) a-na Idum-qí-d60 a šá Iìr-ére-eš 
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The conditions laid down in the text state that Dumqi-Anu would own the five days 
of the office of gatekeeper and the enjoyment of the corresponding rations therewith, 
and, even more importantly, that he would perform the duties of gatekeeper for the 
days in question (ll. 16-17, quite damaged [review]). Many of the subsequent 
documents of his dossier consequently designate him as either atû or atû ša bīt ilāni 
or atû makkur Anu, so that it will not be incorrect to designate the act recorded in 
BRM 2 34 as his formal accession to the temple community of Uruk. However, it is 
only by 155 SE that he is also designated as “he who belongs to the kiništu of the 
Rēš/the temples of Uruk”. As I see it, a possible explanation lies again in one of  the 
contracts of his dossier: BRM 2 47 is a contract drafted in the form of a dialogue, 
where one Anu-balāssu-iqbi/Kidin-[Anu]/Ubar//Kidin-Marduk asked to enter into a 
rēsinūtu relationship with Dumqi-Anu for a fraction of the latter‟s butcher‟s prebend 
(held before Anu, Antu, Enlil, Ea “and the gods of all their temples”).64 The original 
deed by which Dumqi-Anu had purchased the prebend share is not extant, but it is 
obvious that the acquisition had taken place somewhat earlier; BRM 2 47 is dated to 
157 SE (= 155 BCE). On the other hand, at the start of his documented career in 149 
SE, Idāt-Anu already bears the title of gatekeeper; he too acquired shares in butcher‟s 
prebend, namely in 150 SE (NCTU 9) and in 155 SE (NCTU 2+).
65
 It may be 
entirely coincidental, but both Dumqi-Anu and Idāt-Anu seem to have been 
designated as kiništu only after they had acquired shares in prebends. Before we 
move on, however, a genealogical tree of Dumqi-Anu‟s family can be drawn (the 
dates between parentheses are those for which the named individual is attested):
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Table 2 
                                    Dumqi-Anu 
                                    Anu-ahu-utēr 
                                                                                                                                                                            
a šá Idum-qí-d60 a-na u4-mu şa-a-tú (7) it-ta-din (…) «By his own free will, Nidintu-šarri/Anu-ahu-
ušabši/Anu-abu-utēr has given forever the office of gatekeeper of the Treasury of the Temples of 
Uruk, from day one to day six, total five days per month, and the rations and everything that belongs 
to the office in question (for) as many as the aforementioned days, every month and every year, for 
fifteen shekels of refined silver, perfect staters of Antiochus as total price, to Dumqi-Anu/Arad-
Rēš/Dumqi-Anu». 
64 The most recent edition is in Corò 2005a: 60-61. Cf. id. 2005a: 61 n. 44 for previous literature. 
65 Note that exactly ten years later (165 SE) Idāt-Anu gave the very same share (one sixth of a day in 
day 23) in rēsinūtu to a descendant of the Kurû clan (VDI 1955/4 8; Corò 2005a: 43-44 and n. 13 for 
the most recent edition). 
66 Notice that this family tree slightly differs from that presented by Doty (1977: 270).  
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                                     Dumqi-Anu 
                                                 (133 SE) 
                                                gatekeeper 
                                       Arad-Rēš 
                                                 (122 SE) 
 
     Anu-abu-utēr/uşur          Dumqi-Anu 
              (133 SE)             (124-166 SE) 
             gatekeeper               gatekeeper 
                                                                                      kiništu 
 
                                             Anu-uballiţ/Zōros  Idāt-Anu     Nidinti-Anu 
                                                                (166 SE)                    (149-166 SE)          (166 SE) 
                                                                                                     gatekeeper 
                                                                                                        kiništu 
As can be seen, also Dumqi-Anu‟s brother and grandfather were atûs; this may or 
may not disprove my earlier suggestion that Dumqi-Anu himself had started being 
designated as gatekeeper only after his acquisition of the rights to atûtu in 124 SE 
(one may indeed suggest the profession was hereditary). However, as far as the 
designation as members of the kiništu is concerned, Dumqi-Anu and his son are the 
only ones of the family to have borne the title, and simultaneously the only ones for 
whom the possession of shares of a prebend can be documented. In addition to this, it 
is to be noticed that the two also witnessed to transactions of third parties involving 
prebends: Dumqi-Anu witnessed the sale of a share in a temple enterer‟s prebend in 
at least two occasions (BRM 2 46,
67
 155 SE, jointly with Idāt-Anu; Oppert 5,68 
anywhere in the reign of Demetrius, 151-161 SE = 161-151 BCE), while Idāt-Anu 
witnessed to the sale of a share of a brewer‟s prebend (OECT 9 61,69 153 SE) and of 
a temple enterer‟s prebend (BRM 2 46, jointly with his father). It is not clear whether 
it should be assumed that prebend-holders were entitled to witnessing to transactions 
involving prebends (indeed, the issue deserves better studies); however, if the 
criterion is taken for suitable, then BRM 2 46 offers a good terminus ante quem for 
Dumqi-Anu‟s acquisition of shares in the butcher‟s prebend – incidentally, this is 
                                                             
67 Full edition in Corò 2005a: 56-57. 
68 Cf. Corò 2005a: 28-30 and n. 57, 122. 
69 Corò 2005a: 74 and n. 63 has edition of lines 1-16. 
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also the first text in which he is termed kiništu – which must then be placed between 
151 and 155 SE. 
 To sum up: since both Dumqi-Anu and his son apparently acquired kiništu 
status only in the aftermath of their acquisition of shares of a prebend, the possibility 
must be considered that the two events have to be put in a relation of causality.
70
 It 
could be objected that Idāt-Anu still retained his title of gatekeeper just a year after 
his acquisition of a prebend share (attested BRM 2 42, 151 SE); this, however, does 
not disprove the fact that the title kiništu appears only after, as for Dumqi-Anu. One 
further objection could be that the title may have been borne by other family 
members due to the profession of gatekeeper. Indeed, evidence from the Neo 
Babylonian period confirms the existence of gatekeepers as members of the kiništu 
(cf., e.g., YOS 7 16 and the unedited PTS 2050
71
), so that this hypothesis cannot be 
fully negated either. However, considering the nature of the extant archives of 
Hellenistic Uruk, I find that also an absence of evidence may be significant: the 
institutional repositories of Hellenistic Uruk in fact housed in absolute majority what 
were private documents, which were then safe kept in the temple, possibly for 
registration (Jursa 2005: 139-140), the reason being that almost all the stored 
documents bore to temple economic activities like the operation of the prebend 
system, or the sale of immovable property belonging to the temple. The stored 
tablets, private in origin, do not form private archives, although dossiers belonging to 
families or individuals can be reconstructed, just as has been done here with the 
family of Dumqi-Anu (Jursa 2005: 140 and nn. 1081-1082): thus, if no document at 
all can be found attesting a specific individual, there is a chance that that same 
individual never got involved with such a kind of transaction. In other words, if no 
other member of the Dumqi-Anu family except the latter and his son is attested in the 
Rēš archives as prebend holder or member of the kiništu of the Rēš, it likely means 
that other family members never got involved with the economic sphere of the 
                                                             
70 Doty (1977: 276) assumes that what made Dumqi-Anu/Arad-Rēš/Dumqi-Anu a member of the 
kiništu was actually his purchasing of the post of gatekeeper of the Treasury of the Rēš.  
71 The former (01 Cyr) is a ration list that simply records the disbursement of food rations to “the 
gatekeepers, the kiništu” (10. ul-tu itibára ina igi lúì.du8
meš lúki-na-áš-tu4). The latter (02 Dar) records 
similar allotments respectively to širku gatekeepers and kiništu gatekeepers. According to Kessler 
1997: 153-162 (159), it is possible that gatekeepers were actually divided, as a category, in širku 
gatekeepers and free ones, that is mār banê and members of the kiništu. Some of them may have 
enjoyed a revenue or a prebend connected with the cult of the urdimmus, who were probably revered 
as the gates, and had a quppu. 
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temple at the same degree of Dumqi-Anu and Idāt-Anu, and not just – or not simply 
– because no documents are preserved due to chance of finding (although, of course, 
some space for the latter must always be allowed for).  One may then ask, on a more 
general level, why so comparatively few people were explicitly designated as kiništu 
or members of a specific profession or, on the contrary, why the gatekeepers Dumqi-
Anu and Idāt-Anu, who certainly did not originate from the most renown, well-to-do 
families of the Urukian elite, recur in the sources as such with out-of-the-ordinary 
frequency. No easy answer can be provided to this question, but the key may well 
belong in the field of individual ambitions and/or social mobility; we may then 
imagine Dumqi-Anu and his son as nouveau arrivées who sought to establish 
themselves among the most affluent stratum of the Urukian population, also by 
making a frequent display of their newly acquired status of members of the kiništu of 
the Rēš.72  
Generally speaking, I believe that, on the ground of what has been discussed, 
we may cautiously assume the documents and activities of the Dumqi-Anu family, as 
well as the meager data from Beaulieu 1989b: nr. 4, as partial evidence that, indeed, 
the possession of a prebend may have been a requirement for membership in the 
kiništu. Before we move on, however, there remain one last relevant issue to be 
discussed before departing from Hellenistic Uruk.  
1.3 Hellenistic Uruk II: kiništu vs. puhru 
As can be noticed, until now I have excluded from the present analysis the 
handful of attestations of the institution 
lú
unkin ša unugki; for the sake of its 
prosecution, however, some clarifications as to the reading of 
lú
unkin in the Late 
Babylonian period can no longer be postponed. Unfortunately, a full consensus on 
the matter has never been reached within the scholarly community, which has led to 
a substantial stalemate between those advocating a more traditional reading puhrum 
(as was surely the case for the earlier first millennium, but without the determinative 
                                                             
72 Dumqi-Anu may have become susceptible to influences and trends more common in such a milieu, 
like the practice of Greek name giving, apparently established principally by the affluent Ahhutu clan, 
already in the second half of the third century with the šaknu Anu-uballiţ/Nikarchos, and grown to 
prominence during the first half of the second century BCE. One of Dumqi-Anu‟s three sons, indeed, 
bears the Greek second name Zōros. This is only apparently in contrast with the affiliation to the 
temple‟s traditional institutions, as nothing prevented a bearer of a Greek second name to entertain 
connections with the temple or even being part of its establishment at the highest levels, as the case of 
the rab ša rēš āli Anu-uballiţ/Kephalōn shows. 
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lú) and those, following in the steps of Von Soden, who endorsed a reading kiništu. 
The result was a more or less sectarian division, with either side straightforwardly 
applying their reading to all texts in which the logogram appears. Thus, after an early 
contribution by Sarkisian that thoroughly applied a traditional reading puhrum (1969: 
313), in 1972 Von Soden proposed (AHw 877a, s.v. puhru) that the logogram be read 
kiništu instead, following on his hypothesis with other studies in the subsequent 
decade (1975: 461, 1977: 189, and again in AHw 1568). Disregardful of this, a more 
traditional interpretation was still upheld by McEwan, who applied a translation 
puhrum to virtually all attestations of 
lú
unkin in his comprehensive study of 
Hellenistic Babylonian temple and prebendary system (see esp. 1981a: 36, 154, 192). 
Shortly after McEwan, Funck (1984: 282-284) proposed a more nuanced 
interpretation, remaining to date the most underestimated one, which sought to 
distinguish between the kiništu (written syllabically) as a “Ratsversammlung” or 
(temple) council assembly and the 
lú
unkin, to be read as puhrum, as a 
“Volksversammlung” or popular assembly. A more or less decisive shift, however, 
was brought by Van der Spek‟s interpretation, laid down in a number of 
contributions which profited both of a better general awareness of the sources and of 
the beginning publications of some crucial documents, most notably the 
Astronomical Diaries (see esp. 1986: 60-61, 84-87, 1993b: 101, 1994: 603, 1995: 
183, 238ff). He repeatedly argued in favor of Von Soden‟s hypothesis, by enriching 
it with more compelling arguments. Since then, the reading 
lú
unkin = kiništu has 
commanded a wider acceptance among the scholars, and has been adopted in a 
number of more less recent studies devoted to the later first millennium, as, e.g., 
Bongenaar 1997 (150) or Boiy 2004 (202). However, a full endorsement of the 
reading is still out of sight: besides one further article by Sarkisian (1997: 244-245) 
still holding on to a reading puhrum, most recently CAD P: 493 (2005) s.v. puhrum 
justified the subsuming of all occurrences of logographic 
lú
unkin in late period texts 
under puhrum with the following and, in my opinion, rather awkward explanation: 
«The logogram LÚ.UNKIN in Sel. texts (principally from Babylon) is read here as 
puhru, and not as kiništu (suggested AHw. 877a); in those texts LÚ.UNKIN occurs 
not among temple menials but beside the šatammu and others designated as 
LÚ.E.KI.MEŠ “Babylonians,” and in contexts indicating a consultative body with 
judicial responsibilities associated with the principal temple». Now, such a statement 
is evidently somewhat out of place and is biased by out-of-date conceptions of what 
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the kiništu actually was, especially during the Neo Babylonian period, as will be 
shown further below. Most importantly, it seems to ignore the single, most 
compelling argument brought by Van der Spek to substantiate his claim that 
lú
unkin 
equaled kiništu in Hellenistic period texts, namely a passage recorded in the 
Astronomical Diary AD -245B: obv. 4‟ where a syllabic spelling of kiništu occurs 
exactly in the position where usually 
lú
unkin is normally used throughout the Diaries: 
4‟ [.. .. .. ..] lúšà-tam-mu é.sag.íl lúda-ta-b[a-ar-ra ù lú]eki.meš ki-niš-tú é.sag.íl x x x x x x 
x x x x x [.. ..]
73
 
This definitely proves that, at least in Seleucid Babylon the writing 
lú
unkin is to be 
read kiništu, and that the caption lúeki.meš lúunkin šá é.sag.íl actually means “the 
Babylonians, (who are) the kiništu of Esagil”, as it is now commonly accepted (see, 
e.g., Boiy 2004: 202ff.). However, I do advocate a more practical approach, seeking 
to attribute to each context in which the definition is found its due importance. In 
fact, although the discussed piece of evidence is decisive for Babylon, one should not 
be too swift to assume the reading it supports is still valid for all civic or scribal 
traditions. Throughout the following paragraphs I will bring evidence which will 
show, I believe, how neither side is entirely right or wrong. Since Van der Spek‟s 
argument is the most circumstantiated one, though, the arguments he brought to 
support his (and Von Soden‟s) hypothesis  need to be address here one by one, as 
discussed in particular in Van der Spek 1986 (60-61 and 84-87), keeping in mind that 
the comments I will propose are valid especially for Uruk: 
1) puhru, the normal reading for unkin, never has the determinative lú, while 
kiništu has it.  
2) In texts from Uruk, kiništu is sometimes written syllabically, whereas a 
syllabic spelling of puhru never appears in Hellenistic texts. 
3) 
lú
unkin of weavers and exorcists are attested (CT 49 190 and 140 resp.), very 
likely smaller temple colleges. 
4) In Uruk some people are sometime syllabically designated as lúki-niš-tu4 
(OECT 9 61: 30, 62: 36), likely an abbreviation for the above mentioned 
designation šá ta lúki-niš-tu4. We find the same designation for Anu-
                                                             
73 I owe the estimate of the gaps and the missing signs to a personal communication of R.J. Van der 
Spek. 
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bēlšunu/Kephalōn, who is once designated ideographically as lúunkin (BaMB 
2 116: 4‟). 
I propose the following counter-deductions: 
1) This is not entirely true. There exist at least (but more may turn up with the 
publication of fresh evidence) six Neo Babylonian texts where an authority 
lú
unkin is mentioned. In the damaged YOS 6 240: 20, 23, dated Nbn 11 and 
drafted at Ālu ša Jaki‟-īl (presumably a village or town in the surroundings of 
Uruk), the assembly hears two statements as part of a proceeding about a 
dispute (relating to cattle?), while TCL 12 117: 7 (Uruk, 16 Nbn) and YOS 7 
88: 22 (Uruk, 02 Cyr) are both preliminary protocols attesting to the 
gathering and preservation of evidence: in the former, an iron dagger used in 
an assault against Ilī-rēmanni, the then ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti ajakki, in the 
latter, again an iron dagger drawn by a fugitive širku against his pursuers.74 In 
both cases, it can easily be gathered that the corpus delicti would be 
preserved as incriminating evidence in a subsequent case against the culprit 
(Holtz 2009: 272-273). TCL 13 147 mentions a 
lú
unkin tin.tir
ki.me
 u 
lú
unug
ki
-a-
a, while the very same authority, with the adjoint of the judges, appears also 
in YOS 6 92 (
lú
unkin 
lú
tin.tir
ki.meš
 
lú
unug
ki
-a-a 
lú
di.kud
meš
 ú-še-[….]), a 
decision record where a decision is made by Eanna authorities, including the 
qīpāni and the mentioned assembly, about a litigation concerning a plot of 
land (Uruk, 7 Nbn); finally, the accusatory deposition Spar 1972: nr. 2 has 
lú
unkin (02 Camb). At any rate, a comparison with Neo Babylonian judiciary 
evidence bearing to the role and competence of the puhru makes it absolutely 
clear that the latter is being referred to, and not the kiništu.75 On the other 
hand, moreover, even the assertion that kiništu always has the determinative 
                                                             
74
 For instance, TCL 12 117 reads: (1) lúdumu.dù-imeš šá i-na pa-ni-šú-nu (2) Idù-d15 a-šú šá Ilú-dna-
na-a (3) gír an.bar ul-tu múru-šú a-na muh-hi (4) Idingir-re-man-ni lúsag lugal lúen pi-qit-tu4 é.an.[na] 
(5) ina ká.gal-i šá é.an.na is-su-hu (6) gír an.bar šá ul-tu múru-šú is-su-hu (7) lúunkin iš-ku-su ù ik-nu-
ku (8) ina gub-zu šá Isi-lim-dingir lúsag lugal lú![           ] é.an.na (9-15: eight witnesses) (16) lúumbisag 
Igi-mil-lu a-šú šá Idin-nin-numun-mu (17) unugki itigan ud.21.kam (18) mu.16.kam <I>dnà-i lugal 
tin.tirki: «The mār banê before whom Ibni-Ištar/Amēl-Nanāja unsheathed an iron dagger against Ilī-
rēmanni, the ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti ajakki at the Great Gate of Eanna. The assembly wrapped and 
sealed the iron dagger that he unsheathed, at the presence of Silim-ilī, the ša rēš šarri [ša muhhi 
quppi] of Eanna. [witnesses] Scribe: Gimillu/Innin-zēru-iddin, Uruk, Kislīmu the 21st, year 16 of 
Nabonidus, king of Babylon.» 
75 Cf. e.g. YOS 7 102: 26 and YOS 7 19:14, 16. In both cases the assembly wraps and seals 
documents used as evidence after having examined them. 
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can be questioned, for in at least nine documents in which the kiništu is 
mentioned it bears no determinative at all: VAS 1 36, BM 77612+; VAB 4 
216; Nbn 241; Nbn 259; CT 55 110; YOS 3 51; CT 22 76; PTS 2050 (the list 
includes both earlier Neo Babylonian inscriptions and later administrative and 
judicial records of the sixth and fifth centuries BCE). In fact, not even the 
decisive occurrence in AD -245B: obv. 4‟ reported above has it.  This should 
be sufficient to warn against the risk of taking presence or absence of a 
determinative alone as the tell-tale of the correct reading of 
lú
unkin.
76
 
2) This is true, but a syllabic writing of puhru does not occur in the Neo 
Babylonian record from Uruk either, except for the letter YOS 3 200 where, 
however, it does not refer to the civic assembly.
77
 Throughout the rest of 
attestations, the word is consistently written (
lú
)unkin. So the absence of a 
syllabic writing of puhru in Hellenistic Uruk can neither be taken as 
something new to the period, nor, I would say, can it be assumed as evidence 
that the puhru did not exist simply because we do not find it spelled out 
syllabically, just as in the Neo Babylonian period.  
3) To CT 49 140: 9‟-10‟ and 190: 2‟, attesting a lúunkin of exorcists and weavers 
respectively, we may add also BRM 1 88: 2, with the 
lú
unkin of exorcists 
already discussed above, and a 
lú
unkin of goldsmiths attested in AD 2 -168A 
obv: 14‟. Van der Spek (1986: 60-61) is certainly right in assuming that these 
were smaller temple colleges, as is McEwan (1981a: 32-33) in defining them 
“subsidiary” assemblies. In CT 49 140 and BRM 1 88 the exorcists forming 
up the councils are identified as ša Esagil and ša Emeslam (resp.); in CT 49 
                                                             
76
 Conversely, and by the same token, difficulties may arise whenever unkin appears without lú in the 
later periods. I can provisionally quote at least three examples: AD 2 -181: rev. 13 (u unkin šá 
é.sag.gíl), AD 3 -155A: rev. 10, BaMB 2 118: obv. 6 (unkin šá unugki). On their turn, these cases 
suggest the need first to assess the context in which the expression occurs, rather than considering the 
determinative as the only significant marker. Indeed, by the same line of reasoning, if we take every 
occurrence of lúunkin as meaning kiništu, then, in theory, occurrences of unkin alone should mean 
puhru. However, in AD 2 -181, I suppose it is clear enough the the kiništu is meant, and nothing else; 
in BaMB 2 118 it is obvious that unkin šá unugki is just the same as lúunkin šá unugki, which in fact 
occurs in rev. 5 of the same text (on the significance of lúunkin šá unugki, see my conclusions below). 
Indeed, one may even suppose the scribes just forgot to write the determinative down. On the 
contrary, the occurrence in AD 3 -155A offers some resistance to simplistic interpretation, and for the 
sake of its importance it will be addressed further below. 
77 To my knowledge, a Neo Babylonian syllabic writing of puhru is attested twice in documents from 
Sippar, namely Nbk 104 (assembly of the elders of Šamaš) and Nbn 958, and in YOS 3 200 from 
Uruk. 
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190 the 
lúunkin of Esagil occurs in the subsequent line 3‟, while the council of 
goldsmiths attested in AD 2 -168 is entrusted with gold to fashion a cultic 
garment for Bēl which, as I have suggested above, may argue for these 
goldsmiths to be ērib-bītis and hence connected to the Esagil anyway. On the 
basis of these clear-cut connection with temple personnel, one may incline to 
consider such smaller, professional councils as sub-kiništus formed by 
prebendaries attached to the sanctuaries. The substance of the matter, 
however, would not change at all should these turn out to be, in fact, puhrus 
or “gatherings” of professionals exercising some kind of prebendary service 
for temples, so I do not think this argument has a strict bearing to what is 
being discussed here. 
4) I certainly agree with Van der Spek that the designations ša ultu kiništu ša 
Rēš, kiništu ša Rēš, ša ultu kiništu ša bīt ilāni ša Uruk (and the like) all more 
or less refer to one and the same institution, i.e. membership in the assembly 
of the prebendaries of the temples of Uruk.
78
 However, the equation with 
lú
unkin is grounded only on the purported attribution of the latter, as an 
individual title, to Anu-bēlšunu/Anu-uballiţ//Ahhutu in the text BaMB 2 116: 
obv. 4‟: this compels Van der Spek (1986: 61) to equal it with the former, 
more explicit designations, which are attached, as has been seen, to specific 
individuals. The text, however, is extremely fragmentary, to the point that 
hardly anything can be said about its content; I would be very cautious to take 
this unique, doubtful occurrence as evidence of 
lú
unkin = kiništu, at least for 
Uruk.
79
 Why, on the other hand, don‟t we have a person called šá ta lúunkin 
šá ésag or, conversely, a lúki-niš-tu4 ša unug
ki
? In fact, a simultaneous usage 
of both designations for the same people in the same text(s), thus showing 
beyond doubt that the terms were interchangeable, would be highly desirable 
but, as it turns out, it is completely absent in the sources. The two 
designations/titles do appear simultaneously in the texts BRM 2 47 and 
OECT 9 62: both texts are rēsinūtu contracts in the form of a dialogue. In the 
                                                             
78Incidentally, an institution named the kiništu ša bīt ilāni appears also in Babylon, mentioned by the 
Astronomical Diary AD 3 -132B: left edge 1 lúki-niš-t[um] ┌é┐ dingirmeš and 4 [lúki-niš-tu]m é dingirmeš 
(Tašrit (9.X-6.XI 133 BCE). Notice the absolutely unusual syllabic spelling. 
79 Outside Uruk, such an attribution, i.e. lúunkin used a san individual title, can be found only in 
Nippur: cf. Van der Spek 1992: nr. 1, obv. 1: [Iden.líl-id-din lú]šà.tam šá é.kur lúnu.èš den.líl a šá Ia-a a 
Iha-nab lúunki[n šá é.kur]. 
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former, as has been seen above, Dumqi-Anu/Arad-Rēš/Dumqi-Anu agrees to 
give his share in a butcher‟s prebend in rēsinūtu for ten years to Anu-balassu-
iqbi/Kidin-[Anu]/Ubar//Kidin-Marduk; Dumqi-Anu and one of the witnesses, 
one Kidin-Anu/Ina-qibīt-Anu, are called respectively ša ultu kiništu ša Rēš 
and ša ultu kiništu ša bīt ilāni. In OECT 9 62 Mušallim-Anu/Anu-abu-
uşur//Hunzû similarly gives a share in his baker‟s and miller‟s prebend in 
rēsinūtu to Nidintu-Anu/Anu-zēru-iddin/Kidin-Anu//Hunzû; again, one of the 
witnesses, Rihat-Ištar/Anu-uballissu is simply called lúki-niš-tu4. In both texts, 
the expression 
lú
unkin šá unugki appears with a different usage, namely to 
define the adjudicating authority that, together with the rab ša rēš āli ša bīt 
ilāni, may impose further sanctions, in addition to those already provided for 
by the contract, in case of an interruption of the service: 
BRM 2 47: 
27. (….) ki-i Id60-tin-su-e mumeš baţ-al iš-ta-kan u si-man-[nu] 
28. ul-tu-ti-iq 1/3 ma.na kù.babbar Id60-tin-┌su-e a-na┐ Idum-qí-d60 mumeš 
29. i-nam-din u mim-ma šá lúgal ┌lúsag uru-‟ šá é┐ dingirmeš u lúunkin šá unugki 
30. i-mi-du-šú i-nam-bi-il  
«(…) if the aforementioned Anu-balassu-iqbi causes an interruption and lets the appropriate 
time pass by, Anu-balassu-iqbi will pay to the aforementioned Dumqi-Anu twenty shekels of 
silver, and will comply with everything the rab ša rēš āli ša bīt ilāni and the assembly of 
Uruk should (further) impose upon him». 
OECT 9 62:
80
 
24. (…) ki-i Iníg.sum.mu-d60 mu[meš] 
25. baţ-al iš-ta-kan u si-man-nu ul-te-ti-iq a-di la-‟ 
26. 10 mu.an.nameš i-šal-lim-i-┌ma┐ a-na 1-en u4-mu šá baţ-al iš-
┌ta┐-[kan] 
27. 10 gín kù.babbar qa-lu-ú a-na Igi-d60 mumeš i-nam-din u mim-ma 
28. šá lúgal lúsag uru-‟ šá é dingirmeš u lúunkin šá unugki şe-bu-ú 
29. i-mi-du-ú-šú a-na Iníg.sum.mu-d60 mumeš i-zi-[b]i-il 
«(…) if the aforementioned Nidintu-Anu causes an interruption and lets the appropriate time 
pass by, until the ten years are complete, he will pay ten shekels of refined silver to the 
aforementioned Mušallim-Anu for each day of interruption, and he will deliver to Nidintu-
Anu  everything the rab ša rēš āli ša bīt ilāni and the assembly of Uruk may wish to impose 
upon him.» 
  Now, it is true that the sphere of action of the 
lú
unkin accounted here 
for is involved with temple business. This, however, is compatible with the 
information that can be extracted for the role of the Neo Babylonian puhru 
from the bulk of sixth and fifth century judicial record of Eanna, where the 
                                                             
80 Most recent edition in Corò 2005a: 62-64, with n. 45 for previous literature. 
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assembly is very often seen adjudicating cases which would formally relate to 
temple business, such as sacrilegious thefts, misappropriated properties and 
the like (see further below, section on the Neo Babylonian puhru), in a 
context where the boundaries between “civil” and religious administration are 
blurred at best. As far as our two Hellenistic-period expressions are 
concerned, it seems to me that they do not refer to the same institutions, but 
rather to the organization of the prebendaries of the Rēš and other sanctuaries 
on the one hand, and the civic assembly on the other. 
To sum up: on the basis of the arguments that have just been analyzed, Van der Spek 
assumes (1986: 85) that the designations 
lú
unkin 
lú
dumu.dù
meš
, 
lú
unkin ša unugki, 
lú
unkin, 
lúkiništu ša bīt ilāni ša Uruk, lúkiništu ša ésag all refer to the one and same 
assembly. On the contrary,  I believe that a line has to be drawn, at least in Uruk, 
between the kiništu of the temples and the assembly of the city.81 One last, 
compelling argument I can adduce is the following: throughout all the Neo 
Babylonian record there exists no such thing as the kiništu of a city or the puhru of a 
temple; rather, it is the other way round. There is a kiništu of Esagil, of Ebabbar, of 
Eanna, then of the Rēš; and there are assemblies of elders, of Babylon, of 
Babylonians and Urukians, and so on (see below). The only one possible exception 
to this rule of thumb that I know of is represented by the late Achaemenid text TBER 
pl. 6 AO 2569, dated to (or after) the eighth year of Darius II, probably drafted in 
Babylon but concerned with a legal action that had started in Dilbat. The text is quite 
fragmentary, but its general sense may be reconstructed at large: three people were 
arrested in Dilbat by administrators of the Eimbianu with charges of theft of temple 
property, and the booty sealed and taken into custody. Then one or more of the 
culprits fled to Babylon, where they apparently appealed to the governor Bēlšunu. In 
turn, three scribes and bēl piqnēti of Eimbianu traveled to Babylon, where they 
sought to prove their case to the 
lú
unkin of Esagil (appearing three times in the text, ll 
11‟, 14‟, 27‟), which addressed the governor with some sort of statement. Here 
                                                             
81 It is to be noticed that recently Corò 2005a: passim is apparently of the same opinion, whereby she 
too has lúunkin = puhru in her text editions (see e.g. that of BRM 2 47, id. 2005a: 60-61, where both 
kiništu and puhru appear). No explanation is however contributed on the subject. 
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follows the end of the surviving part of the text, where the gaps are bigger and the 
sequence of events harder to reconstruct:
82
 
24‟ (…)     Idbe-mu Idamar.utu-n[umun-si.sá …] 
25‟ […u Iden]-lu-mur lúdub.sarmeš ┌u lú┐enmeš pi-iq-né-e-ti šá é-[...] 
26‟ [lúdub].sarmeš lúenmeš pi-iq-né-e-ti ù lúki-niš-tu4 šá 
┌é┐.[sag.íl (?) 
27‟ [... m]eš? i-na ┌mil-ki┐ šá lú┌unkin šá┐ é.sag.íl x x x [...] 
28‟ [...] x [.. ..] x x[.. .. .. .. ..]x-šu-ú šá Idib-[pab ...] 
29‟ [...] x [.. .. .. .. .. ..de]n-ùru-[šú] <<x>> dumu [...] 
As can be seen, on line 26‟ (just before the last mention of the lúunkin ša Esagil), a 
lú
ki-niš-tu4, presumably of yet another temple, appears just before a break on the edge 
of the tablet. Now, on line 24‟-25‟ Ea-iddin, Marduk-zēru-līšir and Bēl-lūmur are 
named as “scribes and overseers of E[…]”. Although the name of the Uraš temple 
Eimbianu of Dilbat never actually appears in the extant part of the tablet, on the basis 
of the narration in the earlier parts of the text it is fairly accurate to restore it in this 
gap (Stolper 1992: 124). It should be noticed, though, that a precise estimate of the 
size of the break at the end of the line has not been performed by the editor, to the 
effect that we are not able to gauge the extent of the missing text between lines 25‟ 
and 26‟; consequently, we do not know whether the “scribes, the overseers and the 
kiništu of E[…]” following thereafter is again to be referred to the three officials 
named above, thus prompting us to restore again E[imbianu] in the gap at the end of 
line 26‟, or rather to see it as the kiništu of E[sagil]. All of this makes naturally more 
difficult to understand in what relationship the 
lú
unkin ša Esagil may have stood with 
this kiništu ša é[…]. Let us work for a time on the latter hypothesis, i.e., that Esagil is 
to be read in the break. Stolper (1992: ibid.) preferred to leave it blank, thus 
translating ša é[…] as “of the temple”. However, he did make a choice by translating 
lúunkin ša Esagil as the “assembly”, i.e. the puhru, of Esagil (already Stolper 1989: 
295 n. 21, and 1992: ibid.), and kiništu ša é[…] as the “collegium of the temple[…]” 
thus taking the expression to refer to a different institution altogether. Bongenaar 
took this a step further and restored Esagil in the gap, and assumed that the puhru of  
the temple was made up of the administrative staff, “scribes (and) supervisors”, with 
the kiništu representing the prebendaries (1997: 151 n. 170). However, as far as I see 
it, in the text there appears no clear-cut connection between the 
lú
dub.sar
meš
 u 
lú
en
meš
 
pi-iq-ni-e-ti on the one hand and the 
lú
unkin šá é.sag.íl on the other. Rather, one 
                                                             
82 The text follows here Stolper‟s 1992 edition (123-125). A slightly different transliteration and 
translation are in Joannès 2000: 209-211. 
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could see here the same thing happening in AD -245B: obv. 4‟, where ki-niš-tú 
appears in a position where 
lú
unkin is normally expected, which would make this one 
the oldest attested occurrence of 
lú
unkin = kiništu, further strengthened by its 
Babylonian context. However, to complicate matters, unlike in the Astronomical 
Diaries we would have here two different writings of kiništu in the very same text 
(and in two consecutive lines). On the other hand, the reference could be to the 
kiništu of Eimbianu, but it would then be hard to reconcile, again, two different 
writings for the same subject. All in all, I incline towards considering the reference to 
the kiništu of Esagil, and to equate the expression with the lúunkin ša Esagil, with all 
the difficulties thereof. To further make the case, one could use a reverse line of 
reasoning, and say that if, on the contrary, Stolper and Bongenaar are right to 
consider this a puhru of Esagil, then it would be a hapax. Instead, considering the 
problem from a diachronic perspective, it is simpler to assume that writing kiništu 
with 
lú
unkin is a Babylonian scribal feature, of which TBER pl. 6 AO 2569 
represents the earliest extant example. 
 However, this being said, I suggest the simplest explanation by far is to 
assume the puhru survived well into the Hellenistic period, at least in Uruk, and that 
we have to distinguish between a kiništu of the Rēš (or of all temples) and a puhru of 
Uruk, much like Funck had done, or between the organization of the prebendaries of 
the Rēš temple on the one hand, and a civic assembly of Uruk on the other. A little 
more can be said on this subject if a look is taken at the functions of the puhru, as 
attested in the handful of texts mentioning it, but this will be done below. Finally, as 
one last argument, I will say that, even as to its formulation, 
lú
unkin ša unugki seems 
much more cognate to the Neo Babylonian unkin tin.tir
ki.meš
 u 
lú
unug
ki
-a-a, of which 
two examples have been quoted above which record that same unkin written with lú. 
One may question why, then, in the Hellenistic period the latter formulation was 
substituted with the former. The answer, I believe, is quite simple; over the long run, 
families of Northern Babylonian origin like Egibi, Bēl-aplu-uşur, Šigû‟a, Šangû-
Šamaš, which would have embodied the “Babylonians” in the “Babylonians and 
Urukians” cluster, are simply not present anymore at Uruk, at least during the 
Hellenistic period. A more local designation as the “assembly of Uruk”, or “of the 
citizens of Uruk”, i.e., of traditional Urukian origin, may have become more 
appropriate. All of this, of course, may have had something to do with the crushing 
of revolts in the north by Xerxes and the curtailing of traditional northern kin groups 
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that followed (Waerzeggers 2003/2004). Although southern Babylonian cities were 
more or less unaffected by the repression, a number of changes gradually took place 
there too in the social sphere; this is exemplified by the change in name giving 
patterns which also involved the northern lineages, and prompted them to refrain 
from the use of theophoric elements of Northern Babylonian observance. That a 
strong influence was as well exerted, under this respect, by the reforms in the cult 
that led to the rise of Anu, is also hardly questionable (Nielsen 2008: 378, Kessler 
2004).  
1.4 Conclusions 
To sum up what has been gathered until now, then: 
1. More local kiništus are attested for the Neo Babylonian and Hellenistic 
period. As for the former, in the next chapter I will discuss evidence relating 
mainly to the kiništu of Eanna and Ebabbar, with stray attestations coming 
from Ezida, Esagil, Ekur and Eulmaš (Akkad), while for the latter period the 
same institution of the Rēš, Esagil, Emeslam, Ebabbar (Larsa?) is attested. 
Resting on the bits and pieces of evidence I have presented, I believe it is 
fairly sure that membership was based on ties with the main sanctuary of each 
city, in turn symbolized by the possession of a prebend before one or more of 
the local gods. 
2. As can be seen, in the available documentation there is not a great degree of 
continuity in time between kiništus of any given place. The only sanctuary for 
which the existence of a kiništu can be documented with any continuity 
(albeit quite scarcely for the earliest centuries) is Esagil, for which there are 
attestations running from the eighth to the first centuries BCE, with the 
exception of the fourth, no doubt due to the unavailability of any surviving, 
sizable institutional archive from the city, which also accounts for the 
comparatively meager number of attestations for the sixth and fifth centuries 
in comparison to Eanna and Ebabbar. As for the latter and Ezida, the trail of 
attestations quite expectedly ends with the s.-c. “end of archives”; whether 
the kiništu continued to exist thereafter is left as a subject of speculation. In 
Uruk, the kiništu of Eanna is simply replaced by that of the Rēš in the 
aftermath of the cult reforms taking place from the fifth century. As for the 
kiništu of Emeslam and Ebabbar of Larsa, none is attested prior to the 
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Hellenistic period, but again the absolute scarcity of records from Kutha and 
Larsa for the Neo Babylonian period must be reckoned with. 
3. As for the dilemma lúunkin = kiništu, a coherent picture which is valid for all 
contexts cannot be gained. Apparent inconsistencies are motivated on the 
local level by diverging political and scribal traditions. Concordantly, in Uruk 
lú
unkin starts to be sparsely used already during the Neo Babylonian period to 
designate the civic assembly or puhru, while the kiništu of the main sanctuary 
of the city is coherently written syllabically down to the second century BCE. 
In Babylon, on the contrary, a different scribal usage is found, whereby 
already during the fifth BCE we might find a 
lú
unkin of Esagil actually 
designating the kiništu of the same sanctuary, with this tradition continuing 
well into the first century BCE. If, on the contrary, the evidence that has been 
brought to demonstrate that a puhru of Uruk was still existent during the 
Hellenistic period is deemed as insufficient, one would have to recognize a 
very sharp break in the rule of thumb that I have enunciated on the basis of 
Neo Babylonian evidence, namely that there are puhrus of cities and kiništus 
of temples, and not the other way round. The one question that is left, as I see 
it, is then why the logogram that was traditionally used to designate the local 
civic assembly started to be used in Babylon for the organization of the 
prebendaries of Esagil. The preminence of the kiništu of Esagil in the 
Hellenistic period as the prime political actor of the city, of which we may 
catch a glimpse already in TBER pl. 6 AO 2569, may offer a clue to answer 
this question. At the very same time, one could wonder about the survival of  
the puhru in Uruk during the same period as an authority holding some 
judicial power, along similar ways as the kiništu in Babylon. Again, the 
answer may lie in events  rooted in the Neo Babylonian period, which will be 
commented upon further below. We may here anticipate that southern cities 
that did not join the revolts of Bēl-šimānni and Šamaš-erība in 484 BCE were 
more or less left untouched in their social structure, whereas the sanctuaries 
of the northern Babylonian cities suffered major (punitive) reorganizations 
(Waerzeggers 2003/2004); is this connected in any way with what I have 
expounded above?  
4. A case for the composition and membership criteria of a Hellenistic period 
kiništu has been made above, based on BRM 1 88 from Kutha and on sparse 
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evidence from Babylon and Uruk. Quite naturally, the available materials for 
such hypotheses are not extant in a quantity and quality sufficient to make the 
case sound beyond doubt. A similar attempt at defining the composition of a 
late Babylonian kiništu on the basis of a single, explicit document was also 
made by Van der Spek (1986: 85-86), using the text MLC 2202, published in 
Doty 1977 (15-21), dated to 303 BCE. However the adjudicating authority 
mentioned in the text is actually not a kiništu, but a lúunkin lúdumu.dùmeš; as I 
have argued, several parallels exist from the Neo Babylonian period for such 
an assembly, as well as examples of writings with lú, to the effect that there is 
no need to posit it was anything else than a puhru of freeborn citizens or mār 
banê. From this point of view, it seems to me that the discussed BRM 1 88 
stands for much more a compelling example as for the composition of a 
stand-alone kiništu assembly of the Seleucid period. On the other hand, one 
more, interesting point that can be made for the Hellenistic period kiništu is 
about its vertical structure, whose existence is hinted to by the attestations of 
some professional sub-assemblies, mentioned earlier in this discussion (see 
above). By translating the title bēl piqitti, borne by some of the individuals 
that sealed BRM 1 88, as “overseer” I substantially followed McEwan 
(1981a: 32-33), who thought that such people were indeed the heads of these 
professional sub-assemblies. So, as for the latter text, the exorcist Nergal-
uballiţ/Nabû-uşuršu would have been the overseer of the very same assembly 
of exorcists of Emeslam that endorsed Nabû-uşuršu‟s petition and supported 
it before the kiništu. Boiy, on the other hand, gathered that more or less 
contemporary evidence from Babylon is insufficient to prove that the 
function of the bēl piqitti was anything more than secretarial (2004: 211); 
however, the two reconstructions need not necessarily be mutually exclusive. 
The professional assemblies of the Hellenistic period may have had a 
representative that would seat in the kiništu of  the temple, not unlike the 
šāpirus of the Neo Babylonian period. As I explained above, whether we 
have to consider these 
lú
unkin of temple professionals as puhrus or kiništus is 
not particularly relevant per se, although I incline towards the latter 
hypothesis; their presence does, however, raise questions as to the kiništu‟s 
convening and operation, since the proposed interpretation greatly favors, I 
believe, an understanding of these smaller kiništus, and hence of the kiništu of 
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the temple, not just as a general term for all the people who shared 
membership in it, but for a specific, organized gathering, whether it was an 
ad hoc convening or not. Indeed, on the basis of BRM 1 88 one may wish to 
consider that the kiništu could have been composed by overseers of the 
smaller, professional kiništus and other high-ranking, prebendary individuals; 
but as soon as this is considered, many objections may spontaneously arise: 
e.g., it could be advanced that not all the people present at the meeting of the 
kiništu of Emeslam happened to seal the decision record, or not all of them 
were asked to do so; that of the professions appearing in the seals, not all are 
accompanied by a corresponding overseer (so carpenters, brewers, jewelers 
and exorcists display one, while goldsmiths, kalûs, smiths and butchers do 
not);
83
 does it mean they just happened not to be present or they simply did 
not have one? Indeed, all of this shows how difficult it is to make conjectures 
with such a poor documentary basis, and this independently from the 
relatively plenty of information that can be extracted from BRM 1 88. All in 
all, I propose that both interpretive lines be integrated together: probably 
membership in the kiništu functioned along the same criteria of the Neo 
Babylonian period (see below) and was based on the possession of a prebend 
or affiliation to one of the prebendary professions; at the same time, the 
kiništu may have been organized, rather than as a loose body or generic 
designation of people possessing a requisite, as an assembly tout court, made 
up also of representatives of professional sub-assemblies (as the Neo 
Babylonian šāpiru), which could be convened and whose actual composition 
may have varied from gathering to gathering. 
However, this introduction notwithstanding, the key to understanding origin 
and functions of the kiništu is deeply rooted in the Neo Babylonian evidence. It is 
thus necessary to take a step back and look more closely into the documentary basis 
of the centuries from the eighth to the fifth. 
                                                             
83 Bongenaar 1997: 142 lists bakers, butchers, brewers, orchard-keepers, and fishermen  as the 
prebendary professions for which a supervision by a šāpiru is attested in Neo Babylonian Sippar. 
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Chapter II 
The Neo Babylonian kiništu. Background and relationship with other 
constituencies 
This chapter is the ideal complement of the previous one. The focus is shifted 
backwards in time, and a look is taken at a more substantial body of evidence, that 
can either confirm or disprove current views on the institution. This is highly 
instrumental for the main discussion of chapter three, as ascertaining the exact 
boundaries and prerogatives of this important constituency helps both to place the 
others in the right perspective towards each other, and to fully assess the true 
consistence and affiliation of wider assemblies. 
2.1 A brief survey of previous studies 
Since its first surfacing in Budge‟s copy of the Neriglissar Cylinder in PSBA 10 
(1888: pl. II), the kiništu drew some degree of attention; since, however, this did not 
result in the production of any specifically dedicated study over time, but rather 
sparse comments as the documentary basis grew in scope and magnitude, rather than 
engaging here in a full-fledged history of studies I will present a quick overview. 
Scholarly interest in the kiništu may thus be roughly framed into a couple of 
successive phases: essentially, during the first half of the twentieth century, with a 
very poor quantity of materials to work on, little more could be done than noticing 
that the word bore some evident affinities with Aramaic and with some Jewish 
institutions. Schroeder (1916) was among the first to comment upon the earliest 
translations of the word, such as Langdon‟s “Weihgeschenke” (an entirely 
conjectural translation, that Langdon tried to carve out of the context to no avail). 
Besides quoting earlier workings, Schroeder compared 
lúkiništu to the “men of the 
great assembly” appearing in the Mishnaic tractate Pirqe Abhoth 1, 1, that is, he took 
knst as the cognate Hebrew word for kiništu (1916: 268 n. 3). However, with more 
Biblical than Mesopotamian materials then at his disposal, he went on to compare the 
kiništu to the Beth Knesset or synagōgē, and consequently brought into his 
interpretation not only the fact that the kiništu should be a “Kollegium” or a 
class/group of priests, but also that the term would include the nuance of physicality 
that is proper to a building where the priests and the learned gather, under the 
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assumption that “der Priester zugleich Lehrer ist, also ein Priesterkollegium zugleich 
ein Lehrerkollegium, und weiter, dass der Tempel genau wie im Christentum die 
Kirche, in Islam die Moschee mit einer schule verbunden ist” (1916: 269). His final 
conclusion were thus that kiništum (written with or without determinative) = knst is a 
sort of collegium, made up by a group of priests, and at the same time a college, 
implicitly in connection to a school, and then just a school (without determinative). 
With what he had at his disposal, that is Neriglissar‟s Cylinder and a handful of texts 
published in autograph by Clay (1913 = BRM 2), he could not venture into a more 
in-depth analysis of membership and other characteristics; however, his definition 
“collegium” commanded a most widespread usage as a viable translation, in many 
cases up to present (cf. e.g. Kleber 2008). Then Dougherty (1923: 68 n. 74, 1929: 
126 n. 411), using a wider documentary basis rooted in the then-emerging Neo 
Babylonian textual record (with texts such as YOS 3 6, 57, 86, 152; YOS 6 71, 72, 
77; YOS 7 16, 20) reconciled all the variants of the word (kiništu, kinaltu, kinaštu; 
this had partly been noticed already by Ungnad, 1922: 14 n. 1), while advocating a 
verb *kanāšu 2 (i.e. not the attested one, with the general meaning “to bow down”) 
“to assemble” as a plausible origin for kiništu (which would then be a fem. piris noun 
from kanāšu), a concept later expanded by Von Soden (1977: 188-189);84 at the same 
time, he emphasized the affinity of kiništu with Hebrew kns and Aramaic kništā, 
which was to be taken for granted in subsequent scholarship (see e.g. Von Soden 
1965 [AHw 480 s.v. kiništu], id. 1977: 189).  
However, the time for a more in-depth attempt at clarifying the exact nature 
and composition of the kiništu was only ripe during the second half od the twentieth 
century, after the publication and study of more Neo Babylonian texts and a better 
understanding of the religious and civil administration. While in his AHw (1965: 
480b) Von Soden still clinged to the foggy notion of the “Priesterkollegium” without 
adding too much to the general understanding of the kiništu (save for adding some 
more attestations and noticing that in the enumerations of personnel in Neo 
Babylonian texts the kiništu came “nach ērib-bīti und Tempelhandwerkern”), in 1971 
the newly published CAD volume K sought to better define membership and 
competences of the organization (CAD K: 386 s.v. kiništu), while in his review 
article of Weisberg‟s 1967 work on guild structure, Renger tried to articulate the 
                                                             
84 Von Soden (1977: ibid.) also hinted to the noun kanšu, derived from the same verb, a kind of 
donkey caravan (see CAD K s.v. kanšu) connected to a work group or corvée gang. 
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hierarchy of temple personnel (1971: 498). Besides offering a first, tripartite 
subdivision of the materials relating to the kiništu according to rough typologies of 
contexts where it occurred (“used after the enumeration of classes of priests” 
attestations mainly from inscriptions and judicial records; “with names of temples 
only” [rightly noticed]; “other occasions”, in fact quoted mainly from Neo 
Babylonian letters), the former established a first, more insightful definition of the 
kiništu as a “class of priests of a low status (concerned with the preparation of food 
offerings)”;85 Renger reasoned along the very same lines, and accordingly classified 
the kiništu at the median point of Eanna hierarchy, below the qīpāni and the ērib-bītis 
(whom he clearly considered a separate group on the basis of texts as YOS 6 71/72, 
77, TCL 13 182, YOS 3 152), and above craftsmen and širkus. It is evident (as in 
Renger 1971: 497) that such a definition of kiništu is reminiscent principally of texts 
like VAS 1 36, as discussed above, and furthermore of a restricted interpretation of 
AnOr 8 48.  
Unfortunately, all of these more recent contributions failed to take into account 
a warning formulated by San Nicolò in 1946 (500 n. 3) in his brief study of 
gatekeepers, who, on the basis of YOS 1 45 and YOS 7 16 had noticed how the latter 
too could be members (cf. YOS 1 45: 23 naming the atugallû or chief gatekeeper 
among ramkūtu personnel and kiništu of Egišnugal), thus partly disproving the view 
that the kiništu would be a college of “priests”, unless we want to include 
gatekeepers and fishermen among them (and notice that CAD K: 386-387 has both 
TCL 13 163 and YOS 7 16 among the list of texts attesting the kiništu!). Although he 
did not quote San Nicolò‟s work, this fact did not escape Kümmel‟s analysis (1979: 
163-164); he consequently advocated the need for a more generally comprehensive 
term as “household”, which can include, to use Kümmel‟s own words, not only 
people active in cellars and kitchens, but also outside the temple itself, i.e. in fields, 
gardens, waters; this led him to propose a wide interpretation of kiništu as 
“Angehörige des (ganzen) Tempelhaushalts”.86 He thus interpreted kiništu appearing 
at the end of the enumeration in AnOr 8 48 not as far standing apposition of the 
                                                             
85 Followed by Freydank 1978: 100 with a slightly more elaborate nuance: “those people attached to 
the temple who were occupied with the provision and preparation of sacrifices”. 
86 CAD Š/I: 454 s.v. šāpiru (1989) clearly follows Kümmel in translating the same passage from AnOr 
8 48 as “the entire household personnel of Eanna”. 
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overseers only, but rather of all the enumerated people, comprising ērib bīti, 
overseers, Babylonians and Urukians.  
However, up to present date the single most extensive treatment is that of 
Bongenaar (1997: 150-153), and it is the one to serve as starting point for subsequent 
discussion. Bongenaar reviewed all previous theories about the kiništu, and was able 
to throw in a more reasoned and comprehensive interpretation. After having 
discarded Kümmel‟s far too extensive interpretation on the basis of practical reasons 
(in the LB ritual of Kislīmu the kiništu is said to be standing at the gate of  the 
chamber of Ea), he did the same with the notion that the kiništu represented a “class 
of priests” on the grounds that, as has already been noticed, also gatekeepers and 
fishermen could be kiništu personnel. In his endeavour to find an interpretation of 
kiništu that could fit all occurrences, he came up with “the prebendaries of a temple 
organization”, an idea that in its substantial correctness will not be challenged here, if 
not for some outside details. By making recourse to newly published texts such as 
PTS 2097 (Frame 1991) or BM 61522 (Jursa 1996), he was able to consolidate his 
idea that the kiništu did not represent, in fact, the purveyors alone (although in some 
instances it would seem so), but “the rest of the prebendaries”, or minor 
prebendaries, after the mention of the top-ranking ones as the ērib bīti or the 
overseers of the purveyors; and indeed, all the professionals one can find in such 
enumerations as appear in the Neo Babylonian texts would qualify for either  
designation. Bongenaar also provided an adjusted interpretation of AnOr 8 48: the 
“temple enterers, the overseers of the brewers, bakers and butchers, Babylonians and 
Urukians, the kiništu of Eanna” would represent in fact the highest prebendaries, 
civilians unattached to the temples, and minor prebendaries (I favour a slightly 
different interpretation, but this is correct in general lines). Another interesting issue 
was brought to attention as regards the anomalous judicial record CT 2 2 from Sippar 
(a kind of record of an inquiry that had been conducted some time prior to the actual 
drafting of the text itself), in which an injunction was formulated by a court to a 
clothes mender to “search the storerooms of the kiništu”, where Bongenaar was able 
to demonstrate on prosopographical grounds that the person in whose private 
storeroom the investigated clothes mender had purportedly found the missing item in 
object (a threadbare piece of linen to be used in some repair work for the bed of the 
Lady of Sippar) had been a brewer‟s and weaver‟s prebendary of Anunnītu, thus 
confirming Bongenaar‟s hypothesis that the term kiništu actually identified the 
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prebendaries of a sanctuary, not just the purveyors. Now the point of all this, as I see 
it, rests in two main research avenues: 1) as has been seen above, during the Late 
Babylonian (Hellenistic) period, such an interpretation of the kiništu as designating 
the remaining (minor) prebendaries of a temple does not hold to closer scrutiny, 
whereas it is clear that the term was used in a more extensive meaning, comprising 
both high-ranking and minor prebend-holders, unless we want to assume that ērib-
bītis, for instances, were de facto excluded from temple and city administration, 
which cannot clearly be the case. The question, then, is how such a development took 
place and, more importantly, whether or not it is possible to track it back already to 
the Neo Babylonian period. As regards this, it can be noticed that Bongenaar already 
suggested that one could “stick to the notion that kiništu had different meanings in 
different contexts” (1997: 151), but then moved on to propose his ground breaking 
interpretation without further elaborating the point. Rather, I think, it can be argued 
that there appear, already during the Neo Babylonian period, instances where kiništu 
seems to be used to encompass all prebendaries of a temple, and instances where 
Bongenaar‟s interpretation is definitely more befitting to the context. The question, 
again, is whether any evolutionary pattern can be traced or not, that leads from the 
Neo Babylonian straight into the later periods of Mesopotamian history 2) 
Bongenaar‟s analysis notwithstanding, a fuller inquiry into the kiništu‟s functions 
and place within the temple and civic organization is still a desideratum, especially 
as regards other social components of city and temple as the puhru. A fuller 
discussion of this last aspect regarding the Neo and Late Babylonian period is 
deferred to the next chapter. 
2.2 Documentary basis 
Before moving on, however, it is best to present a more detailed overview of the 
materials that are going to be used. The next table, arranged in a rough chronological 
order, lists all Neo Babylonian attestations of the kiništu that I am aware of. By no 
means does the list aim at completeness: more texts may turn up, as the flow of 
published Neo Babylonian documents increases, that may shed more light on the 
subject. 
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Table 3 
 
Text Date Provenance Summary 
Sippar 
Library 8.B.4 
// UET VII 
155, rev. Col. 
V 
Neo 
Babylonian? 
Ebabbar temple 
library 
Fictitious letter of Samsu-iluna; the 
kiništu of the sanctuaries of Akkad 
appears in one of the two extant copies as 
one of the collective culprits of 
sacrilegious behavior condemned by the 
king. 
VAS 1, 36 IV 
5 
12.III.08 
Nabû-šumu-
iškun  
Kudurru 
Endowment of an individual with a 
temple enterer‟s prebend before Nabû in 
Borsippa (presumably a copy of  an 
original deed kept at the institutional 
archive of Ezida). The kiništu is 
designated among the witnesses, where it 
appears to refer to the overseers of 
brewers and bakers. 
Iraq 21 
(1959): 163, 
letter 54: 3 
(ND 2438) 
Tiglath-pileser 
III 
Institutional archive 
(?) – Esagil ? 
Royal letter. Earliest extant example of 
the kiništu being addressed collectively 
together with other civic constituencies. 
BaM 2 1990: 
321-456: nr. 
2, col. III: 13 
8th century 
(first half: 
Cavigneaux 
and Ismail 
1990: 324ff) 
Historical inscription 
(clay tablet) 
Sammeltafel, it pieces together historical 
accounts of Ninurta-kudurri-uşur, son of 
Šamaš-rēš-uşur, two successive šākin 
mātis of Suhu and Mari. The kiništu 
appears in its original and basic Aramaic 
meaning, i.e. some “gathering” or 
“congregation” of people, here a sort of 
corvée gang performing brick molding in 
order to initiate the building of a new 
settlement. 
IM 77190 
(Cole 1996: 
nr. 111) 
8th century 
(likely interval 
755-732 BCE 
according to 
editor: Cole 
1996: 25) 
Institutional archive 
(early NB 
šandabakku‟s archive 
of Nippur) 
A letter sent by a subordinate member of 
the šandabakku‟s retinue to his master. 
The document deals with the 
disappearance of some cultic utensils; the 
sender urges the šandabakku to take care 
of the matter and speak to the lúe-ri-bi 
unkin šá ┌é┐.dingir. The belonging of this 
attestation to this list is dubious (see 
below). 
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BM 77612+ 
Šamaš-šumu-
ukīn (7th 
century) 
Institutional archive ? 
Esagil/Egišhurankia ? 
The kiništu appears in a very fragmentary 
part towards the presumed end of the text. 
The latter is a unique surviving original 
on clay of a prebendal endowment, 
bearing a royal Pseudo-siegel, performed 
by Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. The role of the 
kiništu is not clear, although the editors 
suppose the mention is placed in the 
witnesses section.  
VAT 13142 
Reign of 
Aššur-etel-
ilāni (ca. 630-
626) 
Royal inscription 
(clay tablet) – Sippar-
Aruru 
Copy of a dedicatory inscription for a 
gold scepter to Marduk originally found 
on the scepter itself. The king establishes 
freedom from taxation for «the temple 
enterers, the kiništu,  those people, as 
many as there are, who look after his 
(Marduk's) ways.» (ll. 15b-18). 
YOS 3 57 ? Npl-Nbk? 
Institutional archive 
(Eanna)? 
Neo Babylonian letter mentioning a 
message issued by the kiništu to one 
Nabû-nādin-šumi (a šatammu of Eanna?) 
via the šākin ţēmi, possibly regarding a 
sacrilegious theft. 
NCBT 909 25.XII.35 Nbk 
Institutional archive 
(Eanna) 
Administrative text accounting for the 
collection and delivery of silver to the 
šākin ţēmi of Uruk. The text very likely 
demonstrates that the temple could act as 
go-between and handle the payment of 
taxes of its stakeholders-associates, and 
probably that the taxation could be 
exercised on a group basis: i.e., the kiništu 
would be taxed as a unit. 
YOS 3 152 
Chaldean 
dynasty (?) 
Institutional archive 
(Eanna)? 
A so-called Kalenderbrief. Some 
otherwise unknown officials relay to «the 
šatammu, the temple enterers and the 
kiništu of Eanna» the king‟s decision that 
the month Addāru was intercalary, and 
advise them to perform their rites as 
before during the month. 
VAB 4 216 
II: 9 
Neriglissar 
(full date lost) 
Royal inscription 
(foundation cylinder 
of Neriglissar) 
Inscription for the restoration of a part of 
Esagil, which is said to house the 
consecrated personnel (ramkūtu), the 
kiništu of Esagil. 
YOS 3 86 
Possibly 
Neriglissar 
Institutional archive 
(Ezida/Eanna?) 
Neo Babylonian letter. The sender, one 
Nabû-šumu-ukīn (possibly a šatammu of 
Ezida), attests to the addressee Iddināja 
that he has received back from the kiništu 
of Esagil the ship onto which the same 
kiništu traveled down to Uruk during a 
ceremonial trip with Nanāja and the Lady 
of Uruk. 
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PTS 2097 02.III.01 Nbn 
Institutional archive 
(Eanna) 
The royal commissioner relays a royal 
order to 12 PNs, «the temple enterers, the 
kiništu and the scribes of Eanna», 
whereby the quantity (mašihu) of 
offerings has to be restored as it was in 
the time of Nebuchadnezzar. The «temple 
enterers, the kiništu, the scribes of Eanna» 
open the old writing boards and 
accounting ledgers and extract the 
relevant information, i.e. the mašihu of 
offerings of the tiome of Nebuchadnezzar. 
YOS 3 6 Nabonidus? 
Institutional archive 
(Eanna/city of Uruk)? 
Neo Babylonian royal letter, addressed to 
«the Urukians, old and young», 
concerning the cella of a temple. The 
instructions of the king also provide for 
10 or 15 elders or kiništu to go to him if 
necessary. 
YOS 6 77 15.III.04 Nbn 
Institutional archive 
(Eanna) 
Maš'altu interrogation drafted in the form 
of an Eanna Style B preliminary protocol, 
aimed at retrieving some stolen property. 
25 PNs, designated «the temple enterers, 
kiništu and the mār banê (who) 
interrogated Kināja/Kalbāja, gatekeeper 
of the bāb salīmi». 
Nbn 241 
07.VIII.06 
Nbn 
Institutional archive 
(Ebabbar) 
Administrative text attesting the delivery 
and situation of a kind of kettle, at the 
disposal of a šāpiru of Ebabbar and the 
kiništu. 
YOS 6 71/72 
23.VIII.06 
Nbn 
Institutional archive 
(Eanna) 
16 PNs, designated «the Babylonians and 
Urukians, elders, temple enterers and 
kiništu of Eanna» are urged by the royal 
commissioner to justify the retaining of a 
ceremonial garment which was being 
awaited by a third party (the citizens of 
the City-of-Bēltia), following a similar 
request by the crown prince. The named 
individuals argue their answer by 
recalling previous decisions on similar 
matters. 
Nbn 259 24.V.07 Nbn 
Institutional archive 
(Ebabbar) 
Administrative text; receipt for the «silver 
from the container which is carried away 
from the temple enterers and the kiništu 
via Bunene-ibni, the brewer». List of 
prebendaries entitled to pay, presumably 
for the manufacturing of the silver vessel. 
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PTS 2269 20.XII.08 Nbn 
Institutional archive 
(Eanna) 
Promissory declaration drafted in Style B, 
whereby it is assured before a number of 
mār banê that Zēria/Ibnāja//Egibi (the 
future šatammu, probably not yet in 
function at this time for his second 
mandate) will pay a brick-tax to a 
collector (envoy of the ša reš šarri bel 
piqitti ajakki) within 4/5 days. The brick 
tax is said to be incumbent on temple 
enterers and kiništu of Eanna. The need 
for the promissory declaration may be 
connected with the breaking of a 
document that is mentioned at the end of 
the text. 
CT 55 110 
02.III.09 
[Nbn] 
Institutional archive 
(Ebabbar) 
Maš'altu interrogation about missing 
silver performed by the qīpu, the šangû, 
the temple enterers, kiništu and probably 
the scribes of Ebabbar. 
BM 61344 x.VII.14 Nbn 
Institutional archive 
(Ebabbar) 
Administrative text recording the 
disbursing of wool as payment to the 
kiništu from the king's storehouse. 
BM 74383 (= 
Bertin 1628) 
08.III.17 Nbn 
Institutional archive 
(Ebabbar) 
Administrative text listing dates given to 
the kiništu. 
YOS 1 45: II 
30 
x.x.02 Nbn 
(Beaulieu 
Nabonidus 23, 
42 n. 2) 
Royal inscription 
(cylinder) 
Records the restoration of the Egipar in 
Ur and the installation thereby of 
Nabonidus' daughter En-nigaldi-Nanna as 
entu priestess of Sîn. The kiništu is named 
among the priestly personnel (or as an 
apposition of all the priestly personnel) 
who are released form ilku obligations, 
taxation and legal claims. 
JTVI 57 
(1925), 27ff. 
 15 Nbn – 5 
Cyr 
Institutional archive 
(Ebabbar) 
Maš‟altu interrogation perfomed by the 
qīpu of Ebabbar, the šangû of Sippar, the 
temple enterers of Šamaš, [the kiništu?] of 
Ebabbar, the sepīru of the temple of 
Bēlet-Akkad and the kiništu of Eulmaš, 
concerning the cult of Anunnītu. 
CT 57 10 
Nbn-Cyr (?); 
see Bongenaar 
1997: 492-493 
Institutional archive 
(Ebabbar?) 
A maš'altu interrogation performed by the 
qīpu of Ebabbar, the šangû of Sippar and 
apparently the [kiništu of E]ulmaš in 
Akkad. 
YOS 3 51 
17 Nbn – 04 
Camb ? 
Institutional archive 
(Eanna/Ebabbar)? 
Neo Babylonian letter. The sender, 
probably from Larsa, is asking for support 
in the cult from authorities in Uruk 
(šatammu and ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti 
ajakki); the kiništu is here shown in the 
context of the performance of an eššeššu 
festival with a našappu vase. 
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YOS 7 16 x.x.01 Cyr 
Institutional archive 
(Eanna) 
Ration list; it designates the gatekeepers 
as kiništu. 
YOS 7 20 
after 09.III.02 
Cyr 
Institutional archive 
(Eanna) 
Preliminary protocol, recording the 
accusation of an oblate, made by «The 
mār banê, the kiništu of Eanna» to the 
royal commissioner, of having committed 
an act of blasphemy during the 
performance of a ceremony 
Cleveland 
Public 
Library, 
White 
Collection 
036422 
14.V.05 Cyrus 
Institutional archive 
(Eanna) 
Style A decision record. Temple enterers 
and kiništu are summoned and consulted 
by the qipāni of the temple on a decision 
which is to be made about an individual 
woman. Issues at stake, although the text 
is quite damaged, include rights to the 
income provided by the harû ritual and 
the right to adorn oneself with a dīdu 
garment or to enter the bīt hilşi of Eanna. 
AnOr 8 48 
15.VII.05 
Cyrus 
Institutional archive 
(Eanna) 
An individual approaches the šatammu 
and the ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti ajakki to 
validate the assingment of his temple 
enterer's prebend to his adoptive son. The 
two officials, in turn, ask for the kiništu's 
advice. The request is granted. 
BM 61522 x.x.4[+4?] Cyr 
Institutional archive 
(Eulmaš - Akkad) 
The "temple enterers, the brewers and 
(the rest of!) the kiništu [of Eulmaš]" 
submit to the qīpu of Eulmaš and the 
šangû of Akkad for a maš‟altu 
interrogation to be performed on the 
craftsmen who regularly clean the 
jewelry. They then state they have to 
depart for Babylon, where the governor 
Gubaru will question them on their turn. 
Spar 1972: nr. 
3 
16.XI.07 Cyr 
Institutional archive 
(Eanna) 
Style B preliminary protocol. The temple 
enterers, kiništu and mār bane hear a 
declaration by the two qīpāni, who 
subsequently question them as on what 
charges two goldsmiths had been 
imprisoned. The temple enterers, kiništu 
and mār bane clarify the point; it would 
seem the two goldsmiths had been seized 
on their own initiative. 
YOS 7 128 
13.VII.02 
Camb 
Institutional archive 
(Eanna) 
Style B decision record. An “assembly of 
Babylonians and Urukians, the kiništu of 
Eanna”, brings and questions a širku 
accused of the unlawful killing of a ewe 
belonging to Ištar of Uruk. The same 
assembly probably emits a verdict. 
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TCL 13 163 
[x].[x].02 
Camb 
Institutional archive 
(Eanna) 
Four fishermen, kiništu of the Lady of 
Uruk, accuse other fishermen of failure to 
deliver one tenth of their catch for the 
sattukku of the Lady of Uruk. The 
šatammu and ša rēš šarri endorse the 
accusation and order the fishermen to 
deliver the catch; they take an oath and 
promise to do so in the future. 
BM 113249 
29.VI.03 
Camb 
Institutional archive 
(Eanna) 
The šatammu of Eanna relays to 13 PNs, 
“Babylonians and Urukians, kiništu” a 
royal instruction conveyed to him by a 
messenger of the king and the šākin ţēmi 
of Babylon to show the former the 
monumental inscriptions of the kings of 
old. 
TCL 13 182 
13.IV.02 
Darius 
Institutional archive 
(Eanna) 
Decision record whereby the sūtu lease of 
temple land is transferred from PN2 to 
PN1 upon the latter's request, addressed in 
the first place to the qīpāni of the Eanna. 
The officials defer the proposal to "the 
assembly of Babylonians and Urukians, 
the temple enterers of Ištar of Uruk and 
the kiništu of Eanna", who agree to it and 
accordingly transfer the sūtu to PN1, who 
becomes the new ša muhhi sūti. 
CT 2 2 x.II.19 Dar 
Institutional archive 
(Ebabbar) 
The text recalls an inquiry formerly 
conducted by the šangû of Sippar and the 
temple enterers of Šamaš about the 
disappearance of a piece of linen that was 
to be used to manufacture a protection for 
the bed of the Lady of Sippar. The court 
had instructed the main suspect to search 
the “storerooms of the kiništu” for the 
missing piece of linen. 
TBER pl. 6 
AO 2569: 
11+ 27 
08+  Dar II 
(Stolper 1992: 
123) 
Institutional archive 
(Kasr?) 
The kiništu of Esagil is appealed by three 
officials of Eimbianu in Dilbat about 
three culprits of sacrilegious theft who 
have fled to Babylon and sought shelter 
by the governor Bēlšunu. The kiništu, 
then, possibly addressed the latter on the 
matter. 
JCS 43-45 
(1991-93) 98: 
114 
Probably 
Seleucid 
(copying) 
Babylon 
Ritual for the 4th day of Kislīmu. The 
“whole kiništu” takes part in some kind of 
ceremony at the gate of the Chamber of 
Ea. 
PTS 2050 02 Dar 
Institutional archive 
(Eanna) 
Unpublished administrative text. It 
designates the gatekeepers as either širkus 
or kiništu personnel. 
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TCL 9 143 ? 
Institutional archive 
(Eanna) 
Letter or instruction bearing to cultic 
regulations. It is stated the kiništu should 
not cause interruptions to the regular 
service on days 2,5 and 15 and they 
should bathe with water (?). 
CT 22 76 Cyr ? 
Institutional archive 
(Ebabbar?) 
Letter. Among other things, it records the 
delivery of barley to the kiništu. 
Coll. Smit 
111 
? 
Institutional archive 
(Ebabbar) 
Protocol concerning the theft of silver 
objects from the ziqqurrat. It mentions the 
šangû of Sippar, the qīpu of Ebabbar, «the 
temple enterers and the kiništu of 
Ebabbar» 
UCP 9, 66 nr. 
42: 4 
? Nippur 
receipt of ten sheep for «the Babylonians 
and the Nippurites, the kiništu» 
 
As can be seen, the evidence bearing on the kiništu is extremely varied, and cannot 
be classified according to uniform standards. However, there are some distinctions 
we may wish to apply. Of course the very first category coming to mind is the 
absolute typology of the text itself; from this point of view the majority of the 
occurrences of the kiništu takes place in judiciary texts (preliminary protocols, 
interrogations, decision records and the like), letters (both royal and of civic and 
temple officials), administrative records (receipts of disbursement, ration texts), but 
also monumental endowment or dedicatory inscriptions are represented. Not all 
attestations of kiništu, however, are equally significant, in that they provide different 
levels of information; essentially, the importance of some texts rests on their capacity 
to inform us mainly about the kiništu‟s composition, while others offer a better 
insight into the kiništu‟s role and functions; other texts, finally, provide clues as for 
both research avenues. Quite naturally, such an informative role is achieved, in our 
perspective, in much different ways. So the judicial record, for instance, contains 
some texts that only provide a superficial insight into some of the judicial functions 
of the kiništu, while others also may be used to provide some prosopographical 
background to the claim that the kiništu was made up of temple prebendaries other 
than the temple enterers; from this point of view, we may be willing to use more 
enumerations of personnel than just that found in AnOr 8 48, and try to connect them 
with witness lists appearing at the beginning or end of such documents; this will be 
done in the next paragraph. Letters, on the contrary, hardly offer any such 
information, but sometimes valuable clues about the kiništu‟s role outside court 
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proceedings can be extracted from them; the same holds true for some administrative 
texts. More elusive clues as to the kiništu‟s nature are offered by a handful of 
inscriptions, while other texts are best interpreted according to the historical context; 
there are relevant differences, therefore, between the kind of information that can be 
obtained from texts originating in the early Neo Babylonian period and those of a 
later phase. As said, I will first endeavor to analyze the prosopographical information 
that can be gleaned from a handful of texts. 
2.3 The “organization of the prebendaries”: a prosopographical sketch 
Table 4 
Text Date Number of 
witness PNs 
Caption 
VAS 1 36 
12.III.08 
Nabû-šumu-
iškun 
18 – among them the šākin ţēmi of 
Borsippa and the šatammu of the 
sanctuaries; 15 named temple 
enterers of different deities, one 
šangû of Adad, plus the overseers 
of bakers and brewers 
«the temple enterers, the 
kiništu, small and big, those 
of Ezida, as many as there 
are» 
PTS 2097 02.III.01 Nbn 
12 – among them the šākin ţēmi of 
Uruk, the ahu rabû, a former 
šatammu of Eanna, a ţupšar bīti 
«the temple enterers, the 
kiništu and the scribes of 
Eanna» 
YOS 6 77 15.III.04 Nbn 
25 – among them the ša rēš šarri 
bēl piqitti ajakki, the ahu rabû, the 
ša rēš šarri ša muhhi quppi. Three 
more prominent individuals are 
listed at the end of the text with no 
transitional sentence introducing 
them 
« the temple enterers, the 
kiništu and the mār banê » 
YOS 6 71/72 23.VIII.06 Nbn 
16 – among them the ahu rabû and 
others ?! 
«the Babylonians and 
Urukians, elders, temple 
enterers and kiništu of Eanna» 
YOS 7 20 
after 09.III.02 
Cyr 
10 – among them the ahu rabû, 
plus 7 more witnesses ta the end of 
the text 
«The mār banê, the kiništu of 
Eanna» 
Cleveland 
Public 
Library, 
White 
Collection 
036422 
14.V.05 Cyr 20 
«the temple enterers of Ištar 
of U[ruk, the mār bane] and 
the kiništu [of Ean]na» « the 
temple enterers and the 
kiništu of Eanna» 
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AnOr 8 48 15.VII.05 Cyr 17  
«the temple-enterers, the 
overseers (of) the brewers, 
the bakers, the butchers, the 
Babylonians and Urukians, 
the kiništu of Eanna» 
Spar 1972: 
nr. 3 
16.XI.07 Cyr 13 
«[the temple enteres of Ištar 
of] Uruk and the kiništu of 
Eanna»; «the temple enterers 
of Ištar of Uruk, [the kiništu] 
of Eanna and the mār banê» 
BM 61522 x.x.4[+4?] Cyr 
27 – among them the ahu rabû; the 
names are arranged according to 
profession, with headings 
«The temple enterers, the 
brewers, the kiništu [of 
Eulmaš]» 
YOS 7 128 
13.VII.02 
Camb 
11 
«The assembly of 
Babylonians and Urukians, 
the kiništu of Eanna» 
BM 113249 29.VI.03 Camb 13 
«The Babylonians and 
Urukians, the kiništu» 
TCL 13 182 
13.IV.02 
Darius 
14 
«the assembly of Babylonians 
and Urukians, the temple 
enterers of Ištar of Uruk and 
the kiništu of Eanna» 
 
Not all of these texts actually deal with judicial matters, that is, defending the 
temple‟s interests against theft and felony, and trying to prevent them. Actually some 
of them are involved in the administration of common goods or workings of the 
temple as an institution, but are drafted along the same lines as as adjudicatory 
procedures (they are, in essential, decision records). It is thus better not to proceed in 
this analysis along text typology, but rather along the two points laid down above: 
texts that convey usable prosopographical information will be used to substantiate 
the arguments in favour of the composition of the kiništu, others to discuss the 
functions. 
All these texts have in common the fact that they record decisions or acts that had to 
be authenticated by witnesses, who either oversaw the act itself and took part in the 
adjudicating procedures, or that simply had to certify that the act itself had taken 
place (cf. von Dassow 1999: 5-6 with previous literature). Before we move on to the 
analysis of the prosopographical data, some further clarifications are in order: 
1. A connection must be established between the caption or transitional phrase that 
designates the authorities, among whom the kiništu, and the names of 
witnesses/authorities listed for the latter to be of any usefulness whatsoever. 
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Failure to comply with this requirement means that names listed cannot be put to 
any good use. Based on functional typology of the texts and simple logic, the 
connection is absolutely obvious in some of the above listed texts, and dubious 
in others. Among the latter I include Cleveland Public Library White Collection 
036422 (henceforth CPL 036422), BM 61522, TCL 13 182, while the rest are 
part of the former. On typological grounds, even decision records or proceedings 
not directly bearing to the administration of justice, such as, essentially, all texts 
in the list save for YOS 6 77, YOS 7 20 and YOS 7 128, are indeed drafted 
according to either of the two Eanna “styles” dubbed by Holtz as A and B (2009: 
47ff; as the definition implies, this holds true especially for Eanna texts). While 
in style A the witnesses are introduced by and labeled 
lúmukinnū towards the end 
of a text, just before scribe, date and place of composition, in style B, after a 
brief opening, they are named at the beginning, and immediately thereafter a 
transitional phrase or caption simultaneously defines them and introduces the 
recording of the proceeding proper. Now, in the latter case, the connection we 
are looking for is of immediate evidence and needs not be further discussed; this 
is valid, as said, also for records that do not deal with justice, but with something 
else. For instance, PTS 2097, YOS 6 71, AnOr 8 48 and BM 113249 all open 
with an address made by one or more qīpāni to a body or court, whose members 
are listed by name and labeled with a caption, and who usually reply (not in BM 
113249) by offering advice or the information required by the official(s). In all 
these cases the named individuals are not exactly witnesses, rather they represent 
the constituencies or body politics taking part in the recorded proceeding, and 
hence their presence in the text does not have, in itself, an authenticating 
function, either of the text itself or that the proceeding had taken place as 
recorded. 
2. Among the texts listed in the table above, only YOS 6 77, YOS 7 20 and YOS 7 
128 can be classified as judicial records: YOS 6 77 is a preliminary protocol 
whereby a maš‟altu interrogation performed by 25 (or 28) individuals made it 
possible to retrieve cattle stolen by a gatekeeper; YOS 7 20 is an accusatory 
deposition made by ten individuals to the ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti ajakki against an 
oblate, presumably as a preliminary move to initiate a case against him (most 
„Eanna style‟ preliminary protocols and decision records started with an 
accusation: Holtz 2009: 269-270); YOS 7 128, finally, is a decision record 
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(although the decision itself is actually lost) preceded by an accusatory 
deposition made by an oblate herdsman against another oblate before a number 
of citizens, followed by an abāku summoning of the accused, who was in turn 
questioned by the assembly and finally pleaded guilty, before the assembly itself 
apparently emitted a verdict on the matter (see below for more details on the 
text). Unlike the appearance would suggest (and unlike the other two texts), 
YOS 7 20 is not an Eanna style B, but rather a style A accusatory deposition, 
insofar as the ten individuals listed at the beginning are not members of a court 
themselves hearing or witnessing a testimony rendered by a third party, but 
rather they are making the accusations themselves, if the interpretation which is 
given here of the text is correct in its fundamental lines; indeed, at the end of the 
text there follow the names of seven people, introduced as 
lúmukinnū. The same 
holds true also for YOS 6 77, a style A rather than B (as noted by Holtz himself, 
2009: 91), as the 25/28 individuals did not have the function of witnessing that 
the interrogation had taken place, but to perform it. As such, the text remained 
then unwitnessed, unless it is assumed either that the very same authenticating 
function would be taken over by the court that questioned the suspect, or that the 
witnessed would be the three, high ranking individuals who are quite 
exceptionally named after the designation of scribe, place and date; yet their 
names are not introduced by any formula. 
3. As for the rest, VAS 1 36 has already been addressed above. The remaining 
three texts, TCL 13 182, BM 61522 and CPL 036422 need to be assessed 
separately before proceeding with any prosopographical analysis, in order to 
evaluate whether or not the names they record can be used for the stated 
purpose, as no explicit transitional sentence connects the list of the wirtnesses to 
the caption or enumeration in the text. As in Holtz‟s style A, indeed, CPL 
036422 and TCL 13 182 have a number of witnesses at the end of the text 
introduced by the standard designation 
lúmukinnū, whereas BM 61522 does not 
even have it. In his discussion of adjudicating authorities in Eanna, Holtz used 
some internal evidence in style B YOS 7 128 and YOS 19 91 to argue that, 
indeed, the people who are there named at the beginning of the text as the mār 
banê  before whom an accusation was made were actually members of the same 
adjudicating body that made a decision about the case (2009: 299-300). It wil 
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not be unappropriate to report the entire text of YOS 7 128 for a better 
understanding of the issue:
87
  
[ll. 1-8: 11 PNs]
88
 
9. lúdumu.dùmeš šá ina pa-ni-šú-nu Idinnin-a-lik-pa-ni lúrig7 
dinnin unugki 
10. lúna-qí-du šá dinnin unugki iq-bu-ú um-ma 
11. Iden-šú-nu lúrig7 
dinnin unugki dumu-šú šá 
12. Izálag-e-a a-na ši-gi-il-ti a-na u8
hi.a 
13. níg.ga dinnin unugki šá igi-ia ki-i ú-ri-du 
14. 1-et ta u8
hi.a šá [er.] kak-kab-tú šen!-de-e-ti 
15. ul-tu 1 u8
hi.a níg.ga dinnin unugki šá igi-ia ki-i i-bu-ka?!-mi 
16. it-te-kis a-na muh-hi ki-i aq-ba-áš-šú um-ma u8
hi.a 
17. šá kak-kab-tu4 an.bar la ta-nak-kis qaq-qa-da-a ki-i ip-ţu-ru 
18. i-na ku-dúr-ra š! ti-ik-ki!-šú ih-ta-qa-an-ni ù 
19. i-qab-ba-‟ um-ma lìb-bu-ú a-ga-a Igu-ba-ru 
20. ù Ipar-nak ku-dúr-ra ti-ik-ku! šá lúérinmeš i-na-ad-du-ú 
21. unkin lúdumu tin.tir u unugki lúki-niš-tu4 é.an.na 
Iden-šú-nu 
22. i-bu-ku-nim-ma ina unkin iš-šá-al-lu-ma iq-bu-šú um-ma 
23. mi-nam-ma u8
hi.a šá kak-kab-tu4 an.bar tab-
┌uk ta-nak┐-kis 
24. Ien-šú-nu ina [unkin lúdumu.dùmeš] ugu ram-ni-šú ú-┌kin-ni┐ 
25. u8
hi.a šá kak-kab-tu4 ul-tu u8
hi.a šá dinnin [unugki] 
26. Idinnin-a-lik-igi šá a-na lúna-qid-du-tu [.. .. .. .. .. ..] 
27. [.. ..]Iden-šú-nu a-na ši-gi-il-[ti .. .. .. .. ..] 
28. dinnin unugki ik-ki-is unkin lúdumu.dù[meš? .. .. .. .. .. ..] 
29. ki-i şi-in-da-a-tú é.kur[.. .. .. .. .. .. ..] 
30. a-na x-di-qa ugu Iden-[šú-nu .. .. .. .. .. ..] 
31. lúumbisag Idutu-numun-mu a-šú šá <I>a-hu-lap-[dinnin] 
32. a Ié-kur-za-kir unugki itidu6 ud.13.k[am 
33. mu.2.kam Ikam-bu-zi-iá lugal tin.tirki 
34. lugal kur.kur 
«The mār banê before whom Ištar-ālik-pāni, an oblate of Ištar of Uruk, a herdsman of Ištar of 
Uruk, said thus: “When Bēlšunu, an oblate of Ištar of Uruk, son of Nūrea, unlawfully went down 
into the (flock of) ewes of Ištar of Uruk which is at my disposal, he led away and killed one ewe 
branded with a star, from the flock of Ištar of Uruk, which is at my disposal. When I said to him 
regarding (this): „You must not kill the iron-starred sheep!‟ he uncovered my head, choked me 
(with) the kudurru of his neck and said thus: „In this way, they will cast a neck-kudurru of the 
workmen upon Gubaru and Parnak!‟ ”. The assembly of Babylonians and Urukians, the kiništu 
of Eanna, brought Bēlšunu, and questioned him in the assembly, saying thus: “What iron-starred 
sheep did you lead away and kill?”. Bēlšunu established against himself [in the assembly of the 
mār banê] (that) the (iron-)starred sheep from the flock of Ištar of Uruk, Ištar-ālik-pāni, who to 
the function of herdsman [… …] Bēlšunu unlawfully […of] of Ištar of Uruk killed. The 
assembly of mār bane, according to temple regulations, […] to xxx concerning Bēlšunu [… 
(decided?)].  
Scribe: Šamaš-zēru-iddin/Ahulap-[Ištar]//Ekur-zakir. Uruk, the 13th of Tašrīt of year 2 of  
Cambyses, king of Babylon, king of the lands». 
                                                             
87 Text and translation partly follow Holtz 2009: 269-270 and 299. 
88 See below for a discussion of prosopographical data. 
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As said, the people who hear the accusatory deposition are actually labeled the 
mār banê, and are introduced by the standard transitional sentence ša ina 
pānišunu (line 9). Further in the text, however, it is an “assembly of Babylonians 
and Urukians, the kiništu of Eanna” which brings the accused oblate and 
question him, again in the assembly (lines 21-22). It would thus seem plausible 
that the people introduced at the beginning just happened to be there and hear 
the case, but another authority, the assembly, actually performed the remainder 
of the procedures (summoning and interrogation). But then, at line 28 an 
“assembly of the mār banê” appears, probably the same that could be restored in 
the break at line 24,
89
 before whom the suspect confessed by “establishing” the 
case against himself, and that, “according to the regulations of the temple (?)” 
(line 29) likely emitted a verdict. Unless, then, it is supposed that three different 
bodies concurred in the procedure at different levels (the mār banê who first 
heard the accusatory deposition, the “assembly of Babylonians and Urukians, the 
kiništu of Eanna” who brought the suspect and interrogated him, the “assembly 
of mār banê” who probably decided the case), the simplest solution is to posit, 
as Holtz does (2009: 299) that the assembled mār banê of lines 24 and 28 are 
actually the same eleven individuals listed at the beginning of the text and, I add, 
most likely also the members of the “assembly of Babylonians and Urukians, the 
kiništu of Eanna”. These people would thus have constituted the totality or the 
majority (I incline towards the former solution) of the adjudicating assembly. 
Now on these grounds Holtz further argued (2009: 299-300) in favour of the 
possibility that, in a similar way, also people whose names are recorded under 
the heading 
lúmukinnū in style A decision records might have functioned as 
members of an assembly with adjudicating powers, especially when one appears 
in the decision record, much like, for instance, in BRM 1 88, as has been seen, 
with the names of the people sealing the act that most likely constituted the 
kiništu that had made the recorded decision (incidentally, TCL 13 182 was 
sealed by the three qīpāni appearing in the text). Now none of the texts discussed 
                                                             
89 Proposed by Holtz 2009: 299 n. 74, who thinks unkin lúdumu.dù can be read there, according to the 
traces drawn by Tremayne in his copy (1925: pl. 51). I agree on ina unkin, but the remaining traces do 
not seem to conform to lúdumu.dù. In principle, however, this could be due to an incorrect 
understanding of the traces by Tremayne, as parallel passages in texts like YOS 7 7, 97, 140, 146 and 
152 show that it was not uncommon that people would accuse themselves or someone else before a 
court in judicial proceedings. Summed to the occurrence of unkin lúdumu.dù[meš? in line 28, this should 
be sufficient to endorse Holtz‟s proposed restoration. 
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here belong to the administration of justice (save for, marginally, BM 61522), 
yet they record decisions made by assemblies with an adjudicating authority, and 
I believe this makes them fit for the model provided by Holtz. TCL 13 182 (for 
which already Kümmel 1979: 163 had established a connection between the 
caption and the witnesses) and BM 61522, moreover, offer some unusual 
information about the rank and titles of some (if not all, as BM 61522) of the 
concurring individuals; as the decisions made in CPL 036422 and TCL 13 182 
were of some importance, and since most of the named individuals were indeed  
part of the temple elite and recur quite often in the prosopographical record, it 
stands to reason, I believe, that they were part of the assembly that adjudicated 
the cases in question; and since in the enumeration of the constituencies 
composing the assembly the kiništu occurs, then as a consequence the 
prosopographical data they offer may be used for this analysis. BM 61522, 
finally, does not quite mention an assembly (although the enumerated groups 
may well be said to have constituted one, as we shall see), but, as I hinted to 
above, the names and professions of the people listed at the end of the text seem 
to fit nicely into the enumeration of authorities at the beginning of the text, and 
hence they will be used too.  
4. Finally, as regards the criteria which are to be used in the analysis itself: if any 
substantial weight is to be given to the notion that witness lists were arranged 
according to rank, as discussed by Kümmel (1979: 137-138 and 162-164), then 
we should expect the various groups or constituencies appearing in the captions 
under discussion here to be accordingly enumerated in order of importance. In 
other words, we should be able to tell who‟s who, or who was part of which 
group, by being able to assign every individual in the lists either to the ērib-bītis 
or to the kiništu or to free citizens with not ties to the temple at all. Furthermore, 
if Bongenaar‟s analysis of the caption in AnOr 8 48 is correct, and since 
overseers of purveyors are explicitly mentioned only in this text, we should, on 
the contrary, expect them to appear among the ērib bīti or immediately 
thereafter; then, if the interpretation of the kiništu as “the rest of the 
prebendaries” is correct, after the overseers should come other (minor) 
prebendaries. As we shall see, to do this is most simple for BM 61522, wherein 
all the witnesses are arranged according to profession, which is made clear in the 
text, thus making it unnecessary to undertake any further prosopographical 
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inquiry. Two last issues need to be addressed: a) every such analysis is fatally 
doomed to face the uninformative nature of these lists, which extremely rarely 
mention the professions of the listed people, save for some helpful exception; we 
thus have to sift evidence other than the judicial one in order to find more data. 
One further obstacle, moreover, is represented by the very vagueness of epithets 
as mār banî or “Babylonians and Urukians”. Of course they can both be taken as 
synonyms for freeborn citizens with full legal rights but no connection 
whatsoever to the temple; however, as shall be seen, it is almost impossible to 
demonstrate that an individual mār banî was not part of the temple community, 
insofar as all prebend holders were, in principle, also mār banê, whereas it may 
happen to discover that a person prevalently appearing in witness lists made of 
mār banî actually owned a prebend of some kind or practiced a profession 
within the temple precinct, thus entitling him to be a part of the temple enterers 
or the kiništu. Thus to find in the textual record information about a person who 
only appeared in witness lists as mār banî does not automatically mean that he 
belonged only to such a group. As regards the label “Babylonians and 
Urukians”, instead, it may well be said it was just a synonym of mār banê, “the 
free citizens (of Babylon and Uruk)”. Indeed, this is the same reasoning as 
Bongenaar‟s (1997: 151), who also implies that the title served to designate the 
prominent citizens who were unattached to the temple institution. That the titles 
could have been interchangeable has already been proposed above, about YOS 7 
128; this notwithstanding, however, the fact that “Babylonians and Urukians” 
was just a honorary title or generic designation with no actual legal implication 
is more than a mere possibility. In other words, the designation had a more 
flexible meaning than what is commonly thought, according to the context and 
the order of enumeration in which it is found, something like “members of the 
prominent families of Babylonian and Urukian origin” (Jursa 2010: 72, Kessler 
2004: 239), sometimes used as an apposition – this could indeed be the case of 
AnOr 8 48 – sometimes to designate specific individuals; otherwise, one may 
wonder what role is to be assigned to fully designated Babylonian citizens who 
recur so often in the adjudicating and consulting assemblies in Uruk, as far as the 
institutional archives are concerned. This will be elaborated upon below, in the 
discussion of YOS 7 128. In this very same perspective, i.e. which title is to be 
seen as an apposition of what, a question may be asked, essentially bearing to 
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syntactical issues, about the captions themselves: some have the connective 
particle between the last group in the enumeration and the one preceding it, thus 
making it clear that we are dealing with groups conceived of as separate, while 
others simply do not. The issue then is whether the presence or absence of the 
connective particle is syntactically significant, i.e. whether in its absence the 
term kiništu, which often occurs at the end of the enumeration, is to be seen as 
an apposition of previous groups or not. This is likely to emerge more clearly 
from the prosopographical analysis, and from the identification of listed people 
with known prebendaries of various ranks. 
And now to the prosopographical data: 
VAS 1 36 
Already discussed above, the inscription on a kudurru is the monumental copy of a 
tablet which recorded the endowment deed, whereby Nabû-mutakkil was granted a 
temple enterer‟s prebend by Nanāja and Mār-Bīti. The witnesses to the act are 
introduced by the more archaic transitional sentence ina kanāk ţuppi šuāti, “at the 
sealing of this tablet (were present): etc.” (see Von Dassow 1999: 8), and everyone is 
given a designation, which is instrumental in understanding that the kiništu in the 
final caption is reserved for the overseers of the bakers and the brewers, who follow 
immediately after the temple enterers. It has been posited above that the šāpirus may 
have been present in representance of the purveying professionals. Together esp. 
With AnOr 8 48, this was the text that prompted a limited interpretation of kiništu as 
“a class of priests of low status (concerned with the preparation of food offerings)”.  
PTS 2097 
Published by Frame (1991: 38-41), and according to his savory definition (1991: 63), 
one of the “as in the time of Nebuchadnezzar” texts (among which also YOS 6 10 
and YOS 6 71). The ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti ajakki Nabû-šarru-uşur relayed to a 
number of people a royal order whereby the maššartu of Eanna should have been 
delivered according to standards current under Nebuchadnezzar‟s reign. The “temple 
enterers, the kiništu and the scribes of Eanna” opened up old ledgers and dug out the 
pertinent data, so that the maššartu could be effectively restored as requested by the 
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king.
90
 A preliminary prosopographical sketch was drawn by Frame himself (1991: 
44-49). The twelve individuals: 
(1) Marduk-šumu-iddin/Nabû-balassu-iqbi//Gimil-Nanā, šākin ţēmi Uruk: in service 14.XII.01 
Ner – 26.VII.02 Nbn (Kleber 2008: 39, Kümmel 1979: 140). Much like the šatammu, he will 
have been recruited from the ranks of the ērib bīti (just notice that, as has been seen above, in 
VAS 1 36 Nabû-šumu-imbi //Ēdu-ēţer, the šākin ţēmi of Borsippa, is also explicitly qualified 
as temple enterer of Nabû). 
(2) Bēl-uballiţ/Mušallim-Marduk//Gimil-Nanā, ahu rabû ša ērib bīti: Iraq 59 03; PTS 2097; YOS 
6 77; YOS 6 71/72; YOS 6 79/80; YOS 6 131. Kümmel 1979: 135 with stemma; his son 
Rīmut-Bēl was to serve later in same position. Not yet active in Neriglissar 2: RA 12 (1914) 7 
rev. 16 (11.IX.02 Ngl). 
(3) Zērija/Ibnāja/Egibi: twice in service as šatammu Eanna: [x].I.2 Amēl-Marduk – 28.III.01 Ngl 
(Kümmel 1979: 142); 3.XI.11 Nbn – 02.V.13 Nbn (BM 114635 and YOS 19 064 resp.). 
Kleber 2008: 33-34 and n. 132 (according to whom attestation YOS 6 167 [Nbn 30.IV.06] 
should be discarded). It is evident that here his second tenure had not began yet, although he is 
listed as third in rank, after the šakin ţemi and the ahu rabû, to whom Nabû-šarru-uşur 
performs the declaration. Considering the positions he held, it stands to reason that he 
possessed a temple enterer‟s prebend. 
(4) Nabû-ahhē-bulliţ/Ša-Nabû-šū, ţupšar bīti: active 11.XII.26 Nbk – 02.III.01 Nbn (PTS 2097), 
probably no more in service by 13.IX.02 Nbn (Kümmel 1979: 144). A prominent figurehead, 
he was at times responsible for the entire temple during periods of absence of the qīpu (during 
the times when the office of šatammu had been suspended: Kleber 2008: 11-17 and 35). This 
text bears his last attestation in office. Although the office of ţupšar bīti/ajakki did not entail 
the possession of a prebend, the fact that such scribes came from the ranks of prebend-holding 
families (Kümmel 1979: 109) and that some of them would climb the temple hierarchy to 
become šatammu (Kleber 2008: 28 and n. 108) make it not unlikely that he might have been 
of ērib bīti rank. Cf., e.g., the comparable College Scribes of Ebabbar in Sippar, many of 
whom are known to have possessed prebends in the local sanctuaries, including temple 
enterer‟s ones (Bongenaar 1997: 67-68). 
(5) Bēl-nādin-apli/Nabû-ahhē-bulliţ//Ahû-bani: no title or profession attested. Appears with 
certainty only here and in YOS 16 YBC 4012 (Lab 0), as ina ušuzzu authority. Is he the same 
person, attested as descendant of Ahhutu, found in YOS 6 77? 
(6) Innin-šumu-uşur/Innin-zēru-uşur//Hunzû: Nbk 33 – Nbn 01 (here). Otherwise unknown. 
There is a Innin-šumu-uşur/Innin-zēru-šubši (no family name) who appears as the first of a list 
of mār banê who heard a deposition in GC 2 195 (Nbk 40), and is attested also in GC 1 230 
and 2 211; however the identity of the two holds only if a mistake of the scribe (with a clear 
pap instead of gál) is taken for granted.  
(7) Itti-Bēl-šarru-limmir/Nabû-šumu-lišir//Eppeš-Ilī: attested only here. Brother of the renown 
Sîn-ēreš (Nbn 15.III.04 – 30.III.07 Camb), appearing very often in witness lists within the first 
ranks and who certainly was a prebendary (cf. below and AnOr 8 44); Bēl-iddin/Sîn-ēreš was 
to serve as šatammu Eanna at least during Darius‟ year 02 (TCL 13 181/182). All things 
considered, it is very likely that he too belonged to the ranks of the ērib bīti. 
(8) Gimillu/Zērija//Šigû‟a: attested Nbk 14 – Nbn 02 with no title. Father of Dajjānu-ahhē-iddin, 
šāpiru of the brewers, grandfather of Marduk-nāşir, ţupšar Eanna, and of Šamaš-mukīn-apli, 
šāpiru of the brewers and also possibly ţupšar Eanna. Stemma Kümmel 1979: 133 and 151. 
Gimillu himself appears in GC 2 90 and YOS 16 74 as having been involved with the receipt 
of grain in connection with the maššartu of the brewers and bakers of  Eanna. He could have 
been a šāpiru himself, or certainly a prebendary baker or brewer. 
                                                             
90 This was part of a series or reforms undertaken by Nabonidus during the first years of his reign: cf. 
Kleber 2008: 276 n. 778 and 279ff. 
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(9) Nabû-ēţer-napšāti/Arad-Bēl//Egibi: older brother of Lâbâši-Marduk, who is known as a šāpiru 
of the bakers (YOS 19 01, 14 Nbn; cf. Kümmel 1979: 152). Active 03-12 Nbn (but perhaps 
mentioned already in Nbk 43), he appears as prebendary in Freydank 1971: nr. 93 (cf. 
Kümmel 1979: 152 n. 40). One Nabû-ēţer-napšāti/Arad-Bēl appears in YOS 19 138 as baker 
(Nbn, date lost), while the Nabû-ēţer-napšāti//Egibi appearing in TCL 13 182: 32 as ērib bīti 
Inanna Uruk could instead be the son of Arad-Marduk//Egibi (not Arad-Bēl!), he himself a 
prebendary baker and ērib bīti, mostly active during the reign of Darius (Jursa 2005: 147, who 
however places the first attestation in 04 Dar). Considering the place in the ranking here, he 
may be considered a member of a prominent family of prebendary bakers and overseers. He 
also appears in the kiništu-text YOS 6 71/72, and in lists of mār banê or witnesses YOS 19 95, 
PTS 2269 (Kleber 2008: 99) and PTS 2157 (id. 2008: 225). 
(10) Marduk-zēra-ibni/Etellu//Egibi: no title attested. Active 43 Nbk – 01 Nbn. 
(11) Nādinu/Aplāja//Ahhēju: family name occurs more often as Ahhûtu (Kümmel 1979: 122 lists 
three attestations only, and includes him among the scribes). Attested 18.VI.30 Nbk (prob. 
scribe of TCL 12 44) – 30.IX.12 Nbn. He is attested as baker in at least six texts (YOS 19 138 
and 134, VS 20 54, BIN 1 170, YOS 6 39, TÉBR 49); from his occurrences in the archive of 
Bēl-supê-muhur, mainly concerned with arrangements made for the latter‟s prebendary 
service (Jursa 2005: 146-147), it may be deduced he was a prebendary baker as well (cf. 
Kessler 1991: 75-76). He appears in a court of mār banê during Nabonidus‟ reign (YOS 19 
95). Moreover, he also figures in the other kiništu-texts YOS 6 71/72 and YOS 6 77. 
(12) Šumāja/Ibni-Ištar//Ašlāku: Nbk 37 (but possibly as early as Nbk 30: cf. GC 1 250) – 10 Nbn. 
Perhaps active as late as 24.X.15 Nbn: Kümmel 1979: 126 n. 134. He appears as scribe of 
several documents, while in YOS 6 183: 4 he is among eight mār bane who heard a 
deposition of testimony. The possibility that he actually was an ašlāku “washerman” cannot 
be ruled out, as a Šumāja appears as such in YOS 6 32 (02 Nbn, no father‟s or family name). 
He had a brother Šulāja, also a scribe, while a man Ibni-Ištar/Nabû-zēru-ukīn//Ašlāku, 
possibly his father, figures in YOS 6 71/72 in the “Babylonians, Urukians, elders, ērib bīti and 
kiništu of Eanna” (Frame 1991: 49). Cf. Van Driel 2002: 65-66 and Nielsen 2008. 
“The ērib-bītāti, kiništu and scribes of Eanna” 
To sum up: the ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti ajakki addressed, in the following order:  
a. some seven individuals who were or can plausibly be numbered among the 
ērib-bītis (1-7) 
b. some four individuals (8-11) who can either certainly or with some caution be 
assigned to prominent families of prebendary bakers or brewers, that also 
produced šāpirus of brewers and bakers and ţupšar ajakki 
c. a known citizen and scribe of several documents 
The people included in the list would thus seem to conform to the order and groups 
stated in the caption. Of course those individuals for those no clue at all can be 
gathered in the surviving evidence need to be kept into account; I believe, however, 
that considering their position in the list their belonging to one group or another may 
be assumed with some certainty. There remains to be understood who the “scribes of 
Eanna” actually were, for in the captions mentioning the kiništu they quite 
exceptionally appear only here. The temptation must be resisted, however, to see in 
them a reference to the ţupšar bīti Nabû-ahhē-bulliţ/Ša-Nabû-šū, for a twofold set of 
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reasons: first, this important individual is listed among the ērib-bītis, and not in the 
last place as in the caption, where he would figure completely out of place; secondly, 
because there exists a substantial difference between the ţupšar ajakki and the ţupšar 
ša ajakki, where the first was a high standing, administrative official, whose main 
concern was not certainly to write tablets, while the second is a definition for all 
those people who acted as scribes by drafting documents, and who were tied to the 
temple, closely or at large, with no administrative function implied (Kleber 2008: 14-
15 n. 64). Besides, more acting ţupšar ajakki only appear after the date of 
composition of this text (starting from 04 Nbn), when Nabonidus‟ reforms saw the 
ţupšar descend the temple hierarchy (Kleber 2008: 14-15). The plurality of “scribes” 
cited in the caption, then, must refer only to Šumāja/Ibni-Ištar//Ašlāku, who 
concordantly appears as last in the enumeration. As to why, then, the plural 
lú
umbisag
meš
 is used to refer to a single individual, is a question that I leave 
temporarily unanswered; he may have acted as a representative to the category. 
YOS 6 77 
A number of people, dubbed “the temple enterers, the kiništu and the mār banê”, 
questioned Kināja s. Kalbāja, atû ša bāb salīmi. As noted by Holtz (2009: 288), this 
interrogation served with all evidence not only or not just to obtain a confession from 
the accused, but specifically to retrieve the stolen goods. A translation of the text is 
also found in Joannès 2000: 219ff. The people who performer the interrogation were: 
(1) Nabû-šarru-uşur, ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti ša Eanna: his office is described at length esp. in 
Kleber 2008: passim and Kümmel 1979: 144, and seems to have been created during the 
early phase of Nabonidus‟ reign, upon the latter king‟s reorganization of the temple 
administration, when the position of šatammu was vacant for roughly a decade. The ša rēš 
šarri bēl piqitti ajakki was partially supported in his functions by the ša rēš šarri ša (ina) 
muhhi quppi ša šarri, who seems to have taken over as well some functions of the šatammu 
(Kleber 2008: 14). Indeed, the ša rēš šarri ša (ina) muhhi quppi ša šarri follows in the text at 
line 5. Note that Kümmel 1979: 144 does not list YOS 6, 77 among the occurrences of this 
individual, while Kleber 2008: 13 n. 58 does. A royal appointee, he originated in social 
environments closer to the royal court than to the civic elite of prebendal families (and 
indeed he is never given the full filiation as would have otherwise been customary). One 
cannot exclude a priori, either, that he did not hold an ērib bīti prebend (he had started to 
take over some of the šatammu‟s functions already during Nebuchadnezzar‟s reign, Kleber 
2008: 27). On the other hand, he might have been listed here for practical and obvious 
necessities, as the highest official taking part to the interrogation; indeed, it is to be noticed 
that in similar texts (just as PTS 2097) the ša rēš šarri is quoted at the beginning because he 
makes a declaration to an assembly, but he is not to be included in the ranks of the people 
that follow. 
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(2) Bēl-uballiţ/Mušallim-Marduk//Gimil-Nanāja: the ahu rabû (the restoration is proposed by 
Kümmel 1979: 135). Cf. above, PTS 2097 nr. (2). 
(3) Bēl-nādin-apli/Nabû-ahhē-bulliţ//Ahhûtu: he only appears here. Is he the same individual 
occurring in the fifth position, within the ranks of the ērib bīti, in PTS 2097 and designated 
as descendant of Ahu-bani? The high position in this list would suggest so, but the question 
must remain open. 
(4) Libluţu [s. Bēl-hussanni], ša rēš šarri ša (ina) muhhi quppi [ša šarri]: x.x.02 Nbn – 13 Nbn 
(Kümmel 1979: 145; Kleber 2008: 37). In principle, the same considerations as for Nabû-
šarru-uşur are valid for him; although we know his father to have been a ša ina muhhi quppi 
(to be distinguished from the royal ša muhhi quppi as Libluţu was! Kleber 2008: 28), to see 
in their familial and social background is difficult. These financial officials (there where 
three during the first part of Nabonidus‟ reing, by whom the office had been introduced 
[Kleber 2008: ibid.]) took part in assemblies and courts of justice (not necessarily concerned 
with temple property),
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 and at the same time they were responsible for the care and 
management of cattle for the royal sacrifices and for wool production, being often associated 
with huge quantities of wool (Kleber 2008: 29-30). I suggest that his presence in the court 
may be connected to the cattle that Kināja brought away from Eanna (four of the six retrieved 
sheep were branded with a star) and the five minas of wool that were also retrieved from hiss 
house.
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(5) Sîn-ēreš/Nabû-šumu-līšir//Eppeš-ilī: a Sîn-ēreš appears in the list YOS 7 197 as baker and 
receiver of dates; since, if we exclude a Sîn-ēreš/Sîn-ibni appearing in the list YOS 6 20 a 
couple of namesakes from the early reign of Nebuchadnezzar,  he is the only one individual 
attested with this name during the later sixth century Uruk, we might assume that Sîn-ēreš 
may have been a high-profile prebendary baker. In Freydank 1971: nr. 62, however, he 
appears as receiver of maššartu of the brewers. In AnOr 8 44 he is listed as owner of a slave 
Bēl-ahu-iddin that is charged with the duty of substituting him in his unspecified prebendary 
duty (Kümmel 1979: 149-150). As for the rest, as has been seen above (PTS 2097 nr. 7), his 
son Bēl-iddin was to serve as šatammu during Darius‟ reign, while Sîn-ēreš himself appears 
in a plethora of texts as witness or in lists of mār banê between 15.III.4 Nbn (this text) and 
30.III.7 Camb (YOS 7, 192: 15; see Kümmel 1979: passim and esp. 152 n. 39); among them, 
he figures in the kiništu-texts  AnOr 8 48, PTS 2269, BM 113249, CPL 036422, YOS 7 128, 
TCL 13 163, Spar 1972: nr. 3). All in all, considering that he almost always appears in the 
first ranks among the witnesses/members of court, it would be wise to number him among 
the high ranking prebendaries, most likely of ērib bīti status. Note that Kleber 2008: 99 and 
270 has two further attestations in previously unpublished texts (PTS 2269 and BM 113249) 
where the name is written resp. Id30-ere4-eš and 
Id30-apin-eš, while the family name is Idù-
dingir and Idù-dingirmeš resp. In both cases, however, and contra Kümmel 1979: 143 n. 263, 
Kleber reads the family name as Eppeš-ilī. 
(6) Marduk-šumu-iddin/Nabû-ahhē-bulliţ//Balaţu: an ērib bīti of Ištar of Uruk (AnOr 8 48 lines 
27-28), he also appears in lists of mār bane/members of court, such as in the other kiništu-
text YOS 7 128. Active Nbn 04 – Camb 04 (if only attestations with full filiation are counted; 
without family name date as early as Am 01 [GC 2 78] and Nbn 02 [YOS 6 75]). Kümmel 
                                                             
91 Kleber‟s statement that “Sie agierten dabei (i.e., in temple assemblies) aber nicht wie der šatammu 
und der ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti als active Leiter der Versammlung, sondern waren nur als Zeugen 
zugegen” (2008: 29) must be amended, for just here the ša muhhi quppi ša šarri appears indeed as an 
active part of one of those assemblies, although it is not explicitly termed unkin, that actively 
conducted the interrogation and confiscated the stolen goods. I already pointed out above that YOS 6 
77 is actually a Eanna Style A preliminary protocol, that for some reason remained practically 
unwitnessed. The people listed at the beginning are not, in fact, the witnesses to the proceeding, but 
those who performed it. 
92 The stolen goods also comprised 46 pieces of meat, two of which were heads branded with a star 
(lines 33-34). They too may have come from temple cattle. 
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1979: 150 and n. 21 identifies with him the Marduk-šumu-iddin that appears in AnOr 8 44 
among the prebendaries (brewers, butchers and bakers, although he is explicitly given no title 
in the text) of the Lady-of-Uruk and Nanāja, who is substituted in his duty by a slave, Itti-
Nabû-amat-su. He also appears in the kiništu-texts YOS 7 128, YOS 6 77 and YOS 6 71/72. 
(7) Arad-Marduk/Zērija//Egibi: one Arad-Marduk/Zērija appears as receiver of dates for the 
builders in Stigers 1976: nr. 40 (the text is undated). Another, more prominent individual 
with this name appears as prebendary brewer of the Lady-of-Uruk in AnOr 8 44 (lines 8-9), 
where his duty shift was taken over by his slave Mār-Esagil-rēşūa, and Kümmel (1979: 150) 
takes it that he might have held a position comparable to that of the šāpiru of the brewers 
Šamaš-mukīn-apli, who also appears in the text. Jursa (2005: 147), on the other hand, 
discusses an Arad-Marduk/Zērija//Egibi, prebendary baker and ērib bīti, as one of the main 
protagonists of the private Egibi archive, and places his attested period of activity between 06 
Nbn and 01 Dar; indeed, a baker Arad-Marduk appears in four lists from Eanna through the 
period 06 Cyr – accession year of Nbk III, providing of course this is the same individual, 
which is not sure at all.
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 Now, unless we want to hypothesize we are dealing with two 
different individual with the same name and filiation and active during a comparable time 
frame, we shall just have to think that he owned more than one prebend, and could, in theory, 
have been a temple enterer and holder of brewer‟s and baker‟s prebends, the prominence of 
his status is reinforced by the fact that he very likely was the son of the šatammu 
Zērija/Ibnāja//Egibi (Kümmel 1979: 142 n. 253), which would concur to make him a member 
of an ērib bīti rank family. As a prebendary, he also appears in Freydank 1971: nr. 62; he 
frequently appears in lists of mār bane/members of court, where he is often listed close to 
Sîn-ēreš. Finally, he also occurs in the kiništu-texts BM 113249, AnOr 8 48, CPL 036422 
and YOS 7 20. For his career see Kümmel 1979: 152 n. 41; he is first attested with certainty 
in this very text, while his career goes as down as 22.VI.5 Camb.  
(8) Ţab-šar-Ezida, ša rēš šarri ša muhhi bīt amātim ša Uruk: apparently attested only here. 
Another royal officer, in charge of the (female) slave quarters in Uruk, little more can be said 
about him; in principle, he would be eligible for the same considerations expressed above 
about other royal courtiers appearing in this list. 
(9) Innin-šarru-uşur/Nergal-ušallim//Sîn-lēqi-unninni, rab būli: attested from 3.VIII.38 Nbk to 
23.IX.9 Nbn; Kümmel 1979: 62, but does not include YOS 6, 77 among the attestations. 
Kozuh uses the occurrence of the rab būli in this very text to argue that although the official, 
who was charged with livestock management and whose full title is rab būli ša şēni ša Ištar 
ša Uruk, was recruited from the ranks of contracted herdsmen, “upon promotion he appears 
to have entered the upper ranks of temple society”, and this despite the lack of any further 
evidence that this official either received sustenance from the temple or that the office was a 
prebendary one (2006: 94); the fact that Innin-šarru-uşur belonged to the ancestral clan Sîn-
lēqi-unninni may offer a timid, outside confirmation to this hypothesis about his rank. 
Among the duties of the rab būli towards the temple was the supplying of animals for 
sacrifices and royal feasts (Kozuh 2006: 95-96): this may offer another clue as to his 
presence in this court, which investigated the theft of animals from Eanna, and precisely of 
the kind the rab būli would be charged of. Attested also in PTS 2157 (edited Kleber 2008: 
225); his father Nergal-ušallim was a rab būli as well (TÉBR 44). 
(10) Kiribtu/Nādinu//Babūtu: no title or designation attested with certainty. He appears in mār 
bane lists/members of court UCP 10 10 and AnOr 8 21. A Kiribtu occurs as kizû “animal 
trainer” during Nabonidus‟ reign, and another one (or is he the same?) as rē‟i sattukki in two 
texts dated to 21 Nbk. The only plausible reason to propose an identification of the two 
Kiribtu with the one occurring here would be the presence, in the preceding place in the list, 
of another official concerned with livestock, but that does not seem enough. 
                                                             
93 The same doubts may arise for an Arad-Marduk ţupšar ajakki 09 Cyr – 03 Camb, that I would 
temporarily exclude from this discussion. 
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(11) Pir‟u/Tabnēa//Bā‟iru:  scribe of the documents AUWE 08 31 and YOS 6 153, appears in a 
court of mār banê (UCP 10 10). Although he belonged to the Fisherman family, he has 
nothing to do with fishermen. Brother of theformer šatammu Ea-bāni-zēri=Banija; this 
should be enough to place him in a somewhat well-to-do milieu. See genealogical tree 
Kümmel 1979: 127 and passim. 
(12) Nādinu/Aplāja//Ahhûtu: prebendary baker. See above, PTS 2097: nr. (11). 
(13) Zakir/Ţabija//Kidin-Marduk: appears also in YOS 6 92 as witness. No further information.  
(14) Nabû-ahhē-šullim/Nabû-šumu-ukīn//Šangû-Ninurta: 40 Nbk – 07 Nbn. A handful of 
attestations, mostly as witness, no known title or profession. Note: it is not the Nabû-ahhē-
ušallim s. Nabû-šumu-ibni included by Kümmel 1979: 67 under the shepherds. Cf. YOS 6 
28: 10: the writing is different (du vs. dù). 
(15) Silim-Bēl/Šumu-ukīn//Hanab: 04 - 12 Nbn. A couple of attestations as witness, no known 
title or function. 
(16) Bēl-ipuš/Bēl-uballiţ//Rab banî: probably a rab banî; although he is not explicitly designated 
as such, he occurs in AnOr 8 17 (38 Nbk) as receiver of a rab banî-share of dates from 
temple land, and in AnOr 8 23 (08 Nbn) a hallatu-garden is said to be at his disposal 
(Kümmel 1979: 96 and nn. 16-17). For some unclear reason, however, Kümmel (1979: 96 n. 
15) takes this occurrence to refer to a namesake, who was probably connected with cattle 
management; I do not hold this view. Finally, one Bēl-ipuš/Bēl-uballiţ is attested as rab 
hanšê in GC 2 349 (undated, Nbn): for  brief discussion of the rab hanšê, charged with the 
management of large numbers of workmen, for whose rations he was responsible, see Kleber 
2008: 115-116, 234.  
(17) Šamaš-šumu-iddin/ Nabû-balassu-iqbi//Sîn-lēqi-unninni: Member of an important scribal 
family (see Kümmel 132 [family tree] and n. 168 for attestations), he is attested a couple of 
times as mār banî member of court and once as scribe. A Šamaš-šumu-iddin/Nabû-balassu-
iqbi appears as prebendary baker in YOS 6 39 (03 Nbn, maššartu delivery of dates), and in 
YOS 6 93 (07 Nbn, another maššartu delivery) and YOS 17 113 (Nbk III 0) with no father‟s 
name. It is difficult to say whether the two were one and the same, especially considering that 
this Šamaš-šumu-iddin was a scion of the Sîn-lēqi-unninni family, among whom one counts 
kalûs rather than bakers; and indeed, his son Arad-Nusku was a kalû of the Lady-of-Uruk 
(Kümmel 1979: 147), while his other son Šamaš-aplu-uşur and his nephew Širiktu both 
appear in AnOr 8 48, albeit in the last places of the enumeration. At the same time, though, 
Arad-Nusku seems to have been recipient of maššartu (AnOr 9 9), and also appears in TCL 
13 232 along with unnamed brothers (text concerning sesame for the Nusku temple: Kümmel 
1979: 147 n. 6), while another branch of the family was involved in cattle management (cf. 
e.g. Kümmel 1979: 79 and nr. (9) above). A namesake is attested as sepīru in BM 113253 
(Kleber 2008: 114 n. 341), Nbn 09. 
(18) Nabû-mukīn-zēri/Nādinu//Dābībi: šatammu Eanna 17 Nbn – 01 Cyr. See Kümmel 1979:143, 
nn. 257-258. Father and brother of two more šatammus (Nidinti-Bēl and Nabû-mukīn-apli 
resp.). Cf. also Kleber 2008: 20, 207. Before his tenure he simply appears as mār banê in a 
court (UCP 10 10). He seems to be a little out of place here, so low in the list. 
(19) Nabû-aplu-iddin/Ibni-Ištar//Ekur-Zakir: scribe of YOS 6 143 and ina ušuzzu, mār-banê 
authority in SAKF 155. Kümmel 1979: 119, 130. 
(20) Nabû-mušetiq-uddi/Qištija//Kuru: unattested elsewhere. 
(21) Nabû-tabni-uşur/Nabû-balassu-iqbi//Kurî: a person by this name is qualified in YOS 6 93 and 
YOS 19 138 as prebendary baker; however, as in the case of Šamaš-šumu-iddin (nr. 17 
above), both attestations occur without family name; the time frame is compatible, so is the 
rank in the list. It may be put forward that we are dealing with the same individual. 
(22) Innin-šumu-uşur/Iddin-Nabû//Kidin-Marduk: early years of Nabonidus – 01 Cyr. A butcher 
(GC 1 399, 12 Nbn) and later šāpiru of the butchers (YOS 19 01, 14 Nbn). His father Iddin-
Nabû was a butcher too(GC 2 321, year 07 of unspecified king); cf. Kümmel 1979: 153. He 
appears several times as witness in documents, and some times as mār banî in lists of 
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members of court. He is also present in the kiništu-text YOS 6 71/72. Just as Nabû-mukīn-
zēri, he seems a bit out of place here. 
(23) Bēl-ušezib/Şillāja//Gimil-Nanā: unattested elsewhere. 
(24) Šumāja/Ibni-Ištar//Ašlāku: scribe of a plethora of documents (30 Nbk? – 15 Nbn?), once was 
member of a court of mār banê (YOS 6 183). Kümmel 1979: 126. 
(25) Šuzubu/Kudurru//Rē‟i ginê: rē‟i ginê, 02 Nbn – 08 Cyr (Kümmel 1979: 84-86 nn. 1, 19-21). 
Appears twice (AnOr 8 41 and YOS 6 224) as member of a mār banê court. 
(26) Dajjānu-ahhē-iddin/Gimillu//Šigû‟a: 01 – 17 Nbn. Brewer of Ištar-of-Uruk, šāpiru of the 
brewers and mār-banê member of court or witness on three occasions. Kümmel 1979: 133, 
149, 151ff., Kleber 2008: 99 (he appears in the other kiništu-text PTS 2269, edited there). 
(27) Nabû-ēţer-napšāti/Arad-Bēl//Egibi: cf. PTS 2097: nr. (9). 
(28) Nādinu/Bēl-ahhē-iqiša//Egibi: Kleber 2008: 14-15, 27ff, 35, 89 n. 262, 138, 327. A most 
prominent individual, was at the time ţupšar ajakki (Kleber 2008: 27ff.), and held the 
authority to replace the šatammu and qīpu in important matters when the two were absent. 
Ţupšar ajakki 20.I.12 Nbn – 22.IV.4 Camb (or 5.IV.6 Camb): Kleber 2008: 35. He also 
appears as addressee of numerous, undated letters. Simple scribe Ner 03 – Camb 06. Mār 
banî YOS 6 183 (Nbn 10), YOS 19 093 (Nbn 15). Kümmel 1979: 101 n. 14, 122 n. 108 (with 
further bibliography), 129 (genealogical tree), 136 n. 196, 144 (service period as reported in 
Kleber 2008: 35). His son Šamaš-mukīn-apli was šatammu in 19.XII.0a Dar (Kümmel 1979: 
143) – 5.V.01 Nbk IV (YOS 15 10): Kleber 2008: 34. Dandamaev 1983 (Vavilonskie piscy) 
dedicates a chapter (pp. 110ff.) to this individual (cited in Kleber 2008: 28 n. 110). 
“The ērib-bītis, the kiništu and the mār banê” 
Summary. The twenty-five individuals who interrogated Kināja/Kalbāja and 
retrieved the misappropriated goods: 
a. Among the first eight names (1-8) at least five individuals for whom a temple 
enterer status is either certain or likely can be counted, intermixed with top 
royal officials (ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti, ša rēš šarri ša muhhi quppi and ša rēš 
šarri ša muhhi bīt amātim ša Uruk), whose presence, in turn, finds its 
explanation in their rank and the fact that they took part in the interrogation 
procedure.  
b. The following seventeen names (9-25) pose more problems. They include 
some “minor” prebendaries such as the rab banî, the rē‟i ginê/sattukki, the 
rab būli (if his prebendal status is accepted, maybe due to his connection with 
the procurement of sacrificial animals and royal feasts); prebendary 
purveyors as bakers (though only Nādinu/Aplāja//Ahhûtu is certainly one), 
one butcher (22, but see below), six people for whom no professional 
affiliation can be found (13-15, 19-20, 23), plus a scribe (24) and two more 
individuals who were either to become šatammu or were relatives of one (18 
and 11 resp.). About the latter: Pir‟u was the brother of the former šatammu 
of Eanna Banija=Ea-bāni-zēri, and, in principle, this would entitle him to 
participate in a ērib bīti status family; for his presence at this point of the list I 
have no convincing explanation, save for the fact that such a criterion (i.e., 
familial ties with people holding high offices) has been used until now to 
hypothesize a temple enterer status for individuals occupying a place after 
and before other known ērib-bītis, but that does not automatically warrant a 
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temple enterer status. As for Nabû-mukīn-zēri (18), instead, his tenure as 
šatammu was to begin only some thirteen years later; this may mean he had 
not yet attained a prominent status within the temple hierarchy, at least not 
yet comparable to that of the other people in the list. Similar considerations 
are in order for Innin-šumu-uşur, who is attested as butcher and then overseer 
of butchers much later than the drafting date of this text (12 and 14 Nbn 
resp.): the same provisional considerations should cautiously apply to him as 
well. 
The list of people would seem ordered according to the caption, but a question arises 
about the mār banê. If, indeed, we have to consider them as they appear in the 
enumeration, i.e. one of three separate constituencies, then we should be able, in 
theory, to actively distinguish them from the  purveyors and minor prebendaries 
forming up the kiništu. As has been said, in the second part of the list there appears a 
significant quantity of people for whom no professional or social identification can 
be provided, and that, in principle, would make them qualify to be the “important 
civilians who were not attached to the temple as prebendaries” that Bongenaar had 
thought to identify in the “Babylonians and Urukians” of AnOr 8 48 (1997: 151). 
However, as I already pointed out, it may turn out to be quite difficult to state that an 
individual mār banî was not involved at all with the temple with a reasonable degree 
of certainty; let us say that if we choose to understand the six individuals in the list 
who do not command any title or holding in the temple as the mār banê appearing in 
the subscript, then a minimum requirement would be that the enumeration of 
independent citizens (i.e., holding no connection to the temple) follow straight that of 
the kiništu. This, however, does not seem to be the case; so I suggest that we either 
stick to the notion that mār banê was used as an apposition to designate the kiništu 
people or the temple enterers or both, or simply we have to assume that kiništu and 
mār banê  were intermixed in the list. This, however, needs not challenge the overall 
picture, I believe; temple enterers and kiništu result separate from one another, while 
the latter, according to the gathered data, seems to fit nicely into Bongenaar‟s 
definition. One final problem arises: the three individuals appearing last (26-28) 
occupy an absolutely unusual position in the text. They do not have a place in the 
list, rather their names were written at the very end, on the lower edge (lines 37-39), 
after scribe, place and date of composition of the document; this can make us exclude 
they may have been witnesses (
lúmukinnū) to the procedure recorded in YOS 6 77. 
As I see it, there may be a twofold set of explanations: 1) they are to be fully 
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considered as part of the list. However, this raises, again, two main difficulties: first, 
since all three people were top-notch members of the temple community, their 
presence at the end of the list would be completely extravagant, and would nullify 
any attempt at defining a notion of rank within these lists, as well as every criterion 
to define the borders of the kiništu; secondly, why then write their names after the 
customary closing clauses of any such text? To this question there would be no 
reasonably convincing answer, unless 2) one posits a mistake by the scribe, who 
forgot to write the names down where they should have been, later amending his 
error by adding them once the text had been drafted; or the names were added even 
later, maybe because Dajjānu-ahhē-iddin, Nabû-ēţer-napšāti and Nādinu had joined 
the court at a later stage, when the maš‟altu interrogation had already taken place and 
the record drafted. Whatever solution is chosen, I believe it does not affect the 
overall interpretation of the prosopographical information in its essential lines. 
YOS 6 71 
The ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti Nabû-šarru-uşur acts as go-between by handing over an 
issue raised by the crown prince to «the Babylonians and Urukians, elders, temple 
enterers and the kiništu of Eanna», who in turn provide an answer. The text is 
translated in Dougherty 1929 (125ff), Oppenheim 1949 (179-180 n. 21), Kleber 
2008: 298, discussed in Frame 1991 (61-63), Matsushima 1992 (12ff) and Streck 
1995 (125 and 152). 
(1) Bēl-uballiţ/Mušallim-Marduk//Gimil-Nanāja: the ahu rabû. Cf. above, PTS 2097 nr. (2). 
(2) Balāţu/Šumāja//Iddin-Papsukkal: 19 Nbk – 07 Nbn. Prebendary baker (cf. YOS 6 93, YOS 
19 137 and 138), possibly of temple enterer status, considering his position here. 
(3) Marduk-šumu-iddin/Nabû-ahhē-bulliţ//Balāţu: cf. above, YOS 6 77: nr. (6). 
(4) Kudurrānu/Mušēzib-Bēl//Nūr-Sîn: 04 Nbn – 01 Camb (Kümmel 1979: 25 and n. 10), jeweler 
(AnOr 9 16: undated and no family name, and YNER 1 1: 04 Cyr with full filiation). His two 
brothers Šamaš-šumu-iddin and Sîn-ēţer, are known to have been jewelers as well (both 
attested in the same texts AnOr 9 16 and YNER 1 1). Kudurrānu is also appears in a mār 
banî list in YOS 7 20 (see below). If what has been argued above about the status of 
specialized craftsmen, then Kudurrānu could hold here the rank of ērib bīti. 
(5) Nabû-ēţer-napšāti/Arad-Bēl//Egibi: cf. PTS 2097: nr. (9). 
(6) Nādinu/Aplāja//Ahhēiu: prebendary baker. See above, PTS 2097: nr. (11). 
(7) Mušallim-Marduk/Arad-Nabû//Šangû-Nabû: 30 Nbk – 04 Camb. No title attested, he appears 
in the other kiništu-texts YOS 7 20 and AnOr 8 48. 
(8) Nabû-ēţer-napšāti/Bēl-iqīša//Bēl-aplu-uşur: 35 Nbk – 08 Nbn. Scribe of a number of 
documents (often in the archive of the prebendary baker Bēl-supê-muhur: cf. Kessler 1991), 
no other title attested. 
(9) Ibni-Ištar/Nabû-zēru-ukīn//Ašlāku: 03 Nbk – 06 Nbn. Scribe of the document YOS 7 32, no 
further attestation regarding his career can be found. 
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(10) Innin-šumu-uşur/Iddin-Nabû//Kidin-Marduk: butcher and later overseer of butchers. Cf. 
above, YOS 6 77: nr. (22). 
(11) Ahulapia/Bēl-šumu-iškun//Bēl-aplu-uşur: 25 Nbk – 06 Nbn. Appears as mār banî in the list 
YOS 19 95, and in PTS 2136 (28 Nbk, edited Kleber 2008: 244-245) as messenger of the 
šatammu Marduk-bēlšunu, representing the latter in the acquisition of  high-quality garments. 
(12) Bēlšunu/Nabû-ahhē-iddin//Egibi: 26 Nbk – 06 Nbn. Prebendary baker (YOS 19 134 and 
138). 
(13) Nabû-tabni-uşur/Nabû-balāssu-iqbi//Sîn-lēqi-unninni: (nabû-bāni-ahi in Kümmel 1979: 119, 
132). Also known as Bānija (Kümmel 1979: 119, 132), his son Širiktu and nephew Šamaš-
aplu-uşur appear in the other kiništu-text AnOr 8 48. Scribe of several documents (33 Nbk – 
07 Nbn), he may have functioned as witness in the execution contract of a baker‟s prebend 
(Kessler 1991: nr. 52). A namesake with no family name appears as prebendary baker in 
YOS 19 138 and YOS 6 93; however, it is not clear at all whether he can be the same 
individual, as there was a Nabû-tabni-uşur/Nabû-balassu-iqbi//Kurî who appears in YOS 6 77 
(21), for whom the same uncertainties are valid. Notice, however, that although a kalû, Nabû-
tabni-uşur‟s nephew Arad-Nusku figures as receiver of maššartu in AnOr 9 9 (see above, 
YOS 6 77: nr. 17). This should warn against the risks of oversimplification: there is no 
reason to exclude a priori that a person appearing as scribe, or member of an important clan 
of kalûs could not own a baker‟s or purveyor‟s prebend. 
(14) Šamaš-šumu-ukīn/Šulāja//Mandidi: 28 (?) Nbk – 12 Nbn. Attested as mandidu (TCL 12 59, 
01 Am: Kümmel 1979: 154, no father or family name) and, possibly, atkuppu (YOS 6 135, 
10 Nbn: Kümmel 1979: 43). 
(15) Ina-Esagil-zēri/Ša-pî-Bēl//Amēl-Ea: 07 – 13 Nbn. GC 1 130 attests him in the context of 
sheep purchase; he might have been into livestock management or business. He figures as ina 
ušuzzu, mār banî authority in YOS 6 116 and YOS 19 92. 
(16) Nabû-mušētiq-uddî/Bēl-rimanni//Egibi: unattested elsewhere. 
«the Babylonians and Urukians, elders,
94
 temple enterers and the kiništu of Eanna» 
Summary: the list can be arranged in the following, twofold way: 
a. The first five individuals (1-5) can either positively identified with known 
temple enterers or can reasonably assumed to have been ones. Nabû-ēţer-
napšāti could have been an overseer of the bakers. 
b. Among the following sixteen (6-16), two prebendary bakers (6 and 12), two 
scribes who seem to have been connected to baker‟s prebends in one way or 
another (8 and 13, the latter could have been a baker himself, see above), a 
butcher (10, later an overseer of butchers), an active mandidu (14), and a 
member of the ašlāku family who may have exercised the profession can be 
counted. Four more individuals, on the other hand, cannot be assigned any 
function or title with a sufficient degree of certainty. We may suppose they 
too held some (minor) prebendary function, unless we think they simply were 
some of those citizens unattached to the temple which, however, would not 
agree with the caption, that mentions no mār banê; the former solution may 
be more appropriate to the context. All in all, this would make a nice mix of 
prebendary purveyors and other minor prebendaries, just as envisaged by 
Bongenaar as a possible composition of the kiništu. 
                                                             
94 A translation of igimeš as šībū “witnesses” can be safely put aside here. 
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Some more problems need to be discussed: the caption, in fact, lists first the 
“Babylonians and Urukians” and the elders. As a matter of fact, however, there 
appear no individual in the first positions of the list who can positively be 
distinguished from the temple enterers and assigned to one of the two groups; on the 
contrary, some of them, occupying the first positions, recur here and there in this 
small corpus and again in the Neo Babylonian judicial record, where they are dubbed 
either temple enterers or mār banê, albeit with a somewhat erratic behaviour. I will 
mention as an example Marduk-šumu-iddin/Nabû-ahhē-bulliţ//Balāţu: within this 
small corpus (but the comparison could be extended to a handful more texts where he 
appears in lists of mār banê acting as a court, where he is given no other title and the 
kiništu is not mentioned) he occurs in YOS 6 77 among «the temple enterers, the 
kiništu and the mār banê», in YOS 7 20 among the «mār banê, the kiništu of 
Eanna»), in CPL 036422 where he is among « the temple enterers and the kiništu of 
Eanna», in Spar 1972: nr. 3«[the temple enteres of Ištar of] Uruk and the kiništu of 
Eanna», in YOS 7 128 «The assembly of Babylonians and Urukians, the kiništu of 
Eanna» or «assembly of mār banê» and possibly in BM 113249 (see below), among 
«the Babylonians and Urukians, the kiništu»; besides this, he is explicitly termed an 
ērib bīti in the body of AnOr 8 48 (the same considerations apply, mutatis mutandis, 
to other prominent individuals appearing in this list). As can be seen, there is no 
reason here to suppose he has to be assigned to a group other than temple enterers 
and, if we take seriously the notion that the people in the caption follow an order of 
rank to which the list corresponds, there is no separate group that can be positively 
identified as the “Babylonians and Urukians, (and) the elders”. Thus, there appears to 
be a twofold set of interpretations: either the latter are the people in the list who 
happen to (apparently) have held no position in the temple organization, or we have 
to take it that “Babylonians and Urukians, (and the elders)” does not refer to a 
separate group, but is rather an additional, honorary title assigned to  the foremost 
people that were addressed by the ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti Nabû-šarru-uşur, with the 
additional implication that Bongenaar‟s conjecture, a reference to which has already 
been made above, cannot be held as tenable. The former hypothesis is unlikely, while 
the second will find more confirmations in the subsequent sections of this 
prosopographical sketch. Moreover, as we shall see below, more examples occur of 
unexpected variances in these enumerations as regards their factual relationship with 
the lists of names and the prosopographical information thereto. Some words about 
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the “elders”: through the materials he collected in his brief study on the subject 
(slightly less than a couple dozens texts, excluding a fuller treatment of letters from 
the seventh century), Dandamaev (1982) illustrated in sufficient detail their 
functions, rather than focusing on who they actually were. About the former, in 
Dandamaev‟s own words “the elders solved important issues of a local nature” (id. 
1982: 40), whereby we can subsume a judicial role not unlike that of the assembly in 
its adjudicating capacity, regarding private disputes or temple business, and 
furthermore a consultive and representative role of their own cities vis-à-vis the royal 
authority (such as, e.g., the duty to attend the biannual royal audiences at the 
Assyrian court, where they were supposed to deliver gifts and valuables [taxes?] on 
behalf of their cities [Barjamovic 2004: 71-72, with examples]). Elders could gather 
in assemblies, they could be designated as belonging either to cities, temples or 
ethnic groups, and from their attested function it may be assumed they represented 
the foremost members of the civic elite, which, one may add, almost automatically 
entailed some form of connection to the main sanctuaries of the land, a tie which is 
sometimes made explicit through designations such as “the elders of Šamaš” (Nbk 
104: 14) or “the elders [of] Eanna” (BaM 5: nr. 15). A couple of texts from Uruk in 
particular may refute or confirm the proposed picture, according to the interpretation 
which is given them. It will not be unuseful to quote them verbatim:  
TCL 9 137 
1. im Iden-lugal-ùru 
2. a-na Idpa-lugal-ùru 
3. dingirmeš šu-lum-ka 
4. liq-bu-ú 
5. u4-mu ši-pir-ta-a 
6. ta-mu-ru nu-bat-tu4 
7. la ta-ba-a-tu4 
8. 10 lúérinmeš ku4-é  
9. lúab.bameš 
10. šá mil-ki 
11. šá la man-zal-la-ti-šú-nu 
12. it-ti-ka 
13. ab-ka 
14. ù kap-du 
15. al-ka 
«Letter of Bēl-šarru-uşur to Nabû-šarru-uşur. May the gods decree your well being. The day you see 
my letter, do not remain the night: bring with you ten temple enterers, elders of (sound) judgement, 
who have no office assignment, and come immediately.» 
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CAD M/1: 229 s.v. manzaltu A, M/2: 68 s.v. milku and Š/2: 392 s.v. šību A2a all 
advocate translations that both read the sign at the beginning of line 8 as a connective 
particle u, and posit that the temple enterers and elders are actually treated as 
separate entities. I do not endorse any of them, and find instead Van Driel‟s 
interpretation (2002: 89-90) by far more realistic, for the following reasons: a) before 
advocating the need to read an implict connective particle where an explicit one 
lacks, definitely the lectio difficilior, it would seem wiser and simpler to think that 
actually 
lú
ab.ba
meš
 = šībūtu “elders, elderly people” stands as an apposition or 
qualification of the preceding noun, i.e. 
lú
ku4-é. Thus not “the temple enterers (and) 
elders of sound judgement”, but “temple enterers, elder and with judgement” b) no 
need for a connective particle here either. Ten is much more in place, as we shall see 
immediately below. The moot point here is rather represented by the interpretation 
one chooses to give of manzaltu. As Van Driel, who reads “position”, puts it: “This 
could suggest that it was possible to have undergone the initiation but not to possess 
a position in the cult” (2002: 90). However, the word is ambiguous at best, meaning 
“office”, “position”, but also, with a different nuance, “term of office”, “shift”. Now 
there happens to be another Neo Babylonian letter from Uruk where the temple 
enterers occur in connection with manzaltu, namely TCL 9 143, where it is stated 
that “the temple enterer should not cause an interruption during his duty shift” ([4] 
lú
ku4-é ina man-za-al-ti-šú [5] ba-ţal la i-šak-kan); now you do not “interrupt” a 
position, but rather the service or duty shift that the incumbency in that position 
entails. Following on the former point, ša la manzaltišunu could also be translated 
not just as “who are not assigned to an office”, implying that no position or role 
within the temple is held, but rather “who are not in their duty shift”, or, in other 
words, people who are not on service at the moment. Thus I take it that Bēl-šarru-
uşur had requested ten of the foremost temple enterers who were not encumbered by 
any duty obligation right at that moment, so as not to cause disruption in the cultic 
routine; concordantly, I assume TCL 9 137 as evidence of the partial, functional 
overlap between constituencies that has been put forward by Barjamovic (2004: 78). 
YOS 3 6 (a kiništu text as well)95 
1. a-mat lugal 
2. a-na lúunugki-a-a 
                                                             
95 Text and translation in Ebeling 1930: 4-5 and Kleber 2008: 183-184 n. 504. 
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3. lúab.bameš u lú┌tur?┐meš 
4. šu-lum ia-a-ši 
5. lìb-ba-ku-nu lu-ú 
6. ţa-ab-ku-nu-šú 
7. ina ugu é pa-pa-ha 
8. šá aq-bak-ku-nu-šú 
9. ki-i ina qaq-qa-ru 
10. šá-nam-mu i-ba?-áš?-šu-u 
11. a-na lúa.kin-ia 
12. kul-lim-ma 
13. ┌ma-la kin┐-ş[i-šu] 
14. li-it-tu-r[u]? 
15. ia-a-nu-ú a-mat 
16. šá-lim-ti a-na lúa.kin-iá 
17. ù 10 15 lúši-bu-tú 
18. ù lúki-niš-ti 
19. qí-ba-a-mu lil-li-ku-um 
20. li-iq-bu-ni 
21. šá la šá-la-mu 
22. it-ti-ia 
23. i-dab-bu-ub 
24. a-na lúen da-ba-bi-šú 
25. a-ta-ri 
«The word of the king to the Urukians, old and young. It is fine with me, be content! Concerning the 
cella, about which I spoke to you: if it is in another place, show it to my messenger! He should return 
as fast as he can. Otherwise, say the truth to my messenger and 10 or 15 elders and kiništu: they 
should come and speak to me. Whoever tells me the false, I will become his enemy.»  
Notice that 
lú
ab.ba
meš
 in line 3 is for šībū, “old” (pl.) in the fixed phrase “old and 
young”, whereas in line 17 šībūtu stands for “elders”, as the plural of šību is 
customarily used. CAD Š/2: 392 s.v. šību A offers a slightly differently nuanced 
translation of lines 15-19 as “treat my messenger courteously and have not only ten 
or fifteen of your elders, but also the (whole) collegium come here” which, however, 
does not entirely correspond to the word order in the text; additionally, just as 
Bongenaar deemed it unlikely that the entire household
96
 of Esagil may have stood at 
the gate of the chamber of Ea during Babylon‟s Kislīmu ritual, so we might dismiss 
the notion the the entire prebendary organization would in this case travel to the 
king, although a text such as, e.g., YOS 3 86 clearly shows how indeed the kiništu of 
Esagil could sail southwards to Uruk in the course of a ceremonial trip of Nanāja and 
the Lady of Uruk (see below). It stands to reason, I believe, that what had been 
requested here was a smaller delegation of people belonging to the most prominent 
                                                             
96 The interpretation of kiništu advocated by Kümmel. Bongenaar used this example to dismiss it (see 
above) 
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families and the temple organization to attend an audience; moreover, “ten or fifteen” 
is not a random quantification, as the translation of CAD would seem to imply, but 
rather a recurring number showing up when such delegations of elders or city 
representatives were at stake, just as evident in TCL 9 137. In the letter SAA 18 70, 
the šandabakku of Nippur informs the Assyrian king of having sent his brother and 
ten mār banê of Nippur to his audience;97 ABL 287 is even more interesting in that, 
while addressing the “citizens” of Nippur, the king recalls a previous message they 
had sent in which, on their turn, they recalled a visit to the king performed by “we, 
fifteen elders”, thus showing a partial overlap between the citizens and the elders as 
well (cf. Barjamovic 2004: 78-79 and n. 72); SAA 15 226 refers to fifteen 
Borsippean citizens en route to Nineveh and requesting an audience with the king; 
finally, in the letter ND 2632, envoys of the Assyrian king dispatched to negotiate 
with the Babylonians outside the Marduk Gate refer to the “five men and the ten 
men” (lines 19-20) being there but neither agreeing to come out nor to open the gate. 
This led Barjamovic to posit an operational distinction or function for such groups of 
people, who may have represented some sort of executive committees having been 
picked up by (or from) the civic assembly (2004: 83-84). 
Turning back to our main point of concern, i.e. the identity of the elders, the 
report of the astrologer Bēl-ušēzib to the Assyrian king (SAA 10 112) is most 
informative: 
28.  a-du-ú 4 lúši-i-bu-ti dumumeš.dùmeš šá en.lílki  
29.   ┌lú┐né-se-ek-ke-e šá den.líl a-kan-na ina ni-na-aki šu-┌nu┐ 
«now, then, four elders, mār banê of Nippur (and) nešakku of Enlil, are in Nineveh». 
The situation of Nippur may, of course, not necessarily reflect the overall situation of 
mesopotamian cities, but it nevertheless offers a good picture of what the social place 
of an elder may have been. Turning back, again, to TCL 9 137 and YOS 3 6, the 
passages mentioning the elders could be given even more elaborate interpretations: in 
the former, both ērib bīti and šībūtu could be seen, in principle, as appositions 
clarifying what Bēl-šarru-uşur meant by şābē; thus, “bring with you people (who are) 
temple enterers (and who are) elders of (sound) judgement”. In YOS 3 6 things are 
                                                             
97 (8) a-du-ú Iden-ú-sa-tu šeš-ú-a (9) ù 10 lúdumumeš.dùmeš šá en.lílki (10) a-na šul-mi lugal be-lí-ia (11) 
al-tap-ra «Now, I have sent my brother Bēl-usatu and ten mār banê of Nippur to the greeting of the 
king, my lord». 
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slightly more complicate: if we take the “ten or fifteen” – but it could well be “the 
ten and the fifteen”! – as examples of the functional committees whose existence has 
been put forward by Barjamovic, then, again, both “elders” and kiništu could be 
specifications about the composition of those (two?) committee(s). This, calls again 
into question the kiništu and its interpretation: if it is accepted that the ērib-bītis 
could have been excluded from such a royal summons, then the kiništu here would 
simply represent people who held “minor” prebends; on the other hand, these elders 
might have been elders of Eanna, and as their high standing would imply they may 
have possessed temple enterer‟s prebends; this would give a complementary picture 
as those that have been analyzed until now, i.e., a mixed audience of temple enterers 
and other prebendaries, possibly arranged in groups of ten and fifteen. If , on the 
contrary, it is taken that the elders represent here an entirely separate group holding 
no connection to the temple, then it would be almost automatic to assume a wider 
interpretation of the kiništu as simply people possessing a prebend in the temple, thus 
including also the temple enterers (unless, again, it is believed they could be left out 
in such a context, a hypothesis that I would rather discard). 
To sum up: no conclusive evidence can be found that the elders represented an 
alternative constituency of prominent people unattached to the temple; rather, it 
seems more reasonable to suppose (and the existence of elders of a temple or of a 
deity goes in the same direction) that a partial functional overlap existed, and that 
indeed the membership in the higher strata of the temple community may have 
factored into one being regarded as an elder, for which social standing rather than 
age was implied. As regards the interpretation to be given to the caption of YOS 6 
71, then, I would conclude that both “Babylonians and Urukians” and “elders” be 
regarded here as a honorary titles denoting scions of elite families of northern and 
southern Babylonian origin of particular authority and social status, possibly with 
some functional implications; from this point of view, our Marduk-šumu-
iddin/Nabû-ahhē-bulliţ//Balāţu quoted above as an example could well have qualified 
for being an elder. The first five individuals of the list, then should be subsumed 
under «the Babylonians and Urukians, elders, temple enterers», while the kiništu of 
Eanna can indeed be attributed to the subsequent group of eleven people, including 
purveyors and other minor prebendaries.  
YOS 7 20 
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Some preliminary remarks: Kümmel‟s comments on the text and its prosopography 
(1979: 95) are more than sufficient to discard Cocquerillat‟s 1973/74 (114) 
understanding of the ten people appearing at the beginning of the text as rab banê 
(that is what the sign actually reads, save that no rab banê can be proved to have 
been part of the list, and the signs dumu and gal in their Late Babylonian 
orthography are indeed very similar). A second point of controversy is the 
interpretation of šallatu (line 18), which is pivotal to the meaning of the whole text. 
While Dougherty (1923: 68-69) took the word in its basic meaning of, resp., “booty”  
and “spoil”, thereby understanding the text as a simple declaration that a širku had 
entered the service of some deities
98
 and had either delivered himself as a “great 
booty” (Dougherty 1923: ibid.), or had delivered a „great spoil‟ presumably as part of 
a sacrificial offering, CAD Š/2: 445-446 s.v. šillatu and T: 313 s.v. tebû, instead, 
advises to read the word as a variant writing of šillatu, “offense”, “sacrilege”, 
“blasphemy”. Although he retained an interpretation of šallatu similar to that of 
Dougherty, Dandamaev (1984: 556, also offering a full translation) discarded the 
possibility that this could be the record of a cultic act, or that the širku was acting in 
the service of the deities, but rather that his action may have been of an illegal nature. 
Bealieu (2004: 263-264), finally, gave what seems to me the only right interpretation, 
along the lines set forth by CAD, interpreting that of the oblate as a sacrilege. The 
format of the text, it must be noticed, is in complete agreement with an accusatory 
deposition drawn up in Holtz‟s Eanna style A, a preliminary record that would 
initiate a case against the širku; the ten mār banê who are listed first are not the 
witnesses (who appear at the end of the text and are labelled 
lúmukinnū), but rather 
those who perform the apparent accusation to the ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti. The relevant 
number of accusers finds its explanation in the fact that the offense took place 
“before the assembly of the entire city”, of which, no doubt, the ten individuals acted 
as representatives on this occasion. Therefore, a translation is given which favors the 
interpretation proposed by CAD and Beaulieu. It will not be untoward to report the 
entire text (the names of the accusers follow below): 
                                                             
98 Cocquerillat 1973/74: 114 takes it that the širku had left service with Eanna and had that of the gods 
of Esagil and Ezida. She too, then, does not see the text a san accusatory deposition. 
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(lines 1-10: ten names)
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11. lúdumu!meš ba-ni-ia lúki-na-al-tu4 šá é.an.na 
12. šá ud.9.kam šá itisig4 mu.2.kam 
Iku-ra-áš lugal kur.kur 
13. ina 1 danna u4-mu a-na 
Idnà-šeš-mu lúsag lugal 
14. lúen pi-qit-tu4 é.an.na iq-bu-ú 
15. um-ma ina du.zu-i-ni ina unkin šá uru gab-bi 
16. Ina-şi-ru lúrig7 šá 
dgašan šá unugki 
17. lúmu-sah-hi-ri šá ká ina ugu ta-bé-e 
18. šá dáš-ka-a-a-i-tum ina 1 danna u4-mu šal-la-tu4 
19. gal-tu4 a-na dingir
meš šá é.sag.íl é.zi.da 
20. tin.tirki ù urubar-sipki i-te-ru-ub 
21. lúmu-kin-nu Iid-di-ia a-šú šá Iki-din-a 
22. Idnà-du-ibila a-šú šá Ina-di-nu a Ida-bi-bi 
23. Imu-gi.na a-šú šá Iina-sùh-sur a Iden-a-ùru 
24. Iki-na-a a-šú šá Inumun-ia Idamar.utu-mu-mu a-šú 
25. šá Ina-di-nu a Isu-ti-ia Imu-še-zib-damar.utu 
26. a-šú šá Iidim-ia a Iši-gu-ú-a Idnà-na-din-a 
27. ┌a-šú šá Iba-ni-ia a lúšu.ku6  
lú?umbisag? <I>na┐[di?-nu?] 
«The mār banê, the kiništu of Eanna, that on Simānu the 9th, year 2 of Cyrus, king of the lands, during 
the first double-hour of the day spoke as follows to Nabû-ahu-iddin, the ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti ajakki: 
“In our presence, in the assembly of the entire city, Nāşiru, an oblate of the Lady of Uruk, agent at the 
gate in charge of the procession of Urkayītu, during the first double-hour of the day, came into the 
presence of the gods of Esagila, Ezida, Babylon and Borsippa (committing a) great blasphemy”. 
[Seven wintesses: the second is the future šatammu Nabû-mukīn-apli/Nādinu//Dābibī]. Scribe: 
Nā[dinu]?». 
(1) Rēmūtu-Bēl/Bēl-uballiţ//Gimil-Nanāja: with hypochoristic Rēmūtu in four texts. Attested 04 
Nbn – 04 Cyr. Ahu rabû of Eanna, son of the former ahu rabû Bēl-uballiţ (cf. above, PTS 
2097 nr. (2)), who appeared in the other kiništu-texts YOS 6 77 and YOS 6 71/72. Mār banî 
in four instances. Kümmel 1979: 134ff. 
(2) Marduk-šumu-iddin/Nabû-ahhē-bulliţ//Balāţu: cf. above, YOS 6 77: nr. (6). 
(3) Arad-Marduk/Zērija//Egibi: Cf. above, YOS 6 77: nr. (7). 
(4) Kudurranu/Mušēzib-Bēl//Nūr-Sîn: Cf. above, YOS 6 71: nr. (4). 
(5) Šamas-mukīn-apli/Dajjānu-ahhē-iddin//Šigû‟a: active 02 Cyr – 22 Dar I. Brewer (AnOr 8 44) 
and overseer of brewers (TCL 13 182: 32, without father‟s name: 02 Dar I). A very 
prominent individual, often appears within the first positions in witness or mār banê lists 
(e.g. YOS 7 88, AnOr 8 43, TCL 13 133, AnOr 8 71), he held a prebend before Nanāja. He 
also appears in the kiništu-text AnOr 8 48. See mainly Kummel 1979: 149ff and footnotes. 
(6) Marduk-šumu-uşur/Bēl-uballiţ//Pūşu: 04 Nbn (?) – 04 Camb (?). Prebendary baker (appears 
in the maššartu delivery texts YOS 6 39, YOS 6 93, YOS 7 52 and TÉBR 50), he figures in 
YOS 7 106 and TCL 13 124 as mār banî and ina ušuzzu authority resp.; the text edited in 
Figulla 1951 (esp. 99 and 101) calls him “the master of the Nabû quay and officer (ša rēši)” 
(02 Camb). There is a Marduk-šumu-uşur/Bēl-uballiţ//Tillatu appearing in Dar I 06 (Dar 
202), the three attestation with no family name from Xer 16 (VS 3 183, 184, 186) could well 
belong to the latter. 
                                                             
99 The first two lines are quite damaged, but the names of Rēmūtu and Nabû-ahhē-bulliţ can be 
reconstructed with a fair degree of certainty. 
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(7) Marduk-aplu-uşur/Kabtija//Šigû‟a: 07 Nbn (?) – 02 Camb. Appears in the kiništu-text AnOr 
8 48. Had a brother Mušēzib-Marduk, who, besides being scribe of three documents, was 
also a somewhat important prebendary baker (appearing in the texts YOS 19 138 (maššartu-
delivery), YOS 6 241 [duty roster for nuhatimmūtu], AnOr 8 44 [baker of Nanāja, Kümmel 
1979: 149-150], YOS 7 52 [maššartu-delivery]). 
(8) Nabû-bēlšunu/Nādinu//Ahhe‟u:attested with certainty 05 Nbn – 00 Camb. Drafted YOS 91 
54 (no family name). A Nabû-bēlšunu is attested as prebendary baker (YOS 19 137, YOS 6 
93), but with no father or family name. 
(9) Mušallim-Marduk/Arad-Nabû//Šangû-Nabû: Cf. above, YOS 6 71: nr. (7). 
(10) Šamaš-uballiţ/Nādinu//Amēlu: brewer (YOS 6 156). Attested with certainty 15 Nbn – 07 
Cyr. Mār banî, ina ušuzzu authority in TCL 13 124; cf. Kümmel 1979: 95 (about YOS 7 20). 
«The mār banê, the kiništu of Eanna» 
Summary: 
a. Individuals 1-5 are all documented temple enterers or can be safely assumed 
to have held temple enterer status. The fifth, Šamaš-mukīn-apli, was an 
overseer of the brewers. 
b. Of the remaining ones (6-10) one was a brewer (10), two are not attested in 
any function but they do appear in similar positions in the other kiništu texts 
AnOr 8 48 and YOS 6 71 (7, 9), one may have been a baker (8). Once again, 
this would seem coherent with a description of the kiništu as being made up 
by purveyors (and other smaller prebendaries). 
Although the list of people is not unlike many of the others examined until now, we 
are faced here with a significant problem brought about by the caption, that does not 
mention temple enterers or other top-notch people, but the “mār banê, the kiništu of 
Eanna”. Now a reading «the mār banê AND the kiništu of Eanna» is not justified, as 
other texts exist (as we shall see) that make the distinction between groups clear by 
using the connective particle u. A comparison could be made with YOS 6 77, where 
mār banê were listed in the last place of the caption, whereby a provisional solution 
was proposed that the term either was an apposition of previously listed groups, or 
that it referred to individuals unattached to the temple. Now, however, we may wish 
to see in mār banê  a reference to such untied, but the first cited individuals indeed 
had close ties with the temple and, furthermore, is it hardly conceivable that mār 
banê may have been used here to designate the foremost citizens. As I see it, there 
appears to be only one plausible solution, i.e. that we have to read mār banê not as a 
substitute designation of the high ranking individuals, but rather as a generic title 
common to all of them, to which the specification that they were kiništu was added 
by way of an apposition. The eventual other possibility to read here “the citizens (of) 
the kiništu” would not substantially alter the picture: as seen above, already 
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Bongenaar had observed how the status of mār banî and the possession of a prebend 
were not mutually exclusive, and it is  the notion that has been taken for granted here 
until now (1997: 152 n. 171, with earlier literature on the subject). In other words, a 
prebendary was, in all probability, also a mār banî, whereas the contrary is not 
necessary true as well. I suggest, then, that the caption of YOS 7 20 be interpreted as 
“the citizens (who performed the accusation), who are (also) prebendaries of the 
temple”. It is self-evident that such an interpretation favours a view of the kiništu not 
just as a designation for purveyors and other minor prebendaries, but rather as an all-
encompassing definition of all the prebendaries of the temple organization  
CPL 036422 
The text was published by Geller (1995), and, as said, it has been included in this 
section under the assumption that the people listed as 
lú
mukinnū in the final section 
effectively are those who are referred to in the body of the text. There actually is 
more than one reference to the assembled constituencies, as reported after the 
prosopographical information; the first to appear, due to a break in the line (obv.: 4), 
has been restored by Geller (1995: 535) as «the temple enterers of Ištar of U[ruk, the 
mār banê] and the kiništu [of Ean]na», on the basis of a comparison with a similar 
caption in Spar 1972: nr. 3 (07 Cyr). The restoration, however, is far from sure, and I 
prefer here to stick to those references which have been preserved in full (see below). 
In spite of being very fragmentary, the text is not beyond understanding in its 
essential lines: a court case was initiated by someone on the account of Li‟du, the 
widow of the former generalpächter Šumu-ukīn/Bēl-zēri//Basia, who had apparently 
sought to claim rights to her late husband‟s share in the harû ritual,100 by dressing 
                                                             
100 Kleber 2008: 285-287 has a discussion of this scarcely known ritual, which was performed during 
the evening or at night, and involved an animal sacrifice. It could be performed by private people or, 
and more often attested, by the king. Harû, however, designated also a kind of cultic vessel, the use of 
which was also associated with kingship and entailed a sort of libation carried out in the presence of 
the legitimate sovereign; see, e.g., Nabonidus‟ chronicle which mentions that Cyrus attended the 
filling of harânē vessels just after his conquering of Babylon (ha-ri-ni-e ina igi-šú dirimeš [ABC 7: III 
19]); the two rituals may have been related (Linssen 2004: 119). The harû-ritual was associated with 
the Addāru festival and with the 6th of Nisannu (Kleber 2008: 285 and n. 813). AD 2 -204C: rev. 14-
16 reports that Antiochus III performed the harû-ritual during the 8th of Nisannu (cf. Linssen 2004: 
84, 119 and n. 731): (14) [iti] bi ud.8.kám Ian lugal u lú[x] (15) [ta] é.gal è-ni a-na ká sikil.[la šá 
é].sag.gíl ha-ru-ú šá mu x (16) [a-n]a? é.sag.gíl ina igimeš-šú-nu dù-uš (...) «On that [month], day 8, 
king Antiochus and the [ ... ] went out [from] the palace. In front of the Holy Gate of Esagil he 
performed the harû of year [x] [fo]r? Esagil before them». Del Monte (1997: 61) takes this to be a 
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with a dīdū-garment, adorning herself with an unspecified attire and entering the bīt 
hilşi of Eanna. The woman was taken before an assembly of prominent individuals, 
her background was probed by the qīpāni of the temple; then the latter and the 
assembled temple enterers and kiništu, who made their view on the matter clear, took 
counsel together, and at the end someone (lost in a break) and the temple enterers 
emitted a verdict which is not quite clear, again due to breaks, but may well have 
been an injunction to Li‟du not to take the aforementioned steps again, probably on 
account of the fact that she did not previously enjoy such shares as her husband in 
the harû ritual (obv.: 13). From a certain point of view the content is not unlike that 
of AnOr 8 48, in that an inquiry was requested to the temple enterers and the kiništu 
about someone possessing or not the requirements to partake in a prebendal-like 
income. The difference here lies mainly in the fact that, while in AnOr 8 48 the 
proponent had taken the appropriate steps and had officially advanced his adoptive 
son for initiation, here Li‟du seems to have acted unappropriately on her own 
initiative, thereby prompting temple authorities to initiate a case against her.  
Finally, the very content of the text offers a hook that could help to identify the 
witnesses with the people who enacted the described court proceeding. From the 
royal letter YOS 3 3
101
 (datable 18 Npl – 03 Nbk: Kleber 2008: 285 n. 812) it is 
apparent that lamentations singers (kalû) were required to attend the performance of 
the harû ritual: now both the chief lamentation singer (galamahhu) and one of his 
underlings appear in the following witness lists. It could, of course, be a mere 
coincidence; yet the comparatively rare occurrence of such professionals in similar 
witness lists may suggest that, at least here, the two kalûs were summoned to offer 
their expertise of the harû ritual as part of the counseling provided by temple enterers 
and kiništu. This would then establish a plausible connection between the groups in 
the captions and the people witnessing the procedure. 
(1) Marduk-šumu-iddin/Nabû-ahhē-bulliţ//Balāţu: cf. above, YOS 6 77: nr. (6). 
                                                                                                                                                                            
reference to the harû vessel, but there is no evidence to incline towards this or the animal sacrifice 
variant.  
101
 (1) a-mat lugal (2) a-na Idnin.urta-lugal-ù[ru] (3) Idnà-na-din-numun (4) u Idamar.utu-kar-er (5) šu-
lum ia-a-ši (6) lìb-ba-ku-nu (7) lu-u ţa-ab-ku-nu-ši (8) u4-mu ţup-pi (9) ta-[mu-r]u (10) ha-an-ţiš (11) 
lúgalameš (12) a-na ud.5.kam (13) šá itiše (14) lik-šu-du-nu (15) ud.8.kam (16) ha-ru-ú (17) a-nam-din 
«The word of the king to Ninurta-šarru-uşur, Nabû-nādin-zēri and Marduk-ēţer. I am fine, be content! 
The day you see this tablet, the kalûs should come immediately by the 5th of Addāru. On the 8th I will 
give a harû offering». 
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(2)  Arad-Marduk/Zēria//Egibi: Cf. above, YOS 6 77: nr. (7). 
(3) Sîn-ēreš/Nabû-šumu-līšir//Eppeš-ilī: Cf. above, YOS 6 77: nr. (5). 
(4) Arad-Bēl/Şillā//Iddin-Papsukkal: attested with certainty 12 Nbn – 01 Camb. Several Arad-
Bēl appear in the records sporting a profession, but almost all of them have neither father nor 
family name, hence the difficulties in determining the profession. Kümmel (1979: 131 n. 
158) takes it that he was the father of Nabû-nādin-ahi appearing without father‟s name in 
TCL 13 182: 31 as ērib bīti of Ištar of Uruk, and also mār banî, ina ušuzzu authority in AnOr 
8 71. If Kümmel‟s reconstruction is correct, then the possibilities that Arad-Bēl was himself a 
temple enterer of Ištar-of-Uruk are high; moreover, this would match well with the high rank 
held by him in this list. 
(5) Nabû-šumu-iškun/Nabû-tabni-uşur//Ahu-bani: An ērib bīti of Ištar of Uruk. Cf. TCL 13 182 
(where it appears without father‟s name but with title). 
(6) Šamaš-mukīn-apli/Dajjānu-ahhē-iddin//Šigû‟a: Cf. above, YOS 7 20: nr. (5). 
(7) Nādinu/Bēl-ahhē-iqīša//Egibi: Cf. above, YOS 6 77: nr. (28). 
(8) Lâbâši-Marduk/Arad-Bēl//Egibi: active 12 Nbn – 07 Camb. (Prebendary) baker (YOS 6 241, 
YOS 7 52, YOS 7 110, YOS 7 197) and overseer of bakers (YOS 19 01); cf. also Kümmel 
1979: 151-152.Appears as mār banî witness or ina ušuzzu authority in four instances, plus 
the kiništu-texts YOS 7 128 and AnOr 8 48. 
(9) Mušallim-Marduk/Arad-Nabû//Šangû Nabû: Cf. above, YOS 6 71: nr. (7). 
(10) Nabû-tabni-uşur/Kabtija//Balāţu: attested with full filiation in YOS 19 95 (Nbn, date lost, as 
mār banî member of court) and, more importantly, as temple enterer of Kanisurra in the 
kiništu-text AnOr 8 48 (05 Cyr). 
(11) Ile‟‟i-Marduk/Nabû-šumu-ukīn//Ēţeru: 04 Cyr – 07 Camb. Ša ina muhhi sūti ša Bēlti ša Uruk 
(AnOr 8 60), ša muhhi sūti ša Bēlti ša Uruk (AnOr 8 66), ša muhhi sūti ša uţţati ša Bēlti ša 
Uruk (BIN 2 130). Mār banî in Cyr 04 (AnOr 8 43). Kümmel 1979: 105, nn. 56-57 and 62. 
(12) Šamaš-tabni(?)-uşur/Marduk-šāpik-zēri//Sîn-lēqi-unninni: 05 Cyr – 00 Camb. YOS 7 71: 12 
records a doubtful attestation as kalamahhu; between his name and the presumptive name of 
the father Marduk-šāpik-zēri (line 13), however, there is no expected dumu-šú šá. Kümmel 
1979: 125 and 147 with n. 9 takes it to be just a scribal mistake. A problem arises as for this 
text: Geller has Idutu-šid-ùru, but šid does not apparently conform to any ideogram that could 
convey a meaning, and certainly not banû (dù, NB esp. in personal names). Such a name 
pattern could therefore conform to DN-aplu-uşur or -šarru-uşur or, again, -tabni-uşur. 
Judging from photograph and copy from Geller, one could possibly read either lugal (more 
difficult) or šid (more likely), but with the substantial difference that lugal does form a proper 
name, whereas šid does not. At any rate, Marduk-šāpik-zēri had two sons who almost went 
by the same name: Šamaš-šarru-uşur and Šamaš-tabni-uşur, the latter being the most attested 
(e.g., as scribe in YOS 7 94, 08 Cyr, and more importantly in the kiništu-text AnOr 8 48). As 
seen above, Šamaš-tabni-uşur figures in YOS 7 71 as gala.mah, and his possible range of 
activity is 05 Cyr – 00 Camb. One would rather see him here than his almost unattested 
brother (two attestation, witness, both 06 Cyr: YOS 7 56, YOS 7 92). The head kalû should 
go by the ranks of the ērb bīti. 
(13) Nabû-zēru-līšir/Nabû-mukīn-apli//Sîn-lēqi-unnini: kalû: YOS 7 71: 15. YOS 7 170, 04 
Camb: as this text is a gestellungsbürgschaft about a missing silver bowl in the Gula temple, 
he may have been in service there as well (Kümmel 1979: 132 and n. 171; 147 and n. 8). 
(14) Ardija/Šākin-šumi//Gimil-Nanāja: can safely be placed in the period 01 Am – 04 Camb. An 
Ardija/Šākin-šumi is attested as (prebendary) baker in BIN 1 170 (03 Ner), YOS 6 93 (07 
Nbn) and AnOr 8 44 (04 Cyr, baker before Nanāja [Kümmel 1979: 149ff.]); and, without 
neither father nor family name, in YOS 7 197: 21 (04 Camb: Kümmel 1979: 150 n. 17). 
Other documents show full descent, but never title, so that a doubt may arise whether the 
baker is actually this Ardia/Šākin-šumi or, rather, Ardia/Šākin-šumi//Sîn-tabni. Considering 
the sheer number of attestations, however, and the nature of the text involved, I suggest we 
take this one as the prebendary baker; moreover, he would fit nicely in this section of the 
enumeration of people of this text. 
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(15) Ištar-ahu-iddin/Nabû-mušētiq-uddî//Gimil-Nanāja: quite difficult to establish. There are 
several individuals who go by this name and are engaged in cattle or birds administration, 
jeweler, goldsmith etc., but just happen to bear no family or father‟s name. Perhaps the most 
interesting among these is a Ištar-ahu-iddin baker in TEBR 50 (no date), AnOr 8 22 (07 Nbn) 
and YOS 6 93 (07 Nbn). Following the same line of reasoning as above (nr. 14), and 
considering that also Ardija, preceding him in the list and belonging to the same family, was 
with all likelihood a baker, we might just surmise that Ištar-ahu-iddin was a baker as well. If 
a similar criterion is applied to the individuals in this enumeration starting with and following 
Ardija, we might be able to observe that some of them occur together in maššartu deliveries 
and other lists with a certain regularity; for instance, Ardija, Anu-ahu-iddin, Innin-šumu-uşur 
and Anu-šumu-ibni all occur in YOS 6 93, YOS 7 110 and YOS 7 197 (Anu-šumu-ibni only 
in the latter two) as (prebendary) bakers; this can hardly be a coincidence.  
(16) Innin-šumu-uşur/Gimillu//Gimil-Nanāja: same difficult situation as above. There is a Innin-
šumu-uşur/Gimillu//Kurî who is more attested with full filiation as mār banî, while many 
Innin-šumu-uşur with no filiation at all appear with a varied range of professions in 
contemporary documents. A Innin-šumu-uşur/Gimillu is attested as şāhitu in TCL 13 232 
(undated); both individuals, either descending from Kurî or Gimil-Nanāja, are best attested 
with filiation between Cyrus and Cambyses; a Innin-šumu-uşur appears as baker possibly as 
early as 18 Nbk (YOS 17 173)  through 04 Camb (9 attestations, including the first, dubious 
one), but we have very limited evidence to establish whether he was PN/PN//Kurî or 
PN/PN//Gimil-Nanāja or any of the two. Among other professions attested for namesakes 
without filiation are weaver (twice), butcher, ša muhhi quppi, brewer. I suggest we could 
follow the line of reasoning expounded above (nr. 15), i.e. that in this part of the list bakers 
are being included; however a şāhitu would not be out of place either. For namesakes, see 
also Kleber 2008: passim and Kümmel 1979: 39, 62, 153. 
(17) Innin-aplu-uşur/Nabû-balassu-iqbi//Ekur-zakir: no profession or title attested. Cyr 06 – Dar I 
02, appears in the other kiništu-text  TCL 13 182. 
(18) Anu-šumu-ibni/Nabû-ēţer//Nabû-šarhi-ilī: prebendary baker. With full filiation he appears as 
mār banî  authority in AnOr 8 41 (04 Cyr) and in the kiništu text YOS 7 128 (02 Camb). 
Without family name but with father‟s name, as baker: 06 Cyr – 00 Nbk III (YOS 7 197 has 
neither father‟s name). Active 01 Cyr – 00 Nbk III. 
(19) Anu-ahu-iddin/Gimillu/Kurî: almost certainly a prebendary baker (cf. above, nr. 15). 04 Nbn 
– 04 Camb, attested  YOS 7 110 (01 Camb), YOS 7 197 (04 Camb), YOS 6 93. 
(20) Innin-šumu-uşur/Gimillu//Kurî: active with certainty 05 Cyr – 06 Camb. Mār banî authority 
in the kiništu-text YOS 7 128 and AnOr 8 71 (ina ušuzzu). For the difficulties in 
disentangling him from his namesake descended from Gimil-Nanāja, see above nr. (16) (but 
he is much more frequently attested). His brother Ištar-mukīn-apli is attested as baker 
(Kessler 1991: nr. 53 and 54) 
«the temple enterers of Ištar of U[ruk, the mār banê] and the kiništu [of Ean]na» 
«the temple enterers and the kiništu of Eanna» 
Summary: 
a. The part of the list relating to temple enterers and the like could go as down 
as nr. (13), Nabû-zēru-līšir/Nabû-mukīn-apli//Sîn-lēqi-unnini, an attested 
kalû, who is preceded here by the kalamahhu Šamaš-tabni-uşur/Marduk-
šāpik-zēri//Sîn-lēqi-unninni (nr. 12). Now, although the former is a position 
for which to conceive an ērib bīti-like status would be almost automatic (Van 
Driel 2002: 112), it is worth noticing that in two more of the texts discussed 
here (AnOr 8 48 and Spar 1972: nr. 3) the same individual appears far lower 
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into the lists (nr. 14 of 17 and 11 of 13 resp.), which casts a different light 
also on this attestation; and while here the doubt may still hold, as the 
kalamahhu immediately follows temple enterers and the like, in AnOr 8 48 
and Spar 1972: nr. 3 he is to be found fully amidst minor prebendaries, 
several positions below the top ranking people. Interpretive avenues are 
manifold: 1) this kalamahhu was not consecrated, i.e. he had not undergone 
the gullubu  ritual to enter the ranks of the ērib bīti. Although I have been 
pondering the likely ērib bīti status of the ritualists (cf. above, p: 18 and Van 
Driel 2002: 112ff.), the existence of unconsecrated practitioner ritualists 
cannot be ruled out, and it is certain for the kalû (id 2002: 88 and n. 91, 113). 
How, however, an acting chief lamentation singer could be unconsecrated, if 
ever, remains a mystery to me. 2) Šamaš-tabni-uşur was not yet in office  at 
the time the text was drafted: YOS 7 71, attesting him in the function, is dated 
to 08 Cyr, hence later than CPL 036422 (05 Cyr), AnOr 8 48 (05 Cyr) and 
Spar 1972: nr. 3 (07 Cyr). The only one possibility that this hypothesis is 
correct rests on the assumption that, prior to becoming chief lamentation 
singer, he had been a simple kalû of status lower than ērib bīti, and that he 
had been consecrated between 07 and 08 Cyr. However, again, in YOS 7 71 
he is mentioned alongside other kalûs, and they are all collectively dubbed 
“the kalûs of the Lady-of-Uruk”; very likely, Šamaš-tabni-uşur had been one 
also before becoming kalamahhu, and it thus seems very unlikely that he 
could not have been consecrated in order to serve the goddess even in closer 
contact. 3) it  is a scribal mistake, again: completely unlikely 4) I have no 
convincing explanation, with the proviso that the voiced doubts apply to 
Nabû-zēru-līšir too, the kalû following immediately thereafter.  As for the rest 
of the enumerated individuals,  many of them recur in already discussed texts, 
and their temple enterer status is either certain or almost so; among them one 
can name an overseer of brewers (6) and one of bakers (8), and the renown 
ţupšar ajakki Nādinu/Bēl-ahhē-iqīša//Egibi. It could also be put forward, as 
discussed above, that the kiništu personnel in the list begins right after the 
overseers, but then it would be hard to explain why the chief lamentation 
singer followed them among the “minor” prebendaries. 
b. The remaining people (14-20) are either prebendary bakers (one of them may 
have been a şahītu instead), or individuals for whom no profession is attested 
(but appearing also in two more kiništu-texts: nr. 17 and 20). They pose no 
particular problems. 
The list follows the same bipartition as already observed in some texts above, only 
that here it is more sharply outlined; it seems to conform well to the caption «the 
temple enterers and the kiništu of Eanna» on the one hand, and it seems to support 
the restricted notion of the kiništu as a body of prebendary purveyors on the other. 
AnOr 8 48 
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This text has long been the landmark for everyone wishing to discuss the kiništu, 
even at large. The content has been discussed above. 
(1) Arad-Marduk/Zēria//Egibi: Cf. above, YOS 6 77: nr. (7). 
(2) Sîn-ēreš/Nabû-šumu-līšir//Eppeš-ilī: Cf. above, YOS 6 77: nr. (5). 
(3) Šamas-mukīn-apli/Dajjānu-ahhē-iddin//Šigû‟a: Cf. above, YOS 7 20: nr. (5). 
(4) Nādinu/Bēl-ahhē-iqīša//Egibi: Cf. above, YOS 6 77: nr. (28). 
(5) Mušallim-Marduk/Arad-Nabû//Šangû Nabû: Cf. above, YOS 6 71: nr. (7). 
(6) Lâbâši-Marduk/Arad-Bēl//Egibi: Cf. above, CPL 036422: nr. (8). 
(7) Marduk-šumu-uşur/Bēl-uballiţ//Pūşu: Cf. above, YOS 7 20: nr. (6). 
(8) Nabû-zēru-ukīn/Nabû-kāşir//Arrabtum: 08 Nbn – 00 Dar I. Scribe of several documents 
(Kummel 1979: 122 and n. 107), mār banî authority once (CDCPP 78). Attested in Kessler 
1991: nr. 57 leasing out his baker‟s prebend: he could have been one. 
(9) Marduk-aplu-uşur/Kabtija//Šigû‟a: Cf. above, YOS 7 20: nr. (7). 
(10) Nabû-uballiţ/Ina-Esagil-zēri//Amēl-Ea: 14 Nbn – 01 Nbk IV. Mār banî authority in YOS 7 
107 (ina ušuzzu) and in the kiništu-text YOS 7 128.  
(11) (Ina)- Esagil-mukīn-apli(?)/Marduk-zēru-ibni//Egibi: x Nbn (CDCPP 079, written without 
ina, just as here) – 04 Camb. No title or function attested; may be the son of Marduk-zēru-
ibni/Etellu//Egibi appearing in PTS 2097 (nr. (10)). 
(12) Nergal-ina-tēšî-ēţer/Nabû-mušētiq-uddî//Egibi: 14 Nbn – 08 Dar I. Scribe of VS 4 120 (08 
Dar I) and GC 2 122 (03 Camb): cf. Kümmel 1979: 114, 123, 130. Another attestation in BM 
114565 (unkin), edited by Kleber 2008: 58-60 (where also an Esagil-mukin-x appears! See 
above). 
(13) Bēl-nādin-apli/Marduk-šumu-iddin//Bēl-aplu-uşur: 05 Cyr – 07 Camb. Scribe (YOS 7 50) 
and mār banî (AnOr 8 71, ina ušuzzu). His brother Arad-Marduk was ţupšar Eanna. Kümmel 
1979: 113, 128. 
(14) Šamaš-tabni-uşur/Marduk-šāpik-zēri//Sîn-lēqi-unninni: Cf. above, CPL 036422: nr. (12). 
(15) Šamaš-aplu-uşur/Šamaš-šumu-iddin//Sîn-lēqi-unninni: apparently appears only here. Brother 
of the kalû of the Lady-of-Uruk Arad-Nusku, who may have had a role in the Nusku temple 
as well. Arad-Nusku appears in TCL 13 232: 25 (cf. Beaulieu 2004: 305) as recipient of 
sesame together with two unnamed brothers (who may be, indeed, Samas-aplu-usur and Anu-
pir‟i-usur) and of maššartu in AnOr 9 9. Cousin of the following Širiktu (see below). Cf. 
Kümmel 1979: 132, 147 n. 6 and above, YOS 6 77: nr. (17). 
(16) Innin-šumu-uşur/Gimillu//Kurî: Cf. above, CPL 036422: nr. (20). 
(17) Širiktu/Bānia//Sîn-lēqi-unninni: Attested only here, Kümmel 1979: 132. Cousin of Šamas-
aplu-uşur, see above, nr. (15). Same branch of the Sîn-lēqi-unninni. 
«the temple-enterers, the overseers (of) the brewers, the bakers, the butchers, the 
Babylonians and Urukians, the kiništu of Eanna» 
Summary: 
a. The first places are, as usual, occupied by prominent individuals of temple 
enterer status; we may extend them down to nr. (6), the overseer of bakers 
Lâbâši-Marduk/Arad-Bēl//Egibi. Between him and the overseer of brewers 
Šamaš-mukīn-apli/Dajjānu-ahhē-iddin//Šigû‟a (3) we find a ţupšar ajakki of 
presumable temple enterer status and an individual with no attested title or 
function, but who occurs in similar positions in the kiništu texts YOS 6 71 
and YOS 7 20. 
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b. The second part of the list comprises an unusually high number of people for 
whom a qualification cannot be found in the extant evidence from Uruk and, 
furthermore, the kalamahhu Šamaš-tabni-uşur/Marduk-šāpik-zēri//Sîn-lēqi-
unninni (14), for whose presence at such a low point I have no convincing 
explanation (see above: CPL 036422 nr. (12)). Among the former people, two 
prebendary bakers (7-8), two people who are not attested as bakers but came 
from families possessing the prebend (9, 16), the brother of a known kalû 
who also seems to have handled maššartu (15), the brother of an active 
ţupšar ajakki, who also turns out to be the scribe of this very document 
(Arad-Marduk/Marduk-šumu-iddin//Bēl-aplu-uşur). 
As seen above, Bongenaar interpreted the “Babylonians and Urukians” as the 
“important civilians who were not attached to the temple as prebendaries” (1997: 
151). Now then, if he were right, we should be able to distinguish a coherent group 
of people between the temple enterers and the kiništu, for whom an important civic 
position could be documented, as well as their being unconnected to the temple; on 
the basis of the evidence expounded above, however, this turns out to be impossible, 
unless one conceives of such people to have been intermixed with the kiništu in the 
likst. It would be best, I suppose, to stick to the results of the analysis of the 
prosopographical data and the enumerations in YOS 6 77 and YOS 6 71, and take it, 
once again, that “Babylonians and Urukians” is here too a sort of honorary title used 
to further characterize those scions of affluent families of Babylonian or Urukian 
origin, who held prominent positions within the city/temple organization.
102
 As for 
the rest, and by way of a comparison with what has emerged from the texts discussed 
until now, it does not seem unreasonable to see in the enumeration and 
prosopography of AnOr 8 48 a similar structural model, with the peculiarity that the 
reference to “Babylonians and Urukians” is placed in the middle (unlike, e.g., YOS 6 
71) and that the overseers of purveyors are here specifically highlighted as one 
intermediate step within the hierarchy of temple personnel (although, as it should be 
clear by now, the few known šāpirus held a status apparently very close, if not 
coincident, with that of temple enterer). 
Spar 1972: nr. 3 
                                                             
102 For more occurrences of “Babylonians and Urukians” in such enumerations, cf. below  YOS 7 128, 
BM 113249, TCL 13 182. 
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The text is the record of the answer provided by  a composite body of temple 
enterers, kiništu and mār banê to the šatammu and the ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti ajakki, 
who had interrogated the former as to the reason on account of which two metal 
workers had been imprisoned; misconduct and misappropriation regarding precious 
metals entrusted to metal workers were not uncommon, and that is the reason why 
the temple authorities took special precautions as to the liability of people who had to 
handle such valuables (Renger 1971: 499-500), as in this case (cf. also cases in 
Sippar, Bongenaar 1997: 363-365). The peculiarity of Spar 1972: nr. 3 lies in the fact 
that, although the bad state of preservation of lines 14-19 probably results in the loss 
of relevant information, the arrest of the two metal workers was conducted by the 
committee of prebendaries and mār banê themselves, acting on their own right and 
initiative without the need for higher authorizations. Only in a second time did the 
qīpānu of the temple ask them to account for the undertaken action. 
(1) Marduk-šumu-iddin/Nabû-ahhē-bulliţ//Balāţu: cf. above, YOS 6 77: nr. (6). 
(2) [Sîn-ēreš]/Nabû-šumu-līšir//Eppeš-ilī: cf. above, YOS 6 77: nr. (5). 
(3) Nabû-šumu-iškun/[Nabû-tabni-uşur]//Ahu-bani: cf. above, CPL 036422: nr. (5). 
(4) Šamaš-mukīn-apli/Dajjānu-ahhē-iddin//Šigû‟a: cf. above, YOS 7 20: nr. (5). 
(5) Nādinu/Bēl-ahhē-iqīša//Egibi: cf. above, YOS 6 77: nr. (28). 
(6) Marduk-šumu-uşur/Bēl-uballiţ//Pūşu: cf. above, YOS 7 20: nr. (6). 
(7) Nabû-zēru-ukīn/Nabû-kāşir//Arrabtum: cf. above, AnOr 8 48: nr. (8). 
(8) Nabû-aplu-iddin/Bēl-uballiţ//Ša-ţābti-šu: 01 Nbn – 04 Camb. Very likely a prebendary baker, 
in spite of the family name: in YOS 19 134 he is designated as baker (no family name), while 
in TCL 12 112 he appears as receiver of barley as maššartu. He was also scribe of a couple 
documents. Cf. Kümmel 1979: 119. 
(9) Marduk-šumu-ibni/Bēl-ahu-ušabši//Amēl-Ea: 03 Cyr – 05 Camb, witness in a number of 
documents. His brother Nabû-bēlšunu is attested as mār banî authority in AnOr 8 47 (05 Cyr) 
and TCL 13 138 (05 Cyr), and twice as scribe of a document. Nabû-bēlšunu/Bēl-ahu-
ušabši//Amēl-Ea could actually be the same person as Bēlšunu/Bēl-ahu-ušabši//Amēl-Ea who 
appears in the kiništu text YOS 7 128. A Nabû-bēlšunu appears as prebendary baker (no 
descent) in the maššartu texts YOS 19 137 (04 Nbn) and YOS 6 93 (07 Nbn), as does a 
Bēlšunu (again with no descent; in this case, namesakes with different descent in 
contemporary texts are attested); if he were the same person, this would make also Marduk-
šumu-ibni a scion of a prebendary family of bakers. 
(10) Bēl-iddin/Apkallu//Išparu:17 Nbn – 01 Nbk IV. A mār banî authority (ina ušuzzu) in TCL 13 
124 (01 Cyr) and weaver (išparu) in YOS 17 301 (01 Nbk IV, no family name). 
(11) Šamaš-tabni-uşur/Marduk-šāpik-zēri//Sîn-lēqi-unninni: cf. above, CPL 036422: nr. (12). 
(12) Ardia/Šākin-šumi//Gimil-Nanāja: cf. above, CPL 036422: nr. (14). 
(13) Anu-zēru-[ušabši]/Eanna-nādin-šumi//Da‟iqa: witness in YOS 7 79 (08 Cyr). Unattested 
elsewhere, no title or function. 
«[the temple enteres of Ištar of] Uruk and the kiništu of Eanna»; «the temple enterers 
of Ištar of Uruk, [the kiništu] of Eanna and the mār banê» 
Summary: 
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a. The first five people can all be attributed either explicit possession of a 
temple enterer‟s prebend or a likely temple enterer status. The overseer of the 
brewers Šamaš-mukīn-apli/Dajjānu-ahhē-iddin//Šigû‟a is at number (4), 
followed by the ţupšar ajakki Nādinu-Bēl-ahhē-iqīša//Egibi (5). 
b. After them follow four attested prebendary bakers (6-8 and 12), a 
(prebendary) weaver (10), two people for whom no profession can be 
documented (but nr. 9 may have come from a family of bakers), and the 
galamahhu Šamaš-tabni-uşur/Marduk-šāpik-zēri//Sîn-lēqi-unninni. 
About the first caption, it is to be noticed that Spar (1972: 25-26) restored «[and the 
mār banê]» in the break after temple enterers and kiništu (line 14), on the grounds 
that they are mentioned in the second enumeration. This seems plausible, but in the 
first string there appears the connective particle u between the temple enteres and 
kiništu ([lúku4-é
me
 
d
innin] unug
ki
 ù 
lú
ki-niš-tu4 é.an.na), making it likely, on the basis 
of parallel phrases examined, that the latter was the last mentioned group. It is also 
true, on the other hand, that on line 20-21 the phrase is formulated as 
lú
ku4-é
me
 
d
innin 
unug
ki
 [
lú
ki-niš-ti] ┌é┐.an.na ù lúdumu.dù-ime; although another ù may have been lost 
in the break, as said I deem it unlikely. Assuming, anyway, that the mār banê also 
appear in the first of the two enumerations, the same considerations aa expounded 
above for YOS 6 77 apply: either it is assumed that mār banê refers to the two 
individuals for whom no explicit tie to the temple can be documented (9 and 13), or 
that it simply was an apposition for the kiništu or the temple enterers and the kiništu. 
At any rate, the first of the two solutions seems the best by far. The enumeration, 
again, fits nicely into Bongenaar‟s definition: a group of high ranking individuals of 
temple enterer status is followed by purveyors with the adjunct of a weaver (hence 
not a purveyor) and the kalamahhu (for his problem-raising presence so low in the 
ranking, see above, CPL 036422). 
BM 61522 
In theory, it could even be done without an analysis of the prosopographical material 
of this text, as it quite unusually, and explicitly, arranges the witnesses according to 
profession, each headed by its šāpiru (the ahu rabû for the temple enterers). 
Although the individuals are not introduced by any transitional phrase or label, it is 
perfectly reasonable to assume that they correspond with the groups listed at the very 
beginning, who happen to submit to the temple administrators of Eulmaš in Akkad a 
request for a maš‟altu interrogation of the craftsmen charged with the cleaning of the 
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jewelry (viz. of the god). As the editor of the text already understood it (Jursa 1996), 
the text has hardly anything to do with Stigers 1976: nr. 6, also from Akkad, which 
was placed by Bealieu (1989c) in the context of the rearrangement of the cult 
according to “at-the-time-of-Nebuchadnezzar” standards as ordained by Cyrus, and 
visible in the Cyrus Cylinder. Rather, an ordinary case of misappropriation or loss of 
temple property must have been here at stake, as a maš‟altu questioning would not 
quite have been the obvious procedure to perform a simple cataloguing of past and 
present amount of jewelry for use by the Persian administration (the result of the 
inquiry was subsequently to be relayed to the governor Gubāru by the same groups 
that had requested it). 
Anunītu-šarru-uşur/Nabû-šumu-uşur, the ahu rabû 
Nergal-ina-tēši-ēţer/Rēmūt-Gula//Šangû-Akkad 
Marduk-ēţer/Ša-Nabû-šu(?)//Šangû-Akkad 
[Nabû-šumu]-lilbir/[Nabû-mukīn]-apli//Šangû-Akkad 
Bēl-iddin/It[ti-DN]-balāţu//Šangû-Akkad 
Bē[l-x]/Nabû-šumu-ukīn//Šangû-Akkad 
PN/Mušebši//Šangû-Akkad 
Bēl-šumu-iškun/PN//Šangû-Šamaš 
All the temple enterers. 
Rēmūt-Bēl/Nabû-ahhē-iddin, overseer of the brewers 
Bēl(/Nabû)-ahu-iddin/PN//Šigû‟a 
Šamaš-ēreš/Bunene-šumu-ibni//Šigû‟a 
Nādin/Nergal-uballiţ 
Nidintu-Bēl/Gula-zēru-ibni//Šigû‟a 
Marduk-šumu-ibni/Nabû-mu[kīn-apli(?)] 
[x]-Marduk/Šamaš-[x] 
Bē[l(/Nabû)-mu]kīn-apli/Šāpik-zēri 
PN/Nabû-ahhē-iddin 
Erība/Bēl-ēpuš [and the bre]wers, all of them. 
The bakers: 
Šamaš-iddin/Nab[û(/Bēl)-x-id]din, overseer of the bakers; 
Mudāmmiq-x/Nā‟id-Marduk 
Šamaš-ēreš/Şillāja, and the bakers, all of them. 
The butchers: 
Šamaš-iddin/Pir‟u, overseer of the butchers 
Suqāya/X-ukīn 
Nabû-ēţer-napšāti/PN 
PN/Ša-Na[bû]-šû 
X-Nabû/Lâbâši 
B[unanu]/Šumu-ukīn,  
[and the butc]hers, all of them. 
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«The temple enterers, the brewers, the kiništu [of Eulmaš]». Jursa actually 
understands it as «the temple enterers, the brewers (and the rest of the) collegiums 
[of Eulmaš]» (1996: 199), and his interpretation can indeed be agreed upon, as 
otherwise one would have to conceive of the brewers as separate from the kiništu, 
which is not clearly the case. However, one cannot agree with the statement that the 
text can be put forward as support to Bongenaar‟s theory (id 1996: 203 n. 15), as the 
people who appear here are just members of  the purveying professions, hence giving 
a profile of the kiništu more in line with the definition of CAD (see above). Other 
minor prebendaries may simply have been not at hand, or they did not get involved 
in the matter. As it can be seen, the šāpirus are numbered among the purveyors and 
not with the ērib bīti, but that can be due to the original formal arrangement of the 
text. Prosopographical information about the listed people is provided by the editor 
(Jursa 1996: 203-204). 
YOS 7 128 
A general outline of the text has already been given above. The following 
prosopographical outlook is presented under the assumption that «the assembly of 
Babylonians and Urukians, the kiništu of Eanna»  that handles the criminal case was 
actually entirely made up of the mār banê presented at the beginning, and introduced 
by the standard transitional phrase mār banê ša ina pānišunu. 
(1) Marduk-šumu-iddin/Nabû-ahhē-bulliţ//Balāţu: cf. above, YOS 6 77: nr. (6). 
(2) Sîn-ēreš/Nabû-šumu-līšir//Eppeš-ilī: Cf. above, YOS 6 77: nr. (5). 
(3) Lâbâši-Marduk/Arad-Bēl//Egibi: Cf. above, CPL 036422: nr. (8). 
(4) Šumu-ukīn/[ ]?: ? it is almost impossible to establish who this individual was. It surely 
cannot be Šumu-ukīn/Bēl-zēri//Basija, as he had died around Nbn 12 (cf. CPL 036422 
above). It is possible to restrict the range considering the prominent position in this list and 
years immediately before and after Camb 02, but no definitive result can be achieved at the 
moment. I timidly suggest that this individual be Šumu-ukīn/Abu-likun, šušānu šarri (a kind 
of royal deputy) and mār banî attested in YOS 7 106. Most attestations of this title just fall 
into the early years of Cambyses, and the other documented individual bearing the title, 
Nabû-zēru-iddin/Bēlšunu, appears in the first positions in witness lists in YOS 7 111 and 114 
and TCL 13 147 (CAD Š/III: 379 s.v. šušānu).  
(5) Bēlšunu/Bēl-ahu-ušabši//Amēl-Ea: elsewhere unattested with full descent. A (prebendary) 
baker Bēlšunu occurs 03 Ner – 00 Nbk III. 
(6) Ardia/Šākin-šumi//Gimil-Nanāja: Cf. above, CPL 036422: nr. (14). 
(7) Rēmūtu/Nādinu//Išpāru: 01 Cyr – 02 Camb. Appears as mār banî also in AnOr 8 47 and TCL 
13 138. The son of his brother, however, (Nabû-aplu-iddin/Nabû-zēru-līšir//Išparu) is attested 
in YOS 17 301 precisely as weaver. There exists a chance that the family may have been one 
of (prebendary?) textile craftsmen. 
(8) Innin-šumu-uşur/Gimillu//Kurî: Cf. above, CPL 036422: nr. (20). 
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(9) Nabû-uballiţ/Ina-Esagil-zēri//Amēl-Ea: Cf. above, AnOr 8 48: nr. (10). 
(10) Arad-Nergal/Kināja//Egibi: 06 Cyr – 03 Camb 03, five attestations, no other title except this 
one. 
(11) Anu-šumu-ibni/Nabû-ēţer//Nabû-šarhi-ilī: Cf. above, CPL 036422: nr. (18) 
«The assembly of Babylonians and Urukians, the kiništu of Eanna» 
«The assembly of mār banê» 
Summary: 
a. A first group (1-4) comprises individuals of sure or presumable temple 
enterer status, including the overseer of bakers and a person who might have 
been a šušānu šarri. 
b. Group (5-11) includes two prebendary bakers and a person who might have 
been one (6, 11 and 5 resp.), a person who might have been a weaver (7), one 
who came from a family of bakers (8), and two for whom no safe affiliation 
can be found (9-10, the former appeared also in AnOr 8 48). 
About YOS 6 71, it has been argued that “Babylonians and Urukians” may have been 
used as an additional honorary title, albeit of a quite generic nature, to designate 
high-ranking members and elders of prebendary families (of northern Babylonian 
and Urukian origin: cf. Kessler 2004, Jursa 2010: 72). In theory, it may well be the 
case here too, i.e. “the prominent members of families so-and-so (temple enterers) 
and the rest of the prebendaries” – the caption and the list would then conform to the 
prevalent pattern observed until now, which keeps the temple enterers separate from 
the “minor” prebendaries – save for the fact that, if we apply any significance 
whatsoever to the presence or absence (as in this case) of the connective u, then 
kiništu is rather to be seen as an apposition of  “the Babylonians and Urukians”. An 
appropriate reading would thus be “members of families so-and-so, (who are) 
prebendaries of Eanna”. This would put the text more in line with YOS 7 20, with 
the difference that we have there mār banê instead that “Babylonians and Urukians”, 
but at the same time in this very text YOS 7 128 these assembled people are also 
called an “assembly of mār banê”, which lends more credit, had it ever been 
necessary, to the notion that these people, including those appearing in other 
discussed texts, were all mār banê. An almost identical situation is found in BM 
113249, one more similar to YOS 6 71 in TCL 13 182 (see below for both texts). 
Finally: this text too, together with YOS 7 20, BM 113249 supports a more extensive 
and fluid use of kiništu, as general term denoting all the prebendaries of a temple, 
rather than just purveyors and minor ones. 
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BM 113249 
Text edition in Kleber 2008: 269-271 (nr. 33, pl. XXXIV); partial discussion also in 
Jursa 2007: 78 and Frahm (in press). A protocol recording a request of Cambyses 
(and of the šākin ţēmi of Uruk), relayed by a messenger to the šatammu of Eanna, 
and from him to the following individuals, to show the records and stela of the kings 
of old preserved in the temple:  
(1) Marduk-šumu-iddin/Nabû-ahhē-bulliţ//Dābibī: elsewhere unattested. The Marduk-šumu-
iddin/Nabû-ahhē-bulliţ appearing in GC 2 078 (01 Am) and YOS 6 075 (02 Nbn) is most 
likely identical with the much more attested Marduk-šumu-iddin/Nabû-ahhē-bulliţ//Balāţu, 
active in those same years. Furthermore, no individual with this name and a rank that may 
justify his position here figures in the genealogical tree of the family Dābibī. Therefore, 
either the scribe mistakenly wrote Dābibī instead of Balāţu, or this is an as yet unattested son 
of the ţupšar ajakki Nabû-ahhē-bulliţ/Ša-Nabû-šū//Dābibī. 
(2) Arad-Marduk/Zēria//Egibi: Cf. above, YOS 6 77: nr. (7). 
(3) Sîn-ēreš/Nabû-šumu-līšir//Eppeš-ilī:Cf. above, YOS 6 77: nr. (5). 
(4) Šadûnu/Mušēzib-Bēl//Nūrea: is it an as yet unattested brother of the jewelers Šamaš-šumu-
iddin, Kudurrānu and Sîn-ēţer, all sons of Mušēzib-Bēl//Nūr-Sîn? Kudurrānu is also 
documented in YOS 7 20, while a fourth (fifth?) brother Lâbâši is given no title (Nbn 211 
and 724). All are active between 04 Nbn and 05 Camb. Kümmel 1979: 24ff.; YNER 1 1 lists 
the kabšarrus, and includes all the three brothers under the heading. See also AnOr 9 16. His 
place here would suggest he held an ērib bīti prebend. 
(5) Šamas-mukīn-apli/Dajjānu-ahhē-iddin//Šigû‟a: Cf. above, YOS 7 20: nr. (5). 
(6) Lâbâši-Marduk/Arad-Bēl//Egibi: Cf. above, CPL 036422: nr. (8). 
(7) Ardia/Šākin-šumi//Gimil-Nanāja: Cf. above, CPL 036422: nr. (14). 
(8) Bānia/Nabû-nāşir//Nabû-šarhi-ilī: (prebendary) baker, 01 Nbn – 03 Camb. Once mār banî 
authority (CDCPP 77, x Nbn), appears in the maššartu delivery text YOS 7 52 (no family 
name). A Banija is also documented as baker in the maššartu delivery texts YOS 6 93 and 
YOS 7 110. 
(9) Rēmūtu/Nabû-šumu-līšir//Kurî: 03 Nbn – 05 Camb. Prebendary baker: YOS 6 39, AnOr 8 22 
and YOS 19 138; possibly also in YOS 7 197, BIN 1 170, YOS 19 137. The only other text 
where he is named with full filiation (Kurî) is YOS 19 01 (14 Nbn). 
(10) Gimillu/Nabû-šumu-iddin//Gimil-Nanāja: once again, we are faced with individuals 
Gimillu/Nabû-šumu-iddin who descend from different families (Ea-ilūtu-bani, Hunzû, Sîn-
lēqi-unninni and Gimil-Nanāja). In addition, there appears that this individual also went by 
the hypochoristic Gimillu on some occasions. According to Kümmel 1979: 113 and n. 44, 
this man Gimillu and Gimil-Nanāja/Nabû-šumu-iddin//Gimil-Nanāja are in fact the same 
person, who is identical with the recipient of a baker‟s maššartu delivery (Freydank 1971: nr. 
1). The latter fact would, in theory, qualify him to be identified with a namesake (no family 
name, once again!) who appears as baker in TÉBR 50 (date lost) and YOS 17 113 (00 Nbk 
III). He also appears as scribe in JCS 28 21(00 Bar) and TCL 12 89 (08 Nbn), and as witness 
in TCL 13 182. The context and the part of the list he is found itno would suggest to see in 
this individual both the baker and the scribe of the two mentioned texts. A revised period of 
activity would then be 42 Nbk – 02 Dar I.  
(11) Innin-zēru-ibni/Nabû-gāmil//Rab-banê: YOS 7 162  (03 Camb). He appears as witness to a 
transaction whereby Arad-Innin/Bēl-ahu-iddin//Rab-banê gives a hallatu garden, of which 
other family members held portions, to one Luttūa/Nabû-ahu-iddin (Kümmel 1979: 95-96 
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and n. 9). He may have held a rab-banûtu prebend, or have possessed portions of other 
hallatus. 
(12) Anu-šumu-ibni/Nabû-ēţer//Nabû-šarhi-ilī: Cf. above, CPL 036422: nr. (18) 
(13) Balāţu/Arad-Innin//[ ]: (prebendary) baker (YOS 6 93). 
«The Babylonians and Urukians, the kiništu» 
Summary: 
a. a first cluster (1-6) is made up of known temple enterers or individuals of 
presumably equal rank (1, 4), and of the overseers of the brewers and the 
bakers (5-6) 
b. the following group is entirely composed of attested prebendary bakers (7-
13), with the sole exception of Innin-zēru-ibni/Nabû-gāmil//Rab-banê (nr. 
11), by his involvement in hallatu-related business and his belonging to the 
Rab-banê family, may tought to have been a prebendary rab banî. 
Had it not been in BM 113249, this list of people would have perfectly fitted the 
caption of AnOr 8 48, «the temple-enterers, the overseers (of) the brewers, the 
bakers, the butchers, the Babylonians and Urukians, the kiništu of Eanna». It is 
practically the only one among the lists examined here for which a precise profession 
or social position can be attributed to any of its members, and in a very orderly 
fashion (ērib-bītis, overseers of brewers and bakers, ensemble of minor 
prebendaries). On the other hand, the caption «the Babylonians and Urukians, the 
kiništu» repeats with just two minor differences that of YOS 7 128, and therefore the 
same arguments brought for the latter text also entirely apply here. 
TCL 13 182 
One of the earliest translations is that of Moore (1935: 186-189), while a major study 
came with  Cocquerillat (1968: 43ff), and further comments by Van Driel (1999: 
216ff and passim; 2002: 191 n. 14, 222ff., 316 n. 2); the text is often quoted in 
literature for its paramount importance as to rent farming, agricultural management 
of institutional land, private entrepreneurship. As to the format and text type, it is a 
dialogue document whereby authorities transferred the sūtu of a vast tract of Eanna 
land from Gimillu/Innin-šumu-ibni, a širku of Ištar of Uruk who was unwilling to 
take or prolong it at the stated risk conditions, to Bēl-gimilanni/Dajjān-ēreš, the ša 
muhhi quppi of Eanna and another širku of Ištar of Uruk. The latter addressed Bēl-
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iddina/Sîn-ēreš//Eppeš-ili, šatammu of Eanna, Nergal-šarru-uşur the qīpu and Bāriki-
ili, the ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti ajakki, who in turn relayed the proposal to «the 
assembly of Babylonians and Urukians, the temple enterers of Ištar of Uruk and the 
kiništu of Eanna»; the authorities accepted the additional conditions required by the 
proponent and entrusted him with the rent farming of the temple estates. It is again to 
be noticed that the prosopography of this document is discussed here with the 
proviso that the witnesses at the end of the document (
lúmukinnū) were indeed the 
people who concurred to make the decision recorded in the text. A practical hook to 
the caption in the body of the text could be the fact that the first three individuals are 
explicitly dubbed “temple enterers” of Ištar of Uruk, the fourth overseer of the 
brewers. The document was moreover sealed by the three qīpānu, who must have 
been present at the drawing of  the act; so must have been the witnesses, who, to all 
likelihood, also constituted the assembly before which the request of Bēl-gimilanni 
was brought for discussion. 
(1) Nabû-nādin-ahi/(Arad-Bēl)//Iddin-Papsukkal: x Cyr – 02 Dar I. Ērib bīti of Ištar of Uruk and 
mār banî  authority (ina ušuzzu AnOr 8 71). See Kümmel 1979: 131 and n. 158. 
(2) Nabû-šumu-iškun//Ahu-bani: 06 Nbn – 02 Dar I.
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 Ērib bīti of Ištar of Uruk. 
(3) Nabû-ēţer-napšāti//Egibi: Cf. above, PTS 2097 nr. (9). Ērib bīti (and baker?). 
(4) Šamaš-mukīn-apli//Šigû‟a: Cf. above, YOS 7 20: nr. (5). 
(5) Mušēzib-Bēl/Balassu//Amēl-Ea: 07 Cyr – 02 Dar I (range obtained on attestations with full 
descent only; there are two more occurrences of a Mušēzib-Bēl/Balassu at earlier dates, 09 
Nbk [UCP 10 9] and 14 Nbn [BIN 1 174]) . Designated mār banî in YOS 7 107 (01 Camb, 
ina ušuzzu authority, in YOS 7 71 as well). The documentation does not allow for a precise 
profession or title to be determined. 
(6)  Bēl-iqīša/Bānia//Bāi‟ru: x Nbn – 02 Dar I. Scribe of several documents, and in several 
locations outside Uruk. The only bearing to fishermanship is in YOS 7 151, where he appears 
as recipient of an instruction about the delivery of sacrificial fishes (Kümmel 1979: 94, 113 
places him 03 Camb – 02 Dar I, but ignores VS 6 90/91: 18-19/17-18, drafted by him in 
Babylon); from YOS 7 151 it seems, however, that he had at his disposal fishermen and 
marshes or lagoons from which fishes were catched: this would put him in connection with 
the profession of fisherman, although that is not sure at all (Kleber 2004: 147-148). His 
father Bānia/Tabnēa//Bā‟iru served as šatammu Eanna x Ner – 01 Nbn (Kleber 2008: 33), 
which would place him in a very prominent family. A Bēl-iqīša with is attested with no 
descent as baker in 01 Camb (YOS 7 110), but no firm link can be established between the 
two. 
(7) Gimil-Nanāja/Nabû-šumu-iddin//Gimil-Nanāja: Cf. above, BM 113249: nr. (10). 
(8) Innin-aplu-uşur/Nabû-balassu-iqbi//Ekur-zakir: Cyr 06 – Dar I 02. Occurs in five documents 
(mostly as witness). No title or profession attested. 
(9) Šamaš-zēru-iddin/Ahulap-Ištar//Ekur-zakir: 03 Cyr  – 02 Dar I. Scribe of several documents, 
mār banî authority in AnOr 8 71 (ina ušuzzu). Kümmel 1979: 125 and 130; according to id. 
1979: 62 n. 103 and 75, the Šamaš-zēru-iddin appearing as mušākil alpī ša šarri and ša bīt 
                                                             
103 This range is obtained on the assumption that Nabû-šumu-iškun‟s father was the Nabu-bani-
ahi=Bania occurring in a few more documents (e.g., TCL 13 221).  
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alpi ša šarri in AnOr 9 9 and VS 20 49 (05 and 06 Camb resp.) was in fact a širku  of Ištar of 
Uruk. 
(10) Šamaš-šumu-iqīša/Innin-šumu-uşur//Sîn-lēqi-unnini: elsewhere unattested. A reading Šamaš-
zēru-iqīša, though, would greatly clarify things: this would make him a nephew of the rab 
būli Innin-šarru-uşur/Nergal-ušallim//Sîn-lēqi-unninni and possibly a rab būli himself 
(Kümmel 1979: 49, 75 and n. 166, 79). In such a case he would be attested 15 Nbn – 02 Dar 
I, and would appear as mār banî authority in YOS 7 88. 
(11) Nanāja-iddin/Ina-tēšî-ēţer//Hunzû: 03 Cyr – 02 Dar I. No sure title or profession attested. 
Two brothers of his (Nergal-šumu-iddin and Marduka/Marduk-apla-uşur) are designated as 
mār banî authority three times. A plethora of Nanāja-iddin with the most disparate 
professions appear in the stretch of time before and after this date, but the absence of any 
information on descent makes it impossible to determine this Nanāja-iddin‟s profession, 
providing he had one. 
«the assembly of Babylonians and Urukians, the temple enterers of Ištar of Uruk and 
the kiništu of Eanna» 
Summary: 
a. The first four individuals are given the title of temple enterer (1-3) and 
overseer of brewers (4), so they pose no problems 
b. The very fact that the first four people are given the title of temple enterers in 
an explicit way (the overseer of brewers must have held a comparable rank) 
and the other seven are not, most clearly implies they were not, although for 
many of them no compelling information can be found in the textual record. 
Nrs. 5, 8-9, 11 are such people; nr. (7) a known prebendary baker, nr. (6) can 
plausibly be argued to have been involved in fishermanship, nr. (10) may 
have been a rab būli, for which title see above, YOS 6 77: nr. (9). 
Again, «the assembly of Babylonians and Urukians» seems here to have been little 
more than a summarizing, additional designation of the concerned people. As YOS 7 
128 has shown, indeed, the same individuals labeled by the standard transitional 
phrase mār banê ša ina pānišunu could at the same time be an “assembly of 
Babylonians and Urukians”; in principle, we could then say that all the gatherings of 
witnesses, (prominent) citizens and authorities would make up for an assembly (more 
on this below). As for the rest, the enumeration fits into the general criteria laid down 
by Bongenaar, in that temple enterers are separated from the rest, while the kiništu, 
following straight after the overseer of the brewers, includes purveyors and other 
prebendaries as, probably, the fishermen and prebendary herdsmen (like the rab būli, 
although he was not properly a herdsman but, as seen above, an individual in charge 
of livestock and the procurement of animals for sacrificial offerings, including the 
royal ones). 
2.4 End summary 
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The attempted prosopographical sketch has yielded mixed results. What emerges 
seems to conform, by far and large, to the general lines set by Bongenaar: kiništu 
appears to designate, at differently nuanced  levels, the remainder of the prebendaries 
of a temple after the temple enterers. Yet, some texts clearly use it in the meaning 
originally envisaged by CAD, while others seem sufficient to advocate an even wider 
sphere than that posited by Bongenaar.  
In very general terms, this remainder can be broken down in two main 
constituents, i.e. catering and non-catering personnel. The former was made up not 
only of bakers, brewers and butchers (the first two categories being the most 
frequently attested, esp. the bakers, who are prevalent in the sample text I have 
discussed too), but also of other less attested professionals attached in some way or 
another to the provisioning of the cult, i.e. people who participated in the supply, 
processing and delivery of foodstuffs for the cultic meals, and can thus be subsumed 
under the broader category of purveyors. The following, succinct table offers a brief, 
comparative summary of the professions, other than temple enterers, that have 
appeared in the prosopography that has been sketched above; the question mark 
signals that the attribution of the title to the individual is not certain: 
Table 5 
VAS 1 36 bakers and brewers 
PTS 2097 bakers, brewers, ašlāku (?) 
YOS 6 77 bakers, butchers, rab banî, rē’i ginê, rab būli, ašlāku (?) 
YOS 6 71 bakers, butchers, mandidu, ašlāku (?) 
CPL 036422 bakers, şāhitu (?), kalamahhu 
AnOr 8 48 bakers, kalamahhu 
Spar 1972: nr. 3 bakers, išparu, kalamahhu 
BM 61522 brewers, bakers, butchers 
TCL 13 182 bakers, bā’iru, rab būli 
 
It must be remarked that the prebendal status of some of the professions reported in 
bold and akkadian, that is, those other than bakers, brewers and butchers, is 
sometimes dubious, and may have varied locally. For instance, the ašlāku (wr. 
lúazlag, “washerman”)  is not explicitly attested as a prebendary professional in Neo 
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Babylonian Uruk – although it is worth noticing that he appears  in the Uruk meat 
text discussed above (OECT I 20: lines 23, 46, 72) receiving a hock –, but it is in 
Sippar, where he is attested receiving kiskirru, another kind of (prebendary?) income 
also used in connection with measurers (cf. below and Bongenaar 1997: 312-313; cf. 
also Van Driel 2002 124 and n. 150); his task was to clean and change the 
ceremonial garments of the gods, and it is to this activity that a prebendal income 
must have been attached. A potential overlap in the functions is to be observed about 
the ašlāku and the pūşaiu,104 another kind of bleacher/washerman, both in Sippar and 
Uruk (Kümmel 1979: 40); this is solved by Bongenaar (1997: ibid.) with the 
proposal that the ašlāku was the prebendary counterpart to the pūşaiu, which would 
account for the fact that, while the latter occurs in ration lists, the former does not, a 
phenomenon which is observed also in Uruk (Kümmel 1979: 40-41), to which 
context we may be willing to apply the same solution.
105
  
A similar picture certainly applied in Sippar to the other textile craftsmen, the 
išparu (wr. lúuš.bar, “weaver”), where a distinction was in place between the 
prebendary weaver, involved in the preparation of garments for the lubuštu 
ceremonies, and non-prebendary ones, who may have performed only secondary 
work on the wool or linen, before the latter were handed over to the prebendary 
weavers for the actual embroidering; alternatively, these ordinary professionals may 
have hired themselves out as ēpišānus for weaver‟s prebends (Bongenaar 1997: 
308ff). Moreover, the prebendary weaver received pappasu as the purveyors, 
whereas the non prebendary were just paid with kurummatu (id. 1997: 300-301); no 
such prebendal allowance is recorded in the numerous texts from Uruk dealing with 
the manufacture, repair and cleaning of divine garments and paraphernalia, involving 
mainly weavers but also washermen, pūşaius and goldsmiths (cf. Beaulieu 2004: 
15ff), to the effect that the prebendal status of weavers in Uruk, though made likely 
by their occurrence in our sample texts, must remain conjectural. The prebendal 
status of the weavers in Babylon is hinted to, again, in the Nisannu New Year 
Festival (DT 15+ lines 198-200, 208), where the išparu is mentioned as receiving a 
                                                             
104 Bongenaar 1997: 301 n. 267 discards the reading of CAD (A/2: 447 s.v. ašlāku) azlag = pūşaiu on 
the account of the fact that not one individual appears designated both logographically as azlag and 
syllabically as pūşaiu; furthermore, azlag is consistently used as family name, whil pūşaiu never 
occurs in such a way. 
105 The ašlāku appears in a couple of documents (a ration list and a temple account) from later periods, 
from Babylon (Boiy 2004: 246). 
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cut of meat, as the other craftsmen discussed above, most likely for manufacturing 
garments for the statuettes fashioned by the carpenter and goldsmith. Weavers 
received kurummatu by Esagil during the Hellenistic period, as attested in a ration 
list (Boiy 2004: 247) and in CT 49 128, a letter issued by the šatammu and kiništu of 
Esagil in SE 59 (edited Jursa 2006: 196-197), whereby the known tax farmer Ea-
tabtanâ-bulliţ/Murānu was to pay one and a half minas of silver from the sūtu of the 
bīt abistāti of one Keraunēs to Bēl-uşuršu/Bēl-aplu-iddin, a weaver, as rations for the 
weavers for year SE 59.
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That of rab banê (wr. 
lú
gal.dù or 
lúgán.dù, “date gardener”, “orchard keeper”), 
on the other hand, can be positively identified as a prebendal profession, concerned 
with the care and upkeep of the hallatu gardens, from which first quality dates and 
pomegranates had to be issued for the cultic meals (cf. e.g. YOS 6 10 and YOS 6 
222, Beaulieu 2004: 176). As Kümmel notices (1979: 95ff), only a handful of 
individuals can actually be documented as having been clearly connected either to 
the hallatu gardens or to rab banûtu in Uruk, and most of them come from the family 
of the same name; at the same time, most of the members of the rab banê family are 
not attested in such a position, a fact that could be explained with the permanence of 
the prebend within the wider family, resulting in a diminished need for written 
contracts or other documents. In Sippar, rab banes were among the groups headed by 
a šāpiru and they do not normally appear in ration lists, which further reinforces the 
notion that they were prebendary there, too (Bongenaar 1997: 9 and n. 19 and 297 n. 
264 resp.). Finally, the rab banê appear in Nbn 259 (from Sippar) among kiništu 
prebendaries who were subject to some form of taxation (cf. id. 1997: 153 and nn. 
173-174): 
1. kù.babbar šá šap-pi [šá] la-[igi?] 
2. lúku4-é ù ki-na-
┌al┐-[ti] 
3. na-šá-a ina šuII Idhar-ib-ni lúlunga 
4. itine ud.24.kam mu.7.kam 
5. Idnà-i lugal tin.tirki 
6. 6 gín ┌ina sat? ┐-tuk lúmu-ban-nimeš 
7. 3 gín lúgán dùmeš 
8. 3 bar gín Imu-ra-nu 
┌
a Ila-ba-ši
┐
 
9. 3 bar gín Iha-ra-x [.. .. .. ..] 
                                                             
106 It may be worth mentioning that the weavers apparently owned a house or workshop, for the 
repairs of which half a shekel of silver is recorded as having been disbursed, as late as SE 218, in the 
Rahīm-Esu archive text BRM 1 99, and that they were gathered in an assembly or kiništu (?), as 
mentioned above (CT 49 190, from Babylon: lúunkin šá lúuš.barmeš). 
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10. 2 gín lúšu.ku6[ ... ] 
[remainder ll. 11-18 very damaged] 
«Silver from the container which is carried away from the temple enterers and the kiništu via Bunene-
ibni, the brewer,
107
 the 24th of Abu, year 7 of Nabonidus, king of Babylon. 6 shekels from? the 
sattukku (of) the arrangers of the sacrificial table; 3 shekels: the rab banê; 3 ½ shekels: 
Murānu/Rēmūtu!
108
; 3 ½ shekels: Hara[…]; 2 shekels: the fishermen [ … ]» 
where it should be clear enough that the professions listed are prebendary caterers 
belonging to the kiništu, fully conforming to some of the results of the 
prosopographical sketch from the Uruk documentation. Coming to the Hellenistic 
period, several rab banê are known from a handful of ration lists (Boiy 2004: 259, 
Beaulieu 2006a: 13-16), and they had a paymaster or bēl minde (CT 49 124 and 125, 
edited Jursa 2006: 192-194), who ordered payments from the same Ea-tabtanâ-
bulliţ/Murānu cited above. Interestingly enough, in this period the rab banê seem to 
have been divided in rab banê ša muhhi āli and rab banê šupal āli, something like 
“the r.b. of the inner city (or around the city)” and “the r.b. of outside the city” (Boiy 
2004: 260). Whether this subdivision reflects only a different geographical 
collocation of the hallatu gardens from which the two groups derived dates and other 
products, or, on the contrary, a precise functional distinction is unclear. If there was 
more evidence to support such a claim, I would put forward that the latter may have 
been the case, on the basis of similar (but not equal) subdivisions as observed in 
other professional groups. It has been contended that craftsmen like the weavers or 
the washerman may have been the sum of prebendary and non-prebendary 
professionals; as shall be seen below, the same applies to the gatekeepers and 
perhaps to the fishermen; in TCL 13 163, fishermen dubbed “kiništu of the Lady-of-
Uruk” complained about the unruly behavior of some “fishermen of the inner city”. 
This implies different sub-groups with different functions; the “fishermen of the 
inner city” may thus have been non-prebendary, hereditary workmen of uncertain 
status encumbered with the obligation of paying a sort of tithe to the prebendary 
ones, who may have exercised their craft within the temple as other purveyors. One 
of the rab banê from Hellenistic Babylon known by name is the Itti-Marduk-balāţu 
                                                             
107 Unattested elsewhere (Bongenaar 1997: 215). 
108 Bongenaar (1997: 153) reads Murānu/Rēmūtu! instead of Murānu/Lâbâši. The former is attested as 
an oil presser (see below) of the şāhit ginê family, whereas a Murānu son of Lâbâši is unattested; the 
first hypothesis clearly fits the picture, although the signs in the text, drawn shaded by Strassmaier 
(1889), read┌Ila-ba-ši┐. 
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already cited above in connection with the title of uppudētu, but he was also an 
astrologer and a rab banî ša muhhi āli, as attested in BOR 4 132 (lines 9‟-10‟). 
Another passage of the same text (lines 13‟-14‟) qualifies him as one ša hišihti ina 
bāb šarri [išš]û; McEwan (1981a: 18) and Van der Spek (1985: col. 550) translated 
this as “who drew supplies at the royal gate”. I wonder whether this can be 
interpreted as a kind of prebendal income, or anyway the procurement of 
provisioning (for the cult?) connected with his position as rab banî (not of 
astrologer). To my knowledge, hišihtu is never used in connection with prebends, but 
it is also true, as it has been observed about rations in Hellenistic Babylon, that we 
must allow for some terminological changes to have occurred during the Late period. 
CAD H: 204-205 s.v. qualifies hišihtu not only as “supplies”, but also as 
“necessities”, “needed materials”, subsuming under this broader category also the 
implements and the needs of a temple, within we which we may wish to see also the 
provisioning for the cult; for instance, the reverse of the building ritual from third 
century Uruk TU 46 (Thureau-Dangin 1921: 42; Linssen 2004: 294ff) starts with the 
heading ţup-pi hi-ših-ti šá šuII lúgala, indicating what was “needed” to perform the 
ritual, both materially and practically. If hišihtu is understood in this way, then Itti-
Marduk-balāţu may have held an office which entailed collecting goods and 
provisioning, possibly for the cult, at the King‟s Gate of Babylon. This would fit well 
with the notion that this goods came from “outside the city”, that is, if they were 
delivered by minor, non-prebendary rab banê working in the fields outside the city, 
of whom a rab banî ša muhhi āli may have been the prebendary counterpart, 
collecting tithes and delivering them to the table of the gods, as is the case with the 
fishermen in TCL 13 163 (see below). I acknowledge this reconstruction is almost 
entirely conjectural, and all the more so unless new compelling evidence turns up. To 
conclude, the text BRM 2 13 can be quoted, attesting the purchase of one day‟s 
income in a rab banûtu prebend by then  renown Lâbâši/Anu-zēru-iddin//Ekur-zākir 
in Uruk; the latter had also bought, a year earlier, a share in the income of a hallatu 
garden (Corò 2005a: 239-241; Cocquerillat 1973/74: 114ff, McEwan 1981a: 92). 
About Nbn 259, it can be noticed that, of the professions listed, the mubannû 
appears only here in the context of a designation as kiništu; it is known the profession 
was prebendary in Sippar (Bongenaar 1997: 292-294) and, although in texts from 
Uruk it appears in a prebendal context only in AnOr 8 44 (Kümmel 1979: 149-150, 
04 Cyr) and in the newly published BM 109954/109985 (11.VIII.37 SE, Corò 2005a: 
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110-111 and 219-223),
109
 it can be mentioned that the mubannû was among the 
beneficiaries of meat leftovers listed in OECT I 20 (lines 9, 22, 45, 71). Doubts have 
been voiced as to a hypothetical temple enterer status of the profession (mubannû 
being often translated as “layer of the sacrificial table, thus entailing he had to come 
to close to the gods in order to perform his task), which would contradict Nbn 259, 
with the question still being open to a certain extent (cf. Van Driel 2002: 118-119, 
Linssen 2004: 142-143, both with footnotes and previous literature). Mubannûs 
occur in some rations lists from late Achaemenid and Hellenistic Babylon; CT 49 
150 (line 16-17) seems to imply the existence of a mubannûtu prebend as late as 218 
SE in the Rahīm-Esu archive, for which the brewer Marduk-šumu-iddin assumes 
guarantee as for the non interruption of the service, which is very reminiscent of a 
text like TCL 9 143 (cf. Linssen 2004: 143 with footnotes, Boiy 2004: 252). 
The rē’i ginê/sattukki (wr. lúsipa gi.na/sá.dug4 or syllabically, “herdsman of 
the regular offerings”), who was in charge of the grazing and delivery of sacrificial 
sheep (to the butchers, presumably), is among the prebendary professions whose 
profile varies locally. For instance, according to Bongenaar (1997: 416-417), it was 
no prebendary profession in Sippar at all, save for one possible exception;
110
 rather, it 
belonged to the ranks of common workmen (who could be širkus) and, as such, 
appeared in ration lists together with other non-prebendary craftsmen and personnel. 
In Uruk, on the other hand, despite a claim by Kümmel (1979: 148) for which he 
brought no evidence (id. 1979: 84-86), a prebend of the rē‟i ginê also seemingly 
remains unattested (Van Driel 2002: 122-123), perhaps, again, due to the fact that all 
such attested officials originated from one family of the same name as the profession 
(much as the rab banê, or the ašlāku, or the bā‟iru and others), thus diminishing the 
output of written contracts. The rē‟i ginê, however, appears in OECT I 20 (lines 20, 
                                                             
109 Incidentally, it can be noticed that with the publication of this document Corò decisively solved the 
controversy related to the ambiguous reading of dím/šitim, for which Doty had hypothesized an 
almost exclusive reading mubannû at the expense of itinnu, whereas, on the basis of the syllabical 
spelling of the prebend‟s name in BM 109954, and a comparison between features of this document 
and those that have šitim-ú-tu, it is evident that the reading šitim = itinnu is to be acknowledged as the 
right one. Cf. Corò 2005a: 110-111 and Doty 1977: 129-133. 
110 Bongenaar (1997: 365-366) mentions one Nabû-nāşir/Marduk-šumu-libši, who appears in CT 55 
289 (08 Cyr, already quoted above), a decision record made by a court of eleven individuals who, by 
their professions and titles, and the order they are listed, seem to make a nice example of kiništu, save 
that they are not called this way in the text (and this is the reason why the text does not appear in this 
work). Since Nabû-nāşir is known as rē‟i sattukki, this could prove that some of them could belong to 
the rank of the prebendaries; Nabû-nāşir, however, was also a prebendary brewer, and this might be 
the ultimate reason for his presence in the enumeration of people in the text. 
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43, 69) as recipient of a cut of sacrificial meat. It must be noted, again, that contrary 
to Sippar, where the rē‟i ginê was also tasked with the grazing of the sheep, in Uruk 
he seems to have had little to do, on the practical level, with the animals, that 
herdsmen and other underlings (nāqidu and rē‟i ša immerī ginê) at his disposal 
actually handled; the rē‟i ginê must have been in charge of administrative tasks, such 
as the day-by-day organization of sacrifices and procurement of sheep, as well as of 
the collection and transmission of the sacrificial animals to the fattening houses 
(Kümmel 1979: 84).
111
 Simple herdsmen as the rē‟i ša immerī ginê appear in ration 
lists (Kümmel 1979: ibid.); do we have to see in this another example of a 
differentiation between common, non-prebendary workmen who receive kurummatu 
and their overseers or superiors who attain prebendary status? In theory, the same 
could apply to the rab būli (wr. syllabically, lúgal bu-ul/bu-li, “overseer of the 
herds”), who came from the rank of contracted nāqidus and, whilst maintaining his 
duties as herdsman, was held responsible for his underlings and acquired the 
additional task of providing sacrificial animals for cultic meals and royal feasts (see 
e.g. NCBT 648 and TCL 13 162, recording an oath and an obligation resp. for the 
rab būli to deliver sheep and lambs for the sattukku of the Lady of Uruk: Beaulieu 
2004: 168-169; cf. also Kozuh 2006: 94-96, Kümmel 1979: 48ff, Bongenaar 1997: 
128ff for Sippar, where too he was the highest official in charge of the herds). 
Although no other attestation can be found of the rab būli receiving sustenance or a 
prebendary income of any kind, we must resort to see in YOS 6 77 (as Kozuh 2006: 
94 does) the proof that by becoming an overseer, the rab būli also somehow entered 
the ranks of the prebendaries, maybe just in connection with his role of provider of 
livestock for sacrifices, not unlike other purveyors examined until now. On the other 
hand, though, Bongenaar (1997: 425) clearly places the rab būli in Sippar outside the 
ranks of the prebendaries. 
The şāhit ginê (just şāhitu in Sippar, wr. lúì.sur [gi.na], “oil presser [of the 
regular offerings]”), mainly concerned with the processing of sesame to obtain oil for 
                                                             
111 According to McEwan 1981°: 57-58, for instance, in Hellenistic Uruk the titles rē‟i alpi, rē‟i ginê 
and rē‟i şēri designated the shepherd proper, while the rē‟i makkūr Anu or the rē‟i ša bīt ilāni ša Uruk 
actually designated the employer of the shepherd, or, in other words, the administrative level of cattle 
management. 
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various uses
112
 and the confectioning of sweet cakes, was prebendary in Sippar 
(Bongenaar 1997: 261ff, he received pappasu in connection with fine quality oil) and 
in Uruk (cf. TCL 12 57, where 
lú
ì.sur-gi.na-ú-tu is listed among the king‟s prebends, 
line 5; cf. Kümmel 1979: 148, Kleber 2008: 288-289). Down to the Hellenistic 
period, a şāhitūtu prebend is attested in Uruk (McEwan 1981a: 47, 97ff), while the 
profession seems undocumented in Babylon. 
The mandidu (or mādidu, wr. syllabically, “measurer”) was in charge of 
measuring the quantities of commodities for offerings, and he enjoyed too prebendal 
status, both in Sippar and Uruk. In the former, the mandidu occurs in texts recording 
the issuing of commodities to bakers and brewers, but while the latter received, of 
course, pappasu as remuneration for their service, the measurer instead was given 
kiskirru (and, apparently, kurummatu in barley and dates for npn-prebendary tasks; 
Bongenaar 1997: 289-290). In Uruk a prebend 
lú
man-di-di-ú-tu is listed among the 
king‟s prebends in Eanna, which are leased to the later šākin ţēmi Marduk-šumu-
iddin/Nabû-balāssu-iqbi//Gimil-Nanāja in the dialogue document TCL 12 57 (cf. 
Kleber 2008: ibid.) and, similarly, in TCL 13 227 (Kümmel 1979: 153). The 
mandidu‟s prebend may also have entailed an income connected with management 
relating to institutional land, which is attested in Dilbat and probably connected with 
the provisions set forth in the s.-c. Edict of Bēlšazzar (Van Driel 2002: 125-126), 
something which can be found also in TCL 13 182 (lines 27-28), where a hint is 
made to the kurummatu that the tenant will have to pay to the governor of Esagil, 
scribes, gatekeepers and measurers. It should be noticed that Šamaš-šumu-
ukīn/Šulāja//Mandidu, the individual attested here as kiništu measurer, also occurs in 
a prebendal context relating to the craft of the atkuppu (wr. 
lúad.kid, “reed worker”) 
in YOS 6 135, which was surely prebendal in Uruk (Kümmel 1979: 42-43), not so in 
Sippar. Whether the atkuppu should be subsumed under the category of temple 
enterer craftsmen is another matter, but the profession is not attested as such and it 
does not occur in VS 15 1 (Van Driel 2002: 124). 
The problems related to the position of the kalamahhu (wr. 
lúgala.mah, “chief 
cultic singer”) have already been discussed above. Here, suffice it to say that the 
position had a specifically devoted prebend (Beaulieu 2004: 34, 181). Whether this 
                                                             
112 The products and their uses included oil for the regular offerings of Šamaš, perfuse incenses or oil 
sto be burnt during ceremonies, the impregnation of wooden cultic objects and paraphernalia 
(Bongenaar 1997: 265-268). 
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entailed temple enterer status (probably: cf. Van Driel 2002: 112) or not is another 
matter, but the prebend has been discussed here only because of the occurrence of 
Šamaš-tabni-uşur/Marduk-šāpik-zēri//Sîn-lēqi-unninni in a low position in the kiništu 
texts discussed above, among minor prebendaries. 
To conclude, the clearest evidence as to a functional bipartition of the personnel 
concerned with the professions discussed here, and appearing in kiništu lists, can be 
put forward for fishermen (wr. 
lúšu.ku6, bā’iru) and gatekeepers (wr. 
lú
ì.du8, atû). 
Some relevant texts as for the former include Nbn 259, AnOr 8 44, TCL 13 163, 
YOS 7 12, YOS 7 153 and YOS 7 90, while for the latter PTS 2050, AnOr 8 26 and 
YOS 7 16 may be quoted here. Nbn 259, cited above, includes the fishermen of 
Sippar among the member professions of the kiništu; their task consisted of 
deliveries of fish for the divine table, and they were supervised by a šāpiru 
(Bongenaar 1997: 9, 142, 424, and Kleber 2004: 140-141 for prosopographical 
information). The situation is not as explicitly defined in Uruk, for which doubts 
have been voiced by Van Driel as to the effective prebendal status of the fishermen 
(2002: 141). Yet, the service rosters YOS 7 12 and VS 20 87
113
 and the inheritance 
document YOS 7 90 mention the manzaltu of bā‟irūtu in a way which is difficult not 
to see as prebendal (Kleber 2004: 135ff); on the basis of these duty rosters and other 
texts, Kessler reconstructed a hierarchy of the prebendary fishermen of Eanna that 
envisaged the existence of a šāpiru (1991: 89ff). Evidence for the existence of 
prebendary fishermen is provided by YOS 6 10, in which it is recorded how the rab 
unqāte delivered a composite order issued in Larsa by Nabonidus to the officials of 
Eanna, including the request to consecrate (gulllubu) ten new fishermen (cf. below; 
see furthermore Scheyhing 1998: 69); and by TCL 13 163, where fishermen “of the 
inner city” were accused of failing to deliver a tithe on their catch, a transliteration 
and translation of which is offered here. The case was initiated by four fishermen, 
designated as kiništu of the Lady of Uruk: 
1. [Ien-šú-nu a-šú šá] Idnà-mu-dù Iden-kád a-šú šá Idnà-šešmeš-gi 
2. [Ina-di-nu] a-šú šá Idnà-dib-ud.da Ida-nu-ka-şir a-šú šá Idna-na-a-mu 
3. [lúšu.ku6]
meš lúki-na-al-ti šá dgašan šá unugki a-na Idnà-du-a 
                                                             
113 One person here is made responsible for the delivery for the naptanu of Ištar of Uruk and the 
preparation of the fish basket or box. Cf. Van Driel 2002: 141 and Beaulieu 2003: 165-167 who seems 
to implicitly agree with the former on the non-prebendal status of the fishermen performing this 
service. Note also that Ištar of Uruk possessed sacred ponds (cf. YOS 6 148, edited Beaulieu 2003: 
166-167, and YOS 6 122 [Holtz 2009: 152ff]), offerings of fish being a privilege reserved only to her 
and, once, to Nanāja (Beaulieu 2003: ibid.). 
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4. [lú]šà.tam é.an.na dumu-šú šá Ina-din a Ida-bi-bi u Idnà-šeš-mu 
5. lúsag lugal lúen pi-qit é.an.na iq-bu-ú um-ma lúšu.ku6
meš 
6. šá bi-rit uru nu-ú-nu ina ídmeš šá unugki ù li-mi-ti unugki 
7. i-bar-ru-ma nu-ú-nu a-na sá.dug4 šá 
dgašan šá unugki ul i-nam-di-in-‟ 10 nu-ú-nu ina šuII-i-ni 
ú-hal-la-qu-‟ 
8. Idnà-du-a u Idnà-šeš-mu a-na Idutu-tin-iţ a-šú šá Iden-šeš-til!? 
9. Idnà-bul-liţ-su a-šú šá Iib-na-a I<d>en-šú-nu a-šú šá Izálag-e-a 
10. Iba-šá-a a-šú šá Ina-hir? Ikal-ba-a a-šú šá Iìr-dinnin-na ù 
11. Ika-şir a-šú šá Iri-mu-tu lúšu.ku6
meš šá bi-rit uru iq-bu-ú um-ma ki-i  
12. nu-ú-nu ina ídmeš šá unugki ta-bar-ra-ma 10-ú ┌sá┐.dug4 
13. a-na dgašan šá unugki ta-nam-din-na-‟ nu-ú-nu 
14. bar-ra-‟ Idutu-tin-iţ Idnà-bul-liţ-su 
15. Ien-šú-nu Iba-šá-a Ikal-ba-a u Ika-şir 
Rev. 
16. i-na den dnà u dgašan šá unugki it-te-mu-ú ki-i a-di 
17. nu-ú-nu ma-la ni-bar-ri 10-ú nu-ú-nu a-na sá.dug4 
18. šá dgašan šá unugki ni-nam-di-in ki-i nu-ú-nu ib-tar-ru-ma 
19. 10-ú a-na nap-ta-nu šá dgašan šá unugki la it-tan-nu-‟ 
20. hi-ţu šá dingirmeš u lugal i-šad-dad-‟ 
21. lúmu-kin-nu Iìr-damar.utu a-šú šá Izi-ri-ia a Ie-gi-bi 
22. ┌Id30-kam a-šú šá┐ Idnà-mu-giš a Idù-dingir Idutu-du-ibila 
23. [a-šú šá Iddi.kud-šeš]┌meš┐-mu a Iši-gu-ú-a Idnà-du-ibila 
24. [a-šú šá Idamar.utu-mu-mu a]┌I┐tin Idamar.utu-mu-mu a-šú šá Ina-din a Isu-ti-i 
25. [lúdub.sar Idutu-numun-mu a-šú šá] Ia-hu-lap-dinnin a Ié-kur-za-kir 
26. [.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ud.x].kam mu.3.kam Ikam-bu-zi-ia 
27. [.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lugal] tin.tirki lugal kur.kur 
 
«[Bēlšunu/]Nabû-šumu-ibni, Bēl-kāşir/Nabû-ahhē-šullim, [Nādinu]/Nabû-mušētiq-uddî, Anu-
kāşir/Nanāja-iddin, [the fishermen], kiništu of the Lady of Uruk, spoke as follows to Nabû-mukīn-
apli/Nādinu//Dābibī, šatammu of Eanna, and to Nabû-ahu-iddin, ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti Eanna: 
“The fishermen of the inner city catch fishes from the canals and countryside of Uruk, but they 
don‟t deliver fishes for the sattukku-offering of the Lady of Uruk. They deprive us of our 1/10.” 
Nabû-mukīn-apli and Nabû-ahu-iddin spoke as follows to Šamaš-uballiţ/Bēl-ahu-šubši, Nabû-
bulliţ-su/Ibnāja, Bēlšunu/Nūrea, Iqīšāja/Nahir, Kalbāja/Arad-Innin and Kāşir/Rīmūtu, fishermen of 
within the city: “When you catch fish from the canals of Uruk, you will give 1/10 (for the) 
sattukku offering to the Lady of Uruk. Go catch the fish!” Šamaš-uballiţ, Nabû-bulliţ-su, Bēlšunu, 
Iqīšāja, Kalbāja and Kāşir took an oath by Bēl, Nabû and the Lady of Uruk: “Of all the fish we 
catch, we will give 1/10 for the sattukku offering for the Lady of Uruk”. If they catch the fish, and 
they don‟t give 1/10 to the table of the Lady of Uruk, they will bear the punishment of the gods 
and the king. Witnesses: Arad-Marduk/Zēria//Egibi, Sîn-ēreš/Nabû-šumu-līšir//Eppeš-ilī, Šamaš-
mukīn-apli[/Dajjanu-ahhē]-iddin//Šigû‟a, Nabû-mukīn-apli[/Marduk-šumu-iddin]//Balāţu, 
Marduk-šumu-iddin/Nādinu//Sutija; [scribe: Šamaš-zēru-iddin/]Ahulap-Ištar//Ekur-zakir. [Uruk, 
day x of month x], year 3 of Cambyses, [king] of Babylon, king of the lands.» 
 
Besides the basic consideration that the meš after the break at the beginning of line 3 
must have belonged to an apposition or profession‟s name referring to the four 
named individuals, the integration of [
lúšu.ku6] is made obvious by the content of the 
text and by the following prosopographical data: 
(1) [Bēlšunu]/Nabû-šumu-ibni: 02 Cyr – 03 Camb (cf. Kümmel 1979: 93). Attested without 
father‟s name in the prebendary duty roster YOS 7 12: 9 (02 Cyr: man-za-al-tu4 
lúšu.ku6-ú-tu) 
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and in the oath record YOS 7 153 (03 Camb), where Bēlšunu, together with Bēl-kāşir and 
Nādinu swore to the qīpānu not to hide from them any fishermen of the Lady-of-Uruk. In 
YOS 7 12 it is said that Bēlšunu, together with Šamaš-zēru-līšir and Nabû-mušētiq-uddê, 
assumed responsibility for his duty shift. This evidence, combined with that of YOS 7 153 
and TCL 13 163, would put him in the position of overseer of fishermen, although such a 
title is never attested in the extant documentation. 
(2)  Bēl-kāşir/Nabû-ahhē-šullim: 02 Cyr – 03 Camb. Appears in much about the same texts as 
Bēlšunu, plus YOS 7 19. 
(3) [Nādinu]/Nabû-mušētiq-uddê: 02 Cyr – 03 Camb. He too appears in YOS 7 12 and YOS 7 
153. His father was among the foremen who guaranteed the performance of the manzaltu in 
YOS 7 12. Cf. also Kümmel 1979: 93 and n. 18. 
(4) Anu-kaşir/Nanāja-iddin: 02 Cyr – 03 Camb. Attested in YOS 7 12 and YOS 7 90 (where he 
sports full descent, though the reading of the family name Šamaš-damiq is uncertain: see 
Kümmel 1979: 92-93 and n. 19). His brother Šamaš-zēru-līšir was too among the foremen of 
YOS 7 12, 
showing how the four people who complained with the šatammu and ša rēš šarri 
were kiništu fishermen known from other records, who appear here as being in 
charge of the collection and delivery of fish for the cultic meals. It is precisely the 
explicit mention of the fact that the fish was needed for the sattukku  and the naptanu 
of the Lady of Uruk (ll. 7 and 19 resp.) that makes the cultic, and hence prebendal 
connection of the four kiništu fishermen visible, and the evidence less circumstantial. 
Such prebendary fishermen were then most likely concerned also with the 
preparation of the fishes for the regular offerings, a task which may have taken place 
inside the temple precinct.
114
 But, as I already mentioned, there is more: by 
underscoring a dichotomy between the kiništu fishermen and the fishermen ša birīt 
āli, “of the inner city”, the text emphasizes the fact that the latter must not have been 
prebendary; Kleber 2004: 158-159 takes the latter as having been private 
professionals, from whose activity Eanna drew and income in the form of a tithe. As 
has been noticed above in the discussion about the prebendary gatekeepers Dumqi-
Anu and Idāt-Anu from Hellenistic Uruk, a similar distinction between consecrated 
and unconsecrated gatekeepers also existed in Neo Babylonian Uruk; Kessler (1997: 
153-162 [159]) hinted to two lines of the unpublished text PTS 2050, listing separate 
allotments for širku gatekeepers and kiništu ones, thus implying a separation between 
the two groups which may also have been functional. Thus, we may be willing to 
apply to the fishermen a distinction similar to that which has partially emerged or 
that has been hypothesized about other professions: non-prebendary fishermen, who 
may either have been of unfree status as put forward by Van Driel, or simply private 
                                                             
114 About bā‟irūtu see Kümmel 1979: 91ff. 
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professionals as for Kleber (2004: ibid.), working outside the city or, at the very 
least, outside the temple and doing the actual fishing, and the prebendary ones, 
supervising the former and collecting the fish to be prepared for the sattukku of the 
Lady of Uruk. The “fishermen of the Lady of Uruk” occur also in YOS 7 153,115 
while YOS 7 90 is concerned with service days of bā‟irūtu which are split up 
following the death of their holder; finally, AnOr 8 44 (edited Kümmel 1979:149-
150) has a fisherman among the personnel taking part to the manzaltu for a specific 
day. 
Grasping what the prebendal function of a gatekeeper may have been, on the 
other hand, may be slightly more difficult. As said, a bipartition of such personnel 
was not only functional, but it also vested the legal status of the members, divided 
between free and unfree, as emerging from YOS 7 16 and mainly PTS 2050 and 
AnOr 8 26, where rations for free, mār banê gatekeepers are mentioned. The 
prebendary office of gatekeeper may, in fact, have been attached not to the service 
performed at all gates, but just at some of them, vested with some specifically august 
character or sanctity, or characterized by their role in the provisioning of the cult 
(whereas use of širku gatekeepers may have been confined to more mundane spots); 
such an idea was already put forward in the cited study of San Nicolò (1946), who 
anyway posited that prebendary service be attached only to temple gates, both 
internal and external, excluding what he dubbed “secular” buildings as the bīt karê or 
the bīt alpi. Yet, for instance, VS 5 37, dealing with the sale of partial rights to 
income provided by the gatekeepership of a gate of Ezida in Borsippa (02 Cyr) refers 
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 (1) I[d]en-šú-nu a-šú šá Idnà-mu-dù Iden-ka-şir (2) ù Ida-nu-tin-iţ dumumeš šá Idnà-šešmeš-gi (3) ù Ina-
di-nu a-šú šá Idnà-mu-še-tiq-ud.da (4) i-na den u dnà ù a-de-e šá Ikam-bu-zi-ia (5) lugal tin.tirki lugal 
kur kur a-na Idnà-du-ibila (6) lúšà.tam é.an.na a-šú šá Ina-di-nu a Ida-bi-bi (7) ù Idnà-šeš-mu lúsag lugal 
lúen pi-qit é.an.na (8) it-te-mu-ú ki-i e-lat lúšu.ku6
meš (9) šá ni-iš-ţu-ru-ma nu-kal-lim-ú-ku-nu-šú (10) 
lúšu.ku6 šá 
dgašan šá unugki (11) ma-la ba-šu-ú a-na pa-ši-ru (12) ni-iš-ku-nu ù ni-il-ta-kan (13) lúmu-
kin-nu Iden-na-din-ibila a-šú šá Idamar.utu-mu-mu (14) a Iden-a-ùru Ilu-şi-a-na-zalag-damar.utu (15) a-
šú šá Iden-šešmeš-tin-iţ a Ida-bi-bi (16) Iba-šá-damar.utu a-šú šá Iden-su-a a lúgír.lá «By Bēl, Nabû and 
Cambyses, king of Babylon and king of the lands, Bēlšunu/Nabû-šumu-ibni, Bēl-kāşir and Anu-
uballiţ/Nabû-ahhē-šullim and Nādinu/Nabû-mušētiq-uddê swore to Nabû-mukīn-apli/Nādinu//Dābibī, 
the šatammu of Eanna and Nabû-ahu-iddin, the ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti of Eanna: “Apart from the 
fishermen that we have registered and shown to you, we have and we will not place in hiding any of 
the fishermen of the Lady-of-Uruk, as many as there are”. Witnesses: Bēl-nādin-apli/Marduk-šumu-
iddin//Bēl-aplu-uşur, Lūşi-ana-nūri-Marduk/Bēl-ahhē-uballiţ//Dābibī, Iqīša-Marduk/Bēl-
erība//Ţabīhu». See Kleber 2004: 159; the procedure may have been directed at keeping an eye on 
fishing transactions outside of the temple‟s purview. 
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to meat cuts of the bīt karê as part of the prebend (cf. Van Driel 2002: 124-125), thus 
showing the picture may have been more complicate. Other such gates attested are 
the Grand Gate in Babylon (YBC 11392, cf. deJong Ellis 1984: 41 [06 Kand, 
lú
ì.du8-
ú-tu šá ká.gal, line 5]) and the gate of the bīt akīti of the Lady of Uruk (YOS 7 89). 
The prebend atûtu occurs also in Dar 77 (03 Dar, in which a share in an atûtu 
prebend is designated as collateral for a loan of silver: cf. Bealieu 2004: 359), VS 5 
100 (28 Dar, Borsippa), TCL 12 80. About the last text, however, it is not at all sure 
that a prebend was actually at stake; Van Driel (2002: 125) mistakenly stated that in 
such document the tasks of a gatekeeper are laid down, whereas, as Kümmel noted 
(1979: 45), the only one thing which is laid down is actually the extent of the 
answerability of the gatekeeper in question, in case he misappropriated some of the 
goods belonging to the cattle shed that had been entrusted to his custody.
116
 
Incidentally, Kümmel (1979: ibid.) also suggested the office of gatekeeper may have 
been somewhat attractive, on the grounds that people who originally practiced in 
other areas entered the profession, probably attracted by the prebendary income. 
This, however, seems not to have been the case of Anu-nādin-šumi/Ištar-ahu-
iddin//Itinnu, who, as recounted in YOS 7 89 (a recent edition in Beaulieu 2004: 170-
171), fled his prebendary post as gatekeeper of the bīt akīti of the Lady of Uruk, 
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 (1) Idnà-lugal-ùru lúsag lugal (2) lúen pi-qit-tu4 é.an.na (3) 
Idna-na-a-šeš-ùru a-šú šá Idutu-mu (4) a-
na lúì.du8-ú-tu ina ká é-gu4
me (5) ip-qid ki-i 1 sìla še.bar ù (6) 1 bán ti-ib-ni ki-is!-sa-ti (7) šá gu4
meš u 
udu.níta šá la Ilib-luţ (8) lúšá ugu qu-up-pu šá lugal (9) a-na ugu-šú it-ta-şu-ú (10) hi-i-ţu šá dingirmeš 
u lugal (11) Idna-na-a-šeš-ùru i-šad-da-ad (12) lúmu-du Id30-kam a-šú šá Idnà-mu!-giš (13) a Idù-dingir 
Iníg.du-nu a-šú šá Ikar-den (14) a Izálag-d30 Iìr-a a-šú šá Ia-a (15) a Idnà-šar-hi-dingirmeš Idnà-mu-še-tiq-
ud.da (16) a-šú šá Idnà-numun-ba-šá a Išu-dna-na-<a> (17) lúumbisag Idnà-mu-še-tiq-ud.da (18) a-šú šá 
Itin-su a Ida-‟-qu (19) unugki itiše ud.17.kam mu.4.kam (20) <I>dnà-i lugal tin.tirki «Nabû-šarru-uşur, the 
ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti of Eanna has installed Nanāja-ahu-uşur/Šamaš-iddin to the position of 
gatekeeper of the gate of the cattle shed. If as much as one qû of barley, or one sūtu of fodder or straw 
of the oxen and the sheep goes out on his account without permission from Libluţ, the ša muhhi quppi 
ša šarri, Nanāja-ahu-uşur shall bear the punishment of the gods and the king. Witnesses: Sîn-
ēreš/Nabû-šumu-līšir//Eppeš-ilī, Kudurrānu/Mušēzib-Bēl//Nūr-Sîn, Ardia/Aplāja//Nabû-šarhi-ilī, 
Nabû-mušētiq-uddê/Nabû-zēru-iqīša//Gimil-Nanāja. Scribe: Nabû-mušētiq-uddê/Balāssu//Da‟iqu. 
Uruk, the 17th of Addaru, year 4 of Nabonidus, king of Babylon.» As can be seen, the event that 
Nanāja-ahu-uşur could bring away goods from the stable is expressed through a rather awkward 
circumlocution, which could be otherwise, and more simply, rendered as “should he remove/bring 
away from...ect.”. What is interesting are actually the quite precise quantities of goods that the 
document envisages could, in theory, be taken away, and that a modern translation of the text could 
overshadow. Where they the measure of a well-defined allotment of the gatekeeper, which he was 
however authorized to withdraw only under close scrutiny by the ša muhhi quppi ša šarri? And even 
then, would it be a prebendal income at all? Cf. Kümmel 1979: 45 and n. 3, 53 and n. 48. 
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never to return; the service must not have been that desirable, after all, and one 
would glean the same in TCL 12 80. Since, during the period the post was 
unmanned, bronze objects of some value had been stolen from the doors and the 
interior, the šatammu assigned the position to a širku, and then to the fugitive‟s 
cousin on his own request; the income consisted in a share in the bread and beer that 
the atû had to deliver on the altars of the goddess, and in the kurummatu of atûtu. 
Besides offering additional information on the duties attached to a specific 
gatekeeper‟s post, and on the fact that, in fact, an oblate could take the place of a free 
man (a kiništu gatekeeper) YOS 7 89 also extends our purview over the nature of the 
remuneration of a prebendary atû, to which one must also add: a) a (supplementary?) 
kurummatu allowance to be paid by institutional tenants (besides the standard 
kurummatu accounted for in ration lists), such as provided for in YOS 6 103 (the s.-c. 
Edict of Bēlšazzar) and TCL 13 182. Just as scribes and measurers, who kept the 
accounting and surveyed the yield and calculated the rents of the leased institutional 
estates respectively, the gatekeepers may have been charged with the collection of 
the delivered rents, presumably at the gates of storehouses (Van Driel 2002: 166ff) b) 
one more possible source of prebendal income may have been related to the cult of 
the urdimmus. Such deified Mischwesen, whose statues flanked temple gates, 
enjoyed a certain favor as door guardians, and as such were the object of a cult 
which, under many respects, was similar to that fostered on the other gods, and 
entailed offerings of salt, barley, oil and meat, plus allowances of clothing items 
(Beaulieu 2004: 355-357, 359ff); one wonders, after all, whether a part of the 
prebendal income enjoyed by the gatekeepers might have come from shares in these 
offerings, deriving at least from the gates flanked by worshiped urdimmus. Some 
speculation was made whether income for the cult was also provided by the cash 
boxes which sometimes occur in connection with urdimmus (Kessler 1997: 156) or 
whether, on the contrary, these were just ordinary cash boxes collecting fees from 
those accessing the temple precinct which just happened to be held by urdimmu 
statues (Beaulieu 2004: 363). To conclude, it can also be mentioned that gatekeepers 
of the New Year temple are attested in Babylon in the first century BCE (CT 49 150 
and BRM 1 99, Rahīm-Esu archive), while in Hellenistic Uruk the only one 
document recording the sales of atûtu income is BRM 2 34, that I already discussed 
above. It can here be added that, in his discussion of the text, McEwan (1981a: 74-
75) regards atûtu as consisting of salary rations rather than a prebendal income, on 
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the following basis: a) the income is termed kurummatu rather than isqu (cf. 
McEwan 1981a: 67) b) the contract openly clarifies that a service duty is attached to 
the allotment, whereas normal prebend sales contract nowhere specify that same 
duty; this fits into McEwan‟s theory that in the Hellenistic period prebends were 
completely unrelated to service (cf. e.g. McEwan 1981a: ibid.) c) the sales price was 
comparatively much lower than those attested for prebends d) neither seller nor 
buyer were members of the prominent families of Uruk. The following objections 
can be raised: a) hardly relevant: in YOS 7 89, cited above, the allowance connected 
to atûtu is also called kurummatu, but it is quite obvious that it concerned a 
prebendary share in offerings. Furthermore, the contract specifies the purchaser 
actually acquired «the rations and everything that belongs to the office in question 
(for) as many as the aforementioned days» (lines 2-3), that is, there may have been 
additional perks from additional sources of income. As Beaulieu observed (2006a: 
12), the term kurummatu is quite generic, and it could refer to very different kinds of 
allowances, including the rations corresponded for compulsory labor. As I already 
noted above, the terminological shift occurred at the eve of the Late Babylonian 
period may possibly have caused both prebendal-like allowances and salary rations 
to be subsumed under the term kurummatu b) I do not find this argument compelling; 
besides, McEwan‟s theory at this regard no longer stands to closer scrutiny (Corò 
2005a, 58ff. in particular). Remuneration in exchange for service stood at the very 
base of the prebend system, and there were multiple strategies by which a prebend 
holder could have his duties fulfilled without actually performing the job himself, 
and one only sales contract makes quite a poor documentary basis to make 
assumptions over the (non)-existence of, say, rēsinūtu agreements as to the 
performance of a gatekeeper‟s service c) this is not compelling either. Atûtu is 
generally subsumed, as has been done here, in the group of “minor” prebendary 
offices. It may have entailed less attractive kinds of income, hence lower sales prices 
d) simply irrelevant. Both Dumqi-Anu and his son appear in the Hellenistic Uruk 
record as buyers and holders of shares in butcher‟s prebends. It may be added that 
the overseer of gatekeepers (sukkal atûtu) was also granted income from agurru 
imposts (McEwan 1981a: 97), whatever this could mean in such a context. A final 
remark to conclude this section: the kiništu status of Dumqi-Anu and Idāt-Anu may 
have derived, if what has been hypothesized above is correct, from a prebendal 
income attached to the gate of the Treasury of Anu, of which the two are attested as 
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custodians. If, on the other hand, McEwan‟s theory about the nature of atûtu is 
accepted, the former hypothesis I put forward can be retained, whereby Dumqi-Anu 
and Idāt-Anu‟s kiništu status was rather connected to their possession of shares in 
other, more explicitly defined prebends (at least, clearly known as having been such, 
as the butcher‟s). 
Some more texts from Sippar can be quoted that add or confirm something to 
the picture of the composition of the kiništu that it has been possible to draw until 
now. While the letter CT 22 76 simply mentions the delivery of dates to the kiništu,  
BM 61344 records the disbursement of wool from the royal storehouse for, again, the 
kiništu; Zawadzki, who published the text (2001/2002: 166-167) contended the text 
supports Bongenaar‟s interpretation of the word as designating the prebendaries of 
the temple organization. I report the text here according to Zawadzki‟s edition: 
1. [síghi].┌a┐ šá ina é šu-┌tùm lugal a┐-[na] 
2. ┌lúki┐-niš-tu4 sum-nu 
┌iti┐du6 ud.[x.kám] 
3. mu.14.kám [n]à-┌i lugal eki┐ 
4. 2 gú.un síghi.a ina pap-[pa]-su 
5. lúlùnga-ú-tu I┌gi-damar.utu┐ 
6. 15 ma-na síghi.a ina pap-┌pa-su┐ 
7. lúmuhaldim-ú-tu  I┌şil-la-a-a┐ 
8. 20 ma-na síghi.[a …..] 
9. ┌šá?┐ é d┌im┐   [Itin-su]-dgu-la 
10. a I[x x x ]┌dù┐-uš 
Rev. 
11. [10] ma-na Iìr-dgu-la ┌a┐-[šú] 
12. šá Iden-mu a-na Ikar-damar.utu 
13. [10] ma-na Inà-pap a Idamar.utu-mu-lìb-ši 
14. 10 ma-na Idutu-su a Idkas.kur-ú 
15. 7 ma-na síghi.a ina ma-la-┌tu4
┐ 
16. šá mu.15.kám Ikar-damar.utu a Idnà-ni-ip-šá-ri 
17.   e-ţir 
18. 10 ma-na Ien-ba-šá a Idnà-[ki-šìr] 
19. pap 3 ½ gú.un 2 ma-na síghi.a 
«Wool that is given from the royal storehouse to the kiništu, the [x]th of Tašrītu, year 14 of Nabonidus 
king of Babylon: 
2 talents of wool as the pappasu of the brewer‟s prebend (for) Mušallim-Marduk 
15 minas of wool as the pappasu of the baker‟s prebend (for) Şillāja 
20 minas of wool […] of the temple of ┌Adad┐ (for) [Uballissu]-Gula, son of [DN]-ēpuš 
[10] minas (of wool of) Arad-Gula/Bēl-iddin for Mušēzib-Marduk 
[10] minas (of wool for) Nabû-nāşir/Marduk-šumu-libši 
10 minas (of wool for) Šamaš-erība/Balīhu 
7 minas of wool from the malātu-payment of year 15 of Mušēzib-Marduk//Nabû-nipšāri was paid 
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10 minas (of wool for) Bēl-iqīša//Nabû-[kēšir]. 
Total: 3 talents 32 minas of wool.» 
It should be noticed, though, that all people mentioned in this text are attested 
as prebendary brewers of Šamaš (except for Şillāja, who was a prebendary baker and 
overseer of the bakers); one of them was also a rē‟i sattukki, while two also owned 
temple enterer‟s prebends.117 The kind of remuneration would seem to fit more to 
prebendary purveyors, i.e., in other words, they would have been designated as 
kiništu on account of their prebends of purveying profession. The possibility, 
anyway, that the composer of the text had in mind also the prebends of temple 
enterer and rē‟i sattukki owned by some of them shoul not be ruled out, in this way 
indirectly supporting the possibility of the use of kiništu to designate all 
prebendaries, even the temple enterers. The bīt šutummi (not the king‟s one) is to be 
found in a couple more prebendary contexts, in Sippar and Uruk. In CT 2 2 
(translation Joannès 1992: 182-184, Oppenheim 1967: 250 n. 77 [outdated]) a court 
made up of temple enterers of Šamaš and the šangû of Sippar, growing suspicious, 
following a preliminary questioning, of a clothes mender who was pretending he had 
ran out of all the linen he had been allocated to manufacture a cultic object, ordered 
him to search the “storehouse of the kiništu”. Now Bongenaar (1997: 152) used this 
text too, and to good avail, to support his views on the kiništu, on grounds that, as we 
have seen, the textile craftsmen weaving, repairing and washing the sacred clothing 
were prebendaries (among them, of course, the išparu and the ašlāku). Of course, 
one would have wanted to search for a threadbare piece of linen allocated to fashion 
an ornament for the bed of the Lady of Sippar not in the workshops of non-
prebendary craftsmen weaving normal clothing, but rather in those of the 
prebendaries; this was further confirmed by the fact that Uballissu-Gula, from whose 
storeroom the clothes mender brought a strip of (Egyptian) linen to show to the court 
                                                             
117 For [Uballissu]-Gula/[DN]-ēpuš no prosopographical data is available. There is a possibilità that 
this integration by the editor has to be amended in Taqīš-Gula/[Nabû]-ēpuš, attested Cyr 199 and Cyr 
271. Considering the people in whose company he is listed and the position in the list itself, it would 
be reasonable to expect him to have been someone from the rank of the prebendary purveyors. Now a 
Taqīš-Gula is known from Sippar as a šāpiru of the bakers, but never with full filiation. Bongenaar 
(1997: 179) takes him to be identical with Taqīš-Gula/Bēl-nādin-apli, a brother of a former overseer of 
bakers and owner of a baker‟s and brewer‟s prebend. However, again according to Bongenaar (ibid.), 
in Strassmaier‟s copy of the only one text where title and filiation are attested in a broken context, 
there can be read Taqīš-[Gula] son of Nabû-[x]. Maybe this support my theory. Note also that the 
status of Šamaš-erība/Balīhu as temple enterer is only conjectural, but highly likely (Bongenaar 1997: 
159 n. 186). 
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pretending it was the missing one, happened to own, among others, a weaver‟s 
prebend of the sanctuary of Anunnītu (Bongenaar 1997: ibid.).118 Kessler (1999) 
looked into some of these bīt šutummis, the content of which is made available to us 
by a small dossier of judicial records (essentially YOS 7 88, 78, 42 and PTS 3853, 
edited in Kessler‟s article), concerned with the retrieval of goods that had been 
misappropriated from them (particularly from the šutummu of a known prebendary 
baker and of a gatekeeper), concluding that the goods that had been stolen should be 
put in connection with the prebendary status  and activities of the owners of the 
storerooms that had been broken into by thieves; among them, it is worth noticing, 
was also a šupālītu undergarment of the same kind (PTS 3853, obv. Line 6: Kessler 
1999: 251) that the clothes mender of CT 2 2 brought to the court from the bīt 
šutummi of Uballissu-Gula. 
As I see it, one of the relevant points that emerge from a generic analysis of 
the prosopography of the kiništu as related to enumeration of priestly (and other) 
personnel, is an intrinsic contradiction of which Bongenaar had already realized the 
existence, that is, “that kiništu has different meanings in different contexts” (1997: 
151), which he tried to solve by advocating an interpretation as «“the prebendaries of 
the temple organization” or their representatives» (ibid.). Before decisively 
addressing his proposal to confirm or refute it, or to add a different nuance, some 
more texts need to be discussed here, which Bongenaar, along with many others, did 
                                                             
118 An up-to-date english translation of CT 2 2: «The mār banê before whom, in the month of Ayyāru 
of year 19 of Darius, king of Babylon and of the lands, Guzānu, the šangû of Sippar, and the temple 
enterers of Šamaš had questioned Bēl-ittannu about the fact that Bēl-ittannu, the clothes mender of 
Ebabbar, had declared as follows to Guzānu, the šangû of Sippar and to the temple enterers of Šamaš: 
“Of the piece of threadbare linen that was placed at my disposal for mending and I had cut to strips to 
manufacture a protection for the bed of the Lady of Sippar, not one strip is left”. Guzānu, the šangû of 
Sippar, and the temple enterers of Šamaš had sent him saying: “Search the storerooms of the kiništu!”; 
Bēl-ittannu the clothes mender had searched the storerooms and had brought an undergarment of 
Egyptian linen from the storeroom of Uballissu-Gula and had shown it to Guzānu, the šangû of Sippar 
and to the temple enterers of Šamaš. They thus said: “This linen undergarment does not belong to 
Šamaš! It is Bēl-ittannu who has taken the strip of linen which was in the workshop of the clo[thes 
menders]!” They also added: “the linen of Šamaš is not missing; (it must be) in the workshop of [Bēl-
ittannu]; this undergarment is not of Šamaš”. They then [questioned] Uballissu-Gula, [and asked him]: 
“This undergarment that has been brought, from whom did you acquire it?” Since Uballissu-Gula 
replied: “I received [this under]garment in exchange for flour and [dates] from an Egyptian [in the 
presen]ce of Erība/Šumu-libši-Marduk, Šumāja/Nāşir, Šu[mu-iddin]/Bēl-aplu-iddin and Širiktu, a 
širku of Šamaš, Erība, Šumāja, Šumu-iddin and Šir[iktu] established as follows: “It went accordingly 
to what Uballissu-Gula has declared; in Ţebētu of year 17 he received this undergarment, that Bēl-
ittannu has brought from the reed chest of Uballissu-Gula, from an Egyptian in exchange for flour and 
dates at our presence.” Witnesses (12).» 
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not use in his discussion. The materials discussed until now, indeed, are among those 
who contribute the most to the picture of the kiništu institution, but they by no means 
cover all the spectrum: others have been listed above (see table 1) that, although in a 
different or less informative way, can contribute to the analysis. Among the former I 
include VAB 4 216 (co. II 9) and YOS 1 45 (col. II 15-28), while among the latter 
one can include remaining texts of various typologies that simply place the kiništu in 
different enumerations (without prosopographical data) or as addressees of letters. I 
discuss the former first. 
YOS 1 45, the s.-c. En-nigaldi-Nanna cylinder (the relevant passage has 
already been reported above),
119
 records a series of undertakings by Nabonidus. The 
king consecrated his daughter as en-priestess of Sîn in a rebuilt Egipar in Ur, 
provided tha latter with offerings and sustenance of various kind, built a residence 
for the entu, revived the cult in Ekišnugal. Then Nabonidus goes on saying «so as to 
keep the bursangû rites pure and to avoid a cultic mistake, (that concerns) the 
ramkūtu personnel of Egišnugal and of the (other) temples of the gods [follows 
detailed list of personnel] the kiništu, those designated [here] by their names, I 
released from their ilku service and established their (tax) exemption, cleared them 
(of any legal claims) and made them free for Sîn and Ningal, my lords.» (lines 20-
28). What follows is a survey of the personnel discharged from obligations: 
ēnu: (sum. lúen) attested as early as the Early Dynastic period (Henshaw 1994: 44), or maybe even 
earlier (Renger 1967: 132); the en resided in the (é)-gi6-pàr (Renger 1967: 128). He functioned as a 
sort of high priest or priest of major gods (Henshaw 1994: 28), and was concerned with sacrifices and 
purifications (Renger 1967: 132-133). Nabonidus prosecuted an old tradition: almost all of the en-
priestesses of Nanna in Ur known by name (starting with Enheduanna, cf. Henshaw 1994: 47) royal 
princesses (Renger 1967: 126 and n. 91). A doubtful attestation occurs in the late Babylonian Ištar 
festival from Uruk TU 42+ (line obv. 16‟, Linssen 2004: 238, 243). 
išippu: akkadized title from išib, which on its turn is an akkadian loanword passed into Sumerian 
(Renger 1969: 122-123 and n. 616); its earliest occurrence is at the time of Lugalzaggesi. Renger 
(1969:124-125) classifies him among the “incantation” priests, concerned mainly with purification 
rituals and the miš pî, and indeed this fits with the activity of the āšipu as attested in later periods. It 
occurs only very sporadically after the Old Babylonian period (CAD I-J: 242-243 s.v. išippu), for 
which also an išippūtu prebend is attested (Van Driel 2002: 104 and n. 29, CAD I-J: 243 s.v. išippūtu). 
The high rank of the priest, just below that of the en, is testified by the number of kings, starting with 
Lugalzaggesi, who bore the title (1969: 126). For occurrences in lexical lists see Henshaw 1994: 41-
42. The išippu too was a resident of the gipāru (Renger 1969: 126 n. 642). 
zabardabbû: “holder of bronze objects”, the title may have originally designated a sort of arms bearer 
of the king (from which the reference to bronze), which may well refer, however, to a goblet 
                                                             
119 The relevant information  is in Schaudig 2001: 373, whose text I am following here. The 
fashioning of the cylinder should be placed in the second half of Nabonidus‟ second year. 
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(Henshaw 1994: 62). Attested from Ur III through Old Babylonian period, where it disappears from 
administrative records (CAD Z: 6 s.v. zabardabbu): the only known exception is here and in the Uruk 
“meat text” OECT 1 20, where it appears receiving a portion of meat (lines 13, 37, 63, a cut belonging 
to the ribs). It is acknowledged that during the earliest phases it held a prominent position, although it 
is unclear whether this official belonged to the temple, the palace or both, though a position as 
appointed supervisor of the king in temple matters is not unlikely (Van Driel 2002: 101) and, unlike 
later counterparts, he could acquire prebendary status (Charpin 1986: 158ff); indeed, zabardabbû is 
also attested as a priestly title (i.e., the zabardabbû of DN). In this context, the most important 
attestation, which directly connects this official with YOS 1 45 and Ur, is a ration list for personnel of 
the Egišnugal of Nanna at Ur, from year 35 of Šulgi, which lists the zabar.dab5 as getting the highest 
rations (Henshaw 1994: ibid.). 
lúkul.lum: another writing of bārû, “diviner” (Renger 1969: 203 n. 940, Henshaw 1994: 137), but also 
for sirāšû, “brewer”, for which attestations are apparently more plentiful (CAD S: 306-307 s.v. 
sirāšû). Schaudig (2001: 377), however, favours a reading bārû; it is not easy to gauge the social 
position of the latter, as his status may have varied according to individual reputation, and since he is 
more often attested, in the Old Babylonian period, as working for the state (Renger 1969: 217-217). 
Both readings seem possible, but perhaps sirāšû is to be preferred, as the diviner would fit more into 
the lower part of the list, together with lagarru and nāru; this section of the list, after higher officials, 
seems rather to have been reserved for purveyors, while (lower) “ritualists” follow thereafter (cf. 
following titles).  
engişu: Sumerian loanword, attested during the Old Babylonian period. Lexical lists give an equation 
with nuhatimmu, the baker or  temple cook. In a Nanshe hymn the engişu is mentioned as bringing hot 
and cold course for the goddess together with the ensi carrying a libation (Henshaw 1994: 56). 
Schaudig has “Tempelkoch” (2001: 377). 
ariru: “miller”. Attested from Old through Late Babylonian periods (as late as in in 218 SE, BRM 1 
99, Rahīm-Esu archive); listed in TU 38 (Thureau-Dangin 1921: 76, line 23 [AO 6451]), beginning of 
second century BCE, as delivering barley flour and emmer flour to the bakers for the ginû of Anu and 
Antu, consisting in four meals a day (lines 21-35, Linssen 2004: 134-135), the miller had to perform 
with the baker a recitation (lines 44ff). This was perhaps part of his prebendary duty, as the ararrūtu 
prebend is attested in Uruk (McEwan 1981a: 68-71, Ash 1930.563b), to which a prebendary income 
from a field was also probably attached, besides a cut of meat specific for the miller. Not 
unexpectedly, in this only one document attesting to the prebend, the latter is connected with that of 
the baker. 
rab banî: date gardener (see above) 
itinnu: “builder”, from Old Akkadian onwards. Attested in Late Babylonian building rituals such as 
TU 46 from Uruk, where he plays an important role in the performance. In discussing the Hellenistic 
prebend sales contract BRM 2 22, McEwan (1981a: 87-89) misinterpreted what is clearly a 
prebendary income of the builder (including cuts of meat and hide,  guqqû and eššešu offerings etc.) 
as an allotment or salary rations. More occurrences listed in Linssen (2004: 72 and n. 352). The 
builder was prebendary in Neo Babylonian Sippar too (Bongennar 1997: 142; for the Hellenistic 
period cf. also Funck 1984: 214-239), while the prebend is apparently unattested in Neo Babylonian 
Uruk (cf. Kümmel 1979: 35-37). 
kisalluhhu: Sumerian loanword, attested for the Old Babylonian period (specifically Ur: Charpin 
1986: 260), in Mari and Nuzi; Henshaw wondered whether the office survived only in peripheral areas 
after this time (1994: 37). Bewteen the meanings “courtyard sweeper” or “courtyard purifier”, 
Henshaw preferred the latter (1994: 37), but there does not seem to be much difference. It seems quite 
obvious, in this context, that  the kisallu to be swept was that of the temple. Since the latter was a 
sacred space devoted to the performance of the cultic service of consecrated, non-ērib bīti 
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prebendaries (Waerzeggers and Jursa 2008: 15-16), it is reasonable to suppose that this official had to 
be consecrated too, and hence prebendary (cf. Van Driel 2002: 104, Charpin 1986: 260; a reference is 
quoted in CAD K: 419 s.v. kisalluhhūtu, mentioning the sales of a fraction of some days over a year of 
the office of kisalluhhūtu, among others). The kisal.luh occurs, not unexpectedly considering the area 
of his service, with the gatekeepers some times (CAD: ibid. s.v. kisalluhhu); and indeed right 
thereafter in the list there occurs the chief gatekeeper. 
atūgallu: Sumerian loanword, “chief gatekeeper”, attested only in the Old Babylonian period and here 
(CAD N2: 211 s.v. nidugallu, though such a reading is uncertain); a rab atê occurs in the Neo 
Assyrian period (CAD A/2: 518 s.v. atû A in rab atê). 
tīr bīti: “courtier, attendant” (CAD T: 429 s.v. tīru), as a member of palace or temple staff; Old 
Akkadian, Old Babylonian periods and here. A hint to some cultic role is provided by CT 45 85 (line 
6), listing rations for the kalamahhu and the tīr bīti, and the existence of a tīr bīti DN (both CAD: 
ibid.). 
lagarru: Sumerian loanword, attested from the Old Babylonian period onwards. Closely associated to 
the kalû already in lexical lists, one of which indicates lagar as the eme-sal for kalû, with which he 
must have at least shared some functions (Henshaw 1994: 92-54). As Henshaw himself notices, the 
lagarru‟s position in this list and other later, Neo Assyrian examples does not follow earlier 
prototypes, showing the lagarru very high in temple hierarchy, which I deem must reflect a change in 
the status of the priest. Linssen (2004: 17 n. 109), following Horowitz (1991: 75 n. 4), assumes lagar 
appearing in AD 2 -270B:  rev. 12‟-13‟, 16‟-17‟ to mean, in fact, kalû; indeed, the kettledrum ritual 
that he is portrayed as performing was closely associated with the kalû. The same close affinity is 
shown by the further specification in YOS 1 45 that the lagarru “performs the taqribtu”, another kind 
of ritual which was in the preserve of the kalû (cf. CAD T: 200-201 s.v. taqribtu for attestations). 
nāru: appearing already in the Early Dynastic period (Henshaw 1994: 96-102), the nāru played 
musical instruments and chanted myth, epic and songs (so in the Late Babylonian Kislīmu ritual. col. 
II 62-63, where he recites the Enūma eliš, cf. Çağirgan and Lambert 1991-93); he often appears 
together with the kalû, both were concerned with balag lamentations, and their sphere of activity must 
have been very close, although generally in lists the nāru occurs first (Renger 1969: 185); the nāru 
could be in service of both palace and temple (id. 1969: 180), and its ranks seem to have had an 
internal hierarchy of their own (id. 1969: 183). The office was prebendary (id. 1969: 184), and it 
occurs in OECT 1 20 as beneficiary of the head (individually, lines 15, 36, 62) and a third of the 
guqqû sheep (as a group, line 84); the perquisite of the nāru remained the head during the Neo 
Babylonian (Dar 463, isiq nāruti, Babylon 03.I.18 Dar), and the Hellenistic period (VS 15 19, 109 SE, 
where the head is still listed as the perquisite of the singers in the bīt akīti). The nāru was not in the 
first ranks in temple hierarchy and, together with pāšišu  and kalû, he was subject to a work obligation 
of some kind (Renger 1969: 185-186). 
The list is composed by a mixture of archaic and anachronistic offices and actual 
(that is, in function at the time of Nabonidus) ones identified with archaic 
denominations. Whether Nabonidus really meant to revive the former is not my 
concern here; rather, the list has first higher priestly offices of the kind that could be 
equated, as for their status, to the later temple enterers of the Neo Babylonian period, 
followed by a comprehensive section of purveyors and other minor prebendaries. It is 
not out of place, as Van Driel had already partially noticed (2002: 100 n. 10), to 
suppose that Nabonidus meant here to make a list of personnel of the Ekišnugal (and 
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the other temples?) which mirrored what would have been a standard, Neo 
Babylonian complement of priests of any sanctuary. I do not follow Van Driel in 
thinking that “the king had little idea of what he was doing” (ibid.); rather, he did it 
from a deliberately archaizing perspective, one that would have conferred to his 
action and to his inscription a particularly august character. The list is not that 
different from the Neo Babylonian enumerations of priestly personnel that have been 
previously analyzed, save for its specificity in listing the various offices individually 
and for its peculiar dress. Now, Nabonidus bothered to inform us that all the offices 
he had listed were, in fact, kiništu («the kiništu, those designated [here] by their 
names»), and we can associate this piece of evidence with the fact that a prebendal 
status can be explicitly determined for most of  them, reasonably supposed for the 
remaining ones. In his translation, Scahudig (2001: 377) understood lines lines 20-
21
120
 as “Um die bursangû-Opfer rein zu halten und keine Verfehlung geschehen zu 
lassen, (was) die „Gebadeten‟ von Ekišnugal und den Tempeln der Götter (angeht)”, 
but I see no practical reason here for manipulating the text, an interpretation “So as 
to keep the bursangû rites pure and to avoid a cultic mistake, the ramkūtu personnel 
of Egišnugal and of the temples of the gods, that is, the high priest, the išippu etc., 
the kiništu etc., I released from their ilku service” and so on seeming simpler and 
more desirable in that it highlights ramkūtu as the designation of the temple 
personnel, of which the subsequent list clarifies the functional composition and 
defines the full complement. Ramkūtu, indeed, is here to be seen as a qualification of 
status rather than a precise priestly function (so Van Driel 2005: 522 on šita(x), cf. 
also Renger 1969: 129ff), as defining the religious person (Sallaberger and Huber-
Vulliet 2005: 618) or the consecrated priest in a way very similar to the concept 
envisaged by the gullubu shaving ritual (id. 2005: 621), with which washing shares 
many traits relating to ritual purity. Both were cultic requirements and probably part 
of ceremonies taking place in the bath house, were the barbers carried out their trade 
(Waerzeggers and Jursa 2008: 22). That washing was part of the daily routine of the 
prebendary is confirmed by the letter TCL 9 143 (undated), a sort of brief vade 
mecum for cultic activities:
121
 
1. [.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..] 
2. lúérinmeš [kámeš šá] 
                                                             
120 Notice that Schaudig‟s line numbering differs from Clay‟s copy (1915: pl. 34-35). 
121 An edition already in Ebeling 1930: 291. 
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3. é.an.na li-bi-tu-‟ 
4. lúku4-é ina man-za-al-ti-šú 
5. ba-ţal la i-šak-kan 
6. lúki-na-al-ti ud.2.kam 
7. ud.5.kam u ud.15.kam 
8. ba-ţal la i-šak-ka-nu-‟ 
9. me-e li-ri-mu-ku! 
10. ina ugu dul?-lu 
11. u [iš]-┌ka┐-ri [la ta]-šel-la-‟ 
12. a-ka-lu lu [na-ad]-nu 
13. u ba-ţal la! ţa-a-bi 
14. pa-ni šá gu4
meš udu.nítameš 
15. u mušenhi.a la i-bi-šu-‟ 
16. su-ud-dir-a-ma šu-ki!-la-‟ 
17. in-nam-šu lúérinmeš šá at-ru? 
18. [ú]-šat-bi ú-şa-ab-bi-tu 
19. [.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ] 
«[ … ] the workmen should open? [the gates of…] Eanna. The temple enterer should not cause an 
interruption during his duty shift. The kiništu should not cause an interruption on days 2, 5 and 15; 
they should bathe with water. As regards the service and the work, do not be negligent! Let food be 
given, and an interruption would not be appropriate. Cattle, sheep and poultry must not look bad: take 
care to feed them, as they will be withdrawn. I mobilized the workmen in excess, they have 
seized….[…]». 
Comments: 
Lines 2‟-3‟: Ebeling (1930:291) translates “Die Leute mögen [in] Eanna übernachten”, clearly 
deriving li-bi-tu-‟ from bâtu “to stay overnight, spend the night, delay” (as in CAD B: 169ff s.v. bâtu), 
just as in TCL 9 137: 7 above (la ta-ba-a-tu4, “do not remain the night!”). Ceremonies are known to 
have taken place in temples during the night as, e.g., the bajjātu vigil, which took place with the 
temple gates closed and entailed the presentation of offerings (Linssen 2004: 56-58). Not much is 
known, but it could have had a weekly schedule, which would not match well with the days that are 
mentioned in this text as requiring the service not to be interrupted (which we may regard, however, 
as a very general and universal necessity). Other ceremonies or parts of them were performed at night, 
as the kinūnu festival, eclipse rituals, New Year festival, not to mention the astronomical observations, 
which may have been performed from the temples‟ upper parts. I seriously doubt, however, that 
personnel taking part in these would have been dubbed “workmen”. Another possibility, i.e the one 
after which this translation has been proposed, would be to consider libitû as a wrong writing for liptû 
from petû “to open” could be considered. It would not be completely out of place, I believe, to see 
here a reference to the morning opening of the temple‟s gates, or to the performance of ceremonies as 
the awakening of the temple (dīk bīti, cf. Linssen 2004: 27ff) or just the opening of the gates (pīt bābi, 
cf. id. 2004: 36ff). The seemingly generic character of the prescriptions issued in this letter would be 
in better accordance with the daily character of such ceremonies; all of this, however, remains 
conjectural and it is not essential to the subject discussed here. 
Line 9‟ me-e li-ri-mu-ku “they should bathe with water”. Ebeling has me-e li-ri-mu-šu “Das 
Kollegium soll (…) ihm Wasser schenken”, with -šu as pronominal suffix appended to a precative 
form of râmu (291). This does not appear to make any sense; it does, on the contrary, if -šu  is taken 
as a miswriting of -ku, and hence a reading li-ri-mu-ku! for lirmukū, and if we consider the purity 
requirements of ritual activity. Although not many instances survive, at least from the ritual texts of 
the later periods, of purification by washing expressed with ramāku, one may mention the Nisannu 
New Year ritual from Babylon, where for days 2-5 the ahu rabû is portrayed as washing with river 
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water at the beginning of every day (DT 15+ line 2: [lú]šeš.gal zi-ma ameš íd tu5, cf. Linssen 2004: 152), 
or the fact that everyone partaking to the divine meal (those who had the rights, i.e. the consecrated 
prebendaries) had to be pure by washing (id. 2004: 147).  I suppose this fits well with the 
reconstructed picture of this text. 
As a consequence, it should be gathered that in YOS 1 45 ramkūtu indirectly alludes 
to consecrated personnel, as the unconsecrated would have no need to wash in order 
to enter the parts of a temple where the cult was performed, being forbidden to do so. 
This yields yet another indication that with kiništu the prebendary personnel of a 
sanctuary was meant, and, it can be added, in an inclusive way. The same partial 
overlap between kiništu and ramkūtu is then evident, if  this reconstruction is 
accepted, in VAB 4 216 (col. II 8-10): 
8. é.gar8 si
!122-hi-ir-tim é.sag.íl mi-ih-ra-at imsi.sá 
9. ša ra-am-ku-tim ki-ni-iš-ti é.sag.íl 
10. ra-mu-ù qí-ri-ib-ša 
 
«(…) the wall of the enceinte of Esagil, facing north, within which the ramkūtu, the kiništu of Esagil, 
dwell (…)» 
where Neriglissar reported restoration works conducted on the enclosure of Esagil, 
both on the walls and doorframes. An outside chance of interpretation could here be 
“the ramkūtu (of) the kiništu of Esagil”, i.e. those, among prebend holders, who were 
also consecrated; on the basis of YOS 1 45, however, I do not regard this as feasible. 
Indeed, the question could be raised whether the term kiništu encompassed all people 
possessing prebends, including also those who were not consecrated, or only those 
on active service, so to speak; I firmly believe the evidence presented speaks in 
favour of the latter possibility. A person could own a prebend by, say, inheritance, 
but could still not be in possession of other physical or pure descent requirements 
that were tantamount to consecration (as, e.g., in a text published by Waerzeggers 
and Jursa 2008: 26-28 [BM 26513]), or could be consecrated but have temporarily 
lost the ability to perform his service; in one of these instances, a prebendary oxherd 
of Borsippa sought to find someone who could do the service in his stead, as he faced 
a series of difficulties among which stood the inability to wash with water, i.e. to pay 
regular visits to the bath house where the barbers operated (id. 2008: 8 and 22). So if 
the condition of ramkūtu is consistently regarded as parallel to shaving in setting the 
standards for cultic purity of consecrated prebendaries, and part of their routine, then 
                                                             
122 The text actually reads ma-, but see CAD S s.v. sihirtum. 
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the kiništu, being designated as ramkūtu, must have comprised only consecrated 
personnel, i.e. those who owned a prebend, were initiated into it, and thus needed 
regular washing and shaving. 
To conclude. A small number of documents stands out of the corpus as using kiništu 
in the broadest sense that Bongenaar had envisaged, that is all the prebendaries of 
any given sanctuary:  
Table 6 
Text Date Information provided 
VAB 4 216 Ner 
the kiništu, both temple enteters (or equivalent rank) and minor 
prebendaries, are ramkūtu 
YOS 1 45 02 Nbn the kiništu are ramkūtu 
YOS 7 20 02 Cyr 
Some mār banê, independently known as temple enterers and 
minor prebendaries, are collectively dubbed kiništu of Eanna 
YOS 7 128 02 Camb 
Some mār banê, independently known as temple enterers and 
minor prebendaries, are collectively dubbed “the assembly of 
Babylonians and Urukians, the kiništu of Eanna” and “the 
assembly of mār banê” 
BM 113249 03 Camb 
Some mār banê, independently known as temple enterers and 
minor prebendaries, are collectively dubbed “the Babylonians 
and Urukians, the kiništu” 
 
To this list one may also add, in principle, TBER pl. 6 AO 2569; as shall be seen in 
the next chapter, however, other texts (as YOS 3 57, NCBT 909 and YOS 3 86) may 
be indirectly interpreted in the same way. The point is, the majority of texts do treat 
the kiništu as a separate unit with respect to the temple enterers, and at least some of 
them clearly use it to designate purveyors, but as it has emerged this is just a partial 
picture we get from some documents. On the contrary, Bongenaar‟s originary 
interpretation is indeed correct, and the use of kiništu to collectively designate the 
prebendaries of a sanctuary must have been the original one, as it is more respondent 
to the meaning of the Aramaic word as well; a text like BaM 2 1990: nr. 2 (col. III: 
13) shows that kiništu might simply have designated a “gathering” or group of people 
assembled for one specific purpose, or sharing a common trait or work: 
11. (…) ina mah-ri-ia uru ina muh-hi 
12. ul e-pu-uš e-pe-šú uru ur5-tú ina lìb-bi-ia ib-ši-ma ul-tu 
13. sig4 
lúki-na-al-ta ina ugu i-lab-bi-ni a-di la uru i-na 
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14. ugu ip-pu-uš 20 lú gu-du-du šá lúa-ra-mu du-ku-nim-ma (…) 
«(…) before my time, no one had built a city nearby; the design to build a city came to my mind. 
When a corvée gang was moulding bricks for this purpose, before the settlement had been 
completed, twenty Aramean raiders came (…)»
123
 
kiništu is here the term used for a kind of corvée gang, assembled with the task to 
mould bricks, and has obviously nothing to do with priesthood; the same notion of 
assembled people with a common task or job seems however to underlie this one text 
and the rest of the others. 
I would put forward that in all those texts that treat kiništu and temple 
enterers separately, the need must have been present to single out the personnel 
hierarchy more clearly. Whether this was just due to scribal practice or to legal 
requirements I cannot say at the moment. At any rate, the inclusive meaning seems to 
be the more prevalent, by far, during the latest phases of Mesopotamian history, or at 
least it is so in the textual corpora that preserve most of its occurrences, mainly  the 
Esagil archive and the Astronomical Diaries of Babylon. Of course some other 
issues, which possibly complicate the picture, need to be carefully weighed. For 
instance, the majority (but not totality) of the texts discussed until now comes from 
Neo Babylonian Uruk; I have expounded above the theory that, during the 
Hellenistic period, 
lú
unkin šá unugki did not designate the kiništu, but rather the 
puhru of Uruk, much unlike it was thought until now in mainstream scholarship; this 
further restricts the already not numerous attestations of kiništu from Uruk for such a 
period to a meagre handful of texts, all of which attribute it as a title to specific 
individuals. In Babylon, on the other hand, the kiništu as a collective body seems to 
have been taking over functions that we would, in theory, be assigning to the puhru 
already during the late fifth century, and so on thorugh the last centuries BCE; I say 
in theory, however, because we hardly possess any significant evidence on the puhru 
from Babylon for the sixth and early fifth century, to the effect that an illuminating 
                                                             
123 As has been noted above, the passage in question comes out of a historical inscription of Ninurta-
kudurri-uşur, a šākin māti of Mari during the eighth century BCE. I would not know, on the other 
hand, what to make of the title lúe-ri-bi unkin šá ┌é┐.dingir attributed to one Bēl-mudammiq in another 
document of the second half of the eighth century BCE, from the archive of the šandabakku of Nippur 
(Cole 1996: nr. 111, lines 6-7). Since the letter deals with missing cultic items, and this unkin is 
specified to be “of the temple”, it would be reasonable to understand it as kiništu, as the editor does 
(id. 1996: 224-225), translating “member of the temple assembly”, with the further observation that 
the copper utensils were used to prepare offerings for the būdu ceremony, which would connect well 
with the notion of the kiništu as designating the purveyors. Such a reading of unkin, with no 
determinative lú, in such a early date and no other supporting evidence seems dubious to me, at best. 
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stream of records from a period comparable to the Uruk attestations is just a 
desideratum, and what meagre information we possess on the Neo Babylonian puhru 
(if we exclude the period‟s earlier phases) derives from the Urukian record. If one 
were allowed to merge such different, non homogeneous  pieces of evidence 
together, then these two layers of meaning would give a composite picture, where 
kiništu designates both the individual entitled to membership (see e.g. the Hellenistic 
Uruk attestations) and the organization, that is the unit derived from the assembled 
people who held title to participate; in a diachronic perspective, on the other hand, 
from a relatively less important organizational unit within the temple framework, the 
kiništu would have become an all-encompassing collective body, which apparently 
took up the functions of other such bodies as the puhru, at least in Babylon; from this 
point of view, moreover, the existence of sub-kiništus, if one accepts the lúunkin of 
weavers, exorcists and goldsmiths as such, would confer the notion of a vertical 
development, from the “organization of the prebendaries of the temple” to the 
“temple assembly”, as many translate today (cf. e.g., Waerzeggers and Jursa 2008: 
18). But then again, the survival of the puhru in Uruk seems to forbid the 
reconstruction of such a piecemeal picture, and calls for the concepts of “assembly” 
and “organization of prebendaries” to be disentangled from each other and from that 
of puhru; this will be hopefully accomplished in the next chapter, among other 
things.  
For the time being, and to conclude, I will very quickly address one last issue. 
If it is licit, again, to apply data emerging from the Urukian record of the Neo 
Babylonian period to Hellenistic Babylon, captions like those of BM 113249 and 
YOS 7 20, “the Babylonians and Urukians, the kiništu” and “the mār banê, the 
kiništu of Eanna” respectively, could be perfectly superimposed on the later 
counterpart 
lúšà.tam u lúeki.meš lúunkin šá é.sag.íl, just to clean the slate and get a fresh 
start over the many discussions on the subject (as in Boiy 2004: 194ff.), with the 
latter being interpretable simply as “the šatammu and the Babylonian citizens who 
are prebendaries of Esagil”, or even “the šatammu and the prebendaries of Esagil”; 
of course, in order to accept such a reconstruction one must be convinced of the 
existence of prebends in Hellenistic Babylon (or, alternatively, of another generic 
remuneration-in-exchange-for-service system, on which to ground criteria for 
membership) and of the perfect interchangeability of demonyms as “Babylonians and 
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Urukians” with the concept of free citizenship. Quite naturally, translations like 
“temple assembly” or “assembly of the prebendaries” of a given sanctuary are also 
legitimated by the meaning of “gathering” which is inherent to the very concept of 
kiništu; however, if a notion as that of membership and allegiance to the local 
institutions is considered, then I believe a rendering of the cluster as “the 
prebendaries of Esagil” (and other local variants) is more telling than simply a 
“temple assembly”. On the rather volatile character of other local body politics as the 
puhru and the different notions of membership at stake in the passage from Chaldean 
and Achamenid rule to Seleucid and, later, Parthian, I will elaborate sparsely in the 
next chapters.  
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Chapter III 
Neo Babylonian assemblies: one assembly or more assemblies? 
Namque pauci libertatem, pars magna iustos dominos volunt  
(Sallust, Histories IV 69,18) 
In the course of the following discussion it will become much clearer, I hope, why a 
treatment of the puhru has been deferred to just the third chapter. To determine the 
composition, nature and authority of Neo Babylonian assemblies will be the main 
focus of  this chapter, and with the results of the first two chapters it will be easier to 
assess the constituencies that could form assemblies on the one hand, and to operate 
a clearer comparison between the data that Neo and Late Babylonian evidence 
provide on the other. The chapter is arranged in three sections. In the first one I 
assess a corpus of texts that mention the word puhru, and proceed to classify and 
analyze the rubrics that define the assembly as an authority, searching for viable 
interpretive tools that may help distinguish between possibly different kinds of 
assemblies. The second section deals with the constituencies that formed assemblies 
as attested in the sources; before, however, I ask whether this analysis should truly be 
restricted to texts mentioning the puhru explicitly, or rather whether any text that 
mentions assembled constituencies should be regarded as what I call “assembly-
record”. The third section, before some concluding remarks, is more explicitly 
focussed on one of the main issues at stake in this study, i.e. what the assemblies 
could actually do and what their functions were.  
3.1 A keynote on the puhrum: one assembly or more assemblies? 
One of the first aspect that will emerge is, essentially, that local power enjoyed along 
with its constituents a rather fluid nature, with several apparent overlaps between the 
various constituencies or groups, that are at the same time terminological, substantial 
and functional. 
The following is yet another table, this time devoted to attestations of the 
puhru, more or less through the Neo Babylonian period. It has been intended in a 
loose way, so as to include also cases in which gathered individuals are referred at 
large, as in the Verse Account, or where an assembly is not explicitly mentioned but 
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its being meant is nonetheless obvious. As that relative to the kiništu, neither this 
table aims at total completeness, for very obvious reasons. 
 
The following is yet another table, this time devoted to attestations of the puhru, 
more or less through the Neo Babylonian period. It has been intended in a loose way, 
so as to include also cases in which gathered individuals are referred at large, as in 
the Verse Account, or where an assembly is not explicitly mentioned but its being 
meant is nonetheless obvious. As that relative to the kiništu, neither this table aims at 
completeness, for very obvious reasons. 
Table 7 
Place and 
date 
Authority Description Attestation 
Babylon // 
23.XIIb.03 
Esar 
unkin lútin.tirki.meš  
Decision record of a litigation over the sales 
of a prebend in the sanctuary of Šamaš in 
Sippar, performed by a member of the 
Šangû-Šamaš family. The case was argued in 
the assembly of the Babylonians (idbubūma), 
which finally made a decision (iprusū); 
evidently, the case had been transferred, or 
Babylon was a more competent seat 
Strassmaier 1891 : 
nr. 4 (Actes du 
8eme Congres) 
Nippur
? // 
Nbk?124 
unkin lú┌en?┐ [.. 
..] ┌uru?┐ […]125 
A private litigation is settled by an assembly 
whose exact nature is difficult to grasp due to 
bad state of preservation of the tablet. It may 
have been an assembly of mār banê or 
citizens of Nippur 
McEwan 1982: 
nr. 38 (ROMCT) 
Babylon // 
22.XI.11 Nbk 
unkin ālīni 
(unkin ummāni in 
Weidner‟s 
edition)126 
Treason againts Nebuchadnezzar, who 
proves the case againts the culprit “in the 
assembly of our city” 
Weidner 1954: 1-
2, obv. 17 
[Sippar?] // 14 
Nbk 
pu-hu-ru šá lúši-
bu-tu šá dutu 
The assembly of the elders of Šamaš appears 
among witnesses of a text calling for 
evidence 
Nbk 104: line 14 
                                                             
124 The hypothetical dating is suggested by McEwan 1982: 52 n. 5 on the basis of the ductus. 
125 McEwan 1982: 52 n. 1 suggests the place may be Nippur. 
126 Barjamovic (2004: 67) argued in favour of a reading unkin uru-ni on the basis of Weidner‟s 
photographic plate. 
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[Babylon] // 
1.XI.41 Nbk 
unkin lútin.tirki.meš 
The šakin māti, Nergal-šarru-uşur,127 two ša 
rēš šarri and the “assembly of the 
Babylonians” emit a verdict over a case 
which has been brought before them 
BM 103452 (Jursa 
et al. 2003/2004: 
265-268), line 15 
Sippar // Nbn 
unkin dumumeš 
um.me.a 
Restoration cylinder of Nabonidus for the 
Ebabbar of Sippar. A gathering of scholars 
inspects and identifies the temple‟s old 
foundation 
VAB 4 256 I 36 
Uruk // 
26.X.01 Nbn 
unkin (?) 
The assembly decides a case as the only 
authority 
YOS 19 90 
Uruk // 02 
Nbn 
unkin-šú-nu 
The assembly decides the returning of a 
slave, together with the šatammu of Eanna. 
Other authorities listed among the witnesses 
are the šakin ţēmi, a scribe of Eanna, and the 
ša muhhi quppi. Unkin-šú-nu refers to the 
assembly of the witnesses that heard the case 
YOS 19 91 
Uruk // 
17.IX.07 Nbn 
lúunkin 
lútin.tirki.meš 
lúunugki-a-a 
lúdi.kudmeš 
Decision record. The assembly concurs 
together with the ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti, the 
šakin ţēmi and the qīpu 
YOS 6 92 
Uruk // 
04.IV.09 Nbn  
unkin 
A statement is made to the ša rēš šarri bēl 
piqitti in the assembly concerning doubtful 
ownsership of cattle 
YOS 6 120 
Uruk // 
05.VIII.09 
Nbn  
unkin 
The assembly hears an accusation about 
misappropriated cattle belonging to the Lady 
of Uruk. A penalty is established. The ša rēš 
šarri and the bēl piqnēti concur 
YOS 6 123 
Uruk // 
23.IV.10 Nbn 
unkin 
The assembly examines documents and 
makes a decision over the status of two 
oblates 
YOS 6 116 
Uruk // 
08.XII.10 Nbn  
unkin  
Protocol of an assembly including zazakku, 
šakin ţēmi and qīpu, in which an injunction is 
made to PN to pay arrears of payments of 
silver to the temple as compensation for the 
agurru-tax. 
AnOr 8 25 
Ālu ša Jaqi'-il 
// x.XI.11 Nbn 
lúunkin 
Two statements are made before an 
assembly, presumably about the ownership 
of cattle. The assembly appears to be the only 
mentioned authority 
YOS 6 240 
                                                             
127 This is none other than the future king Neriglissar, who at that time was probably the acting 
simmagir (Jursa et al. 2003/2004: 266-267 and nn. 41-42).  
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Uruk // 
06.XI.12 Nbn  
unkin 
Decision record. The šatammu brings two 
litigating parties and interrogates the accused 
before the assembly (the subject is 
misappropriated linseed). Assembly hears 
declaration. Oaths are taken by the gods, king 
and crown prince 
YOS 6 225 
Uruk // 
03.XIIb.15 
Nbn 
unkin 
The assembly hears an oath with evidentiary 
function, pronounced by a woman about a 
širku's status. Other appearing authorities are 
šatammu and ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti 
YOS 6 224 
Sippar // 
x.II.16 Nbn  
pu-hur-ru 
Memorandum of the deposition by a širku, 
rendered before an assembly. The assembly 
members can be placed in the institutional 
context of Ebabbar; some of them are 
explicitly called temple enterers 
Nbn 958 
Uruk // 
21.IX.16 Nbn  
lúunkin 
Preliminary protocol, whereby the assembly 
collects, examines, seals and wraps a dagger 
as corpus delicti, presumably to later stage a 
case against the accused. Other 
authenticating authority is the ša rēš šarri [ša 
muhhi quppi] 
TCL 12 117 
Uruk // 
14.IV.17 Nbn  
unkin 
The assembly hears an exculpatory testimony 
and a counteroath; it is then affirmed that the 
accused could not preoduce any evidence of 
his claims to the assembly 
YOS 6 231 (dupl. 
169) 
Uruk // 
11.V.17 Nbn 
unkin 
The šatammu and ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti 
Eanna interrogate two individuals before the 
assembly about the unlawful slaughtering of 
a sheep; they take an oath by the gods and 
the king (before the assembly) and then 
testify they did not slaughter any other 
ungelded ram than the one under discussion 
YOS 6 156 
Babylon
? // 
Cyr 
unkin (line 8), ú-
pah-hi-hir 
dumumeš um-
man-nu (line 19) 
The account relates how Nabonidus would 
praise himself speaking “in the assembly”. 
The verb pahāru used for the gathered 
scholars (line 19) makes it clear that also the 
mentioned unkin is one of experts 
Verse Account 
Uruk // 
01.II.01 Cyr 
unkin 
Accusatory deposition for the theft of a 
cumin mill; a first accusation is performed 
before the qīpāni by the slave of the 
accused‟s father, then before the assembly by 
another slave and by his own brother. 
YOS 7 10 
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Uruk // 
03.VI.01 Cyr 
unkin lútin.tirki.meš 
ù lúunugki-a-a; 
unkin 
Decision record about Gimillu. The initial 
report on the missing cows begins with a 
hearing before the qīpāni and scribes, who in 
turn order the animals to be confiscated and 
brought, only to defer the actual adjudication 
to a body formed by the šakin ţēmi and an 
assembly of Babylonians and Urukians, 
before whom the cows are brought. It is this 
assembly who establishes the multi-part 
decision; it appears again and again in the 
text simply as the "assembly" which hears 
depositions and confessions by Gimillu, and 
then makes the decisions (parasu). 
YOS 7 7 
Uruk // 
21.x.02 Cyr 
lúunkin 
Preliminary protocol. Three individuals 
testify over an oblate‟s aggression, then the 
assembly inspects and preserves the weapon 
as corpus delicti 
YOS 7 88 
Uruk // 
09.III.02 Cyr 
unkin šá uru gab-
bi 
A number of people initiate a case by 
accusing an oblate o fan act of blasphemy 
committed “before the assembly of the entire 
city” 
YOS 7 20 
Uruk // 
28.VIII.02 Cyr 
unkin lútin.tirki.meš 
u lúunugki-a-a 
Preliminary protocol, where the assembly 
acts alongside the šakin ţēmi and the 
šatammu. Evidence (a cow) is inspected, 
statements and claims by litigants heard 
AnOr 8 38 
Uruk // 
06.VI.03 Cyr 
unkin 
The assembly inspects a tablet without seal. 
The evidence is subsequently wrapped and 
sealed in the assembly at the presence of the 
ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti and the ša rēš šarri ša 
muhhi quppi 
YOS 7 19 
Uruk // 
27.XI.03 Cyr? 
unkin 
The assembly hears a confession about 
misappropriated cattle, then a 30-fold penalty 
is applied, presumably by the assembly itself 
(as in YOS 7 7). The proceeding takes place 
at the presence of the šatammu and the ša rēš 
šarri bēl piqitti 
YOS 7 35 
Uruk // 
21?.XII.03 Cyr 
unkin lúdumu.dù-
imeš 
Examination of evidence: the assembly 
examines a house which was held as a 
guarantee of a debtor 
YOS 7 28 
Uruk // 
26.XII.03 Cyr 
unkin 
Inquiry into the familial background of a 
candidate for consecration into the 
prebendary service before the Lady of Uruk 
OIP 122 36 
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Uruk // 
22.V.04 Cyr 
unkin 
Preliminary protocol. The assembly hears a 
(self-accusatory)128 deposition about the 
unlawful sales of cattle belonging to Nabû 
TCL 13 133 
Uruk // 
6(+x).x.x 
Cyr129 
unkin 
Penalty pending evidence: craftsmen of 
Eanna swear in the assembly to the šatammu 
and ša rēš šarri that they know nothing 
neither about work on precious materials 
being performed outside the temple, nor 
about misappropriated precious materials in 
possession of any craftsman. A penalty is 
established in case evidence of the contrary is 
eventually produced 
BM 114525 
(Payne 2008) 
Uruk // 
29.XI.04? Cyr 
unkin-šú-nu 
An assembly of craftsmen of Eanna receives 
an instruction from the šatammu and the ša 
rēš šarri not to do work of any kind outside 
the city or the temple without their 
permission; the craftsmen take a collective 
oath, swearing to comply with the 
instructions. The unkin-šú-nu in the text 
clearly referes to the gathered artisans 
Weisberg 1967: 
nr. 1 (YNER 1 1) 
Akkad // 
15.XII.04 Cyr 
unkin 
Some mār banê debate in assembly, at the 
presence of the qīpu of Eulmaš and of a 
citizen of Uruk, about standard offerings to 
Mār-Bīti of Ešnunna at the time of 
Nebuchadnezzar 
Stigers 1976: nr. 6 
(JCS 28) 
Uruk // 
20.IV.05 Cyr 
unkin 
Preliminary protocol recording a maš‟altu 
interrogation of PN, who had stolen 
valuables from the storerooms of two 
gatekeepers. The evidence is brought and the 
assembly sees it 
YOS 7 42 
Uruk // 
14.X.05 Cyr 
[lúku4-é
meš (?)]130 
u unkin-šú-nu 
A gathering of temple enterers and other 
priestly personnel counsel the šatammu and 
ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti over, apparently, the 
cultic suitability of a woman who had 
awkwardly claimed rights to shares in the 
harû ritual that had belonged to her late 
husband 
CPL 036422 
                                                             
128 Note that the customary technical term kunnu is not used here. 
129 Although the date of the document is broken for the most part, according to the editor its 
intertextual relationship with YNER 1 1 concurs to place it before the latter (see Payne 2008: 105-
106). 
130 That “their assembly” actually refers to the temple enterers of Eanna is little more than an educated 
guess by the editor (Geller 1995), but it seems justified in light of the general context described in the 
document (see above). 
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Sippar // 
10+.XI.05 Cyr 
unkin lúku4-é 
dutu 
An assembly of temple enterers of Šamaš is 
mentioned in the discussion of a case 
regarding promissory notes for dates. The 
text is very damaged 
CT 55 195 
Uruk // 
13.IV.06 Cyr 
unkin 
A questioned sales document of a slave is 
inspected in the assembly 
YOS 7 91 
Uruk // 
27.XII.06 Cyr 
unkin 
The assembly hears an accusation about 
misappropriated sheep; then the šatammu 
and ša rēš šarri perform an interrogation, and 
the accused individual takes an oath in the 
assembly 
YOS 7 55 
Sippar // 
03.XII.07 Cyr 
⌈unkin⌉131 lúku4-é 
dutu lúumbisagmeš 
ù lúab.bameš uru 
An oblate assumes guarantee for another 
oblate who had been imprisoned by the 
šangû of Sippar. The act is performed before 
an assembly of temple enterers of Šamaš, 
college scribes and elders of the city 
Cyr 281 
Sippar // 
10.I.08 Cyr 
unkin  
The assembly hears a sworn deposition, 
taken in the name of Šamaš, about a contract 
Cyr 293 
Uruk // 
15.IV.08 Cyr 
unkin lúqí-pa-a-
nu ù dumu.dù-ime 
The assembly of qīpānu and mār banê hears 
a deposition concerning the performance of 
the lilissu ritual in Larsa in connection with 
an eclipse 
Boissier 1926: 13-
17 (RA 23) 
Sippar // 
30.XII.08 Cyr 
lúši-bu-tu šá uru 
ú-pa-ah-hi-ra-
am-ma 
Preliminary protocol, whereby an individual 
is accused of burglary (removing property 
from a house, a door with its threshold); “the 
elders of the city assembled”, then statements 
are made 
Cyr 329 
Uruk // 
27.IX.00 
Camb 
unkin 
Records the trial of a man accused of renting 
the same slave to two different individuals at 
the same time. As part of the proceeding, the 
assembly wraps, seals and deposits in Eanna 
a parchment document containing accusatory 
evidence that it had previously examined. 
Other mentioned authorities are the 
šatammmu and ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti 
YOS 7 102 
Uruk // 
19.XI.00 
Camb 
unkin lúdumu.dù-
imeš; unkin 
Preliminary protocol over an attempted 
assault. The assembly acts alongside the ša 
rēš šarri bēl piqitti; it hears the accusations, 
then inspects, wraps and seals the corpus 
delicti; another testimony is subsequently 
heard 
YOS 7 97 
                                                             
131 Text collated by Bongenaar (1997: 18 and n. 41), especially line 5, which would have otherwise 
made little sense. 
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Uruk // 
25.I.01 Camb 
unkin 
A case is handled by the assembly in the 
absence of both šatammu and ša rēš šarri bēl 
piqitti Eanna. The assembly hears a 
disculpatory declaration about the possession 
of branded ewe, then orders the suspect to 
bring a guarantor before the qīpāni as soon as 
they are back in Uruk, establishing a penalty 
in case of failure to appear 
YOS 7 118 
Uruk // 
30.I.01 Camb 
unkin; unkin 
lúdumu.dùmeš 
Exculpatory kunnu summons. Gardeners 
establish a case against PN1 in the assembly, 
concerning dates, the imittu yield and sūtu of 
PN2; PN1 exculpates himself in the 
assembly. A penalty is then set if he fails to 
appear whenever summoned again, this time 
by the šatammu and ša rēš šarri. It appears 
the assembly serves a preliminary 
ascertaining purpose, after which the case 
and the decision would be handed over to the 
qīpāni 
BIN 1 113 
Uruk // 
30.III.01 
Camb 
lúunkin tin.tirki.me 
u lúunugki-a-a 
Decision record. The šakin ţemi, the 
šatammu and the assembly of Babylonians 
and Urukians impose a fine on two people 
for misappropriating cattle under the 
responsibility of a herdsman of the Lady of 
Uruk 
TCL 13 147 
Babylon // 
22.IX.01 
Camb 
unkin lúši-bu!-tu 
šá lúmi-şir-a-a 
The text mentions a field, bīt qašti [of?] the 
Egyptians, and plots thereof, in connection 
with which the assembly of their elders 
appears. An oath is taken 
Camb 85 
Uruk // x.x.02 
Camb 
unkin 
[lútin.t]irki.me ù 
lúunugki-a-a 
Preliminary protocol (?) over mishandling of 
cattle; an accusation is performed before the 
šatammu and ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti Eanna. 
Then a branded cow is brought and inspected 
in the assembly of Babylonians and Urukians 
YOS 7 125 
Uruk // 
10.IV.02 
Camb 
lúunkin 
Preliminary protocol. PN1 establishes in the 
assembly (as only authority) a case against 
PN2 (who later exculpates himself) 
concerning two missing ewes 
Spar 1972: nr. 2 
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Uruk // 
13.VII.02 
Camb 
unkin lúdumu 
tin.tir u unugki 
lúki-niš-tu4 
é.an.na; unkin; 
unkin 
lúdumu.dù[meš] 
Decision record (although the decision is not 
clearly preserved). An individual is accused 
before a body of mār banê of killing a ewe of 
Ištar of Uruk and then attempting on his 
accuser‟s life. It is then an assembly of 
Babylonians and Urukians and an assembly 
of mār banê that brings the accused, 
questions him and reach a verdict. It is highly 
likely that the mār banê listed at the 
beginning actually made up the assemblies 
subsequently mentioned in the text 
YOS 7 128 
Uruk // 
12.X.02 Camb 
unkin; unkin qí-
pa-a-nu ù 
lúdumu.dù-ime; 
unkin lútin.tirki.me 
ù lúunugki-a-a 
Decision record. Some individuals are 
sentenced to repay 30-fold for the unlawful 
killing of two ducks of the Lady of Uruk and 
Nanāja. The accused individuals make a 
confession in the assembly before the 
šatammu and ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti Eanna. 
The corpus delicti is then inspected in the 
assembly of the qīpānu and mār banê; 
finally, "in accordance with the testimony of 
4 PNs against themselves in the assembly of 
the qīpāni and the mār banê, and before 
šatammu and ša rēš šarri, the assembly of 
Babylonians and Urukians, they decided 
that...etc.". Now it is obvious that the latter 
designation can't refer to the two officials 
alone; hence we may take it a summary of 
the preceding ones: the "assembly of the 
Babylonians and Urukians" is indeed an 
assembly of qīpānu and free citizens. 
Figulla 1951: 95-
101 (Iraq 13) 
Uruk // 03 
Camb 
unkin 
Preliminary protocol. A woman has to take 
an oath in the assembly in order to prove her 
rights to ownership of a slave 
TCL 13 179 
Uruk // 
19.VI.03 
Camb 
unkin; unkin 
lútin.tirki.meš u 
unugki-a-a 
Preliminary protocol. A man is accused 
before the šatammu, then the evidence (some 
meat) is seized and shown in the assembly. 
Finally, the man is questioned by the 
šatammu and the assembly of Babylonians 
and Urukians, which then hears a final 
statement on the case 
YOS 7 149 
Uruk // 
22.X.03 Camb 
unkin 
Preliminary protocol. Two oblates establish a 
case in the assembly against another oblate 
who had previously taken an oath with the 
šatammu and ša rēš šarri to blame on them 
the theft of some silver  
YOS 7 152 
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Uruk // 
22.X.03 Camb 
unkin 
Preliminary protocol. A man confesses in the 
assembly having accepted a bribe by a 
runaway herdsman whom he had 
apprehended, and that was sought for having 
used the Divine Staff132 in order to 
unlawfully appropriate sheep and goats from 
the fold of the Lady of Uruk 
YOS 7 146 
Uruk // 
03.XI.03 
Camb 
unkin 
Preliminary protocol. The assembly hears a 
testimony and two oaths about cattle that has 
been mishandled. The ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti 
Eanna and another official lost in the break 
(line 5: the šatammu?) perform the 
questioning (before the assembly itself, it 
may be argued) 
YOS 7 140 
Uruk // 
09.XII.04 
Camb 
unkin 
lúdumu.dùmeš 
Gullubu text: an individual applies for a 
position as brewer of the Lady of Uruk. The 
request for initiation is presented to the 
šatammu, who in turn interrogates two 
relatives. They make their declaration before 
the assembly of the mār banê 
YOS 7 167 
Uruk // 
14.x.05 Camb 
unkin 
lúdumu.dùmeš; 
unkin 
Preliminary protocol. An oblate makes a 
deposition about a series of alleged thefts 
before the šatammu, a ţupšar ša Eanna, a ša 
rēš šarri and an assembly of mār banê. He is 
subsequently questioned by the šatammu, 
and further testimonies by other individuals 
are heard, followed by oaths sworn in the 
assembly 
TCL 13 170 
Uruk // 
10.IX.05 
Camb 
unkin 
The šatammu replies in the assembly to an 
address received by a sepīru sent by one 
Bagdadu (possibly a palace official) and a 
palace scribe. The scribe wants to see the 
inspection of the cattle; the šatammu replies 
that never before has a cattle inspection taken 
place in Kislīmu (rather than Ajjaru, as 
customary). 
BM 114565 
Nāru eššu // 
07.II.06 Camb 
unkin 
lúdumu.dùmeš 
The assembly hears an accusatory deposition 
against two slaves charged with beating a 
shepherd of Ištar of Uruk and stealing his 
sheep; the owner of the slaves is then 
summoned to bring the two slaves before the 
royal judges and argue his case or face a 
penalty 
YOS 7 189 
                                                             
132 Cf. Beaulieu 2003: 351-352. 
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Uruk // 
18.X.06 Camb 
unkin lúqí-pa-nu 
ù lúdumu.dù-ime 
Preliminary protocol. An official is ordered 
to produce suspect documents to a number of 
qīpāni and mār banê, but he flees from their 
assembly instead 
YOS 7 198 
Uruk // 
18.I.01 Dar 
unkin 
lútil.la.gíd.dame ù 
lúdumu.dù-imeš 
An assembly of qīpāni and mār banê hears 
an accusatory deposition by a širku 
concerning a plot, orchestrated by the 
infamous Gimillu, to murder the acting ša rēš 
šarri bēl piqitti 
YBC 6932 (Jursa 
2004: 126-128) 
Uruk // 
06.VI.02 Dar 
unkin 
lúdumume.dù-ime 
Preliminary protocol. An oblate (brother of 
the rent farmer Gimillu) is questioned twice 
by the šatammu and ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti 
over missing promissory notes on dates and 
imittu rents, that have probably been 
concealed from them; the oblate takes two 
oaths before the assembly of mār banê. This 
tablet is probably a copy of another original 
TCL 13 181 
Uruk // 
13.IV.02 Dar 
unkin lúdumume 
tin.tirki u lúunugki-
a-a lúku4-é 
dinnin 
unugki u lúki-niš-ti 
šu-ut é.an.na 
Decision record whereby the sūtu lease of 
temple land is transferred from PN2 to PN1 
upon the latter's request, addressed in the first 
place to the qīpāni of the Eanna. The officials 
defer the proposal to "the assembly of 
Babylonians and Urukians, the temple 
enterers of Ištar of Uruk and the kiništu of 
Eanna", who agree to it and accordingly 
transfer the sūtu to PN1, who becomes the 
new ša muhhi sūti 
TCL 13 182 
Uruk // 
unknown 
ina pu-hur-šú-nu 
An envoy scribe speaks amidst the gathering 
of some širkus who have illegally seized 
fields belonging to the Lady of Uruk 
YOS 3 200 
Nippur // 
06.IV.20 Art 
unkin 
⌈lúdumu⌉.dùmeš šá 
nibruki 
Conclusions record. PN1,2,3 argued the case 
among themselves in the assembly of the 
mār banê of Nippur. The recalled decision 
was the ascertaining of ownership of 
property, while the text records the 
conclusion of the case with a payment, 
following the verdict. 17 PN (witnesses) 
including šaknu and paqudu of Nippur 
Stolper 1985: nr. 
106 
Nippur // 
24.III.41 Art 
unkin 
The text states a clause providing for an 
individual to return property to another one, 
in case the latter “appeals to the assembly” 
BE 9 87 
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Nippur // 
04.XII.39 Art 
unkin nibruki 
conclusions record, which recalls the 
decision made by the assembly of Nippur 
and subsequent events related to the object of 
the decision, i.e. ownership of a property, 
concluded with a payment 
BE 9 69 
[Nippur] // 
12.x(?).06 Dar 
II 
pu-uh-ru 
Holtz 2009: 62 classifies this as non-stylized 
decision record. Dispute between PN1 and 
PN2. Decision: payment. Authority: 
assembly; (ul-tu pu-uh-ru ik-kal-du, "when 
the assembly was approached"). No 
witnesses, no scribe: probably a copy of the 
disposition of the case started in PBS 2/1 
100+ (Stolper 1985: nr. 110), cf. below 
PBS 2/1 140 
Susa // 
14.XI.06 Dar 
II 
unkin 
[lúdumu.dùmeš 
nibruki] 
Document related to PBS 2/1 140. PN1 and 
PN2 argue the case against each other in the 
assembly [of…?]; then an oath is taken. The 
lawsuit concerned the property of fields and 
consequent harvest for 102 minas of silver 
around the vicinity of Nippur, but the text 
was drawn at Susa. A sufficient number of 
Babylonians was there during that winter to 
constitute an assembly (Stolper 1992: 74ff.). 
5 PNs, three with title (one is a dātabara) 
Stolper 1985: nr. 
110 
Hidalu // 
06.XIIb.00 
Tammaritu of 
Elam = 652 
BCE 
unkin lútin.tirki.meš 
Bel-ēpuš documents before an assembly of 
Babylonians his possessions and their 
division among his wife and household. 10 
witnesses were present, the document is 
sealed by Bel-ēpuš/Balāţu. Leichty correctly 
notes the assembly is not of Babylon but 
rather, probably, of those Babylonians that 
had followed him to Hidalu 
BM 79013 
(Leichty AnSt 33, 
1983) 
Kutha // ? 
lúgar umuš 
gú.du8.a
ki ù unkin 
lúgú.du8.a
ki.[meš] 
Dispute relating to the status of an individual, 
concerning an inheritance. The assembly 
reviews the evidence and hears an oath 
Wünsch 2003: nr. 
44 (BA 2) 
Babylon
? // ? 
unkin lútin.tirki.meš 
u lúdil.batki.meš 
A judicial case is heard by a composite 
assembly of people from Babylon and Dilbat 
RA 18: nr. 35 
(32ff) 
Now, as it turns out, the majority of these texts is quite uninformative as to the 
composition and functions of the puhru; a minority, on the contrary, is. I will hence 
single them out and proceed to ask some questions. I would just start with the text 
that has been found as particularly elucidating about this issue above, namely YOS 7 
128. Holtz‟s hypothesis (2009: 299-230, regarding also YOS 19 91) that the 
document actually proves the identity of the people listed at the beginning of the text 
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as mār banê with the “assembly of Babylonians and Urukians, the kiništu of Eanna” 
and with the “assembly of mār banê” that conduct the proceeding recorded in the 
text has already been brought to attention, and ought not to be questioned here; 
Holtz, however, did not get too far in the investigation of this peculiarity. Take, for 
instance, YOS 7 198: 
1. Iim-bi-ia lúgar umuš unugki a-šú šá Idna-na-a-er4-eš a 
Iki-┌din┐-[damar.utu] 
2. Isi-lim-dingir lúsag lugal šá ina muh-hi qu-up-pu šá é.an.na 
3. Ien-kar-dnà lúsag lugal šá i-na é.an.na paq-┌du┐? 
4. Idkur.gal-lugal-ùru dumu-šú ša Ita-lim lúsi-pir ┌šá ina é┐.an.na 
5. dnà-šešmeš-mu dumu-šú šá Iina-é.sag.íl-numun a Ilú-dé.a 
6. Ina-di-nu dumu-šú šá Iba-la-ţu dumu-šú Ié.kur-za.kir 
7. Idna-na-a-mu dumu-šú šá Idin-nin-šešmeš-mu dumu-šú šá Iden-ú-sat 
8. Ida-nu-šeš-mu dumu-šú šá Idnà-sum-numun dumu-šú Ikur-i 
9. lúqí-pa-nu ù lúdumu.dù-ime šá i-na pa-ni-šú-nu Id30-lugal-ùru 
10. lúsag lugal lúen pi-qit-ti é.an.na Išu dumu-šú šá Idinnin-na-mu-dù 
11. šá ina muh-hi re-ha-nu šá şe-e-nu ù áb.gu4
hi.a níg.ga dinnin unugki 
12. a-na šá-ka-nu ţè-e-mu a-na muh-hi ţup-pi šá re-ha-nu 
13. [šá] ┌şe┐-e-nu áb.gu4
hi.a ù mušenhi.a šá ul-tu é.an.na na-ad-na-da!?-šú 
14. a-na šá-pa-ru a-na edin i-bu-kam-ma um-ma a-lik-ma 
15. ┌re┐-hi šá na-as-hur pak-ku133 na-ad-na-da!-ka e-si-ir-am-ma 
16. [a]-na é.an.na šu-ri-bi Išu i-na unkin lúqí-pa-nu 
17. ù lúdumu.dù-ime ul-tu é ka-re-e il-su-um-ma 
18. ┌ul-tu?┐ ká é ka-re-e şa-ab-ta 
19. Iìr-damar.utu lúdub.sar dumu-šú šá Idamar.utu-mu-mu dumu-šú Iden-a-ùru 
20. Idamar.utu-na-şir lúdub.sar dumu-šú šá Iddi.kud-šešmeš-mu dumu-šú Iši-gu-ú-a 
21. [x] unugki itiab ud.18.kam mu.6.kam Ika-am-bu-zi-ia lugal eki lugal kur.kur 
22. [ erased ] 
23. na4kišib 
Iim-bi-ia lúgar-umuš unugki na4kišib 
Idnà-du-a lúšà.tam é.an.na na4kišib 
Id30-lugal-ùru 
┌lúen pi-qit é.an.na┐ na4kišib 
Isi-lim-dingir šá ugu qu-up-pu na4kišib [ … ] 
«Imbija/Nanāja-ēreš//Kidin-Marduk, the šākin ţēmi of Uruk, Silīm-Ili, the ša rēš šarri ša ina muhhi 
quppi ša Eanna, Bēl-ēţeri-Nabû, the ša rēš šarri that is assigned to Eanna, Amurru-šarru-uşur/Talīmu, 
the sepīru of Eanna, Nabû-ahhē-iddin/Ina-Esagil-zēri//Amēl-Ea, Nādinu/Balāţu//Ekur-zākir, Nanāja-
iddin/Innin-ahhē-iddin//Bēl-usātu, Anu-ahu-iddin/Nabû-nādin-zēri//Kurī, (these are) the qīpāni and 
the mār banê before whom Sîn-šarru-uşur, the ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti ajakki, brought Gimillu/Innin-
šumu-ibni, the official in charge of outstanding issues of sheep and cows, property of Ištar of Uruk, to 
present an explanation concerning the document of the outstanding sheep, cows and birds that had 
been assigned to him from within Eanna to be sent (to graze) into the steppe, (saying): “Go, collect 
(the records?) of outstanding issues (of animals?) that were assigned to you for ...(?), and bring them 
back to Eanna!” Gimillu ran away from the assembly of qīpāni and mār banê from the storehouse, but 
was seized through the entrance gate of the storehouse itself. Arad-Marduk/Marduk-šumu-iddin//Bēl-
aplu-uşur and Marduk-nāşir/Dajjānu-ahhē-iddin//Šigû‟a are the scribes. Uruk, the 18th of Ţebētu of 
year 6 of Cambyses, king of Babylon and king of the lands». [seals follow] 
 
Thus, the people listed at the beginning of this Eanna Style B preliminary protocol 
are called, in a standard transitional phrase, the qīpāni and mār banê that should have 
                                                             
133 The meaning of pakku is unknown: cf. CAD P:36-37 s.v. pakku C. 
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heard clarifications from the acting ša ina muhhi rēhānu ša şēnu concerning what 
was presumably a fraudulent account of animals that had been assigned to him (and 
probably embezzled?).
134
 It hardly needs further elaboration that these people were 
the same before whom the suspect official actually attempted a short lived getaway, 
save that this time it is stated that he ran away “from before the assembly of qīpāni 
and mār banê”. Thus the people who are simply enumerated under the standard 
caption actually constituted, on that occasion, an assembly; it is evident, again, that 
they were all present in the storehouse, where Gimillu was brought and the 
injunction formulated to him by the ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti Sîn-šarru-uşur before he 
attempted to run away; the gathering of officials and mār banê would have initially 
be summoned to witness the production of the required documents from the ša muhhi 
rēhānu, and eventually, it may be inferred, would have inspected them. Since the 
suspect somewhat confirmed the suspicions on his account by trying to flee, it is 
obvious that the assembly of the said people would have subsequently served as 
witnesses to this event, thereby authenticating this preliminary protocol and being 
readily available as adjudicating authority in a follow-up decision session. It is to be 
noted that the list of individuals fully conforms to the caption: after the officials and 
the alphabetic scribe, there follow four individuals among whom only one can be 
attributed a profession with any certainty (Nanāja-iddin/Innin-ahhē-iddin//Bēl-usātu, 
jeweller: YNER 1 1), while the other are hardly attested beyond this text.
135
 I shall 
return on this aspect in a while. A similar context can be observed in YOS 7 88: 
1. Iki-na-a a-šú šá Ina-din a Ida-bi-bi 
2. Idutu-du-a a-šú šá Iddi-kud-šešmeš-mu a Iši-gu-ú-a 
3. Iè-ana-zálag-damar.utu a-šú šá Idnà-šešmeš-tin-iţ 
4. a Ida-bi-bi Išu-la-a a-šú šá Idutu-numun-dù a Iha-nab 
5. Iìr-din-nin a-šú šá Itin-su a Izálag-d30 
6. Idutu-numun-ba-šá a-šú šá Idin-nin-mu-ùru a Id30-ti-ér 
7. Imar-duk-a Iina-suh-sur a Ihu-un-zu-ú 
8. Ila!-ba!-ţu a-šú šá Idnà-gi a Id30-ti-ér 
9. lúdumu.dùmeš šá ina pa-ni-šú-nu Ia-na-é.an.na-tur-ru 
10. lúì.du8 šá é šu-tùm-mu lugal 
Iri-mut 
11. lúì.du8 šá ká silim-mu u 
Ila-qip lúad-┌kid┐ 
12. a-šú šá Iri-mut a-na Ini-din-ti-den 
13. lúšà.tam é.an.na a-šú šá Idnà-du-numun a Ida-bi-bi 
14. ù Idnà-šeš-mu lúsag lugal en pi-qit-ti é.an.na 
                                                             
134 On the reluctance of Gimillu to appear before his superiors see BM 113293 published in Jursa 
2004: 119-122; on his tenure as ša muhhi rēhānu and its implications see id. 2004: 119ff. 
135 Notice that also theaccusatory deposition recorded in YBC 6932 (published Jursa 2004: 126-128), 
concerning once again Gimillu, was heard by an assembly of qīpānu and mār banê. The same 
observations as for YOS 7 198 hold valid for this latter text. 
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15. iq-bu-ú um-ma Iba-si-ia a-šú šá Idnà-ke-šèr 
16. lúrig7 šá 
dgašan šá unugki šá ina é ‹šu›-tùm-mu lugal 
17. şa-ab-tu se-mer-re-e-šú an.bar ip-ta-ţar u il-ta-su-um 
18. ù [er.] ár-ki-šú [er.] ki-i ni-il-su-mu 
19. pat-ri an.bar a-na muh-hi-i-ni it-ta-as-sah 
20. ina ká silim-mu ki-i ni-iş-ba-tu-šú a-na é.an.na 
21. nu-ul-te-rib-šú u pat-ri šá muh-hi-šú-nu is-su-hu 
22. lúunkin i-mu-ru pat-ri an.bar iš-ku-su ik-nu-ku 
23. ù ina é.an.na ip-qí-du lúumbisag Imu-ra-nu 
24. a-šú šá Id┌nà-dù┐-ùru a Ié-kur za-kir unugki 
25. ┌iti┐[x ud.]21.kam mu.2.kam lugal ┌x┐[.. ..] 
«Kināja/Nādinu//Dābibī, Šamaš-mukīn-apli/Dajjānu-ahhē-iddin//Šigû‟a, Lūşi-ana-nūri-Marduk/Nabû-
ahhē-bulliţ//Dābibī, Šulāja/Šamaš-zēru-ibni//Hanab, Arad-Innin/Balāssu//Nūr-Sîn, Šamaš-zēru-
iqīša/Innin-šumu-uşur//Sîn-lēqi-unninni, Marduka/Ina-tešî-ēţir//Hunzû, Balāţu-/Nabû-ušallim//Sîn-
lēqi-unninni: the mār banê before whom Ana-Eanna-turru, gatekeeper of the royal storehouse, 
Rēmūtu, gatekeeper of the bāb salimi and Laqīpu/Rēmūtu, a reed worker, spoke as follows to Nidinti-
Bēl/Nabû-mukīn-zēri//Dābibī and Nabû-ahu-iddin, the ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti ajakki: “Basija/Nabû-
kēšer, an oblate of the Lady of Uruk, that had been seized in the royal storehouse, loosened his fetters 
and rana way. When we ran after him, he repeatedly drew an iron dagger against us. When we caught 
him at the bāb salimi, we brought him back to Eanna”, and the assembly inspected the dagger he drew 
against them, wrapped it, sealed it and deposited it in the Eanna. Scribe: Murānu/Nabú-tabni-
uşur//Ekur-zākir. Uruk, the 21st of [x], year 2 of [Cyrus], king [of Babylon, king of the lands]» 
 
Again, it is quite difficult not to see, in the assembly that inspected and collected the 
corpus delicti, the very same people before whom the two gatekeepers and the 
atkuppû performed their accusation of the fugitive širku, unless it is posited that two 
different bodies or adjudicating authorities concurred in the proceeding, which would 
seem rather awkward a procedure; instead, it is perfectly reasonable that the very 
same assembly of people would hear the accusation and review the hard evidence to 
later make a case against the culprit. A very similar context can be deduced with not 
too much difficulty for TCL 12 117 (discussed above), which anyway may be 
deemed a product of an undecided scribe, as it starts with the transitional phrase mār 
banê ša ina pānišunu before which, however, no names are submitted, with 
witnesses designated at the end of the text as 
lúmukinnū; as Magdalene (2007: 55 n. 
26) and Holtz (2009: 268 n. 4) noticed, the designated but unspecified mār banê 
would actually have been those who witnessed the felony taking place. It is perhaps 
their names which are listed at the end of the text; note that, contrary to other similar 
cases as YOS 7 88, however, it is not stated that the assembly “saw” the weapon, but 
only that they tied it up and sealed it: this is easily understood, as having witnessed 
the crime they had also seen the dagger, and did not need to inspect it again. This 
could also explain why, as an authenticating authority, the ša rēš šarri ša muhhi 
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quppi was summoned and not the ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti ajakki, who had been 
directly involved, as his life had been attempted to. Hence, if the witnesses at the end 
of the text are the mār banê ša ina pānišunu, they also constituted the assembly that 
preserved the evidence, or, otherwise, we have to suppose the assembly took place 
separately, made up of people different than those listed, and the witnesses only had 
to testify the veracity of the crime before it. Both explanations are possible, but the 
former seems more in line with what emerges from comparable evidence. If such an 
explanation is accepted, then, that would mean the seven people were just doing their 
business at the Great Gate of Eanna, when the crime took place and they witnessed to 
it; then the very fact of coming together to collect the evidence and calling for 
another official to authenticate the procedure would have turned them into an 
“assembly”.136 So, a question that may be posed is what actually turns people into an 
“assembly” in the mind of a Babylonian scribe. Further evidence can be adduced to 
argue an answer and consolidate the picture, which essentially consists of two parts.  
First of all, other texts, if closely examined, disclose a picture not unlike that 
of other Style-B-like records of proceedings as YOS 7 198 and YOS 7 88; this is not 
due to chance, of course, since this kind of text places the enumerated individuals in 
the action described in the record far more directly than Style-A texts separately 
introducing witnesses at the end. Thus, for instance, the gullubu protocol described in 
OIP 122 36
137
 first submits the following list of names:  
(1) Rēmūtu-Bēl/Bēl-uballiţ//Gimil-Nanāja: Ahu rabû of Eanna. Attested 04 Nbn – 04 Cyr. 
(2) Marduk-šumu!138-iddin/Nabû-ahhē-bulliţ//Balāţu: Ērib bīti of Ištar of Uruk (cf. TCL 13 182).  
(3) Arad-Marduk/Zēria//Egibi: Multi-prebend holder, ērib bīti status. 
(4) Sîn-ēreš/Nabû-šumu-līšir//Eppeš-ilī: Ērib bīti status. 
(5) Nabû-mukīn-apli/Nādinu//Dābibī: Future šatammu, ērib bīti status almost certain. Weisberg 
(2003: 63) confususes him with Nabû-mukīn-zēri, while Nabû-mukīn-apli would become 
šatammu from 06 Cyr. 
(6) Nādinu: Weisberg (2003: 63) has him as ţupšar ša Eanna, but apparently fails to notice that 
he is the same individual as in line 4, i.e. Nādinu/Bēl-ahhē-iqīša//Egibi. His name here, with 
no patronymic and no descent must be a mistake by the scribe. 
                                                             
136 Other Style B texts for which the names listed at the beginning can be positively identified with the 
members of the assembly cited in the body of the text, as hearing declarations or reviewing evidence, 
are, e.g., YOS 19 91 and TCL 13 133. 
137 The text followed here is the revised version by Jursa in Waerzeggers and Jursa 2008: 28ff. The 
original edition in Weisberg 2003: 61-67 and pl. 20. 
138 Weisberg‟s copy actually reads Idamar.utu-numun-mu. However, an individual with such a name 
practically does not occur in the Neo Babylonian Uruk record, nor is he attested as a son of Nabû-
ahhē-bulliţ//Balāţu. Considering the position he holds in the list and the fact that numun and mu can 
easily be confused in the Neo Babylonian orthography, I would rather suggest that this is actually the 
well attested temple enterer Marduk- šumu-iddin, who so frequently appears in the first positions of 
similar lists. 
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(7) Lâbâši!139-Marduk/Arad-Bēl//Egibi: 12 Nbn – 07 Camb. Prebendary baker, overseer of 
bakers.  
(8) Nādinu/Bēl-ahhē-iqīša//Egibi: Ţupšar ajakki 20.I.12 Nbn – 22.IV.4 Camb (or 5.IV.6 Camb). 
His son would be šatammu. Ērib bīti status certain. 
(9) Marduk-šumu!140-uşur/Bēl-uballiţ//Pūşu: prebendary baker. 
(10) Ištar-mukīn-apli/Zēria: Scribe and ţupsar Eanna in 14 Nbn (YOS 19 01). 
(11) Šumu-ukīn/Ina-tēšî-ēţer//Bēl-aplu-uşur: Appears as kiništu in YOS 7 20. 
(12) Nabû-zēru-ukīn!141/Nabû-kāşir//Arrabti: Scribe and owner of a baker‟s prebend. He also 
appears in the kiništu texts AnOr 8 48 and Spar 1972: nr. 3. 
(13) Murānu/Nabû-tabni-uşur//Ekur-zākir: a scribe and ţupšar Eanna. 
(14) Balāţu/Sîn-ibni//Rē‟i-alpi: a scribe and ţupšar Eanna. 
(15) Nūrea/[Balāţu] /Iddin-Papsukkal: a prebendary baker (cf. YOS 6 39). 
(16) Marduk-aplu-uşur/Kabtija//Šigû‟a: brother of an important prebendary baker, he also appears 
in AnOr 8 48. 
(17) Nabû-nādin-apli/Bānija//Bā‟iru: foreman of the fishermen (cf. YOS 7 41). His father may 
have been Bānia/Tabnēa//Bā‟iru active as šatammu x Ner – 01 Nbn. 
(18) Nabû-ahhē-iddin (or Nabû-uballiţ)/Ina-Esagil-zēri//Amēl-Ea: no function attested in both 
cases. 
(19) Esagil-mukīn-apli!142/[Marduk-zēru-ibni//Egib]i?: no title or function attested. 
(20) Šamaš-zēru-iqīša/Innin-šumu-uşur//[Sîn-lēqi-unninni]: nephew of a rab būli and possibly a 
rab būli himself. 
(21) Mušēzib-Marduk/Kabtija//Šigû‟a: a prebendary baker 
(22) PN/PN//Gimil-Nanāja 
(23) Mušallim-Marduk/Arad-Nabû//[Šangû-Nabû]: no title or function attested, but appears in the 
kiništu texts YOS 6 71/72 and AnOr 8 48. 
(24) PN/PN//Balāţu  
(25) PN/PN//PN 
 
If a comparison is made between this list of people and those of many of the texts 
discussed in the previous chapter, then it can be imagined the transitional phrase at 
the end of the list, which is irredeemably lost in the broken edge of the tablet, would 
have been something like “the assembly of Babylonians and Urukians, elders, temple 
enterers and kiništu of Eanna”, or the like, before whom the šatammu Nidinti-
Bēl/Nabû-mukīn-zēri//Dābibī143 - and not the mār banûti of Eanna thought by 
Weisberg (2003: 64) which, as such, did not exist – performed a questioning of 
                                                             
139 Weisberg reads La-ille‟i-Marduk (2003: 62), but DA must be a mistake for téš, as such a name is 
completely unattested, while Lâbâsi-Marduk often appears in this kind of lists in a similar position. 
Further, as far as I know, a name LA-ille‟i-Marduk simply does not exist. 
140 Weisberg (2003: ibid.) reads Marduk-zēru-uşur, but, again, such a name is almost unattested 
(check Nbn 874). A reading mu instead of numun makes much more sense. 
141 Weisberg (ibid.) has Nabû-zēru-ušallim. Although the traces drawn by him seem to conform to a 
reading gi, a Nabû-zēru-ušallim does not seem to exist in the Uruk record. On the contrary, a reading 
du is to be preferred, as Nabû-zēru-ukīn is a well attested son of Nabû-kāşir//Arrabti. 
142 Weisberg (ibid.) has Esagil-tarām, which is otherwise unattested as far as I am aware of. The 
second sign composing the name and drawn on the plate (end of line 10) is not ta but du which, 
coupled with a probable misreading of ibila for ram (or a scribal mistake), gives Esagil-mukīn-apli, 
attested as a scion of the family Egibi. 
143 The reading of the šatammu‟s name in line rev. 1‟ is due to a collation by Jursa (Jursa and 
Waerzeggers 2008: 28-29). 
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fInqāja about the status of her son. In the course of the questioning, the šatammu 
asked “Now shouldn‟t there definitely be a zību-ornament on (his [viz. Inqāja‟s son]) 
neck? If there has been any claim of impurity raised against you, tell us so in the 
assembly (ina unkin)” (lines rev. 5‟-6‟, translation follows Jursa in Waerzeggers and 
Jursa 2008: 29), thus making it clear, if there ever was any doubt, that indeed the 
people who attended the questioning were, de facto, an assembly. Although the text 
follows another style, the same could be gathered for the other gullubu text YOS 7 
167,
144
 where a testimony about the proper requirements of a candidate for initiation 
were heard ina unkin 
lú
dumu.dù
meš
; the attending witnesses were 
(1) Marduk-šumu-iddin/Nabû-ahhē-bulliţ//Balāţu: ērib bīti 
(2) Šamaš-mukīn-apli/Dajjānu-ahhē-iddin//Šigû‟a: overseer of the brewers, ērib bīti 
(3) Nādinu/Bēl-ahhē-iqīša//Egibi: ţupšar ajakki 
(4) Nabû-nādin-ahi/Arad-Bēl//Iddin-Papsukkal: ērib bīti 
(5) Marduk-šumu-uşur/Bēl-uballiţ//Pūşu: prebendary baker 
(6) Ardia/Šākin-šumi//Gimil-Nanāja: prebendary baker 
(7) Innin-šumu-uşur/Gimillu//Kurî: prebendary baker 
where the presence of the overseer of brewers Šamaš-mukīn-apli is quite justified by 
the fact that the candidate was to be initiated into the service of the Lady of Uruk as a 
brewer, while, as for the rest, the entire list of witnesses closely resembles other ones 
of the “temple enterers and kiništu” kind; in case we accept a precise correspondence 
between the witnesses and the court that heard the testimony, we might add this one 
to the count of texts that display such lists in connection to an “assembly”, in this 
case of mār banê, without mentioning kiništu or other constituents. 
The same goes, again, for the text BM 114565, recently published by Kleber (2008: 
58-59), that records the answer the šatammu Nabû-mukīn-apli had to give to a rather 
untoward request relayed to him by a sepīru sent by a Persian official, in the 
presence of a number of mār banê; and the answer itself was delivered ina unkin, “in 
the assembly”, being clear that it was composed of the people dubbed the mār banê. 
This could go on and on, but it is perhaps time to draw some conclusions; these, 
again, consist of more parts. 
1. What differentiates, then, a puhru like that acting in OIP 122 36 or YOS 7 
167 from «the temple-enterers, the overseers (of) the brewers, the bakers, the 
butchers, the Babylonians and Urukians, the kiništu of Eanna» of AnOr 8 48? Hardly 
anything, I would say; indeed, one cannot help but feeling how dependent on scribal 
                                                             
144 Previous editions San Nicolò 1934: 194-196, Scheyhing 1998: 70-71. 
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whim the use of the term must have been. As a further token, I will quote another 
example. The two closely related texts Boissier 1926: 13-17 and YOS 7 71 (both 
edited and discussed Beaulieu and Britton 1994), deal with the performance of an 
apotropaic ritual in connection with an expected lunar eclipse (13.III.08 Cyr) that did 
not take place (id. 1994: 78); the event spurred an official inquiry, that took place in 
two separate hearings in Uruk over a few days. In the former text, a list of people is 
submitted and labelled unkin 
lú
qí-pa-a-nu ù dumu.dù-i
me
 šá i-na ú-šu-uz-zi-šú-nu; in 
the latter, while following the very same format, only ša ina ušuzzišunu is used. 
Changes occurred in the composition of the two gatherings. Boissier 1926: 13-17 has 
the following: 
(1) Imbija/Nanāja-ēreš//Kidin-Marduk 
(2) Nabû-mukīn-apli/Nādinu//Dābibī 
(3) Nabû-ahu-iddin 
(4) Ša-Nabû-ţāb 
(5) Arad-Marduk/Zēria//Egibi 
(6) Arad-Bēl/Şillāja//Iddin-Papsukkal 
(7) Nabû-šumu-iškun/Nabû-tabni-uşur//Ahu-bani 
(8) Šamaš-mukīn-apli/Dajjānu-ahhē-iddin//Šigû‟a 
(9) Lâbâši-Marduk/Arad-Bēl//Egibi 
(10) Nādinu/Bēl-ahhē-iqīša//Egibi 
(11) Nabû-zēru-ukīn/Nabû-kāşir//Arrabti 
(12) Šamaš-šumu-līšir/Nabû-bēl-šumāti//Sîn-tabni  
 
which fully holds to the transitional phrase, as in the first four places four 
officials are found (šākin ţēmi, šatammu, ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti ajakki, qīpu of the 
city Šalamu), while the remaining individuals frequently occur in the corpus 
analyzed in the previous chapter, and almost all are more or less known as high-
ranking prebendaries of Eanna of ērib bīti status. Indeed, this shows again the fact 
that in such lists the titles were fully interchangeable although, while an ērib bīti was 
certainly a mār banê, the contrary does not necessarily hold true. Note that we never 
find a caption as “the assembly of qīpāni and temple enterers”, or “the assembly of 
qīpāni and elders of the city”; the formulation must have been somewhat 
standardized, and as a consequence people that would have elsewehere been called 
temple enterers are referred to simply as mār banê, perhaps due to the higher (?) 
standing of the qīpu officials. At any rate, the subsequent YOS 7 71 submits the 
following individuals as (those) in whose presence the second session of the inquiry 
was held: 
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(1) Imbija/Nanāja-ēreš//Kidin-Marduk 
(2) Arad-Marduk/Zēria//Egibi 
(3) Sîn-ēreš/Nabû-šumu-līšir//Eppeš-ili 
(4) Šamaš-mukīn-apli/Dajjānu-ahhē-iddin//Šigû‟a 
(5) Nādinu/Bēl-ahhē-iqīša//Egibi 
(6) Erība-Marduk/Bēl-uballiţ//Pūşu  
(7) Mušēzib-Bēl/Balāssu//Amēl-Ea tax assessor ēmidu 
(8) Šamaš-ahu-iddin/Nabû-tabni-uşur//Rēmūt-Ea  
(9) Sîn-nādin-šumu/Ibnāja 
(10) Iddin-Bēl/Ahu-lija 
(11) Nabû-ēţer/Innin-tabni-uşur//Gimil-Nanāja scribe 
 
The two lists have in common, beyond the governor Imbija, only Arad-
Marduk/Zēria//Egibi, Šamaš-mukīn-apli/Dajjānu-ahhē-iddin//Šigû‟a and Nādinu/Bēl-
ahhē-iqīša//Egibi. The reason why the šatammu and the ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti did not 
take part in the second proceeding have been elucidated by Beaulieu and Britton 
(1994: 77). It is self evident, on the other hand, that the higher place in the list that 
was originally occupied by the qīpāni was here taken by the group of high-ranking 
temple prebendaries, with some of the former text gone and joined by Sîn-ēreš, while 
the assembly was joined by the people appearing in the lower part of the list, about 
whom little or no affiliation with the temple can be documented.
145
 It is not 
unreasonable to suppose that, in other contexts, they may have been designated the 
“temple enterers, kiništu and mār banê” or similarly phrased labels. The issue at 
hands here, however, remains much the same as posed at the beginning of this 
section: why was that recorded by Boissier 1926: 13-17 a puhru and that in YOS 7 
71 was not? Both text shared format and scribe, were concerned with the same 
business, although at two different stages, the hearings took place in the same city. 
There apparently is no sound reason for one of the sessions being called puhru and 
the other one not, except for the scribe, who was the same for both documents, 
having so decided at the moment. At a first glance, it may seem the word puhru 
would just be used whenever a particular action other than that stated at the end of 
the transitional phrase would take place. 
2. It is evident that in the extant taxtual material, mostly from Uruk and Sippar, the 
term puhru is used in its wider meaning as derived from pahāru “to assemble, to 
congregate, to rally” (CAD P: 23 s.v. pahāru). It is absolutely clear that we are not 
                                                             
145 Erība-Marduk/Bēl-uballiţ//Pūşu was the brother of the prebendary baker Marduk-šumu-uşur, 
Mušēzib-Bēl is attested in several texts and, in particular, as tax assessor (ēmidu) in TCL 13 177; 
Nabû-ēţer(-napšāti?) came from a renown family of scribes. 
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dealing here with standing assemblies, that is with body politics of regular and 
constant composition, convenings, seat, but rather of ad hoc meetings that could take 
place whenever, wherever the need arose. Puhrus could indeed be of mār banê, of 
elders, of temple enterers and kiništu alike, of “our city” (Weidner 1954: 1-2, obv. 
17), of Babylonians and Urukians, of qīpāni and mār banê, even of širkus (YOS 3 
200) or of the “entire city” (YOS 7 20). Take, for instance, the latter two texts. In the 
letter YOS 3 200, it is recounted how an envoy scribe was sent to argue with a group 
of širkus who had illegally occupied some plots of land planted with date palm trees 
of various sorts (especially for production for the table of the Lady of Uruk) [check 
Dandamaev 1984]: 
17. Iden-gi ina pu-hur-šú-nu iq-ta-bi 
18. um-ma lúa šip-ri ana-ku šá-ap-ra-ak 
19. um-ma re-eš qaq-qar šá dgašan šá unugki 
20. i-ši (...) 
«Bēl-ušallim spoke as follows in their assembly: “ I have been sent here as a messenger, in order 
to check the fields of the Lady of Uruk (…)”» 
“Assembly” here might as well have been translated as “meeting”, “gathering” or the 
like. By the same token, the same may be held true for its use in YOS 7 20: 
1. ┌Iri┐-[mut-den a-šú šá Iden-tin-iţ a Išu-d]┌na┐-na-a 
2. Idamar.┌utu┐-[mu-mu] ┌a-šú šá I┐[dnà-šešmeš-tin] a Itin 
3. Iìr-damar.utu a-šú šá Inumun-ia a Ie-gi-bi 
4. Iníg.du-nu a-šú šá Imu-še-zib-den a Izálag-d30 
5. Idutu-du-ibila a-šú šá Iddi.kud-šešmeš-mu a Iši-gu-ú-a 
6. Idamar.utu-mu-ùru a-šú šá Iden-tin-iţ a Ipu-ú-şu 
7. Idamar.utu-a-ùru a-šú šá Ikab-ti-ia a Iši-gu-ú-a 
8. Idnà-en-šú-nu a-šú šá Ina-di-nu a Išešmeš-ú 
9. Imu-šal-lim-damar.utu a-šú šá Iìr-dnà a lúé.bar dnà 
10. Idutu-tin-iţ a-šú šá Ina-di-nu a Ilú-ú 
28. lúdumu!meš ba-ni-ia lúki-na-al-tu4 šá é.an.na 
29. šá ud.9.kam šá itisig4 mu.2.kam 
Iku-ra-áš lugal kur.kur 
30. ina 1 danna u4-mu a-na 
Idnà-šeš-mu lúsag lugal 
31. lúen pi-qit-tu4 é.an.na iq-bu-ú 
32. um-ma ina du.zu-i-ni ina unkin šá uru gab-bi 
33. Ina-şi-ru lúrig7 šá 
dgašan šá unugki 
34. lúmu-sah-hi-ri šá ká ina ugu ta-bé-e 
35. šá dáš-ka-a-a-i-tum ina 1 danna u4-mu šal-la-tu4 
36. gal-tu4 a-na dingir
meš šá é.sag.íl é.zi.da 
37. tin.tirki ù urubar-sipki i-te-ru-ub 
38. lúmu-kin-nu Iid-di-ia a-šú šá Iki-din-a 
39. Idnà-du-ibila a-šú šá Ina-di-nu a Ida-bi-bi 
40. Imu-gi.na a-šú šá Iina-sùh-sur a Iden-a-ùru 
41. Iki-na-a a-šú šá Inumun-ia Idamar.utu-mu-mu a-šú 
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42. šá Ina-di-nu a Isu-ti-ia Imu-še-zib-damar.utu 
43. a-šú šá Iidim-ia a Iši-gu-ú-a Idnà-na-din-a 
44. ┌a-šú šá Iba-ni-ia a lúšu.ku6  
lú?umbisag? ‹I›na┐[di?-nu?] 
 
«Rēmūt-Bēl/Bēl-uballiţ//Gimil-Nanāja, Marduk-šumu-iddin/Nabû-ahhē-bulliţ//Balāţu, Arad-
Marduk/Zēria//Egibi, Kudurrānu/Mušēzib-Bēl//Nūr-Sîn, Šamaš-mukīn-apli/Madān-ahhē-
iddin//Šigû‟a, Marduk-šumu-uşur/Bēl-uballiţ//Puşû, Marduk-aplu-uşur/Kabtija//Šigû‟a, Nabû-
bēlšunu/Nādinu//Ahhe‟u, Mušallim-Marduk/Arad-Nabû//Šangû-Nabû, Šamaš-
uballiţ/Nādinu//Amēlu:the mār banê, the kiništu of Eanna, that on Simānu the 9th, year 2 of Cyrus, 
king of the lands, during the first double-hour of the day spoke as follows to Nabû-ahu-iddin, the ša 
rēš šarri bēl piqitti ajakki: “In our presence, in the assembly of the entire city, Nāşiru, an oblate of the 
Lady of Uruk, agent at the gate in charge of the procession of Urkayītu, during the first double-hour of 
the day, came into the presence of the gods of Esagila, Ezida, Babylon and Borsippa (committing a) 
great blasphemy”. Witnesses: Iddija/Kidina, Nabû-mukī-apli/Nādinu//Dābibī, Šumu-ukīn/Ina-tēšî-
ēţer//Bēl-aplu-uşur, Kināja/Zēria, Marduk-šumu-iddin/Nādinu//Sutija, Mušēzib-
Marduk/Kabtija//Šigû‟a, Nabû-nādin-apli/Bania//Bā‟iru. Scribe: Nā[dinu]?». 
 
The meaning and context of this document have been addressed above. As in YOS 3 
200, rather than to a full and standing civic “assembly”, this record hints at the fact 
that “just everyone” was present at the procession of Urkayītu. Something more, 
however, may be added: it is known that, precisely on the day and time Nāşiru 
commited his sacrilege, Urkayītu was due to come out from the bīt hilşi to the temple 
where her sacred meal was served (Beaulieu 2003: 263-264). In the context of the 
meal, we would principally expect the prebendaries of Eanna to have been present, 
and indeed they were, as it was ten of them who took charge of accusing the oblate 
and musahhiru before the ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti; the beginning of the accusation 
reads “in our presence, in the gathering of the entire city”, which can be taken, as I 
see it, either as a reference to the assembled body of temple prebendaries and 
officials as representing, per se, the entire city, or to the gathered, attending crowds, 
of which the ten prebendaries assumed representativity at the incriminating 
procedure. Only in the first case the reference to “the assembly of the entire city” 
could be taken as a rather indirect hint that the prebendaries and the officials actually 
summarized and represented the civic and social fabric of the city at the institutional 
level. The latter hypothesis, on the contrary, seems more feasible. 
3. The conclusions reached so far do not mean, however, that no distinction at all can 
be made, and that assemblies are to be subsumed under one, indifferent category. In 
fact, I believe this reconsidered set of evidence calls for renewed assessment of the 
puhru‟s function, composition and overlap with other groups and constituencies 
(such as, e.g., the kiništu), if there ever was one. The first aspect that must be 
recognized is how deeply the evidence about civic assemblies is entrenched beneath 
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a powerful source bias (this will be better assessed in the next section). First of all, 
what has emerged from a first look at the sources shows, I believe, that an analysis of 
the workings and functions of collective bodies should not be constrained only to 
texts where the word puhru materially appears, for it is clear that its use was fluid 
and volatile, as fluid and volatile was the reality it describes. From this latter point of 
view, I would even incline to deem the very notion of “city assembly” as rather 
inadequate or too simplistic to render what was behind it, that is, a multiplicity of 
convened or gathered constituencies of individuals who had different affiliations and, 
perhaps, different agendas, or simply, had more of them at the same time; it must be 
acknowledged that any such connotation as “citizen‟s assembly” or “city assembly” 
make poor analytic tools for the sake of the present discussion. In his analysis of the 
assembly and the mār banê, Barjamovic acknowledged the various groups that 
constituted the backbone of the city‟s upper social fabric, but he was not able to 
construe the evidence in a way that could be clearer and more significant than simply 
acknowledging that “these groups of individuals and the functions of the institutions 
they represent are often difficult to define and keep apart. At times the groups are 
referred to in ways that would indicate a partial functional overlap between them 
(…)” (2004: 78). The reason for this inability is to be looked for in the source bias I 
mentioned before, i.e. the imperial dossier that Barjamovic used for his esquisse on 
the local power during the earlier phase of the Neo Babylonian period; by necessity, I 
argue, a source like the imperial letters treat the references to local authorities in a 
different way than local archives. This is the reason why, as Barjamovic himself 
realizes, “unambiguous references to a citizen‟s assembly (puhru) in the imperial 
letters are rare” (2004: 79); and, I add, references to citizen‟s assemblies are 
ambiguous in our archive too, even when they are apparently clear. Take, for 
instance, the two texts Stolper 1985: nr. 110 (14.XI.06 Dar II) and BM 79013 
(Leichty 1983, 652 BCE): the former records a lawsuit that was heard by an 
assembly whose full designation is lost in a break of the tablet but that, according to 
the editor, could be restored as “[of the mār banê of Nippur]” (Stolper 1985: 279)146, 
concerning the disputed property of fields in the vicinity of Nippur and the monetary 
value of the harvest thereof; the latter, instead, records an inventory of properties that 
one Bēl-ēpuš/Balāţu made before an “assembly of the Babylonians” before officially 
                                                             
146 Notice, however, that the same was not re-proposed by the same Stolper when he later returned on 
the text (id. 1992: 75). 
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splitting them among his designated heirs (wife and household); the tablet was 
witnessed by ten individuals and sealed by Bēl-ēpuš himself. Now neither of the 
proceedings recorded by these two documents took place in the city of origin of the 
people taking part in the assemblies: Stolper 1985: nr. 110 was actually drafted at 
Susa, where the litigants were probably conducting business during the winter (and a 
sufficient number of Babylonians was there to witness the lawsuit and constitute an 
assembly: Stolper 1992: 74ff), while the proceeding recorded by BM 79013 took 
place at Hidalu, in Elam, and, as Leichty correctly noted (1983: 154), the assembly 
that oversaw it was not the “assembly of Babylon”, but rather the “assembly of 
Babylonians” who had followed Bēl-ēpuš and hence happened to be present at 
Hidalu and witness the transaction. The two examples quite aptly show how difficult 
it is, even in presence of seemingly clear evidence, to document the existence or the 
functions of a plenary assembly reuniting more than just a handful individuals 
convened to authenticate some private dispute or issue.  
On the contrary, I believe that Barjamovic is fundamentally right when he 
suggests that the references to „the citizens of GN‟ that are so frequently found in the 
imperial correspondence refer, albeit in a much more generic way, to the same 
groups that appear in a more detailed way in the local (judicial etc.) evidence (2004: 
79-80). A couple of examples from the Neo Babylonian (Chaldean) period can be 
adduced to support this view. The Harran Stele of Nabonidus describes, in a not so 
different way than the Letter of Samsu-iluna, the sacrilegious behaviour of the 
Babylonian people towards Sîn and the preservation of the old rites of the land. After 
revealing the dream that prompted the reconstruction of the Ehulhul of Harran, 
Nabonidus delivers the following lines:
147
 
14. (…) unmeš dumumeš tin.tirki bár.sipki 
15. nibruki šeš.unugki unugki ud.unugki lúsangameš 
16. unmeš ma-ha-zi kur uriki a-na dingir-ú-ti-šu 
17. gal-ti ih-ţu-‟-i-ma i-še-ti u ú-gal-li-lu 
18. la i-du-u e-ze-ez-su ‹gal-tú› šá lugal dingirmeš dnanna-ri 
19. par-şi-šú-nu im-šu-‟-i-ma i-dab-bu-bu sur-ra-a-tú 
20. u la ki-na-a-tú ki-ma ur.gi7 it-ta-nak-ka-lu 
21. a-ha-míš di-‟ u su.gu7-ú ina šà-bi-šú-nu 
22. ú-šab-šu-ú ú-şa-ah-hi-ir unmeš kur 
«(…) (but) the people, the citizens of Babylon, Borsippa, Nippur, Ur, Uruk, Larsa, officials and 
people of the sanctuaries of the land of Akkad, offended his (viz. Sîn‟s) great godhead and they 
                                                             
147 Text and translation follow, save for some slight adjustements, those of Beaulieu 2005: 144-145. 
Text, translation and philological commentary also in Schaudig 2001: 486ff. 
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misbehaved and sinned, (for) they did not know the great wrath of the king of the gods, Nannar. 
They forgot their rites and would speak slanders and lies, devouring each other like dogs. (Thus) 
pestilence and famine appeared among them, and he (the moon god) reduced the people of the 
land» 
The final caption of the enumeration of offenders – “the officials, the people of the 
sanctuaries of Akkad” – elucidates what part of the population of these cities the king 
actually meant to refer to. Indeed, the whole phrase seems a more generic 
reformulation of the captions of the texts that have been analyzed in the previous 
chapters, like “the Babylonians and Urukians, elders, temple enterers etc.”, save that 
in this encyclical address there was no reason to articulate all the local (civil and 
priestly) functions and hierarchies in detail. If this is compared to the offenders 
enumerated in the Letter of Samsu-iluna, from which Nabonidus certainly drew 
inspiration for the text of his stele (Beaulieu 2005: 142ff), it becomes even clearer 
that the designation “citizens of Babylon, Borsippa etc.” refers not to the entire 
population of the mentioned cities, but rather to those that could materially taint 
themselves with impiety. After all, a trader or a farmer could hardly forget their rites 
or be aware of “the great wrath of the king of the gods”, whereas it would have been 
the precise duty of an elder of a temple or a temple enterer to keep in line with the 
moral and religious orthodoxy the king was trying to (re-)establish. 
The second example comes from a re-evaluation of YOS 3 6, discussed 
above. The king (again probably Nabonidus: Kleber 2008: 183-184 n. 504) wrote to 
the Urukians, “old and young”, asking them to have some business with a messenger 
of his, and then to send him envoys. The standard phrase
148
 can be interpreted in a 
literal, metaphoric way as to mean “all of them”, or it may have reflected a functional 
distinction between different groups of citizens. If we understand it in the latter way, 
this would match well with the fact that the envoys had to be “10 15 lúši-bu-tú 
ù 
lú
ki-niš-ti”, which we could translate, as posited above, not just as “ten or fifteen 
elders and kiništu”, but rather as an indication by the king to send him “the ten and 
the fifteen, the elders and the prebendaries”, as the indication of number can be taken 
to mean (cf. above and Barjamovic 2004: 83-84). Such an interpretation would allow 
for a better understanding of what the king meant when he addressed the “citizens of 
Uruk, old and young”, in that he clearly did not call upon all the citizens, but only 
                                                             
148 It pairs with “big and small”, and it appears quite frequently (albeit with local differences) in the 
Neo Assyrian imperial dossier. In the Old Assyrian society the phrase represented a division in 
functional halves that held some importance. Cf. Barjamovic 2004: 59-59 and 83. 
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those of them that had the legal capacity and the titles to deal with his messenger and 
with him, as if organized in two halves, of “senior” and “junior” members, or elders 
(that may have been of temple enterer status or anyway have enjoyed a prominent 
rank) and other prebendaries. 
Some limited pieces of evidence on the issue of the relationship between the 
“citizens of GN” and the local assemblies can be inferred from the Late Babylonian 
period too; although this will be discussed in greater detail later, something can be 
anticipated here, but first some lines on the nature of the evidence are due. 
Essentially, the most informative source materials on Late Babylonian local 
assemblies come almost exclusively from Babylon, with some notable exception. 
Differently than in Uruk, where the kiništu seems to have continued to be used as a 
personal designation or title rather than defining a wider, organized assembly, a 
kiništu of Esagil, of Ebabbar and of Emeslam is attested for Babylon, Larsa/Sippar 
and Kutha, and these institutions seem to have made for the functions earlier 
managed by the puhru (see below); the results of the previous, preliminary inquiry 
induce to see them not differently than the earlier, Neo Babylonian assemblies (the 
kiništu of Esagil even had a standard meeting place, the bīt milki or “house of 
deliberation” [AD 3 -93A: rev. 25], which cannot be attested even for earlier 
assemblies), save that membership was connotated in a slightly different way (again, 
see below), and I will treat them as such. Save for stray texts as BRM 1 88 or BM 
68610 (Porter Travels II pl. 77), however, the most constant stream of information 
comes from Babylon, from documents that can be placed in two broader categories, 
i.e. “historiographical” texts as the historical sections of the Astronomical Diaries 
and the chronicles, and administrative ones, comprised in the s.-c. Abu-ul-īde and 
Esagil archives (see Jursa 2005: 73-75; the ). While the latter group of texts mainly 
deals with administrative matters internal to the temple and its daily functioning (as 
tax farming, estate management, disbursement of rations), the former is concerned 
with historiographical materials that were indeed collected and assembled from the 
standpoint of the temple and the city of Babylon, but definitely comprised also 
events of a more mundane character and recorded facts that could have to do with the 
city at large, or simply regarded other political players with which Esagil and 
Babylon came into contact. It is precisely in this kind of source that the majority of 
the attestations of events of a “public” or political nature can be found more easily 
(cf. Van der Spek 1997/1998 on the Diaries as a source for Seleucid history [check 
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this and other literature]), and indeed some references to the interaction of the kiništu 
of Esagil with the monarchy are to be found here. However, it appears that, while the 
kiništu of Esagil is more or less constantly attested in the Abu-ul-īde and Esagil 
archive from the late Achaemenid period down to the first half of the third century 
BCE (when both archives end), it starts being documented more frequently only from 
the end of the first half of the third century onwards in the Diaries and Chronicles 
(the first mention in the Diaries is in the passage discussed above from 246 BCE); 
this, of course, could be due to the chance of finding and preservation of the sources, 
as more fragments of Diaries have been discovered dating to later periods. However, 
for the period from the Macedonian conquest to the beginning of the second half of 
the third century, some passages in the Diaries and chronicles have been preserved 
where one finds mentioned the dumu
meš
 e
ki
 alone where, on the contrary, on the basis 
of parallel textual sources from the other archives and later historical sections of the 
Diaries, one would expect to find the šatammu and kiništu of Esagil. Just to quote a 
some examples: 
Table 8 
Text Date or approximate 
period 
Context 
AD 1 -330: 5‟ 
and 13‟ 
331 BCE 
Arrival of the Macedonians in Babylon following 
Gaugamela. The “citizens of Babylon” appear as 
presumable addressees of a message by the new king, 
and then again together with the un┌meš┐ [kur?], “the 
people [of the land]”. The context is extremely 
fragmentary 
BCHP 1 (= 
ABC 8): obv. 
13‟ 
Darius III to Alexander 
(330-329 BCE?) 
Events from more months are recounted including, 
probably, the murder of Darius III by Bessus. 
Something is taken by someone from the palace to be 
supplied for the cult and given to the “citizens [of 
Babylon]” (cf. Van der Spek‟s commentary on 
parallel Diary) 
BCHP 2: obv. 8‟ 323 BCE? 
Probably recounts events relating to Alexander‟s 
second entry in Babylon, and a reference to 
preparations for a campaign in Arabia is made (obv. 
4‟). The “citizens [of Babylon]” appear in a very 
fragmentary passage, probably dealing with the 
performance of some festivity connected to the Great 
Gate, and Bēl and Nabû (?) 
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BCHP 3 (= 
ABC 10): rev. 
col. IV: 36‟, 39‟, 
41‟ (lower edge) 
308/9 BCE ([year 8] of 
Alexander) 
The s.-c. Diadochi chronicle relates events of more 
years about the Wars of the Successors that invested 
Babylon as well. In the first occurrence, if the reading 
is correct, it could have been said that the “citizens of 
Babylon” assembled, but this is far from certain. The 
second occurrence is unclear, while the third has 
something to do with the king, who may have 
addressed the citizens  
BCHP 4: 8‟-9‟ Macedonian conquest 
A fragmentary text that deals with Alexander and one 
Arses/Artaxerxes. A direct speech address seems to be 
preserved, directed at “you, citizens of Babylon”, 
while subsequently some property (houses) appears to 
be ordered to be returned to the “citizens of Babylon” 
BCHP 5 (= 
ABC 11): rev. 
13‟ 
Month VIII of an 
unspecified year during 
Seleucus‟ reign. 
Antiochus was crown 
prince 
Unclear and fragmentary context. It seems rations 
were delivered (?) to the “citizens of Bab[ylon]” (on 
royal initiative? From sacrificial sheep?) 
AD 1 -273B: 
rev. 35‟-37‟ 
23-26.III.274 BCE 
(Antiochus I) 
Perhaps the most interesting occurrence. The “citizens 
of Babylon” receive communications by the king via 
the satrap and other dignitaries, then, subsequently, a 
delegation (?) of the same citizens departs for 
Seleucia, presumably to argue with them. The 
“citizens of Babylon (spelled lúeki.meš), Borsippa and 
Kutha” are also incidentally referred to as 
beneficiaries of a former royal edict that had granted 
them land and cattle and other goods. 
BCHP 7 (= 
ABC 13a): obv. 
8‟ 
Antiochus still crown 
prince 
The context is very broken. It would appear that a 
royal order had been relayed by the satrap to the 
“citizens of Babylon”, and perhaps that something 
wooden was to be fashioned or repaired at the behest 
of the crown prince. Not much more is to be gained. 
The historical context seems that of the preparation of 
a war in Bactria and India (?) 
AD 2 -249B: 
rev. 15‟ 
7.II – 7.III 249 BCE 
(Antiochus II) 
Only a fragment, but on the basis of parallels the 
subject is clearly a letter sent by someone (the king or 
some high official i.e. the satrap) to someone “and the 
citizens of Babylon”. It is unclear whether we should 
read šatammu in the break and thus find here the 
standard authority as of later or not. The subject of the 
letter, according to Del Monte (1997: 43), could be 
the land grant of Antiochus II to his wife Laodice. 
 
It is interesting to notice, on the other hand, that the use of dumu
meš
 e
ki
 as an 
independent articulation of the local citizenry is hardly to be found in Diaries and 
Chronicles relating events subsequent to this period. It is not easy to provide an 
explanation for this, and I can basically propose two options to interpret the dataset. 
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The first is that, to all extent, we have to regard the designation dumu
meš
 e
ki
 as fully 
equivalent with (
lúšà.tam é.sag.íl u) lúeki.meš lúunkin šá é.sag.íl, and this would match 
well with what has been put forward above about the earlier Neo Babylonian period, 
namely that references to “the citizens of GN” is a reasonably generic way to refer to 
GN‟s local institution with their articulation (elders, assemblies etc.). In this case, the 
reason why the designation dumu
meš
 e
ki
 was dropped after 250 BCE ca. in favour of 
lú
e
ki.meš
 
lú
unkin šá é.sag.íl should be merely looked for in scribal practice and its 
changes over time. But then, again, one would have to explain why the scribes of the 
contemporary Abu-ul-īde archive, who need not have been the same of Diaries and 
chronicles, of course, but may well have stemmed, at least in part, from the same 
milieu, referred to the institution as 
lú
e
ki.meš
 
lú
unkin šá é.sag.íl, unless in fact the latter 
was not just the same as “the citizens of Babylon”. Scribal practice, this time genre-
related, may still account for the difference. On the other hand, option number two 
would envisage some change in the institutional framework of local power in 
Babylon starting from approximately the second half of the third century BCE. As 
the rest of this research will show, such institutional changes were indeed possible, 
and some more hypotheses will be put forward. At present, it is not easy to decide 
between the two possibilities.  
4. The analysis conducted so far has in fact shown how difficult it is to 
disentangle different functions vested upon the same individuals, be they temple 
enterers, freemen, kiništu or elders. Take, for instance, the individual that was taken 
as an example above, Marduk-šumu-iddin/Nabû-ahhē-bulliţ//Balāţu: he is to be 
found in contexts where he can be attributed with some certainty the titles of temple 
enterer, kiništu, mār banê, perhaps even elder. Now, as it should emerge clearly from 
the documents I have been discussing so far (and from those I will be discussing in a 
while), such groups do appear as concurring together in different ways to assess 
criminal cases and other issues, in the overarching “institution” that can be called the 
puhru. I frankly see no point in trying to tell whether institutions belonged to the 
“civil”, whatever that means if applied to a sixth-century Babylonian context, or to 
the religious realm, as Barjamovic attempts to do (2004: 79), and the reference to the 
“assembly of the city” and its “temple congregation” simply does not hold, because, 
as I have shown above, there was no “kiništu of GN”, but rather the kiništu of any 
given temple, that would participate at times in wider assemblies where other city or 
royal officials, or simply freemen unattached to the temple, were present. We have to 
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reconcile ourselves, I think, with our inability to separate the secular from the 
spiritual in our sources: both instances would concur to decide matters when the need 
arose, or they may have acted separately, but keeping in mind that quite often the 
people taking part in an assembly would belong to both “sectors”. What can be done, 
on the contrary, is to look for the reasons that, in each case, brought together all of 
these groups, or only some of them, or whether any such sharp distinction between 
constituencies can really be made; I will try to do this in the subsequent section, 
when assessing texts separately. 
5. All of this does not mean, of course, that no line at all can be drawn among 
all the assemblies that are attested and listed in the table above. I propose the 
following: a) as has been said above, collectives gathered to decide issues are in 
principle not different from the concept of puhru, even if the gathering in question is 
not explicitly referred to as such in any given text; from this point of view, there is a 
number of texts that can be treated as assembly-texts even if the gathering taking 
place is not openly named (save for its constituents), and that can contribute to an 
analysis of the limits and scope of local, collective institutions. Among such texts 
one can surely name AnOr 8 48, PTS 2097, YOS 6 71 and 77, CPL 036422, Spar 
1972: nr. 3, BM 113249 and others that will be discussed below, that relate the 
proceedings or the actions undertaken by gathered groups of people b) the vast 
majority of the attestations come from judicial records, and tersely label the assembly 
as unkin, with no further specification. As already put forward, the “assembly of 
Babylonians and Urukians” and the “assembly of mār banê” can, at least in principle, 
be equated with the “assembly” from this point of view. I do not wish to explore the 
possibility that we have to regard all witnesses of all sorts appearing in all kinds of 
documents as constituting a puhru per se, just for having been there, of course. I 
think that the evidence discussed above shows that the puhru of people, whatever its 
composition, was as such regarded as an authenticating and adjudicating authority, in 
fields belonging not just and not only to the judicial system. It then probably took, 
for any group of people to be regarded as an authority-holding puhru, that is 
something more than the mere sum of its members, to exercise that authority in some 
capacity, whether it was to hear a sensitive statement or an oath (and hence hold the 
power to enforce it in case it was broken), to issue an injunction, make a statement 
on its own, summon and bring suspects of crimes, question them, pronounce 
verdicts, offer counselling on matters pertaining to the cult, answering a royal request 
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or order. In other words, simply being present and witnessing that a transaction had 
taken place or a contract had been drafted according to the corresponding record did 
not automatically transform a group of people in a puhru; the latter had to hold some 
authority and exercise it through a number of actions. Speaking of functions, there 
essentially is a rule of thumb that would allow to categorize the various attested 
assemblies in at least two broad groups, especially if, as I have proposed to do, a 
number of texts are brought into the analysis that, although do not specifically refer 
to the workings of an assembly, show the deeds of gatherings of people that possess 
many of the traits of one, i.e., essentially, the performance of any of the functions 
cited above. To wit: assemblies vested with a mere judicial authority over issues of a 
more “trivial” nature (such as private disputes, legal status of individuals, even many 
instances of embezzlement or misappropriation of [temple] cattle) are, for the most 
part, simply dubbed “a puhru” (keeping in mind the exceptions as stated above); and, 
more importantly, the proceedings they are involved with show on average a far 
smaller number of participants. Now, if the theory that, at least in the texts of Holtz‟s 
Eanna Style B, the people listed as witnesses or authorities under whose supervision 
or in whose presence a proceeding was carried out de facto constituted an assembly 
or, when appropriate, the assembly mentioned in the text, this means these judiciary 
assemblies could be small indeed - and, for Eanna Style B texts, it is quite obvious 
that when a reasonable correspondence can be established between the individuals 
and the assembly, then the latter neatly coincided with the former. In fact, on the 
basis of these criteria, even if only the texts recording the presence of an assembly 
are considered, it is very rare that the recorded members are more than ten, and even 
then only in very specific or important occasions, as in YOS 7 7, which accounts for 
the multi-part verdict that the assembly itself emitted against the infamous 
Gimillu.
149
 On the contrary, in the sources there appears to be another kind of 
assembly, that we can basically identify through three criteria: a) it did not deal with 
                                                             
149 It is a Style A Decision Record. The case begins with a report on the missing cows being heard by 
qīpu, šatammu, ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti ajakki and scribes, who in turn order the animals to be 
confiscated and brought, only to defer the actual adjudication to a body formed by the šākin ţēmi and 
an assembly of Babylonians and Urukians, before whom the cows are brought. It is this assembly who 
establishes the multi-part decision; it appears again and again in the text simply as the "assembly" 
which hears depositions and confessions by Gimillu, and then makes the decisions (espresse by the 
verb parāsu). Authorties and members of the court are introduced by the ina ušuzzu clause: 1. šākin 
ţēmi of Uruk 2. qīpu of Eanna 3. šatammu of Eanna 4. ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti Eanna 5. Ahu rabû of 
Eanna 6. ša rēš šarri ša muhhi quppi makkur Eanna + 15 more individuals (i.e., the assembly of 
Babylonians and Urukians). The most up-to-date treatment is that of Holtz (2009: 270ff., 278f., 295. 
See also passim in the footnotes and esp. n. 8. p. 270). 
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judicial issues b) the compiler of the text that records its deeds took care of spelling 
out more properly and in detail the legal or social capacity of every one of its 
participating constituencies and groups; I mean, of course, the document that until 
now, for the sake of simplicity, I have been designating the kiništu-texts, but just 
bearing in mind that more can be brought in, i.e. also documents that mention groups 
as the temple enterers or the elders without saying a word on the kiništu c) it had a 
larger participation basis or, in other words, the names of people who participated 
were, on the average, many more. Before submitting a list of such texts and 
corresponding assemblies, some details must be clarified. 
First of all, we might not want to draw too sharp a distinction, as the two 
broad categories – I will henceforth refer to the former as court-model, to the latter 
simply as “assembly” – often overlap, and are not mutually exclusive; moreover, as 
we shall see in a while, local traditions differed widely, and the model that is being 
proposed here is essentially based on the Uruk records (which offer the best insight, 
but not the only one). There are, indeed, instances of assemblies dealing with matters 
of a non judicial nature that are simply called the “assembly of the mār banê” or “the 
assembly of qīpāni and mār banê”, as YOS 7 167 and Boissier 1926: 13-17 (RA 
23)
150
, as well as wider assembly instances dealing with court proceedings as, e.g., in 
YOS 7 20, YOS 7 128, YOS 6 77. Some comments on the composition of the 
assembly of qīpāni and mār banê of Boissier 1926: 13-17 and of the assembly of mār 
banê have already been provided above; while the Boissier text list of members is 
more easily understandable, I currently have no sound explanation concerning the 
reason why the assembly of YOS 7 167 is simply dubbed “of the mār banê” and not, 
for instance, and considering the nature of the listed people, “of Babylonians and 
Urukians, temple enterers and kiništu of Eanna” or similarly phrased ones, as in 
AnOr 8 48 (that, though, does not mention any puhru), where the members acted in 
exactly the same capacity.
151
 This, again, warns against the risks of 
oversimplification.  
                                                             
150 In principle, this text and the related YOS 7 71 could have represented the initiation of a case 
against someone for a cultic misbehaviour. However, the suspected infraction was much unlike the 
majority of the others commonly addressed by the courts in the sudicia record and, as I will argue (and 
as Beaulieu and Britton 1994 argue) in the next chapter the investigation might have been of a very 
different nature than simply a standard court case. 
151 In a similar way, one might ask why in PTS 2269 (Kleber 2008: 99ff), which relates a promissory 
statement on the payment of the brick-tax that was incumbent on temple enterers and kiništu, the 
people who heard the statement were simply called mār banê and not, as the related prosopographical 
data easily show they were, temple enterers and kiništu themselves. 
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Secondly, as even a superficial prosopographical inquiry shows, many of the 
same people constituting the wider assemblies do show up here and there in the 
judicial record, sometimes even clustered together. As noted, one of the two main 
differences with the wider assembly model is precisely the fact that more people 
participated in the latter, and that more of the top-notch kiništu people appear 
together in them: most often, this coincides with the appearance of explicit mentions 
of temple enterers, kiništu and other constituents in the texts, while in the 
overwhelming majority of judicial texts this simply does not happen. Moreover, in 
many of the court texts there is far more room for people for whom no affiliation at 
all can be found. These, I argue, may indeed have been free citizens who had no 
participation whatsoever in temple economy and business; perhaps, after all, we 
should allow for their presence in some of the captions of the kiništu texts, about 
whom I had voiced doubts earlier (see above). But that is not all: several instances 
exist, and I have adduced some of them (like, e.g., YOS 7 167 or PTS 2269), of lists 
of witnesses or members of courts that are no different, save for the sheer numbers of 
the participants, than the people that are assigned a caption in the kiništu texts and 
others. What does truly differentiate the former from the latter? Though keeping in 
mind the extreme arbitrariness with which the scribes redacted their memoranda and 
records as highlighted above, it must be admitted that there must have been 
assemblies that, in the very eyes of the scribes that drafted the records of their 
proceedings, were different – or, simply put, more important – than simple courts 
gathered to decide cases of (often) minor relevance. These different assemblies were 
generally constituted by more people, and the latter were designated with specific 
titles that would elucidate their social or legal standing; it was perhaps in their legal 
capacity as members of specific social units that they may have been summoned to 
make decision together, and that entitled them to make collective decisions, while the 
convening of simple judicial courts may have been done on a simple, individual 
basis, generally independent from one‟s specific affiliation, although the latter may 
have lurked in the background, as social standing may anyway have been a 
discriminating factor in the choice of members of such courts of justice. These may 
even have functioned on the basis of daily schedule or routines; for example, 
unnoticed by many, YOS 7 152 and 146 record two separate hearings that were 
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discussed on the very same day (22.X.03 Camb) on different subjects (see table 
above), by the very same court.
152
 Little more can be said on the subject, but it seems 
evident that judicial sessions could be arranged to hear more procedures daily. 
Turning back to the general topic, the one thing the two kinds of assemblies had in 
common was that most of the times they functioned together with high officials 
(although instances in which the assembly was the only one recorded authority are 
known [cf., e.g., YOS 6 231, YOS 19 90, YOS 7 128]). This is almost universally 
valid, and of course local and chronological differences have to be taken into 
account. So the assembly of Sippar could work with the šangû of Sippar or the qīpu 
of Ebabbar, the assembly in Uruk with the šatammu, ša rēš šarri and other officials; 
during the Hellenistic period, the assembly of Uruk is attested as sharing functions 
with the rab ša rēš āli ša bīt ilāni, while the kiništu of Esagil was almost always 
presided over by the šatammu of the same sanctuary. 
6. One thing remains to be seen, i.e. how the wider assembly model can be 
then classified, whether an assembly of the city, of the temple, or both. For, 
undoubtedly, this one was the assembly that is referred to, say, in the Neo Assyrian 
imperial dossier, whose ambiguity puzzled Barjamovic and, it must be said, many 
others, and not certainly the basic court-model assembly. The only natural 
consequence of what has been argued until now would be, as I already observed, to 
renounce to look for any specific connotation as “civic” or “temple” assembly. Such 
a distinction could be made if the two institutional instances could effectively be told 
apart in terms of criteria for entitlement to membership, reasons and place for 
convening, number of participants etc., but what the evidence discloses is that 
actually there is no point in trying to do so. As has emerged about many of the top-
notch members, they would be at the same time citizens of Uruk on a merely legal or 
birthright basis, but at the same time they were members of the elites of families that 
traced the origin of their high social standing in their ties with the local sanctuaries; 
some of them would be so prominent as to be dubbed elders but, as we shall see, 
elders existed both of DN and of GN. Barjamovic has correctly emphasized how 
little we know of all the practical functions that would make the running of a plenary 
                                                             
152 The following were listed as witnesses in both texts and in the same order: Nabû-nādin-ahi/Arad-
Bēl//Iddin-Papsukkal: ērib bīti, Arad-marduk/Marduk-šumu-iddin//Bēl-aplu-uşur: ţupšar Eanna, 
Marduk-nāşir/Dajjānu-ahhē-iddin//Šigû‟a: ţupšar Eanna, Bēl-eţēri-Nabû: ša rēš šarri, Amurru-šarru-
uşur/Talīmu: sepīru (lugal). Scribe: Gimillu/Innin-zēru-iddin. Both texts mention an assembly, and 
both are drafted according to Holtz‟s Eanna Style A. 
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assembly possible, and that we hardly possess any significant information on how the 
decision making process was handled (2004: 82). His doubts, however, would be 
better voiced if we were dealing here with fully standing, plenary assemblies, 
involving a far wider part of the population than what seems to have participated, as 
argued in the previous paragraphs. In the former case, the roles and functions 
envisaged by Barjamovic for proper functioning – that is, a „gatekeeper‟ with the 
task to limit access to the assembly and set the agenda, a person to chair the meeting, 
secretarial roles to keep (written) track of works and publicize decisions, the 
existence of a statute to rule behaviour and smoothen the procedures, the existence of 
a set of rules whereby power could be delegated (ibid.) – would definitely be more 
crucial (more on this below, however). Of course, this calls into question the real 
numeric consistence of such assemblies; to quote Bongenaar at this regard, “it would 
be nice if the texts proved that puhru or ukkin was the collective term for the 
prebendaries of the temple and the civilians of the city, but this is not the case” 
(1997: 151 n. 170). This assumption too, however, is not fully exempt of flaws, and 
it can be upheld only in case it means that the word puhru did not designate the 
convening of all prebendaries and civilians, or alternatively if one chooses to apply it 
only to the local situation in Sippar. That the sole status of mār banûtu or free status 
(if the former is taken to be equivalent with the latter, which is not fully certain: cf. 
Roth 1988) entailed citizenship and hence entitlement to be part of the assembly (as 
in Dandamaev 1997: 145) does not mean automatic participation. To put it in clearer 
terms, as has been done earlier for the kiništu, we might say that, while all members 
of assemblies were, de facto, mār banê, not all mār banê were members of 
assemblies. One is left to wonder what criteria were put to use when convening an 
assembly of any kind, especially when it came to citizens with no further affiliation 
than that to the city; for many of the assembly texts included in the following list, a 
reason for the involvement of temple-related constituencies (i.e., most of the times) is 
either immediately obvious (as, e.g., in the gullubu texts), or it can be reasonably 
inferred. On the contrary, how would unaffiliated mār banê be picked up for the role 
of court members or wider assembly members (in the few cases in which this can be 
hypothesized, of course; see above the prosopographical analysis)? One may argue 
that they may have been chosen due to some individual capacity of theirs to judge or 
oversee a given case (as, e.g., the witnesses of YOS 7 167, all high ranking 
prebendaries called to hear a statement over a candidate‟s background), or by mere 
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circumstance (cf. TCL 12 117),
153
 or, again, that they may have just been picked up 
at random from a list or register of the mār banê154 by, say, drawing of lots or 
something; but exactly how and by whom completely remains in the dark. 
To conclude. We cannot speak of one, standing “civic” assembly, with a high 
number of participants recruited at large from the ranks of the free citizens, and with 
precise rules for agenda setting, convening and so on. On the contrary, the 
assembly‟s concept is to be seen as much more fluid and varying, and indeed, as 
Jursa acknowledged (2010: 57 n. 252), Charpin‟s comment on the discussion of the 
                                                             
153 (1) lúdumu.dù-imeš šá i-na pa-ni-šú-nu (2) Idù-d15 a-šú šá Ilú-dna-na-a (3) gír an.bar ul-tu múru-šú 
a-na muh-hi (4) Idingir-re-man-ni lúsag lugal lúen pi-qit-tu4 é.an.[na] (5) ina ká.gal-i šá é.an.na is-su-hu 
(6) gír an.bar šá ul-tu múru-šú is-su-hu (7) lúunkin iš-ku-su ù ik-nu-ku (8) ina gub-zu šá Isi-lim-dingir 
lúsag lugal lú![           ] é.an.na (9) lúmu-kin-nu Iši-ni-ia a-šú šá I┌x┐[            ] mu-sah-hi-ri (10) Ien-šú-nu 
lúse!-pi!-ri I┌utu!┐-tin-iţ a-šú (11) šá Ina-din a Ilú-ú Ikar-d┌en┐ a-šú šá I[   ]┌x┐-eš? (12) a Iden-a-ùru Ikab-
ti-ia a-šú šá Id┌x┐[             ] šá lugal (13) Iina-gissu-dtaš-mit a-šú šá Idnà-dù-ùru a lúì.du8 (14) 
Idnà-en-
šú-nu a-šú šá Ina-di-nu a Išeš-ú-túz (15) Idutu-šeš-mu a-šú šá Iníg.ba-ia a lúde-ki-i (16) lúumbisag Igi-
mil-lu a-šú šá Idin-nin-numun-mu (17) unugki itigan ud.21.kam (18) mu.16.kam ‹I›dnà-i lugal tin.tirki 
«The mār banê before whom Ibni-Ištar/Amēl-Nanāja unsheathed an iron dagger against Ilī-rēmanni, 
the ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti ajakki at the Great Gate of Eanna. The assembly wrapped and sealed the 
iron dagger that he unsheathed, at the presence of Silim-ilī, the ša rēš šarri [ša muhhi quppi] of Eanna. 
Witnesses: Šinīja/PN musahhiru, Bēlšunu, sepīru, Šamaš-uballiţ/Nādin/Amēlu, Mušēzib-Bēl/PN/Bēl-
aplu-uşur, Kabtija/PN […] of the king, Ina-şilli-Urdimmu/Nabû-tabni-uşur//Atû, Nabû-
bēlšunu/Nādinu/Ahhutu, Šamaš-ahu-iddin/Qištīja//Dēku. Scribe: Gimillu/Innin-zēru-iddin, Uruk, 
Kislīmu the 21st, year 16 of Nabonidus, king of Babylon.» I have assumed above that the mār banê 
quoted at the beginning (no name submitted) actually constitued the assembly/court cited in the text as 
wrapping and sealing the corpus delicti, and I submit that the names of the witnesses at the end may 
be those of the very same individuals. In such a case, they would not have been the members of a 
court that had been summoned or convened to hear a case, but actually a gathering of the people who 
had witnessed the felony and had seized the evidence, presenting it to a third-party official (the ša rēš 
šarri was involved in the case for having been attacked by Ibni-Ištar); as I already observed, the fact 
that the record does not state that they “inspected” the weapon, but only “wrapped” and “sealed” it 
may be significant in this context. One would then possibly try to look among the witnesses for 
someone whose profession may have requested his presence at the Great Gate of Eanna. Two possible 
candidates would be the musahhiru Šinīja and Ina-şilli-Urdimmu//Atû. The former‟s title meant 
“agent”, “deputy”, “representative” (CAD M: 213 s.v. musahhiru), and as such he was at the disposal 
of some (high) official and charged with some kind of task, including the delivery of messages, goods 
and a role in military service (Kleber 2008: 114, 223). He might have been conducting business at the 
gate (cf. e.g. YOS 7 20, where the accused oblate was an “agent at the gate charged with the 
procession of Urkaīytu”) , or he might just have been going through the gate to run an errand 
elsewhere. The link with the gate, though, is obviously tenuous and entirely conjectural. Less so, on 
the contrary, for Ina-şilli-Urdimmu, whose family was still involved with the profession of gatekeeper 
(his son Itti-Anu-balāţu owned a gatekeeper‟s prebend: Dar 77, Beaulieu 2003: 359 and Kessler 1997: 
159-160), and might have been present at the Great Gate for his own work‟s sake, although, again, a 
direct connection with the Gate cannot be documented with certainty (gatekeepers of the Great Gate ar 
so far unattested [Kümmel 1979: 45-47], except for one, but in Larsa [YOS 7 121]). 
154 Such registers are known to have existed, albeit for other purposes, as e.g. the keeping of lists of 
people (both free and unfree) subject to the urāšu work obligation (cf. references in the letters YOS 3 
17 and YOS 21 72, both discussed in Kleber 2008: 103-104 and Jursa 2010: 648-649). 
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Old Babylonian puhrum proposed by Seri (2005), that “en realité, il me semble que 
puhrum n‟est pas advantage une institution que ne l‟est un meeting dans l‟anglais 
d‟aujourd‟hui” (2007: 181), holds particularly true for the Neo Babylonian evidence 
as well. So there were more assemblies, meetings or gatherings, or however one 
wishes to call them, that were convened in different ways and for different reasons 
(more on this below), and that brought together different groups of interests or 
constituencies. In the course of the previous discussion, it has been put forward that: 
a) a basic difference existed between the judicial convenings, that are often referred 
to simply as puhru, with no further denomination, and wider meetings, with more 
participants (for the instances in which, based on internal textual criteria, the names 
appearing in texts can reasonably assumed to have been those of the convened 
members) and the designations of constituencies fully spelled out
155
 b) that such a 
difference was probably functional, as we shall see below, with the members of the 
former model participating on the basis of their individual, legal capacity or skills, 
and the members of the latter, instead, as carriers of more collective interests; this 
would account for the names of constituencies being spelled out in wider assembly 
texts and not in simple judicial records; that, more often than not, wider assembly 
members were members of the old priestly elite of the cities who would also take 
part in judicial sessions, but not clustered together as in other kinds of meetings c) 
that, considering the apparently quite random pattern in the use of the term puhru to 
designate whatever gathering of individuals, also some texts that do not openly 
mention such a term but that spell out constituencies be included in the following 
analysis d) that what seems to differentiate gatherings of people that can be termed 
an assembly from groups of people that simply witness the drafting of private 
contracts or transactions is that the former do have the ability to undertake actions or 
proceedings such as questioning witnesses, hearing oaths, provide answers and 
counselling etc. e) that the various (social) groups or constituencies, as many as are 
designated in the documents, can either be ambiguous or overlapping, or they can be 
broader and encompass other groups. For instance, when the qīpāni are mentioned as 
a constituent, usually in the standard phrase puhru ša qīpāni u mār banê, it is obvious 
and evident that they are being named in their capacity of officials, be they of royal 
or local emanation or both; kiništu would be used, as has emerged above, to 
                                                             
155 Bearing in mind, of course, the esceptions that have been elucidated above. 
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designate all prebendaries of a given sanctuary, but often the highest ranking ones, 
the ērib bīti, would earn a separate mention; most of the higher status prebendaries 
would also be “Babylonians and Urukians” of nobler or older prestige; elders could 
belong to a city or a sanctuary, but in the former case it is likely that for many – but 
not necessarily all – of them the very standing that would grant them the status of 
“elder” would derive from the holding of a high rank in the temples. All of these 
members, finally, would most likely be free citizens (mār banê) e) finally, on the 
basis of all of this it has been suggested that attempts at disentangling the “civil” 
from the “religious” be dropped, at least temporarily, in favour of a more neutral, 
“laical” approach, seeking to place every document and attestation thereof in its 
context, and weighing who participated and why, and the reasons for which an 
assembly (was) convened, text by text. That is what will be done in the next section. 
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Chapter IV 
Mesopotamian assemblies: constituencies, functions, evolution 
4.1 Assembly-records and constituencies 
Before moving on to further analyze the actual behaviour and functions of 
assemblies, and put them in a chronological perspective down to the Late Babylonian 
period, I will first submit a list of what I consider useful assembly-texts. The 
compilation of the list has been done in accordance with the criteria and the research 
outcomes expounded above: concordantly, not all texts that mention witnesses or 
lists of mār banê with names have been included, but only those that I deemed 
significant as assembly-records; much in the same way, both texts spelling out 
constituent groups (this includes also some judicial records, for the handling of 
which by assemblies broader than the simple courts explanations will be sougth), and 
those not doing so, but recording actions of a non-judicial nature undertook by 
gatherings of people, have been included. The inclusion of elder-texts (whose ranks 
have been updated with more recent materials published since Dandamaev‟s 1982 
discussion) helps to bring some more focus on local differences; despite all the 
ambiguity of the designation, moreover, the elders can ideally be placed, as a group, 
on a level similar to that of other function-specific groups as the prebendaries or the 
qīpāni, i.e. it is not a generic title designating no other connection than that to the city 
or function than just personal free status, but carries information on the individual‟s 
social weight and standing, as much shadowy, though, as this implications may be. 
Not unexpectedly, texts that mention simple judicial assemblies (of mār banê, of 
Babylonians and Urukians or carrying no specification), or list names of mār banê 
involved in nothing more than  witnessing issues of smaller public relevance, have 
been left out. Finally, of course, no restraint has been applied to the use of whatever 
textual genre can convey useful information, just as has been done above while 
discussing the identity of the “citizens” with the local body politics and assemblies. 
For this reason, a small number of inscriptions and letters finds place in the list. 
Although fewer in quantity and scope, Hellenistic materials have been included in 
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the lists presented in every specific sub-section that will be devoted to the analysis of 
the various fields that assemblies could be active in. 
 
Table 9 
Place and date Authority Convening Description Attestation 
Borsippa
? // 
12.III.08 Nabû-
šumu-iškun 
ku4-é
me ki-niš-ti tur 
u gal šu-ut é.zi.da 
ma-la ba-šú-ú 
n.a. (Royal 
interpellation?) 
Sixteen temple enterers 
(including the šākin ţēmi 
of Borsippa and the 
šatammu of the 
sanctuaries) and two 
overseers (of bakers and 
brewers) witness (being 
physically present) the 
endowment of an 
individual with a temple 
enterer‟s prebend. 
Members: 18 
VAS 1, 36 
IV 
Babylon
? // 
Tiglath-Pileser 
III 
lúku4
┌meš┐-┌é┐ lúki-
na-a[l-t]i 
lúsag.kalmeš ša [x] x 
a-na lútin.tirk[i.me]š 
Royal 
interpellation* 
Royal letter - politics ND 2438 
Babylon // 
Šamaš-šumu-
ukīn 
a-na lúku4-é ki-niš-ti 
Royal 
interpellation* 
Reinstating of an 
individual into former 
prebendary rights 
BM 77612+ 
Sippar-Aruru 
// Aššur-etel-
ilāni 
lúku4-é 
lúki-na-al-ti 
Royal 
interpellation* 
Establishment of 
privileges for the 
prebendaries of the 
Eešerke temple of 
Marduk in Sippar-Aruru, 
to whom the king had 
dedicated a golden sceptre 
VAT 13142 
Uruk // Npl - 
Nbk? 
lúki-na-áš-ti 
Self-
convened* 
Letter, probably 
concerning some theft of 
sacred property. The 
sender reminds the 
addressee to keep in line 
with a written message of 
the prebendaries, issued to 
him via the šākin ţēmi 
YOS 3 57 
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Uruk // ? 
lúšà.tam lúku4-
é┌meš?┐ u lúki-niš-ti 
Royal 
interpellation* 
Letter. A royal directive 
regarding the calendar is 
relayed to šatammu and 
prebendaries  by six 
officials 
YOS 3 152 
Uruk // Nbk 3 lúab.bameš n.a. 
From Dandamaev 1982: 
39. A difficult text, where 
three elders are 
dispatched to settle an 
unclear matter with an 
official, possibly 
concerning 40 minas of 
silver. The text can be 
assigned to the first half 
of Nebuchadnezzar‟s 
reign on a 
prosopographical basis 
BIN 1 46 
Nippur
? // 
15.VII.x Nbk 
lúši-bu-tu šá nibruki 
Self-
convened* 
Memorandum of decision 
by the elders of Nippur 
over a private dispute on 
the ownership of a slave 
girl 
BE 8 29 
Babylon // 
Nbk? 
lúgar umuš tin.tirki ù 
lúab.bameš uru 
dumumeš tin.tirki 
the šākin ţēmi 
Record of a decision by 
the royal judges. Dispute 
over an inheritance 
division between three 
men and their uncle, 
heard by the šakin ţēmi of 
Babylon and the elders of 
the citizens of Babylon 
Wünsch 
2003: nr. 42 
(BA 2) 
[Sippar?] // 14 
Nbk 
pu-hu-ru šá lúši-bu-
tu šá dutu 
Self-convened 
Penalty established for a 
man pending evidence, 
for having received by 
one of the urāšus of 
Šamaš some natural 
products and silver over a 
couple of years. The 
document establishes that, 
whenever a witness can 
bring evidence of his 
guilt, he will have to pay 
30-fold. Among the 
witnesses the assembly of 
elders is cited, alongside 
two individuals, one of 
whom may have been a ša 
rēš šarri (cf. Bongenaar) 
Nbk 104 
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Uruk // 
25.XII.35 Nbk 
lúunugki-a-a lúki-na-
al-ti 
n.a. 
Receipt for the payment 
of ilku to the šākin ţēmi 
made by (or on behalf) by 
the prebendaries of Eanna 
NCBT 909 
Babylon // 
27.II.01 Ner 
lúgar umuš tin.tirki 
lúdi.kudmeš u ši-bu-
tu4 uru 
Plaintiff 
A case is presented before 
the šakin ţēmi of Babylon, 
the judges and elders of 
the city 
Dalley 1979: 
nr. 69 
(Edinburgh) 
Borsippa // 01 
Ner? 
lúki-na-al-tu4 šá 
é.sag.íl 
n.a. 
Letter. The addressee is 
informed that, after 
having travelled on a ship 
to Uruk for cultic 
purposes, the 
prebendaries of Esagil 
have handed it over back 
in Borsippa 
YOS 3 86 
Sippar // Nbn 
ú-pa-ah-hi-ir-ma ši-
bu-ut uru dumumeš 
tin.tirki 
Royal 
interpellation 
(Nabonidus) 
Cylinder for the 
restoration of Ebabbar. To 
oversee and evaluate the 
work, Nabonidus claims 
to have gathered, among 
others (experts and 
scholars), the “elders of 
the city, the Babylonians” 
VAB 4: nr. 
6, 254 col. I 
32 
Uruk // Nbn 
10 lúérinmeš ku4-è 
lúab.bameš šá mil-ki 
šá la man-zal-la-ti-
šú-nu it-ti-ka ab-ka 
Royal 
interpellation* 
(crown prince 
Bēl-šarru-uşur 
through 
addressee) 
“Bring with you ten 
temple enterers, elders of 
sound judgment who have 
no duty assignments…”. 
A letter by Bēl-šarru-uşur, 
to all likelihood 
Nabonidus‟ crown prince, 
requesting an official of 
Eanna to go to him for 
unspecified business and 
bring ten people 
TCL 9 137 
Uruk // Nbn? 
lúunugki-a-a 
lúab.bameš u 
lú┌tur?┐meš; 10 15 
lúši-bu-tú ù lúki-niš-
ti 
Royal 
interpellation 
(Nabonidus?) 
Royal letter addressed to 
the Urukians, old and 
young (or big and small). 
The king requires them to 
conduct business with a 
messenger of his 
regarding the cella of an 
unspecified temple, then 
urges them to send him 
“ten and fifteen, elders 
and kiništu” (cf. below) 
YOS 3 6 
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Uruk // 
02.III.01 Nbn 
┌lú┐ku4-é 
lúki-na-al-
ti ù lúšidmeš šá 
é.an.na 
Royal 
interpellation 
(Nabonidus 
via the ša rēš 
šarri bēl 
piqitti) 
Counseling – cultic. The 
king orders an assembly 
comprising also the šākin 
ţēmi to restore the 
offering mašīhus to time-
of-Nebuchadnezzar 
standards. The assembly 
opens up the older ledgers 
and complies, presenting 
the relevant data 
therefrom. Members: 12 
PTS 2097 
Babylon // 
11.VI.01 Nbn 
ši-bu-ut uru Plaintiff 
Evidence is presented and 
discussed a-na mah-ri ši-
bu-ut uru (line 15). The 
elders do not reach a 
decision over the dispute, 
which took place among 
three brothers concerning 
the inheritance of a field, 
which had been their late 
mother‟s dowry 
Rutten 1947: 
99-103 (RA 
41) 
Uruk // 
15.III.04 Nbn 
lúku4-é
meš lúki-┌na-
al┐-ti ù 
lúdumu.┌dù┐-imeš 
Self-convened 
Judicial. Interrogation of 
an individual and 
reappropriation of stolen 
Eanna property. 
Members: 25/28 
YOS 6 77 
Uruk // 
23.VIII.06 Nbn 
lútin.tirki.meš ù 
lúunugki-a-a lúigimeš 
lúku4-é u 
lúki-na-al! 
šá é.an.na 
Royal 
interpellation 
(crown prince 
via ša rēš šarri 
bēl piqitti) 
Counseling – cultic. An 
explanation is required by 
the crown prince on the 
reasons of the 
withholding of a sacred 
ceremonial garment by 
Eanna authorities. 
Members: 16 
YOS 6 71/72 
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Uruk // 
20.XII.08 Nbn 
šá ina ugu lúku4-é
me 
ù lúki-na-áš!-ti šá 
é.an.na 
Interpellation 
(PN; PN2, 
messenger of 
the ša rēš 
šarri, is 
involved as 
one of the 
parties) 
PN promises before a 
number of mār banê that 
PN2 (Zeria/Ibnaja//Egibi, 
the future šatammu, 
probably not yet in 
function at this time for 
his second mandate) will 
pay a brick-tax to a 
collector (envoy of the ša 
rēš šarri bēl piqitti ajakki) 
within 4/5 days. The brick 
tax is said to be 
incumbent on temple 
enterers and kiništu of 
Eanna. The need for the 
promissory declaration 
may be connected with 
the breaking of a 
document that is 
mentioned at the end of 
the text. Members: 11 
PTS 2269 
Sippar // 
02.III.09 [Nbn] 
PN1
 [lúqí-i-pi (šá 
é.babbar.ra)] [P]N2 
lúsanga ud.kib.nunki 
P[N3 .. .. .. .. 
..lúku4]-
┌é┐ [dutu] ù 
ki-na-al-tu4 
l[ú?umbisagmeš?] 
Self-convened 
Judicial. Interrogation of a 
goldsmith by a Sippar 
court about missing silver, 
which is apparently 
concluded with the 
acknowledgement that the 
silver was not missing any 
more.Cf. CT 55 102. 
Members: at least 11-13 
CT 55 110 
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Uruk // 
08.XII.10 Nbn 
(may well be an 
assembly of qīpāni 
and mār banê) 
Interpellation 
(ša rēš šarri 
bēl piqitti) 
Counseling – 
administrative. To be 
compared to PTS 2269, 
insofar as it concerns, 
among others, a payment 
in silver as a 
compensation for the 
brick tax requested by the 
ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti to 
PN. The request, similarly 
to PTS 2269, was made 
before an assembly, 
comprising very high 
state officials as the 
zazakku and the šākin 
ţēmi of Uruk, the qīpu of 
Eanna etc. According to 
Kleber (2008: 101), the 
presence of the zazakku 
hints to a royal building 
project as background to 
the document. Members: 
8+ (ina ušuzzu clause, 
including governor, 
zazakku and qīpu) 
AnOr 8 25 
Sippar // 15 
Nbn - 05 Cyr 
PN1 
lúqí-i-pi 
é.babbar.ra [P]N2 
lúsanga sip-parki 
lúku4-é
‹meš› dutu 
[lúkiništu?] 
é.babbar.ra PN3 
lúsi-
pir [šá é d]gašan a-
kádki u lúki-na-al-
tum é.ul.maš; unkin 
Self-
convened* 
Judicial. Interrogation of 
three individuals, who 
speak in the assembly 
about something they 
have heard regarding the 
moving of torches past a 
statue of Anunnītu by 
some slaves. It is unclear 
what the judicial 
background of the 
procedure may have been 
JTVI 57 
Sippar // 
x.II.16 Nbn 
pu-hur-ru 
Self-
convened* 
Judicial. Memorandum of 
the deposition by a širku, 
rendered before an 
assembly. Some of the 
members, listed at the 
end, are explicitly called 
temple enterers, while 
three more are equally 
attested as temple enterers 
even if they are not 
openly given the title in 
the text. Members: at least 
7 
Nbn 958 
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Sippar // Nbn-
Cyr? 
qīpu of Ebabbar, 
šangû of Sippar and 
the [kiništu? of 
E]'ulmaš 
Self-
convened* 
Judicial. Interrogation by 
the qīpu of Ebabbar, 
šangû of Sippar and, 
perhaps, the kiništu of 
Eulmaš of Akkad (the 
relevant passage is 
broken, though). The 
kiništu of Ebabbar also 
appears in the text, which 
is badly damaged. 
Members: 15 at least 
CT 57 10 
Uruk // 
09.III.02 Cyr 
lúdumu!!meš ba-ni-ia 
lúki-na-al-tu4 šá 
é.an.na; unkin šá 
uru gab-bi 
Self-
convened* 
Judicial. Ten mār banê, 
designated as kiništu of 
Eanna, perform an 
accusation against an 
oblate for an act of 
blasphemy committed 
“before the assembly of 
the entire city”; some of 
the seven witnesses can 
be placed in the priestly 
context of Eanna. 
Members: 10 + 7 
YOS 7 20 
Uruk // 
26.XII.03 Cyr 
?  - unkin 
Self-
convened* 
Counseling – gullubu. An 
assembly of temple 
enterers and kiništu must 
inquire into the 
background of a candidate 
to initiation. Members: 25 
OIP 122 36 
Akkad // 
15.XII.04 Cyr 
lúdumu.dùmeš; unkin 
Self-
convened* 
Counseling – cultic. 
Content is debated; some 
mār banê ask a question 
or perform a statement at 
the presence of the qīpu 
of Eulmaš and a citizen of 
Uruk, regarding time-of-
Nebucahdnezzar offering 
standards. Members: 7 
Stigers 1976 
nr. 6 
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Uruk // 14.V.05 
Cyr 
lúku4-é 
dinnin 
u[nugki 
lúdumu.dùmeš] ù lúki-
niš-ti [é.an].na; 
[lúku4-é
meš (?)]
156
 u 
unkin-šú-nu 
Interpellation 
(šatammu and 
ša rēš šarri bēl 
piqitti) 
Counseling – cultic, 
judicial (?). A gathering 
of temple enterers and 
other priestly personnel 
counsel the šatammu and 
ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti 
over, apparently, the 
cultic suitability of a 
woman who had 
awkwardly claimed rights 
to shares in the harû ritual 
that had belonged to her 
late husband. Members: 
20 
CPL 036422 
Uruk // 
15.VII.05 Cyr 
lúku4-é
meš lúugulameš 
lúlungameš lúmumeš 
lúgír.lámeš 
lútin.tirki.meš ù 
lúunugki-a-a lúki-niš-
tu4 é.an.na 
Interpellation 
(šatammu and 
ša rēš šarri bēl 
piqitti) 
Counseling – gullubu. 
The two qīpāni ask for an 
assembly‟s counsel over 
the cultic suitability of a 
candidate for initiation. 
Members: 17  
AnOr 8 48 
Sippar // 
10+?.XI.05 Cyr 
unkin lúku4-é 
dutu 
Interpellation 
(plaintiff?)
157
 
Judicial (?).An assembly 
of temple enterers of 
Šamaš is mentioned in the 
discussion of a case 
regarding promissory 
notes for dates. The text is 
very damaged. Number of 
members cannot be 
determined with certainty 
CT 55 195 
Sippar
? // 
06.x.06 Cyr 
[lúsanga] sip-parki 
lú
ku4-é 
d
utu ù 
[lúab.ba]meš uru 
Self-
convened* 
Temple enterers of Šamaš 
in Sippar are mentioned 
(line 4); perhaps the text 
must be restored as lúku4-é 
dutu ù [lúab.ba]meš uru. 
Someone makes a 
declaration before (ina 
ma-har) the šangû of 
Sippar, the temple 
enterers of Šamaš and the 
elders of the city (lines 3-
5 and ff) 
Cyr 243 
                                                             
156 That “their assembly” actually refers to the temple enterers of Eanna is little more than an educated 
guess by the editor (Geller 1995), but it seems justified in light of the general context described in the 
document (see above). 
157 The supposition seems reasonable, as the mention of promissory notes could hint to a private 
business venture dispute. One of the parties may have filed a suit against the other, thereby prompting 
a court to convene. 
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Akkad // 
x.x.4[+4?] Cyr 
[lúk]u4-é
meš 
lúlùngameš l[ú]ki-na-
al-tu4 š[á 
é.ul.maš]
158
 
Self-convened 
Judicial. An assembly 
requests the qīpu of 
Eulmaš and the šangû of 
Akkad to perform a 
maš‟altu interrogations, 
before departing for 
Babylon to refer the 
results to Gubāru. 
Members: 27 
BM 61522 
[Sippar] // 
04.I.07 [Cyr] 
šangû of Sippar, 
temple enterers and 
elders of the city 
Interpellation 
(plaintiff) 
Conclusions record. 
[Quote from Holtz 2009: 
72]: recalled decision: 
giving control of 
property; conclusion: 
transfer of house to heir; 
authority: šangû of 
Sippar, temple enterers 
and elders of the city 
Wünsch 
2003: nr. 48 
(BA 2) 
Uruk // 
16.XI.07 Cyr 
lúku4-é
me dinnin 
unugki [lúki-niš-ti] 
┌é┐.an.na ù 
lúdumu.dù-ime 
Self-convened 
+ 
interpellation 
(qīpāni) 
Judicial. The assembly 
imprisoned two metal 
workers for misconduct 
regarding the use of 
precious metals, then was 
summoned by th qīpānu 
to clarify their actions. 
Members: 13 
Spar 1972: 
nr. 3 
Sippar // 
19.XI.07 Cyr 
a rab širkē, some 
rab ešertis, elders 
and kizûs of the 
qīpu 
Self-convened 
A composite group 
addresses the šangû of 
Sippar and the College 
Scribes of Ebabbar; the 
content of the declaration 
is badly damaged, but 
MacGinnis timidly 
suggests to compare it to 
YNER 1 1 (MacGinnis 
1998: 211-212) 
MacGinnis 
1998: nr. 5 
                                                             
158 The constituents are further specified as temple enterers, brewers, bakers and butchers through 
captions in the names‟ list. 
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Sippar // 
03.XII.07 Cyr 
⌈unkin⌉ lúku4-é 
dutu 
lúumbisagmeš ù 
lúab.bameš uru 
Interpellation 
(oblate of 
Šamaš) 
An oblate assumes 
guarantee for another 
oblate who had been 
imprisoned by the šangû 
of Sippar. The act is 
performed before an 
assembly of temple 
enterers of Šamaš, college 
scribes and elders of the 
city. Members: 3 
witnesses 
Cyr 281 
Uruk // 
15.IV.08 Cyr 
unkin lúqí-pa-a-nu ù 
dumu.dù-ime  
Self convened 
[or 
interpellation? 
(PN)] 
Counseling - cultic. A 
man makes a declaration 
before an assembly 
concerning the playing of 
the kettledrum in Larsa in 
connection with an 
expected lunar eclipse. 
Members: 12 
Boissier 
1926: 13-17 
Uruk // 
18.IV.08 Cyr 
PNs šá i-na ú-šú-
uz-zi-šú-nu 
Self convened 
[or 
interpellation? 
(PN)] 
Counseling – cultic. A 
number of kalûs make a 
declaration before an 
assembly of people 
concerning the very same 
kettledrum ritual as in 
Boissier 1926: 13-17. 
Members: 10 
YOS 7 71 
Sippar // 
30.XII.08 Cyr 
PN lúši-bu-tu šá uru 
ú-pa-ah-hi-ra-am-
ma 
Interpellation 
(PN) 
Preliminary protocol, 
following an accusation 
made in Cyr 328, 
whereby relatives of a boy 
pledged as guarantee for a 
debt stood accused of 
breaking into the 
creditor‟s house, setting 
the boy free and stealing 
one mina of silver; PN 
“assembled the elders of 
the city”, then further 
statements are made 
Cyr 329 
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Sippar
? // 08 
Cyr 
lúsanga sip-parki 
lúku4-é 
dutu ù 
lúab.bameš [uru] 
Interpellation? 
(the opening of 
the text is 
seriously 
damaged) 
The social status (mār 
banûtu) of a person is 
brought before the šangû 
of Sippar; temple enterers 
and elders review the 
relevant evidence and 
hear testimonies, then 
establish a royal judges 
style A decision record 
Cyr 332 
Ālu ša Handidi 
// Camb? 
lúdumu.dùmeš lúši-
bu-tu šá uru 
handidi 
Self-
convened* 
Cf. Jursa 2010 n. 253. 
Elders of the city Handidi 
undertook an obligation in 
representance of their 
town, following an order 
by Gubāru that a canal of 
theirs be given for use to 
foreign (Egyptians and 
Subareans?) military 
colonists of the king. The 
formal procedure took 
place at the presence of 
the ša muhhi āli and five 
more elders. Members: 6 
BE 8 80 
Sippar // 
07.XII.00 Camb 
lúab.bameš […] 
Uncertain (text 
is too 
damaged) 
The šangû of Sippar, the 
governor of the city (šá 
ugu uru) and the elders 
jointly decide to perform 
works on a “canal of 
Šamaš” (from Dandamaev 
1982: 38). It is dubious 
whether the title “elders” 
is to be assigned to the 
four preceding PNs. 
Notice, however, that also 
in BE 8 80 the ša muhhi 
āli is given the epithet of 
elder. They seem here to 
act together with the 
šangû of Sippar and other 
people. Members: 4? 
Camb 19 
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Babylon // 
22.IX.01 Camb 
unkin lúši-bu!-tu šá 
lúmi-şir-a-a 
Self-convened? 
A number of Egyptians 
argue in the assembly of 
their elders about what 
must have been a 
controversial subdivision 
of a bīt qašti field and 
plots thereof. An oath is 
taken, and the people 
agree not to bring lawsuits 
against each other again 
on the subject. The 
assembly of elders may 
have helped to reach a 
settlement of the case. 
Camb 85 
Uruk // 
13.VII.02 Camb 
unkin lúdumu tin.tir 
u unugki lúki-niš-tu4 
é.an.na; unkin; 
unkin lúdumu.dùmeš 
Interpellation* 
(PN) 
An accusation is heard by 
an assembly over a 
criminal case (unlawful 
killing of an ewe, 
property of Ištar of Uruk 
and attempted murder). 
The assembly brings the 
accused person and hears 
his confession, thereby 
making a decision. 
Members: 11 
YOS 7 128 
Uruk // 
29.VI.03 Camb 
lútin.tirki.meš ú 
lúunugki-a-a 
lú{na}ki-niš-tu4 
Royal 
interpellation 
(and of the 
šākin ţēmi, via 
a messenger 
and the 
šatammu of 
Eanna) 
Counseling. The šatammu 
relays to an assembly a 
royal request, relayed on 
its turn by a messenger of 
the king and of the šākin 
ţēmi of Babylon, to reveal 
inscriptions of kings of 
old which are kept in 
Eanna. Members: 13 
BM 113249 
Uruk // 
09.XII.04 Camb 
unkin lúdumu.dùmeš 
Interpellation 
(PN, šatammu 
and two 
witnesses 
Counseling – gullubu. A 
candidate for initiation 
into prebendary service 
appraoches the šatammu, 
who in turn summons two 
witnesses, whom he then 
questions before an 
assembly. It is not easy to 
say who convened whom. 
Members: 7 
YOS 7 167 
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Uruk // 
10.IX.05 Camb 
unkin 
Interpellation 
(PN1 and PN2 
via PN3 
sepīru, 
šatammu) 
Counseling – 
administrative. A sepīru is 
sent by two PNs (one has 
Iranian name) with the 
request to see the 
inspection of the cattle of 
the Lady of Uruk. The 
šatammu replies in the 
assembly (of the mār 
banê) who also witnessed 
the request. Members: 10 
BM 114565 
Sippar // 
27.XI.08 Camb 
lúku4-é 
dutu 
lúab.bameš uru 
Interpellation 
(plaintiff)
159
 
A decision made by the 
šangû  of Sippar, temple 
enterers of Šamaš and 
elders of the city (line 7, 
10,11) about a dispute 
over promissory notes 
relating to silver involved 
in a business venture 
extinguished by the death 
of the contracting parties 
brought forth by the their 
heirs 
Camb 412 
[Sippar] // 
11.VII.x Dar 
lúši-bu-tu uru ? 
The case is about 
ownership of prebends; 
the fact that elders were 
summoned to discuss 
such a matter is telling 
Jursa 1999: 
nr. 28 (Bēl-
Rēmanni pp. 
128-129) 
Uruk // 
13.IV.02 Dar 
unkin lúdumume 
tin.tirki u lúunugki-a-
a lúku4-é 
dinnin 
unugki u lúki-niš-ti 
šu-ut é.an.na 
Interpellation 
(qīpānu) 
Counseling – 
administrative. An 
assembly must decide or 
offer counselling over the 
request by PN to become 
the new general 
contractor for Eanna land. 
TCL 13 182 
                                                             
159 Since the one recorded was a private dispute, it is again reasonable to suppose that one of the 
litigants had filed a suit against the other. The court would thus have been called into action by the 
plaintiff.  
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Sippar // 
x.II.19 Dar 
lúdumu.dùmeš; 
lúsanga sip-parki ù 
lúku4-é 
dutu 
Self-
convened
160
 
Judicial - memorandum of 
proceeding. The text 
records the outcome of an 
injunction formulated by 
the šangû of Sippar and 
temple enterers of Šamaš 
to a clothes mender to 
search and retrieve a 
threadbare piece of linen. 
The previous questioning 
is fully recalled. It is 
unclear whether the 
names listed at the end 
should be attributed to the 
otherwise unspecified mār 
banê named at the 
beginning as the authority 
that oversaw the 
questioning conducted by 
the šangû and temple 
enterers, or to the latter‟s 
ranks. The former option 
seems more tenable. 
Members: 12 
CT 2 2 
Babylon // 08+  
Dar II 
lúunkin šá é.sag.íl 
Interpellation 
(scribes and 
bēl piqnēti of 
Eimbianu of 
Dilbat) 
Judicial. Representatives 
of the Eimbianu of Dilbat 
travel to Babylon to 
obtain help from the 
kiništu of Esagil to 
apprehend three thieves, 
who in the meantime had 
fled Dilbat and sought 
shelter by the governor of 
Babylon. The kiništu 
addressed the governor, 
but the outcome is unclear 
due to the document‟s bad 
state of preservation 
TBER pl. 6 
AO 2569 
Sippar // ? 
The šangû of 
Sippar, the qīpu of 
Ebabbar, «the 
temple enterers and 
the kiništu of 
Ebabbar» 
? 
Judicial - Protocol 
concerning the theft of 
silver objects from the 
ziqqurrat 
Coll. Smit 
111 
                                                             
160 It is unlikely that Bēl-ittannu, the suspected cloche mender, would have endangered himself by 
spontaneously making an ambiguous declaration to the court. It is more likely, on the contrary, that 
the šangû and temple enterers had learned of the missing piece of linen differently, and they may have 
then independently convened to start the inquiry. 
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Nippur
? // 
undated 
lúab.bameš šá uru 
abbamantanu 
Interpellation 
(the 
šandabakku?) 
From Dandamaev 1982: 
39. Elders of the city 
Abbamantanu are 
summoned on account of 
a tithe, possibly connected 
to a debt or promissory 
note of 220 kur, to be paid 
to the šandabakku. 
Context unclear 
PBS 1/2 87 
? 
lúab.bameš uru é 
zab.zab 
? 
From Dandamaev 1982: 
39. Content uncertain, bad 
state of preservation. A 
man is issued some sort of 
a pending death penalty in 
case he fails to fulfil his 
duties concerning a 
building. The 
corresponding statement 
is made before “the elders 
of zab.zab” 
UCP 9 38 
Uruk // ? 
lúab.bame [šá?] 
é.an.na 
? 
From Dandamaev 1982: 
39. A private dispute 
between two parties over 
shares of a prebend is 
settled by the šatammu 
and the “elders of Eanna”. 
Cf. with the text in Jursa 
1999. 
BaM 5: 15 
Uruk // ? lúab.bameš gab-bi Reference 
An official (not two as in 
Dandamaev: ibid.) writes 
to the qīpu, the šatammu 
and the ţupšar bīti to 
inform them of the illegal 
seizure of a field 
belonging to the Lady of 
Uruk. The letter states 
that “all the elders” know 
the status of the field and 
that it has been illegally 
seized. 
BIN 1 23 
  
As can be seen, the small corpus assembled above is primarily constituted by 
textual evidence from Uruk, and from this point of view it partially overlaps with the 
kiništu texts corpus discussed in chapter two. As from a typological perspective, the 
bulk of the relevant documentation is made of records of proceedings of different 
sorts, including a majority of judicial records of gatherings, plus some non-judicial 
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ones, which are complemented by a small handful of inscriptions and letters. As 
anticipated, the inclusion in the list of the evidence from Sippar, which has slightly 
been neglected until now in favour of the more telling one from Uruk, can help 
underscore and analyze local difference in the local institutional framework. In the 
first place, the fabric of constituencies that could assemble for any purpose is slightly 
different in Sippar, where elders seem to have played a more prominent role in the 
overall activities in combination with higher ranking prebendaries, to judge from the 
extant overall documentation; only four attestations of the kiništu in assembly texts 
can be retrieved from it, two of which, however, are only conjectural as the pertinent 
passages are broken (CT 55 110, Coll. Smit 111 certain, JTVI 57 and CT 57 10 
uncertain but likely). A very similar picture applies to Babylon, where elders are 
prevalent in the extant, meagre documentation that can tell something about local 
powers, alongside other players as the šākin ţēmi and the royal judges; assemblies are 
openly mentioned just in Weidner Chronicle (Weidner 1954: 1-2 obv. 17) as the 
“assembly of the people” or “the assembly of our city”, BM 103452 where an 
“assembly of the Babylonians” acts in judicial matter alongside the šākin māti and 
two ša rēš šarri, in 8eme Congrès: nr. 4, where again the “assembly of the 
Babylonians” is the venue for the arguing of a case regarding a prebend sales, and 
finally in Camb 85 where an “assembly of the elders of the Egyptians” hears a 
litigation by various individuals about what appears to have been a dispute on the 
division of some parcels of bīt qašti land. The comparative paucity of records of 
assembly deeds from Babylon with regards to those from Uruk and Sippar may be 
due to two more or less cumulative factors: 1) the fact that no palace or temple 
archive of even remotely comparable size survives from Babylon for the Neo 
Babylonian period; partial exceptions are the archive found in Nebuchadnezzar‟s 
southern palace and the Kasr archive, both remaining largely unpublished. The 
former is mainly concerned with ration lists, while a sizable part of the second is 
constituted by the business archive of the governor Bēlšunu (the overview from Jursa 
2005: 60-61). On the contrary, the vast majority of assembly records from Uruk and 
Sippar is just to be found in the major temple archives that do survive from those 
cities; maybe if comparable ones had survived for Esagil or the royal palace more 
relevant evidence would have turned out; this is the case for the late Achaemenid and 
Hellenistic period, where archives kept under the supervision of the temple or closely 
connected to temple activities, such as the Esagil, Abu-ul-īde, Mušēzibu and Rahīm-
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Esu archives provide some more evidence on the local, collective powers of the 
period, that by then had essentially become the assembly of the šatammu and 
prebendaries of Esagil (overview Jursa 2005: 73-76). The Astronomical Diaries and 
the chronicles too, compiled as well within the preserve of Esagil, provide useful 
information; the function of the former was to record regular astronomical 
observations, made on a daily basis by a team of specialists in the employ of Esagila 
(supporting evidence is discussed in Van der Spek 1985: 548-555), as well as 
atmospheric and terrestrial phenomena. The data from the observations were 
collected on small tablets which covered periods ranging from a few days to little 
more than a month; from these, longer compilations covering half or a full year 
(other formats are also attested) were made. The historical entries followed the 
astronomical data proper and information about river level and the prices of basic 
commodities, and they prevalently recorded events of various kinds from the 
standpoint of the Babylonian temple and city.
161
 Where they lack the same level of 
detail of the records of proceedings, they make up by adding to our scope a much 
helpful diachronic depth that can be used to highlight trends and changes over the 
long run. Further information from Babylon is provided by TBER pl. 6 (AO 2569), 
while stray texts from other cities provide little more than hints to what the situation 
might have been in other cities during the Hellenistic period; such is the case, e.g., of 
BRM 1 88 from Kutha (discussed in chapter I passim), 11.IV 125 SE = 19.VII 187 
BCE), BM 68610 from Babylon or Larsa (09 Alexander IV = 308/307 BCE) and 
Van der Spek 1992: nr. 1 from Nippur (4.III.158 SE = 07.VI 154 BCE) 2) the fact 
that Babylon was the very seat of the monarchy; royal power may have made itself 
more strongly felt in Babylon rather than in Sippar or faraway Uruk and other cities, 
and to some extent it may have outweighed local powers by much. For example, the 
records of deliberation by royal judges are far more abundant from Babylon than 
from other centres (cf. Holtz 2009), and royal judges wielded an authority that 
stemmed directly from the king. I therefore choose not to treat them here as a 
standing constituent. 
As it turns out, much of the same reasoning that has been made earlier about 
internal evidence of many texts showing that any such gathering as, e.g. for Sippar, 
“the qīpu of Ebabbar, the šangû of Sippar, the temple enterers of Šamaš and the 
                                                             
161 Fuller discussions about the Diaries, including their purpose, period of origin, contents and format 
in AD 1: 12-36, Rochberg-Halton 1991, Van der Spek 1993b, Hunger and Pingree 1999: 139ff. 
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kiništu of Ebbabar” would be just as deemed an “assembly” as it would have been in 
Uruk, holds true for Sippar and Babylon as well. Check for instance Pinches 1925: 
27ff (JTVI 57):
162
 
1. [maš-‟-al]-tum šá Iden-šešmeš-ba-šá lúqí-i-pi é.babbar.ra 
2. [Idamar.utu-mu-m]u lúsanga sip-parki lúku4-é
‹meš› dutu 
3. [lúkiništu?] é.babbar.ra Iìr-da-nu-ni-tum lúsi-pir 
4. [šá é d]gašan a-kádki u lúki-na-al-tum é.ul.maš 
5. [I...]-x-nu a-šú šá Idnà-[...]-šú Idnà-a-ùru 
6. [a-šú šá Im]u?-gin Idutu-sur a-šú šá Iá-gál-dtu.tu 
7. [iš‟alū]ma? ina unkin iq-ta-bu-u um-ma ud.22.kam 
8. [ud.23.kam u]d.24.kam šá itizíz lúla-mu-ta-nu 
9. [šá I... a]-šú šá Iden-gi di-pa-ri a-na muh-hi 
10. [da-nu-ni]-tum ú-še-et-ti-qu ni-il-te-mu 
«[Interroga]tion by Bēl-ahhē-iqīša, the qīpu of Ebabbar, [Marduk-šumu-id]din, the šangû of Sippar, 
the temple enterers of Šamaš, [the kiništu?] of Ebabbar, Arad-Anunnītu, the sepīru of the temple of 
Bēlet-Akkad and the kiništu of Eulmaš. They questioned PN1/Nabû-[…]-šu, Nabû-aplu-uşur/Šumu
?-
ukīn and Šamaš-ēţer/Ille‟i-Marduk; they declared as follows in the assembly: “We have heard that on 
the days 22, [23] and 24 of month Şabātu the slaves of [PN]/Bēl-ušallim will move the torches past 
(the statue of) [Anunnī]tu”» 
I think there can be no doubt the assembly in question directly refers to the gathering 
of the numerous constituencies mentioned in the heading of the text, i.e. qīpāni, 
temple enterers and kiništu of Ebabbar, an official and the kiništu of Eulmaš in 
Akkad. It shall be noticed, though, that some texts from Sippar actually disclose also 
some formal difference or ambiguity with regards the format of Uruk texts. For 
instance, Nbn 958 (x.II.16 Nbn) starts just with the customary transitional phrase 
“[the mār banê] in whose presence”, save that no name is submitted at all; then 
witnesses are reported as making a statement or some kind of accusatory deposition 
against a third party before an assembly (exceptionally written syllabically pu-hur-
ru, line 3): 
1. [lúdumu.dù]meš šá ina igi-šú-nu Ida-nù-ní-šib163-[.. .. ..] 
2. [.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Id]┌en?┐-ní-šib u fddù-tú-dan-na-at fšìr-kát šá dutu 
3. [.. .. .. .. .. a-na ugu I]ni-din-it ina pu-hur-ru iq-bu-ú um-ma Ini-din-it-┌tú?┐ 
4. [.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..] dumu dumu šá Idutu-kam lúmá!164-lah4 šá 
dutu 
5. [.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..]x-qar šu-ú 
6. [Iden-a-mu a-šú šá Ien-]dillat-ú a lúsanga sip-parki 
                                                             
162 The text has been retrive from Bongenaar 1997: 21 n. 46. 
163 I could not find any known name pattern corresponding to this sign sequence, nor for the similar 
name in the subsequent line. 
164 The text, in Strassmaier‟s copy (1889: 553), reads lúpa.lah4, but I cannot find any other professional 
designation written in a logographic writing in compound with lah4 other than 
lúmá.lah4, malāhu 
“boatman”. Indeed, the latter was among the prebendary professions of Ebabbar (cf. Bongenaar 1997: 
288-289). 
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7. [lúku4-é 
dutu I]dnà-mu-mu a-šú šá 
8. [Idutu-ibila-ùru a] Ida-damar.utu lúku4-é 
dutu 
9. [Idamar.utu-mu-dù a]-┌šú┐ šá Imu-še-zib-damar.utu 
10. [a lúsanga dinnin tin.tirki] lúku4-é 
dutu 
11. [.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..] a lúpa!?-┌še┐ki 
12. [.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..] Imu-še-zib 
13. [.. .. .. .. .. .. ..]┌ša?┐ Idamar.utu-su lúdam.gàr 
14. [lúumbisag .. .. .. ..] a-šú šá Idnà-numun-du 
15. [.. .. .. .. .. ..]uruud.kib.nunki itigu4 
16. [.. .. ..] mu16.kam ‹I›dnà-i 
17. lugal tin.tirki 
«The mār banê in whose presence Anu-nišib?! [ … … ] ┌Bēl?┐-nišib?! and Bānītu-dannat, an oblate of 
Šamaš, [ … … on account of] Nidinti spoke as follows in the assembly: “Nidinti [ … … ] the son of 
the son of Šamaš-ēreš, the boatman? of Šamaš [ … … ]x he is”. [Witnesses:] [Bēl-aplu-iddin/Bēl]-
Balīhu//Šangû-Sippar, temple enterer of Šamaš; Nabû-šumu-iddin/[Šamaš-aplu-uşur]//Ille‟i-Marduk, 
temple enterer of Šamaš; [Marduk-šumu-ibni]/Mušēzib-Marduk//[Šangû-Ištar-Bābili], temple enterer 
of Šamaš; [PN/PN]//Isinnaju?; [PN/PN]//Mušēzibu; [PN]/Marduk-erība the trader. Scribe: [PN]/Nabû-
zēru-ukīn[FN]; Sippar, the xth of Ajjāru, year 16 of Nabonidus king of Babylon». 
Now, I suppose it makes sense that the mār banê before whom the statement was 
made also constituted the assembly mentioned in line 3, before which too the 
testimony was given (which would make its mention sort of a pleonasm), and, in 
turn, that the names appearing thereafter, after the body of the recorded statement, 
actually were those of the otherwise not listed mār banê cited at the beginning. This 
oddity partially finds a parallel in the memorandum CT 2 2, quoted above (Holtz 
2009: 99ff), where the summary of the precedents and outcomes of an investigation 
conducted by the šangû of Sippar Guzānu and the temple enterers of Šamaš is also 
introduced by mār banê ša ina pānišunu, but no name is submitted either; then, at the 
end of the text, witnesses are introduced by the caption 
lú
mukinnu. Now, judging 
from the width of the gap and a rough estimate of missing signs, there appears not to 
have been enough room at the beginning of line 6 of Nbn 958 to house a similar 
caption (though this is highly conjectural); which fact, I submit, would argue in 
favour of effectively considering the names as those of the mār banê. The same is 
more difficult for CT 2 2, where we would have to posit that the people who were 
present could be given two designations that, in the standard formats of the judicial 
records, are mutually exclusive (that is, only one of the two designations is 
customarily used, depending on document style; the difference, of course, lies in 
form rather than in substance). Many of the twelve witnesses can actually be proven 
to have been temple enterers of Šamaš, but that does not necessarily mean they must 
be identified with the temple enterers said to have conducted the investigation 
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(unless they interrogated the suspect before themselves). The simplest solution is just 
to consider that temple enterers and the šangû acted before a body of citizens, some 
of whom were in turn of equal rank to the acting people, i.e. they came from the elite 
prebendary families (so Bongenaar 1997: 424), but that the former received a more 
specific designation should reside in the fact that perhaps it was just in their capacity 
of temple enterers that they were conducting the investigation which, it is useful to 
remind, concerned a missing piece of a garment for a cultic paraphernale, no doubt 
connected with the activities of prebendary weavers (see above); while the 
citizens/witnesses did not need any special capacity because they only had to testify 
and assist the procedure, but they would have come, anyway, from the same or 
similar ranks to those of the people that were summoned to investigate the matter.
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Let us now drop CT 2 2, and just assume that a gathering of temple enterers with the 
šangû before a qualified body of citizens makes another good example of gathered 
constituencies. 
4.2 An outlook on the constituencies 
Before proceeding, it is of some importance to propose a recap of the most attested 
and most important professional and social groups to which I have until now often 
referred as constituencies. Some of them, of course, have already been sparsely 
addressed in the course of the present discussion; the following is meant as a quick 
overview for the benefit of the discussion, and more importantly to try and highlight 
the affiliation(s) of any such groups which, as has been repeatedly stated, sometimes 
overlap, both in function and membership, sometimes are extremely clear so that 
nothing more than a hint is needed, sometimes remain a bit more in the dark.   
4.2.1. Top officials: a loose group including offices as šākin ţēmi (city governor), 
qīpu (of Eanna or Ebabbar), šangû of Sippar, šatammu, zazakku, ša rēš šarri bēl 
piqitti ajakki, ţupšar ajakki and other minor instances as the ša rēš šarri ša (ina) 
muhhi quppi ša šarri and the ša rēš šarri ša ina ajakki paqdu. Several 
prosopographies and studies exist on functions and office holders; among general 
studies, one may mention Jursa‟s brief overview on Babylonian administration 
(including temple establishments, 2005: 51-54) and Van Driel‟s general remarks 
higher temple functions (2002: 98-101). About Eanna and Uruk, the most recent and 
                                                             
165 Bongenaar 1997: 423 seems anyway to assume the identity of the temple enterers mentioned in the 
text with the “citizens” and the witnesses. 
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detailed study on administrative structures is that of Kleber (2008: 5-30), but also 
Kümmel (1979: 137-146) focussing on the prosopography of office holders. For 
Sippar, finally, the state of the art is represented by Bongenaar‟s comprehensive 
study of Ebabbar, including a study and prosopography of top officials (1997: 6ff); 
all such works also refer back to previous literature on the subject. Thus, it is my 
intention to limit the scope of this paragraph to some remarks which, I believe, may 
be functional to the present analysis. First of all, it shall be noticed that the hierarchy 
of the administrative positions and the very existence of some of them varied over 
time and was subject to royal reorganization and changes in policy.
166
 Secondly, and 
most importantly, the appointment to all these posts of local power undoubtedly were 
in the royal say, which may have entailed either simple ratification or deliberate 
appointment by the king (Waerzeggers in press, Kleber 2008: 5); a main point of 
difference, on the contrary, lies in the mode of recruitment, i.e. in the choice of social 
milieus from which to pick up suitable candidates for the office in question. This 
allows to individuate two broad fields, i.e., essentially, the local “aristocracy” and 
outsiders. Basically, šatammus, šangûs and, at times, šākin ţēmis167 were recruited 
from the ranks of elite priestly families of the local sanctuaries, whereas qīpus, the ša 
rēš šarri bēl piqitti ajakki in Uruk (first introduced by Nabonidus at the beginning of 
his reign) and other courtiers were of direct royal emanation and outsiders to the 
local elites (Kleber 2008: 26), a fact which is echoed both in their name patterns 
(often in compound with šarru) and in the absence of any filiation of these 
individuals in the extant records, which would prove their background was not the 
same landscape of old priestly families as their counterparts; rather, they may have 
been homines novi elevated by the king, and hence answerable only to him and to his 
interests (Bongenaar 1997: 34, Kleber 2008: 5). Now it is of interest here to pinpoint 
such allegiances: šangû of Sippar and šatammu of Eanna were magnates of the king, 
                                                             
166 Cf. for instance the replacement (through the šangû of Sippar) and disappearance of the office of 
šatammu of Ebabbar with the beginning of Nabopolassar‟s reign (Bongenaar 1997: 11-13), or the 
changes in the hierarchy and structure within Eanna beginning with the accession of Nabonidus 
(Kleber 2008: 12-17 and 26-30). 
167 Cf. e.g. Marduk-šumu-uşur/Nabû-šumu-iškun//Hunzû (25.IV.15 Npl), Šamaš-zēru-iqīša/Marduk-
šarrāni//Gimil-Nanāja (18.XII.02 Nbk – 4 Nbk), Marduk-šumu-iddin/Nabû-balāssu-iqbi//Gimil-
Nanāja (14.XII.01 Ner – 26.VII.02 Nbn), Šulāja/Ţābia//Hunzû (26.IX.02 Cyr – 28.IX.02 Cyr) and 
Imbia/Nanāja-ēreš//Kidin-Marduk (04 Cyr – 18.X.06 Camb). All these šākin ţēmis were recruited 
from the ranks of traditional Urukian and Babylonian priestly families. The relevant prosopographical 
information is in Kleber 2008: 38-39 and Kümmel 1979: 139-140. Cf. also Jursa 2005: 50 n. 296, 
Waerzeggers 2003/2004: 161-162, Joannès 1990: 177. 
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and at the same time they served as representatives of local circles and interests, sort 
of go-betweens representing both state and local elites with each other.  
It is quite remarkable to notice that, among all the offices named above, the 
only one to survive almost unscathed through the Late Achaemenid and Hellenistic 
period is the šatammu (and, albeit in a much more limited way, the zazakku), which 
is attested in Babylon and Kutha, while apparently in Uruk the post was replaced by 
the rab ša rēš āli ša bīt ilāni ša Uruk (cf. Joannès 1988, arguing for a religious 
character of the title as a head of the priesthood of the sanctuaries and its 
implications with the cult; cf. also Van der Spek 1986: 80ff, McEwan 1981a: 18, 26-
27, 184, 189, 192, Doty 1988 and 1977: 22ff), who could act alongside the assembly 
of Uruk much in the same way as the šatammu would act together with the 
prebendaries of Esagil, and the city governor by a šaknu, both recruited from the 
local elites, as far as we can tell from the scarce prosopographical data we possess.  
Now throughout all the Neo Babylonian period, as far down in the chronological 
ladder as we can follow developments in surviving archival material, top officials as 
the šatammmu or šangû were always paired with officials with a clearcut and 
undisputed commitment to royal interests as the zazakku, the qīpu or the ša rēš šarri 
bēl piqitti ajakki, whereas, as far as we can tell, this does not seem the case in the 
Hellenistic period, or, at the very least, not in the same scale as before. While in 
Uruk a greater deal of closeness to the king may have been a prerogative of the šaknu 
(but we hardly know anything as for the recruitment of the rab ša rēš āli), as the 
inscription of the third-century office holder Anu-uballiţ “Nikarchos” may show (cf. 
Falkenstein 1941, Boiy 2005, Doty 1988),
168
 in Babylon royal officials acting in 
Esagil alongside the šatammu do surface from time to time, but in a rather sparse and 
irregular way, such as to prompt the feeling that their presence may have been 
nothing more than occasional, connected to some specific royal project or need; by 
no means, anyway, does the evidence seem to allow the idea that the king maintained 
a regular presence of courtiers and officials by the side of the šatammu and the 
prebendaries of Esagil. Among the occasionally attested officials those that can be 
connected with the royal sphere with any certainty are the paqdu “of Nikanor”, 
                                                             
168 Nikarchos‟ own status and apparently privileged relationship with the king, however (he claims his 
Greek second name was a royal grant), may not have been the rule for all those who preceded or 
succede him to the post of governor. Moreover, also the inscription of Anu-uballiţ “Kephal ōn”, the 
rab ša rēš āli around the end of the third century, beyond Nikarchos‟ one, was at least formally 
dedicated “for the life (ana bulţu) of the king”. To evaluate the officials‟ closeness to the king only on 
the basis of such materials would be too far-fetched. 
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attested in the third century Abu-ul-īde archive as standing beside the šatammu and 
prebendaries of Esagil in the handling of issues related to tax farming and payment 
of rations (attested in CT 49 118 and 123/122/182, cf. Jursa 2006: 186-187, 191-
192), an otherwise unknown paqdu ša bīt ilāni appearing in the judicial chronicle 
edited in 2000 by Joannès (but see below), the zazakku appointed by Antiochus IV in 
169 BCE (AD 2 -168A: obv. 12‟-20‟), and, for the Arsacid period, a purusuttatesu (a 
loan from Greek prostatēs), an uppudētu ša bītāt ilāni (see above) and a rab kumarī 
(a summary in Boiy 2004: 210-212). Of all these officials, the only one for whom a 
sketch of a career trajectory can be attempted is the zazakku. The official was 
appointed by the king by means of a letter in the month Arahsamnu of SE 143 (= 
15.XI – 13.XII 169 BCE): 
AD 2 -168A, obv. 12‟-20‟169 
12' itu bi ud.6.kám 1-en lúdumu eki lúkab.sar lúšeš šá lúšà.tam 
13' ┌é.sag┐.gíl šá ana ku-um-mi-šú lúšà.tam-ú-tú ┌ú┐?-[še-piš] ┌ina┐ kušsi-piš-tú šá lugal ina lúza-
zak-ú-tú pe-eq-du ud bi kù.gi šul-lu-ma-nu 
14' [ta] níg.ga é.sag.gíl ana dù-eš šá ku-uz-bi x [.. .. ..] gal-ú šá den a-na lúza-zak-ka-a4 u 
lúunkin 
šá lúku-timmeš sum-in 
15' ┌itu┐ bi ud.8.kám 1-en tam-šil durì.gal šá la si-m[at? .. ..] lúšá-du-ú-a-a dùmeš u an-šá-am-mi-
‟-i-ta-a mu-šú mu-ár 
16' ina šur-qa qa-li-ip ud.10.kám lúšar-ra-qameš š[á dur]ì.gal mu-a-tì iq-lu-pu-ú kaš-du-u‟ kul-
lu-u‟ ina é lúdi.kudmeš 
17' šá é dingirmeš dib-u‟ ud.13.kám lúšar-ra-qameš [x x] ina é di.kudmeš šá é dingirmeš ana tar-şa 
šá ana ku-um lúšà.tam é.sag.gíl u lúdi.kudmeš 
18' šá é dingirmeš ina gišsim-mil-tú maš-a-a-al-tú [šá-a-lu-u‟ uk]-tin-nu-u‟ ud bi ina izi qa-lu-ú 
itu bi bu-še-e mah-tú x 
19' šá é dingirmeš šá ina é bu-še-e sumun šá ina giškir[i6 
šimli] gar-u‟ šá ku-um lúšà.tam é.sag.gíl u 
lúeki.meš lúunkin šá é.sag.gíl 
20' šá é bu-še-e gibil šá ina i.zi im3 [šá é bu-še]- ┌e┐ mu-a-tì è-ú 
«That month, on day 6, a Babylonian citizen, a jeweler, the brother of  the šatammu of 
Esagil, who in his stead was holding the office of šatammu, was appointed zazakku by a royal letter. 
That day, gold (from) votive gifts from the treasury of Esagil was given
170
 to the zazakku and the 
assembly of goldsmiths for the refurbishment of the luxuriant? [decoration of the?] great [chamber?] of 
Bēl.171 That month, on day 8, an effigy of the divine uriggallu-standard, that was not a stan[dard 
                                                             
169 Besides the standard edition of the Diaries, the passage was translated and commented upon by Del 
Monte (1997: 78-79) and Joannès (2000: 201-203). 
170 I take sum-in to be a singular N-stem perfect (ittandin) or preterite (innadin). The only way of 
conceiving hurāşu and šullumānu, both substantives, as a singular subject is to have them constitute a 
genitival construction as “gold (of) votive gifts”, which has been done in the translation (cf. CAD 
Š/III s.v. šulmānu). On the other hand, it would not be impossible that the plural ending –u of the verb 
may just have been dropped, as it is common in late Babylonian. It is not actually clear who gave the 
golden objects to the zazakku and the assembly of goldsmiths. Since the former was also acting 
šatammu, he may have authorized the action himself, or, on the other hand, it is the assembly of the 
prebendaries (kiništu) that could have authorized the issuing of precious materials from the Treasury. 
171 The passage is not at all clear. I regard Del Monte‟s understanding of kuzbu as “wig” (1997: 78) 
unlikely: in UVB 15 40, 11‟ hi.li dinnin is understood as a “wig” of Ištar, but this, apparently, is the 
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adornment of Esagil], and that the mountain-dwellers had made, and that was called Anšammi‟tâ,172 
was stripped off by theft. On day 10, the thieves who had stripped off the aforementioned uriggallu-
standard were caught up with, they were arrested and detained in the House of the temple judges. On 
day 13, the thieves […] in the house of the temple judges, were [put] to the rack of interrogation 
before the substitute šatammu and the temple judges, and they [co]nfessed. On that same day, they 
were put to death by fire. On that same month,  the substitute šatammu and the prebendaries of Esagil 
brought a considerable quantity of temple treasure that was kept in the old Treasury in the [Juniper] 
Garden out to the new Treasury, which is on the eastern wall of the aforementioned (old) Treasury.» 
While reviewing previous literature on the Neo Babylonian zazakku (especially 
Dandamayev 1993 and Beaulieu 1993a: 258; cf. also MacGinnis 1996, Frame 1991: 
71 n. 80, Zadok 1981: 661-663), mainly attested for Nabonidus‟ reign, Joannès 1994 
came to the conclusion that this official was extremely close to the king and was 
recruited among the king‟s closest confidants. On the contrary, the zazakku appointed 
by Antiochus IV was the brother of the šatammu; as such and, as the Diary informs 
us, as a jeweller, presumably of Esagil, he certainly was a prebendary and a member 
of the kiništu. Although, as Boiy observed (2004: 210), the fact of acting at that time 
as šatammu in substitution of his brother gave him considerable cumulative power 
over the temples and the city with royal approval, he certainly was an outsider to the 
king‟s inner circle, and as such he certainly was not the most suitable individual to 
put in charge of (mis-)appropriating temple property and precious metals, as a 
widespread opinion understands Antiochus IV‟s inner motivations (Boiy 2004: ibid.). 
Although the true extent to which the Seleucid king understood or intended the 
appointment to such an archaic and disused position may be questioned – and, 
indeed, zazakku may just have been the interpretatio Babylonica of a Greek function 
as prostatēs – two factors concur to support the argument that the appointment was 
not at all random: first, the fact that this zazakku is shown to have performed 
functions very similar to his Neo Babylonian counterpart, i.e. care of temple finances 
and paraphernalia (MacGinnis 1996) , and secondly that the appointed individual 
                                                                                                                                                                            
only one such occurrence, and written ideographically (CAD K: 615, s.v. kuzbu). It would be better to 
stick to a more generic understanding of kuzbu either as the physical reference to the adornment of the 
inner parts of the temple, as maštaku or é papahu, or to their lavish decorations, such as golden 
platings: e.g. ana nēpeš ša kuzbi [ša maštaku] rabû ša Bēl: “to perform the plating/embellishment of 
the great chamber of Bēl”, which would be more befitting to the word order and the number of lost 
signs. It should also be noticed that no “wig” appears among the extensive attire of the gods of Uruk 
during the Neo Babylonian period, nor among the headdresses (cf. Beaulieu‟s 2003 comprehensive 
list of cultic paraphernalia, pp. 6ff). On the other hand, Joannès (2000: 204 n. 17) proposes to read 
here, on the basis of some stray Neo Babylonian evidence, ana dù-eš šá ku-us-bi-[ri-ti šá níg-na] gal-ú 
šá den, “to fashion the kisibirrītu of a great censer of Bēl”; this is possible as well. 
172 Unlike Del Monte (1997: 78) who reads dingir ša Ammami‟tâ, “the god of Ammami‟tâ” Joannès 
2000: 202 and n. 13 understands this as anšammi‟tâ. A parallel from the Neo Assyrian letter ABL 
1340, also concerned with Esagil, would seem to validate his interpretation. 
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was professionally competent in such matters. The zazakku is clearly involved in the 
administration of temple property (gold) and prosecution of theft in the unpublished 
chronicle BCHP 15:
173
 
Obv. 
1. [.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..] ┌x x┐[.. .. ..] ┌x x x┐ 
2. [.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ina qí-b]i šá 1-en lúsig šá lúgal érin kur uriki 
3. [kù.gi ana .. .. .. .. .. ..lúun]kin?šá é.sag.gíl na-din 
4. ud bi ina é ud.1.kam ul-te-ri-bu-ú garmeš-šú 
5. ni-gu-tú ina kur gar-nu ud.13.kam Iba-ra-bu-ut-den simug 
6. šá ta lúšá-kin7 šá lugal šá ta múru mu kur 
7. ana ugu kù.gi mu-a-tim şa-bit iti bi 
8. ud.21.kam ina qí-bi šá 1-en lúsig šá lúgal érin kur uriki 
9. lúen pi-qit lúza-zak-ku u lúeki.meš lúunkin šá é.sa[g.gíl] 
10.  kù.gi mu-a-tim ta é ud.1.kam ul-te-şu-šú 
11. ina ki.lámeš šá é lúkù.dim šá ina igi-ma ina lìb-bi-šú-nu lá 
12. ki-i lá-šú 2/3 6½  kù.gi in-da-ţu 
«[… … … at the com]and of a dignitary of the strategos of Akkad, [gold… … … to the preb]endaries 
of Esagil was given. On that day, they brought it and placed it into the Day-One-temple. A celebration 
was held in the land. Barabut-Bēl, the smith, who had been sought by the governor of the king since 
half year, was detained because of that gold. On the same month, on day 21, at the command of the 
dignitary of the strategos of Akkad, the trustee (of)174 the zazakku and the Babylonian prebendaries of 
Esagil brought that gold out of Day-One-temple. When it was weighed on the balance of the 
goldsmiths‟ workshop, on which it had been weighed before, it turned out it had diminished by 2/3 
(mina) and 6½ (shekels)»  
Then follows the account on how the thieves were interrogated, convicted and 
burned. The dating of the text is placed by the editors, with sound arguments, at an 
interval between 162 and 161 BCE anchored to the accession of Antiochus V, his 
being tutored by a “governor of the king” such as the one appearing in this text, and 
consequently his death (mentioned perhaps in the subsequent part of the text, rev. 11-
12), which occurred in the mentioned interval of time (see Van der Spek 1997/98: 
167-8 on this). Just about one year and a half earlier the zazakku was still acting as 
substitute šatammu: 
AD 3 -163C(2), rev. 17-19, Šabat (18.I – 15.II 163 BCE)  
17. […] lúza-zak-ku šá ku-um lúšà.tam é.sag.[íl 
18. […l]úki.minmeš ana lúki.minmeš sum-u‟  
«[…] the zazakku, the substitute of the šatammu of Esag[il …] the ditto to the ditto gave (…)” 
                                                             
173 A preliminary edition by Van der Spek and Finkel can be found at http://www.livius.org/cg-
cm/chronicles/bchp-gold/theft_1.html, with a commentary at http://www.livius.org/cg-
cm/chronicles/bchp-gold/theft_1.html. Text and comments on the dating are desumed from them. 
174 The editors understand lúen pi-qit as a construct case to be connected to lúza-zak-ku, hence the 
translation “the bēl piqitti (of) the zazakku”. The possibility that the case ending (in this case –ti) was 
simply dropped as a feature of late Babylonian is also envisaged. 
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This should make us exclude the presence of the šatammu in BCHP 15, as the editors 
instead do not by hypothesizing his mention in the fragmentary line rev. 1; had he 
been present, he would undoubtedly have appeared in the first string of officials 
performing the inquiry on the missing gold. A šatammu Nabû-mušētiq-uddî, finally, 
was once again in place in Nisannu 150 SE (= 5.IV – 4.V 162 BCE: AD 3 -161A1+2: 
obv. 21‟-22‟, cf. Van der Spek 2000: 439), and we may take it also as a terminus post 
quem non for the dating of BCHP 15, where a šatammu most likely does not appear; 
we do not know, however, whether this Nabû-mušētiq-uddî was the šatammu that 
had been substituted by his brother or whether he was abrand new one; the same 
Diary attesting him also mentions brothers of his, and this may be a clue that he 
indeed was the one and had resumed his tenure.  
All in all, I would say that this zazakku (there is no evidence that someone 
ever replaced the jeweller) held his tenure for at least 7-8 years, that his position 
survived Antiochus IV‟s demise, and that throughout all this period he functioned as 
substitute for the šatammu (and we might legitimately ask what had happened to the 
latter); quite a long period for a royally appointed officer to sit at at the top of temple 
hierarchy, with powers over the Esagil and the other temples. On the other hand, this 
picture would match quite well with that of a coherent temple policy, extending that 
of Antiochus III in Asia Minor, now further supported by the new Heliodoros dossier 
attesting to Seleukos IV‟s appointment of an overseer of temples for Koile Syria and 
Phoenicia (Cotton and Wörrle 2007). The dossier is very close, in form and content, 
to the appointment of Nikanor as high priest of all sanctuaries in Seleucid Asia 
Minor by Antiochus III in 209 BCE (Cotton and Wörrle 2007: 195). Yet, do we 
really have to put this appointment on the same grounds as these? What emerges 
with utmost clarity from the brief texts that have been discussed is that nothing of the 
sort that took place e.g. in Jerusalem during the reigns of Seleucus IV (attempted 
plunder of the temple by Heliodorus: 2 Maccabees 3) or Antiochus IV (looting of 
temple precious items and paraphernalia: 1 Maccabees 1 and 2 Maccabees 5) ever 
happened in Babylon at the hands of either Antiochus IV or his appointee. To 
support this notion, there is a fine example of how a looting of Esagil would have 
been reported in the Diaries, and it is the chronicle of one such event that took place 
during the Parthian period: 
AD 3 -107C, rev. 15‟-21‟, Addar (27.II-28.III 107 BCE) 
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16'  [itu] ┌bi┐ ud.16.kám 1-en lúsu-bar-ru-ú šá ú-še-piš ku-um Iú-ru-de-e-su lúgal ku-
mar-ri šá émeš dingir[meš x x] xmeš gab-bi ta kur ma-da-a-a 
17' [ana ek]i ku4-ub ud.18.kám 
lúšà.tam é.sag.gíl lúeki.meš lúunkin šá é.sag.gíl 1-en gudhi.a ù 
5 sisku[r2
meš] nidba ina ká dumu nun.na šá é.sag.gíl gub-zu-niš-šú 
18' [ana den] ┌dgašan-iá┐ dingirmeš galmeš u ana bul-ţu šá lugal lugalmeš dù uš-kin-nu ár-
ki ana é.sag.gíl ku4-ub-ma [x t]a
? ┌é┐.sag.gíl e11-ma 1 
giša-ri-tu4 
gišmes.má.gan-nu 
19' [...] x x x x x ┌TE┐-šú man-di-tú ┌kù.babbar┐ x x šá ina ku-um an.ta ká dlamma-ra-
bi [šá] é.sag.gíl gar-át 1-en lú.bár-tu-ú-a nu kù175 ú-še-rid-ma 
20' [...] gar-át im-šúh-ma kù.gi ta šà-šú iq-lu-up-ma zarah ┌di-lip?┐-tú u ér ina uru gar-
an lú┌su-bar-ru-ú┐ mu-a-tì ina uru ul i-ku-uš ha-an-ţiš 
21' ana kur ma-da-a-a è itu bi gig x ana kur gim igi-ú176 
«[That] month, on day 16, a Subarean, who was acting in Orodes‟ stead as rab kumarī of the temples 
[…] entered Babylon from the land of Media. On day 18, the šatammu and the prebendaries of Esagil 
set up (for him) one ox and five sheep as an offering to the Gate of the Prince of Esagil, and he 
sacrificed (them) [to Bēl], Bēltia, the Great Gods and for the life of the King of Kings; he then 
prosternated. Afterwards, he went into Esagil, and from it he brought away a wooden musukkannu-
shield, [ .. .. .. … … … …]; a silver? mounting […] that stands in the chamber that surmounts the gate 
of Lamma-rabî of Esagil, and a …? he impiously brought down, and [….] that…was placed he took 
away by force, and stripped off the gold (plating) from the inside; there were wailing, anxiety and 
lamentations in the city. This Subarean did not waste time in the city, instead he speedily returned to 
Media. That month, there was disease in the land [..] as before.» 
The passage finds a distant echo in the letter SAA 17 008, which reports 
about the removal of a “golden heaven” from Esagil and related (negative) events. 
Interestingly enough, this rab kumarī “of all the temples”, or “of the royal domain” 
in its first surviving mention in AD 3 -129A2: obv. 21‟, a “chief priest” according to 
Mitsuma 2005, was yet another official concerned with the sanctuaries of the empire, 
and its last recorded mention occurs in AD 3 -72: 10‟ (73 BCE). This gives a range 
of attested existence of the office of almost sixty years (130-73 BCE), that is, far 
more than the 7-8 of Antiochus IV‟s zazakku, and with far different tasks. Mitsuma 
(2005) compares the office with the Seleucid archiereus tōn hierōn pantōn 
introduced by Antiochus III at the latest, and this makes sense; elsewhere (Sciandra 
2008: 395-396) I argued that perhaps also a post similar to that of “viceroy” was 
inspired to the Parthians by the Seleucids (the Satrap of Satraps Gotarzes). 
                                                             
175 The meaning of la ellu in this position is unclear to me. Perhaps it should be considered as a kind 
of adverbial apposition to ušeridma; that i show it has been rendered in the translation, but that is far 
from sure. 
176 Throughout the text I have accepted several reading proposals by Del Monte 1997: 158-159), 
namely: line 19‟, that kù.babbar is to be read in the break after mandītu, that ina kūm “in place of” 
makes no sense here and ha sto be understood as ina ku-um-‹mi›, “cella, shrine”, that the enigmatic 
lú.bár-tu-ú-a is another piece of furniture that is taken; line 20‟, that imšuh should be made to derive 
from mašā‟um “to take away by force, to rob”, which is precise what was taking place, rather than 
mašāhu “to measure”. 
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Differently than the zazakku, however, it is clear that this official was very close to 
the king, resided at his side in Media and was vested with powers that stretched far 
beyond Babylon. His continuing existence and the looting of Esagil seem indeed far 
more in line with the abandonment, by the Arsacids, of any form of temple patronage 
in Babylonia that can be documented after their conquest of Mesopotamia (more on 
this below). 
On the contrary, the fashioning of paraphernalia and the prosecution of 
sacrilegious thieves do not certainly fall in the category of forceful appropriation of 
temple assets, as hypothesized e.g. by Geller (1991: 2-4). For this reason, and for the 
fact that the zazakku was a member of the Babylonian elite, I tentatively argue in 
favour of another explanation, i.e. that this was a one-time appointment to confer to 
the substitute šatammu a wider authority to secure the safety of the precious 
appurtenances of Esagil during a period in which thefts seem may have been 
particularly frequent and obnoxious, especially if, as Joannès contends (2000: 204) 
the šulmânu gold which was used to fashion the cultic object mentioned in AD 2 -
168A: obv. 13‟-14‟ was actually a royal gift (but that would not fully explain the 
length of the zazakku‟s tenure). The transfer of a sizable part of the treasure of Esagil 
into the new treasury at the time of the appointment of the zazakku seems to go in the 
same direction. Of course, this policy may as well have been dictated by self-interest 
towards what could have been perceived as valuable imperial assets as much as by 
euergesia, but this is definitely of no concern here. On the other hand, an Antiochus 
IV‟s policy that mirrors that carried out in Jerusalem and was to have more far 
reaching effects was the instalment of a Greek polity in the city, which took place 
about the same time. This will be discussed in detail below. 
As for the other titles and functions that have been cited above, they are 
shadowy at best, and often we may posit their involvement with the temple just from 
the wording of the title, with not actual texts illuminating their tasks or range of 
competence. The only other exception is the paqdu of the temples mentioned in the 
“judicial” chronicle BM 47737 published by Joannès (2000: 194-200) and 
commented upon by Van der Spek and Finkel (in BCHP 17). The chronicle, which 
was composed around 222 BCE or later, groups together the narration of no less than 
three distinct episodes of thefts of temple assets and their outcome, taking place in 
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278 and 222 BCE.
177
 The one of interest here is the third one, which involved, 
among others, Bēl-[...], lúkab.sar lúpaq-d[u šá] ┌é dingir?┐[meš ...] (lines 21-22 rev.), 
who was accused together with a goldsmith and a watchman of having stolen gold, 
silver and precious stones from the treasury, and later convicted for the crime (the 
episode narration begins at line obv. 13). Joannès translates the title as “responsable 
des temples […]” (2000: 197), Van der Spek and Finkel as “the trustee of the 
temples”, and the latter compare the position with the paqdu of Nikanor mentioned 
above and with the paqdu ša Uruk / ša bīt ilāni attested in Uruk.178 However, judging 
from the photograph provided, the break in the tablet between the ending of thee 
word paqdu and the beginning of é dingir[
meš…] seems to be quite big, certainly too 
big to have had room for only the relatively small sign šá; a reading of line 22 rev. 
more in line with the tablet would seem 
lú
kab.sar 
lú
paq-d[u šá .. .. ] ┌é┐ d[ingir? meš ...] 
“a jeweller, the trust[ee of … ] the te[mples?]”, which leaves much more space to 
conjecture. Moreover, in the subsequent part of the text the title is never spelled out 
again, the man being referred to only as “the jeweller”. Admittedly, the fact that this 
person was a jeweller too, like the zazzakku of 169 BCE, might constitute a striking 
similarity, but insufficient, in my opinion, to prove that this craftsman too had been 
provided with power over the sanctuaries‟ finances on behalf of the king; as much as 
we know, he too was a Babylonian, (as the paqdu of Nikanor and the zazakku), and 
he might as well have been appointed by the šatammu and prebendaries of Esagil, 
say, as custodian of the same precious items he was later convicted for stealing. 
Therefore, the title of Bēl-[…] may have been different than “trustee of the temples”, 
or we simply have to admit that the information we possess is insufficient to take this 
one title as evidence of royal intereference with temple affairs and finances. 
Considering the somewhat obscure nature of other similarly attested posts (except for 
the rab kumarī, as said), one might draw the provisional conclusion that, at least 
during the Seleucid period and as far as the present evidence goes, in Babylon there 
was no such permanent presence of an externally recruited, royally appointed official 
beside the šatammu, as the one that can be witnessed in Neo Babylonian temples.  
In trying to judge the šatammu‟s real degree of closeness or independence 
from the king, the question then arises as for his background and mode of 
recruitment during the Hellenistic period, as well as for the criteria for his 
                                                             
177 THis episode of robbery is mirrored in Diary AD 2 -277C: 2‟-4‟. 
178 http://www.livius.org/cg-cm/chronicles/bchp-jud/jud_2.html#22. 
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substitution in case of absence,
179
 but the fact is, that evidence on the subject is 
evanescent, to say the least. There are at least two known instances that would make 
a hereditary succession seem plausible, albeit not certain: Marduk-šumu-iddin and 
his son Bēl-rē‟ûšunu both appear as šatammus during the 3rd century BCE, and a 
comparable situation is attested for Libluţ and his father Akkudâ during the 1st 
century BCE; also Nergal‹-ina-›tēšî-ēţer‟s father Bēl-ibni could, at least in theory, be 
identified with a former šatammu (Boiy 2004: 201, Van der Spek 1986: 59). 
However, Marduk-šumu-iddin and Bēl-rē‟ûšunu seem to have held the position 
simultaneously for some time, the son probably as a representative of the father. At 
any rate, the succession in office of members of the same family is no news at all, 
since already in the earlier periods of Mesopotamian history the most prominent 
families in the cities sought to consolidate their positions and power share by trying, 
and often succeeding in, to have scions and relatives installed in top offices; such is 
the rationale, for instance, behind the fact that in Sippar the position of šangû had 
been the privilege of the Šangû-Ištar-Bābili before the rise of Ina-Esagil-lilbur//Ša-
nāšišu (Bongenaar 1997: 12-13), or that the Dābibī family held the office of šatammu 
of Eanna in Uruk without interruption for almost two decades in the second half of 
the sixth century, while a similar situation of monopoly of high temple positions by a 
few “first families” is documented for early Neo-Babylonian Borsippa as well 
(families Arkât-ilī-damqā, Iliya, Nūr-Papsukkal, see Frame 1984). So, definitely, the 
handing over of the position among relatives cannot be taken as the tell-tale that the 
position was simply hereditary and that royal power had no say at all; on the other 
hand, the compilers of Astronomical Diaries and chronicles were quite scrupulous at 
recording appointments, made by the king, to positions that would affect city life in 
one way or another. Check the following table:  
Table 10 
Source Appointed official 
AD 2 -168A: rev. 12‟-13‟ Overseer of temples (zazakku) 
AD 3 -140A: rev. 5‟-6‟ General of Akkad 
AD 3 -134B: obv. 16-17 Representative of the king (Bagayāša) 
AD 3 -132B: rev. 23-25 General commander of Akkad (chief stratēgos) 
                                                             
179 Literature on the hellenistic šatammu: Van der Spek 1986: 64-65; Sherwin-White 1983: 268; Boiy 
2004: 204-206, with references. A complete list of instances in which the šatammu was substituted 
can be found in Boiy 2004: 200. 
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AD 3 -129A2: obv. 17‟ Pāhātu 
AD 3 -124A: obv. 6‟-7‟ Unknown 
AD 3 -124A: rev. 21‟ Substitute of the šatammu of Esagila 
AD 3 -119C: obv. 11‟-12‟ Unclear; either General of Akkad or chief stratēgos 
AD 3 -87A: rev. 15‟-16‟ Unknown (pāhātu?) 
AD 3 -77A: obv. 26‟ Pāhātu 
BCHP 19: rev. 5‟-7‟ Pāhātu 
 
As can be seen, royal intervention in the appointment of a substitute šatammu occurs 
only once – and even then in an exceptional circumstance: see below – we may be 
sure that, if any such other appointment had occurred, the Diaries would have 
recorded it. Looking for a balanced approach, it can be surmised, as Boiy did (2004: 
201), that the “election” of a new šatammu may have resulted from a negotiation of 
interests between the king, who may in theory have lobbied in favour of someone 
openly loyal to him and to his pragmata, and the wishes of elite families of Babylon. 
At any rate, I would conclude that an open and direct royal involvement in the 
appointment procedure must not have been in order. 
A similar situation can be surmised at large for Hellenistic Uruk, where direct 
evidence is even more meagre. Top positions were the šaknu ša Uruk, for which, 
however, only Anu-uballiţ/Anu-ikşur//Ahhûtu “Nikarchos” is attested as office 
holder (YOS 1 52: 1-3); the rab ša rēš āli (ša bīt ilāni) ša Uruk, and the paqdu ša 
Uruk / ša bīt ilāni. References can be found in McEwan 1981a: 26-27, Van der Spek 
1986: 59, 80 and Doty 1988; what is of interest here is that, once again, the holders 
of all these offices came from the local elite, or, to be more precise, from a single 
extended family, the Ahhûtu. Not much can be said on the šaknu, save that in its only 
attestation Anu-uballiţ on the one hand presents himself as the sole person under 
whose direction the renovation of the Rēš was carried out; on the other, he 
acknowledges his tight closeness to Antiochus, who bestowed on him a Greek name, 
and with Seleucus II, under whose reign he was still in office and for the life of 
whom the renovation was also formally undertaken, thereby also marginally 
acknowledging some form of royal ratification or patronage of the restoration works 
(Lenzi 2008: 158 and n. 74); and that is all for the šaknu. The undertone of the 201 
BCE inscription of Anu-uballiţ/Anu-balāssu-iqbi//Ahhûtu “Kephalōn” does not 
significantly differ from this; he held the post of rab ša rēš āli, while his brother 
Anu-bēlšunu was paqdu ša Uruk, and this suffices to dispel the doubts that existed in 
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scholarship as to whether these two offices might have been one and the same or not 
(cf. e.g. Sarkisian 1982 cited in Van der Spek 1986: 83ff). The two posts, however, 
may not have been that different: both officials appear, together with the assembly of 
Uruk, as the authority that has the power to impose fines in case of breach to private 
contracts, as some clauses show (VDI 1955/4 8 and BM 116692 published in Corò 
2005a: 53-54:
180
 paqdu ša bīt ilāni; BRM 2 47 and OECT 9 62: rab ša rēš āli ša bīt 
ilāni). Their father Anu-balāssu-iqbi/Anu-ahu-ittannu//Ahhûtu had held both posts 
simultaneously:
181
 he was allowed to split the two positions between his two sons. In 
the text NCTU 1 (= VAT 9175) Anu-balāssu-iqbi leased out some temple land for 
date farming to an individual who had so requested in exchange for a yearly fixed 
quantity of dates (28 kor) and other products; it is interesting to notice that the 
leasing of temple land to private parties was one of the functions of the šatammu in 
Neo Babylonian Uruk, which he however shared at times with the ša rēš šarri bēl 
piqitti ajakki, the ţupšar ajakki and other high officials (Kleber 2008: 9ff; cf. below 
TCL 13 182). At any rate: the fact that local officials could boast of building works 
on temples, that all of them were recruited from local leading families, and that 
administrative functions were not strictly separated but, on the contrary, they could 
be summed up into one individual and that it was in the latter‟s availability to treat 
them as an almost personal possession and split them between his heirs, all point 
towards the same direction, I believe: that neither in Uruk there is any significant 
evidence that the king strictly oversaw the temple and city administration by the 
direct instalment of loyal outsiders in positions of power. The king may have looked 
with favour upon loyal members of local elites, as the case of both Nikarchos and 
Kephalōn seems to show – the rationale of the name-bestowing act towards 
Nikarchos has been poignantly defined by Sherwin-White as “to reward and to 
assimilate” (1987) – and their career advancement may have been depending on 
royal approval.
182
 
                                                             
180 The text is there published only until line obv. 16‟; the clause under consideration here is in lines 
rev. 8-11, retrieved from http://oracc.museum.upenn.edu/cgi-
bin/oracc?prod=list&project=hbtin&seq=period,genre,provenience,designation&perpage=25&k0=_all
&page=17&item=4&trans=en. 
181 Attested as rab ša rēš āli in TCL 6 10 (SE 90) and TCL 6 1 (he is recorded as owner of the 
fourteenth table of the iškar bārûti, SE 91), as paqdu ša bīt ilāni in NCTU 1 (= VAT 9175, Sarkisian 
1974: nr. 1, republished by Van der Spek in 1986 as nr. 8, pp. 222-232; cf. also id. 1993a: 74; id. 
1995: 227-234). 
182 Editions of the inscriptions of Nikarchos and Kephalon can be found in Falkenstein 1941: 4-7 (the 
two Rēš inscriptions) and 31 (the Kephalon Irigal Aramaic inscription); Van Dijk 1962: 47 (an 
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Outsider royal appointees would help the king keep a close eye on temple 
administration and on the fostering of his own agenda vis-à-vis local elite interests 
and aspirations. Moreover, the aftermath of revolts during the Achaemenid period 
and the consequent royal response show how meddling with the traditional 
recruitment and appointment of top local officials could indeed be a very important 
instrument to manage local elite formation, or to cull potential breeding grounds for 
dissent; such is the case, for instance, for the rise of the three Ša-nāšišu brothers in 
Sippar and Babylon after the failed Nebuchadnezzar IV revolt, or for the “end of 
archives” after the revolts against Xerxes and the subsequent, radical restaffing of 
local bureaucracies (Waerzeggers 2003/2004, Waerzeggers in press). What 
Hellenistic evidence shows, in my opinion, is that local elites may have enjoyed 
some more measures of freedom in temple administration than in the earlier periods, 
and that the presence of individuals representing only royal interests in the cities and 
their main sanctuaries may have been reduced. Overall, it also seems that the local 
hierarchy and administrative structure, let alone the chain of command, emerged 
slightly simplified from the end of Achaemenid rule. 
4.2.2 other intermediate officials: officials and functionaries of rank classifiable from 
immediately below the highest positions to intermediate; some of them were royal 
appointees, charged with the task of supervising specific royal interests in the 
temples (such as officials in charge of the cash boxes, ša muhhi quppi ša šarri, or the 
ša rēš šarri ša ina ajakki paqdu), others were simply intermediate echelons of the 
administration; they could be known collectively as qīpānu or bēl piqnēti (Jursa 
2005: 50-51). In the corpus of texts that is under scrutiny here, the college scribes of 
Ebabbar (Cyr 281, MacGinnis 1998: nr. 5) and the scribes of Eanna (PTS 2097, 
though it is at best uncertain whether in this specific case the prestigious office of 
ţupšar ajakki was meant or simple scribes of lower rank belonging to the sanctuary 
(see above) appear as specific constituents of assemblies; YOS 6 222 (Beaulieu 
2003: 175-176) and YOS 6 225 may also be added, recording the involvement of the 
scribes of Eanna in the punishment of a careless prebendary rab banî and in the 
settlement of a private dispute respectively. A few texts describe the assembly as the 
(puhur) qīpānu u mār banê: in Boissier 1926: 13-17 these are the šākin ţēmi of Uruk, 
                                                                                                                                                                            
improved reading of the Kephalon Rēš inscription); Bowman 1939: 231-243 (Irigal inscription). The 
fundamental study on both officials remains that of Doty (1988: 95-118). 
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the šatammu of Eanna, the ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti ajakki, the qīpu of Šalamu, in 
Figulla 1951: 95-101 essentially the šatammu and ša rēš šarri plus a number of the 
usual temple enterers, in YOS 7 198 the šākin ţēmi, the ša rēš šarri ša ina muhhi 
quppi ša Eanna, the ša rēš šarri ša ina ajakki paqdu, a sepīru scribe of Eanna; after 
all, it would seem the term qīpānu could be extended also to the upper echelons of 
administration. Here and there other such officials do show up in the texts as 
members of assembly, but on an individual basis: e.g. in PTS 2097 the šākin ţēmi 
Marduk-šumu-iddin appears as the first of the temple enterers, in YOS 6 77 the ša 
rēš šarri bēl piqitti, the ša rēš šarri ša (ina) muhhi quppi [ša šarri] and the ša rēš 
šarri ša muhhi bīt amātim ša Uruk are all subsumed, at different positions in the list, 
under the common heading of “the temple enterers, the kiništu and the mār banê” 
who performed a maš‟altu interrogation of a gatekeeper. The ţupšar ajakki 
Nādinu/Bēl-ahhē-iqīša//Egibi often shows up among temple enterers; we might 
assume that he too enjoyed that status, and as such an individual he took part in 
proceedings and was listed accordingly in the texts (on the prebend of the temple 
scribe see most recently Frame and Waerzeggers 2011). In TBER pl. 6 AO 2569, 
finally, the officials of Eimbianu of Dilbat who went to Babylon and had talks with 
the kiništu of Esagil are dubbed “the scribes and bēl piqnēti of E[imbianu]”. They too 
can be at large regarded as some sort of executive committee that could act outside 
their city representing the institutions of their city or temple. 
4.2.3 the prebendaries, temple enterers and kiništu: cf. chapters I-II. As it has 
emerged, all prebendaries of any given sanctuary could be subsumed under the 
general, collective term of kiništu (ša) TN. For the Neo Babylonian period, the 
kiništu of Eanna, Ebabbar, Esagil, Eulmaš are attested; for the Late Babylonian 
period, the kiništu of the Rēš or of the temples of Uruk, of Emeslam, of Esagil, of 
Ebabbar (Larsa/Sippar
?
), of Ekur. At times, evidently when the need was perceived, 
temple enterers alone would be singled out as a self-standing group. On temple 
enterers in general see essentially Waerzeggers and Jursa 2008: 14-17, Van Driel 
2002: 88ff and 112ff, Sallaberger and Huber Vulliet 2005: 618 and passim, 
Bongenaar 1997: 147-150, 153ff, Kümmel 1979: 163, Doty 1977: 124-126 and 1978: 
77 and n. 22, just to mention the most recent literature. As Sallaberger and Huber 
Vulliet noticed (2005: 618), a temple enterer is often specified to owe his affiliation 
or allegiance to the god, while the kiništu is normally associated in texts with a 
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sanctuary (thus the “temple enterers of Ištar of Uruk” or “of Šamaš”, but the kiništu 
of Eanna viz. Ebabbar; note however that exceptions to this rule of thumb do exist, as 
e.g. in TCL 13 163, where some fishermen are called “kiništu of the Lady of Uruk”).  
As constituting part or the entirety of the priestly personnel of a temple, both 
temple enterers and kiništu are often portrayed in texts as collectively taking part to 
the cult, or anyway in contexts that indirectly highlight their cultic tasks and 
functions. The letter YOS 3 86 shows that the kiništu (in this case of Esagil) would 
follow its deity as a retinue in the course of ceremonial travels: 
1. im Idnà-mu-gi.na 
2. [a]-┌na┐ Isum-na-a šeš-ia 
3. ┌dnà┐ u damar.utu a-na šeš-iá 
4. [lik]-ru-bu gišmá 
5. šá Idnà-mu-ib-ni 
6. ul-tu bár-sipaki 
7. id-da-ak-ka-am-ma 
8. lúki-na-al-tu4 
9. šá é.sag.íl 
10. ina lìb-bi it-ti dna-na-a 
11. ù dgašan šá unugki 
12. a-na unugki 
13. ú-ri-du-‟ 
14. gišmá lúki-na-al-tu4 
15. šá é.sag.íl 
16. ina bár-sipaki 
17. it-tan-nu-ú-ni 
«Letter of Nabû-šumu-ukīn183 to Iddināja, my brother. May Nabû and Marduk bless my brother. The 
ship that Nabû-šumu-ibni has given you out of Borsippa, the kiništu of Esagil traveled onto it down to 
Uruk with Nanāja and the Lady of Uruk. The kiništu of Esagil has given the ship back to me in 
Borsippa». 
It can be reasonably assumed that during such cultic trips the collective priesthood 
would just carry on the provision of the god‟s basic needs, i.e. clothing, feeding etc. 
This is most clearly seen in the presence at Babylon of the overseers of bakers and 
brewers of Ištar of Uruk, Lâbâši-Marduk/Arad-Bēl//Egibi and Dajjānu-ahhē-
iddin/Gimillu//Šigû‟a, along with the ţupšar Eanna Balāţu/Sîn-ibni//Rē‟i-alpi, on the 
occasion of the gathering of all the gods of the land to Babylon, at the eve of the 
Persian assault, ordered by Nabonidus; the background of the event was brilliantly 
investigated by Beaulieu, especially in light of his revised reading and interpretation 
(1993a: 248-250) of the letter originally published by Weisberg (1967: 8-12), and 
sent by the three officials from Babylon to the ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti ajakki Nabû-
                                                             
183 A šatammu of Ezida (Kleber 2008: 298 n. 859). 
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ahu-iddin in Uruk. As the nature and quantity of goods that the overseers requested 
to be shipped to them from Uruk shows, a conspicuous number of priests must have 
traveled along with them to Babylon to attend to the goddess‟ needs; a mention is 
even made of pappasu (line 25 collated). An explicit reference to the kiništu does not 
occur in the text, but that is just expected as the three spoke in first person plural, 
while references to the collective priesthood always appear as made by third 
parties.
184
 
Other occurring, collective references of a similar kind are in the letters TCL 
9 143 and 137 (see above) both hinting to the duty shifts and service that both temple 
enterers and kiništu had to perform; in the other letter YOS 3 51, in which the kiništu 
is mentioned in connection with a našappu vase to be used in an eššeššu festival;185 
in the Esagil Kislīmu ritual published by Çağirgan and Lambert (1991-93: 98 [rev. 
III 114]).  
The prebendaries of a sanctuary, finally, were considered a social unit that 
could be used for taxation purposes or, on the contrary, that could be released from 
tax paying and corvée. I do not mean to address here the issue of the kidinnūtu 
privileges bestowed by the kings on certain cities and temples (see e.g. Reviv 1988), 
but among the latter (i.e. discharged groups) for which we have a direct documentary 
evidence for this and earlier periods one may quote the priests of the sanctuary of 
Marduk in Sippar-Aruru for whom Aššur-etel-ilāni established šubarrû upon his 
consecration of a golden sceptre for the god
186
 and, of course, the clergy of the 
Egišnugal in Ur that Nabonidus released from ilku service and to whom granted tax 
                                                             
184 One may wonder whether also temple enterers had follone or, for that matters, also butchers. In the 
absence of any relevant documentation on the point, no further speculation is warranted. 
185 (1) im Isum-na-šeš a-na (2) lúšà-tam-mu u Idnà-šeš-mu (3) šešmeš-e-a dutu u da-a (4) a-na šešmeš-e-a 
lik-ru-bu (5) lúérinmeš a-na tal-lu (6) lu ma-a-du ma-ţu-ú (7) lúérinmeš ma-du-tu enmeš-ú-a (8) liš-pu-ru-
ú-ni kuškan-ni (9) u kušri-şi-it-tum (10) ì!.nun gišpèš.hád.a (11) enmeš-ú-a  (12) lu-še-bi-lu-nu (13) ┌na┐-
šap-pu kù.babbar.àm (14) ki-i la qa-tu-┌ú┐ (15) 1-en na-šap-pu kù.babbar (16) šá-nu-ú a°-na eš-še-e-
šú (17) ki-niš-tu4 it-ti-šú-nu (18) liš°-ku-nu «Letter of Nādin-ahi to the šatammu and Nabû-ahu-iddin, 
my brothers. May Šamaš and Aja bless my brothers! People to (carry) the poles are seriously few. My 
lords should send more people to us. Let my lords send me a leather belt (?), a leather rişittu, butter 
and dried figs. Since the silver našappu is not finished, let the kiništu set up another silver našappu 
with them for the eššeššu festival!». 
186 (16) šá lúku4-é 
lúki-na-al-ti unmeš šú-a-te (17) mal ba-šú-u mu-šal-li-mu al-ka-ka-ti-šú (18) šu-bar-
ra-‹šú›-nu a-na u4-me şa-a-ti iš-kun «(…) he established freedom (from taxation) for all future days of 
the temple enterers, the kiništu and all the people, as many as there are, who look after his (viz. 
Marduk‟s) ways». Editions and commentaries in Ebeling 1935: 71-73, Marzahn and Frame 1996: 
95ff., Frame 1995 (RIMB 2: B.6.35.2). 
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exemption is a similar way (YOS 1 45 II: 27-28). An interesting text which, on the 
contrary, points to the prebendaries as a tax liable group is the administrative account 
NCBT 909, recently published and commented by Kleber (2008: 76, 80), which 
attests to the delivery of silver to the governor of Uruk:  
Obv. 
1. 7 ma.na kù.babbar ina il-ki 
2. šá lúunugki-a-a 
3. lúki-na-al-ti 
4. 3 ma.na a-na lúde-kime 
5. šá lúban pap 10 ma.na kù.babbar 
6. a-na Ida-num-lugal-ùru 
L.e. lúgar.umuš na-din 
Rev. iti.še ud.25.kam mu.35.kam 
«7 minas of silver from the ilku-payment of the Urukians, the kiništu; 3 minas to the summoner of the 
archers. Total: 10 minas of silver (which are) given to Anu-šarru-uşur, the šākin ţēmi. The 25th of 
Addāru, year 35 (of Nebuchadnezzar).» 
As the editor notes, of the ten minas of silver which are given to the governor, in 
fact, seven are taken from the ilku-payment, but the remaining three are given to the 
quartermaster of the archers. Kleber 2008: 75-76 and 80 maintains the text stems 
from the institutional archive of Eanna; on such a basis, she then contends the text 
proves that people could be taxed according to their belonging to a professional 
group, i.e. the kiništu; in other words, the latter would have been a unit used as a 
basis for taxation (here ilku is not further specified, although Kleber assumes it must 
have been a discharge/release fee for military obligations). The temple would then 
have stood in the background as the authority that could handle tax collection and 
delivery; or, to put it in Kleber's own words, "(...) war der Tempel berechtigt, die 
ilku-abgabe der freien Bürger, die Pfründner am Tempel waren, einzusammeln" 
(2008: 76); the very same situation is attested in the Neo Babylonian Borsippa 
archives (Jursa and Waerzeggers 2009: 252ff.). Incidentally, it can be noticed that the 
designation 
lú
unug
ki
-a-a 
lú
ki-na-al-ti resembles very much 
lú
e
ki.meš
 
lú
unkin šá é.sag.íl 
of the Hellenistic period: “the Urukians, (those among them who are) kiništu 
personnel”; some other kind of taxes, as the brick impost (the obligation to mould 
bricks and deliver them to the temple or on behalf of the temple), would also incumb 
on the prebendaries, either meant as a single group or as sub-units arranged along 
extended family lines (Jursa and Waerzeggers 2009: 253; Waerzeggers and Jursa 
2008: 26 and n. 62, the evidence mainly coming from Borsippa), let alone the 
evidence for individual payments (e.g. from the Ea-ilūtu-bāni archive, cf. Jursa 2005: 
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78 and n. 521, Kleber 2008: 98 and nn.). Evidence on collective payment by 
prebendaries is now most clearly provided by PTS 2269, again newly published by 
Kleber (2008: 99-100), which shows how such a tax would be “incumbent on the 
temple enterers and the kiništu of Eanna” (lines 18-20); further evidence is also 
provided for the fact that the impost would be paid in silver, by which means the 
temple could contract entrepreneurs or other private parties to arrange and perform 
the brick making on its behalf.
187
 In principle, the text itself may be subsumed under 
the broad category of assembly records, although no assembly is actually explicitly 
involved. The mār banê that were called to hear Zēria‟s promissory statement and 
witness to it, however, were almost certainly involved with it as well, since the 
eleven-people gathering was made of temple enterers (the prominence of Eanna 
Marduk-šumu-iddin //Balāţu, Sîn-ēreš//Eppeš-ilī, Dajjānu-ahhē-iddin//Šigû‟a, Nabû-
ēţer-napšāti//Egibi etc.) and minor prebendaries (the last four listed mār banê being 
attested at least in the professions of measurer, reed worker and baker); it can be 
assumed the pending payment would incumb on all of them as well, or at least on 
most of them, and their presence may have served to lend credibility to Zēria‟s 
statement. A pending payment of dues to the temple, at any rate, was also the case 
for the assembly proceeding recorded by AnOr 8 25 (08.XII.10 Nbn),
188
 in which an 
individual was urged by the ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti to correspond arrears in payments, 
including, in fact, silver as compensation for the brick impost; among the others, 
zazakku, šākin ţēmi and qīpu were present.189 
                                                             
187 It will not be out of place to report an English translation of this interesting text: «Mušēzib-
Bēl/Šamaš-udammiq//Eppeš-ilī; Marduk-šumu-iddin/Nabû-ahhē-bulliţ//Balāţu; Sîn-ēreš/Nabû-šumu-
līšir//Eppeš-ilī; Dajjānu-ahhē-iddin/Gimillu/Šigû‟a; Nabû-ēţer-napšāti/Arad-Bēl//Egibi; 
Kalbāja/Iqīša//Basia; Nabû-mušētiq-uddî/Balāssu//Damiqu; Šamaš-šumu-ukīn/Šulāja//Mandidi; Iddin-
Nabû/Šākin-šumi//Gimil-Nanāja; Nergal-šumu-iddin/Ina-tēšî-ēţer//Hunzû; Arad-Innin/Ibni-
Ištar//Gimil-Nanāja: the mār banê before whom Šamaš-ana-bītišu/Amēl-Nabû, spoke as follows: “On 
day 24 [or 25] of Addāru, year 8 of Nabonidus, king of Babylon, Zēria/Ibnāja//Egibi, in my presence, 
to Gimillu/Innin-šumu-ibni, the messenger of Nabû-šarru-uşur, the ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti ajakki, who 
collects the exaction of silver for the bricks, silver which is incumbent on the temple enterers and the 
kiništu of Eanna, Zēria/Ibnāja [the brick-tax] will pay”. The (document of) the collection of payments 
which (was) in his hands he has broken. Scribe: Nādinu/Bēl-ahhē-iqīša//Egibi. Uruk, Addāru the 20th, 
year 8 of Nabonidus king of Babylon». As the editor observes, the need for the issuing of such a 
promissory statement before a qualified assembly of notables could be due to the loss of the 
document, by the same Zēria/Ibnāja//Egibi, mentioned towards the end of the the record. 
188 On the background of this text see most recently Jursa 2011: 11-12. 
189 The were of course other ways the tax could be paid, depending on the context; the basis for 
taxation could as well be individual, or concern citizens of any given city alike; e.g., the heading of 
the text PTS 2834, edited and commented (especially archival aspects) in Kleber 2008: 163-164, reads 
“bricks, which the Borsippeans brought with a hired boat”, but it is not clear whether the bricks were 
delivered by citizens of Borsippa who incurred in the obligation or were actually sent by Eanna, with 
the Borsippeans having been contracted for the job. The bricks were needed for works on the ziqqurat 
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4.2.4 the “free citizens” or mār banê: the “men of good breeding” (Jursa 2010: 57). 
That concerning the legal status and capacities of this group is an intricate subject at 
best. It has been the argument of several direct or indirect studies, most notably by 
Dandamaev (1988, 1995, 1997), and more recently by Westbrook (2004), with other 
literature touching collateral aspects of it, as the bīt mār banê or the manumission of 
slaves. Among the multiple nuances of the subject, the one which interests most here 
is that of the kind of legal or political capacity that the term implies or, in other 
words, the coincidence of the mār banê with the “politically active citizens”, those 
that could seat in the assemblies under consideration here. Dandamaev opted for 
quite a radical solution, i.e. that being a mār banê entailed the capability of 
participating in popular assemblies (to him, the question was more whether all free 
men had to be identified as mār banê or not, 1997: 145); in recent times, this met 
some scepticism, as e.g. by Barjamovic 2004: 81 (endorsed by Jursa 2010: 57-58); 
this notwithstanding, despite his observation that “the composition of the mār banê 
was not limited to the upper strata of Neo-Babylonian society or to the freemen who 
worked in temple organizations” and that even the most dispossessed of the free men 
was, at least from a formal point of view, legally equal to the most well-to-do ones, 
Dandamaev had to concede that “obviously, it was officials of high rank and wealthy 
people who played an important role in the assemblies” (1997: 143). But doubts as to 
aspects of the mār banê‟s legal status had already been voiced by Roth (1988, 1989), 
who pointed out that mār banûtu could also be acquired by manumitted slaves upon 
the issuing of a proper document (ţuppi mār banûti, cf. also Wünsch 1997/98: 64) by 
their former owner, and was thus not necessarily acquired only through free birth; 
indeed, legal cases heard by courts about the status of individuals occur with a 
certain frequency. Yet, there indeed are instances in which a man could arguably be a 
mār banê and a širku at the same time; that is precisely what Westbrook 2004 argued 
on the basis of the two documents OIP 122 38 and Cyr 322, both recording lawsuits 
prompted by this rather ambiguous status. Yet, it must be emphasized that, according 
to Westbrook‟s own findings, such a double status would not be enjoyed at the same 
time, but rather in two successive periods, whose articulation would be regulated by 
contract (between the former master and the newly manumitted slave); until the 
clause that envisaged the former slave to be dedicated to a temple was triggered by 
                                                                                                                                                                            
of Ezida.On the agurru tax see in general Kleber 2008: 98-101, Waerzeggers 2010; Joannès 2000: 
36ff on the Borsippa files, all with previous literature. 
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the envisaged event (usually a donatio mortis causa), the former slave would live 
under the sole obligation of the contract, not of ownership. 
 This implies, in turn, that anyhow mār banûtu entailed the condition of 
freedom, and that is why throughout the present study the term has been rather freely 
used as a synonym for “(free) citizen”. Although the assumption that all free people 
were actually mār banê is not yet proven, the contrary would perfectly stand to 
reason; but then, again, the possibility that the mār banê (or at least those appearing 
in temple archives) were submitted to obligations towards the temple cannot be 
excluded, especially that of being levied for corvée works when manpower for huge 
building projects was lacking: the urāšu usually resulted in the hiring of someone 
else who would perform the work instead of the individual encumbered by the 
obligation.
190
  
However, turning back to what has emerged until now from the study of the 
assemblies‟ composition, I wonder whether we are actually facing the problem from 
the right angle or not; indeed, if it is accepted that no general, standing assembly “of 
the city” existed, but rather varying assemblies bringing together different 
constituencies for different purposes, then the question should not be whether or not 
a certain status, such as that of freeborn person, had a recognized capacity to grant its 
holders a seat in whatever institution, but rather for what reason any given person, 
with no specification of allegiance or affiliation other than his status, would be 
brought to participate in collective decisions, especially considering that the majority 
of these, as shall be seen in a while, concerned temple issues. I simply suggest we 
shift our focus from the mere status to the function, although I am perfectly aware 
that, even in the few cases in which the mār banê turn out among the stated 
authorities in the texts that I included in the list above, determining the reason for 
which they could be summoned to participate will, most of the times, prove quite 
difficult. On the other hand, a few attestations discussed above prove that some more 
information can be obtained by contrast with other groups: it has been proven that 
this is potentially the broadest of the constituencies appearing in the texts, in that it 
overlaps with all the others, while the contrary is not necessarily true (i.e., a temple 
enterer was by definition also a mār banî, but not vice versa). It can then be assumed 
that when captions recalling authorities as, e.g., “the temple enterers, the kiništu and 
                                                             
190 I am drawing here from Jursa 2010: 648-649. 
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the mār banê” are found, that certainly by mār banê someone who belongs neither to 
the temple enterers nor to the kiništu is meant. The question as to why or how they 
were summoned, or selected, or recruited to participate in assemblies remains open; 
as a general remark (in part already put forward), it appears that groups of mār banê 
would act much more frequently as courts of justice, maybe selected on the basis of 
their individual capacity (such is the proposed explanation for the appearance, in the 
judicial record, of known temple enterers or other priests subsumed under the 
heading of mār banê), than as a self-standing group in wider assemblies (as I have 
dubbed them). In other words, people for whom no connection to the temple or other 
institutions can be found seem to show up more frequently in the judicial record, 
with all the difficulties in determining such an exclusion from a prosopographical 
point of view; as I already pointed out, in the texts that have captions determining 
authorities that report the mār banê among others and a list of names, it is often 
difficult to tell who‟s who, and even more so to establish who among the names may 
have been a mār banê tout court, considering that what we have is often an 
argumentum ex silentio.  
 As a final notation, the mār banê as a citizen-defining concept or term seems 
to disappear with the Late Babylonian period. The last mentions known to me are the 
following: 
Table 11 
Place and date Description Attestation 
Babylon // Late 
Achaemenid- early 
Hellenistic 
A ration list from the Esagil archive (Boiy 2004: 17). 
Both the allotted commodity and date are lost. Beaulieu 
assumed the disbursed rations were for mandidus and 
mār banê (2006a: 14), but also voices doubts as to 
whether the term described all the listed recipients or not 
(2006a: 12 n. 15). The line reads [.. .. .. I]den-šeš┌meš?-
mu? I┐mu-den u 2 ameš-šú lúdumu.dù “Bēl-ahhē?-iddin?, 
Iddin-Bēl and his two sons, mār banê”. The line is 
preceded and succeeded by a ruling; I think it is fairly 
clear that the epithet refers only to the four people (if not 
only to Iddin-Bēl‟s sons) mentioned in the text 
CT 44 86: 28‟ 
Uruk // 6.II.09 SE 
= 9.V.303 BCE 
An assembly of mār banê decides on a judicial case 
MLC 2202 (Doty 
1977: 15-21) 
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Uruk // Until 275 
BCE approx. 
(reign of 
Antiochus I) 
Until the andrapodōn tax was introduced on slave sales, 
requiring contracts to be registered in Greek or Aramaic 
with the Greek tax officer (Doty 1978: 85), all such kind 
of contracts contained a standard formula that provided 
for the assumption of the guarantee, by the selling party, 
that the slave in question was not an “oblate, a šušānu, a 
royal servant or a mār banî”: pu-ut la lúšèr-ku-ú-tu la šu-
šá-nu-ú-tu la lúìr.lugal-ú-tu la lúdumu.dù-ú-tú šá ìr-dim 
mumeš a-di u4-mu şa-a-tu4 PN na-ši 
Slave sales 
contracts (cf. Doty 
1977: 148-149 for a 
table collecting all 
documents related 
to slaves in 
Hellenistic Uruk) 
Babylon // 08.I.88 
SE (= 7.IV.224 
BCE) 
The text chronicles royal support for the New Year 
festival. Apparently, shares of sacrificial animals were 
apportioned to royal judges and mār banê in Seleucia 
(8‟) (…) ha.lameš šá gu4
[meš] u siskurmeš mu-a-tim ┌a-na┐ 
(9‟) lúgalameš ┌ù┐ lúšà.tam [i]q-bi a-na lúdi.kudmeš šá lugal 
u dumu.dù-┌i┐ (10‟) [a-na] ┌muh-hi┐ urusi-lu-┌ki-ia┐-a-
am ul-te-bil 
ABC 13b: 9 
And that is all for the Late Babylonian period. It is likely that, without the 
introduction of the slave sales tax, such transactions, registered in cuneiform, would 
have continued to provide for the guarantee clause on the slave‟s status, thereby 
showing the continuing existence of the concept of mārbanûtu as a definition of legal 
status. The strong possibility that almost no mention of mār banê survives from the 
Late Babylonian period because of the myopia of our sources, or simply because of 
the genres of surviving textual evidence, must be recognized. In theory, one could 
also envisage the possibility of changes in the notion of citizenship and individual 
legal status, but I can hardly find any evidence to substantiate such a claim. Cf. also 
below on the politai and their concept of citizenship. 
4.2.5 elders: among all, this constitutes perhaps the group that has the deepest roots 
in Mesopotamian tradition and history; it is attested well beyond the realm of legal 
and epistolary records, in literary works as old as Atra-hasīs or the Epic of Gilgameš, 
not to count early attestations in Ebla, Mari, in sources from the Ur III and Old 
Akkadian period. The elders have been the subject of a relatively small number of 
studies, which have usually focused on earlier periods and the supposed tribal 
background of the institution; the single, most recent study of the functions and 
background of city elders is that provided by Seri, who dedicated them a full chapter 
of her work on local power in Old Babylonian Mesopotamia (2005: 97-137; cf. also 
ibid.: 48-49), while Barjamovic (2004: 67-68, 79 and passim) contributed new 
observations to Dandamaev‟s 1982 synthesis, that remains up to date the only work 
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exclusively devoted to elders in the Neo Babylonian period. Dandamaev‟s conclusive 
remarks (1982: 40) that the elders solved issues related to temple or private affairs, 
that they could act together with high temple and civic officials, and that they could 
have the authority to represent the civic bodies before higher authorities shall not be 
disputed here. However, it is perhaps possible to add something new to the 
discussion, by contributing some observations on aspects that were neglected both by 
Dandamaev and Barjamovic.  
 
Table 12 
 
Place and date Authority Attestation 
Sippar // 14 Nbk pu-hu-ru šá lúši-bu-tu šá dutu Nbk 104 
Uruk // Nbk 3 lúab.bameš BIN 1 46 
Nippur
? // Nbk lúši-bu-tu šá nibruki BE 8 29 
Babylon // Nbk? 
lúgar umuš tin.tirki ù lúab.bameš uru dumumeš 
tin.tirki 
Wünsch 2003: nr. 42  
Babylon // 27.II.01 Ner ši-bu-tu4 uru Dalley 1979: nr. 69  
Sippar // Nbn 
ú-pa-ah-hi-ir-ma ši-bu-ut uru dumumeš 
tin.tirki 
VAB 4: nr. 6, 254 col. I 
32 
Uruk // undated (Nbn?) 10 15 lúši-bu-tú ù lúki-niš-ti YOS 3 6 
Uruk // Nbn 
10 lúérinmeš ku4-é 
lúab.bameš šá mil-ki šá la 
man-zal-la-ti-šú-nu it-ti-ka ab-ka 
TCL 9 137 
Babylon // 11.VI.01 Nbn ši-bu-ut uru Rutten 1947: 99-103  
Uruk // 23.VIII.06 Nbn 
lútin.tirki.meš lúunugki-a-a lúigimeš lúku4-é u 
lúki-
na-al-tú šá é.an.na 
YOS 6 71/72 
Sippar // Cyr 
šangû of Sippar, temple enterers and elders 
of the city 
BM 74763 
Sippar
? // 06.x.06 Cyr 
[lúsanga] sip-parki lúku4-é 
dutu ù [lúab.ba]meš 
uru 
Cyr 243 
[Sippar] // 04.I.07 [Cyr] 
šangû of Sippar, temple enterers and elders 
of the city 
Wünsch 2003: nr. 48  
Sippar // 19.XI.07 Cyr 
rab širkē, rab ešertis, elders and kizûs of the 
qīpu 
MacGinnis 1998: nr. 5 
Sippar // 03.XII.07 Cyr 
⌈unkin⌉ lúku4-é 
dutu lúumbisagmeš ù lúab.bameš 
uru 
Cyr 281 
Sippar // 30.XII.08 Cyr PN 
lúši-bu-tu šá uru ú-pa-ah-hi-ra-am-ma Cyr 329 
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Sippar
? // 08 Cyr lúsanga sip-parki lúku4-é 
dutu ù lúab.bameš [uru] Cyr 332 
Handidi // Camb? lúdumu.dùmeš lúši-bu-tu šá uru handidi BE 8 80 
Sippar // 07.XII.00 Camb lúab.bameš […] Camb 19 
Babylon // 22.IX.01 
Camb 
unkin lúši-bu!-tu šá lúmi-şir-a-a Camb 85 
Sippar // 27.XI.08 Camb lúku4-é 
dutu lúab.bameš uru Camb 412 
[Sippar] // 11.VII.x Dar lúši-bu-tu uru Jursa 1999: nr. 28 
Nippur
? // undated lúab.bameš šá uru abbamantanu PBS 1/2 87 
? // ? lúab.bameš uru é zab.zab UCP 9 38 
Uruk // ? lúab.bame [šá?] é.an.na BaM 5: 15 
Uruk // ? lúab.bameš gab-bi BIN 1 23 
 
First of all, some words need to be spent as for the reason of the inclusion of 
elders and elder-texts in this analysis, as it is visible both from the master assembly-
table (see above) and from the resumée that I include just above for a better overview 
on the institution‟s attestations. Apparently, elders share with other constituents some 
traits, but they also display interesting differences. As the others, they could be a 
constituting part of broader assemblies, and yet they appear as acting alone with a 
certain frequency, whereas other collective constituents, even if we regard temple 
enterers and kiništu as forming one broad group, are more often accompanied by 
officials or other groups; if the materials from the list above are comprehensively 
scrutinized, it will be seen that, on the contrary, elders figure as the only authority in 
more than a dozen texts from everywhere. This figure is partly due to the fact that, 
coherently with the elders‟ functions during the Old Babylonian period, elders could 
represent not only a civic constituencies, but also tiny hamlets and villages in rural 
farmland as well as ethnic groups; this is clearly seen from attestations of elders of 
the towns of Handidi, Abbamantanu, é zab.zab, or with the “assembly of the elders 
of the Egyptians”, to all likelihood military colonists installed in bow-fiefs, that had 
to solve a controversy related to the use of parcels of bīt qašti land.191 Such evidence, 
I believe, points out to the transversal character of the institution, that does not 
                                                             
191 For other such colonies see Waerzeggers 2006 on the Carians of Borsippa. 
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confine elders to a civic environment only, with the possible tribal origin of the 
institution looming in the background. Indeed, this raises question as to the elders‟ 
civic background as well. The designation šībūt āli, “elders of the city”, is by far the 
most prevalent, but I am not sure whether this means elders owed their affiliation to 
the “city” only, that is, this designation signals that they represented general civic 
constituencies and interests, as the free citizens in their entirety, as opposed to temple 
or royal ones; or rather, again, whether we have to regard the designation šībūt āli 
“of the city” as simply a fossilized honorary title from earlier periods. The question 
cannot even remotely be answered if two more issues are not made to factor in the 
discussion. The first is to realize that, unlike other constituencies, we hardly have any 
prosopography of elders, which seriously hampers any attempt at defining their 
social background and connections more clearly; it is certain that in the bestowing of 
such a title not only age, but also wealth and social status stood in the foreground. 
What concurred to make an elder in the eyes of the Babylonians, or if the title was 
“institutionalized” and hence required appointment or specific requirements, remains 
in the dark. The second issue is that, from whatever tiny shards of evidence we 
possess, the title of elder as well could at least partially overlap with other functions, 
and this observation brings us to another feature of the Neo Babylonian elders, that is 
local differences. As has emerged above from the discussion of the prosopography of 
YOS 6 71/72 and from the letters TCL 9 137 and YOS 3 6, as far as we can tell 
Urukian elders seem to have been more in touch with the temple than elsewhere. As 
has been seen, YOS 6 71/72 arguably offers the one and only valuable hook to 
connect names to a designation 
lú
igi
meš
 (line 18), providing it really is to be read 
šībūtu and not simply mukinnū, “witnesses”; at any rate, such names are those of the 
priestly elite of Eanna, and the same connection is probably to be understood in TCL 
9 137, less so in YOS 3 6, where however elders appear in connection with the 
prebendaries with the duty to act as representatives before the king in a matter 
concerning the chamber (papahu) of a sanctuary. The second and third instance in 
which names can be connected to a designation 
lú
ab.ba
meš
 [uru] occurs in Camb. 19 
and BE 8 80. The former records some kind of decision to dig a canal of Šamaš in 
which the šangû of Sippar and some elders played a role, although that is much less 
clear than posited by Dandamaev (1982: 38): 
1. íd šá dutu šá Iden-tin-iţ lúsanga sip-parki […] 
2. ú-şa-ab-bu-ú ku-du-ra-nu ina lìb-bi ú-šal!-[lam?…] 
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3. Idnà-ga-mil a-šú šá Isum-na-a šá ugu uru x[…] 
4. a-šú šá Išešmeš-šú Išeš-li-ia a-šú šá Idkur.gal[…] 
5. Iden-gi a-šú šá Iìr-ia Ini-din-it a[-šú šá …] 
6. ù 50 lúérinmeš it-ti-šú-nu ina ig[i …] 
7. a-na ugu Idub-numun ù lúengarmeš šá […] 
8. il-lu-ku-nu Idnà-ga-mil šá u[gu uru…] 
9. Işil-la-a Išeš-li-ia […] 
10. Ini-din-it lúab.bameš [uru …] 
11. šá lúšu-šá-ni x[…] 
12. ugu ram-ni-x[…] 
13. šu-ú […] 
14. íd šá-nam-ma a-na […] 
15. na? mu.2meš šá ina šuII Iden-tin-iţ lúsan[ga sip-parki …] 
16. íd mumeš iş-şab-ta gišbán šá a-d[i …] 
17. ú-šal-lam-mu ina gub-zu šá Ilugal-lu-ú-da-ri 
18. lúqí-i-pi é.babbar.ra lúmu-kin-nu […] 
19. a-šú šá Ie-til-pi-i-dutu a lúsanga ud.kib.nunki 
20. Idutu-gi a-šú šá Idé-a-mu a Ida-b[i-bi] 
21. Idnà-nir-gál-dingirmeš a-šú šá Iki-dnà-lu-um-mir 
22. Imu-ra-šu-ú a-šú šá Ii-damar.utu a Ida-d[amar.utu] 
23. lúumbisag Iìr-den a-šú šá Iden-gi a Idim-x[…] 
24. sip-parki itiše ud.7.kam mu sag.nam lugal.la[…] 
25. Ikam-bu-zi-ia lugal tin.tirki lugal kur.kur 
The bad state of preservation of the text does not warrant a fully coherent translation, 
but some observation are nonetheless feasible. The text was drafted at Sippar, but I 
contend the elders were not elders of Sippar, rather of some village in the 
neighbourhood of the canal on which works were (or had to be) performed; the 
additional title borne by one of them, Nabû-gamil/Iddināya the ša muhhi āli points to 
the mayorship of a small village rather than that of a city, and this is more clear by 
comparison with BE 8 80, in which a small team of elders, led by the ša muhhi āli of 
the village Handidi in the vicinity of Nippur, was at work, again in connection with a 
canal: 
1. ┌Išá┐-ri-ih šá ugu uru u lúgú.gal a I┌x x x┐ 
2. ┌Id┐nà-du-šeš a-šú šá Iìl-ta-ri-ga-da-‟ 
3. ┌Inumun┐-tú a-šú šá Ira-áš-‟ Idnà-ú-še-zib 
4. [a]-┌šú┐ šá Isi-im-ka-na Idnà-sur a-šú šá Idme-ba-šá 
5. Idim-mil-ki-mu a-šú šá Inumun-ú-tu 
6. an-nu-tu lúdumu.dù-i lúši-bu-tu 
7. šá uru šá Iha-an-di-di ina den u dnà 
8. u a-de-e šá Ikam-bu-zi-iá lugal e┌ki┐ 
9. u kur.┌kur ina gub┐-zu šá Iìr-d[.. .. ..] 
10. a-šú [šá .. .. .. ..]-┌x┐ Idšú-šešmeš-mu 
11. a-šú [šá .. .. .. ..]meš šá Iši-┌rik┐-[.. .. ..]  
12. lúgú.en.┌na┐ [it]-te-mu-ú! ┌ki┐-i a-ga-┌a┐ íd ┌šá ina┐ 
13. ku-um íd šá Igú-bar-ri i-x-šú-nu-tú 
14. Igissu-a-a lúgal é šá Igú-bar-ri  
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15. ┌x x x┐ Igú-bar-ri íd a-na 
16. [lúx]-mir-ra-a u lúsu-bar-ra-┌a-a┐ 
17. [it-tan?]-nu uru šá Iha-an-di-di itiapin 
18. [ud.1]5.kam mu.1.kam Ikam-bu-zi-iá 
19. lugal tin.tirki u kur.kur 
«Šarih//PN, the ša muhhi āli and gugallu192, Nabû-mukīn-ahi/Iltarigaddâ, Zērūtu/Rašû, Nabû-
ušēzib/Simkana, Nabû-ēţer/Gula-iqīša, Adad-milki-iddin/Zērūtu; these are the mār banê, the elders of 
the town Hāndidi. By Bēl and Nabû and by the oaths of Cambyses, king of Babylon and of the lands, 
at the presence of Arad-x/PN, Marduk-ahhē-iddin/PN … of Širik[ti]…, the šandabakku, swore that 
this canal, that in exchange for the canal with which Gubāru193 compensated them, Şillāya, the rab bīti 
of Gubāru, [has seized?], Gubāru [has giv]en/[will gi]ve the canal to the [..]eans and the Subareans?. 
Town of Handidi, the 15th of Arahsamnu, year 1 of Cambyses, king of Babylon and of the lands.» 
Although, unfortunately, the text is damaged in crucial spots, the sense of the 
transaction that occurred can be reconstructed along general lines: it seems that the 
elders of Handidi were summoned to validate with a sworn statement the fact that, 
via his rab bīti Şillāya, Gubāru had requisitioned for two groups of foreign military 
colonists a canal that had been used by the people of the town, and in exchange had 
turned to them the rights to the usufruct of another canal; the transaction had taken 
place at the presence of some other dignitary that, through the presence of a 
šandabakku, might be placed in a Nippurite context. As can be seen, the ša muhhi āli 
of Handidi was one of the elders as well; on the basis of this comparison, we may 
then infer that, as for Camb. 19, Nabû-gamil was the mayor of the same village of the 
elders, and that was certainly not Sippar, which indeed had, during the reigns of 
Nebuchadnezzar and Nabonidus, something like a “mayor” independent of Ebabbar, 
but that was called 
lú
hazannu and not ša muhhi āli (Bongenaar 1997: 6 n. 12 and 
425). The Nār-Šamaš flowed very close to the city, where its main purpose was to 
irrigate the date gardens held by rab banês in the immediate outskirst (Jursa 2010: 
324); the witnesses of the text can be placed within an Ebabbar institutional 
context,
194
 and the fact that one of them, Murašû/Nā‟id-Marduk//Ille‟i-Marduk, is 
attested as prebendary date gardener may collocate our elders in a small village close 
to both the Nār-Šamaš and the date farmland, and hence Sippar; one likely solution is 
Bāb-Nār-Šamaš, a small settlement where a sluice was probably constructed (Jursa 
                                                             
192 On the Neo Babylonian gugalllu see now Jursa and Waerzeggers 2009: 240ff. and Jankovic 2007. 
193 On the powerful governor of Babylon and Across-the-River, in office 535-525 (but possibly as late 
as 521) BCE see especially Stolper 1989. 
194 [Iqīša-Marduk]/Etel-pî-Šamaš//Šangû-Sippar: ţupšar Ebabbar?, ērib bīti of Šamaš, sirāšû of Šamaš; 
Šamaš-ušallim/Ea-iddin//Dābibī: perhaps a scribe; Nabû-etel-ilāni/Itti-Nabû-lummir?; Murašû/Nā‟id-
Marduk//Ille‟i-Marduk: prebendary date gardener, shared the profession along with his two brothers. 
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2010: ibid.).
195
 As a consequence, the fact that no clue at all can be found in the 
Sippar Ebabbar files as to Nabû-gamil/Iddināya, the ša muhhi āli, Şillāja/Ahhēšu?, 
Ah‟liya/Amurru-[x], Bēl-ušallim/Ardiya and Nidinti comes as no surprise; 
unfortunately, lines 8-14, in which probably their role was elucidated, are the most 
damaged of the text, and hardly anything can be said about it.  
 Overall, a scrutiny on the elders evidence about local features delivers the 
following, interesting results: a) it seems that, in the Neo Babylonian period, elders 
are more a Sippar thing than else. Out of the twenty-five attestation-list of elders, 
assembled above by adding more recent materials to those collected by Dandamaev, 
ten come from Sippar and its neighbourhood, six from Uruk, five from Babylon, only 
four from Nippur and minor villages combined together. This may or may not be due 
to chance of finding, but it is a fact that in Sippar elders do show up more frequently 
in the judicial record, which they do not appear to do in Uruk b) the Ebabbar 
prosopography does not allow to establish any connection or overlap between elders 
and other constituencies as, e.g., temple enterers as in Uruk, either because the texts 
simply do not explicitly allow to do so, or because in the few possibly useful instance 
the key passages are damaged beyond remedy.
196
 But neither does it disprove it; 
rather, captions disprove it, where at least five of them (BM 74763, Cyr 243, Wünsch 
2003: nr. 48, Cyr 281, Cyr 332) clearly have the elders as the last component of a 
triad or diad of constituencies, and they are separated from the rest by the 
conjunction u, which seems to leave little room for conjecture c) maybe the elders of 
Sippar must be considered a sort of transversal institution whose authority did not 
necessarily derive from a connection with Ebabbar; this is certainly true for the 
elders of small villages, who seem to have represented just their folk‟s interests; such 
                                                             
195 A closer possibility to connect Nabû-gamil to Bāb-Nār-Šamaš is perhaps given by Cyr 243, if 
[DN]-┌gi!┐-mil šá uru ká íd ┌d┐[utu] appearing in line 2 is to be interpreted as [Nabû]-gamil ša 
‹muhhi› uruBāb-Nār-[Šamaš]. 
196 Such is the case of, e.g., Cyr 328 and 329, which form two stages of the same proceeding; in the 
former text, an accusation is made before the šangû of Sippar alone, while in the latter the elders of 
the city are assembled, but a fracture of the tablet in its middle part does not allow to under stand in 
which light we have to see the names that follow (e.g., Holtz 2009: 95 has no names for 
witnesses/authorities concerning this text). In the penalty-pending-evidence text Nbk 104, among the 
witnesses we find Bēl-ahu-iddin/Nabû-nādin-ahi, Amurru-iddin/Amurru-nāşir and the “assembly of 
the elders of Šamaš” which, incidentally, is the only one occurrence of such a designation known to 
me. As for the first name, the only namesake could have been a carpenter, but he is attested without 
filiation (Bongenaar 1997: 402), while the second may have been identical with a ša rēš [šarri], for 
whom we have no filiation too (id. 1997: 108). How to take the formula PN1, PN2 and the assembly 
of the elders of Šamaš? Maybe the two named individuals were prominent members of the latter? And 
yet, in such a case one would have expected them to be high-ranking prebendaries, as the few attested 
elders in Uruk, but that is not the case. It must be admitted that several details, most specifically what 
made an elder an elder, are beyond our grasp. 
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must be the case of the elders of Handidi of BE 8 80. As a matter of fact, most of the 
times that elders appear in judicial cases in the Sippar record, these do not strictly 
bear to Ebabbar affairs, with the exception of Nbk 104 – but there elders are called 
“of Šamaš – Cyr 281 and, possibly, Cyr 332, where the status of a man between mār 
banûtu and širkūtu was at stake. On the contrary, then, one might ask why the temple 
enterers appear so frequently handling cases that would not be of immediate concern 
to Ebabbar (the question does not apply to the šangû, I believe, as he would anyway 
take part as one of the top authorities of the city, just as in Uruk) whereas in Uruk the 
same cases (often of a private nature) would be discussed before simple courts of 
citizens with no affiliation explicitly stated.
197
 It must also be noticed that elders can 
appear alone, together with temple enterers or (once) with the (college) scribes of 
Ebabbar, but they never appear together with the kiništu (again, this does not 
apparently apply to Uruk); unsurprisingly, when the latter is part of judicial 
assemblies with other temple constituencies (as temple enterers, high officials, 
college scribes or the kiništu of Eulmaš in Akkad), only temple affairs and property 
happen to fall under scrutiny. 
 To conclude, the question of the exact function and status of the elders in 
Sippar must remain open, as well as that concerning their relative prevalence in 
records from that city. It is sure that theirs was a basic function, attested well beyond 
the walls of the city, and that they represented interests not necessarily depending on 
Ebabbar. A mere difference in local traditions and designations, in comparison to 
Uruk, is an option; if that was the case, we might then assume the elders in Sippar 
were vested with an individual legal capacity not so different from the one that 
people designated mār banê were recognized in Uruk; this would fit well with the 
fact that in that city the status of elder seem to have been more connected to 
Eanna.
198
 Or, do we have to assume that such a configuration of local authorities is 
                                                             
197 It must again be remembered that people of temple enterer status do appear in such court records as 
witnesses or authorities, but often they appear few at a time, their affiliation is not stated and it can be 
assumed that they participated in their capacity of citizens vested with legal powers, not as high-
ranking Eanna representatives. 
198 BaM 5: nr. 15 involved the šatammu and the elders of Eanna in the decision over a private dispute 
between two individuals over prebend shares (so the case was of a private nature but the disputed 
asset concerned Eanna); BIN 1 23 records a message informing the qīpu, the šatammu and the ţupšar 
bīti about the illegal appropriation of a field belonging to Ištar of Uruk, adding that “all the elders” are 
informed about the legal status of the field and about the unlawful appropriation of it. Again, this 
involved temple property, but it would not fall to far off the mark, I suppose, to assume that elders of a 
countryside village, maybe in the neighbourhood of that field, may have been meant here, as the 
authority that would have been delegated to investigate and act. The text is reminiscent of YOS 3 200. 
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somehow connected to the relatively smaller “size” of Ebabbar in comparison, again, 
to Eanna (Jankovic in Jursa 2010: 436) ? It shall be borne in mind, though, that we 
are discussing here a very limited amount of relevant documents and attestations, and 
that our vision on the subject may well be skewed by the myopia of the sources, their 
being unequally preserved over time and place, and many other distorting factors. As 
a final notation, it will be noticed that elders never surface again in the Late 
Babylonian evidence.  
So much as for the constituencies that variously combined to form what I 
have termed, in a very loose way, assemblies. As a general impression, it definitely 
seems that the interests of the temple (and its stakeholders) and of the king were 
strongly represented in the venue for the discussion and settlement of issues that 
meetings seem to have been, more, at least, that merely “civic” interests, i.e. of those 
sectors of the population that did not share any connection or benefit with either 
temple or palace; before a comprehensive evaluation of the nature, limits and scope 
of local power is undertaken, it seems best to articulate more punctually what kind of 
business such collectives were primarily concerned with. In the following section, a 
fresh new outlook on this will be provided. 
4.3 The functions and powers of assemblies ca. 605-141 BCE 
In his esquisse on civic institutions of the mid-first millennium, Barjamovic (2004) 
arranged the analysis of the capacities of local power according to broad thematic 
sections. Something similar will be done here, keeping in mind that quite often fully 
discrete categories cannot simply be attained; this has much to do, e.g., with the 
format and genre of many of the texts that constitute the basis for this study. Many of 
them, in fact, do not belong, strictly speaking, to the administration of justice, or at 
the very least do not seem to, but are phrased in the sam identical way as, say, 
preliminary protocols or exculpatory statements made before a court: such is the 
case, for instance, of the two cognate records of proceedings Boissier 1926: 13-17 
and YOS 7 71 (will be fully discussed below), the subject of which does not seem to 
be judicial, although some cultic infringement may have been implicit, but closely 
resemble court protocols; what kind of decision these two hearings served as 
preliminary for we do not know, and can only be the ground for more or less 
educated guesses. Othe kinds of texts are simply more synthetic by nature, or were 
redacted in more concise or terse styles according to their purpose, as the late 
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Babylonian chronicles or the historical sections of the Astronomical Diaries; this will 
emerge more clearly as the discussion unfolds. Hellenistic period evidence has been 
supplemented to every one section, where available, for a closer comparison and 
evaluation on the evolution of local power over time, especially because such a 
comparative perspective has been noticeably lacking in studies devoted to the late 
Babylonian evidence.  
The content of many of the catalogued texts has already been expounded in 
the course of the previous discussion, and in many of the tables a succinct summary 
has been offered, so it will not be necessary to again go at length on them, except 
when it will be deemed significant for the discussion. In a conclusive section the 
focus will be more explicitly placed over some technical aspects, like that of the 
convening of the assemblies; this fact alone can tell a lot over the capacities (if there 
ever were) of local body politics to act or take action in an independent fashion. 
4.3.1 Judicial functions 
This section may serve as a useful add-on to the preliminary observations made 
above about the posited structural difference between basic courts of justice and 
wider assemblies. At the same time, it can help investigate local differences in 
judicial traditions from an additional standpoint. It will be recognized that records of 
proceedings or activities of this kind constitute the single most numerous group 
among the broader categories that are about to be discussed. The following is a list of 
attestation of judicial activities picked up from the general list of assembly texts 
presented above; the content of each text has been provided with just a skeleton 
summary for quicker access: 
Table 13 
Place and date Authority Case argument Attestation 
Uruk // Npl - Nbk? lúki-na-áš-ti 
Probably theft of sacred 
property  
YOS 3 57 
Nippur
? // 15.VII.x 
Nbk 
lúši-bu-tu šá nibruki 
Private litigation - ownership of 
a slave girl 
BE 8 29 
Babylon // Nbk? 
lúgar umuš tin.tirki ù 
lúab.bameš uru dumumeš 
tin.tirki 
Private litigation - inheritance 
division 
Wünsch 2003: 
nr. 42 (BA 2) 
[Sippar?] // 14 Nbk 
pu-hu-ru šá lúši-bu-tu šá 
d
utu 
Illegal appropriation of Ebabbar 
commodities and silver  
Nbk 104 
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Babylon // 27.II.01 
Ner 
lúgar umuš tin.tirki 
lúdi.kudmeš u ši-bu-tu4 
uru 
Private litigation - dowry 
Dalley 1979: 
nr. 69 
(Edinburgh) 
Babylon // 11.VI.01 
Nbn 
ši-bu-ut uru 
Private litigation - inheritance of 
a field 
Rutten 1947: 
99-103 (RA 
41) 
Uruk // 15.III.04 
Nbn 
lúku4-é
meš lúki-┌na-al┐-ti 
ù lúdumu.┌dù┐-imeš 
maš‟altu - misappropriation of 
Eanna cattle 
YOS 6 77 
Sippar // 02.III.09 
[Nbn] 
PN1
 [lúqí-i-pi (šá 
é.babbar.ra)] [P]N2 
lúsanga ud.kib.nunki P[N3 
.. .. .. .. ..lúku4]-
┌é┐ [dutu] 
ù ki-na-al-tu4 
l[ú?umbisagmeš?] 
maš‟altu - missing Ebabbar 
silver 
CT 55 110 
Sippar // 15 Nbn - 05 
Cyr 
PN1 
lúqí-i-pi é.babbar.ra 
[P]N2 
lúsanga sip-parki 
lúku4-é
‹meš› dutu 
[lúkiništu?] é.babbar.ra 
PN3 
lúsi-pir [šá é d]gašan 
a-kádki u lúki-na-al-tum 
é.ul.maš; unkin 
maš‟altu - obscure action 
relating to cult 
JTVI 57 
Sippar // x.II.16 Nbn pu-hur-ru 
Memorandum of the deposition 
by a širku – accusation? 
Nbn 958 
Sippar // Nbn-Cyr? 
qīpu of Ebabbar, šangû 
of Sippar and the 
[kiništu? of E]'ulmaš 
maš‟altu – argument unclear CT 57 10 
Uruk // 09.III.02 Cyr 
lúdumu!!meš ba-ni-ia lúki-
na-al-tu4 šá é.an.na; 
unkin šá uru gab-bi 
Accusatory deposition – crime 
of blasphemy 
YOS 7 20 
Uruk // 14.V.05 Cyr 
lúku4-é 
dinnin u[nugki 
lúdumu.dùmeš] ù lúki-niš-ti 
[é.an].na; [lúku4-é
meš (?)] 
u unkin-šú-nu 
Decision record - improper 
cultic behaviour 
CPL 036422 
Sippar // 10+?.XI.05 
Cyr 
unkin lúku4-é 
dutu [ù 
lúab.bameš uru]? 
Private litigation - promissory 
notes for dates 
CT 55 195 
Sippar
? // 06.x.06 
Cyr 
[lúsanga] sip-parki lúku4-é 
dutu ù [lúab.ba]meš uru 
Statement in court – argument 
unclear 
Cyr 243 
Akkad // x.x.4[+4?] 
Cyr 
[lúk]u4-é
meš lúlùngameš 
l[ú]ki-na-al-tu4 š[á 
é.ul.maš] 
maš‟altu - missing Eulmaš 
jewellery 
BM 61522 
[Sippar] // 04.I.07 
[Cyr] 
šangû of Sippar, temple 
enterers and elders of the 
city 
Private litigation - house 
inheritance 
Wünsch 2003: 
nr. 48 (BA 2) 
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Uruk // 16.XI.07 Cyr 
lúku4-é
me dinnin unugki 
[lúki-niš-ti] ┌é┐.an.na ù 
lúdumu.dù-ime 
Request of clarification - 
imprisonment following 
mishandling of Eanna precious 
metals 
Spar 1972: nr. 
3 
Sippar // 03.XII.07 
Cyr 
⌈unkin⌉ lúku4-é 
dutu 
lúumbisagmeš ù lúab.bameš 
uru 
Guarantee assumed for 
imprisoned oblate 
Cyr 281 
Sippar // 30.XII.08 
Cyr 
PN lúši-bu-tu šá uru ú-
pa-ah-hi-ra-am-ma 
Preliminary protocol, private 
suit – burglary, theft 
Cyr 329 
Sippar
? // 08 Cyr 
lúsanga sip-parki lúku4-é 
dutu ù lúab.bameš [uru] 
Private suit - social status Cyr 332 
Uruk // 13.VII.02 
Camb 
unkin lúdumu tin.tir u 
unugki lúki-niš-tu4 
é.an.na; unkin; unkin 
lúdumu.dùmeš 
Decision record - unlawful 
killing of Eanna livestock, 
attempted murder 
YOS 7 128 
Sippar // 27.XI.08 
Camb 
lúku4-é 
dutu lúab.bameš uru 
Private litigation, decision 
record - promissory notes for 
silver 
Camb 412 
[Sippar] // 11.VII.x 
Dar 
lúši-bu-tu uru 
Private litigation - prebend 
ownership 
Jursa 1999: 
nr. 28 (Bēl-
Rēmanni pp. 
128-129) 
Sippar // x.II.19 Dar 
lúdumu.dùmeš; lúsanga 
sip-parki ù lúku4-é 
dutu 
Memorandum of proceeding - 
missing Ebabbar linen 
CT 2 2 
Babylon // 08+  Dar 
II 
lúunkin šá é.sag.íl 
Record of proceeding - theft of 
Eimbianu property 
TBER pl. 6 
AO 2569 
Sippar // ? 
The šangû of Sippar, the 
qīpu of Ebabbar, «the 
temple enterers and the 
kiništu of Ebabbar» 
Protocol - concerning the theft 
of silver objects from the 
ziqqurrat 
Coll. Smit 
111 
Uruk // ? lúab.bame [šá?] é.an.na 
Private litigation – prebend 
shares  
BaM 5: 15 
 
As anticipated above in the treatment of the elders, if materials in the list are further 
subdivided by place, some interesting trends can be brought to light: a) in the judicial 
record from Uruk, records of proceedings in which collective groups take part are 
comparatively much less than in Sippar. This cannot be attributed to random 
preservation alone, as the judicial evidence from the Eanna archive and from Uruk in 
general is considerably more substantial than the equivalent from Sippar. In Uruk, 
broader gatherings concerned with legal issues shared with simple judicial courts a 
number of functions that can be seen as to cover the entire spectrum of segments in 
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which a case could be subdivided, from accusation to verdict: a) they could initiate a 
case: this is the case of YOS 7 20 (see above for the text) that relates how ten 
prebendary citizens took steps to perform the accusation of an oblate to the ša rēš 
šarri bēl piqitti ajakki, most likely to begin official prosecution against him; 
normally accusation of this sort would be performed by a restricted number of 
usually unqualified individuals, but in this case the scribe took notice of the fact that 
it was ten people affiliated to the temple who did it, in a sort of “class action” ante 
litteram. For the sake of this discussion, I believe we may regard the ten individuals 
as a collective body and, as such, a body directly involved in the proceeding. We 
may imagine they acted to represent the entire priesthood offended by the oblate‟s 
act or, as they themselves say in their accusation, the “assembly of the entire city” 
before which the sacrilege was consumed. A case not unlike this one is recorded by 
BM 61522 (x.x.4 [+4
?
] Cyr), from Akkad, that however displays at least one 
interesting difference:
199
 
1. [lúk]u4-é
meš lúlùngameš l[ú]ki-na-al-tu4 š[á é.ul.maš a-na] 
2. [Iki]-lugal-igiII-ia lúqí-pi é.ul.maš ù Imu-dnà [lúsanga a-kadki] 
3. iq-bu-ú um-ma lúum-man-nu šá šu-kut-tu4 i-mi-i[s-su-ú (?)] 
4. maš-šá-al-tu4 šá-a-al-šú-nu-tu 
┌ù┐ [x x] ┌x┐ [x x] 
5. ni-il-‹li›-kam-ma Igu-bar-ra [lúen.nam tin.t]ir┌ki┐ ‹u› ┌e┐-b[ir íd] 
6. li-šá-a-al-na-a-šú ┌x x┐ [x x x x (x x)]-nu 
7. Iki-lugal-igiII-ia lúqí-pi ┌é.ul.maš┐ ù Imu-dnà 
8. ┌lúsanga┐ a.ga.dèki ma-áš-šá-al-tu4 šá 
lúum-man-nu 
9. iš-ku-un 
«The temple enterers, the brewers, the kiništu [of Eulmaš] spoke [to Itti]-šarri-īnīa, the qīpu of Eulmaš 
and to Iddin-Nabû, [šangû of Akkad], as follows: “Ask the craftsmen who clean the jewelry a formal 
question, and [thereafter to Babylon (?)] we wish to go. Gubaru [the bēl pīhāti of Baby]lon ‹and› 
Trans[potamia], should question us” […………….]. Itti-šarri-īnīa, the qīpu of Eulmaš, and Iddin-
Nabû, the šangû of Akkad, performed an interrogation of the craftsmen.» 
Jursa (1996: 209-211) discarded the interpretive possibility that the request filed by 
the assembly of prebendaries had anything to do with a supposed reorganization of 
the cult in the wake of Cyrus‟ conquest, that entailed a protocolling of cultic objects 
for the information of Persian authorities in Babylon and that would place this text in 
a context similar to one of the at-the-time-of-Nebuchadnezzar texts, Stigers 1976: nr. 
6, also drafted in Akkad (see below); on the contrary, on the basis of the fact that the 
action requested by the prebendaries was a maš‟altu, he opted for the possibility that 
some kind of crime relating to the cultic jewellery stood in the background of this 
                                                             
199 The text follows Jursa‟s edition (1996: 197-211). See Holtz‟s comment in Holtz 2009: 285 n. 41. 
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procedure. For sure, maš‟altus procedures were started only against people who 
stood accused of some crime (Holtz 2009: 288-289), or who were already convicted 
but were requested to produce the names of accomplishes or stolen objects.
200
 So 
Jursa‟s reconstruction for BM 61522 cannot be disagreed with, and the mention of 
the governor Gubāru, who was often involved in judicial issues of a local nature, 
lends credit to it. My point here is that, to all evidence, this might have been the 
initiation of a case against someone, i.e. the craftsmen of Eulmaš who cleaned the 
cultic jewellery; the background of the case is not made explicit, but since a maš‟altu 
would be performed following the suspicion or accusation of a crime, the 
prebendaries may have suspected of one or more of the craftsmen (who could have 
been prebendaries on their turn) for the disappearance of one of the paraphernalia, or 
they could have acted in response to an accusation. Most of the times, as in the case 
of BM 61522, such interrogations would be performed by high officials, but there are 
instances of maš‟altu conducted jointly by officials and wider assemblies, as e.g. in 
the preliminary protocol YOS 6 77:
201
 
1. [ma]-šá-‟-al-ti šá Iki-na-a a-šú šá Ikal-ba-a lúì.┌du8
┐ [šá ká di?-mu] 
[25 names, plus 3 at the end of the text; for the prosopography, see above] 
27. lúku4-é
meš lúki-┌na-al┐-ti ù lúdumu.┌dù┐-imeš Iki-na-a 
28. a-šú šá Ikal-ba-a lúni.du8 šá ká 
┌di?-mu┐ iš-‟-al-‟-ma 1 udu ka-lum 
29. šá Işil-la-a a Iza-bi-da-a 1 udu ka-lum šá Idnà-dù-uš a Ihaš-ti-┌ia┐ 
30. 2 udu ka-lum šá Idnà-mu-še-tíq-ud.da a Idna-na-a-mu 1 udu ka-lum šá [I]┌su┐?-nu[mun?] 
31. a Išeš-šú-nu 1 udu par-rat er-bi šá-ti Iden-sur a Idan-nu-du.gur pap 6 udu nítameš 
32. ina lìb-bi 4 šá kak-kab-tú še-en-du šá Idu-a ina mu-ši ul-tu é.an.na ú-še-şu-ú 
33. ul-tu é-šú ab-ku-nu 46 uzumeš ina lìb-bi 2-ta sag.dumeš šá kak-kab-[tú] 
34. še-en-du 5 ma.na síghi.a šá it-ti udu.nítameš ul-tu é-šú na-šá-a‟ 
35. lúumbisag Imu-še-zib-damar.utu a-šú šá Iden-tin-iţ a Ilú-dnu unugki itisig4 
36. ud.15 kam mu.4 kam Idnà-i lugal tin.tirki 
«The interrogation of Kināja/Kalbāja, the gatekeeper [of the bāb salīmi]: 25 PNs: the temple enterers, 
kiništu and the mār banê (who) interrogated Kināja/Kalbāja, gatekeeper of the bāb salīmi: one lamb of 
Şillāja/Zabidāja, one lamb of Nabû-ipuš/Haštija, two lambs of Nabû.mušētiq-uddî/Nanāja-iddin, one 
lamb of PN/Ahušunu, one offering she-lamb of Bēl-ēţer son of Dannu-Nergal. Total: six sheep, four 
of which branded with a star, that Kināja carried away from Eanna during the night, and that were 
seized back from his house. 46 pieces of meat, two of which were heads branded with a star and 5 
minas of wool (that) were brought from his house together with the sheep. Scribe: Mušēzib-
                                                             
200 The possibility that maš‟altu interrogations were performed under torture had already been 
envisaged by San Nicolò (1933: 287ff), and substantially accepted by Jursa (1996: 199 n. 3), who 
cites supporting evidence for the use of torture to obtain confessions from the Astronomical Diaries 
(see below for this); Holtz observed that more evidence would be needed before accepting that a 
device as the simmiltu ša maš‟alti may have been in use also in Neo Babylonian Uruk (2009: 288 n. 
49). At any rate, the general context and meaning of maš‟altu interrogation are clear. 
201 Comments by Holtz 2009: 91, 288 and Kümmel 1979: passim. Joannès 2000 219ff. has a French 
translation. 
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Marduk/Bēl-uballiţ//Amēl-Ea. Uruk, the 15th of Simānu, year 4 of Nabonidus king of Babylon. (3 
more PNs)» 
As it has already been observed (see above), YOS 6 77 is an anomalous Eanna Style 
A document: concordantly, the people listed must be regarded not as the witness who 
assisted or authenticated a procedure carried out by someone else, but as those who 
materially conducted nthe maš‟altu procedure. Curiously enough, the ša rēš šarri bēl 
piqitti ajakki, the ša rēš šarri ša (ina) muhhi quppi [ša šarri] and the ša rēš šarri ša 
muhhi bīt amātim ša Uruk are not explicitly separated from the prebendaries and the 
mār banê by using a separate title or caption; however, their role in conducting the 
procedure is not surprisingly at all,
202
 and the ša muhhi quppi ša šarri indeed appears 
with a certain frequency as witness or member of courts dealing with various issues 
(Kleber 2008: 29). The involvement in such procedures is attested also for the 
collective priesthood of Sippar, with the formal difference that CT 55 110, CT 57 10 
and JTVI 57 (Pinches 1925: 27ff) bear the heading maš‟altu ša ‹authority name›, 
while in YOS 6 77 the same was designated as the interrogation of the suspect of 
theft. 
 Not only, however, would collective entities perform interrogations or solicit 
them, they would also position themselves earlier in the judicial trail by bringing an 
accused before court or performing arrests of suspect individuals outright. In YOS 7 
128, an assembly is said to have brought an accused individual in their midst to 
interrogate him ([21] unkin 
lú
dumu tin.tir u unug
ki
 
lú
ki-niš-tu4 é.an.na 
Id
en-šú-nu [22] 
i-bu-ku-nim-ma), while the actions recorded in Spar 1972: nr. 3 are even more 
interesting:
203
 
[lines 1-12: 13 names] 
13. [lúku4-é
me dinnin] unugki ù lúki-niš-tum é.an.na 
14. [ù lúdumu.dù-ime] […]-ú 
15. […] 
16. […]-eš 
17. […]x-up šá kù.babbar 
18. […] šá ul-tu ina tin.tirki ina igi lugal 
19. […]┌x x┐ ┌ú┐-šad-gi-lu mi-nu-ú hi-ţu-šú-nu 
20. […]┌x x x x┐-ni iš-‟-al-šú-nu-tu lúku4-é
me dinnin unugki 
21. [lúki-niš-ti] ┌é┐.an.na ù lúdumu.dù-ime a-na Idnà-du-ibila 
22. ┌lúšà.tam┐ é.an.na ù Idnà-šeš-mu lúsag lugal lúen pi-qit-tum é.an.na 
23. iq-bu-ú um-ma mim-ma šá ší-ip-ri ina šuII Idù-ia u Ié.an.na-li-pi-[ùru] 
24. ┌la┐ ni-mu-ur a-na ugu kù.babbar ir-bi šá a-na qu-up-pu šá ká gal-i 
                                                             
202 The absence of the šatammu is motivated by the apparent suppression of the office by Nabonidus 
in the period 1-11 Nbn (Kleber 2008: 12-13 and n. 58, 26). 
203 Text and translation basically follow Spar‟s edition (1972: 23-30, text nr. 3). 
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25. šá é.an.na i-ru-ba!-am-ma ina ugu an.bar šá it-ti kù.babbar a-na qu-up-pu 
26. in-na-as-ku-ma kù.babbar ina ugu gišşí-şí Idù-ia u Ié.an.na-li-pi-[ùru] 
27. şa-ab-tu4 mim-ma bi-i-šú šá a-na hi-ţu ù tab-li šá níg.ga dingir
meš 
28. ina šuII-šú-nu ul in-na-šu-ú 
29. Iìr-damar.utu dub.sar dumu-šú šá Idamar.utu-mu-mu dumu Iden-ibila-┌ùru┐ 
30. unugki itizíz ud.16.kam mu.7.kam Iku-ra-áš lugal tin.tirki [lugal kur.kur] 
«[the temple enterers of Ištar] of Uruk and the kiništu of Eanna [and the mār banê] [ … … … … … 
… … … … … ] of the silver [ … … ] that from Babylon, before the king [ … … … ] they made to 
wait/they entrusted to?,204 what is their crime? [ … … …] they questioned. The temple enterers of 
Ištar of Uruk, [the kiništu] of Eanna and the mār banê spoke as follows to Nabû-mukīn-apli, the 
šatammu of Eanna, and to Nabû-ahu-iddin, the ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti ajakki: “We did not see anything 
of the work made by Bania and Ajakku-lipi-uşur. Concerning the silver that entered the cashbox at the 
Great Gate of Eanna as entry fee, and over the iron that was thrown in the cashbox together with the 
silver, (it is because of this) silver (that) Bania and Ajakku-lipi-uşur are being detained in fetters. 
Nothing is received from them (that is not) bad quality work, resulting in a damage or theft of the 
gods‟ property!”. Arad-Marduk/Marduk-šumu-iddin//Bēl-aplu-uşur is the scribe. Uruk, the 16th of 
Šabāţu, year 7 of Cyrus, king of Babylon [and of the lands].» 
The relationship between the names at the beginning of the text and the collective 
body that replies to the officials of Eanna is not of utmost clarity, yet the general 
meaning of what happened seems quite clear. The two smiths had raised suspicion as 
to their behaviour and the poor quality of their works, but actual felony, as theft of 
silver, needs not have taken place. The prebendaries and mār banê were quite clear 
as for the reason of the imprisonment, which was the poor quality of the works they 
performed, evidently with the materials they were allotted. Negligence or 
carelessness in the performances of duties was per se a sufficient reason for being 
accused and detained; cf., for instance, the events recalled by YOS 6 222 (04.VII.12 
Nbn): a prebendary rab banî was cast in fetters by the šatammu of Eanna 
Zēria/Ibnāya//Egibi (the scribes of Eanna also took part) for providing bad quality, 
useless dates and pomegranates for the Lady of Uruk, Nanāja and the Lady of the 
Rēš (Cocquerillat 1973/74: 113-114, Beaulieu 2003: 175-176), and thus caused an 
interruption to the service, baţlu iškunuma. Now, as has been seen about TCL 9 143, 
this was precisely what temple authorities strove to prevent: ērib bīti ina manzaltišu 
baţal lā išakkan, kiništu (…) baţal lā išakkanū (TCL 9 143: 4-8). If Bania and 
Ajakku-lipi-uşur had just been accused of negligence and not of theft, we might then 
surmise their actions had caused some hindrance to the cultic routine, although that 
                                                             
204 On the translation of lines 18-19 see also Spar 1972: 30, proposing that a possible alternative 
translation could be “they delivered the silver in the presence of the king”, which would not be 
completely out of place, considering that the silver came from a cashbox, except that the latter does 
not seem to have been that of the king, which would have justified the bringing of the silver to him in 
Babylon. The matter would have probably have been handled by the ša rēš šarri ša muhhi quppi ša 
šarri, but he does not appear in the text. 
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clearly would not have had to do with the offerings, but rather with the business of 
anyone handling precious metals; note that the exact profession of the two is not 
stated, hence they might as easily have been goldsmiths tasked with, say the 
fashioning or repairing of paraphernalia; a failure to comply with these duties may 
well have caused hindrances to the cult; incidentally, this would make the two 
prebendary craftsmen and not simply apprentice silversmiths as Spar thought (1972: 
30). It is to be noticed that such concern for the regularity of the cult and the 
presentation of offerings according to prebendary duties was also typical of the Late 
Babylonian Uruk assembly; indeed, almost all of its attestations are provided by 
contract clauses providing safeguard against possible interruption in the performance 
of prebendary duties, shares of which were leased out, and establishing venues for 
the assembly‟s intervention in case of breach of the contract and service interruption 
or incorrect performance:
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Table 14 
Place and date Authority Infringement (or 
object of dispute) 
Attestation 
Uruk // 6.II.09 SE = 
9.V.303 BCE 
lúunkin lúdumu.dùmeš 
Ownership of rights on 
a širku of Anu 
MLC 2202 (Doty 
1977: 15-21) 
Uruk // 2.I.66 SE 
[… lú?un]kin? u unmeš 
ma-a-tú 
Interruption of rēsinūtu 
of shares in butcher‟s 
prebend 
TCL 13 238 
Uruk // 22.III.67 SE lúunkin 
Interruption of itinnūtu 
according to roster 
BRM 2 17 
Larsa // 24.XII.86 SE 
┌unkin┐ lúud.unugki ; 
lúunkin šá lúsag iri gab-
bi šá lúud.unugki 
Unclear; a sales or 
lease of services before 
Aya and her cultic 
attire is performed 
before the assembly of 
Larsa 
OECT 9 26 
Cf. Kleber 2008: 220? 
Uruk // ? lúunkin šá unugki Unclear BibMes 24 54 
Uruk // ? lúunkin? Unclear BaMB 2 116 
Uruk // ? (lú)unkin šá unugki Unclear BaMB 2 118 
                                                             
205 A slightly similar list is presented in Corò 2005a: 64, exclusively focusing, however, on the 
infringement clauses provided for in rēsinūtu agreements. 
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Uruk // 23.IV.146 SE lúunkin šá unugki 
Interruption of rēsinūtu 
of shares in temple 
enterer‟s prebend 
HANE 8: 53-54 
Uruk // 10.III.165 SE 
= 147 BCE 
lúunkin šá unugki 
Interruption of rēsinūtu 
of shares in butcher‟s 
prebend 
VDI 1955/4 8 
Uruk // 3.IX.157 SE lúunkin šá unugki 
Interruption of rēsinūtu 
of shares in butcher‟s 
prebend 
BRM 2 47 
Uruk // 25.IV.157 SE lúunkin šá unugki 
Interruption of rēsinūtu 
of shares in baker‟s 
and miller‟s prebend 
OECT 9 62 
 
The formula used in these instances is almost always the same, e.g. ki-i PN1 
mu
meš
 baţ-al iš-ta-kan u si-man-[nu] ul-tu-ti-iq 1/3 ma.na kù.babbar PN1 ‹a›-[n]a PN2 
mu
meš
 i-nam-din u mim-ma šá lúgal ‹lúsag uru-‟ šá é› dingirmeš u lúukkin šá unugki i-
mi-du-šú i-nam-bi-il “if the aforementioned PN1 causes an interruption and lets the 
appropriate time pass by, PN1 will pay to the aforementioned PN2 twenty shekels of 
silver, and will comply with everything the rab ša rēš āli ša bīt ilāni and the 
assembly of Uruk should (further) impose upon him” (BRM 2 47: 27-30, already 
quoted above above). 
 Turning back to Spar 1972: nr. 3, it seems that the prebendaries and the mār 
banê had arrested Bania and Ajakku-lipi-uşur on their own right, and we may pair it 
with BM 61522 as examples of single constituents of assemblies taking unsummoned 
action. We might regard the arrest as the implicit initiation of a case, as it can be 
assumed the two would have later been questioned at least, before a final verdict 
could be emitted. To complete the overview on wider assemblies‟ judicial capacities, 
examples can be submitted on the fact that they could decide cases. The two example 
texts that can be brought here are unfortunately damaged especially in their 
conclusive parts, but there susbsit no doubts that some kind of decision regarding the 
cases was reached. The first is YOS 7 128, where an “assembly of Babylonians and 
Urukians, the kiništu of Eanna” decided the fate of Bēlšunu/Nūrea, who not only 
killed a branded ewe belonging to Ištar of Uruk, but also tried to strangle the oblate 
that had tried to reprimand him, in the meantime uttering threats against the governor 
Gubāru and another Persian official, Parnak: 
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19. i-qab-ba-‟ um-ma lìb-bu-ú a-ga-a Igu-ba-ru 
20. ù Ipar-nak ku-dúr-ra ti-ik-ku! šá lúérinmeš i-na-ad-du-ú 
«he (i.e. Bēlšunu) said thus: „In this way, they will cast a neck-kudurru of the workmen upon Gubāru 
and Parnak!‟» 
The assembly brought Bēlšunu, questioned him and obtained a confession; then the 
record goes down to the end saying: 
28. (...) unkin lúdumu.dù[meš? .. .. .. .. .. ..] 
29. ki-i şi-in-da-a-tú é.kur[.. .. .. .. .. .. ..] 
30. a-na x-di-qa ugu Iden-[šú-nu .. .. .. ip-ru-su?] 
«(…) The assembly of mār bane, according to temple regulations, […] to xxx? concerning Bēlšunu 
[…decided?].» 
CPL 036422, instead, is a nice example of how different constituents could interact 
and share functions in the decision of a case. The text is broken both at the beginning 
and end, but again the sequence of events is not beyond grasp. The text I am 
reporting below follows Geller‟s 1995 edition, and seemingly it can be included in a 
discussion of judicial issued only at large, although it is clear that some decision had 
to be made about an improper cultic behaviour, probably of the kind that would bring 
about sanctions and penalties as in YOS 6 222 or Spar 1972: nr. 3:  
Obv. 
1. [fli-i‟]-du-‟u dumu.┌sal┐ šá Idutu-dù-ùru ┌dumu-šú┐ šá Idnà-na-din-[mu. . . . . . . . .]-an a-na 
2. [unkin-šú]-nu lí-qa-a-a-ta Idnà-du-┌ibila lúšà.tam┐ [é.an.na dumu] Ina-di-nu 
3. [a Id]a-bi-bi ù Idnà-šeš-mu lúsag lugal lúen [pi-qit-tu4 é.a]n.na ár-ka-at 
4. [fl]i-i‟-du-‟u iš-ta-a‟-lu-ma lúku4-é 
dinnin u[nugki lúdumu.dùmeš] ù lúki-niš-ti 
5. [é.an].na šá ţe-e-me [š]á fli-i‟-[d]u-[‟u] ha-ar-[şu(-ú) lúku4-é
meš] u unkin-šú-nu a-na 
6. [Idnà-d]u-ibila lúšà.tam é.an.na ┌ù┐ [Idnà-šeš-mu lúe]n p[i-qi]t é.an.na 
7. [i]q-[b]u-ú um-ma i-na mu.5.kam Inà-ní-tuk ha-ru[-ú šá dingirmeš u dinnin]meš šá i-┌na┐ 
tin.tirki 
8. [ù bá]r-┌sipaki ha-ar ┐-şi ina lìb-bi il-q[a- x x x x x Im]u.gi.n[a] dumu-šú šá Ien-numun 
9. [da]m igi-ú ┌šá fbu-‟i-i-tu4 a
┐-di m[u.x.kam fli-i‟-du-‟u i-hu-uz-ma (?) dumu ù] dumu.sal la 
tu-lid-su ár-ki mu.10.kám šá Imu‹gi.na› 
10. [a-n]a šim-tu4 il-li-
┌ku a-di 3 x┐ [. . . . . .dam-šú fli-i‟-du-‟u dumu.sal šá I]dutu-dù-ùru 
11. [a]-na dam-ú-tu la tu-ši-ib-ma [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a-na] na-da-nu 
12. [šá] ha-re-e šá ina tin.tirki ù bár-sipaki [x x fli-i‟-du]-ú dumu.sal.a.ni 
13. [šá] Idutu-dù-ùru šá ina ha-re-e par-şi la z[i-za-at? x x x] ┌túgdi┐-du tah-ha-líp-ma 
14. [ta]l-ti-┌el┐-a(?) par-şi a-na bit-a-nu [šá é.an.na (?) i]t?-hi-ni-ma a-na é hi-il-şi 
15. š[á] ┌é┐.an.na te-ru-ub [Idn]à-du-ibila ┌lúšà.tam┐ é. ┌an.na┐ ù [Idn]à-šeš-mu lúen p[i-q]it 
é.an.na it-ti 
16. lúku4-é
meš ù lúki-niš-tu4 é.an.na im-tal-ku-ma [x x (x) ù 
lú]ku4-‹é› é.an.na iq-[bu-ú] 
fli-i‟-du-ú 
17. ina túgdi-du a-[na nah-lu-pi] tel-te-el-┌lu┐-‟u a-na é hi-il-şi 
18. šá ┌é┐.an.[na te-er-ru-ub . . . . . .] 
Rev. 
1. (erased) 
2. (erased) lúmu-kin-nu (...) 
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«[Li‟i]du, daughter of Šamaš-tabni-uşur/Nabû-nādin-[šumi//..x]-ili to the[ir assembly] was taken. 
Nabû-mukīn-apli/Nādinu//Dābibī, šatammu of [Eanna] and Nabû-ahu-iddin, ša rēš šarri bēl [piqitti 
aj]akki investigated [L]i‟idu‟s background; the temple enterers of Ištar of U[ruk, the mār bane] and 
the kiništu [of Ean]na, their opinion about (the case of) Li‟idu having been expoun[ded, the temple 
enterers] and their assembly spoke as follows to Nabû-mukīn-apli, the šatammu of Eanna and [Nabû-
ahu-iddin, the b]ēl piqitti ajakki: “In the fifth year of Nabonidus, (concerning) the harû-ritual [of the 
gods and goddesses], that has been clarified in Babylon and Borsippa, one derived [an income] from it 
[… Š]umu-ukīn/Bēl-zēri, previous husband to Bu‟iti, until ye[ar x had married Li‟idu, but son or] 
daughter she did not bear him. After ten years that Šumu-ukīn had gone to his fate, and until 
three..[…, his (second) wife (?) Li‟idu, daughter of] Šamaš-tabni-uşur, did not remarry.” [In order to] 
give […………of ] the harû that in Babylon and Borsippa […, Li‟id]u, daughter [of] Šamaš-tabni-
uşur, that did not en[joy] any share in the harû-ritual […], had dressed in a dīdū-garment and had 
adorned herself, she […] the rite into the bītānu [of Eanna (?)], and she entered the bīt hilşi of Eanna. 
Nabû-mukīn-apli, the šatammu of Eanna, and Nabû-ahu-iddin, , the bēl piqitti ajakki, took counsel 
together with the temple enterers and the kiništu of Eanna and […..and] the temple enterers said: 
“Li‟idu will (or: will not) adorn herself (by dressing) in a dīdū-garment, and [she will/will not enter] 
the bīt hilşi of Eanna [……]. Witnesses: 20 PNs. Scribe: Arad-Marduk/Marduk-šumu-iddin//Bēl-aplu-
uşur. Uruk, the 14th of ţebētu, year 5 of Cyrus, king of Babylon, king of the lands.» 
A sketch of the text‟s content has already been provided above, while details over the 
career trajectory of the affluent entrepreneur and rent farmer Šumu-ukīn/Bēl-
zēri//Basia have been provided by Cocquerillat (1968: 56-57, 74-75, 91ff etc.) and 
summarized by Geller in his commentary (1995: 536-538); an overview on his 
business archive is in Jursa 2005 (141-142, with previous literature; cf also Jursa, 
Hackl and Jankovic 2011 [in press] for Šumu-ukīn‟s letter dossier). His second wife 
and widow had claimed rights to her late husband‟s share in the harû ritual (cf. above 
for details), seemingly of Babylon and Borsippa; it is of some interest that Babylon 
was actually Šumu-ukīn‟s home town (Jursa 2005: 141). Although she did not 
previously hold rights to these shares herself, Li‟du apparently tried to take part in 
the ritual by wearing a dīdū-garment and entering the bīt hilşi of Eanna. What 
connection this may have had with the harû ritual of Babylon and Borsippa remains 
obscure, but it is certain that her action might not have been proper, it was noticed 
and probably denounced, thereby prompting the beginning of the case. The protocol 
starts with the statement that Li‟du had been brought somewhere, probably, 
according to Geller‟s proposed restoration, to “their” assembly, the latter referring, as 
I take it, to the gathered constituencies that appear in the proceeding, i.e. top 
officials, prebendaries (temple enterers and kiništu) and mār banê; it is not unlikely 
that Li‟du had been brought by the same top officials. Then the šatammu and the ša 
rēš šarri bēl piqitti conduct the usual investigation into the woman‟s background, an 
undertaking that is customarily performed in gullubu texts (in YOS 7 167 the 
šatammu relied on two relatives of the candidate for advice on his background; in 
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AnOr 8 48 šatammu and ša rēš šarri asked a board of prebendaries for the same 
advice; in OIP 122 36 a similar inquiry was carried out by the šatammu by 
questioning a candidate‟s mother), which indicates the cultic background of what had 
happened, but it is unclear whether actually it was them who made the inquiry or 
rather, as in AnOr 8 48, they turned to the board of prebendaries to obtain the 
required information. What follows would seem to imply that the latter option is to 
be preferred, as the assembled prebendaries expound their doctrine over the harû 
ritual and Li‟du‟s personal history to the šatammu and the ša rēš šarri; then a small 
account of what Li‟du actually have done follows but, contrary to Geller‟s 
reconstruction, that may well still be part of the assembled prebendaries‟ statement, 
recalling Li‟du wrongdoing before taking finally counsel with the two officials (and 
the mār banê?) on how to solve the matter. A final statement is made, which very 
likely corresponds to the verdict, or rather to an injunction formulated to Li‟du never 
to do whatever she had done again (but the injunction may as well have been 
positiove rather than negative, the bad state of preservation of the text in general and 
of the concluding section in particular do not allow precision on the point). A break 
in the crucial point does not allow certainty on who formulated the injunction too, 
but the possibility exists that it was the highest-ranking prebendaries, i.e. the temple 
enterers, or the temple enterers together with the high temple officials. There is a 
detail, however, that went unnoticed to Geller and should instead be emphasized: the 
text states that Šumu-ukīn had died ten years prior to the event in question, probably 
around 12 Nbn – it basically depends on the date of CPL 036422, which Geller 
admitted could be postponed to 06 Cyr (1995: 537); and, indeed, Nabû-mukīn-apli is 
attested with certainty as šatammu only from that year (Kleber 2008: 34). Some of 
the eldest and highest ranking people of this assembly, namely Nabû-mukīn-apli 
himself, along with at least Marduk-šumu-iddin, Arad-Marduk and Sîn-ēreš, had 
been active in temple administration and cult well before Šumu-ukīn died, and, given 
the latter‟s entrepreneurial activities and tight connections to Eanna, it is fairly sure 
to assume that they all knew him personally (cf. later TCL 13 182); the assembled 
prebendaries may not have needed to sift through their files too far to fetch the 
background information on Li‟du and her family history that was required. On the 
contrary, their assistance may have been vital to determine the ins and outs of the 
harû ritual, so to come to an informed decision; as I pointed out above, the presence 
of the galamahhu Šamaš-tabni(?)-uşur/Marduk-šāpik-zēri//Sîn-lēqi-unnini among the 
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members of the assembly, albeit in a low-ranking position in the list, may have 
served precisely this purpose. 
 This sub-section may then be concluded by observing that wider assemblies 
shared all the functions that have been exposed here with what I have termed 
“simple” judicial courts and with the high officials acting alone, i.e., there is no 
functions among these that smaller courts or qiīpānu alone would not handle. One of 
the assumptions on which the dislodging from the present analysis of the judicial 
domain of courts made of fewer people with no constituency specified, rested, is that 
there may have been a substantial difference between the spheres of action of the 
latter and of broader assemblies. Thus, if such a picture has to be held as valid, and 
the technical functions in the judicial domain are shared by the two different bodies, 
then a difference is perhaps to be sought in the subjects of the cases handled. 
Evidence from other places may offer a cue to solve this. As has been seen above, in 
the Sippar judicial evidence the majority of cases were dealt with by a mixed body of 
high ranking prebendaries and elders, together with the šangû of Sippar and, at times, 
with the qīpu of Ebabbar, or, alternatively, by the separate constituencies alone. 
Now, it is of some interest that almost none of the cases decided by these bodies has 
anything at all to do with the temple: except for Cyr 243, whose content is unclear, 
CT 55 195 (temple enterers, [elders]) recorded a private dispute over promissory 
notes for dates, Wünsch 2003: nr. 48 (šangû, temple enterers, elders) a litigation over 
the inheritance of a house, Cyr 329 (elders) a case of burglary and theft, Cyr 332 
(šangû, temple enterers, elders) a suit on the status of an individual, Camb 412 
(temple enterers, elders) a litigation on an extinguished business venture, Jursa 1999: 
nr. 28 (elders) a litigation on the ownership of a prebend. The only exception seems 
to be Cyr 281, where an oblate assumed guarantee for another one, who had been 
imprisoned by the šangû, before a court of temple enterers, elders, and scribes of 
Ebabbar; I have no convincing explanation for this (neither does Bongenaar, who 
edited the text, 1997: 19), save for suggesting that the oblate may have been 
imprisoned on the account of issues related to his status, but that is entirely 
conjectural. The situation seems alike in Babylon: Wünsch 2003: nr. 42 (šākin ţēmi, 
elders) records a private litigation about an inheritance division, Dalley 1979: nr. 69 
(šākin ţēmi, judges, elders) a litigation on a dowry, Rutten 1947: 99-103 (elders) a 
litigation on the inheritance of a field.  
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 On the contrary, in Sippar and elsewhere courts of assembled prebendaries, 
high officials and/or other groups convened to discuss judicial issues that were 
apparently of exclusive temple interest: in Nbk 104 a penalty was established as soon 
as anyone could prove that a man had illegally seized Ebabbar assets, witnessed by 
an assembly of elders of Šamaš,206 CT 55 110 records a maš‟altu interrogation 
performed by qīpu, šangû, temple enterers, kiništu (and scribes?) to retrieve missing 
Ebabbar silver, JTVI 57 another maš‟altu performed in order to obtain information 
somehow relating to the cultic sphere (qīpu, šangû, temple enterers and kiništu of 
Ebabbar, sepīru of the Lady of Akkad, kiništu of Eulmaš), CT 2 2 a memorandum on 
the investigation on missing linen of the Lady of Ebabbar (šangû, temple enterers), 
Coll. Smit 111 is a protocol on silver stolen from the ziqqurrat, the court being 
composed by qīpu, šangû, temple enterers and kiništu; in Akkad the maš‟altu 
interrogation on presumably missing jewellery of Ištar of Akkad was solicited by the 
temple enterers and kiništu of Eulmaš and performed by qīpu of Eulmaš and šangû of 
Akkad, while in the course of the events recorded in the Babylon document TBER 
pl. 6 AO 2569, the kiništu of Esagil was almost certainly summoned to apprehend 
fugitives that had been prisoners of Eimbianu in Dilbat for a sacrilegious theft.  
We might then turn to the Uruk evidence to see if it fits in this seemingly 
coherent pattern. First of all, wrongdoings relating to cattle and livestock must be 
dislodged from discussion as not significant: to all evidence, crimes concerning 
embezzlement, misappropriation and unlawful slaughter of animals, even those 
belonging to the temple, were most of the times handled by courts and officials of 
any kind. Only twice in our material do assembled bodies of constituents deal with 
similar crimes, in YOS 6 77 and YOS 7 128; we might wish to see whether they 
show any particular detail that can justify the exception. In both cases, it could be the 
extraordinary circumstances in which the crime had taken place. In YOS 6 77 the 
maš‟altu was used not just to obtain a confession, but rather to retrieve stolen goods 
from the thief: the former comprised quite a considerable number of sheep and 
fourty-six meat pieces, plus as much as five minas of wool (wool production and 
sales to palace administration fell under the management of the ša rēš šarri ša muhhi 
quppi, as well as sacrificial animals for the king‟s offerings, which would also 
explain his taking part to the assembly); the culprit, on the other hand, being a 
                                                             
206 This is the only one occurrence of such a title known to me. I take it there must have been a 
difference with the “elders of the city”. 
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gatekeeper of the bāb salīmi, may have been a prebendary himself, and it is stated 
that he perpetrated the theft at night and stole the goods directly from Eanna. In other 
words, the record would point to the rather exceptional fact that a prebendary had 
taken advantage of his position (guard access to one of the main gates) to smuggle 
property outside; status of the culprit and the quality and quantity of stolen goods 
would have called for action by the collective priesthood (and citizens). This 
character of exceptionality is what many other records of proceedings for theft or 
killing of animals lack, albeit, in many cases, the corpus delicti were still animals 
belonging to the Lady of Uruk, and I will admit that difference between such kinds 
of proceedings and the constituencies that took part is tenuous at best, especially if 
one considers that, in some specific instances, the courts were formed by more or 
less the same individuals that formed broader assemblies. Take, for instance, Figulla 
1951: 95-101, that records how a 30-fold penalty was imposed on four workmen who 
were responsible for the killing of two ducks of the Lady of Uruk while they were 
working a canal wall: the proceeding was carried out, under the supervision of 
šatammu and ša rēš šarri, in a gathering designated as both the standard “assembly 
of Babylonians and Urukians” and “assembly of qīpāni and mār banê”, which are 
both rather unspecific. The case concerned only two ducks which, it would seem, 
may have been killed accidentally, as the corpses were immediately buried in mud 
afterwards, and the assembly was able to inspect them. The witnesses, though, if we 
have to reconnect them to the assembly in question (so Holtz 2009: 51), are among 
those personalities who are most frequently found in the assembly texts from Uruk of 
the reigns of Nabonidus, Cyrus and Cambyses, as Sîn-ēreš, Šamaš-šumu-ukīn, 
Lâbâši-Marduk, Marduk-šumu-uşur and others who constituted the highest ranking 
personalities of the Eanna priesthood. Still, a difference in the qualification of both 
cases must have been perceived if the procedure of YOS 6 77 required twenty-eight 
individuals to be performed, while that of Figulla 1951: 95-101 only nine (it must 
again be reminded that the number of witnesses /members of court of this kind of 
proceeding very rarely exceeded the ten); and yet, and more importantly, just as in 
Sippar courts made of collective priesthood did not handle private litigations, 
proceedings on the status of individuals, and common crimes, the same, mutatis 
mutandis, seemingly applied in Uruk. The violations scrutinized in CPL 036422 and 
YOS 7 20 were of an exclusively cultic nature, the silver mishandled in Spar 1972: 
nr. 3 was explicitly designated as irbu, the “tithe” deriving from entry fees to the 
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temple that were dropped in the cashboxes at the entrances, and thus strictly temple 
property. YOS 7 128 records another case that, as YOS 6 77, stands at the border 
between the diverse competences of these courts, i.e. the smaller, judicial one 
composed of citizens acting in their legal capacity of citizens, and the judicial 
competence of broader, collective priesthood courts, dealing with issues relating to 
temple property or cultic infringements: the text records the killing of an ewe 
belonging to Ištar of Uruk, and the decision of the case was made by a court of 
“Babylonians and Urukians, kiništu of Eanna”; the crime of the oblate Bēlšunu might 
have been aggravated by the attempted murder against the oblate who had tried to 
stop him and the threats uttered against the Persian administrators. Yet, this very 
assembly is also called, in the text, “assembly of mār banê” and, although the part of 
the text where this occurs is somewhat damaged, it may show that the functional 
distinction between cases that would fall under the jurisdiction of a smaller citizens‟ 
court or under that of a broader, collective priesthood (plus other constituents) court 
was not so sharply defined or perceived. All the other described differences, 
however, still apply.  
Theoretically, a situation as the Neo Babylonian one may be mirrored by Late 
Babylonian evidence from Babylon, almost all coming from narrative sources and 
not from administrative or judicial materials. The following is a recollection of all 
passages from the historical sections of the Astronomical Diaries, chronicles and 
administrative accounts that record events of a judicial nature or the names of 
judicial authorities whatsoever that I could find (a similar excursus on the judicial 
system in Hellenistic Babylon is also in Boiy 2004: 218-220):  
Table 15 
Authority Description Attestation 
lúgal unkin kur uriki (Satrap 
of Akkad = Seleucus) 
This passage would not even belong here, as it 
describes a levy of silver performed by 
Seleucus; the precious metal is obtained 
through maš‟altu, but what that means remains 
obscure in this context, and it may well have 
nothing to do with justice 
ABC 10: obv. I 30207 
// VI.06 Philip (15.IX  
– 14.X 318 BCE) 
                                                             
207 The numbering follows the new one established by the latest editors of the text, Finkel and Van der 
Spek, in http://www.livius.org/cg-cm/chronicles/bchp-diadochi/diadochi_01.html 
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Iden-dù lúšà.tam é.sag.[íl] u 
lúeki.meš lúunkin šá é.sag.íl 
A protocol of a meeting of the šatammu and 
prebendaries of Esagil with the rent farmer 
Murānu contains ahint at what could have been 
the beginning of an accusatory procedure 
against a number of other rent farmers and 
ploughman working for Esagil 
CT 49 115: 19-20 // 
13.VII.46 SE (= 
21.X.266 BCE) 
n.a. 
just one line preserved, informing that 
someone was impaled 
AD 1 -300: obv. 25‟ // 
VIII.11 SE (= 4.XI – 
2.XII.301 BCE) 
n.a. 
Babylonian men, women and soldiers, who 
had brought something away from the Juniper 
Garden, were executed by fire 
BM 47737 (= BCHP 
17): 1-5 // VIII.34 SE 
(=22 October-20 
November 278 BCE) 
n.a. 
someone who apparently stole a crown of Bēl 
and Nabû was executed by fire 
AD 1 -277C: obv. 
14‟-15‟ // IX.34 SE (= 
20.XI – 19.XII 278 
BCE) 
di.kud, “judge” 
One Mnesinous is called “judge” in avery 
fragmentary context. Hardly anything can be 
added; he may have been a royal judge 
CT 49 117: 4‟ // 
[x].XIIb.47 SE (= 
III/IV 264 BCE) 
n.a. someone is impaled 
AD 1 -261B: obv. 10-
11 // VII.50 SE (= 
25.IX – 24.X 262 
BCE) 
n.a. 
Thieves of something from the properties of 
Zababa and Ninlil were burned 
AD 2 -254: obv. 12‟-
13‟, edge // IX.57 SE 
(= 6.XII 255 – 3.I.254 
BCE) 
n.a. 
Someone stole something of the property of 
Ištar of Babylon, possibly from the Juniper 
Garden (we know the treasury of Esagil was 
located there: cf. AD 2 -168A: rev. 19‟). They 
were interrogated, they confessed (ša‟ālu and 
kunnu), and later executed. 
AD 2 -240 obv. 5‟-8‟ 
// VIII.71 SE (= 1.XI 
– 29.XI 241 BCE) 
lúdi.kudmeš šá lugal mention of royal judges who are in Seleucia 
ABC 13b: rev. 9‟ // 
8.I.88 SE (= 7.IV.224 
BCE) 
šatammu, kiništu, 
lúdi.kudmeš šá é dingirmeš 
“judges of the temples” 
(sacrilegious) theft. Procedure: interrogation 
(with the simmiltu ša maš‟altu), confession, 
execution by fire 
BM 47737 (= BCHP 
17): 6-12 // 17.VI.90 
SE (= 19.IX.222 
BCE) 
šatammu, kiništu, judges 
of the temples 
Šatammu and kiništu inspect the treasury and 
acknowledged a theft of gold, silver and 
precious stones. Capture of the thieves, 
interrogation (twice, with the simmiltu ša 
maš‟altu), confession, execution by fire 
BM 47737 (= BCHP 
17): 13-35 // II.90 SE 
(= 8.V – 6.VI 222 
BCE) 
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n.a. 
A theft apparently occurs in the workshop of 
the goldsmiths of Esagil; someone is later 
interrogated on the rack. The passage is badly 
damaged 
AD 2 -175B: rev. 2‟-
10‟, left edge 1-2 // 
IX.136 SE (= 2.XII – 
31.XII 176 BCE). 
substitute šatammu (and 
zazakku), judges of the 
temples. 
 
On 8.VIII.143 SE (22.XI.169 BCE) a cultic 
object is stolen. 10.VIII.143 SE (= 24.XI.169 
BCE) thieves are arrested and detained in the 
“house of the judges of the temples”. 
13.VIII.143 SE (27.XI.169 BCE) the thieves 
are probed on the rack (the simmiltu ša 
maš‟altu) at the presence of the judges and the 
substitute šatammu, they confess and they are 
executed by fire 
AD 2 -168A: rev. 15‟-
18‟ // VIII.143 SE (= 
15.XI – 13.XII 169 
BCE) 
Šatammu and his brothers, 
Greek governor (pāhātu), 
the general and the judges 
[…], but the role they play 
is unclear 
Unclear due to damaged passage. A number of 
actions take place, the most significant being 
that someone (the people of the land?) was put 
to the rack and possibly executed, as corpses 
had to be buried afterwards 
AD 3 -161A1+2: obv. 
22‟-26‟ // I.150 SE (= 
5.IV – 4.V 162 BCE). 
zazakku and/or his trustee 
(bēl piqitti), kiništu for the 
preliminary investigation 
on the missing gold; then 
unclear official, royal 
[judges], kiništu 
A smith is arrested on charges regarding some 
gold on day 13. Day 21 a court made of a 
trustee (of) the zazakku and the kiništu 
examine the gold in question and find it 
diminished. Day 22 another court, which may 
have comprised royal judges (as editors 
suggest) but not the šatammu (he was being 
substituted) and the kiništu examine and 
interrogate the culprit(s) (with the simmiltu ša 
maš‟altu), they confess and they are executed 
by fire 
BCHP 15 // 150/151 
SE (= 162/161 
BCE)208 
n.a. Unclear, context too damaged 
AD 3 -155A:rev. 12-
17, u.e. 1-2 // IV.156 
SE (= 26.VI – 25.VII 
156 BCE) 
n.a. 
Context very damaged. It could be that some 
politai were questioned on the rack of 
interrogations, but the gist escapes us 
AD 3 -140C: rev. 38‟ 
// X.171 SE (= 3.I – 
1.II 140 BCE) 
                                                             
208 See above  for the dating of the text. 
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lúki-niš-tu4 é dingir
meš 
If the parallel text is used to integrate the 
ending part of the main account, with which it 
probably corresponds (or anyway it seems to 
summarize the wider account of text B), we 
might get the picture that the rioters had been 
executed, followed by a proclamation, or the 
reading of a parchment letter. This is highly 
conjectural, but in both cases the authority 
would be the otherwise unattested kiništu of 
the temples, which had already tried to put an 
end to the upheaval by warning the 
participants, unheeded 
AD 3 -132B rev. 25-
37; lower edge 1-6; 
left edge1-5; upper 
edge: 1-6; parallel 
diary -132C obv. 26-
34 // VII.179 SE (= 
9.X – 6.XI 133 BCE) 
di.kudmeš-šú, “judges of the 
general” 
Passage very damaged and unclear, but judges 
of the general are mentioned, providing the 
passage is to be read, as Del Monte 1997: 176 
has, di.kudmeš-šú nu, and not di.kudmeš-šú-nu, 
“their judges”, making it even more difficult to 
understand whom these judges were connected 
with. 
AD 3 -82B: rev. 6‟ // 
XII.229 SE (= 21.II – 
22.III 82 BCE) 
 
It must be acknowledged, though, that the view we get from this sources is 
inevitably biased by a number of factors, most notably: a) the chance of preservation; 
besides the fact that many of the passages quoted below are more or less broken, 
often to the point of making the whole context obscure, we have to take into account 
that many more, that could have been more clarifying, are simply and plainly lost; by 
the same token, vast portions of the Esagil and other archives have presumably not 
survived, to the effect that, if there even had been a full judicial record belonging to 
the citizen-temple community, we simply do not have it b) speaking of a prevalence 
of “historiogrpahical” sources, our purview is strictly confined to what the scribes of 
the chronicles or Astronomical Diaries deemed relevant or worthy of their narrative; 
unfortunately, we are not able to supplement or integrate the picture we get from this 
kind of sources with other materials. So, for instance, the majority of the description 
of events, reported in the sources listed above, for which the context is intact enough 
as to allow at least a minimal understanding of what went on, seem to concern the 
judicial outcomes of thefts of sacred property, i.e. gold, silver, precious stones and 
various paraphernalia; other, more mundane events of judicial nature fall completely 
out of the scope of the compilers of those texts. For the only feeble hint to the 
possibility of a judiciary procedure we must turn to CT 49 115, in its most recent 
edition provided in Jursa 2006 (140-143). The protocol records a meeting of the 
prebendaries that heard a report by the rent farmer Murānu informing them that the 
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Kutheans had illegally seized part of the sūtu rent owed to them. The šatammu and 
prebendaries urged Murānu to retrieve the missing dates and compile a written, 
sealed report naming eventual culprits among rent farmers or ploughmen that 
cooperated with the Kutheans: (19) [má]m-ma 
┌lú┐
[enga]r
?
 ù 
lú
en 
giš
bán šá [a-na 
lú
gú.d]u8.a-
┌
ú
┐
-[a] (20) i-din-nu 
lú
mu-ki-in-nu-tú ina kan-
┌
gu
┐ 
[š]u-uţ-ri “Write down 
a witnessed report on any ploughman(?) or rent-farmer who has given (anything) to 
the Kutheans”. Now little more can be added, except that it seems pretty sure that, if 
it was ever compiled, such a document would indeed have been used as an 
accusatory deposition for a preliminary hearing against those people. Unfortunately, 
we are not informed on what happened afterwards, and at the same time we have 
virtually no evidence on judicial proceedings in Hellenistic Babylon outside those 
dealing with the theft of precious objects or metals from the temple. Even in this 
latter case, the peculiar style of the Diaries and chronicles must be dealt with, which 
subsumes the standard Neo Babylonian sequence of accusation, bringing or 
summoning of witnesses, interrogation, statements, review of evidence, verdict etc., 
highlighted in what Holtz called “tablet trail” (2009: passim) in single accounts 
phrased according to a terse and concise style that seldom allows to discern the 
details of the proceedings. At least a basic sequence of arrest, interrogation, 
confession, execution can be singled out, yet we do not know by what means the 
thieves would be uncovered and apprehended; as for the initiation of the case, it must 
be assumed that any one of the personnel who had access to the treasury could 
realize something was missing and prompt an inquiry. Such, at least, seems to be the 
case of the inspection that the šatammu and the kiništu of Esagil conducted in the 
treasury as recorded in BM 47737 (= BCHP 17): 13-17, by which it was realized that 
considerable quantities of silver, gold and precious stones had been stolen, or of the 
weighing of the gold recorded in BCHP 15: 7-12, whereby the gold appeared to be 
less than recorded during the previous weighing.
209
 Other details, as whether the 
accused could summon witnesses or take oaths, perform exculpatory declarations etc. 
remain in the dark, and are of less concern here. The authorities, instead, are of 
                                                             
209 The weighing of precious materials may have been a customary and standard operation. The 
administrative text Beaulieu 1989b: nr. 1 records such a weighing of precious assets of the Rēš 
undertaken by the kutimmus (21.X 71 SE). Inquiries about the status and whereabouts of temple 
artisans handling precious materials, as well as of the latter in case something went missing, were 
customary already during the Neo Babylonian period: cf. BM 114525 published by Payne 2008: 
100ff., recording a questioning of the craftsmen of Eanna by the šatammu and ša rēš šarri, to which 
the former responded under oath, about some missing precious assets belonging to the temple. 
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interest. Throughout the attestations assembled above, eight seem to record similar 
events, i.e the theft of sacred objects or precious materials from the treasuries of the 
gods, which are invariably punished with death by fire (on this particular form of 
punishment and its implications see again Joannès 2000: 206-211); in three of them, 
the authorities that preside over the trial fully survive in the extant parts of the texts 
(BM 47737 [= BCHP 17]: 6-12, BM 47737 [= BCHP 17]: 13-35, AD 2 -168A: rev. 
15‟-18‟). It stands to reason that the same (or the like) applies also to those 
attestations that are only partially preserved, and that similar cases were handled by a 
court composed by the šatammu, the prebendaries and the “judges of the temples”; 
we may regard the latter as high ranking prebendaries or elders of the sanctuaries of 
the Babylon area. This may indeed be an insufficient sample, but it is a matter of fact 
that in such cases royal officials or outsiders do not have any role at all, and 
whenever they appear in the documentation, either the context is poorly preserved or, 
more importantly, they act in different contexts than exclusively temple ones. The 
mention of a judge Mnesinous (CT 49 117: 4‟) is a stray one occurring in a too 
damaged context; in ABC 13b: rev. 9‟ royal judges are mentioned, but they are in 
Seleucia; in AD 3 -161A1+2: obv. 22‟-26‟ several authorities, but their role is unclear. 
It may deal with treason or some high crime; someone was killed and his goods 
confiscated from the royal treasury. According to Del Monte (1997: 85) the events 
are to put in relation with what happened six months earlier, some kind of unrest in 
connection with the politai, who seem to have been involved in some judicial 
procedure requiring interrogation on the rack also in AD 3 -140C: rev. 38‟. In AD 3 -
82B: rev. 6‟ the judges are almost certainly “of the general” and occur in a damaged 
context which anyway seems to have nothing to do with the temple. There remain to 
be explained two instances, i.e the role of the zazakku in AD 2 -168A: rev. 15‟-18‟ in 
his capacity of royal official and the assumed restoration of [… lúdi.kudmeš] šá lugal 
in BCHP 15: rev. 2-3. As for the former, it is to be noticed that in the course of the 
trial he is referred to not as zazakku but rather as substitute šatammu: it may have 
been in this capacity that he took part. As for the latter, instead, the presence of royal 
instead of temple judges may be explained by the fact that the stolen gold is not 
defined as property of the gods, but instead, probably, was placed in Day One temple 
(for safekeeping?) after having been given to Esagil by someone. This, in turn, 
depends on the correctness of the editors‟ restoration of line obv. 3, which, in turn, I 
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find the only reasonable way to explain why the gold is called “aforementioned” in 
line obv. 7.210 
To conclude: this excursus delivers a twofold set of information: a) that 
basically, in its judicial competence the Late Babylonian collective priesthood 
assembly continued to deal with more or less the same kind of cases it dealt with 
during the Neo Babylonian period, i.e. cases of theft of valuable metals or divine 
paraphernalia, possibly carried out with the complicity of people connected with 
cultic activities if not of prebendaries – the cases of the smith Barabut-Bēl (BCHP 
15: obv. 5-7) and of the goldsmith Bēl-zēru-līšir, the jeweller Bēl-x and the 
gatekeeper Bēl-šarâ (BM 47737: 21-23) seem to echo those of Kināja (YOS 6 77), of 
the artisans who cleaned the jewellery in Eulmaš (BM 61522), of the two 
(gold)smiths of Spar 1972: nr. 3, of the unnamed goldsmith of CT 55 110 or CT 57 
10, of the clothes mender Bēl-ittannu of CT 2 2. Judging also with the aid of 
Hellenistic evidence from Babylon, it is obvious to conclude that the theft or 
mishandling of cultic attire or equipment of the gods and precious materials was 
deemed a much more serious offense than stealing a sheep or two from a pen in the 
countryside. It could be considered that a theft such as the latter would not have 
caused much hindrance to the performance of the cult; a sacrificial sheep, indeed, 
might have required a much easier replacement than a valuable piece of linen for the 
bed of the Lady of Sippar, or items of gold and jewellery, which may have been 
unique and whose disappearance might have caused serious troubles to the 
performance of specific rituals. If this is the right explanation for the care placed by 
the collective priesthood assemblies in only a specific sort of judicial cases (or at 
least a part of it), then the evidence from the assembly‟s activities from Hellenistic 
Uruk may be brought in as proof of it: the contract clauses in the leases of prebend 
shares that specify under which conditions the assembly can impose fines or further 
punishments were explicitly forethought to prevent as much as possible interruptions 
in the cult
211
 b) unlike the Neo Babylonian period, and in analogous way to what I 
argued above about the šatammu, no royal or external intervention whatsoever is thus 
recorded in the judgment of cases that were exclusive temple pertinence, perhaps not 
even once. The collective priesthood enjoyed full legal capacity over its possessions, 
                                                             
210 See http://www.livius.org/cg-cm/chronicles/bchp-gold/theft_1.html 
211 A similar consideration on the nature of the Hellenistic evidence, i.e. that the sacrilege may have 
been perceived in the act of hindering the cult, may be found in Joannès 2000: 208. 
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with no ša rēš šarri or qīpu vigilating on them. The question of the management of 
mundane or minor cases remains open, in the improbable waiting for more evidence 
to turn out. 
Finally, one last word on the Neo Babylonian evidence. The results that have 
been presented may seem obvious at a first glance, yet they do tell smothing as to 
power sharing patterns and organizations. Admittedly, a higher degree of 
participation by common citizenry was allowed as for private cases or minor 
infractions concerning temple property. This esquisse has underscored some 
analogies between local judicial traditions of Uruk, Babylon and Sippar in particular, 
i.e., mainly, that cases of serious offence to the temple‟s property would be handled 
by wider assemblies with a prevalence of temple prebendaries and officials. The 
other side of the coin delivers a different picture, that we may summarize as follows: 
while in Uruk minor cases would be judged by small courts of a few individuals with 
or without connections to the temple and with or without the participation of high 
officials, the same in Sippar or Babylon would see the involvement of temple 
enterers or, more frequently, of elders. The difference may well be in form more than 
in substance: often some of the members of the smaller Uruk courts were indeed the 
same high ranking prebendaries found in temple court records (although they occur 
in such instances in fewer numbers and their status is not specified by a rubric), and 
thus we may equate them with the temple enterers of Šamaš that are openly qualified 
as such in captions that name authorities in the Sippar texts. By the same token, 
elders appearing in the latter could be considered the equivalent of the mār banê of 
the Uruk documents, thereby witnessing in a clearer way their participation to the 
lawsuits in a different legal capacity than the prebendaries; yet, examples have been 
quoted that show that indeed the elders were something more than an ordinary 
citizen, i.e. they were mār banê to whom the additional title conferred a different, 
maybe more authoritative status (cf. e.g. above ABL 287, SAA 10 112, Wünsch 
2003: nr. 42, VAB 4: nr. 6, 254 col. I 32, BE 8 80), apparently less tied to the temple 
in Sippar than they were in Babylon. An explanation that favours a mixture of 
substantially diverging local traditions and formal differences in the legal 
terminology is to be preferred. 
The next three sections cover aspects of the assemblies‟ role that do not directly have 
to do with the administration of justice, and for the sake of the present discussion 
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they also are the most interesting; besides, they allow some interesting comparison 
with similarly attested functions of the Hellenistic period to be made and, again, to 
gather some ideas about changes and evolutions that may have intervened in the 
meantime as for the functions and effective authority of local power(s). Admittedly, 
once again, the arrangement of the materials per section follows somewhat arbitrary 
patterns rather than sharp differences in textual genres, argument etc. Fully discreet 
categories are not attainable, nor there is such a great need for them. Generally 
speaking, the texts I am going to discuss in the following sections can be subsumed 
under the broad category of all the records of proceedings that did not have to do 
with the administration of justice, and that took on matters of common interest. 
Among these, several diverse issues can be counted, such as, for instance, the 
management of communal agricultural holdings, prebends, or counseling given to 
other authorities about issues of a cultic nature. 
4.3.2 Management of communal assets 
4.3.2.1 Prebends 
As has been seen above, the ownership of prebends could be the object of litigation, 
cf. for instance Jursa 1999: nr. 28 or BaM 5: nr. 15: both cases were decided by 
elders. One further case, that was decided by an assembly of Babylonians at the time 
of Esarhaddon, is represented by 8éme Congres: nr. 4, that I report as an example: 
1. Iden-sum-na u Imar-duk di-i-ni Imu-sum-na 
2. dumu lúé.bar dutu iq-ru-ú-ma um-ma giš.šub.ba 
3. é ad-ka šá ud.kib.nunki šá é pa-pa-hi dutu 
4. ina šuII-ka ki-i 2 ma.na 11 gín kù.babbar nin-da-har 
5. Imu-sum-na ki-a-am iq-ba-áš-šú-nu-tu um-ma 
6. kù.babbar ina šuII Imu-ra-nu u Iden-sum-na ul mah-rak 
7. al-la 1 ma.na 9 gín ina unkin lúunkin tin.tirki.meš 
8. id-bu-bu-ma 1 ma.na 9 gín kù.babbar Imu-sum-na 
9. i-hi-iţ-ma id-da-áš-šú-nu-tu ù a-na ugu 
10. 1 ma.na 2 gín kù.babbar šá su-ur-ru mu ta-mì-ti 
11. é dza-ba4-ba4 ina ugu 
Imu-sum-na ip-ru-su 
12. ina gub-zu etc. (7 names) 
19. lúdub.sar Iden-su-x-[..] dumu lúx-[..]-gi 
20. tin.tirki itidiri.še.kin.ku5.da ud.23.kam 
21. mu.3.kam Idaš-šur-šeš-sum-na lugal kuraš-šur 
«Bēl-iddina and Marduku filed (?) a lawsuit against Šumu-iddina//Šangû-Šamaš, saying: “The 
prebend of your father‟s house, of Sippar, of the cella of Šamaš, we received from your hands for two 
minas and eleven shekels of silver”. Šumu-iddina replied so: “I did not receive silver from Murānu 
and Bēl-iddina, apart from one mina and nine shekels”. They argued (their case) in the assembly of 
the Babylonians, and Šumu-iddina gave them (back) the one mina and nine shekels of silver, and 
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concerning the one mina and two shekels of silver that are falsely contested (?), they sentenced Šumu-
iddina to take an oath (?) at the temple of Zababa. At the presence of (7 witnesses). The scribe is Bēl-
erība (?)/X-gi. Babylon, the 23rd of intercalary Addaru, year 3 of Esarhaddon, king of Aššur». 
Also, as some contract clauses for prebend share leasing from Hellenistic Uruk show, 
it was provided that assemblies could watch over the correct performance of the 
duties, something that was of paramount importance for the regularity of the cultic 
routine. It may be taken for granted that also BRM 2 17 records a similar concern 
over the necessity that the service went on uninterrupted (cf. also the letter TCL 9 
143 above):
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1. [ud.22.k]ám šá itisig4 šá mu.67.kám 
Isi-lu-ku lugal šá i-zi-zi 
2. ┌a-ha ┐-miš213 lúšitimmeš [.. ..] šá é dingirmeš ù iq-bu-ú a-na dù-uš 
3. šá dul-lu ina é dingirmeš lúìr é.galmeš šá i-pu-uš-ma ta ud.22.kám 
4. šá itisig a-di ud.22.kám šá itišu  
(4-7: eleven names) 
7. (…) lúìr é.galmeš 
8. šá i-pu-uš-ma šá-nu-ú-tú ta ud.22.kám šá itišu a-di ud.22.kám 
9. šá itine  
(9-12: ten names) 
13. lúìr é.galmeš mumeš dul-lu i-pu-uš-ma šá itu-us-su 
14. lib-bu-ú šá sar-ţa-ra ina mumeš-šú-nu 
15. ma-la šá dul-lu ina é dingirmeš lúman-am šá ina lìb-bi-šú-nu 
16. lìb-bu-ú šá sar-ţa-ra šá itu-us-su ina mumeš-šú-nu 
17. la du-ku a-na dul-lu la i-pu-uš hi-ţu 
18. šá lúukkin i-mì-du-šú ú-šal-ma 
19. lúìr re-ešmeš mumeš šá dul-lu i-pu-uš-ma ta ud.22.kám šá itusig 
20. mu.67.kám ma-la šá dul-lu ina é dingirmeš kal mu.an.na itu a-na itu 
21. itu u lúìr é.gal lúmu-kin7 (witnesses) 
« It was on day 22 of Simānu, year 67 Seleucus king, that the builders […] of the temples stood up 
before each other and said: “In order to perform the service in the temples, the builders that will work 
from day 22 of Simānu to day 22 of Du‟ūzu are: (eleven names). The other builders who will work 
from day 22 of Du‟ūzu to day 22 of Abu are: (ten names). The aforementioned builders will perform 
the service each month according to the roster, in which their names are, as much as there is work in 
the temples. Whoever among them that does not come and does not perform the service according to 
the monthly roster in which their names are, shall bear whatever punishment the assembly will impose 
upon him. The aforementioned builders (are) those that will perform the service from day 22 of 
Simānu, year 67, as much work as there is in the temples, for the whole year, month by month. Month 
and builder. (Witnesses)» 
                                                             
212 On BRM 2 17 cf. Beaulieu 1989b: 57 and n. 17 with previous literature. 
213 McEwan 1981a: 50 has ┌a?-ha?┐-meš!?, but the last sign is actually to be read miš, which gives 
ahāmiš, a spelling attested in the NB period (CAD A1: 164 s.v. ahāmeš). According to the traces 
drawn by Clay (1913: pl. 13), an alternative reading could be ┌ina bi┐-rit, which would seem to fit 
better, but while ahāmeš is attested in use with uzuzzu, birīt is not (CAD U: 373ff s.v. uzuzzu). It 
would be tempting to read, in the second break of the line, [lúki-niš-tu4] šá é dingir
meš, i.e. the builders 
who are in prebendari service (as the duty roster would seem to imply), but, again according to Clay‟s 
drawing of the tablet, there is room for a couple of signs at the most. 
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The assembly (no doubt the same body that is designated elsewehere as “of Uruk”) is 
again mentioned not in acting on its sphere of concern, but rather as the authority that 
could eventually impose fines or other unspecified forms of punishment upon those 
who cause an interruption; in the contracts that record the leasing of prebend shares 
in rēsinūtu the assembly watches over the rāsinu‟s correct performance, in BRM 2 
17, instead, it seems the same vigilance was placed directly on (prebendary) builders 
of the Rēš. As a token, also YOS 6 222, mentioned above may be cited here, 
recalling how a negligent prebendary rab banî had been put under arrest by the 
šatammu and scribes of Eanna for providing bad quality dates for a cultic meal. A 
similar concern for the correct performance of the cult, albeit from a different 
standpoint, can be clearly gleaned in all those assemblies‟ records of proceedings that 
do not deal with actual infringements of prebendary duties that were already firmly 
in someone‟s possession or that had been leased out to a third party, but rather with 
how the latter were transferred and inherited. 
Table 16 
Place and Date Authority Description Attestation 
Borsippa // 
12.III.08 Nabû-
šumu-iškun 
ku4-é
me ki-niš-ti tur u 
gal 
šu-ut é.zi.da ma-la ba-
šú-ú 
Entitlement of an individual 
with a temple enterers‟ prebend 
of Nabû in Borsippa (eighth 
century). An assembly of 
prebendaries (including a 
šatammu of the sanctuaries and 
the šākin ţēmi of Borsippa, both 
as ērib bīti) witnesses the 
sealing of the act 
VAS 1 36: IV 5-6 
Babylon // Šamaš-
šumu-ukīn 
Šamaš-šumu-ukīn; 
lúku4-é ki-niš-ti 
An individual is reinstated by 
the king into formerly possessed 
prebendary privileges in 
connection with the temple 
Egišhurankia of Belet-Ninua in 
Babylon. The tablet bears a 
“Pseudo-Siegel” of Šamaš-
šumu-ukīn and is probably a 
unique original entitlement deed 
BM 77612+ 
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Babylon // date 
lost, probably 
reign of 
Nabonidus214 
ša rēš šarri; šatammu; 
zazakku; rest lost 
Four people are presented to the 
ša rēš šarri as fit for initiation. 
The other official are known to 
have participated to the 
procedure because they sealed 
the tablet; however, the rest is 
broken and the details of the 
preocedure, as well as the rest 
of the participants, are beyond 
our grasp 
PSBA 15 417 
Uruk // 26.XII.03 
Cyr 
Broken; unkin; 
šatammu of Eanna 
The šatammu of Eanna 
questions a woman before a 
composite assembly of 
prebendaries, scribes of Eanna 
and mār banê on her and her 
son‟s status, as the latter is 
awaiting initiation before the 
Lady of Uruk. After some 
research, four men swear (most 
likely in the assembly) that no 
claims of impurity exist or have 
been raised against her 
OIP 122 36 
Uruk // 15.VII.05 
Cyr 
šatammu and ša rēš 
šarri bēl piqitti Eanna; 
lúku4-é
meš lúugulameš 
lúlungameš lúmumeš 
lúgír.lámeš lútin.tirki.meš ù 
lúunugki-a-a lúki-niš-tu4 
é.an.na 
A man advances his adoptive 
son before the two officials for 
initiation before Kanisurra; in 
turn, the two ask for the advice 
of a composite assembly, which 
gives its consent to the initiation 
AnOr 8 48 
Uruk // 09.XII.04 
Camb 
šatammu of Eanna; 
unkin lúdumu.dùmeš 
A man awaits initiation as 
brewer of the Lady of Uruk; he 
appears before the šatammu, 
who questions two members of 
his extended family to ascertain 
whether he possess the 
necessary requirements. They 
make a declaration before an 
assembly of mār banê, and the 
man is assigned his prebend 
YOS 7 167 
Kutha // 11.IV 
125 SE = 19.VII 
187 BCE 
lúšà.tam é.mes.lam (…) 
ù lúunkin šá é.mes.lam; 
lúunkin šá lúme.memeš šá 
é.mes.lam 
An exorcist of Emeslam 
petitions an assembly of 
exorcists of Emeslam to have a 
plot of land, belonging to a late 
colleague, assigned to his son. 
The assembly endorses the 
request and submits it to the 
šatammu and kiništu of 
Emeslam, who grant the land 
BRM 1 88 
                                                             
214 Waerzeggers and Jursa 2008: 8. 
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Babylon // 24.II 
185 SE = 31.V 127 
BCE 
lúšà.tam é.sag.íl u 
lúeki.meš lúunkin šá 
é.sag.gíl 
Two astrologers petition the 
šatammu and kiništu of Esagil 
to be granted their retired 
father‟s allowance; the 
assembly verifies their technical 
competence and their request is 
approved. Their father‟s income 
is evenly split among them 
BOR 4 132 
Babylon // after 
15.X.193 SE 
[lúšà.tam é.sag.íl] [u] 
┌lúeki.meš lúunkin šá 
é.sag.íl┐ 
An astrologer lays a claim 
before the šatammu and kiništu 
of Esagil about his late father‟s 
income, which since his death 
had been assigned to another 
astrologer and kalû; his 
technical competence having 
been established, he is granted 
the allowance 
CT 49 144 
Babylon //date lost 
[lúšà.tam é.sag.íl u 
lúeki.meš lúunkin šá 
é.sag.gíl] 
After the establishment of his 
competence, an astrologer 
obtains from the šatammu and 
kiništu of Esagil an equal share 
in his late father‟s income that 
three brothers of his were 
already enjoying 
CT 49 186 
 
It will not be necessary to review in detail how the initation of priests worked. The 
induction by shaving (gullubu) and the rituals taking place in the bath house have 
already been the subject of some literature; among this, the most up-to-date and 
comprehensive study is that of Waerzeggers and Jursa, which has already been 
extensively used for the purpose of the previous chapter, but treatments can also be 
found in Sallaberger and Huber Vulliet 2005 (621-622), Scheyhing 1998 and other 
older works. The layout of the procedures and requirements to be initiated into a 
priestly position are overall quite clear: one had to be physically unblemished, own a 
prebend by inheritance (or other means), be of pure descent, as well as being of 
sound moral attitude. The ascertaining of the first requirement fell in the 
responsibility of prebendary temple barbers, who would also perform the first and 
alls subsequent shaving and washing of the newly initiated priest, while the latter 
rested on the shoulders of high temple officials and assemblies of diverse kinds. Now 
it is of interest here, as to put the issue in a chronological perspective, envisaging 
changes over time, to highlight some of the most “political” aspects that were part of 
the initiation procedure, and compare them with later evidence.  
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In their edition of BM 77612+, Da Riva and Frahm 1999-2000 (161-162) put 
together a recollection of early first millennium inscriptions recording royally 
performed bestowings of prebends (with the sole exception of VAS 1 36, which is 
phrased as to attribute the assignment of an ērib bīti prebend to Nanāja and Mār-Bīti, 
but the agency of Nabú-šumu-iškun must be read in the background; on the early 
Neo Babylonian grants see also Van Driel 2002: 70ff), for the most part 
transcriptions of lost clay originals on stone objects (idd. 1999-2000: 156); of these 
texts, BM 77612+ represents in fact the only one original in clay, bearing what the 
editors label a “Pseudo-Siegel” of Šamaš-šumu-ukīn. Now, indeed, such texts can 
hardly be compared to later Neo Babylonian and Hellenistic records documenting the 
procedures leading to the initiation of a new priest of any given deity, in that, in 
almost all the cases, they refer to people that already enjoyed the status, as far as can 
be documented. Thus, the kudurru edited by Thureau-Dangin in 1919 (117-141; see 
also Seidl 1968: 57 on this and Slansky 2000 on kudurrus in general) records the 
entitlement of ērib bīti shares and a field to Ibni-Ištar//Hunzû, who was already a 
kalû and a ţupšar Eanna (cf. Van Driel 2002: 72), while the same BM 77612+, 
which constitutes a unique case in which an original deed on clay has been 
preserved, records how one Bēl-šumu-iškun /[Šēlibu//Šigu‟a] was reinstated in 
prebendary rights that he had already formerly possessed, and had been lost 
following a period of major crisis (see text edition and commentary in Da Riva and 
Frahm 1999-2000: 158ff).
215
 Thus, in principle, neither VAS 1 36 nor BM 77612+ 
strictly speaking constitute assembly records, but they have been included in the 
table above because they do mention the participation in some form of gathered 
priestly personnel. Thus the former text states that a number of prebendaries were 
physically present at the sealing of the endowment act, most evidently with an 
authenticating function; we may infer that, in case the beneficiary Nabû-
mutakkil//Ēda-ēţer was not already in a prebendary status, and a preliminary 
procedure was conducted to ascertain his cultic suitability in the same way as in 
AnOr 8 48 and other gullubu-texts, it would then stand to reason that the same 
people summoned to authenticate the induction act would have been those that 
oversaw the process. Less clearly so in BM 77612+, where the prebendaries are also 
                                                             
215 The prebends assigned by the king were connected to the temple Egišhurankia of Bēlet-Ninua in 
Babylon. Note that the temple was still existent and in use until at least the first half of the second 
century BCE (Boiy 2004: 87, 91). 
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mentioned, but the very fragmentary context does not allow to suppose that in this 
case too they served functions other than the authenticating one (line rev. 15‟). 
What is however relevant about these texts is that they illuminate a primary 
role of the king in the advancement and promotion of single members of the local 
priestly elites, performed through these grants. A direct involvement of this kind 
does not seem to have been in order during the latter phase of the Neo Babylonian 
period, i.e. under the Chaldean and Achaemenid dynasties, as far as the evidence 
goes, but the . That is not to say, of course, that the king did not have a say in 
questions that regarded the cult and the prebendary service, as texts like YOS 6 10 
and PTS 2097 indeed show. The former, in particular, is a mixture of new regulations 
belonging to Nabonidus‟ first year:216 
YOS 6 10 
1. Idnà-mu-si.sá a-šú šá Idù-dingir dumu! Idù-dingir 
2. Iap-la-a a-šú šá Iden-mu dumu! Ie-gi-bi 
3. I (blank) a-šú šá Ia-šá-rid!? dumu! lúgír.lá 
4. Idnà-šešme-tin-iţ a-šú šá Išá-dnà-šu-ú lúumbisag é 
5. Inumun-ia a-šú šá Iib-na-a dumu! Ie-gi-bi 
6. I (blank) a-šú šá (blank) 
7. I (blank) a-šú šá (blank) 
8. šá ina gub-zu-šú-nu Idnà-di-i-ni-e-pu-uš lúgal un-qa-a-ti 
9. a-na <I>dnà-lugal-ùru lúsag lugal iq-bu-ú um-ma lìb-bu-ú 
10. šá ina pa-ni Idnà-níg.du-ùru gi-nu-ú a-ki-i é.sag.íl u é.zi.da 
11. a-na lúlungameš lúmuhaldimmeš ù a-ki-i lúgal-dùme šá den u dnà 
12. qaq-qa-ra-a-ti a-na lúgal-dùme šá dgašan šá unugki i-din uzugab šá udu.níta gal-i 
13. šá še-e-ri a-na qu-up-pi šá lugal ú-su-uk 6 uzugabme ù 
14. qé-me-e šá sá.dug4 a-na 
lúku4-é i-din 1 
uzuzag ka-ba-áš-ti 
15. ina uzu šá lúku4-é a-na 
Idnà-mu-giš a Idù-dingir i-din 
16. ká mu-te!-e-re-e-ti šá é.an.na a-ki-i la-bi-ri lìb-bu-ú 
17. šá ina pa-ni <I>dnà-níg.du-ùru si-i-ri šu-ku-un Idnà-dù-ùru 
18. ù Iba-la-ţu ame šá Iìr-dnà a lúì-šur gi-né-e 
19. a-na é.an.na la ir-ru-bu-‟ giš.šub.ba-šú-nu a-na Ilúgal-dù-i pi-qid 
20. še.bar pap-pa-su šá udmeš šá lugal ina é.an.na pu-uh-hi-ir 
21. u lúšu.ku6
me a-na ugu lúšu.ku6
me mah-ru-tu ina é.an.na gul-li-ib 
22. šukhi.a šá dumu.sal lugal a-na qu-up-pi šá lugal ú-su-uk 
23. ud.unugki itibára ud.28.kam mu.1.kam <I>dnà-i lugal tin.tirki 
«Nabû-šumu-ukīn/Eppeš-ilī//Eppeš-ilī, Aplāya/Bēl-iddin //Egibi, (blank)/Ašarēdu//Ţābihu, Nabû-
ahhē-bulliţ/Ša-Nabû-šū the ţupšar bīti, Zēria/Ibnāya//Egibi, PN/PN, PN/PN, in whose presence Nabû-
dīni-ēpuš, the rab unqāti, to Nabû-šarru-uşur, the ša rēš šarri, said as follows: “give the (deliveries 
for) the regular offerings to the brewers and bakers, as in the time of Nebuchadnezzar, according to 
what is given in Esagil and Ezida; and give fields to the rab banê of the Lady of Uruk as those of the 
                                                             
216 A discussions of PTS 2097 in Kleber 2008 (passim), Frame 1991 (main edition); for YOS 6 10 see 
again Kleber 2008: 258-276, 279-280, Waerzeggers and Jursa 2008: 18-19, Scheyhing 1998: 69, 
Frame 1991: 55ff, Bealulieu 1989: 118ff, San Nicolò 1941 (66-70).  
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rab banê of Bēl and Nabû. Deposit the breast cut of the mutton of the morning main meal in the 
king‟s box. Give the temple enterers six breast cuts and the flour of the regular offerings. Give one 
thick shoulder cut from the temple enterer‟s meat allowance to Nabû-šumu-līšir//Eppeš-ilī. Cover the 
double winged door of Eanna with smooth plaster, as in the time of Nebuchadnezzar. Nabû-tabni-uşur 
and Balāţu/Arad-Nabû//Şāhit-ginê shall not enter Eanna anymore; assign their prebends to the rab 
banê.217 Collect in Eanna the barley that is the pappasu belonging to the king‟s days. Initiate ten new 
fishermen in Eanna, in addition to those that are there already. Place the rations of the royal princess 
in the king‟s box.” Larsa, the 28th of Nisannu, year 1 of Nabonidus, king of Babylon.» 
The document clearly shows how the king held control over several of the aspects 
that constituted the daily routine of the cult, and he apparently could intervene at will 
to regulate the matters, and more importantly to reward (as in the case of Nabû-
šumu-līšir//Eppeš-ilī, the father of Sîn-ēreš) or to punish (as for Nabû-tabni-uşur and 
Balāţu/Arad-Nabû//Şāhit-ginê, both excluded from their prebendary service for 
unknown reasons) through the granting or withdrawing of prebendary privileges, as 
well as by ordering the consecration of new personnel. Incidentally, a comparison 
between YOS 6 10 and PTS 2097 also reveals interesting differences in the recorded 
event‟s nature, and how an assembly-text differs from a document that is simply 
witnessed: YOS 6 10 records an order that was transmitted by a state official, the rab 
unqāti, to another state official, the ša rēš šarri; the people that were present simply 
witness to the event. In PTS 2097, on the contrary, the assembly of temple enterers, 
kiništu and scribes of Eanna do act in some way: the ša rēš šarri Nabû-šarru-uşur 
relays a royal order, that is out of question, to restore the maššartu deliveries for the 
offerings of the Lady of Uruk, Nanāja, the Lady of the Rēš, Uşur-amāssu, the temple 
of Marduk and other temples, to the standards of Nabuchadnezzar‟s reign, but 
delegates its implementation to the assembled prebendaries and scribes of the 
sanctuary, who had the capacity to do so, by the (exclusive?) availability they had to 
consult and dispose of of the writing boards that registered the accounts that were 
required to perform the requested action (cf. MacGinnis 2002 on the use of such 
writing boards in Neo Babylonian Ebabbar). The assembly is thus shown in the act of 
cooperating with the royal authority in the administration of resources of common 
interest.  
 Turning back to the content of YOS 6 10, it is clear that one has to regard the 
assignments to Nabû-šumu-līšir and to the rab banê that take over the prebends of 
Balāţu and Nabû-tabni-uşur, as well as the consecration of ten new fishermen as 
                                                             
217 Scheyhing‟s remark (1998: 69 n. 44) that isqu deisgnates here not the income connected to the 
prebend, but only the service shift is not cogent at all. Cf. on the contrary Kleber 2008: 280. 
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prebendal endowments performed by the king, and they would bear the additional 
conceptual similarity, with respect to the early Neo Babylonian endowments, that 
they were granted to personnel that, to all likelihood, were already prebendaries. On 
the other hand, it seems that royal intervention or scrutiny on the deliberations about 
people to be initiated into prebendal service for the first time may have been more 
indirect and mediated by his representatives. Such is the case, for instance, of PSBA 
15 417 and AnOr 8 48, where the procedures take place in part through the agency of 
the royally appointed ša rēš šarri and the zazakku, a fact that certainly echoes the 
tight royal control on the recruitment of new personnel, a fact that Waerzeggers and 
Jursa explain through the need by the king “to keep track of elite formation in the 
provinces” (2008: 18-19); the same goes for the procedure as in AnOr 8 48, where 
the ša rēš šarri took part alongside the šatammu. The remaining pertinent records 
OIP 122 36 and YOS 7 167 do not mention the participation of the ša rēš šarri or 
officials closer to the king than the šatammu (whose recruitment, however, as said 
above, was in the royal say as well), but that does not mean that royal control did not 
take place, as we do not know whether other stages in the consecration procedure 
occurred earlier or later than those recorded; as a matter of fact, a “tablet trail” as that 
defined by Holtz (2009) whereby one is able to follow successive stages relating to 
the same case in the judicial realm are not available in the surviving evidence about 
the initiation of priests. The only one exception may be constituted by PSBA 15 417, 
where the four priests are introduced to the ša rēš šarri as having already been 
declared fit, thus requiring a final approval, in the course of an examination that most 
likely had taken place earlier. A similar case occurs in BRM 1 88, where a final 
petition for the assignment of prebendal rights is submitted to the prebendaries and 
šatammu of Emeslam in Kutha only after an assembly of specialists had already 
considered the request and granted its endorsement. What one gathers, at any rate, is 
that the members of the royal establishment closer to the king played a pivotal role, 
whereas the assemblies would generally contribute an informed opinion about cultic 
technicalities; first the candidate would approach the official in question and he, in 
turn, would refer to the assembly for advice. In AnOr 8 48 the šatammu and ša rēš 
šarri tell the assembly (that is, “the temple-enterers, the overseers [of] the brewers, 
the bakers, the butchers, the Babylonians and Urukians, the kiništu of Eanna”): 
19. (…) Idnà-dù-ùru 
20. Idi.kud-damar.utu dumu-šú a-na gu-ul-lu-bu i-na ma-har dka-ni-sur-ra a-na mah-ri-i-ni 
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21. i-bu-kam-ma ba-lu-uk-ku-nu la nu-gal-li-ib-šú pa-ni mi-il-ki-šú!-nu nu-šá-ad-gi-il-šú 
«(…) “Nabû-tabni-uşur has brought Dajjān-Marduk, his son, before us for initiation before Kanisurra; 
(however,) we will not initiate him without you(r consent), and we made him wait for your ! advice.”» 
By the same token, in YOS 7 167 the assembly hears a declaration by two witnesses, 
summoned by the šatammu from a candidate‟s extended family, that the latter is in 
possession of all the adequate requirements to be consecrated as brewer of the Lady 
of Uruk; much the same happens in OIP 122 36, where the šatammu interrogates a 
candidate‟s mother about her status, before a very high profile assembly of 
prebendaries. In both cases the gatherings do not precisely act, but it is obvious that 
their hearing the answers of the questioned invididuals should be put on the same 
level as in AnOr 8 48. We should have to believe that, in case the candidate did not 
meet the cultic standards, they could as well halt the whole proceeding. At any rate, 
it is not they who start the consecration process: the latter is triggered by a request 
presented by someone to high officials, who make background checks on the 
candidate, and in some instance interpellate groups of prebendaries for a binding 
advice. In theory we could group also CPL 036422 with these texts, as also in the 
case it records the two high officials relied on an assembly of prebendaries to 
ascertain facts about Li‟du‟s former life and rights related to the cult and the 
enjoyment of perquisites derived from it. Royal supervision may have been slightly 
more detached in this latter group of texts, and this may be explained by the 
possibility that some final approval was requested, as in PSBA 15 417, by higher 
“magnates” of the king, or by simply admitting that also the šatammu‟s own 
authority as royal representative may have sufficed to validate consecrations. 
However, what I wish to underline is that quite a precise picture of the different 
stages in the operative hierarchy can be gleaned; the assembly convenes with royal 
representatives, or anyway with high temple officials, to adjudicate requests of 
consecration in accordance with its own competences, but yet it is at the lowest level 
of it, beneath the king and his representatives in provincial centres. The hinge around 
which the whole thing revolves is the appointed official, and it is not quite surprising 
that the one who is to be found in all instances is actually the šatammu. As has been 
seen, differently than the ša rēš šarri the latter came from the ranks of the elite 
priestly families, and I suppose that, as far as inquiries into a candidate cultic 
suitability were concerned, he would have had unrestricted access to more far 
reaching networks of the knowledgeable people that would have been indeed needed. 
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That is to say, to conclude, that after all the discussion on the admission of a 
candidate into the ranks of the priesthood may still have played a relevant role on the 
local level, and that the matter was simply to negotiate with the royal authority 
through a high official. This line of reasoning, of course, holds true especially for 
Uruk. Again, on the local level there may have been differences: cf., for instance, the 
two texts BM 82732 and BM 87298 recently published by Waerzeggers (in 
Waerzeggers and Jursa 2008: 23-26, nrs. 1 and 2), both from Borsippa (reign of 
Darius): in both cases it is a board of prebendaries (in the latter text they are 
designated ērib bīti) that declares to the šatammu of Ezida that a candidate is fit for 
initiation, while in the former text the šatammu makes additional inquiries on the 
candidate‟s mother. Both texts bear the names of witnesses, who may have been the 
members of assemblies that oversaw the process, but it is anyway interesting to 
notice that, as far as these two records go, it was not the šatammu who started the 
procedure, but just received the attestation from the cultic experts. This may only be 
apparent, as we do not known whether the texts reflect the entirety of the procedure 
or just a later stage of it. At any rate, the general picture thereof needs not be 
substantially reviewed. 
 Now consider the following text from Arsacid Babylon (it has been already 
cited above): 
CT 49 144
218
 
obv. 
1. [itix ud.x.kam mu.x.kam šá ši-i mu.x.kam Iar-šá-ka-a lugal šá lúšà.tam é.sag.íl]219 
2. [u] ┌lúeki.meš lúunkin šá é.sag.íl ki┐ a-ha-meš220 
3. [i]m-mil-ku-ú u iq-bu-ú um-ma ina itiab ud.15.kam 
4. mu.1.me.29.kam šá ši-i mu.1.me.‹1›,33.kam im tah-sis-tú 
5. ina ka-re-e-nu ni-il-ta-kan šá 1 ma-na 
6. kù.babbar šid-tú šá eki u še.numun šá Iden-ad-ùru 
7. lúdub.sar ud an den.líl.lá a šá Iden-sipa-man-nu 
8. lúdub.sar ud an den.líl.lá šá ana muh-hi na-şar šá na-şar 
9. i-kul!-lu! a-na Idnà-a-ùru lúgala lúdub.sar ud an den.líl.lá 
10. a šá Idnà-dib-ud.da nu-ul-te-zi-zu 
11. u en-na a-ga-a Iden-ùru-šú lúdub.sar ud an den.líl.lá 
                                                             
218 The translation follows that of Rochberg 2010 (255-256; originally published as Rochberg 2000) 
with some minor adjustments. Note that the mentioned article is actually a republishing in a collection 
of essays of a study that appeared in 2000. 
219 This would be expected to be a plausible reconstruction of the line, by a comparison with similar 
textual materials. I am not quite sure, however, whether the number of required signs fits with average 
line length of the rest of the text. 
220 Rochberg 2010: 254 actually reads this line [u] ┌lúeki.meš lúunkin šá é.sag.íl ta┐, but that is clearly not 
what appears in Kennedy‟s drawing (1968: pl. 33). 
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12. a šá Iden-ad-ùru šá ina igi ┌šaţ┐-ri ┌it┐-tal-ku 
13. ana gab-bi u-ul-te-me-i-da-na-a-šú šá ma-┌la┐ na-şar 
14. na-┌şar┐ ma-┌su┐-ú ù a-ni-ni-┌na┐-am 
15. ni-┌it?┐-ta-mar(?) ┌šá(?)┐ ma-la ‹‹na›› na-şa-ri 
16. šá ┌na-şar┐ [ma-su]-ú u ni-ik-tal-du ana muh-hi Idnà-a-ùru 
17. šá ina igi šaţ-ri šá še.numun ù!1 ma-na kù.babbar šukhi.a 
18. šá Iden-ad-ùru.àm lúad-š[ú šá Iden-ùru-šú]  
rev. 
19. mu-a-tim! ú-maš-ša-ri ina pa-ni-šú u un-d[a?-ar?-raq?] 
20. ana tar-şi [erasure] Iden-ùru-šú mu-a-tim šá ta lìb-bi in-da-raq(!?) 
21. ina igi-ni-ni šá 1 ma-na kù.babbar šid-tú šá eki u še.numun 
22. šá ina igi šaţ-ri ta mu-us-su 
23. ta kù.babbar šá hi-ših-ti-ni ni-in-na-an-din-na-a-šú šá na-şar 
24. i-na-şar imter-se-e-tú u meš-himeš i-nam-din it-[ti] 
25. Inu.téš Imu-ra-an u Idšú-dub-še.numun a[meš] 
26. šá Iden-tin-su Iden-šešmeš-ùru Idnà-dib-ud.[da ame]š 
27. šá Iki-dšú-tin u it-‹ti› lúumbisagmeš ud an den.líl.lá 
28. šá-nu-ú-tu4 
«[It was on day x of month x of year x, that is year x, that the šatammu of Esagil and] the 
prebendaries of Esagil took council together and spoke as follows: “On the 15th of Ţebētu of year 
129 (AE), which is year 193 (SE), we had drawn up a memorandum concerning our common 
property, (namely) that one mina of silver in the rate of exchange of Babylon, as well as the 
arable land of Bēl-abu-uşur, the ţupšar Enūma Anu Enlil, son of Bēl-rimannu, the ţupšar Enūma 
Anu Enlil, which he (Bēl-abu-uşur) enjoyed for carrying out the celestial observation, we had 
assigned to Nabû-aplu-uşur, kalû and ţupšar Enūma Anu Enlil, son of Nabû-Mušētiq-uddî. Now, 
however, Bēl-uşuršu, ţupšar Enūma Anu Enlil, son of the aforementioned Bēl-abu-uşur who was 
mentioned before, having come before all of us, persuaded (?) us that he is able to make all the 
astronomical observations. We have seen that he is capable of carrying out the activity of keeping 
watch (of celestial phenomena) to its fullest extent, and we have approached the aforementioned 
Nabû-aplu-uşur, (to the effect) that the arable land and the one mina silver, (which was) the 
support ration of the said Bēl-abu-uşur, father [of ] this [Bēl-uşuršu], he (Nabû-aplu-uşur) will 
release before us and will cle[ar (of any claim)]. Regarding(?) this Bēl-uşuršu who brought the 
claim before us concerning the one mina of silver in the rate of exchange of Babylon and the 
arable land, which was mentioned before, from this year on, every year from the current one, 
from the silver of our supplies we shall give him (Bēl-uşuršu). He will carry out the celestial 
observation (i.e., produce astronomical diaries). He will provide the tersetu-tablets and almanacs 
with Lābaši, Murānu and Marduk-šāpik-zēri, sons of Bēl-bullissu, Bēl-ahhē-uşur, Nabû-mušētiq-
uddî, descendants of Itti-Marduk-balāţu and with the other ţupšar Enūma Anu Enlil.”» 
With the sole exception of BRM 1 88, this and the other texts from the Hellenistic 
period listed above belong to the wider archive of the Mušēzibu family of astrologers 
(ţupšar Enuma Anu Enlil), on the consistence and archival data of which see Jursa 
2005: 75 and nn. 494-501. CT 49 144 has been chosen here as the most 
representative of the lot, as well as the best preserved. The peculiarities of these 
texts, as well their implications about the place of astronomy/astrology in Late 
Babylonia, have been the object of some research (cf. e.g. Van der Spek 1985: coll. 
548-555, Rochberg 1993: 40ff., Oelsner 2000, Boiy 2004: 297ff, Rochberg 2004: 
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234-235, id. 2010 etc.). However, what is of interest here is rather the format and 
style in which the protocol was drafted, and the implications thereof.  
As a first consideration, I will say that certainly the document displays a 
widely different general undertone than those that have just been discussed. Other 
documents listed in the table and dated to the Hellenistic period do not constitute 
exceptions. The document represents the final stage of a procedure concerned with 
the assignment, or better the transfer, of an allowance in silver and the usufruct of a 
parcel of land to an astrologer; the duties of the latter and the need for the 
ascertaining the he possessed adequate technical competences in order to perform 
them are laid out plainly. In principle, I see no reason not to consider the allowance 
that was granted to Bēl-uşuršu as prebendal (see discussion in chapter one about 
BRM 1 88), and this and the other procedures as similar, under many respects, to the 
consecration procedures described in texts of the Neo Babylonian period. The 
practical sequence can be laid out as follows: an individual who possesses an 
inherited entitlement to a remuneration by the temple approaches the šatammu and 
prebendaries of Esagil and asks for the allowance of his father to be bestowed upon 
him. In turn, the assembly examines him and finds out that he is capable of 
performing the same service as his father, and consequently assigns him the 
allowance, thereby closing the procedures. That no inquiry was apparently conducted 
into the candidate‟s family background, or his physical and mental soundness, does 
not come as a surprise at all: such requirements were indeed paramount for those 
sacerdotal functions that implied a direct contact with the divine realm, in the form of 
the statues of the gods kept in the cella of a sanctuary, but the same, though, clearly 
did not apply to diviners, or at least not all of them, as the form of contact they 
enjoyed was an indirect one (Waerzeggers and Jursa 2008: 5). Rather, the emphasis 
would have been placed on the technical skills of the candidate; a priest may 
reasonably have been expected to learn his trade after the entrance in function, 
whereas, in order to fulfil a certainly complex task as the compiling of the 
astronomical observations and Diaries (Rochberg 2010: 251-252), competence might 
have been expected right from the beginning of the service, without, on the other 
hand, any need for a formal initiation through the gullubu rite. 
 Now, however, while in the Neo Babylonian period the capacity to grant 
election to priestly posts, and the release of resources belonging to the temple in the 
form of a prebendal income, seem to have been shared between a number of players 
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at the very least, i.e. the crown, its representatives vested with executive powers, and 
the assemblies guarding the cultic aspect of the matter, I feel that a text like CT 49 
144 suggests that in fact during the Hellenistic period the availability to use such a 
discretionary power was more balanced in favour of the assemblies. Of course a 
number of objections could be opposed to this view: a) that the protocol, as said, 
reflects only the ultimate stage of a procedure whose precise details, especially those 
of the earlier stages, escape us b) that the difference between this and the Neo 
Babylonian texts may as well have been formal rather than substantial c) that it 
would not be cautious to draw conclusions from such a limited number of texts. Now 
the latter may hold water, but as for the former two objections it may be submitted 
that the very nature of the protocol as a final statement would have provided for all 
the details that had occurred earlier; if there had been some kind of interference by 
the royal establishment, I assume the protocol would have mentioned it. I come to 
the point: in the form it was preserved, the record displays at least a couple of notable 
features that Neo Babylonian counterparts do not show: 1) the candidate did not 
approach the šatammu separately, nor any other official. He simply presented himself 
before šatammu and prebendaries of Esagil in a joint meeting, and to them, as a 
collegiate entity, submitted his request; they conducted together the inquiry into his 
professional profile, they jointly emitted a verdict. It seems as though the board of 
prebendaries did not simply offer counselling on cultic or, in this case, technical 
details, but rather that they had a say in the whole election procedure, jointly with the 
šatammu. If we regard the latter, as it has been done above, as a potentially more 
independent position than it was in the Neo Babylonian period, we would get the 
picture of an assembled temple community that held an authority over the 
management of its own resources that was almost completely removed from the 
royal sphere of intervention. This is also reflected in the phrasing of the text, which is 
all formulated in the first person plural; all provisions are phrased accordingly, and 
there is even a mention to “our common property”. By the same token, one could go 
as far as to say that, at least as we can get from these Arsacid period documents, that 
the king was not interested any more in keeping an active eye on the recruitment of 
new elite personnel and on elite formation. As it shall be seen in the next chapter, 
however, this may reflect the political conditions of the period, and a new Arsacid 
policy unfavourable towards the Esagil community, that may have brought the kings 
to place no interest on these aspects of its everyday life. However, as said, BRM 1 88 
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constitutes a similar kind of evidence, this time from the Seleucid period; although 
the procedure described there was slightly different from those recorded by CT 49 
144 and related texts, the general tone of the document is utterly the same: a collegial 
body of šatammu and prebendaries of Emeslam is approached jointly, this time by a 
sub-assembly by means of a written document, and they too release a joint decision 
to grant the request for the assignment of an allowance, which is similarly phrased in 
the first person plural. No mention of any involvement by the crown or other 
intermediate powers is mentioned. 
4.3.2.2 Agricultural holdings 
A trend not unlike those highlighted for the administration of justice and the 
management of the access to priestly positions is to be observed, in the passage from 
the Neo to the Late Babylonian period, also in the administration of communal 
agricultural holdings. It must be stressed, of course, that considering the archival 
provenance of the documents that form the basis of this discussion, “communal” may 
as well be replaced with “temple” (besides, a concept such as that of communal land 
is almost impossible to trace for this period, and it may be surmised it did not exist at 
all: Jursa 2010: . It is well known that during the sixth and early fifth century one of 
the most serious problems the temple administrators had to cope with was the 
chronic shortage of manpower to cultivate the extensive temple estates of arable 
land; from time to time the temple sought to carry on the work relying on its own 
resources, but for long periods it was found preferable to rely on the services of 
(general) contractors that would assume the entrepreneurial risks of providing for the 
cultivation of vast tracts of land in exchange for a fixed yield of barley and dates, 
established in advance.
221
 This may have constituted a heavy burden indeed, and the 
contractor would be expected to use whatever means it took to reach the target yield, 
including subletting land, hiring supplementary workforce in addition to the usually 
meagre one provided by the temple administration etc.; the possibility further exists, 
that some of these entrepreneurs were actually forced to assume such risks (a full 
prosopography of these individuals is in Kümmel 1979: 103-106). Furthermore, and 
demonstrably, the temple‟s demands and expectations in terms of the required 
amount to be provided were never practically met, as was the case, e.g., of the tenure 
                                                             
221 The subject has been extensively studied over time. See Wünsch 2010: 43-44, Jursa 2010: 27, 
193ff with footnotes, Van Driel 1999: 216ff, Jursa 1995: 85ff, Cocquerillat 1968. 
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of Šumu-ukīn/Bēl-zēri//Basia as general contractor of Eanna (Jankovic in Jursa 2010: 
426-427); this can be documented especially for sixth and early fifth century Uruk.  
As far as the scope of the present study goes, it is of some interest to find out 
who actually performed the leasing of the land on the institutional side. A certain 
number of contracts have been preserved, again from Uruk, that show how the 
leasing of land would be usually performed by high temple officials, if not by the 
king himself (Kleber 2008: 53-56 has a recollection of materials, with previous 
literature on the subject, especially for Uruk); the texts would usually record the 
address of the applying lessee and the assignment of the land thereof, and then 
conclude with the names of the authorities introduced by a ina ušuzzi clause and, 
further, the names of usually few witnesses labelled as mukinnū. The authorities 
would include both officials recruited among the local elites, as the šatammu, royal 
“outsiders” as the qīpu, and sometimes other authorities as the bēl piqnēti. It thus 
seems evident that the power to authorize and oversee such transactions remained in 
the hands of a few select individuals at the highest administrative levels. TCL 13 182 
thus stands out as a remarkable exception to this rule of thumb, as a proposal by Bēl-
gimilanni/Dajjān-ēreš, who was an acting ša muhhi quppi of Eanna, made to qīpu, 
šatammu and ša rēš šarri to assume the entrepreneurial risk of the sūtu, was by the 
latter relayed to an assembly “of Babylonians and Urukians, the temple enterers of 
Ištar of Uruk and the kiništu of Eanna”: 
15. (…) Iden-sum-na Idpalil-lugal-ùru u Iba-ri-ki-dingir ki-i qí-bít Iden-šu-an-ni 
16. i-na unkin lúdumume tin.tirki u lúunugki-a-a lúku4-é 
dinnin unugki u lúki-niš-ti šu-ut é.an.na 
17. iq-bu-ú 5 mu.an.na 10 lim gur še.bar 12 lim gur zú.lum.ma ina edin a-na na-da-a-ni a-na níg.ga 
é.an.na 
18. ugu-šú iš-ku-nu 
«Bēl-iddina, Nergal-šarru-uşur and Bāriki-ili spoke to the assembly of Babylonians and Urukians, the 
temple enterers of Ištar of Uruk and the kiništu of Eanna, according to Bēl-gimilanni‟s proposal, (and 
they) entrusted to him the 10.000 kur of barley and the 12.000 kur of dates from the countryside to 
give to the treasury of Eanna for five years» 
Bēl-gimilanni was moreover granted the same conditions that also the former 
contractor Gimillu had requested before relinquishing his lease („give me 400 
farmers, 600 oxen and 1.000 kur of barley for seed, and I will deliver 10.000 kur of 
barley and 12.000 kur of dates; otherwise, I will not deliver (them). Give the sūtu to 
whomever you wish!‟, lines 7-9; cf. Jankovic in Jursa 2010: 427). I find it quite 
difficult to explain why in this specific case such an unusual procedure was 
undertaken. It may have had to do with the specific conditions of the sūtu 
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arrangement current at the time, and with the fact that the former contractor was the 
notoriously corrupt oblate Gimillu, whose wrongdoings in part also ultimately 
determined the Eanna archive to be sorted out and, for us, end (he had as well 
concealed from the administration of Eanna the imittu promissory notes on dates 
gardening; cf. e.g. TCL 13 181, Jankovic in Jursa 2010: 420-421), or, either, with the 
fact that a decision had to be made between two concurring proposals (that of Bēl-
gimilanni and that of Gimillu). What is sure is that, to my knowledge, such a 
composite assembly whose opinion had been requested on the assignment of the sūtu 
lease is not to be found again in other texts dealing with the lease of land to private 
or institutional entrepreneur. On the other hand, as has been seen, at the small village 
level elders had the capacity to negotiate with city authorities or assume obligations 
on behalf of the communities they represented, as in BE 8 80 or Camb 19, although 
both texts do not specifically have to do with the lease or the management of land, 
but rather with the maintenance or use of irrigation works. 
Check now the following shortlist of Hellenistic documents dealing with land issues 
from an institutional standpoint: 
Table 17 
Place and Date Authority Description Attestation 
Babylon/Larsa
? // 
09 Alexander IV (= 
308/307 BCE) 
PN lúnam šá é.lugal 
tin.tirki; lúunkin šá 
é.babbar.ra 
A verdict is passed by an 
official over a controversy 
surrounding temple land 
between the governor of the 
royal treasury and the kiništu 
of Ebabbar 
BM 68610 (Porter 
Travels II pl. 77) 
Babylon // XII.38 
SE (= 15.III–14.IV 
274 BCE) 
lúmu-ma-„i-ir kur uriki 
u lúpaq-dume[š] šá 
lugal; lúdumumeš eki 
Babylonians travel to Seleucia 
to meet with the 
representatives of the king and 
the satrap; afterwards, some 
kind of taxation is introduced 
on fields and cattle belonging 
to Babylonians, Kutheans and 
Borsippeans. The fields are 
specified to have been given 
on a royal order for the 
sustenance of the same 
citizens some year earlier 
AD 1 -273B: 34‟-
38‟ 
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Babylon // 13.VII.46 
SE 
PN lúšà.tam é.sag.íl u 
┌lúe┐ki.meš lúunkin šá 
é.sag.íl 
The šatammu and 
prebendaries direct the rent 
farmer Murānu to seize back 
dates inappropriately taken by 
the Kutheans; provisions for 
the starting of a preliminary 
accusatory protocol are 
probably taken 
CT 49 115222 
Babylon // [49/50 
SE] 
PN lúšà.tam é.sa[g.gíl 
PN] lúpaq-du šá Ini-
ka-nu-ru ┌ù┐ [lúeki.meš] 
lúunkin šá é.sag.gíl 
The issuing of a quantity of 
silver from the sūtu rent for 
rations is ordered by the 
šatammu, the prebendaries 
and the deputy of Nikanor to 
Murānu 
CT 49 118 
Babylon // 11.IX.54 
SE 
PN1 
lúšà.tam é.sag.gíl 
lúad šá PN2 
lúšà.tam 
é.s[ag.gíl] PN3 
lúpaq-
du šá Ini-ka-nu?-ru? u 
lúeki.meš lúunkin šá 
é.sag.gíl 
The issuing of a quantity of 
barley from the sūtu rent for 
rations is ordered by the 
šatammu, the prebendaries 
and the deputy of Nikanor to 
Murānu 
CT 49 123/122/182 
Babylon // 10.IX.59 
SE 
PN lúš[à.tam] 
é.sag.gíl u lúeki.meš 
lúunkin šá é.sag.gíl 
The issuing of a quantity of 
silver from the sūtu rent for 
rations is ordered by the 
šatammu and  the 
prebendaries to Murānu 
CT 49 128 
Babylon // - 
lúunkin šá 
┌é┐.sa[g].g[íl] 
Partially broken letter of the 
prebendaries of Esagil 
concerning the rations of a 
deceased astrologer that were 
to be paid out of  the sūtu rent 
CT 49 181 
Babylon // 8.XII.75 
SE (21.III.236 BCE) 
lúšà.[tam é.sag.gil]; 
lúeki.meš lúunkin šá 
é.sag.gil; lúunkin šá 
eki.meš 
Declaration of the šatammu to 
the prebendaries of Esagil 
concerning the status of an 
estate held jointly with 
Kutheans and Borsippeans, a 
royal gift (see below) 
MMA 86.11.299 
(“Lehmann” text) 
 
Now similar observations as put forward above about the court protocols dealing 
with the astrologers could, in principle, repeated here. We must, of course, consider 
the possibility that the fact that actions and decisions appear as made jointly simply 
stem from, banally, source bias; in principle, documents from the Hellenistic period 
may have reflected a situation very similar to that of the Neo Babylonian period as 
documented mainly from Uruk, or it could reflect a local variance. Yet, if we keep to 
                                                             
222 Text editions and translations of the CT 49 Abu-ul-īde archive draw substantially from Jursa 2006. 
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the letter of the texts belonging to the Murānu dossier, the šatammu and the 
prebendaries of Esagil spoke as a single unit, with no true difference of rank or 
executive capabilities spelled out anywhere. Consider for instance CT 49 115, that 
has already been quoted above: 
1. [ina i]ti┌du6
┐ ud.13.kám mu.46.kám Ian-ti-┌‟-ku-su┐ 
2. u Ian-ti-‟i-ku-su a-šú lugal šá Imu-ra-nu a Iumun-tin-su 
3. lú┌nagar u5
┐ a-na Iden-dù lúšà.tam é.sag.íl 
4. u ┌lúe┐ki-meš  lúunkin šá é.sag.íl iq-bu-ú 
5. um-ma ┌zu.lum┐.ma šá ana padhi.a  lúeki-meš  ┌u-še┐-la-a 
6. ta gi[šbá]n šá uruza-┌zal?-lu┐? šá ana muh-hi <<mu>><a> ┌engur gú.du8-ú-a
┐ 
7. šá mu.[30+]10+4.kam lúg[ú.du8.a]-ú-a ana muh-hi pa-ni-ku-nu 
8. ┌x┐ [x x x (x)] it-ta-šu-ú zú.lum.ma mu-tì 
9. mun-na-an u4-mu šu-ú 
Iden-dù lúšà.tam é.sag.[íl] 
10.  u lúeki.meš  lúunkin šá é.sag.íl ┌a┐-na 
11. Imu-ra-nu a Iumun-tin-su iq-bu-ú um-ma 
12. a-ni-ni gišbán šá lúgú.du8-u-ú-a u[l x x x]  
13. a-ni-ni gišbán at-tu-ú-n[u] ┌x x x┐ [x x x] 
14.  ki-i zú.lum.ma at-tu[-ú-nu (gišbán) šá mu.44.]kam 
lo.e. ┌iš┐-šu-ú e-┌si-ra┐-[šu-nu-tú x x x x x x] 
16.  [zú].lum.ma šá lúenmeš giš[bánmeš x x x x x] 
rev. [x (x) lúe]nmeš gišbánm[eš x x x] ┌ù┐ i ┌x x┐ [(x x x)] 
18. [at-tu]- ┌ú┐-nu e-ţer 10-ú [x x x x x] ┌x┐ [x x] 
19.  [má]m-ma ┌lú┐[enga]r? ù lúen gišbán šá [a-na lúgú.d]u8.a-
┌ú┐-[a] 
20.  i-din-nu lúmu-ki-in-nu-tú ina kan-┌gu┐ [š]u-uţ-ri 
21. a-na lúgú.du8.a-ú-a ul ni-na-din 
(seal impressions without labels) 
«(It was) on day 13, month VII of year 46, Antiochus and Antiochus, his son, kings, that Murānu, son 
of Bēl-bullissu, the carpenter of the rukūbu-boat, said to Bēl-ibni, the šatammu of Esagil, and to the 
Babylonians, the prebendaries of Esagil: “regarding the dates which I brought upstream for the rations 
of the Babylonians − set off these dates against the sūtu rent of the village of Zazallu(?) which is on 
the Kutha-canal (?), which the Kutheans have [taken(?) and] carried off at your expense in the year 
44.” On that day Bēl-ibni, the šatammu of Esagil, and the Babylonians, the prebendaries of Esagil said 
to Murānu, the son of Bēl-bullissu: „we [have/shall] not [take(n)] the sūtu-rent of the Kutheans, but we 
[(certainly) have/shall take(n)] our own sūtu-rent. If they have indeed carried off our dates, [the sūtu-
rent of] year [44], then take it back [from them ...] the dates which the rent-farmers [...] the rent 
farmers [...] and ... pay our [...] The tithe [...] Write down a witnessed report on any ploughman(?) or 
rent-farmer who has given (anything) to the Kutheans. We are not going to give (anything) to the 
Kutheans.”» 
This and other documents show how the Babylonian community could take a 
(collective) stance in the defence of its holdings. Indeed, the Hellenistic period in 
general seems to have been one when confiscation or taxation of city and temple 
estates would happen with a certain frequency, in a sort of puzzling game of give and 
take (cf. Van der Spek 1993a: 64ff., 76-77). BM 68610 shows one of such 
controversies, recording a kind of lawsuit argued between the kiništu of Ebabbar (it 
is difficult to say whether of Larsa or Sippar: cf. Van der Spek 1992: 241-242 and n. 
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27, Joannès 2006: 113 and n. 28) and the governor of the royal treasury (residing in 
Babylon, where the text was probably drafted: cf. Van der Spek 1992: 241 and n. 28, 
but Joannès 2006: 113ff has “governor of [the town]  Bīt-šar-Bābili”) over estates 
belonging to the temple that the latter had confiscated. The suit probably ended with 
a compromise between the two parties, whereby the Ebabbar would retain nominal 
property of the estate, half of the yield of which would anyway be given to the 
treasury (the event is possibly to be connected to the dire needs of Seleucus I during 
the hostilities against Antigonus: cf. Boiy 2004: 134-135, Van der Spek 1986: 117-
118 and 209ff with text edition). Two more instances of the temple community 
defending its privileges may be perhaps read in the account provided by AD 1 -
273B: 34‟-38‟ of events that, to all likelihood, saw new taxes imposed on the 
Babylonian by the satrap on the king‟s instruction, on land and cattle that the latter 
had previously assigned to Babylonians, Borsippeans and Kutheans for their 
sustenance (Van der Spek 1986: 212-215; id. 1993a: 67-70; id. 1993b: 98-99); the 
Babylonians then went up to Seleucia, although it is not stated for which purpose, 
that must have anyway been that of arguing against such a decision (cf. Capdetrey 
2007: 347-354; Del Monte 1997: 33-35; van der Spek 1993a: 67ff.). One more 
instance may perhaps be seen in the s.-c. “Lehmann” text MMA 86.11.299.223 It is 
known that temples could enlarge their agricultural holdings through purchase, 
confiscation or royal grants. During the Seleucid period, besides that of Antiochus I 
hinted to in the Astronomical Diary mentioned above, there occurred one more of 
such grants, the renown Antiochus II and Laodice grant. The Lehmann text deals 
precisely with that, being a report on the status of the temple estates, that can 
probably be assigned to the later Esagil archive (cf. Jursa 2005: 74 n. 486 and id. 
1998: 73-74): 
MMA 86.11.299 = s.c. Lehmann-text; originally 8.XII.75 SE (21.III.236 BCE) 
Obv. 
1. ituše u4.8.kám mu.75.kám 
I┌se-lu┐-ku lugal šá Idu.gur.sùh.sur-ru lúšà.[tam é.sag.gil] 
2. a šá Iden.dù ana lúeki.meš lúunkin šá é.sag.gil iq-bu-ú u[m-ma-a] 
3. Ian-ti-‟-uk-su lugal şi-bu-ta ┌x x┐ šàmeš i-te-ep-šá an-na ┌meš?┐ ┌x x┐ 
4. mim-ma šá Ian-ti-‟-uk-su ad-šú u Ise-lu-ku ad.ad-šú lugal i-┌x x x┐ [x] 
                                                             
223 The text (MMA 86.11.229, with a duplicate BM 47926) owes its name to C.F. Lehmann-Haupt, 
who provided a first partial publication in an article dealing with a different issue (Lehmann 1892: 330 
nn. 1-2). For a more up-to-date edition of the text see Van der Spek 1986: 241-248 (text nr. 11); 
English translations and commentaries in Sherwin-White and Kuhrt 1993: 128-129 and Van der Spek 
1993a: passim (especially 69 and 76).  
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5. še.numunmeš šá é ra-ma-ni-šú šá li-met eki u bar.sìpki šá ina 15 u 150 
6. šá ídud.kib.nun.ki u še.numunmeš šá a-na ku-mu şib-tu4 šá é.lugal u mim-ma šá 
┌x x┐ x šu-gu-
r[a-„] 
7. a-na flu-da-ke-e d[a]m-šú Ise-lu-ku u Ian-ti-‟-uk-su ameš-šú ┌id┐-din-n[u-„] 
8. flu-da-ke-e dam-šú Is[e-l]u-ku u Ian-ti-‟-uk-su ameš-šú ana ┌lú┐eki.meš 
9. ┌lú┐bar.sìpki.meš lúgu.du8.a
meš [i]t-tan-nu-„ u iš-ţu-ru-„ šá 10-ú šá buru14
meš 
10. [i-n]a ┌še┐.numunmeš an-ne-e-tú gál-ú [ 
(huge gap) 
18. ma-la šá ana lúen še.numunmeš an-[ne-e-tú 
Rev.  
1. [...] 
2. flu-da-ke-e dam-šú Ise-lu-ku u [Ian-ti-‟]-┌ku┐-su ameš-šú e-peš ┌sig7
? x┐meš 
3. gar-mameš lúeki.meš ‹še›.numun-šú-nu dam-qa-tu4 li-iz-zak-ru še.numun
meš an-né-e-tu4 
4. gab-bi lìb-bu mim-ma šá lúeki.meš lúbar.sìpki.meš u gu.du8.a
┌ki┐meš a-na u4-mu 
5. an-na-a ‹še›.numun lu-„ li-┌iz┐-zi-za-šú-nu-tu a-na u4-mu şa-a-tu4 
lúeki.meš gab-bi 
6. šá še.numunmeš iş-bat-tu-„ ┌e┐-du ina é ┌qan┐-ni-šú lìb-bu-ú mim-ma šá a-na u4-mu an-na-a 
7. ┌še┐.numun lu-„ li-iz-zi-za-┌šú-nu┐-tú a-na u4-mu şa-a-tu4 u ki-[i] 
lúunkin šá eki.meš 
8. ┌ù┐ ki-┌i┐ina é qan-numeš u ki-i lúérinmeš ina é qan-nimeš še.numunmeš ana/šá? lú[x]-mu 
9. id-din-nu-„-ma [ 
10. [broken] 
11. [broken] 
12. [broken] 
13. [broken] 
14. [……………..] a-na u4-mu şa-a-tú 
┌lìb┐-bu-ú šá na.rú.a an-na-a šaţ-ri šá na4.rú.a al [……] 
15. [broken] 
16. [……………..] damar.utu dag du.gur u dingirmeš galmeš [......] 
17. [broken] 
18. [broken] 
19. [broken] 
20. [broken] 
21. [broken] 
22. [broken] 
23. [broken] 
24. [broken] 
25. [.................] mu.139.kám Ian-ti-‟-uk-[su lugal ………….] 
«(It was) on day 8 of Addaru, year 75, Seleucus king, that Nergal-‹ina›-tēšî-ēţer/Bēl-ibni, the 
ša[tammu of Esagil], spoke as follows to the Babylonian prebendaries of Esagil: “King Antiochus had 
taken care of business [concerning the fi]elds, (and) certainly [ … … ]; everything that his father 
Antiochus and his grandfather Seleucus, the kings, had [taken?], the arable land from his own 
holdings, that is in the vicinity of Babylon and Borsippa, and lies on the right and left of the 
Euphrates, and the arable land that in lieu of the şibtu-tax levied by the bīt šarri and everything that [ 
… ] was …? he gave to Laodice, his wife, and to Seleucus and Antiochus, his sons. Laodice, his wife, 
and Seleucus and Antiochus, his sons, gave them to the citizens of Babylon, Borsippa and Kutha; they 
wrote that one tenth of the harvest there is from these fields [ … break of about seven lines … ] … 
everything that to the owners? of these fields … [first line rev. missing]. Laodice his wife, Seleucus 
and Antiochus his son, the production? of …  established. May the Babylonians plead!? for their own 
land! All this arable land, according to everything the citizens of Babylon, Borsippa and Kutha (have?) 
today, the arable land, may they possess it forever! All the Babylonians who have taken possession of 
the fields, everyone separately with their own parcel, according to everything that today (is valid?), the 
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arable land, may they possess it forever! And when the Assembly of the Babylonians, either from 
their own? parcels, or when the workmen from their own? parcels they will give land to the …? [four 
lines and a half are broken] …forever, according to this stele inscribed on stone [ …. one more broken 
line] … Marduk, Nabû, Nergal and the Great Gods … [eight more broken lines … ] … Year 139, 
Antioch[us king].» 
The full implications of the document remain partly shadowy, due to its highly 
incomplete state of preservation and lack of a modern edition, but its general 
background is not beyond reach: the royal family (queen Laodice and her two sons) 
turned to the same citizen communities of Babylon, Borsippa and Kutha estates that 
had been given them by the king (incidentally, it can be observed how a high official 
of Babylon had the power to act on behalf of other communities: this reflects, I 
suppose, the layout of the provincial administration and the relative hierarchy of the 
sanctuaries as can be found in the Neo Babylonian period); it can be envisaged that 
the implementation of the technical aspects of the grant required some paperwork 
and negotiations. From this point of view, it would not be unlikely that the šatammu 
himself, and perhaps the “ten and the fifteen”, conducted them; by the same token, 
the delegation that went forward to Seleucia as recorded in AD -273B: 34‟-38‟ may 
have been composed by high ranking members of the temple community. Certainly, 
one might ask on which juridical basis the land was to be given; Van der Spek 
(1993a: 74-75) assumed the three mentioned civic communities, Babylonians, 
Borsippeans and Kutheans, can be simply identified, when it comes to the specific 
institutions that handled the negotiations on behalf of the cities and materially 
received the land grant, with the main temples of the respective cities and the 
assemblies of šatammus and prebendaries thereof. In principle, this would be in 
accordance with the same line of reasoning that I have been expounding above on the 
fact that the notion of “citizens” of any given city can be conceptually superimposed 
to some or all of the institutions and constituencies of the same city, including the 
assemblies; furthermore, it would also comply with Van der Spek‟s assumption that 
the temples and their institutions represented the highest political authorities in the 
cities during the Hellenistic period (Van der Spek 1987: 62-64). This vision needs 
not be challenged here, and perhaps can help to explain the mention of a 
lú
unkin šá 
e
ki.meš
 occurring at rev. 7; according to what I have been arguing in chapter I, this 
institution should in theory be understood as “the assembly of the Babylonians”, 
rather than just an expression equivalent to the customary 
lú
e
ki.meš
 
lú
unkin šá é.sag.íl 
(pace Boiy 2004: 203). What place did such an assembly hold in the context of the 
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land grant? I would say that the possibility that this must simply be taken to refer to 
the entirety of the Babylonians that had acquired ownership rights to the land in 
question cannot be ruled out, and as such the designation could be paired with the 
lú
e
ki.meš
 gab-bi of line rev. 5, appearing in the same context. If a more cogent juridical 
status for the 
lú
unkin šá eki.meš is to be envisaged, I would then argue that this should 
represent other civic constituencies, including perhaps free men not attached to the 
temple (i.e., the mār banê), that possibly benefited from the land grant as well 
through assignments of individual plots, and whose interests were represented and 
brokered by the highest political instance, the šatammu and prebendaries of Esagil, 
thereby reconstituting a coherent picture. Certainly, the extremely fragmentary state 
of the text and the vast number of lines missing on the reverse does not allow to 
speculate further than this. At any rate, if any credibility is to be attached to such a 
reconstruction, then this would once more underscore the capacity of a Late 
Babylonian temple board to represent at the highest level the entirety (or a wider 
segment) of the citizenship. 
One final aspect of the Lehmann text must not been overlooked: the surviving 
version is actually a copy drawn in 139 SE, at the time of Antiochus IV: as such the 
text, that had been originally inscribed on stone, may have been circulated as a form 
of memorandum reminding the local elites and the king of their rights and 
possession, or may have been circulated as a pamphlet to rally opposition against a 
new land confiscation. The instalment of the Greek polity may have loomed in the 
background, for which land may have been required to be assigned to Greek 
colonists (Van der Spek 1993a: 74, id. 1987: 68). 
4.3.3 Record keeping 
Quite naturally, the temple administration held an extensive activity of record 
keeping, often on wooden writing boards covered with wax. A handful of records of 
proceedings show that collective gatherings would access the administration files for 
a number of purposes; this obvious capacity may be seen as a corollary of  the 
assemblies‟ deeds. Older registers could be consulted e.g. to implement the 
restoration of older cultic standards, to update a register of personnel in case of the 
consecration of a new priest; in the case of BM 113249, the documents to which a 
royal envoy required access on behalf of the king were the inscriptions of earlier 
kings, that were kept in Eanna. In some more texts direct access to registers and 
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archives is not openly mentioned, but we may be fairly sure that it took place. As has 
been seen, no mention of that action occurs YOS 6 10, whereas it does in PTS 2097: 
we may assume, however, that the implementation of both royal orders entailed the 
same actions as a response; a fundamental difference lies between the two texts, i.e. 
that YOS 6 10 just records the delivery of the royal prescript, while PTS 2097, an 
assembly text, records the issuing of a similar order and its outcome, carried out in 
response by the clergy and administration of Eanna. By the same token, YOS 6 71/72 
(cf. Frame 1991), records a clarification provided by a broad assembly of 
prebendaries and elders of Eanna to the ša rēš šarri, who had interpellated them at 
the urging of  the royal prince (23.VIII.06 Nbn). The assembly replied on why the 
cultic kusītu-garment of Eanna was being withheld and was not being provided to a 
smaller sanctuary of the City-of-Bēltia; historical precedents are cited as the source 
and reason of the withholding. Now certainly it must provided for the possibility that  
someone remembered the relevant facts by memory, but the possibility also exists 
that a record of such instances was physically being kept in the temple archives. 
Another case in which the recourse to archival records may be posited, finally, is that 
related by CPL 036422: it is conceivable that, when asked to provide information on 
Li‟du‟s profile, the assembly of prebendaries may have consulted earlier record 
tracks related to her and especially her late husband Šumu-ukīn; this, as least, seems 
what can be gathered by the response of the prebendaries and mār banê, who recall 
past rights to the enjoyment of shares to the harû ritual. Access to administration 
files and records may certainly be deemed as one of the ways gathered elites could 
respond to diverse situations, especially when carrying out royal directives.  
Table 18 
Place and 
Date 
Authority Description Attestation 
Uruk // 28.I.01 
Nbn 
rab unqāti, ša rēš 
šarri bēl piqitti 
ajakki; 5-7 PNs 
The rab unqāti relays an order to the ša rēš 
šarri about a number of cultic issues, 
including that to restore deliveries to 
brewers and bakers at the same standards 
as in the time of Nebuchadnezzar, 
according to Esagil and Ezida standards. 
Access to registers may have occurred 
later, along the same lines as in PTS 2097 
YOS 6 10 
Uruk // 2.III.01 
Nbn 
ša rēš šarri; ┌lú┐ku4-é 
lúki-na-al-ti ù 
The ša rēš šarri relays a royal order to 
once again restore the maššartu deliveries 
PTS 2097 
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lúumbisagmeš šá 
é.an.na 
of Eanna to standards of the time of 
Nebuchadnezzar. The assembly consults 
earlier registers and starts the procedure 
Uruk // 
23.VIII.06 Nbn 
ša rēš šarri; 
lútin.tirki.meš lúunugki-a-
a lúigimeš lúku4-é u 
lúki-
na-al-tú šá é.an.na 
The ša rēš šarri urges an assembly to 
provide explanations about the 
withholding of a cultic garment. It is likely 
that the answer that was provided was 
again based on older registers of the time 
of Nebuchadnezzar, although this is not 
explicitly stated 
YOS 6 
71/72 
Uruk // 
14.X.05 Cyr 
šatammu; ša rēš 
šarri; lúku4-é 
dinnin 
u[nugki lúdumu.dùmeš] 
ù lúki-niš-ti 
[é.an].na 
Counseling is provided by an assembly 
over a case of apparent cultic 
infringement; as the case was connected to 
shares enjoyed in a ritual by a person who 
had died years earlier, the recourse to past 
records is possible 
CPL 036422 
Uruk // 
29.VI.03 Camb 
šatammu; lútin.tirki.meš 
ú lúunugki-a-a lúki-niš-
tu4; messenger of the 
king and of the šākin 
ţēmi of Babylon 
The šatammu urges prebendaries of Eanna 
to show old stelae and royal inscriptions 
set up in the sanctuary to a royal envoy 
BM 113249 
 
It is known that the temples housed copies of old inscriptions. As an example, a part 
of Berossus‟ Babyloniaka may be quoted: Van der Spek (2008: 296ff.) was able to 
demonstrate that his description of Nebuchadnezzar‟s palace draws almost verbatim 
from the s.-c. Basalt Stone inscription, by the same king. He most certainly had a 
copy of  the inscription available. The Lehmann text copy, on the other hand, may be 
counted among “live” property deeds, not of a single institution, but more of them, 
and as such it would have been well guarded in temple archives. 
4.3.4 Cultic counselling 
Considering what has emerged so far about the prevalent character and role of the 
constituents of assemblies, it should come as no surprise that assembled 
constituencies, especially those tied to the temple, could be the recipients of royal 
directives relating to the cult, or could themselves perform actions or make decisions 
bearing on the same subject. It should of course be reminded that a number of texts 
simply record cultic activities of single constituencies that performed them in their 
priestly capacity: such is the case, e.g., of YOS 3 6, Çağirgan and Lambert 1991-93: 
93ff., YOS 7 20 etc; at the same time, many of these documents will share some 
common features with texts that I have subsumed in other categories as the 
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administrative one or the record-keeping one. Such overlappings must be borne in 
mind, and they simply stem from the impossibility (and the lack of any actual need, I 
may add), already outlined above, to attain fully discrete textual categories. 
Table 19 
Place and Date Authority Description Attestation 
Uruk
? // unknown 
lúšà.tam lúku4-é
┌meš?┐ u 
lúki-niš-ti šá é.an.na 
s.-c. Kalenderbrief: five senders 
urge the šatammmu and clergy of 
Eanna to conform the 
performance of rites in Eanna to 
the insertion of intercalary 
Addāru 
YOS 3 152 
Sippar // Nbn 
ši-bu-ut uru dumumeš 
tin.tir
ki
 
Nabonidus avails himself of the 
supervision of elders and 
scholars to carry out restoration 
works on Ebabbar 
VAB 4: nr. 6, 254 
col. I 32 
Uruk // Nbn? 
lúunugki-a-a lúab.bameš 
u lú┌tur?┐meš; 10 15 
lúši-bu-tú ù lúki-niš-ti 
The king urges the Urukians to 
show an unnamed temple 
chamber to a messenger of his; 
then advises the “ten and fifteen” 
to go to him 
YOS 3 6 
Uruk // 02.III.01 
Nbn 
See table above PTS 2097 
Uruk // 23.VIII.06 
Nbn 
See table above YOS 6 71/72 
Akkad // 15.XII.04 
Cyr 
unkin 
Standard offerings to Mār-Bīti of 
Ešnunna at the time of 
Nebuchadnezzar are argued by 
some citizens 
Stigers 1976: nr. 
6 
Uruk // 14.X.05 
Cyr 
See table above CPL 036422 
Uruk // 15.IV.08 
Cyr 
unkin lúqí-pa-a-nu ù 
dumu.dù-ime 
The assembly of qīpānu and mār 
banê hears a deposition 
concerning the performance of 
the lilissu ritual in Larsa in 
connection with an eclipse 
Boissier 1926: 
13-17 (RA 23) 
Uruk // 18.IV.08 
Cyr 
PNs šá i-na ú-šú-uz-
zi-šú-nu 
A number of kalûs makes a 
statement concerning the 
performance of the same cultic 
action as in Boissier 1926: 13-17 
YOS 7 71 
Uruk // 29.VI.03 
Camb 
See table above BM 113249 
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It is quite clear, I think, that besides the more administration-related cultic concerns 
as evident, for instance, in the practice of record-keeping as discussed above, even in 
the cultic domain proper correct and timely performance were prioritized, and that 
that was concern of both royal and local authorities. Such is the case, e.g., for the 
„Kalnederbrief‟ YOS 3 152, that relayed a royal advice on the cultic calendar to the 
šatammu and priests of Eanna: 
(1) im Idamar.utu-sur (2) Imu-še-zib-damar.utu (3) Iki-na-a Idnà-mu-dù (4) Imu-še-zib-
damar.utu (5) u Idnà-tin-iţ (6) a-na lúšà.tam (7) lúku4-é
┌meš?┐ (8) u lúki-niš-ti (9) šá é.an.na 
(10) šeš-e-ni dnà [u d]utu (11) a-na šeš-e-ni (12) lik-ru-bu (13) a-mat lugal (14) ši-i (15) itiše 
di-ir (16) par-şi-ku-nu (17) ina itiše šá it-┌ti┐ (18) itibára (19) ţe-pu-ú (20) a-ki-i igi-i (21) 
ep-šá-‟ (22) ki-i na-qut-[ti] (23) ni-il-tap-rak-k[u-nu-ši] (24) ina muh-hi (25) la ta-šel-la-a‟ 
«Letter of Marduk-ēţer, Mušēzib-Marduk, Kīnāja, Nabû-šumu-ibni, Mušēzib-Marduk and 
Nabû-uballiţ to the šatammu, the temple enterers and the kiništu of Eanna, our brothers. 
May Nabû and Šamaš bless our brothers! This is the order of the king: the month Addāru is 
intercalary. Perform your rites during the Addāru that is added (before) Nisannu, as before. 
We wrote you because it is urgent. Don‟t be negligent about it!». 
While the identity of the senders remains unclear (the letter, though, may have been 
sent from Babylon or Borsippa), one may surmise they may have been close advisers 
to the king and members of his establishment, and not surprisingly so, as the ultimate 
authority to regulate the calendar for cultic purposes rested with the king (Kleber 
2008: 267 with other materials). This is clearly spelled out in the text, whereby the 
communication si explicitly designated as amat šarri; compare now the following 
two letters, that can be placed in the Achaemenid period (Kleber 2008: 268): 
YOS 3 15 
(1) im lúqí-pa-a-ni (2) šá é.sag.íl (3) a-na lúšà.tam u Idnà-šeš-mu (4) šešmeš-e-nu (5) dnà u 
damar.utu a-na (6) šešmeš-e-nu (7) lik-ru-bu (8) lu-ú ti-da-‟ (9) a-mur ni-il-tap-rak-ku-nu-ši 
(10) iti di-ir 
«Letter of the qīpāni of Esagil to the šatammu and Nabû-ahu-iddin, our brothers. May Nabû 
and Marduk bless our brothers! So that you may know, look, we hereby write you that the 
month is intercalary». 
YOS 3 196 
(1) im Inumun-ia (2) a-na Iki-na-a (3) u Idnà-šeš-mu šešmeš-e-a (4) den u dnà šu-lum u tin (5) šá 
šešmeš-e-a liq-bu-ú (6) lu-ú ti-da-‟ (7) itikin di-ri 
«Letter of Zēria to Kināja and Nabû-ahu-iddin, my brothers. May Bēl and Nabû decree well-
being and life for my brothers! So that you may know: Ulūlu is intercalary.» 
Communications concerning the intercalation of the calendar openly come from 
Babylon (in YOS 3 196 Zēria can easily be identified with the šatammu of Esagil 
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that had already served under Nabonidus, quoted, among the rest, in the Verse 
Account; cf. Kleber 2007), but this time no mention of royal involvement occurs at 
all; quite naturally, one may presume that the correct upholding of the calendar for 
the sake of the regularity of the cult remained one of the main tenets of temple elites 
even when Mesopotamian native monarchy had gone, and even more so. An event 
following the same conceptual lines is that reported in Boissier 1926: 13-17 and YOS 
7 71, to investigate which an inquiry was mounted and conducted by a panel the 
composition of which I discussed above. Essentially, as the astronomical 
circumstances allow to reconstruct, a kettledrum ritual was performed on the same 
day both in Ebabbar in Larsa and in Eanna, presumably to avert evil portended by a 
lunar eclipse, the visibility of which had been predicted according to the renown 
Saros-cycle (Beaulieu and Britton 1994: 83-84). Due to a progressive shift in the 
occurring of such a phenomenon, that the predictive methods could not yet, at that 
time, account for, the eclipse in question did not take place, and that is seemingly the 
reason why witnesses and kalûs of the Sîn-lēqi-unninni family were summoned both 
from Larsa and Uruk to provide their testimony over the matter; the šatammu and ša 
rēš šarri bēl piqitti of Eanna did not take part in the second proceeding because, as 
Beaulieu and Britton have it (1994: 77), they were now involved in the part of the 
investigation that concerned the kettledrum ritual performed in Eanna, as the kalûs 
stated they had not consulted the qīpāni as regards the ritual itself.224 
 Now, there would be several avenues for the interpretation of these peculiar 
circumstances. At the very least, one may ask whether an evil omen concerning the 
king had been expected to be portended by the predicted eclipse, and, in such a case, 
whether Cyrus had been informed by the Babylonian scholars. It could be further 
speculated that at least the first of the Achamenid kings had taken some interest in 
Mesopotamian divination and rituals of royalty in a way not unlike the one that had 
been so typical of Neo Assyrian monarchs and their court; in other words, one may 
ask whether the object of the concern by the authorities was the well-being of the 
king (and hence of the kingdom) or not. No evidence, however, exists that can 
answer such a question, although it must be observed that the all the high officials 
                                                             
224 «When we played the copper kettledrum at the gate of the Eanna on the 13th day of Simānu, the 
8th year of Cyrus, king of Babylon, king of the lands, we did not consult with Nabû-mukīn-
apli/Nādinu//Dābibī, the šatammu of Eanna, or with Nabû-ahu-iddin, the ša rēš šarri bēl piqitti 
Eanna, concerning the playing of the kettledrum, and they did not approach us concerning this matter 
until the appointed time for the removal of the kettledrum had come.» YOS 7 71: ll. 17-24. 
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who were present at the proceedings were or may have been in close contact with the 
royal establishment. Or, more simply, one may argue that, once again, correct 
performance of rituals and the regularity of the cult were here at stake: as it is known, 
both the kettledrum ritual proper and ritual for the eclipse of the moon were integral 
part of the cult practice down to the Hellenistic period (Linssen 2004: 92ff., 114ff.), 
and the evil portended by an eclipse could reflect not just or not only on the king, but 
on city and country as well: cf., e.g., the passage in the latter text that records an 
invocation that bystanders had to pronounce during the performance: «They will cry 
“May hardship, murder, rebellion and (the evil predicted by) the eclipse not reach 
Uruk, Rēš, Ešgal, Baramah, Eanna and the (other) temples of Tiranna”, calling 
loudly in lamentation» (id. 2004: 306ff., BRM 4 6: ll. 22‟-23‟). Finally, one should 
take into account the possibility that local authorities were investigating and 
evaluating the consequences of a major failure in a widespread predictive scheme, as 
the Saros-cycle, on the calculations related to the calendar and hence, again, on the 
everyday cultic routine; indeed, this aspect of the competence of the Babylonian 
literate or, to put it in Robson‟s terms (2008), the numerate scholars, highlights one 
of the uses that the emerging mathematical astronomy could be put to. To borrow 
again Robson‟s words: “Babylonian temples too needed to adjust their cultic cycle, 
moving clothing ceremonies and animal sacrifices forward or backward a day 
according to the length of the month (…) it was imperative that the temples retain the 
ideal calendrical cycle of the gods in the face of the vagaries of real-world lunation 
amd that meant maintaining the rhythms of ritual whatever the profane reality” 
(Robson 2004: 56; cf. also Robson 2008: 260, Beaulieu 1993b and Robbins 1996). 
Further, expertise in the field of mathematical astronomy and time reckoning may 
also have been needed to adjust duty shifts and prebendal rotational shares to 
changing lengths of nights, days, seasons, thus achieving equal shares of work 
among the prebendaries of any given sanctuary.
225
 It should come as no surprise, 
then, that starting shortly after the recorded failure, and culminating at the end of the 
sixth century with the adoption of the s.-c. metonic cycle, new and more refined 
methods were sought to overcome similar shortcomings (Robson 2004: 57). At the 
same time, considering the potential implications related to the preservation of the 
cultic status quo and the regularity of the ritual routines involving prebendary 
                                                             
225 I owe this information to the kind courtesy of C. Waerzeggers (personal communication). 
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service, it seems obvious that similar problems were of some concern to the king 
(who proclamated intercalation following scholarly advice as early as the Neo 
Assyrian period: cf. Kleber 2008: 267, Barjamovic 2004: 81, citing SAA 13 60,
226
 
Robson 2004: 56), as long as there was one interested in such issues, and to local 
authorities, be they high officials or assemblies, who were informed about 
intercalation or took steps to investigate flaws in time reckoning for cultic purposes. 
4.5 The convening of assemblies 
Having spoken of occasional, ad hoc meetings, then regular gatherings on fixed dates 
with a set of legal rules for convening, participation and agenda setting should a 
priori be excluded, and searching for a detailed procedural framework would make 
little or no sense. This does not mean, however, that nothing at all can be said on the 
way an assembly could be summoned; the relevant information needs to be extracted 
text by text. In the chart that has been presented at the beginning of this section, (ref. 
to table 9) I have subdivided all attestations of acting assemblies as either self-
convened or convened by interpellation by a multiplicity of other subjects, where it 
will be immediately clear that these categories can by no means taken at face value 
or in too much a strict way; the entries marked by an asterisk, in fact, designate 
instances in which the stated mode of convening is just speculative. As just said, 
assemblies would be generally convened by interpellation; in the documents we 
have, it is an external event that triggers the action and the gathering of the people, 
according to diverse patterns. Now, in an attempt at generalization, I will say that the 
latter can be documented to be twofold, according to a top-down and bottom-up 
perspective. An intermediate, additional pattern standing in the middle can also be 
envisaged. As it turns out, the direction from which interpellation comes is also 
partly connected with the kind of deed that assemblies were required to perform, 
although that has exceptions, of course. Thus a judicial assembly may have been 
summoned to action by almost every player: by the king, by high officials, by single 
collective constituencies, by individual plaintiffs. The latter could bring a case before 
a court outright, or he could just appear before a high official, who would then 
                                                             
226 Obv. (16) [dumu]meš ba-né-e ša ká.dingirki (17) [dumu]meš ba-né-e ša bár.sipaki (18) [a]-┌na┐ šul-
me ša en-ia (19) [i]-tal-ku-ú-ni (20) ma-a i-si-nu ša ká.dingirki (21) šu-ú rev. (1) ma-a a-ke-e ni-id-ru-
ur né-ti-iq (2) ma-a né-ru-ub udu.siskurmeš (3) [ina] igi den né-pu-uš (4) [mi]-i-nu ša lugal en i-qab-bu-
ni «[mār] banê of Babylon and of Borsippa have come to greet the king, my lord, saying: “It is the 
festival of Babylon. How do we intercalate? We would like to move on, enter (Babylon) and perform 
sacrifices [be]fore Bel.” [Wh]at is it that the king, (my) lord, commands?» 
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convene a number of people or constituencies to hear the case and pass judgement. 
How members were recruited is still poorly understandable, at least as far as courts 
of justice are concerned; high officials, acting as chairmen, and recruiting people in 
possession of adequate legal and personal requirements according to their own 
network of acquaintances is certainly an option. Evidently, when specific 
constituencies were assembled, this may have been dictated by the nature of the case 
under discussion: that is what I have been trying to argue in the section dedicated to 
the administration of justice, where I distinguished between assemblies that were 
convened to hear minor cases, and seem to have been more open to participation to 
wider shares of the population, and those concerned mainly with crucial 
infringements or crimes against valuable temple property and asset. Such a 
distinction, however, needs not to be taken too strictly, as intermediate examples 
were also brought to attention. 
 Assemblies may have been convened, albeit indirectly as far as the Neo 
Babylonian evidence goes, by a member of the very same stratum of the population 
that constituted their core. Such is the case, for instance, of a member of an elite 
family applying for consecration; as has been seen, however, in such cases, during 
the Neo Babylonian period, it was usually a high official that convened the meeting 
to discuss the election. Their opinion could be asked when it came to the leasing of 
temple land to a private entrepreneur. Assemblies were certainly interpellated from a 
top-down perspective when it came to royal orders or questions that needed to be 
implemented or asnwered, relayed by letters, envoys or through high officials. It is 
indeed very difficult to gauge any true case in which the assembly may have truly 
been self-convened, according to a fixed standard procedure; and that, in part, is 
compatible with the nature of ad hoc meetings. Indeed, to put this to an extreme, one 
may even suppose that what we have is just an extremely skewed picture, that owes 
much to the archival context in which the surviving assembly records have been 
preserved; and that what we have may simply be a small part of the picture. Indeed, 
that the oral nature of the business conducted in the assemblies would be the tell-tale 
of the paucity of documents we possess on them has been the contention of Van de 
Mieroop (1999: 161). The corpus that has been analyzed here certainly covers in an 
almost exclusive way activities related to temple business; and yet, one may 
rightfully ask in which context, on the other hand, plenary assemblies not necessarily 
related to temple affairs could be expected to be attested, especially in a provincial 
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context, considering the layout of the state establishment there. Fairly obviously, 
temple assemblies are just an easily expected finding in a temple archive as, e.g., that 
of Eanna; still, courts of justice presided over by temple officials, and formed by 
people who were given no explicit collective designation other than they were 
“citizens” could handle cases of a private nature. There were, of course, other 
instances to which a case could be deferred, and to which local justice had ultimately 
to yield, as the royal judges (Wünsch 2000, Holtz 2009: passim); but city elders 
could also intervene in the discussion of private disputes, as has been seen, and act 
alongside officials, as the šākin ţēmi, who, strictly speaking, were not of close temple 
observance. Such is the case, for instance, of the litigation heard by the governor and 
city elders of Babylon recorded in Wünsch 2003: nr. 42. Such judicial assemblies, 
especially if we choose to regard cases heard by royal judges as assembly-records 
(something that would have led this discussion too far astray), could in theory be 
deemed as non-temple assemblies. And yet, more often than not the šākin ţēmi too 
was recruited from the ranks of local priestly elite families, and he would appear in 
temple assembly records too. On the other hand, still, the judicial record makes 
perhaps a poor example to discuss under this respect, as the outcome of certain legal 
cases would certainly require an individual to receive a written document attesting to 
a favourable verdict and its validity; but that does not necessarily apply, as I see it, to 
all judicial cases. At any rate, and all things considered, I still regard the existence of 
a plenary, popular assembly as unlikely. More on this will be discussed in the 
conclusions of the present work. 
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Chapter V 
Elite-court interaction during the Hellenistic period: engagements and 
disengagements. The case of letters 
5.1 Preliminary remarks 
The title that was given to one of the main paragraphs of the previous chapter has 
strong implications: the date of 141 BCE was thereby set as the second and final 
landmark within which a discussion of the capacities of Mesopotamian assemblies of 
the first millennium makes any sense. As we shall see, this is in at least partial 
accordance with assumptions made by other scholars, most notably Oelsner, who 
contended that the end of Mesopotamian culture was prompted not by Hellenization, 
but rather by Iranization (2002a: 195; concept expounded also in id. 1978: 116 and 
2002b); it shall be seen in a while whether this is entirely true or not.  
 As it should result immediately evident from a cursory look at the same 
paragraph of chapter four, however, the stated chronological limit must not be taken 
too strictly, or at face value, since assemblies were demonstrably active even later 
that 141 BCE as, for instance, the proceedings relating to endowments of the 
astrologers of the Mušēzibu family show. Rather, this has to do with the effective 
(and active) role of such assemblies to hold whatever power to represent their 
community, to negotiate their interests vis-à-vis royal power, and ultimately to 
ensure their own political and economical survivability, according to traditional 
Mesopotamian standards, in a changing political environment; to use a felicitous 
expression by Rempel and Yoffee (1999: 398), I wish to measure the value of the 
Mesopotamian cultural and social currency over time in the context of a changing 
political market.  
 Quite naturally, this would require that some specific aspects of the 
implementation of Seleucid imperial rule in Mesopotamia be discussed. As it is 
known, the latter issue, as well as the consequences and impact of Greek rule and 
Hellenization on native Mesopotamian culture and institutions, have been the object 
of a scholarly debate that has been characterized by a number of turnarounds 
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emphasizing, from time to time, either a Greek “missionary” attitude in civilizing the 
East or, conversely, a more skeptic and “isolationist” approach that placed value in 
the continuities of traditional Mesopotamian socio-political fixtures (Rempel and 
Yoffee 1999: 391), to the point of openly speaking of an “ethnic segregation” when 
discussing the sort of relationship that existed e.g. between Greeks and Babylonans 
in Babylon (Van der Spek 2005). A moderate endorsement of Mesopotamian 
traditions and political institutions by the Seleucids, as symbolized mainly by the 
temple, is now generally accepted, as is the notion of an equally favourable stance 
taken by the Seleucid dynasty in more or less openly upholding traditional 
Mesopotamian tenets related to kingship and patronage of the cult; as I said, since 
this is fairly well established, a fuller account of this story is not needed here. Suffice 
it to say that, while pursuing their own political agenda, that sought essentially to 
establish a support for the royal pragmata and a firm rule through a “live-and-let-
live” policy, the Seleucids let themselves be drawn by the Babylonians into their own 
system of beliefs on how a good monarch should behave, and sometimes acted in 
accordance to those same beliefs, by making donations and grants to temples, 
promoting restoration and maintenance works on them, participating to the cult; this 
can be documented at least through all the third century BCE and roughly the first 
quarter of the second century BCE.
227
  
 Therefore, one cannot simply understand on which basis Rempel and Yoffe 
can formulate their final statement that “the Seleucid support and patronage of 
Mesopotamian traditions in the third century B.C. served to subvert these traditions 
within the context of Seleucid structures of power” (1999: 398), or for which reasons 
it should be accepted that “the continued functioning of traditional temple 
administrations must have occurred at least with the tacit acceptance and support of 
the Seleucid administration, thereby fundamentally altering the nature of authority 
which the temple administration represented” (idd. 1999: 391). Such niceties seem 
oblivious to the notion that the traditional framework of institutions of ancient 
Mesopotamian temples actively sought and exploited such a kind of patronage, and 
                                                             
227 Among the most modern and significant contributions, one may cite at least Lenzi 2008: 154ff, 
with extensive apparatus of footnotes and previous literature; Van der Spek 1985 and 1987, Sherwin-
White 1987, Kuhrt 1996 and 2007; cf. also Van der Spek 1998: 205 and n. 2; id. 2003: 335ff., id. 
2008, Linssen 2004: 107-108, Oelsner 2002a: 186-187 and nn. 17-18. Cooper 2008: 104 and n. 2 
starts from the very same set of evidence but comes to far more skeptical positions about the nature 
and scope of Achaemenid and Seleucid patronage of Mesopotamian temples. All the cited works 
contain full references to previous literature. 
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that it was dependant on it; and that, as I will argue, it was precisely this kind of 
support from the central authority that kept these institutions alive, during a period in 
which the popular support and engagement with cuneiform culture in general may 
have been seriously faltering under the pressure from several outside forces, as 
acculturative processes and political turnarounds. In my view, Rempel and Yoffee‟s 
assumptions are flawed by at least two factors: a) it cannot be proven that, even if the 
subversion they talk about ever took place, it was the result of centrally dictated and 
conscious policies, at least until the first half of the second century BCE  b) they fail 
to take into account materials from the textual sphere that can indeed highlight 
tendencies of a political nature, and that can be paired with evidence from the realm 
of archaeology to show that, perhaps, a “subversion” did take place, but that was not 
the working of the Seleucids, but rather of the Parthians (Oelsner 2002a: ibid.). 
Materials and inferences on elite-court interaction during the Hellenistic period have 
already been called into question above, in chapter four, so that at least a part of the 
“engagement” of Seleucid governance and political practice on the one hand, and 
Mesopotamian traditions and institutions on the other, have already been touched. 
Therefore, I now proceed to discuss a rather peculiar body of epistolary materials, 
attesting to a stream of communications between Babylon and the Seleucid and 
Arsacid dynasties, that, I believe, can add to that picture. Sources of the Hellenistic 
period as the Astronomical Diaries and the chronicles offer recurring mentions of 
royal and other letters dispatched to the city and its representatives; as shall be seen 
below, this set of evidence will ultimately deliver interesting information, enabling 
us to better gauge the extent to which the local publics were dependent on the 
existence of a state that could offer them patronage and support, and what the 
consequences may have been if such umbilical cord was severed. Letters will be 
presented as a case study on elite-court interaction, whereby I try to take a somewhat 
more decided steps toward the Greek side of this dialogue, or of the language that 
was used in this dialogue; I go at some length over peculiarities emerging from this 
dataset, then, finally, I elaborate an interpretive model that can help to better 
contextualize the demise of the Babylonian institutions and of cuneiform culture 
within the framework of Parthian policies and administrative practice on the one 
hand, and the influence of the s.-c. Greek community on the other. 
5.2. The source materials 
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The corpus of letters that are going to be analyzed here, it must be stressed, have not 
survived as primary sources as they did elsewhere in the Hellenistic world; instead, 
they are occasionally preserved through indirect citations in the historical sections of 
the Hellenistic Astronomical Diaries and Chronicles.
228
 For the most part, these 
attestations are scanty and fragmentary; nonetheless, even when they do not record 
the content, origin, or place of issue of this correspondence, they can provide us with 
clues as to its purpose and significance. In order to better clarify the exact nature of 
the evidence that will be discussed, I shall report some examples from the 
Astronomical Diaries and chronicles:  
a. AD 1 -273B Addar (15.III–14.IV 274 BC), 34‟-38‟rev. 
34' mu.37.kam Ian-ti u Isi-lu itiše 9 lúmu-ma-„i-ir kur uriki u lúpaq-dume[š] šá lugal šá ina 
┌mu.36┐.kam ana kur sa-par-du ana ugu lugal du-‟ 
35' a-na urusi-lu-ku-„a-a uru lugal-tu šá ina ugu ídidigna gurmeš-ni  kušši-piš-t[a-š]ú-nu a-na muh-hi 
lúdumumeš eki tat-tal-ku ud.12.kam 
36' lúdumumeš eki ana urusi-lu-ku-„a-a èmeš iti bi lúmu-ma-‟-ir kur uriki še.numun[meš š]á ina 
mu.32.kam ina umuš šá lugal ana šukhi.a lúeki.meš  
37' lú┌bar-sip┐ki.meš u lúgú.du8.a
ki.meš summeš gudhi.a u8.udu
hi.a u mim-ma gab-bi šá [uru]meš u ma-ha-
zimeš ina umuš šá lugal la-pa-ni lúdumu┌meš┐ 
38' [                  ]x é lugal dù-uš 
«Year 37 of Antiochus and Seleucus , Addar 9 (= 23.III.274 BC) the satrap of Akkad and the 
dignitaries of the king who in year 36 had gone to Sardeis before the king came back to Seleucia, 
the royal residence which (is) on the Tigris. Their letters came to the Babyonians (of the 
Council of Esagila). On day 12 the Babylonians (of the Council of Esagila) went out to Seleucia. 
That month, the satrap of Akkad subjected [to taxation] for the royal treasury the fields that in 
year 32 (= 280/279 BC) had been assigned on the command of the king to the nourishment of the 
inhabitants of Babylon, Borsippa and Cutha, the oxen, the sheep and everything that [had been 
given] on the command of the king to the [cities] and to the cult centers available for the 
inhabitants.» 
b. Chronicle ABC 13b (before 8.I.88 SE = 7.IV.224 BC), 3‟-8‟ obv.  
1. [m]u ┌60┐+28.kam Isi-lu-ku lugal itibar iti bi ud.8.kam 1-en dumu eki lúšà.tam é.sag.gíl 
2. [..]x -BAR?  šá é.sag.gíl ina inim lugal lìb-bu-ú kušši-piš-tum šá lugal šá ina igi-ma iš-šá-a 
3.  [k]i? kù.babbar ta é lugal ta é ┌rama-ni-šú┐ 11 gu4
hi.a ma-ru-tu 1.me udu.m[eš] 
4.  [m]a-ru-tu 11 mušenuz.tur ma-ru-tu a-na nidba ina lìb-bi ┌é┐.[s]ag.gíl 
5. a-na den dgašan-ia u dingirmeš galmeš ù ┌a┐-[n]a dul-┌lu┐ šá Isi-[lu]-ku lu[gal] 
6. u ameš-sú il-ta-kan 
«Year 88, Seleucus king, month Nisannu. In that month, on the 8th day, one Babylonian, the 
šatammu of Esagila, [for the] x-x of Esagila, on the command of the king, in accordance with a 
parchment letter that the king had previously sent, with? money from the royal treasury 
                                                             
228 The recurring mentions of letters in Diaries and Chronicles have already been noticed and 
commented upon by some scholars, most notably Kuhrt (1996: 45, 47, 53), Del Monte (1997: passim), 
Van der Spek (2001: passim), and Boiy (2004: 208-209, 257-258), without, however, providing a 
comprehensive analysis. 
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provided from his own estate 11 fat oxen, 100 fat sheep and 11 fat ducks for the offerings within 
Esagila to Bēl, Bēltija and the Great Gods and for the ritual of King Seleucus and his sons.» 
c. AD 2 -168A Arahsamnu (15.XI–13.XII 169 BC), 12‟-13‟ rev. 
12' itu bi ud.6.kam 1-en dumu eki lúkab.sar lúšeš šá lúšà.tam 
13' ┌é.sag.gíl šá ana ku-um-mi-šú lúšà.tam-ú-tú┌ú?-[še-piš] ┌ina kušši-piš-tú šá lugal ina lúza-zak-
ú-tú pe-eq-du 
«That month, on day 6, a Babylonian, a jeweler, the brother of the šatammu of Esagila, who was 
acting as šatammu in his stead, was appointed by a royal letter to the position of zazakku»  
d. AD 3 -124B Ţebet (7.I–4.II 124 BC), lines 17‟-19‟ rev. 
17' [itu bi u4.x.kam] 
lúkin.gi4.a lugal šá 
kušsarmeš na-šu-ú ana eki ku4-ub ud bi 
kušsarmeš [luga]l šá 
ana muh-hi lúpa-hat eki u lúpu-li-te-e šá ina eki sarmeš ina é igi.du8.a šá-su-ú um-ma şal-tu4 
18' [it-ti I]pi-it-ti-it lúkúr nim.maki dù-ma 15 li-im érin-ni mè ina šà érin-ni-šú ina gištu[kul ú-
šám]-qit?-ma ha-x-ru-ú ina lìb-bi érin-ni-iá nu garan kur nim.maki pa-aţ gim-ri-šú ina gištukul 
sìg-as Ipi-it-ti-it 
19' [x x] x x x aş-bat 
«[That month, day x], a messenger of the king who brought a letter entered Babylon. That day, 
the letter of the king that had been written to the pāhāt and politai who are in Babylon was 
read in the theatre, saying: “A battle with Pittit, the enemy of Elymais, I have fought, and I 
slaughtered in battle with the weapons 15 thousands soldiers of his army. In my army there 
haven‟t been [losses]. I hit with weapons the entire territory of Elymais and I captured Pittit 
[…]”» 
 
As Ma pointed out (2002: 179ff), one of the most significant figures used by 
the Seleucids in the management of their state and in their dealings with political 
subjects like cities is that of reciprocity, an interaction involving both the ruler and 
the ruled in a process which is not a mere vertical relationship, nor a downward flow 
of orders directed at passive subjects. The copious extant correspondence between 
the Seleucids and the cities of Western Asia Minor reveals a process of 
communication in which each interlocutor used his own language, but continuously 
strove to adjust content, style and meaning to that of the other.  Such a process can be 
surely called a dialogue, and indeed it qualifies as what Capdetrey has defined as 
autorité dialogique (2007: 336). The question, then, is whether the available 
evidence suggests that such a dialogue also took place between the Seleucid and 
Parthian court and Babylon. 
The use of a model, such as that provided by the scholarship about the 
Seleucid kings and the Greek cities within their realm, furnishes some parameters 
that can be useful to this analysis. In addition, similar patterns of relations belonging 
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to a long-established native tradition of epistolary communication will be taken into 
account. Overall, I will be looking on the one hand for traces of a discourse 
emanating from the king and, on the other, for a response by the city that points to 
the existence of a “public” which participated in the exercise of political power, 
interacted with the state on the basis of a shared, institutional language, and debated 
issues of concern and press its own agenda and interests during a true process of 
dialogue and negotiation with the central authority. But first of all, a table will be 
presented listing all attestations of contacts between the court and the local powers 
down to the Arsacid era: 
Table 20 
Addressee Description  Date and attestation 
Unclear; probably dumumeš eki 
u unmeš [kur] 
Encyclical address 
to the city 
 
AD 1 -330: rev. 6‟-7‟ (Tašrīt: 
8.X–5.XI 331 BCE) 
lúdumumeš eki 
Fiscal policy 
(diagramma?); see 
above, p. 13 and 
n. 34 
 
AD 1 -273B: rev. 34‟-38‟ 
(Addar, day 9 = 23.III 274 BCE) 
 [lúšà.tam é.sag.gíl] u lúeki.meš 
Unclear; possibly 
land policy 
(diagramma?) 
 
AD 2 -249B: rev. 15‟-16‟ (Šabāţ: 
7.II–7.III 249 BCE) 
lúeki.meš 
Unknown 
(passage broken) 
 
AD 2 -241: 9‟-10‟ (Ajjar: 19.V–
17.VI 242 BCE) 
the šatammu Nergal-‹ina›-tēšî-
ēţer 
Possibly land 
policy 
(prostagma?) 
 BCHP 16: rev. 1-4 
the šatammu Nergal-‹ina›-tēšî-
ēţer 
Assignment of 
sacrificial animals 
at the king‟s 
command 
(prostagma) 
 
ABC 13b (= BCHP 12): obv. 3‟-
8‟ (before Nisan, day 8, 88 SE = 
7.IV 224 BCE) 
a jeweller (lúkab.sar), brother of 
the šatammu, and possibly the 
šatammu himself together with 
the temple council 
Appointment of a 
zazzaku 
(superintendent of 
temples) 
 
AD 2 -168A: rev. 12‟-13‟ 
(Arahsamnu, day 6 = 20.XI 169 
BCE) 
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[pāhātu and] politai and the 
chief stratēgos
229
 
Unclear; possibly 
some judicial 
issue (Del Monte 
1997: 90-91)  
 
AD 3 -155A: rev. 12-14 (Dûzu: 
26.VI–25.VII 156 BCE) 
Unclear; perhaps “the 
commander of all the troops of 
the Royal House” (AD 3: 94-
95)
230
 
Unknown  
AD 3 -144: obv. 14‟ (Ulūl, day 
17 =  8.IX 145 BCE) 
1) the entire population of 
Babylon  
2) pāhātu and politai 
1) Introduction of the Arsacid 
Era 
2) Appointment of a new 
General of Akkad 
(prostagma) 
AD 3 -140A: 
1) rev. 2‟-3‟ (Simān: before 
2.VII 141 BCE) 
2) rev. 5‟-6‟ (Simān: day 22 = 
2.VII 141 BCE) 
Unclear: possibly the entire 
population of Babylon (the 
message was probably read in 
the streets at the king‟s 
command) 
Confirmation of a preexisting 
royal cult (Del Monte 1997: 
103-104) or of the old land grant 
made by Antiochus II and 
Laodice 
AD 3 -140A: u.e. 3-4 (Dûzu: 
10.VII–8.VIII 141 BCE) 
Unknown 
Judicial issue (death sentence for 
a stratēgos?) 
AD 3 -137B: rev. 19‟-20‟ 
(Simān, day 18 = 20.VI 138 
BCE) 
1) The king  
2) Recipient unknown; most 
probably the pāhātu and 
politai  
3) Recipient unknown 
1) Unknown (context broken)  
2) Appointment of Bagayāša as 
representative of the king 
3) Copy of a previous letter 
(antigraphon)? 
AD 3 -134B:  
1) obv. 15-16 (Tašrīt, day 20 = 
21.X 153 BCE) 
2) obv. 16-17 (Tašrīt, day 23 = 
24.X 135 BCE) 
3) obv. 17 (Tašrīt: between 
25.X and 30.X 135 BCE)  
pāhātu and politai 
Appointment of a new chief 
stratēgos 
AD 3 -132B: rev. 23-25 (Tašrīt, 
day 24 = 1.XI 133 BCE) 
[pāhātu and] politai Royal propaganda? 
AD 3 -132D2: rev. 14‟ ff 
(Ţebēt: 5.I–2.II 132 BCE) 
                                                             
229 The passage is damaged and its interpretation problematic, although a letter was probably 
mentioned in the text: according to Del Monte‟s reconstruction (1997: 90) it is possible that the pāhāt 
Bābili and the politai might have received a letter of the king via the chief stratēgos. This, however, is 
far from certain and the possibility that the royal message was addressed simultaneously to the politai 
community and to the chief stratēgos cannot be ruled out. 
230 The gap in the central part of the tablet, between the sender (king Demetrius) and the possible 
addressee is far too wide to allow for any reasonable interpretation to be made about the latter; 
possibly more addressees or the content of the royal message were lost in the break. Del Monte (1997: 
95) has a different translation for lúgal érinmeš šá é lugal-┌ú-tú┐ gab-bi: “tutti i generali delle truppe 
regie”. 
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Unknown Unknown 
AD 3 -132D1: rev. 29‟ (Addar, 
day 14 = 18.III 132 BCE) 
[pāhātu and?] politai 
1) Summoning of the politai 
to the encampment of the 
king (see Del Monte 1997: 
130-131) 
2) idem 
3) Unknown 
AD 3 -129A1 : 
1) obv. 7‟ (Nisan: between 
14.IV and 2.V 130 BCE) 
2) obv. 8‟ (Nisan: between 
14.IV and 2.V 130 BCE 
3) obv. 12‟ (Nisan: after 2.V 
130 BCE) 
1) the politai (the addressee 
is not explicitly stated, but 
the context supports this 
solution) 
2) Unknown 
3) [the šatammu of Esagila 
and] the Babylonians 
1) Appointment of a politēs to 
the position of pāhātu 
2) Unclear, perhaps having to 
do with Himeros, rab 
kumarī of the Treasury 
3) Unclear, possibly an 
appointment 
AD AD 3 -129A2:  
1) obv. 17‟ (Ajjar: between 
20.V and 27.V 130 BCE) 
2) obv. 20‟-21‟ (Ajjar, day 24 
= 4.VI 130 BCE)  
3) obv. 22‟-23‟ (Ajjar: after 
4.VI 130 BCE) 
the politai 
Appointment of a new pāhātu 
(the relevant passage is 
damaged, but the context 
supports this solution)  
AD 3 -124A:  
1) obv. 6‟ (Nisan: 16.IV–
15.V 125 BCE) 
2) obv. 7‟ (Nisan: 16.IV–
15.V 125 BCE) 
Unknown (pāhātu and politai?) 
Appointment of a non-
Babylonian as substitute 
šatammu of Esagila (see above, 
n. 36) 2) Royal propaganda? 
AD 3 -124A Ab (12.VIII–10.IX 
125 BCE) 
1) the General of Akkad; 
[pāhātu and] politai 
2) pāhātu and politai 
1) Royal propaganda 
2) Royal propaganda 
AD 3 -124B:  
1) rev. 12‟-14‟ (Ţebēt, day 2 
= 8.I 124 BCE)  
2) rev. 17‟-19‟ (Ţebēt: after 
21.I 124 BCE) 
3) rev. 20‟ (Ţebēt: after 21.I 
124 BCE) 
pāhātu and politai 
Appointment involving a son of 
the regent Bagayāša and a 
certain Urrahšu (context 
damaged) 
AD 3 -119C: obv. 11‟-12‟ 
(Ajjar, day 4 = 23.V 120 BCE) 
pāhātu and politai Royal propaganda 
AD 3 -118A: rev. 18‟-21‟  
(Tašrīt, day 15 = 18.X 119 
BCE) 
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[pāhātu and] politai Royal propaganda 
AD 3 -118B: u.e. 3-4 
(Arahsamnu: 3.XI–2.XII 119 
BCE) 
Unknown Unknown AD 3 -105D
231
: 10‟ 
lúšà.tam é.sag.gíl u lúeki.meš 
Work obligation imposed on the 
Babylonians? (see Van der Spek 
2001: 454) 
AD 3 -93A: rev. 24-26 (Ab: 
31.VII–29.VIII 94 BCE) 
pāhātu and politai Royal propaganda 
AD 3 -90: obv. 30‟-31‟ (Kislīm: 
23.XI–22.XII 91 BCE) 
pāhātu and politai (passage 
broken, but the context 
supports this solution)  
Appointment of a politēs from 
Kar-Aššur to an unknown 
position 
AD 3 -87A: rev. 15‟-16‟  (Ulūl, 
day 21? = 12.IX 88 BCE) 
pāhātu and politai (addressee 
unspecified, but the letter is 
read in the theatre) 
Royal propaganda 
AD 3 -87C: rev. 30‟-32‟ 
(Addar, day 3 = 18.II 87 BCE) 
[pāhātu and] politai Unknown 
AD 3 -82A: rev. 19‟-20‟ (Tašrīt, 
day 7 = 3.X 83 BCE) 
Unknown Royal propaganda? 
AD 3 -79: rev. 9‟-10‟ (Ulūl, day 
20 = 13.IX 80 BCE) 
the politai 
Appointment of a politēs to the 
position of pāhātu 
AD 3 -77A: obv. 26‟ (Ajjar: 
before 22.V 78 BCE) 
Unspecified; very likely the 
politai  
Appointment of a new pāhātu  
BCHP 19: rev. 5‟-7‟ (year and 
month unknown) 
 
It will not be unuseful to present first a general assessment of some technical details 
of this correspondence, before moving on to an evaluation of its historical 
                                                             
231 The dating of this fragment is far from certain, as is the month to which it was related. See Del 
Monte 1997: 163 n. 271 and AD 3: 397. 
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implications. An account will also be given of some of  the categories that are 
pointed to in the table above, in which the contents of letters have been outlined. 
5.3 Documents 
5.3.1 Addressees 
In the course of chapter four a substantial amount of Hellenistic evidence has been 
assessed, when available, with the primary purpose to evaluate changes in the profile 
and powers of assemblies in the course of a longue durée. The inquiry turned out, as 
a partial result, that city governance may have rested, more than ever, in the hands of 
a restricted priestly elite revolving around Esagil in Babylon and around the Rēš in 
Uruk, not to count less attested, comparable institutions from other cities whose 
existence can nonetheless be documented,  from whose ranks the highest city and 
temple officials, with almost no exception, were recruited; and that, on a balance 
sheet, the Hellenistic evidence on the dealings of assemblies seems to convey the 
impression that, the hierarchy of administration having been simplified at the local 
level, they enjoyed an overall increased degree of autonomy in the running of  their 
business and vis-à-vis royal power, which may have adopted a policy of laissez-faire 
greater than its Neo Babylonian counterpart. 
 Not unexpectedly, then, the majority of royal letters to Babylon were 
addressed to (1) the šatammu and/or prebendaries of Esagil and, starting from the 
second century BCE, (2) the pāhātu and politai. Other addressees, such as military 
authorities, are sparsely recorded. It is noteworthy that, while the šatammu and 
prebendaries of Esagil could be addressed independently of each other in letters 
about important policy matters,
232
 the pāhātu and politai seem to have been more 
tightly bound to each other. The only circumstance in which they do not appear as 
joint addressees is when a royal message announcing the appointment of a new 
pāhātu is addressed to the politai alone (and expectedly so, since in such a case the 
position of pāhātu would likely have been vacant).233 In the course of the previous 
                                                             
232 The Babylonians appear as the only addressee in e.g. AD 1 -273B: rev. 35‟ and AD 2 -241: 9‟, 
while the šatammu is mentioned as the only recipient of the royal letter in ABC 13b (= BCHP 12): 
obv. 3‟-4‟ and possibly in BCHP 16: rev. 1-4, although the reading of the relevant passage in the latter 
rests almost totally on restorations. 
233 Four such instances, all in fragmentary contexts, support the statement: AD 3 -124A: obv. 6‟ 
names the politai as the only addressees of a message concerning an appointment, but the vacant 
position is lost in a break (although it most assuredly was the pāhātu), AD 3 -129A2: obv. 17‟ and 
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analysis, the šatammu and kiništu of Esagil, which in the Hellenistic period seem to 
have had their meetings in a fixed place, the House of Deliberation (bīt milki),234 
have certainly been stressed as a collective institution; the same can seemingly be 
applied to the pāhātu and politai, whose “political” seat was in the theatre of 
Babylon.
235
 Both the šatammu and the pāhātu/epistatēs, the latter being a royally 
appointed governor, acted simultaneously as heads of the civic community and as the 
highest representatives of the king in the city itself.  The king could thus bypass the 
chain of command which lay between himself and the šatammu or the pāhātu by 
directly addressing the civic community about about a number of issues of common 
concern.
236
 The major change, however, that occurs in the corpus that is under 
consideration here, is detectable in the passage from Seleucid to Parthian rule, when 
the šatammu and the Babylonians almost totally disappear as addressees of letters 
being replaced in this role by the community embodied by the pāhātu and politai,237 
introduced in Babylon during the first half of the second century BCE.
 This being 
considered, it will not be inappropriate to review the available evidence on its introduction and provide a status quaestionis. 
The first letter openly addressed to the pāhātu and politai is recorded in AD 3 -155A: 
rev. 12-14 (no mention of letters occurs in the preserved part of the tablet, but the 
context definitely allows such a reconstruction); the idea that the Greek community 
was formally introduced in Babylon by Antiochus IV in or around 173/2 BCE has 
been put forward by Van der Spek several times with sound arguments (see Van der 
                                                                                                                                                                            
BCHP 19: rev. 5‟-6‟ record explicitly only the appointment (but the assumption that the only 
addressee would have been the politai seems fairly obvious), AD 3 -77A: obv. 26‟ has both (although 
the relevant passages are damaged here as well). See Appendix for a general overview. 
234 AD 3 -93A: rev. 25. 
235 For the identification of the é.igi.du8.a = bīt tāmartu with the theatre see van der Spek 2001: 447. A 
thorough discussion of the two institutions appears in Boiy 2004: 194-209. 
236 Generally speaking, the king did not necessarily have to go through the entire chain of command to 
carry out a political or administrative discourse (see Bertrand 2006: 91ff. for a discussion). On the 
other hand, the Babylonian documentation records instances in which the hierarchy of command is 
more thoroughly represented: see for instance BCHP 16: rev. 1-4, where the satrap appears in an 
assignment of a tract of land, most probably complying with a royal order, or AD 3 -134B: obv. 15 
where one Mēnophilos (almost certainly a high-ranking official) appears as sender of letters to the 
king (but see below, n. 49) or, finally, AD 3 -124B: rev. 12‟-13‟, where a letter of Hyspaosines of 
Mesēnē is first sent to the General of Akkad and then reported to the pāhātu and politai. Curiously 
enough, the same Diary then records the arrival in Babylon of a messenger of the king, bringing a 
letter about the same issue (a Parthian victory against Elam); this message seems to have been more 
detailed than the previous one. See below p. 16 and Appendix for more details. 
237 It may be assumed that if no true change had been caused by this innovation, and the balance of 
powers had remained unaltered, the king would have continued to address the Babylonian community 
represented by the šatammu and kiništu of Esagil. 
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Spek 2005: 396 for a summary of the evidence and references to previous literature). 
At present, the most ancient reference to the politai is in BCHP 13: obv. 2, dated to 
May/June 172 BCE; another chronicle (BCHP 14, also published in Van der Spek 
2005: 403-404) states explicitly that they had entered the city “at the command of 
king Antiochus” (obv. 2-3, see below), although it is not certain whether reference is 
made to Antiochus III or IV. For instance, Boiy (2004: 204-209) argued that the first 
appearance of the politai is to be placed in AD 2 -187A: rev. 9‟-10‟, where the 
pāhātu appears just before a lacuna; since the governor and citizens always appear 
together in the sources, it would be reasonable to expect the same here. Although this 
option cannot be lightly discarded, the first lines of BCHP 14, mentioning the 
introduction of the politai in the city, give the impression that reference is being 
made to relatively recent events (the chronicle is dated to October/November 163 
BCE). The question remains open.  
 Finally, a change is evident also in the purpose and style of the letters:
238
 
these two changes (addressee and style) can hardly be unconnected. 
5.3.2 Language, terminology and distribution of the letters 
The terms most frequently referring to letters are šipištu, šaţāru (written kušsarmeš), 
and giţţu (written kušgíd.da). All bear the standard determinative for documents 
written on leather or parchment (kuš), and all terms have a long history.  A 
complication is that it is not always clear whether the term specifically indicates that 
the words are being conveyed in the form of a letter: šipirtu, for instance, can mean 
“order”, “legal document” as well as “message”, “letter”.239 A similar ambiguity 
occurs in Greek terminology for letters, where it is sometimes difficult to distinguish 
                                                             
238 See pp. 16-18 and conclusions (pp. 21-25). 
239 The word is of course far older than the Diaries, its oldest attestations harkening back at least as far 
as the Old Babylonian period. CAD Š/III: 65ff, s.v. šipirtu has 1) order 2) legal document (often with 
det. KUŠ) 3) message, letter 4) work (in the plural). It is self-evident that in older periods the meaning 
of “letter” and the det. KUŠ were not part of the same concept. Anyway, a look at CAD Š/III: 66, s.v. 
šipirtu 2a reveals that the translation “legal document” is based on a (then) partial documentation: in 
fact, the sole example derived from the Diaries is based on S. Smith‟s 1924 edition of the historical 
section of AD 1 -273B (Smith 1924: 150-159 and pl. 18), the remaining references coming from 
contracts and other kinds of texts (e.g., CT 49); but, as long as some of these documents can 
undoubtedly be dubbed “legal” (such as in the case of CT 49, 132, 168, 170 and others), what the 
passage from AD 1 -273B and the remainder of the examples from the Diaries clearly show is that the 
KUŠšipištu are actually letters, or legal documents lato sensu, especially when they detail laws and 
regulations issued by the central authorities. So I shall stick to the double meaning letter/legal 
document. 
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between the administrative decision/order and its epistolary format: the sources 
themselves sometimes fail to tell whether a difference was perceived between 
prostagma and epistolē, between the order given by the king and the textual form 
which carried it to the addressees.
240
 By contrast, something which is much clearer in 
the Greek evidence is the neat difference between an official epistolē addressed by 
the king to a city and a prostagma intended for a use internal to the administration 
(Capdetrey 2007: 336-337, 339-341). This terminological division is not maintained 
in the Babylonian sources: since the kind of authority wielded by the šatammu and 
the pāhātu put them in the position to be the recipients both of messages concerning 
the citizenry in a general way and of more technical communications such as the 
appointment of officials, a clear dividing line can only be drawn according to the 
content of the letter (if preserved) rather than by the term used to refer to it; the latter 
is not sufficiently clear to show if any real difference was perceived between e.g. a 
šipištu and a šaţāru.241  
 There is no reason to assume the letters were not written in Greek. If, as I suppose, 
royal letters addressed to Babylon were of a very similar kind to the correspondence 
recorded epigraphically in other parts of the empire, they must have been formulated 
in Greek and elaborated by the royal chancellery. Yet no Greek technical loanword 
appears in Diaries and Chronicles in connection with letters, whereas several 
Akkadian transcriptions of Greek words, let alone personal names, are recorded in 
cuneiform documents, belonging both to the less specialized vocabulary that a wider 
public could have known, e.g. pompē or politai, and to legal terminology, e.g. graphē 
(McEwan 1984) or diagramma. For instance, AD 1 -273B: rev. 34‟-38‟ records in 
detail what seems to be the promulgation of a decision concerning land policy, 
                                                             
240 See Capdetrey 2007: 336-337, idem 2006: 107-109, and Cotton and Wörrle 2007: 195-196. The 
definition of documents such as prostagmata or epistolai was in fact dependent on the individual 
perception: what the king saw as an epistolē could have been regarded as a prostagma by subordinate 
addressee, since it came from the king and bore his authority. 
241 kuššipištu is the sole and exclusive designation for letters throughout the Seleucid period, while 
kušsarmeš appears only from the Parthian conquest, after which it came to be used much more often than 
KUŠšipištu. Whether or not this is somehow connected to the significant changes in the style and 
purpose of letters which occurred during the Parthian period (see below) is difficult to say. If this were 
the case, one might suppose that the different designations reflect different kinds of documents, but 
there is no evidence to support such a theory, and it is simpler to assume an evolution or change in the 
lexicon. More often than not, letters are for obvious reasons designated as ša lugal “of the king” 
(although there are instances in which letters were sent by subordinate officials). Starting with the end 
of the Seleucid dynasty, the name of the king is frequently mentioned, be it his actual name or the 
throne name (e.g., kuššipištu ša Dimiţri, kuššipištu ša Aršaka lugal, kušsarmeš ša Aspasine lugal, etc.). 
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dictated by the king in his residence in Sardeis, and later communicated to the 
Babylonians: one could have reasonably expected to find words as diagramma or 
prostagma used in such a context. The former designated a ruling issued by the king 
in his residence, usually regulating economic, fiscal or civil matters; it enjoyed a 
general validity, it was anonymous and it was formally notified to everyone with a 
position of responsibility in the administrative hierarchy. The latter addressed instead 
more contingent issues and was aimed at specific political or economic subjects.
242
 
Either of the two could have fitted the events described in the Diary, yet they do not 
appear.A discernible model for the timing and working of bureaucracy on the basis 
of the recurrence of specific administrative acts such as, for instance, the 
appointment of an official, is not in order nor, I suppose, should we expect to find 
one; besides, the overall sample would be just too poor to allow any meaningful 
inference to be drawn on this aspect.
243
 The only comment which can be made is 
about the distribution of letters between the Early Hellenistic/Seleucid and the 
Parthian periods: as can be seen in table 20, the letters are much more abundant in 
the latter (the ratio is almost 3:1). Now, although the uneven distribution of the 
material over the periods in question could be caused by mere accident of 
preservation, we should not be too swift to assume that this has no significance 
whatsoever. For, though it is true the Diaries are extant in greater numbers from the 
Parthian period, significant changes take place in their formulation: the historical 
sections grow more and more dense and accurate in the recording of the events, and 
the criteria for selecting these materials could have varied significantly.
244
 For 
                                                             
242 On diagramma and prostagma, their use and their differences see Capdetrey 2006: 107-109 and 
Dmitriev 2005: 293-294 with references to previous bibliography. The diagramma is very well known 
for Ptolemaic Egypt but almost totally unattested for the Seleucid kingdom; the only known 
attestations are an inscription from Colophon (published in Etienne and Migeotte 1998: 143-157) that 
can however be only tentatively assigned to a Seleucid king, and an explicit reference in a cuneiform 
text from Uruk (Sarkisian 1974, nr. 1, Van der Spek 1986: 222-232; idem 1993a: 74; idem 1995: 227-
234), where the word is transcribed literally. It is, then, all the more puzzling that the term does not 
appear in the remainder of the cuneiform documentation of the Hellenistic period, particularly in 
contexts like that of AD 1 -273B: rev. 34‟-38‟. 
243 For an overview of the relevant passages, including the dates in which mentions of letters occur, 
see the Appendix. 
244 This may be due, of course, to internal causes, such as a new philosophy regarding the purpose of 
the Diaries leading to a shift in the criteria determining the materials to be included. The reasons for 
such a shift could reside inside the semantic categories of divination or the management of the 
cognitive processes embedded in the shaping and fashioning of the Mesopotamian Weltanschauung; 
we simply do not know, and further treatment of this problem would lead us too far astray. Let us just 
assume that some significant change was here at stake.  
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purposes of this paper, it deserves mention that some new features emerge in the 
detailing of letters that may be due less to a shift in the technique relating to the 
redaction of the Diaries than to a change in the formulation and use of the letters 
themselves by the central authorities (more on this below). 
5.3.3 Historical precedents 
Sound historical Mesopotamian parallels witness to the practice of addressing 
constituencies in the cities and to the use of parchment or papyrus in such a kind of 
correspondence (as well as in other high-level branches of imperial administration). 
Compared to the Late Babylonian evidence, these parallels reveal both continuity 
and evolution. Although bearing an overall man-to-man tone,
245
 the Neo-Assyrian 
correspondence does record community approaches, both active and passive, 
engaging king and citizenries such as the Babylonians in a dialogue covering 
political, military, administrative and cultic issues; this has been commented upon in 
chapters two and three, where the issue of the identity of the “citizens” and the local 
institutions arranged according to constituencies has been dealt with.
246
 As noted 
above, on the evidence of extant sources the lion‟s share of royal letters from the 
Hellenistic period was addressed to collective subjects and governing bodies like the 
šatammu and Temple Council of Esagila or the pāhātu and politai.247 Earlier 
                                                             
245 In drawing up a balance, the exiguity of the letters sent by the king that have been excavated 
should be born in mind. The most likely reason for this is that copies of royal letters were not filed for 
archival purposes (Villard 2006: 18). 
246 See for instance the letter sent by Ashurbanipal to the Elders of Elam in response to their previous, 
collective approach (BM 132980, published in Waters 2002), or the letter addressed by the same king 
to the Babylonians (SAA XVIII 158). Evidence comes also from the correspondence of 
Ashurbanipal‟s predecessors: Sargon II was addressed by the Sheikhs of Tubliaš (SAA XVII 150-151) 
and petitioned by “city rulers” (SAA I 146-147), Sennacherib was approached by the “Magnates of 
the Hamureans” (SAA XVII 81), Esarhaddon wrote to “non-Babylonians” who had previously 
appealed to him (SAA XVIII 1), was addressed by the Elders of the Sealand (SAA XVIII 86) and by 
the mayor, Elders and principals of Aššur (SAA XVI 96-97). Besides this, a number of letters from 
Southern Babylonia seem to show that civic bodies or citizenries could be involved together with local 
administrators and governors of royal appointment in more or less joint approaches or negotiations 
with the Assyrian overlords. See Barjamovic 2004: 60-63 for discussion and further references. 
247 Source biases such as, for example, the somewhat database-like nature and style of the 
Astronomical Diaries, which seldom (but with significant exceptions) account for specific personal 
names, could somehow offer a distorted vision of the problem.  It cannot be ruled out that the king 
addressed individuals as men in charge of something or private confidents more often than is 
recorded. However, the fact that letters were usually read in public meeting places or seats of 
assemblies such as the theatre or the House of Deliberation strongly supports my basic idea that the 
sending of letters was essentially a public phenomenon, possibly entailing debate and involving many 
individuals and groups rather than a few. 
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parallels show, of course, that the Babylonians could draw on a long and established 
tradition when addressing or petitioning the king. Foreign powers could take 
advantage of this tradition in both peace and wartime. Before Alexander entered 
Babylon after defeating Darius III, he answered to representations made by the 
Babylonians following the battle of Gaugamela by sending the city a communication 
(ţēmu) which reassured them about his will not to desecrate their temples (AD 1 -
330: rev. 6‟-7‟).248 Such an undertaking was undoubtedly modelled upon similar, 
pre-existing patterns that were part of that tradition, as established on previous 
occasions such as the conquest of the city by Sargon or Cyrus (710/9 and 539 
respectively).
249
 The only letter mentioned in the Diaries before Alexander‟s message 
dates to the reign of Artaxerxes III (346 BCE),
250
 although the poor state of the 
passage (the addressee is lost) does not allow any conclusion besides the fairly 
obvious fact that there could have been more. 
One of the first instances of alphabetic scribes using their skill in the redaction of 
official documents on parchment is again recorded in the Neo-Assyrian corpus, in 
SAA XVII 2 (lines 15-22). Although in this case the scribe was actually forbidden by 
Sargon II to write messages in Aramaic on parchment, this occurrence shows that the 
expertise was sound and present and, most probably, already used for purposes other 
than official letter-writing in Sargon‟s chancellery.251 That the use of papyrus or 
parchment written in Aramaic later found its way also into higher-level 
                                                             
248 AD 1 -330: rev. 7‟: “a-na émeš-ku-nu ul er-ru-ub”, “into your “houses” I shall not enter”. Del Monte 
correctly remarks that here “houses” must be understood as “temples” (Del Monte 1997: 5). A new 
edition of this Diary has recently been proposed by Van der Spek (http://www.livius.org/cg-
cm/chronicles/bchp-alexander/astronomical_diary-330_01.html). 
249
 See Kuhrt 2007: 618-621. 
250 AD 1 -346: rev. 13-15, 10[+x].XI 12 Art III = 9[+x].II 346 BCE (conversion tables from the 
Babylonian to the Julian calendar in Parker and Dubberstein 1946: 17, 33 and Boiy 2006, esp. the 
table on p. 94). Text: “(13) itu bi ud.7.kám lúnun lúmu-lu-u‟ ┌x┐[…] (14) [kur u]riki ina ┌x x x x┐ gar-
an-ma ana eki ┌ku4-ma x x x
┐ ta eki ana šu-šá-anki è itu bi ud.10+[x.kám] (15) (blank) ši-piš-tu4 šá 
lugal ana ugu [.. .. .. ..]”. Translation: “(13) That month, on the 7th, the prince, the... (14) [of Ak]kad 
in/at [.. .. ..] established and in Babylon he entered [.. .. ..] from Babylon to Susa he went out. That 
month, on the 10[+x]th (15) a letter of the king addressed to[.. .. .. ..]”. We have here the mention of a 
šipištu ša lugal, as we find in later Diaries. The editors translate šipištu as “royal edict” and ana 
muhhi, at the end of line 15, as “concerning…”; as for the latter, an alternative interpretation, 
supported by the small size of the lacuna on the right-hand edge of the tablet (a new astronomical 
section, separated by a scribal ruling, begins in the next line), is that it introduces the addressee of the 
royal message. Something like lúgal érinmeš would fit the gap, although this is entirely speculative. The 
estimates of the number of missing signs are mine. 
251 See SAA XVII: XV and 5 (see also picture on same page). 
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correspondence is shown by the decreasing number of cuneiform Akkadian letters 
sent by the provincial administration after Sargon and the contextual survival of a 
great number of clay bullae used to seal the rolls (Villard 2006: 19). The same 
tendency builds up during the Achaemenid period, for which more tangible and 
varied sources are available. A provincial dossier like that of the satrap of Egypt 
Aršāma, preserved on papyrus and leather (Briant 1996: 435), the widespread 
presence of the alphabetic scribe in temple archives,
252
 and the use of parchment as a 
writing material attested in the Persepolis fortification texts
253
 definitely witness to 
its becoming prevalent. Furthermore, administrative information or correspondence 
on parchment or papyrus found an efficient backbone in a renowned postal network 
(Briant 1996: 382-384; Capdetrey 2007: 348-349; Sherwin-White and Kuhrt 1993: 
61-62), which could have profited from early advances made by its already 
sophisticated Neo-Assyrian predecessor (Villard 2006: 19-22). Finally, if we take 
Ctesias‟ reference to the existence of basilikai anagraphai and basilikai diphtherai as 
true (although most likely he did not see the documents himself as he claims
254
), this 
would constitute a further piece of evidence for the use of parchment documents at 
the highest levels of the Achaemenid administration, for such documents, we may 
guess, would have been a product of a branch of administration attached to the royal 
court.  
5.4 Analysis 
5.4.1 Classification 
                                                             
252 It should be mentioned that precisely during this phase the presence and employment of the sepīru 
in the administration reached its climax, with the alphabetic scribes taking up important positions 
within temple administration – to wit, for instance, the case of a sepīru being admitted on a permanent 
basis into the ranks of the College scribes of the Ebabbar temple at Sippar, starting with year 
Cambyses 6 (Bongenaar 1997: 59-60). Moreover, according to MacGinnis (1995: 122-123) the office 
of sepīru stemmed from state and palace administration, a hypothesis maintained also by Bongenaar 
(1997: 46). On the sepīru, its origins and earliest attestations see also Pearce 1999. 
253 At least twenty tablets (PF 58-77) mention the delivery of hides to treasuries, very likely for use in 
the manufacture of parchment: see Hallock 1969: 4 (discussion), 97-102 (text edition), while one text 
(PFa 27: Hallock 1978: 126) explicitly mentions a parchment document. Moreover, there are at least 
26 more Elamite texts from the same archive mentioning either “Babylonian scribes (writing) on 
parchment” or simply “scribes writing on parchment” (see Henkelman 2008: 93 and nn. 207-208 for a 
survey). In this context, the Babylonian scribes are those who more frequently appear in connection 
with the issuing of dumme, “order, instruction”, the exact meaning of which is debated: is it a loan 
from Akkadian (ţēmu)? See again Henkelman 2008: 147ff. 
254 Sancisi-Weerdenburg 1987: 38-39. Ctesias‟ sources appear to have been almost all oral, although 
this does not necessarily discredit the existence of the royal records he mentions. 
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When preserved or reconstructed, the content and purpose of the royal letters can be 
roughly classified as follows:  
1) Announcement or implementation of decrees concerning civic and 
economic policies 
2) Appointment of officials 
3) Royal “propaganda” 
As will become clear, such categories can sometimes overlap or seem quite arbitrary: 
nevertheless, they are adopted here as they support the identification of some trends 
within the extant documentation: 
1) The first type of letter deals with administrative issues of primary concern for the 
city, generally land policy, temple policy and acts of benefaction by the king towards 
the city (euergesia): all these issues are deeply intertwined. This category mainly 
includes letters from the Seleucid period. I offer some examples. 
a) AD 1 -273B: rev. 34‟-38‟ (see above, example a.) reports that, on the occasion of 
the First Syrian War, city lands and cattle donated by Antiochus I to the inhabitants 
of Babylon, Borsippa and Cutha were made subject to taxation.
255
 A royal order, 
perhaps a diagramma or prostagma, was issued by the king in Sardeis and 
transmitted to the Babylonians by his dignitaries in letter form; in response to these 
letters, a Babylonian delegation went forth to Seleucia, most probably to negotiate 
conditions for the implementation of the regulation with the satrap.  
b) Among texts dealing with land policy AD 2 -249B: rev. 15‟-16‟ and BCHP 16: 
rev. 1-4 should be included. Both may be connected to the so-called Lehmann-text 
(MMA 86.11.299), to which I shall return later. 
c) The chronicle ABC 13b (= BCHP 12, see above, example b.): obv. 3‟-8‟ states that 
the king sent a letter with orders for the šatammu of Esagila to provide 11 fat oxen, 
100 fat sheep and 11 fat ducks for food offerings in Esagila and for the “ritual” of 
Seleucus and his sons during the akītu festival. Besides being unique in content 
among letters, it records a very generous donation, far richer than the public 
sacrifices which were usually performed on the occasion of a visit to the city by 
                                                             
255 Discussions in Capdetrey 2007: 347-354; Del Monte 1997: 33-35; van der Spek 1993a: 67ff. 
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some important official.
256
 Considering that many people would have benefited from 
the leftovers of this ritual, this act can be deemed a gift to the city by the king, one 
which could quite well fit the pattern, attested elsewhere, of the cadeau 
supplémentaire, intended to appease the city (Ma 2002: 195). In other words, this 
donation could have been triggered by a petition or hypomnēma from the 
Babylonians themselves, and the king could have answered, as kings often did, by 
going beyond the usual practice of patronage. It is anyway a clear case of euergesia, 
with the king trying to ensure the support of the city through a display of generosity.  
d) The letter quoted in AD 2 -168A: rev. 12‟-13‟ (see above, example c.), although 
reporting an appointment, can be cited here because of the nature of the official being 
appointed, the zazakku (cf. the extensive treatment provided above).  
e) Lastly, an exception is constituted by AD 3 -140A: rev. 2‟-3‟, where letters report 
the introduction of the Arsacid Era alongside the Seleucid one, which remained in 
use throughout the Parthian rule over Babylonia: it constitutes a unique decree, 
which would mark the beginning of a new domination with a public announcement 
made in the streets. 
2) The second type of letter concerns the appointments of officials. The only 
example from the Seleucid period is that just discussed sub (d) above, all others 
dating to the Parthian age. There are eleven secure attestations of royal appointments 
by letter.  These concern the most significant positions, both for Babylon and 
Babylonia, ranging from the highest military authorities (such as the chief stratēgos 
or, in one instance, a representative of the king) to the pāhātu – who by that time 
must have been the highest civil authority, after having apparently supplanted the 
                                                             
256 The Diaries record several such instances, e.g. AD 2 -178C: rev. 19‟-20‟ (one bull and 5 sheep 
offered by the chief stratēgos to the gods “for the life of king Seleucus, his wife and his sons”), AD 2 
-171B: rev. 3‟-4‟ (6 sheep sacrificed by the chief stratēgos), 6‟-7‟ (3 sheep, again sacrificed to the 
gods by the chief stratēgos “for the life of the kings”), AD 3 -132D2: rev. 13‟-14‟ (one bull and 5 
sheep  sacrifice performed by an unknown official to the gods “for the life of the king and for his 
own”), AD 3 -129A2: obv. 18‟-19‟ (one bull and 3 sheep, offered by the pāhātu to the gods “for the 
life of the king and for his own”). The animals for the offerings were usually provided by the šatammu 
of Esagila and the Babylonians; unfortunately, the passages of Diaries which record the king‟s 
participation in important Babylonian festivals are either damaged (as in AD 2 -204C: rev. 14-18) or 
they give no figure (AD 2 -187A: rev. 5‟, 7‟, 10‟, 13‟, 14‟, 17‟), so that it is impossible to make any 
comparison between the figure given by ABC 13b and other similar occurrences, in which the king 
would have supposedly provided the sacrificial animals himself. 
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šatammu of Esagila in that role – or to the šatammu himself (AD 3 -124A: rev. 21‟: 
see below):  
It seems that Parthia had a much stronger need tightly to control the region, resulting 
in close overseeing of the most important positions and alternation of civilian and 
military officials  (perhaps to avoid the formation of too independent local powers). 
One could also argue that this change was due to some kind of new policy in the 
administration of the city, which must have passed from Babylonian to Greek hands. 
Thus there is the chance that letters such as decrees of appointment were given a very 
different emphasis than before, as they were now read in the theatre (to which the 
compilers of the Diaries might have had access), and may have been deemed as 
being very important in terms of the city‟s interests. Appointments were – at least 
from a formal point of view – a matter pertaining to the king only, as is evident from 
sources for the same practice from other areas of the realm. 
3) The third type (encompassing the letters cited in the historical entries of AD 3 -
140A: u.e. 3-4; AD 3 -132D2: rev. 14‟ ff; AD 3 -124A: rev. 22‟-23‟; AD 3 -124B: 
rev. 12‟-14‟, 17‟-19‟; AD 3 -118A: rev. 18‟-21‟; AD 3 -118B: u.e. 3-5; AD 3 -90: 
obv. 30‟-31‟; AD 3 -87C: rev. 30‟-32‟) is what I dubbed royal “propaganda” (see 
above, example d.). Although such a definition might sound quite simplistic, I think 
it fits the content of these letters, which appear only in the Parthian period and escape 
almost any possible classification drawn up for the rest of the Hellenistic 
correspondence. 
On the evidence of the extant sources, letters of this kind share some basic features: 
a) Their content is usually related in direct speech, introduced by umma or akkā‟i 
ša257 at the end of standardized phrasings, where emphasis is placed on public 
                                                             
257 umma: “saying, as follows”, particle introducing direct speech (AHw III: 1413, GAG: 176). For 
akkā‟i (alone or used with kī) a first problem arises: CAD A/I: 273-274, ss.vv. akkā‟i A-B, akkā‟iki, 
AHw I: 29, ss.vv. akkā‟i, akkā‟ikī and GAG: 174 have either interrogative particle “how?”, “how 
much/many?”, or temporal subjunction “as soon as” (but see Hackl 2007: 19-20 and n. 76, arguing 
against CAD A/I: 273-274, s.v. akkā‟i B that this last usage is actually not attested, akkā‟i being used 
only to introduce direct or indirect questions). None of them lists akkā‟i ša as the Diaries have it, as a 
marker of direct speech. It could be argued that this use is an (as yet) unacknowledged innovation of 
the Late Babylonian period. akkā‟i ša is unequivocally attested as a direct speech marker in AD 3 -
118A: rev. 18‟-21‟, AD 3 -118B: u.e. 3-5, AD 3 -87C: rev. 30‟-32‟. In light of parallels it can be 
restored with almost absolute certainty in AD 3 -132D2: rev. 14‟ ff, and it may have occurred also in 
AD 3 -93A: rev. 26, although here umma is also possible, and AD 3 -90: obv. 31‟. It seems fairly 
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readings at the gathering of the citizenry as, for example, “that day the letter of the 
king, which had been written to the pāhātu and politai who are in Babylon, was read 
in the theatre as follows: etc.” (ud bi kušsarmeš lugal šá ana muh-hi  lúpa-hat eki u lúpu-
li-te-e šá ina eki sarmeš ina é.igi.du8.a šá-su-ú um-ma: AD 3 -124B: rev. 17‟); 
furthermore, three Diaries report a direct speech of the king in the first person 
singular (AD 3 -124B: rev. 17‟-19‟, AD 3 -118A: rev. 18‟-21‟, AD 3 -90: obv. 30‟-
31‟). Proclamations of this kind are not unparalleled in earlier Diaries: AD 1 -330: 
rev. 6‟-7‟ records the address of Alexander to the Babylonians (see above, p. 10 and 
nn. 27-28), while ABC 10 (= BCHP 3): rev. 3‟-4‟ reports the introduction of a new 
dating system by Seleucus following Antigonus‟ expulsion from Babylon (for the 
reconstruction needed for this reading see Oelsner 1974: 136ff n. 33; Van der Spek 
1992: 245ff; Stolper 1990; Geller 1990: 2 n. 8), and AD 3 -137A: rev. 8‟-11‟ relates 
the outcome of the clash between Mithradates I and Demetrius II in 138 BCE. Within 
the account of this war, introduced by the standard formula alteme umma (“I heard as 
follows:…”), the last entry quite unusually reports some kind of hortatory speech 
pronounced by Mithradates to Demetrius, granting him a peaceful exile in the land of 
Media at his side (rev. 10‟-11‟).  This speech is introduced by another umma, 
suggesting (if only as a literary conceit) that the speech is reported verbatim. If he 
had simply “heard” about the battle, how could the scribe be able to quote this 
speech? The text of the latter may well be fictional, as the scribe could have been re-
elaborating on rumors circulating in the city, in order to accommodate the story in 
the Diaries in a somewhat more “literary” fashion. However, if A. Kuhrt‟s suggestion 
that the “I heard…” formula refers to public proclamations made by heralds is right 
(Kuhrt 1996: 53), then the quotation in the letter may have been bona fide. This 
hypothesis is supported by the fact that speeches of the same kind are eventually 
reported as being delivered to the citizenry by means of letters which were given a 
public reading. Finally, as soon as the historical context is considered it will become 
clear that there might have been room to exploit the deed of benevolence of 
Mithradates I to foster a political discourse: these events are to be placed in the 
troublesome years which saw the Parthian conquest of Babylonia by Mithradates I, 
prolonged warfare with Elymais, and finally an attempt of recovery by Demetrius II 
(for an accurate survey of this period see Assar 2006: esp. 93-94 with previous 
                                                                                                                                                                            
certain from a close examination of the texts that akkā‟i ša performs in these cases roughly the same 
function as umma, introducing a kind of direct speech. 
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literature). Thus, if the speech is accepted as true or close to truth, its circulation 
could easily be explained through the king‟s desire to exploit his own merciful 
attitude towards Demetrius in fostering the support of the Greeks and Macedonians 
living in the region, who had been earnestly requesting Demetrius‟ intervention 
against him (Justin 36.1.1-6 and Josephus Ant. Iud. 13.184-186). 
b) The apparent lack of any tangible purpose in the sphere of administration.
258
 The 
significance of these letters seems to be only narrative: unlike letters concerning land 
policy or appointments, they do not communicate or implement some ruling which 
could have practical consequences on everyday city life and administration. 
c) The content: all these letters are reports of major deeds or res gestae by the 
Arsacid king, most notably victories in battle. The events are reported to the pāhātu 
and politai and read in the theatre; this practice is largely attested in the Diaries, and 
it is comparable with similar evidence from the Greek world (cf. above, example 
d.).
259
 
 What was its purpose? The evidence suggests that it could have been to 
reassure about the strength of the Parthian dynasty and reconfirm the image of the 
Parthian kings as victors and defenders of Babylon and its inhabitants (be they Greek 
or native Babylonians) against external threats like e.g. the Elamites. On the other 
hand, these displays of power and victory could also have served to dissuade the 
politai from placing too much hope in some possible Greek “saviours” like 
Antiochus VII. In AD 3 -129A1: obv. 7‟-8‟ the politai are apparently summoned by a 
royal letter to the camp of the king: it is tempting to see here their involvement in the 
imminent war with Antiochus VII. This would clearly exemplify how and why 
propaganda was needed. To conclude, I would suggest that such a kind of 
                                                             
258 From this point of view, the letter quoted in AD 3 -140A: u.e. 3-4 might constitute a limited 
exception. In a very damaged context, a mention of “Antiochus and queen Laodice” (line 4) suggests 
either a confirmation of a royal cult (Del Monte 1997: 103-104) or of the old land grant made by 
Antiochus II via his wife Laodice and his sons. Both issues (especially the second one) could have 
potentially affected city life. However, the royal letter was quite uncommonly given a public reading 
in the streets, which would point to a propagandistic character of this specific communication to the 
city. 
259 See van der Spek 2001: 447-448 for a discussion of the Greek habit of holding meetings in 
theatres. Another option is of course that the theatre was mainly used for its natural purpose (i.e., 
performances), and that these events offered a good chance to the sender of the letters of reaching a 
wider audience. Think for example to Flamininus‟ address to all the Greeks at the Isthmian Games in 
Corinth in 196 BCE. 
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correspondence goes in the direction exemplified by the assumption of the title 
philellēn by Parthian kings, which in the words of R. Fowler was “an opening gambit 
for a friendly dialogue with the Greek communities”.260 Prestige was a good 
instrument for the king to rely upon in exercising or negotiating his own authority. 
 Finally, more public displays of magnificence and victories by the Parthians 
are known, compare for instance the so-called Mithradates‟ relief and, more 
importantly, the announcement of the victory against the Romans to Seleucia and its 
“senate” by Surena, an account of which is given by Plutarch.261 
5.4.2 A two-way dialogue? 
So much for the active correspondence of the king. It is now necessary to look into 
the sources for a corresponding, meaningful response from the Babylonian 
institutions. In order to do so, it will be necessary to look also in passages not 
necessarily related to letters, but which can nonetheless prove useful to detect traces 
of a bottom-up interaction. Possible examples of such a response appear:  
a) First, in those cases in which Babylonian ambassadors are reported to have 
gone in person before the king, probably bringing some kind of message on 
behalf of the city, such as in AD 1 -273B: rev. 34‟-38‟, AD 3 -140A: rev. 
4‟262 or AD 3 -77A: obv. 31‟ (where it is reported that the šatammu departed 
for Media at the side of the king). We don‟t actually know whether the 
ambassadors were summoned or had been sent by the city on its own 
                                                             
260 A discussion of the title and its assumption by the Parthian kings appears in Fowler 2005: 152-155 
and n. 89-90 with full references to previous literature. 
261
 Crassus 32. According to Plutarch, Surena put up a mockery of a Roman triumph to humiliate the 
Romans, in the very same terms in which the Greeks were formerly used to celebrate victories of their 
kings: compare with the pompē made by the politai to honor Antiochus IV and the pompē geloia 
organized by Surena. This detail shows that the Parthians were indeed acquainted with Greek (and 
Roman) ways of celebrating victories, and that they could exploit this knowledge to bend or 
manipulate such communication techniques in order to foster their own agenda. Anyway, the public 
mockery was evidently directed at the people and took place in the streets (to be compared with the 
few instances of messages read in the streets of Babylon during the Parthian age: see above, p. 14 and 
n. 39), while Surena addressed the “senate” of Seleucia (possibly the peliganes) in a somewhat more 
“serious” way, trying to downplay the Romans showing them some “compromising” pieces of 
literature found among the booty. Again, this shows a direct effort aimed at appeasing or involving the 
governing bodies of a Greek city like Seleucia on the Tigris. 
262 The relevant passage of this entry contains huge gaps. However, Van der Spek‟s reconstruction of 
the context and contention that the Babylonian authorities travelled to the Parthian court seems very 
reasonable (Van der Spek 2001: 449-450). 
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initiative: both options are possible. In any case, it is very likely that these 
Babylonian dignitaries carried with them messages (hypomnēmata) to be 
submitted to the proper authority, bearing instructions to negotiate relevant 
issues and make requests. These are precisely the circumstances under which 
a Hellenistic king could make a decision and issue a document in which he 
recalled the city‟s requests and explained if and how he would meet them, 
possibly allowing him to mould his discourse in the common language of 
euergesia (Capdetrey 2007: 340; Ma 2002: 182ff). 
b) Secondly, in the Lehmann text
 (see above)
 and other documents possibly relating 
to land policy like BCHP 16, or AD 2 -249B: rev. 15‟-16‟. It is possible that 
the Lehmann text itself represents the Babylonian version of some kind of 
hypomnēma through which the Babylonians laid a claim to the rights over 
certain tracts of land, which had been previously “donated” to them by 
Antiochus II‟s ex-wife Laodice and her sons.263 The tablet, recording a 
statement by the šatammu before the kiništu of Esagila, was written in 173/2 
BC after an original on stele dated to 236 BC, possibly to renew or confirm 
the claim: evoking past decisions or benefactions was a typical feature of 
mediation between king and cities.
264
 
c) Thirdly, in cases such as ABC 13b: obv. 3‟-8‟ and AD 3 -77A: obv. 28‟-30‟, 
from which it can be gathered that some kind of honour was decreed by the 
city for the king or his family, whether on the initiative of the city itself (as in 
the latter case) or on a royal “stimulus” (as in the former).265 Such honours 
were also instrumental to the discourse by which a civic community could 
                                                             
263 There seems to be no hard evidence, anyway, that Antiochus II ever divorced Laodice in order to 
conclude the marriage with Ptolemy II‟s daughter Berenice, by which the agreement that ended the 
Second Syrian War (260-253 BCE) was settled. See Martinez-Sève 2003. 
264 A hypomnēma could acquire performative power itself, when the king chose to validate it by 
having it reproduced with the addition of only a few phrases granting royal approval and ordering to 
comply. This way, the text of the petition became to all effects a royal order addressed to the 
underlying administrative structure. This is a very well known practice of the Ptolemaic royal 
chancellery, and the fact that for the Seleucid realm it is attested almost only in southern Syria, 
formerly under Ptolemaic control, could give a clue as to its origin, although this should not be 
assumed too lightly: see Capdetrey 2006: 111-112. 
265 Pirngruber recently wrote the final word on the vexata quaestio that was spurred by ABC 13b, on 
whether this, together with other passages in the Astronomical Diaries recording offerings made “for 
the life of the king”, should be seen in connection with a typically Greek Hellenistic ruler cult or not, 
by demonstrating that the practice originated in a purely Near Eastern background that was not 
influenced by the notorious practice attested elsewhere in the Seleucid empire. See Pirngruber 2009 
with references and previous literature. 
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express gratitude for a previously received gift and, at the same time, petition 
for further privileges and benefactions.
266
 The gift of a great quantity of 
sacrificial animals (as in ABC 13b) or the erection of a statue (as in AD 3 -
77A: obv. 28‟-30‟267), as isolated and fragmentary as they are, could well 
represent different stages of an ongoing discourse between the king and the 
city, a dialogue framed according to the language of euergesia and 
benefaction, a language well known both to the city and the king. 
d) And lastly, in the only case in which messages from other officials are 
addressed to the king, i.e., in AD 3 -134B: obv. 15, where the letters sent by 
one Mēnophilos (most likely a royal agent, or maybe even a pāhāt Bābili) are 
mentioned.
268
 The importance of this passage lies in the fact that it constitutes 
both an example of circulation of information within the administration, and a 
tangible example of bottom-up communication. Furthermore, this historical 
entry is the only one known to me to record the existence of a copy of a letter 
(gaba.ri 
┌kuš?šá?-ţár?┐), although absolute certainty cannot be reached, again, 
due to the bad state of preservation of the Diary. Anyway, this reference to 
what was probably an antigraphon or a covering letter again sheds new light 
on the working of imperial bureaucracy within Babylonia.
269
 
Although these pieces of evidence are not entirely conclusive, they provide us with 
clues to the effect that the interaction between the king and Babylon must have 
                                                             
266 Ma 2002: 201ff. For a tangible example of how a dialogue of this kind was framed see, for 
example, the epigraphic dossier recording the correspondence of Antiochus III and Zeuxis with the 
Herakleians between 196 and 193 BCE (Ma 2002: 340-345 [nr. 31]). 
267
 That this may have had some honorific connotation is highly speculative, of course. It is 
nonetheless interesting, since it is said that it was erected by the šatammu and kiništu of Esagila “by 
their own free will” (as a manifestation of eunoia towards the king and his business?), that offerings 
were performed before it and finally it is quite sure that the statue was that of a person (Del Monte 
1997: 178-179). 
268 Text: “[iti bi] ud.20.kam kuššá-ţármeš šá Ime-nu-pi-lu-su šá a-na lugal AD x[…]”. Parallels for the 
use of the determinative-relative pronoun ša in the construction of relative clauses in the Diaries 
suggest, in my opinion, that Del Monte‟s interpretation and reconstruction of the passage (Del Monte 
1997: 121), referring ša to šaţāru rather than to Mēnophilos, is to be followed. The editors have “that? 
month?], the 20th, leather documents of Menupilus, who to the king, the father? of...[...]” (AD 3: 195).  
269 There is a possibility, of course, that those sent to the city were copies of the actual, official letters 
delivered through a hierarchical chain of command. This unique attestation is important in that it is 
evidence of specific administrative practices attested elsewhere (see, for example, the covering letter 
of Anaximbrotos relating to the famous Antiochus III dossier regarding the institution of a dynastic 
cult for Laodice: Welles 1934: 163). 
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worked in a very similar way to interactions between king and major cities in the rest 
of the empire. 
5.5 Preliminary conclusions 
I shall try to draw some conclusions:  
1. The Seleucid correspondence seems to focus on a considerably wider range of 
issues than the Parthian correspondence. This is surprising if the overall figures are 
considered, for Parthian letters are almost three times as numerous as Seleucid ones. 
It seems that the use of letters becomes more and more specialized and stereotypical, 
although, of course, the alternative explanation that this reflects a change in habits of 
the scribes of the Diaries cannot be discarded entirely. 
2. The Babylonian correspondence of the Hellenistic period reveals an interaction 
between the royal authority and the Babylonian “public”, although the nature and the 
state of the documentation make it difficult to reconstruct the details. The majority of 
the documents representing a greater predisposition towards negotiation between 
king and city date to the Seleucid period. From this perspective, the Arsacid 
correspondence seems to fulfil only two basic needs, one administrative and the other 
ideological: the appointment of officials and what I called royal “propaganda”. 
Despite some sparse traces of initiatives by the Babylonians, the decline of the 
“dialogic” aspect of this interaction during the Parthian period seems evident. That 
the phase of major interaction corresponds to the same period in which the letters 
were addressed to the administrator of Esagil and the Babylonians is not surprising: 
approaches to a relatively more independent entity, such as the Babylonian temple 
community, must have required a greater degree of negotiation, while this was not 
necessary when dealing with a directly subordinate authorities like the epistatēs. 
3.  Van der Spek has advocated the existence of two separate communities, i.e., the 
Babylonians headed by the šatammu and the kiništu on the one hand, and the Greek 
politeuma with its governor on the other (Van der Spek 2005). This picture does not 
need be substantially altered, but a reassessment of the political weight of the two 
communities is in order. The overwhelming prevalence of the Greek community 
during the Parthian period as addressee of royal letters seems to suggest that by that 
time it had replaced the traditional Babylonian institutions in the role of 
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representative of the city before the king. Although a great deal of caution is needed, 
one could put forward the idea that the change, taking place in the passage from 
Seleucid to Parthian rule, was actually enforced by the latter. This deliberate policy 
could have been dictated by the well-known Parthian “philhellenism” attested by 
coinage, literature and epigraphy
270
 or, to put it in more practical terms, by the 
attempt to exploit the greater expertise of the Greek/Macedonian elite, introduced 
into the city by Antiochus IV, in international politics and military matters, in order 
to ensure a tighter form of control of a region which would become a crucial 
boundary zone for the centuries to come. On the other hand, this could lead to 
speculation about the social structure of Babylon in the Parthian period, and to 
redressal of the balance between the two communities by assuming that the 
introduction of the Greek politeuma might have been aimed at a more radical and 
inclusive rearrangement of the city. This would have made the community of the 
politai the only political subject, composed not only by ethnic Greeks, but by every 
individual or group that would have been entitled to join, by reason of his degree of 
hellenization or his commitment to the newly created hellenizing institutions; in 
other words, this reconstruction would not envisage an opposition between Greeks 
and Babylonians, but between politai and non-politai, with the latter left at the 
margins of the political life of the city. However, this hypothesis is supported only by 
a handful of Greek-Babylonian double names,
271
 by the possible, yet far from certain 
interpretation of the so-called “gymnasium inscription” as recording names of 
hellenized Babylonians as winners of an agōn,272 and by the fact that the Babylonian 
compilers of the Diaries could access the theatre where the letters were read aloud 
before the Greek audience, allowing them to quote their content verbatim. It also 
contrasts with the continuing activity of the temple as an economic and cultural 
focus, as the late archive of Rahīm-Esu shows,273 with references in the Diaries to 
                                                             
270 There is evidence, of course, that the Parthians were familiar with the practice of addressing cities 
with letters (in Greek) also outside Babylon: see an inscription in Greek reporting a letter by king 
Artabanus (II or III) to the city of Susa about the validation of the election of a city treasurer during 
the 1st century CE. See Welles 1934: 299ff. (proposing Artabanus III) and Canali de Rossi 2004: 
121ff. (Artabanus II). 
271 Sherwin-White and Kuhrt 1993: 151ff.; Boiy 2004: 289-290 and 2005 with references and 
previous bibliography. 
272 This conclusion is highly hypothetical: see again Van der Spek 2005: 406-407. 
273 An analysis of the archive is undertaken in Van der Spek 1998. Rahīm-Esu himself was probably 
not of Babylonian descent. 
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conflicts between politai and Babylonians,
274
 with a couple of letters addressed to the 
šatammu and Babylonians during the same period, with the statement made in BCHP 
14 that the politai were actually Greeks,
275
 and finally with the very fact that 
reference to the politai is sometimes made in the sources as to “the politai who are in 
Babylon” (ša ina Bābili), as though pointing to a separate group within the city.276 
To be sure, the šatammu appears as recipient of two letters during the Parthian 
period: the first one occurs in a context which is so fragmentary that hardly anything 
can be said about its content, while the second one (AD 3 -93A: rev. 24-26) very 
unprecedentedly turns out to carry orders imposing a heavy work obligation on the 
Babylonians themselves (reading and interpretation in Van der Spek 2001: 454). A 
small excursus on some of the characters of  the Greek polity seems here in order. 
5.5.1 The Greek Community 
Many of the details relating to the Greek polity have already been expounded in a 
minor number of publications, most notably Van der Spek 2001 and 2005; other 
essays trying to assess in part the impact of Hellenization on late Mesopotamian 
society can be found in Rempel and Yoffee 1999, Oelsner 2002; some up-to-date 
data can be found in Boiy 2004: 289ff; see now also Potts 2011 with references and 
literature. A summary that is partially based on this literature will be present, with 
some original contributions. 
Coming to the physical presence of Greeks in Babylon before Antiochus IV, we 
can hardly say anything of statistically relevant, as we lack any figures about their 
numbers. Names are attested here and there in the cuneiform record of the Esagil 
archive; the Iamannāya, as Greeks were commonly referred to,  appear a few times 
in the Astronomical Diaries. But, besides this and a handful of Greek testimonies on 
                                                             
274 For instance in BCHP 14: obv. 1-7, AD 3 -124B: rev. 14‟-16‟, AD 3 -77B: rev. 16‟. See Van der 
Spek 2005: 399-400 for a fuller treatment. 
275 BCHP 14: obv. 2 (Van der Spek 2005: 403-404): “the Greeks, as they are called, the p[olitai]”. The 
passage is very damaged, however, and the possible biases of the compiler of the Chronicle should 
perhaps be kept into account: in the eyes of a traditionalist Babylonian, those who joined the 
community and anointed themselves with oil (obv. 4) may have been Greeks tout court, even if they 
had an indigenous Babylonian origin. 
276 See Boiy 2004: 206. This turns out not to be conclusive either, however, if the biases of the sources 
are considered: the very authors of the Diaries and Chronicles will have regarded themselves as the 
true Babylonians, and from the point of view of someone focusing on the temple, whichever option is 
preferred, they would have seen a community of politai as being something basically alien and 
separated. 
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ostraka and stone,  little more contributes to the picture (Boiy 2004: 39ff.). Things 
change with the reign of Antiochus IV who actively promoted the creation of a 
community of citizens  - politai - in Babylon, as they are identified in the Diaries. 
The following table reviews what evidence we possess on the Greek community, 
mainly from the second century onwards: 
Table 21 
Feature Other information, comments 
established by the king: cf.  BCHP 
14,277 obv. 2-5, Tašrītu [= 10.X – 8.XI 
163 BCE] (cf. Van der Spek 2005: 396, 
403) 
1. mu.149.kam Ian lugal iti d[u6
?  (ud ...)] 
2. lúia-‟-man-na-a-a-ni mu-šú-nu lúp[u-li-ţa-nu] 
3. šá ina igi-ma ina qí-bi šá Ian lugal ina e[ki ku4
meš] 
4. u ì.giš šéšmeš l[ì]b-bu-ú lúpu-l[i-ţa-nu] 
5. šá ina uru si-lu-ki-┌‟┐-a-a uru lugal-ú-t[u] 
6. šá ina muh-hi ídmaš.gú.gàr u íd lugal 
7. ki lúšá-kin7 u 
lúunmeš kur šá ina eki l[úne garmeš] 
«Year 149 SE, Antiochus (V) king, month Ta[šrītu, 
day x]. The Greeks, as they are called, the p[olitai], who 
in the past at the command of king Antiochus (IV) [had 
entered] Baby[lon] and who anoint with oil just like 
the pol[itai] who are in Seleucia, the royal city on 
the Tigris and the King‟s Canal, with the governor and 
the people of the land who are in Babylon [did] b[attle].» 
composed by citizens, named as such in 
the cuneiform sources. AD 2 -168A, obv. 
14-15, month Abu [= VIII – IX 169 
BCE] records the first such appearance 
14. (…) itu bi al-te-e u[m-ma] 
15.  Ian lugal ina urumeš šá kur me-luh-ha šal-ţa-niš 
gin.gin-a[k] lúpu-li-ţe-e pu-up-pe-e u ép-še-e-tú šá 
gim ú-şur-tú lúia-a-man-nu x[ 
«That month I heard as follows: king Antiochus marched 
victoriously through the cities of Egypt. The polītai 
[held] a pompē and a ritual according to a Greek design.» 
headed by a royally appointed governor 
or epistatēs 
cf. above for attestations of appointments in the 
cuneiform record; the honorary inscription OGIS 254 
mentions one Demokrates  stratēgos kai epistatēs tēs 
poleōs. Provenance from Babylon is uncertain (Boiy 
2004: 40) 
had a council of elders, the peliganes, 
attested for the first time in a new 
chronicle (BCHP 18,278 Van der Spek 
2005: 398) 
lúpe-li-ga-na-a-n[u …] 
                                                             
277 http://www.livius.org/cg-cm/chronicles/bchp-greeks/greeks_01.html 
278 BCHP 18: B 3‟: http://www.livius.org/cg-cm/chronicles/bchp-bagayasha/bchp-bagayasha2.html 
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had a theatre (see mainly Van der Spek 
2001, Van der Spek 2005: passim) 
theatre was the seat where the politai gathered (Van der 
Spek 2001: 447-448), heard royal messages and possibly 
debated. Potts 2011: 246, citing Goldhill 2000: 62, 
emphasizes the role of a theatre as “political map of the 
city” and as the venue for the implementation of some of 
the institutional aspects of the polis. The theatre was 
possibly built under Alexander and refurbished later 
(Potts 2011: 243-254) 
had a palaestra  
cf. Potts 2011: 243, Van der Spek 2005: 398 with 
previous literature 
had a gymnasium  
an inscription in Greek on a clay tablet lists winners of 
athletic competitions; it had a gymnasiarch and possibly 
also managers of athletes (Van der Spek 2005: 398, 406-
407) 
had an agora 
Reportedly destroyed by the satrap Himerus, Diod. 
XXXIV/XXXV 21. Cf. Boiy 2004: 75 with previous 
literature 
had an established philosophical school 
founded by the Stoic philosopher Archedemus of Tarsus, 
Plutarch, de exilio 14 605B; cf. Van der Spek 2005: 398-
399 
The only thing that seems to be missing 
is a temple 
Greeks may have known from Berossus or Herodotus that 
Bēl was to be equated with Zeus (FGrHist C 680 F1 and I 
181 resp.), and may have thus been using the Babylonian 
sanctuary for their religious needs (Van der Soek 2005: 
399); indeed, there are at least a couple of instances in the 
Diaries where it is recorded that the Babylonians 
performed sacrifices “for the life” of a newly appointed 
Governor of the politai and of the king‟s. This is partial 
evidence that the two communities could meet on 
common grounds, providing that also the politai 
participated in these ceremonies, which is far from sure. 
Alternatively, a temple may have existed but while still 
being unknown to archaeological investigation. Note that 
a Greek-style temple has yet to be found even in Seleucia 
(Rempel and Yoffee 1999: 390) 
One cannot help but being reminiscent of a passage of the Description of Greece, in 
which Pausanias wondered, about a city of the Phocians,  
«if one can give the name of city to those who possess no government offices, no 
gymnasium, no theatre, no market-place, no water descending to a fountain, but live in 
bare shelters just like mountain cabins, right on a ravine (10.4.1, transl. W.H.S. Jones)» 
By looking at the table above, it turns out that the Greek polity in Babylon possessed 
most of these requirements. I will, however, resist the temptation (something which 
McEwan 1988 could not do) , and avoid the pitfall of wondering whether such an 
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organized community would have been regarded, by the very same Greeks, as a polis 
outright; I shall rather heed Rempel and Yoffee‟s sober warning on the difficulties in 
determining what precisely the notion of polis would have meant in Mesopotamia, 
and in understanding whether, all the aforementioned Greek fixtures 
notwithstanding, it would have been conceived as a polis of Greece or Asia Minor 
(Rempel and Yoffee 1999: 389-390). As van der Spek noted (2005), its boundaries 
were apparently marked by citizenship rights rather than ethnicity; indeed, this must 
be one of the reasons for which the citizens are referred as such in the Diaries and not 
simply as Greeks, as it could have easily been. This is to say that ethnic backgrounds 
do not necessarily coincide with civic allegiances and it is conceivable that the Greek 
polity would have been theoretically open, at least upon its foundation, to every 
individual willing to commit himself to the newly created Hellenizing institutions 
(Van der Spek 2005: 395, 400-401). Besides, laying down parameters to define 
ethnic affiliation for all the inhabitants of Babylon may turn out to be exceedingly 
difficult; and it would be wrong to conceive of Greeks and Babylonians as the only 
two groups in the city, which counted also the presence of Iranians, Jews, Egyptians, 
people from the Levant and others, making it a real crucible of peoples. Even the 
ethnic boundaries delimiting Babylonian identity may have been more tenuous than 
one would think, and multiculturalism may have been widespread, even, or 
especially, in the upper strata of the population; one may describe the probable 
situation with the words of Westenholz, who borrowed and expanded an expression 
originally formulated by Geller (1997: 45) to say that a member of the kiništu in the 
third century BCE may have been a trilingual individual who “spoke Akkadian (and 
even Sumerian) to his gods and his colleagues, Aramaic to his neighbors, and Greek 
to his tax collector” (Westenholz 2007: 293). 
It is on the whole difficult to tell the difference in size between the 
Hellenizing polity and the Babylonian one; it is sure that Antiochus had introduced 
more people from the outside, but in the absence of any fuller data we cannot add 
anything to this; and, even more puzzling, we are completely unable to tell whether 
all the people in Babylon belonged to either of the two attested communities; for 
there surely was, although unaccounted for in the sources, a popular culture that was 
loyal more to the age old oral folklore than to learned temple and cuneiform 
tradition: as such, in the words of Westenholz, “not linked to specific centers, nor 
(…) limited to a specific language and to a specific script, if any at all.” (Westenholz 
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2007: 308). I believe that, above anyone else, it is at these people that we should be 
looking when searching for potential subjects of acculturative processes that may 
have resulted, I argue, from the foundation of the Greek polity. Until the Babylonian 
community, administrated and represented by the šatammu and kiništu of Esagil, 
remained the only one constituency in the city, it is reasonable to conceive that the 
Babylonian temple, far from being simply a preserve of a few men pursuing a 
decaying tradition, would have easily exerted upon them its traditional influence as 
both the most important single economic and organizing unit and, at the same time, 
as the main supplier of communal identity for the people. But what happened when 
another competitor entered the arena? And, more importantly, what evaluation is it 
possible to give of the overall relationship between the two communities? Van der 
Spek (2005) called the resulting situation “segregation” and “apartheid” from a 
political point of view, whereby the two communities were independent of each other 
and carried out business in their traditional way. There are, however, two new pieces 
of evidence show that the picture needs to be substantially reassessed; one is 
constituted by the data provided by the analysis of letters expounded above, while 
the other one is new and results from a collation of a passage in the Astronomical 
Diaries:  
1. A study of the stream of communications between city and court in a 
diachronic perspective shows that, starting already in the later Seleucid 
period, but gaining momentum with the Parthian takeover, the only addressee 
of letters of the royal court in Babylon was the Greek Community. When 
compared with the previous period, this situation is striking. Simply, the king 
seems not interested any more in dealing with the Babylonians, unlike the 
Seleucids during the third century BCE. Whenever the kings desired to 
inform the city that a new official had been appointed, or to choose one of the 
citizens for the position of governor, or simply to inform them over the 
outcome of a military campaign, it is to the politai and their governor that the 
king writes, while the Babylonians simply disappear from the record of the 
royal correspondence. 
2. The second piece of evidence is a passage from the Astronomical Diaries, 
recording events of August-September 125 BCE, a new reading of which 
sheds light on a previously unidentified individual that was appointed as 
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substitute šatammu of Esagil; it is now beyond any doubt that this individual 
was a Greek:
279
  
AD 3 -124A, rev. 21‟, month Abu = VIII – IX 125 BCE 
21' […] šá-su-ú šá mun-nu-ú šá 1-en i-’-man-ma-na-a-a280 ina lúšà.tammeš é.sag.gíl ku-
um I┌x┐[….] 
«[… a letter] was read concerning the appointment of a Greek to the position of šatammu of 
Esagil in place of PN […]”» 
The appointment was meant as a temporary substitution, as the former 
šatammu Bēl-lumur, attested in office in BOR 4 132, dated to 30.V.127 BCE, 
was recorded as being back in his post in AD 3 -119B1: 11‟, datable to IV-V 
120 BCE (Van der Spek 2000: 439-440). This, however, does not mean that 
the fact has to be downplayed. Although he did not propose an identification 
of the ethnicon of this individual, Boiy (2004: 196) put this event in 
relationship with the Parthian restauration in Babylon after the usurpation of 
Hyspaosines of Mesene, and this may well be possible. It is the very first 
instance known to me of a foreigner, clearly identified as such, holding one of 
the most traditional positions within temple administration during the first 
millennium BCE. The stress laid on the ethnic provenance of this official 
once again seems to draw a line between citizenship and ethnicity; moreover, 
the scribe might have been willing to emphasize the unprecedented character 
of the event. Since such kind of appointments were always made by the king, 
although the relevant part of the passage is broken, it is fair to assume that 
this one was indeed made by the Parthian king Artabanus I. In fact, this 
appointment is not just such: it is the first open encroachment of the Greeks 
within the economic and cultural space of the temple. Practical reasons for it 
may have been an attempt at forced assimilation or acculturation of the 
traditionalist Babylonians or the need to appropriate the political and 
economic resources of the temple during a phase of prolonged warfare and 
turmoil, or both of them.  
                                                             
279 I am indebted to C. Waerzeggers, who kindly collated the tablet for me in the British Museum. 
280 Notice that we either have to surmise that the scribe forgot the determinative lú, or that the word 
was awkwardly written lú‟-man-ma-na-a-a. I favour the first hypothesis, which is supported by 
parallels as i!-‟-ma-na-a-a, AD 3 -124B: rev. 15‟ (Van der Spek 2005: 404). 
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Circumstantial evidence exists that shows an increasing Greek presence and 
intermingling with local affairs at about mid-second century BCE on the one hand, 
and that confirms that royal support to the temple community of Babylon had 
somehow been withdrawn on the other: a) although hellenization within leading 
families of Uruk took place in successive “waves” between 224 and 130 BCE 
(Westenholz 2007: 275 n. 9, with previous literature), a more decided participation of 
apparently Greek individuals, or of a major part of Urukians sporting Greek names, 
in cuneiform-recorded business transactions is documentable from the reign of 
Antiochus IV, especially 146 SE onwards (Doty 1977: 155) b) some of the best 
examples of hellenizing tendencies in architecture date to the Parthian period 
(Oelsner 2002a: 192), and that includes the refurbishing of already traditionally 
Greek buildings as the theatre (Van der Spek 2001: 446, Hauser 1999: 216-217) c) 
the progressive faltering and final demise of cuneiform culture as expressed in its 
traditional writing system, and the destruction, decay or abandonment of sanctuaries; 
Westenholz summarized the latter tendency as follows:  
«One thing we do know about Babylonian temples is that they needed constant 
maintenance; and in the past, kings defrayed the cost. The Seleucid kings had done that; 
the Parthian rulers tolerated the cult but do not seem to have contributed anything to its 
upkeep. The temples themselves had some disposable assets and could carry out minor 
repairs; but these appear to have been rear-guard actions against the inevitable. No 
Babylonian temple anywhere is recorded as having been “built,” i.e., fully restored, in 
Parthian times. Despite the superb astronomical studies carried out in them, the temples 
decayed slowly and were finally abandoned, one by one.» (Westenholz 2007: 305) 
 
d) the apparent withdrawal of royal support is not only evident in the lack of any 
royally-sponsored maintenance work on the sanctuaries, but also by the absence of 
any explicit and material support to the cult other than building works, such as, for 
instance, the gift of sacrificial animals for the performance of religious festivals, or 
the participation to the latter, especially the New Year one, that was highly valued by 
the Babylonians, and was tantamount to the fulfilling of the role of a legitimate 
Babylonian king. To wit, no such provisions, neither the participation of kings to the 
cult as that of Antiochus III at Babylon during Nisannu of 205 BCE or Šabāţu of 187 
BCE, is to be found in evidence related to the Parthian period. On the contrary, the 
plundering of Esagil is attested at least once (see above), while every time that 
Parthian honoratiores visited Babylon, it was actually the Esagil community that 
provided sacrificial animals, in stark contrast to tendencies of the third century BCE 
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(cf. ABC 13b: obv. 1‟-8‟).281 What follows is a list of such instances from the 
Parthian period, when the šatammu and kiništu of Esagil honoured visiting officials 
and provided sacrificial animals for them from their own possessions: 
Table 22 
Beneficiary Additional details Attestation 
Satrap of Akkad; Stratēgos 
of Akkad 
To Bēl, Bēltia and the great gods 
AD 3 -137D: rev. 22-24, 26-27, 
Ţebētu (1.I-29.I 137 BCE) 
Satrap of Akkad (twice) 
For the life of the king and his 
own 
AD 3 -133B: obv. 22‟-25‟, Šabāţu 
(17.I-14.II 133 BCE) 
Broken 
[for the life of the king] and his 
own 
AD 3 -132A: rev. 2‟-4‟, Abu 
(11.VIII-8.IX 133 BCE) 
Messenger 
To Bēl, Bēltia and the great gods, 
for the life of the king and his own 
AD 3 -132D2: rev. 13‟-14‟, 22‟-
23‟, Ţebētu (5.I-3.II 132 BCE) 
Prince - BCHP 18: B 30‟ 
Broken 
[To Bēl, Bēlt]ia and the great 
gods, [for the life] of the king [and 
his own] 
AD 3 -129A1: obv. 13‟-15‟, 
Nisannu (11.IV-10.V 130 BCE) 
Pāhātu 
For the life of the king and his 
own 
AD 3 -129A2: obv. 17‟-24‟, 
Ajjāru(11.V-9.VI 130 BCE) 
Timarchus, chief of the 
garrison 
- 
AD 3 -126A: obv. 6‟-9‟, rev. 1-7, 
Arahsamnu (1.XI-30.XI 127 
BCE) 
Stratēgos For the life of king Arsaces 
AD 3 -126B: rev. 5‟-8‟, Addāru 
(27.II-28.III 126 BCE) 
Broken 
[For Bēl, Bēltia] and the great 
gods 
AD 3 -124°: obv. 34‟-35‟, 
Simanu (14.VI-12.VII 125 BCE) 
Chief stratēgos For Bēl, Bēltia and the great gods 
AD 3 -124A: rev. 18‟-20‟, Abu 
(12.VIII-10.IX 125 BCE) 
Satrap of Akkad For Bēl 
AD 3 -124B: obv. 5‟, Arahsamnu 
(9.XI-7.XII 125 BCE) 
Royal messenger For Bēl, Bēltia and the great gods 
AD 3 -124B: rev. 19‟-20‟, Ţebētu 
(7.I-4.II 124 BCE) 
Satrap of Akkad - 
AD 3 -123B:, 15‟(?), Ulūlu 
(30.VIII-27.IX 124 BCE) 
Broken For Bēl, Bēltia and the great gods 
AD 3 -119B1: obv. 11‟-13‟, 
Nisannu(?) (20.IV-19.V 120 
BCE) 
                                                             
281 Hauser 1999: 225-226 did not understand this, and assumed the reports of sacrifices in the 
Astronomical Diaries to reflect a practice similar to that of the third century. 
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Satrap of Akkad Broken 
AD 3 -112: obv. 14-16, Tašrītu 
(28.IX-26.X 113 BCE) 
Satrap of Akkad Broken 
AD 3 -111B, rev. 8‟-10‟, Du‟ūzu 
(20.VII-17.VIII 112 BCE) 
A Subarean, acting rab 
kumarī 
For Bēl, Bēltia and the great gods, 
and for the life of the king of kings 
AD 3 -107C: rev. 15‟-21‟, 
Addāru (27.II-28.III 107 BCE) 
A notable from Uruk - 
AD 3 -87A: rev. 14‟-16‟, Ulūlu 
(23.VIII-21.IX 88 BCE) 
Pāhātu - 
AD 3 -77A: obv. 26‟-31‟, Ajjāru 
(7.V-4.VI 78 BCE) 
 
Now, if one of the two major ethnocultural groups in the society is more or less 
openly chosen or implemented by the king as the privileged political interlocutor, 
that qualifies it as the dominant one, and this has of course its weight in intercultural 
contact. Royal sponsorship may well have sought to alter the civic balance; while 
nearly two centuries of moderate endorsement of the Babylonian institution s and 
cult by the Seleucids had allowed the Temple community to exercise its authority 
relatively undisturbed, the traditionalist Babylonians were now faced with an 
opposing group that would have exerted, I believe, a great attractiveness on popular 
culture and the lowest strata of society. And, considering that in the documents traces 
of state subsidy to the traditional cult seem to disappear completely from this time 
onwards, the situation for the Babylonians must have turned dire. Economic support 
was in fact one of the resources through which they could guarantee the prosecution 
of the most public aspects of liturgy, the great festivals which contributed to 
reinforce a communal identity. One warning sign of the decreasing influence of the 
temple in matters of cult is the outburst, a few years earlier than the appointment of 
the Greek šatammu, of a religious riot during which some sort of prophet made 
followers and caused serious troubles to the Temple council (AD 3 -132B, rev. 25-
37, lower e. 1-6, left e. 1-5, u.e. 1-6, Tašrit [9.X-6.XI 133 BCE]). On the other hand, 
the Hellenizing polity could have possibly offered something more and newer, like 
plays in the theatre or sports contests. A policy of forced acculturation or 
assimilation, as the one the appointment of the Greek šatammu seems to imply, could 
also explain in terms of acculturative stress and rejection the occasional outbursts of 
conflicts between Babylonians and citizens of the Hellenizing polity, recorded in 
Diaries and Chronicles (cf. Van der Spek 2005 for all the attestations); on the other 
hand, it would make a comparison with similar events in Jerusalem during the reign 
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of Antiochus IV more feasible than was thought in the recent past; indeed, in 
Jerusalem as well the installation of a Hellenizing community was authorized by the 
king; it entailed encroachment on temple sphere of interest and forced acculturation, 
with the ban over several Jewish traditional practices as circumcision, and it resulted 
in strong acculturative stress and open conflict (cf. of course the events related in I 
and II Maccabees, in particular II Macc. 7-20). 
 I suppose we should assume that the Greek community enjoyed an increasing 
political influence and closer ties with the central authority, deriving also from the 
fact that its head, the epistatēs, was appointed by the king, and that a less important 
Babylonian community was relegated to the margins, having lost its role as the 
privileged interlocutor of the king, while retaining the temple and its daily life as its 
main, traditional focus. I shall presently conclude this esquisse by contributing a 
couple more observations. 
 The first concerns the nature and profile of membership of the kiništu of 
Babylon during the Hellenistic period. About the archives from Hellenistic Uruk, 
Doty observed how the scope and limits for the use of cuneiform were somewhat 
shaped by actively pursued Seleucid fiscal policies, especially implemented during 
the first decades of their rule; essentially, during a business transaction, liability to 
taxation or participation by a Greek registry officer as the chreophylax required the 
related legal document to be written in Greek or Aramaic on supports as parchment 
or papyrus (incidentally, it may be observed that it was probably the Rēš that housed 
the seat of Greek tax administration, which would explain the high number of 
stamped bullae found there: cf. Kose 1998: 17, 44 and Clancier 2005), whereas the 
involvement of temple property in any business would constitute a strong drive 
towards registering the document in cuneiform (Doty 1977: 333-335). On these 
grounds, one could say that such policies contributed to shape not only a legal space, 
but also a cultural one within which the use, and hence the knowledge of cuneiform 
was validated. I wonder, then, whether this has anything to do with the virtual 
disappearance, from the Babylonian record of the Hellenistic period, of any 
constituency other than the priests of Esagil; in other words, if policies similar to 
those of Uruk were applied to Babylon, one could say that they could have restricted 
the social space of cuneiform there as well, diminishing the value of its cultural 
currency. It would not have been surprising, then, that people that entertained no 
connection whatsoever with Esagil and had to carry out all their business in Greek or 
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Aramaic would be drawn away from the sphere of influence of the traditional 
Babylonian temple, the interests of the latter remaining confined, in fact, to its 
clergy. In the absence of more significant evidence, however, and considering how 
skewed our sources are for this period, this kind of speculation should come to a halt 
here.  
 The second and final remark is the following: in some of his contributions, 
Oelsner emphasized how it was Iranization, rather than Hellenization, to bring about 
the end of Mesopotamian culture (Oelsner 2002a: 195, 2002b, 1978: 116). If the 
present discussion served to demonstrate anything, it should be that it was the sum of 
more factors of different kinds that ultimately produced such an effect. Both 
Hellenization and a related political drive emanating from the Arsacid dynasties 
played an important role. On this aspect, Westenholz acutely remarked that 
«“Hellenization” of the Orient went farther in the West under the Romans, in the 
East under the Arsacids, than in both areas under the Seleucids» (Westenholz 2007: 
275 n. 9), and that is certainly true for Mesopotamia. 
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Conclusions 
1. Nature of assemblies and elite behaviour 
 
Some of the questions laid down in the introduction can now be answered: the 
assembly was a virtual “place” where various constituencies met and solved issues. 
Essentially, these constituencies would be affiliated to the crown, the temple, both of 
them or none of them. We cannot absolutely speak of a “civic” assembly stricto 
sensu, i.e. a body politic that encompassed all free citizens in a plenary meeting; so, 
there was no such thing as an institutionalized puhru. There were, instead, some 
different groups representing different interests among the population, that would 
very often overlap, that met together to discuss things; and that meetings would, from 
time to time, be called puhru. Gatherings of this sort, I argue, are basically those 
bringing together the very same groups that Barjamovic identified in the Neo 
Assyrian imperial dossier: high local officials, elders, priests, free citizens. Indeed, 
these actually constituted the articulation of local authorities (that kings knew well), 
and that can basically be superimposed to the concepts of puhrum and “citizens” 
(
lú
dumu GN); arguably, from this point of view the social fabric of cities and the 
composition of assemblies may have went unchanged from the early to the later Neo 
Babylonian period.  
From this point of view, a more sharp change seems to have occurred in 
Hellenistic Babylon, where the local assembly was actually made only by the 
prebendaries of Esagil and the šatammu, with no participation by wider 
constituencies not affiliated to the temple, i.e. no mār banê and no elders, but also no 
other royal appointees, save for some exceptions that occurred over time. As I put 
forward earlier (see above), this could be taken to imply that some restriction in the 
notion of membership had taken place, there virtually being no evidence from 
Hellenistic Babylon that any other kind of gathering held any power whatsoever, that 
may have been forwarded by royal economic policies that can be documented for 
Uruk, but that for Babylon remain implicit at the very least; in other words, no 
connection to the temple could have meant, to the layman, being enlisted in a 
different tax registry, a different administration, a different way of life – this should 
not be taken to mean that one such individual would not, say, take part in traditional 
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festivals anymore; simply, he would have belonged to a radically different legal and 
administrative context, and would have had no part in temple business and 
administration, that would have remained the preserve of privileged priests. Such 
conclusions are by no means certain, anyway. The situation might have been more 
conservative in Hellenistic Uruk; contrary to a widespread opinion, the 
lú
unkin šá 
unug
ki
 we find in some documents is not the kiništu of Uruk, but the puhru of Uruk, 
and the disappearance of the “Babylonians” from the caption is obviously due to the 
aftermath of the revolts against Xerxes and the social changes that occurred 
thereafter  (including the theological shift to the worship of Anu), with the reprisal 
against the elite families of Northern Babylonian origin. 
To turn back to the Neo Babylonian evidence, it seems clear that assemblies 
were ad hoc meetings convened whenever the need arose; there seem to have been 
no fixed timing for gatherings to take place, and the agenda was essentially fixed by 
interpellation, i.e. assemblies were summoned to take place by someone else, as the 
king, a plaintiff or witness in judicial hearings, officials etc. From this point of view, 
assemblies seem to have been a consulting or counselling institution of a rather 
informal nature, whose counsel would be sought on matters of common interest. As 
it turns out, almost all such matters revolved around the temple and its assets, 
including prebends, agricultural holdings, administration of justice in cases of serious 
theft against valuable temple property, and other similar matters. By drawing a 
balance of what we have in terms of attested functions, cases and interpellations, it is 
evident that local assemblies were essentially temple assemblies, no matter  what the 
constituents may have been; all things considered, it is perhaps just time to kick the 
notion of a “civic” assembly and of independent political action out of the way and 
start looking at things in a different way. 
 Anyway, despite their character, assemblies were not completely closed to 
participation from other constituencies such as free citizens with no other 
connections, or elders; this seems to hold true especially for the judicial aspects of 
the assemblies, which prompted me to single out two broad categories, for both 
Sippar and Uruk, i.e. smaller gatherings dealing with minor judicial cases and which 
were more open to outside participation, which I loosely call “judicial” assemblies or 
simply courts (of justice) on the one hand, and “wider” assemblies, or simply 
“assemblies”, on the other; some notable differences may be found between the two 
types, with exceptions, of course. 
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The prosopographical work performed in chapter two can be put to some 
good, alternative use. Nielsen 2008: 399-400 asked the question whether bearers of 
family names would be members of the puhru but, due to the scarcity of the evidence 
on this aspect for the early Neo Babylonian period, could not satisfactorily answer 
the question which is, on the contrary, something that can be done, as it has been 
seen, for the sixth and fifth centuries. As it is evident from the data I have collected, 
the vast majority of the people who are attested as members of assemblies carried the 
traditional two-tiered family name that is commonly associated with the upper strata  
of the population. These same extended kin groups include the priestly families that 
can be documented as having maintained possession of jealously-guarded prebends 
and close ties with the sanctuaries. The former were highly regarded not just because 
of the intrinsic economic value that was attached to them – on the contrary, there is 
evidence that prebendal service was something of a burden, and the numerous 
instances of sub-leases of the service in exchange for silver or shares in the revenues 
attests to the will of getting rid of that burden, which entailed both labour and fiscal 
obligations (Jursa 2010: 55, 167-168) – but rather because, together with the name of 
a venerable ancestor, they symbolized the connection with the remote past of the city 
and with the prestige of its sanctuaries; to borrow Nielsen‟ expression, the possession 
prebends, together with the holding of offices, land, and family names, was a 
paramount part of “sentiments” that emphasized and dwelled upon privileged descent 
and ancestry (Nielsen 2008: 384).  
As said, it is precisely these priestly elites that dominate the documentation 
related to assemblies in this part of the first millennium. So, to a certain extent, 
having characterized the assemblies as the ideal venue where representatives of these 
kin groups seated, to discuss the place and role of the assemblies means also to 
discuss elite behaviour and aspirations. Now, this issue can be approached from a 
number of different standpoints; the ones I mean to address here are essentially 
composition (i.e., which elites are we actually dealing with), and role in city self-
government, if any.  
First of all, then, it is necessary to disentangle the notion of elite that has been 
used so far from possible misunderstandings: with what kind of elite are we dealing 
with? In their discussion of elites in modern societies and their role in determining 
economic outcomes, Temin and Brezis gave the following definition of elite: 
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«A ruling elite (from the latin eligere, “to elect”) is a small, dominant group that enjoys 
the power of decision in the various sectors of the economic and social organization of a 
state. It includes the bureaucrats and civil servants who rule the macro-environment; the 
political elite that governs and operates the executive, legislative, and judicial 
structures; and the business elite. Non-ruling elites include the members of the media, 
academia, and the intelligentsia.» (Temin and Brezis 2008) 
 
As it is obvious when applying modern models to ancient realities, only some aspects 
of this definition are valid for our Babylonian elites. Certainly, the single most 
important aspect that can be highlighted in our evidence is that we cannot speak of 
one elite, but more elites; the high local and temple officials can easily be 
superimposed to the “bureaucrats and civil servants who rule the macro-
environment”, but still keeping in mind what has been observed above about their 
diverse social provenance that determined varied institutional connections and 
loyalties; conversely, the priestly elites under discussion here can hardly be regarded  
as the “political elite that governs and operates the executive, legislative, and judicial 
structures”, if only for the judicial aspect that however, as has been seen, may have 
been more or less open to wider sectors of the population (incidentally, it is the field 
in which people who do not bear the two-tiered family name appear slightly more 
frequently). The definition of academia as a non-ruling elite finds a singular echo in 
the fact that members of ritualist professions seldom show up in our assembly 
records, with the exception of the galamahhu Šamaš-tabni-uşur/Marduk-šāpik-
zēri//Sîn-lēqi-unninni. However, the most interesting notation is that regarding the 
business elite; this is essentially due to the fact that it was precisely this sector of the 
population that came to be relied upon by the Persians in the aftermath of the revolts 
against Xerxes and the curtailing of the old priestly families. While, for instance, 
Renger could still more or less openly conflate this business elite with the priestly 
one (Renger 1995: 311), but in recent years it has become more and more evident 
that this class of urban dwellers had a penchant for entrepreneurial activities within a 
business-minded, social mobility-driven environment; from this point of view, the 
absence of any document related to prebend ownership in an archive like that of 
Egibi is absolutely telling of the preferences and possibilities of such people (Jursa 
2010: 389, 2005: 66). Differences in economic activities and behaviour also 
substantially contribute to distinguish these two affluent social groups: priestly 
families would draw their livelihood both from prebends and from land ownership, 
most of the times date gardens that were rented out; as far as land ownership is 
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concerned, moreover, as a well-established and traditional social group, old 
prebendary families still profited from early Neo Babylonian subdivisions and 
assignments of hanšû land, whereas newcomers as the Egibi certainly did not (Jursa 
2010: 389). Entrepreneurs and businessmen as the latter, on the contrary, drew their 
subsistence through a diverse number of activities, that could take the form of private 
enterprises (harrānu) or institutionally connected ventures, as businessmen were 
often outsourced tasks by institutional players, such as tax farming, overland trade, 
procurement of slaves or hired labour, agricultural management, distribution of 
agricultural and animal husbandry products, management of institutional flocks 
(Renger 1995: 309-310, Kozuh 2006: 7ff.); or, within the non-institutional economy, 
trade in agricultural staples, in wool and processed foodstuffs, credit transactions, 
down to deposit banking starting with the fourth century BCE (Jursa 2010: 30, 2006). 
When it comes, however, to following the networks along which such an outsourcing 
of tasks by the temple was performed to entrepreneurs, we may see that assembled 
constituencies play almost no role. As has been seen, for instance, the granting of 
agricultural rent farming contracts it was the high officials or the king who directly 
performed them, with the only notable exception of the assignment of the collection 
of the sūtu rent to Bēl-gimilanni recorded in TCL 13 182, for which the opinion of 
the assembly was requested. This is also visible in the fact that, as far as I can see, 
only in two instances known entrepreneurs participated in assembly meetings: in PTS 
2269 it was Kalbāja/Iqīša//Basia, the nephew of the renown Šumu-ukīn, who heard 
the promissory declaration about the payment of the brick tax, while in CPL 036422 
the ša muhhi sūti Ile‟‟i-Marduk/Nabû-šumu-ukīn//Ēţeru was among the personnel 
that offered advice on the case of Li‟du. In both cases, tentative explanations can be 
put forward as for their presence: in the former, Kalbāja may have been involved in 
the tax collection activity, while in the latter, as I already pointed out (see above) the 
case bore on the former privileges of the late entrepreneur Šumu-ukīn/Bēl-zēri//Basia 
(Kalbāja‟s uncle), and that may explain the presence of a colleague that may have 
known his personal dealings. At any rate, it is connections with the royal 
establishment that essentially grants the entrepreneur his business opportunities: the 
sudden peak in the career trajectory of the Ša-nāšisu brothers in Sippar and Babylon 
was due to their direct and personal connection with šākin ţēmis and other members 
of the royal establishment (Waerzeggers in press), and not certainly to connections 
with the priestly elites, whose disgrace, on the contrary, had triggered their rise 
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through royal intervention. On the other hand, there would have been practically no 
reason for a private entrepreneur to make recourse to assemblies, save for the judicial 
ones (as in Camb 412, for instance: see above) We must therefore conclude that the 
economic and political activities of this social class followed different organizational 
and institutional patterns than those of the aristocratic families of the sanctuaries, and 
acted along different networks, which surely fall beyond the purview of this study.
282
  
  Priests and members of affluent kin groups, together with royal protégés and 
high officials recruited from the ranks of elite families undoubtedly constituted the 
upper stratum of society, and the one which held the lion‟s share in the fabric and 
activities of collective bodies; entrepreneurs represent a sector of society that could 
attain conspicuous advancement on the social ladder, but where unconnected to 
assemblies. In order to attain a better oversight on the degree of participation and on 
the actual nature of the latter, there remain to be discussed groups that fall outside 
those just mentioned. Admittedly, much depends, again, on the interpretation that 
one is willing to attribute to the remaining, strictly speaking non-priestly categories 
that concur to form Neo Babylonian assemblies and to the weight that, concordantly, 
one is willing to confer them in the analysis. Among the few positive statements the 
textual materials I have analyzed allows to make about the mār banê, for instance, is 
the fact that the vast majority of those that can be identified as such in the lists 
actually bear the two-tiered family name, thereby placing them in a very specific 
social environment, that may well have been that tied to the temple; not all members 
of such extended families may have held prebends, yet their allegiance and affiliation 
may nonetheless have pointed to the temple at large, or simply following patterns 
that the myopia of our sources does not allow us to follow. A form of obligation, 
however, like the urāšu that was due to the temple by them points in this direction; 
this led Jursa to formulate an updated interpretation of the mār banê as “non-serf 
head of a household (loosely) affiliated with the temple”, a category including 
“craftsmen not belonging to the group of temple serfs, prebendaries and minor 
officials, clerks and the like” (Jursa 2010: 649). Such a vision would befit two 
essential notions, that of a hierarchy among kin groups (Nielsen 2008: 394) and that, 
which is being proposed here, of civic assemblies as essentially temple assemblies. 
The first stems from the simple consideration that, to all evidence, some lineages 
                                                             
282 An extensive literature on the institutional connections of entrepreneurs exists. To cite just some, 
see Abraham 2004, Wünsch 2000 and 1993, Bealieu 200b, Stolper 1985. 
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were wealthier than others, and that even within this group a minimum of social 
mobility existed, in the form of advancement or impoverishment, that could have 
harboured inequality (Jursa 2010: 29, Bedford 2005: 81); after all, prebends could be 
leased, shared, sold and inherited but they could also possibly be lost, in case a priest 
was no longer physically able to perform the service and unable to provide an 
adequate replacement, without even getting a compensation for it (cf. Waerzeggers 
and Jursa 2008 for the relevant evidence). A possible explanation would then be 
provided for the participation in assemblies of people who were ostensibly neither 
part of the most well-to-do families, nor of the most prominent entrepreneurs, and 
that were simply defined mār banê while sporting a family name. As for the second 
notion, it should by now have become evident that this picture would reconcile the 
prevailingly temple-oriented sphere of action of the assemblies with a range of 
members that had anyhow an interest in it, although we are at present unable to 
document it. Elders remain then to be discussed, but this is perhaps the most 
shadowy of the constituencies; they seem to have played a role in the solving of 
judicial controversies – and even so, almost exclusively in Sippar, where they often 
concur in assemblies with the priests of Šamaš – and, in small villages, they may 
have been vested with the authority to represent the community. The possibility must 
be considered that, in contexts that were less overtly dominated by an extensive 
temple household, as in the case of Eanna, they may have represented interests other 
than the temple‟s and its affiliates; but, even so, their allegiance to the wider 
population can mostly be argued on the basis of the generic designation of “elders of 
the city”.   
Thus, after all, it may well be possible that there actually was no civic 
assembly beside the temple one; or no civic assembly that would not include, as a 
constituency or not, members of the elite families that traced their wealth and 
prestige to their ties to the sanctuaries. To put it in another perspective: individual 
businesses would need no collective decisions, whereas, on the contrary, decision at 
the institutional level that would affect a wider organization or group required, in 
turn, shared decisions, and that would be when assemblies step forward into our 
purview. This is a subject that, and I borrow the expression from Van de Mieroop as 
cited by Jursa (2010: 440), requires indeed „conscious‟ model building. Such a 
model, just to cite one, cannot be that of the “citizen-temple” community advocated 
by Dandamaev (1982, 1988) and to a certain extent recently revived by Bedford 
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(2005: 79-82),
283
 for, in its articulation of Neo Babylonian society on three layers, it 
takes the first one, that constituted by “fully-fledged-citizens” enjoying full citizen 
rights as a monolithic one, further implying that among these rights was a seat in the 
assembly. What I have been expounding in chapters three and four and here argues, I 
believe, against such a simplistic reconstruction. The main layer of society was 
actually much more complex than Dandamaev‟s, as it envisaged several different 
constituencies, each with its own agenda, arranged according to more intricate 
relationships than not just the simple profile member/not member of the puhru: the 
priestly elites would relate to the royal establishment and the king directly or through 
the assemblies, and some of its most prominent members would be recruited by the 
monarch for the purpose of representing both his and their interests; the business elite 
would not hold tight links with them, but would entertain connections of an 
economic and entrepreneurial nature directly with the royal establishment or the king 
himself; temple-related citizens would be answerable to the temple as far as their 
obligations were concerned, and would be formally subject to the king, albeit in a 
much softer and distant way; elders, finally, would apparently belong to the temple in 
Uruk but to the city in Sippar; this picture provides for more complex network of 
allegiances than the model of the “citizen-temple community” does. Therefore I 
argue in favour of a model that can account both for the multiplicity of assemblies 
and for  the complex network of relationships therewith; the fact that Seri provided a 
useful and similar description for assemblies of the Old Babylonian period is 
extremely telling on the nature of the institution: «A starting point is to acknowledge 
the existence of multiple assemblies instead of a single institution in every city (…) 
The recognition of the existence of multiple assemblies helps us in approaching „the 
assembly‟ as a rather flexible institution, as an organ that might have been convoked 
for specific reasons on a relatively regular basis. This puhrum, therefore, might have 
been constituted of different parties whose participation in an assembly session might 
have depended on the problem under consideration (…)» (Seri 2005: 166-167). Yet, 
as nicely this definition may have been formulated, it still does not fully account for 
all the features that I believe have emerged so far from the present analysis. For, as it 
                                                             
283 A slightly different model of “civic-and-temple community” about Hellenistic Uruk had been 
expounded by Sarkisian in a number of publications; the model evidently suffered from the then 
scarce knowledge of the Neo Babylonian material, and was criticized and discarded already by Doty 
(1977: 150-160). 
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is true that also for Neo Babylonian assemblies a multiplicity of parties is attested, it 
must also be reckoned with the fact that the players to which the allegiance of the 
various parties went were essentially two, the crown and the temple. In the end, it 
will be safer to assume a simpler stance, and formulate the assemblies‟ nature as the 
venue were different ranks of constituencies, that can be identified with kin groups, 
negotiated their ideology, sentiments and interests vis-à-vis royal power and its 
representatives.  
Through local councils, then, members of the priestly elite may have expected 
to wield a minimum amount of power (Jursa 2010: 58), and yet there was an 
overarching anthropological level that shaped the way these councils were 
constituted and acted, and the way in which elite members may have constructed and 
articulated personal and social status, that is, kinship and heritage. The social 
enactment of both notions sought into ties with a venerable ancestor and with a city‟s 
distant past the source of social legitimisation, that would also bring the bearers of 
the typical two-tiered extended family to the social foreground and, to put it in 
Nielsen‟s terms, to underscore their role in city governance through the holding of 
offices or membership in the assembly (Nielsen 2008: 411). Thus, while 
independent, executive powers are hardly documentable for assemblies of this kind, 
there is indeed something on which their activities seem to more or less directly 
converge, i.e.  the ensuring of the continuity of cult performance, on which they 
watched through a number of ways, and the responsibility for ensuring that 
everything in the relationship with the royal environment went as smoothly as 
possible. In this, assemblies would indeed be representative of the elite from which 
they were recruited. But that, of course, does not mean that such elite covered the 
entire spectrum of the social fabric of a Neo Babylonian city. It may surely have 
been the most representative, the one whose jealously guarded ties with the 
sanctuaries would confer them an aura of venerable respect, but for sure they were 
not the only one. 
As a final remark of this section, I will observe that, if the distortion imposed 
on our understanding by the myopia of the sources of the Hellenistic period is 
accounted for, then, all things considered, there seems to be not much difference 
between what is termed, for the Late Babylonian period, either the”kiništu of Esagil” 
or the “assembly of Uruk” and the variously defined assemblies of the Neo 
Babylonian ones; Late Babylonian assemblies shared both allegiance and objectives 
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with their Neo Babylonian counterparts, and their apparently more restricted nature 
may in principle reflect just the extremely synthetic nature of the sources that record 
their deeds, which is so typical of Hellenistic textual materials, especially as regards 
Astronomical Diaries and chronicles. 
 
2. The actual powers of assemblies: opposition or not? 
Speaking of a raw “quantification” of the executive powers that were vested on them, 
it is obvious that a comparison between local institutions of the period of Neo 
Assyrian hegemony and those of the Neo Babylonian and later empires simply does 
not hold.  
This does not mean, of course, that not even the most feeble of the voices against 
royal power can be heard in the sources. In theory, one could bring some examples 
from the textual material that has been discussed during the previous chapters that 
seem to convey the idea of a veiled opposition or discontent. I submit one last table 
with such implicit occurrences: 
Table 23 
Text Description 
YOS 3 6 
After the issuing of precise instructions to the Urukians, at the closing 
of the letter the unnamed royal sender threatens “whoever tells me the 
false, I shall become his enemy!” It is not easy to understand this last 
statement unless it is posited that the king envisaged the possibility that 
someone (i.e. the Urukians) could disregard, and hence oppose, his 
order. Are we dealing with a cryptic trace of opposition against the 
religious policies of Nabonidus? 
YOS 6 71/72 
A composite assembly explains to the crown prince why they are 
withholding a ceremonial garment that is expected in a small sanctuary. 
By the overall tone of the answer, one might gather that, after all, the 
request from the crown prince notwithstanding, the Urukians will 
continue to withhold the garment 
Harran Stela of Nabonidus 
Nabonidus chastises a number of citizens and priests for impious 
behaviour and refusal to acknowledge the majesty of Sîn. This may 
well fall in the realm of literary fiction, but if taken at face value it 
would prove a resistance against royal theological innovations 
Verse Account 
The text may (or may not) reflect opposition by the Marduk clergy 
against Nabonidus‟ reforms 
BM 114565 
The šatammu answers before an assembly an unusual request, by an 
envoy of a Persian official, to inspect livestock and oxen in an 
inappropriate month; a denial could seem implicit in his answer 
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BM 68610 
The priesthood of Ebabbar successfully defends its right to ownership 
of its estates, but has to relinquish half of the crop 
AD 1 -273B: 34‟-38‟ 
Representatives of the Babylonians travel to Seleucia, presumably to 
argue with the satrap about incoming new taxation 
Lehmann text (copy) 
The copy of the older original may have been drafted as a sort of 
memorandum, both for internal (the Babylonians) and external (the 
king) use, in order to defend the rights to ownership to estates donated 
by Laodice and her sons 
Uruk List of Kings and 
Sages (copy)284 
Copy (165 BCE) of an older original, may have been drafted as a 
memorandum to remind civic leadership to pay the due honours and 
attention to the scholars of Uruk, as the kings of old had done 
Of course, these remarks must be taken for what they are, i.e. little more than 
suggestions, as a token of the fact that, although local institutions did not hold a vast 
measure of executive power, this does not necessarily mean that they could not voice 
a moderate dissent or put up a veiled or token opposition to decisions issued by the 
central authority. Certainly, one cannot overemphasize any of these tenets, and an 
analysis conducted by means of the three criteria used by Barjamovic to describe and 
identify popular self-government yields poor results indeed (2004: 50); he contends 
that the latter exists only (I quote verbatim): 
a. when the council or plenary assembly was self-constituting, i.e. holding the 
authority to appoint its own members 
b. when it had the power to impose its decisions upon the community 
c. when it could decide, at least in principle, its own political affiliation towards 
an overlord or a federation 
It hardly needs to be said that, according to such criteria, the body politics of local 
power of the Neo Babylonian and Hellenistic period did not constitute a popular self-
government at all. The very premises are missing, in that, as I have repeatedly stated, 
assemblies of this period were not definitely “popular” or “plenary”. Besides this,  
Ad a.) the only authority to select and recruit individuals would be the one seen 
about the consecration of new priests. However, descent and lineage played a role 
rather than choice, and the individual was not certainly “appointed” as much as he 
was examined and initiated  
                                                             
284 Not previously discussed in the study, it is nonetheless interesting. The summary follows Lenzi‟s 
edition and interpretation (Lenzi 2008). 
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Ad b.) our assemblies certainly lacked this faculty. They may have played a 
counselling role, but their political weight cannot certainly be overestimated. They 
relate to the king through his appointees in the administration, especially those 
recruited from their own ranks, yet they did not participate in all aspects of 
administration, which was fully in the hands of royal representatives and officials, be 
they of local origin or not. So there was no true capacity of enforcement of decision 
as that required by Barjamovic. 
Ad c.) That is interesting, but such a power can be deemed to have been present only 
at the most formal and superficial of levels; the Babylonians had no means to openly 
and actively choose whether to side with Darius III or Alexander. In theory, revolts 
that broke out during the early Achaemenid period show that at least they tried to 
take sides, but they failed to have the necessary cohercive force to concretely apply 
their decision. This interpretive model is definitely not suitable or, at best, it tells us 
what local power in Neo and Late Babylonian Mesopotamia certainly was not, i.e. a 
“popular self-government”. 
It is perhaps time to get rid of some prejudices and look for a better model. 
The following argumentation is by no means directed at questioning Barjamovic‟s 
findings, which I have been discussing all along, but rather at questioning whether 
the model of self-government he applied to the early Neo Babylonian period can 
legitimately be applied to its later phases. In general, it is possible to glean that 
during the Neo Assyrian period local powers were able to carry on a prolonged status 
of bargaining with two or more players in the political scene. The continuous 
condition of semi-internecine attrition, military comebacks by one power or the other 
allowed the local institutions to occupy a middle ground that would grant them a 
greater degree of movement and independent action, carried out, in principle, along 
the lines set by their traditional agenda. The constituting elements of the latter may 
just have been the same all along, and they need not have changed radically over 
time, to come down to later periods: the urban elites may simply have stuck to 
traditional ideals of the best monarchy possible, ideals of which a text like the s.-c. 
Fürstenspiegel exemplifies some of the main tenets (Lambert 1996: 110-115). Thus, 
it can be imagined, they would have sought to obtain conditions that would ensure 
their survivability, the enduring of civic privileges and a reduced burden of debt and 
taxation that a package like kidinnūtu implied (cf. Reviv 1988); the prosecution of 
the cult, grants to the temples (land, resources, maintenance works), irrigation works 
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and the like. Bringing it to an extreme point, one could say that the local civic 
powers just auctioned themselves off to whatever player could offer the best 
conditions.  
To a certain extent, too, this is just what they may have done under 
subsequent conditions of regime change, viz. with the Persian and then Macedonian 
conquest, except that the overall political landscape was, by then, very different. 
Civic elites and their representatives would have now faced rising global empires 
rather than weaker regional powers, leaving little or no room for bargain and 
negotiation. Yet, the similarities between the ways the new conquerors behaved after 
their takeover and immediately subsequent periods show that, during the interregnum 
between the overthrow of one monarchy and the installation of the following, the 
local elites could stand up for themselves and engage the foreign power in question 
in their own form of “narrative”, so to speak; Kuhrt has aptly summarized the 
background of the elaborate negotiations, and their theological underpinnings, that 
preceded the mise en scene with which the Babylonians welcomed Sargon II, Cyrus 
and Alexander when they entered Babylon, so that it will not be necessary to repeat 
the small details here (Kuhrt 2007: 619ff.). As Kuhrt contends, the similarities 
between the receptions of these three conquerors should prove that it was the 
Babylonians who actually proposed the “package” of political initiatives that, if 
conceded, would win their support for the new king (Kuhrt 2007: 620-621). In 
exchange, they basically offered submission, no trouble, and the maintenance of a 
viable and established framework to operate a state power within their area of 
concern. 
Thus, I argue, the critical categories and methodology applicable to the 
political situation of the early Neo Babylonian period should not be allowed to 
cascade in the later sixth and fifth centuries BCE and the evidence they offer on the 
issue of local power. While the notion that during the Neo Assyrian period local 
assemblies enjoyed their “heyday”, as submitted by Jursa (2010: 58) is in principle 
correct, the question arises whether opposition to royal power or the faculty of a 
totally independent political action are the only tell-tale of the consistence and 
powers of local assemblies in a peace-time, strong-monarchy social and political 
environment. The character and capacities of local institutions as depicted in the Neo 
Assyrian epistolary evidence represent just a relatively shorter stage of the first 
millennium; to assume it as the main paradigm would just mean to relegate six 
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further centuries of history of the local powers in a kind of limbo, where they can be 
just acknowledged a minor role in the adjudication of cases, albeit in the cadre of a 
progressive assumption of prerogatives in this field too by the royal authority, to 
which the local assemblies had ultimately to yield (Jursa 2011 in press). I contend 
that this is no sound scientific approach, or that, at the very least, that this approach 
does not fulfil a comprehensive depiction of such assemblies. 
As it turns out, the way urban elites could pursue their own agenda vis-à-vis royal 
power is best to be seen not in assembly records, but outside of them. Considering 
what has been expounded above on the ultimate goal, 
 
The fact that, in the aftermath of the revolts of a part of Mesopotamia against Xerxes 
the traditional priestly families were forced to abandon the sanctuaries and the 
consequent “end of archives “ (Waerzeggers 2003/4 for the background), may still 
show they retained at least a measure of political initiative. Yet, at the same time, the 
advancement of a new class of outsiders with no connection to temple shows that 
there were other shares of the population on which kings could eventually rely to run 
all, or a part, of the state at the provincial level. A similar case, I argue, can be 
documented for the Hellenistic period.  
 
Rather, an alternative avenue for providing a suitable interpretive model is 
offered by the growing interest in local power itself in modern scholarship. In 
particular, in a forthcoming paper Von Dassow sought to provide theoretical and 
evidentiary foundations to the concept of an ancient Near Eastern “public” (Von 
Dassow in press). A fundamental premise of Von Dassow‟s argument, however, is 
that the traditional notion of “public” as denoting everything related to power and its 
exercise, and hence opposed to “private” as identifying what lies outside of it, be left 
apart in favour of a model that envisages a continuity between the ruler and the ruled 
rather than a vacuum or a bipolar opposition; in other words, a “public” that 
participated in some way to its own government, that reacted to demands of the state 
and availed itself of its services, and that in doing so factually reproduced the it. 
Essentially, then, Von Dassow wonders whether a functional public can be 
identified, that was vested with and exercised political authority within the preserve 
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of the state, at the same time representing a community and mediating between the 
latter and the former, and not necessarily acting in opposition or separation from it. 
Such a model seems more befitting to the local political context of the Neo 
Babylonian period that I have been trying to highlight, and the evidence that 
instantiates it. Before moving on, however, some methodological remarks are in 
order. In order to better extrapolate evidence for her “public” Von Dassow turned to 
a very wide array of documentary and non-documentary, i.e. inferential, sources 
from many periods and cultural areas of Mesopotamian history, with the aid of a 
newly devised model, derived from Habermas‟ 1962 work on the development of a 
Western public sphere in the form of a bourgeois public, to provide more solid 
grounds to her research. Now, as I see it, it is fairly evident that to apply such a 
model to a very limited body of documentary evidence such as the one which is 
under discussion here would be done to little or no avail, since the evidence itself, 
rather than firmly disproving or supporting the model, simply cannot be brought to 
offer any clear-cut response on the subject, if not in the realm of the tentative. This is 
all the more clear if the four basic features of such a public, as that originally defined 
by Habermas and reviewed by Von Dassow, are scrutinized bearing in mind the main 
traits of the texts that have constituted the basis for this analysis (I quote verbatim): 
1) that matters of common interest are decided by the community whom they 
interest. This is by far the best documentable aspect of a hypothetical urban-
dwelling, priestly public of the Neo Babylonian period. The evidence that has been 
brought in chapter four and earlier in these conclusions should bear precisely to this, 
that this assumed public shared common interests, and specifically the aspiration at 
the maintaining of a privileged status quo symbolized by a continuing participation 
and performance of the cult, the maintaining of ties to the temple symbolized by 
prebends, the aim at running administration, justice, relationships with the royal 
establishment and religious issues in a way as to make the flow of “sentiments”, as 
Nielsen had it, uninterrupted. On the other hand, though, it is self-evident that 
members of this community and their representatives were not the only ones to make 
such decisions, at least, as has been seen, during the Neo Babylonian period, since 
royal representatives and protégés had a say in almost every matter, the role of the 
community and the assembly thereto being relegated to that of consultant on specific 
issues, and only rarely displaying an exclusive executive role in the decision making 
process (most of the times in the judicial sphere). 2) rational discussion among 
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community members is the mechanism for decision making. That would be very nice 
to prove, if only the sources were a little more explicit on the point. Truth is, that 
except for some sparse occurrences of the verb malāku, “to advise”, “to take counsel 
together” (in the N-stem), one is left to wonder whether, in many instances, the 
assemblies had to simply ratify decisions that rested ultimately in the hands of royal 
representatives, even when the latter where recruited from the ranks of the elite, or 
whether they truly  had a say  in deciding matters. That is, essentially, the reason why 
I chose to dub many of the assemblies‟ functions as “counselling” rather than 
executive. 3) information is openly circulated and decisions publicized. The 
recording of assembly proceedings in a written form could point to this; or rather, the 
very presence of several members that could orally divulge the decision made in a 
session would just do the job. 4) the authority carrying out decisions is accountable 
to the community they affect. This does not really seem to have been the case. A 
random example: everyone, including several people forming assemblies in a couple 
of instances (YBC 6932, YOS 7 198), knew the oblate businessman Gimillu was 
corrupt, that he refused to appear before the authorities to account for his deeds, that 
he plotted to assassinate the ša rēš šarri and so on, and yet he went on relatively 
undisturbed in his career, until he was assigned the position of general contractor. 
The misdeeds he accomplished during his tenure  caused considerable damage to 
Eanna, and yet, whereas he was finally punished (YOS 7 7), no record exists that can 
prove that anyone was held answerable for it. 
 These and other doubts advise not to strictly apply Von Dassow‟s 
“habermasian” model to our evidence. However, if the decision is made to stick to 
the more basic tenets of publics as expounded by Von Dassow and summarized 
above, some interesting results can indeed be achieved. To wit: we should ask 
whether we can identify a public that exercised, through a representative body, a 
measure of political authority, participated to its own government, responded to 
demands of the state and availed itself of its services, acted to constitute the state and 
not in opposition to it. And now to the answer: the public in question would 
undeniably be the urban priestly elites and the minor, non-prebendary kin groups 
attached to them or to the temple and defined mār banê in the sources; the body that 
represented them, i.e., for the sake of simplicity, the puhru, is the very same that 
allows, through its composition, to identify the former social groups as the public in 
question. From this point of view, the fact that such an assembly would not be 
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institutionalized and with a fixed membership needs not represent a problem. 
Through the puhru, such groups participated, of course under the aegis of the state, in 
the administration and management of issues of common interest, an array of which I 
have presented in chapter four. The use of the puhru was precisely to bring state and 
local public together in the making of decisions; under this respect, the figures of the 
šatammu and the šangû acquire a particular interest, as they were both royal 
appointees and members of the same elite that took part in the puhru. As such, these 
officials were possibly called to mediate between state and public demands; since the 
vast majority of decisions were made with the concurrence of šatammu and šangû or 
by them alone, we may presume that local interests may have been taken into 
account when deciding, e.g., whether to consecrate a priest or not vis-à-vis royal 
preference, to whom to assign the role of general contractor, when pleading for city 
land. Rather than a vacuum or a continuum, that existing between state and public in 
Neo Babylonian Mesopotamia can be defined a gradient, in which different levels of 
authority, both local and royal, found place at different hierarchical steps.
285
 It was 
through this gradient that state demands were met and articulated by the public – 
requests to implement cultic standards, pay taxes, provide workforce, just to quote 
some – and, conversely, that it could avail itself of its services by seeking justice, 
consecration into prebendary service, requiring the assignment of a rent farming 
contract etc. This place of gatherings at the hinge between upper and lower instances 
of society is what I have discussed above, when I addressed the convening of 
assemblies; the gradient they represented could be interpellated from above and from 
below; in a word, it was the place were different interests could meet and negotiate 
respective goals.  As it has been elucidated, it seems the main concern of the priestly 
elites was quite naturally the preservation of their privileged status quo through the 
continuation of the cult, and they would have expected the king to provide for this at 
the best of his possibilities; in turn, the king would have expected a smooth running 
of the affairs at the local level, a steady flow of tribute and fulfilling of obligations 
the ultimate goal of which, in turn, may have resulted in a benefit for the public itself 
– think, for instance, at the exaction of a corvée workforce for building on irrigation 
structures. 
                                                             
285 As has been noted, such a gradient may have been somewhat looser during the Hellenistic period. 
The general remarks on the nature of the public , however, still apply, I believe. 
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All of this, however, rested upon the attaining of an equilibrium between 
demands and expectations. The local elites‟ assent or acquiescence to every royal 
policy was not granted: resistance to state power may as well have been a way in 
which a public could manifest itself. The frequent revolts against the Achaemenids, 
and that against Xerxes in particular, testify that Persian rulers had not lived up to the 
expectations of the Babylonians; obviously, how the discontent grew and was 
eventually and practically organized into a revolt (if it indeed was) remains in the 
dark, but that, as Jursa (2010: 59) acknowledged, may still be taken as a token of the 
existence of forces, such as political aspirations and ambitions to independent action, 
that would drive such a revolt.  
Indeed, a peaceful participation in the running of the state requested that the latter 
continued to pursue its role as guarantor of the prosecution of the cult, the 
provisioning of temples and a measure of self-determination by city governments and 
body politics. Benefaction towards the local centres would harbour cooperation and 
support: if that did not happen, revolt may have been just behind the corner. As it is 
more and more evident from recent research, Achaemenids grew to ask too much of 
the Babylonians. Cyrus entered Babylon peacefully and allowed some of the 
traditional rituals of royalty to be performed as a part of his acceptance of his 
endorsement as new Babylonian king by the local elites, the only power remaining 
after Nabonidus‟ demise; he undertook some refurbishment of temples, provided the 
cult in some measure, left local administration and privileges of local elites 
untouched, took part at the New Year festival (yet sporting an Elamite dress, which 
overtly symbolized his political program; cf. Kuhrt 2005 for a reassessment of the 
image of Cyrus). This is what would have appeased the civic elites. But then, under 
his successors the cumulative burden of taxes and service obligations gradually 
began to increase until it reached a previously unparalleled dimension under Darius 
(Kleber 2008: 343, Jursa and Waerxeggers 2009: 266). The same king established a 
royal sojourn in Susa during New Year time (Waerzeggers 2011), by which period 
personnel from Mesopotamia was required to travel there to deliver taxes, provide 
workforce or perform additional payments to get discharged from the service; priests 
from Babylonian sanctuaries did not constitute an exception, and indeed prebendary 
bakers of Ezida are attested to have travelled to Elam together with the kiništu at 
least during the fifth, sixth and ninth years of Darius (Jursa and Waerzeggers 2009: 
261 and n. 136; Jursa 2010: 167-168). Arguably, the need to go to Elam during New 
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year time seriously jeopardized the performance of the akītu festival, that was 
anyway neglected by Achamenid kings, as were the necessary maintenance works of 
the sanctuaries. Ironically, the neglecting of Babylon as religious and political centre 
(in favour of Susa) may have been precisely something the Babylonian elites 
shunned in Nabonidus‟ policies (Beaulieu 2005: 163)286; it is all the more easier to 
understand the rationale behind the revolts at the time of Cambyses‟ death, with 
Nebuchadnezzar IV and finally under Xerxes. The breeding grounds for discontent 
may not have been just the temples (as far as our scope can go), but the Persian 
response to the revolts implies that a major part was played by the sanctuaries and 
their priestly staff. Quite naturally, the build up of this revolt and the phase of 
decision making and taking of initiatives by the local powers remain in the dark, but 
it is fairly reasonable that they took place. Seleucid dominance may have been more 
mildly received, but perhaps this is due to the fact that by the third century local 
institutions were not sufficiently strong to rebel. On the other hand, it is perhaps 
plausible that Seleucid rule may have been milder, their endorsement of the cult and 
the temples a bit more convincing, their mingling with local affairs smaller. Indeed, 
what the evidence seems to show is that perhaps under the Seleucids the Babylonian 
elite enjoyed a measure more of autonomy in making their decisions or in standing 
vis-à-vis the royal power, although they basically performed the same range of 
activities as in the Neo Babylonian period. In general, it would not be completely out 
of place, I think, to read the elite‟s successfulness in the ensuring their political, 
economic and religious survivability.  
This assumption may be tested against the only true example of the contrary, 
i.e. the far-reaching failure to successfully negotiate favourable conditions with the 
Parthians and to cope with the installation of the Greek polity in Babylon. I cannot 
help but feeling that this is to be connected with the eventual (in a relatively short 
time span) demise of the cuneiform script and, in general, of any major economic 
and political role of the temple community; even the moderate endorsement of the 
traditional Babylonian cult that had been proper of the Seleucids, was eventually 
dropped by the Parthians. From a certain point of view, it would seem we are facing 
here a second “end of archives”, albeit of a very different nature than that occurred at 
the time of the revolts against Xerxes, and taking place on a considerably longer time 
                                                             
286 Cf. Jursa 2007 for a diverging opinion and a critical re-evaluation of the evidence related to the 
assumed struggle that opposed Nabonidus to the Marduk clergy. 
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span, not just abruptly. The legitimisation provided by the recognition and contact 
with the king were tantamount to the survival of a local power organized along 
traditional Babylonian lines; the end of cuneiform culture at this very late stage under 
the described circumstances just proves it beyond any doubt, or so I believe. I argued 
that local institutions, and temple assemblies in particular, constituted the ideal venue 
where they could articulate their own self-representation as a cohesive group and 
construct their participation in a shared running of the state; I also argued that, from 
this point of view, they indeed represented a public, whose communal identity ended 
up, in its latest phase, as entirely revolving around the temple and its old rites. As a 
state, however, can hardly survive without a favourable public sharing the burden of 
governance, it is also true that a public can hardly survive without a state in which 
recognize itself. It seems as though the Babylonian community of the latest period 
had become just so, a public without a state. If this is not the main reason for the 
final obsolescence of the temple and its associated, traditional culture symbolized by 
cuneiform akkadian, it still certainly eased it.  
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